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ABSTRACT
Practically, today in Georgia there is no any inventory tools and capabilities to rapidly and
effectively reconstruct destroyed means of transport and communications.
In connection with this, elaboration and manufacturing of rapidly deployable bridges for the use
in extreme conditions are very important for our country. Additionally, such bridge may
effectively be used in country defense purpose and also to transfer specialists and assembling
equipment to rapidly recover damaged electro-transmitting wires and towers in those areas
where the road network is underdeveloped and there are no bridges over ravines and mountain
streams.
Here we describe the structure of deployable metal bridge KM-02T. It can be used to overcome
an obstacle of 4-5.5 meter depth. We can say that the developed constructive scheme with all
parameters fully meets the essential requirements requested from rapidly deployable bridges
that have to be used in those countries which have the same relief conditions as Georgia have.
The bridge principally differs from those constructions which have the same application meaning
not just with constructional scheme solution, also with its exploitation characters.



The length of the bridge is determined by the number of typically unified modules and their
multiplicity is not limited.
The width of roadway is 4.2m, which is the highest parameter for rapidly erectable bridges
worldwide.
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In a simple case, the maximum depth of overcoming obstacle can be 4m, but with combined
scheme, it can be 5.2m.
The bridge structure has the possibility to adapt to an intricate profile of relief with deep
ravines and to provide a transition of staff and technics.
The maximum load of a bridge corresponds to the requirements of the heaviest armored
vehicle.
The weight of separate unified typical module is 3.2 tons.
The transportation dimensions of each unified typical module in folded state are
1.2X3.0X4.2m.
Transportation and assembly of deployment bridge don't require any special vehicle, it is
possible from the usual delivery truck and crane.
Considering location and climate-meteorological conditions the assembly of 24-meter bridge
takes time from 45 minutes to 2 hours and 15 minutes.
5 person serves to bridge assembly.

1. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, various extremal circumstances taking place in Georgia and many other
countries throughout the world necessitated designing the various types of instantly mountable,
transportable temporary structures, especially special constructions for surmounting obstacles.
Despite existing capabilities given by the military-engineering machines and equipments of
bridge crossings that have been developed in the world, there still remains the need in designing
instantly mountable transportable, multiuse, lightweight bridges adaptable to the hard
environment in the states having the relief of the type of that in Georgia.

2. MODIFICATIONS
BRIDGES

OF

TEMPORARY

MOUNTABLE-AND-DISMOUNTABLE

The function of temporary bridges is somewhat different from that of stationary bridges. The
difference is that the basic defining parameter in this case is economic index or erecting speed
of bridge crossing. In both cases, certain limitations are envisioned during their designing under
the normal exploitation conditions for the sake of attaining the above mentioned parameters.
Time limits for building a construction, including the temporary bridges mainly depend on the
following factors:
- erecting technology - design of an assembling construction is much better than other design;
- selecting the construction material - the metal constructions are characterized with less
weight as compared with similar structures; - fewer typical assembling members of a
construction - it reduces cost. Ensuring from the manufacturing, its quality is enhanced and
mounting processes are diminished. Weight of a member is chosen on the condition of not
to allow overloading of mounting means; - thickening of members to the maximum - resource
of transport and mounting means becomes economical, the number of butt joints reduces during
mounting on site. The number of transportation and mounting means are reduced due to
thickening of the assembling members to the maximum; - technological
effectiveness
of
manufacturing of assembling members structure - enables mass manufacture and provide
production quickness; - technological effectiveness of assembling - attained by minimum
number of butt joints and simplified mounting thereof. These are the main parameters
determining the terms of erecting the construction and technical and economical effect thereof.
Several variants of the instantly erectable mountable-and-dismountable bridges are represented
2
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as outline sketches:
2.1

Mountable-and-dismountable bridge provided
supports with pantographic mechanism

with

beams

and

drawable

Mountable-and-dismountable bridge provided with beams and drawable supports with
pantographic mechanism is a traditional designing method. It is characterized by that
pantographic system is used as intermediate supports, which enables adjustment of the span
superstructure in designed condition without any difficulty (figure 1).

Figure 1.Mountable-and-dismountable bridge provided with beams and drawable
supports with pantographic mechanism

2.2 Mountable-and-dismountable bridge with drawable segmented supports
A distinct design is a mountable-and-dismountable bridge having drawable segmented supports
(fig. 2). When transported, the segmented supports are placed in a span superstructure box and
they are drawn during mounting until they have rested upon the ground.

Figure 2. Mountable-and-dismountable bridge with drawable segmented supports

For surmounting the obstacles characterized by soft or very soft grounds, designs with
3
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fundamentally distinct intermediate supports are represented.
2.3 Mountable-and-dismountable bridge with windable
supports

chain-tubular

intermediate

The design of the bridge having windable chain-tubular intermediate supports (figure 3) is
characterized by the support design formed by winding on a dram a continuous chain
composed by tubes. In operation, the cylindrical shape of the support changes to oval shape
due to the fact that the chain is not tightly wound onto the drum, which is why the contact
surface of the support with ground is enlarged. Moreover, when the tubes are longitudinally
disposed in the supports, the live section of the river does not reduce significantly due to the
conductivity of the tubes.

Figure. 3. Mountable-and-dismountable bridge with windable chain-tubular intermediate supports

2.4 Bridge structure with “gabion-like supports”
For the rather softer grounds, a design of a bridge crossing with so called “gabion-like supports”
is provided (figure 4). An elastic metal network is filled with metal balls placed in the box of the
span superstructure until it has been rested upon the ground and, being capable of taking any
shape of the obstacle ground profile, it enables considerable enlargement of the supporting
surface on the ground and, thereby, enables use of the reduced strength factors intrinsic to the
very soft grounds as better as possible.

Figure 4. Bridge structure with “gabion-like supports”
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2.5 Mountable-and-dismountable Metal Bridges with Crescent Module
2.5.1 Mountable-and-dismountable metal bridge with crescent module KM-01T
A mountable-and-dismountable metal bridge with crescent module KM-01T (figure 5) belongs to
the kind of instantly erectable bridges designed for providing a passageway to any kind of motor
vehicles.

Figure 5. Mountable-and-dismountable metal bridge with crescent module KM-01T

In its mounted form, the bridge design hardly corresponds to any classical form. The
construction is a multi-span cuttable bridge with the length of 4 meters at the most and with the
support height of 2 meters. Accordingly, the present design can be used for low tide and lower
height crossings.
The floor of the span superstructure consists of intercrossing cylindrical surfaces having
curvatures along the floor axis. Location of the crossing line depends on the relief of the
crossing. However, the surface curvature and sizes of the span superstructure are chosen
based on consideration of not to allow the restraining of the traffic under any kind of relief
conditions.
The floor width enables one way traffic, but the sizes can be reduced or enlarged if necessary.
The shape of the span superstructure surface is chosen based on consideration of the fact that
butt jointing occurs in straight line when modules are coupled so as to prevent any constructional
problems during mounting.
On the other hand, which is not less important, the non-linear geometry of the load-bearing
surface of the span superstructure enables reduction of the material expenditure and the weight
of the assembling module.
For the purposes of assembling the entire bridge, two modules: principal module (2) and end
module (1,3) are used. The principal module is an entire structure consisting of longitudinal and
transversal members (figure 6).

5
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Figure 6. Principal module

In the upper part of the module, eight support feet are suspended between longitudinal bars to
create uniformly distributed load across the support surface in operation of the bridge. The
principal module is provided with a box-like support arc in its lower part, which, along with lower
self-adjustable foot, plays the role of the bridge support (fig. 7). The design of the support
system adapted to any kind of the ground surface outline enables horizontal adjustment of the
module and self-adjustment of the designed position of the span superstructure.

Figure 8. Mating nodes of modules

Figure 7. Supporting arch for KM-01T

The arcs of the support structure are capable of rolling with respect to each other and, with little
energy consumption, they roll to the direction where the resistance is least so as to fit the
ground profile in a manner as not to alter the designed transversal direction of the floor.
Similar process occurs also in case the support is settling for some reason.
In mounting, the modules are connected in special support units (figure 8).
The modules for entering and exiting the bridge are metal plates like the crescent modules, with
the difference that their surface is flat.
6
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2.5.2 Mountable-and-dismountable metal bridge with crescent module KM-02T
A mountable-and-dismountable metal bridge KM-02T is a modernization of the bridge KM-01T
and continuation of this direction. In its assembled form, the system is a multi-span
mountable-and-dismountable metal bridge consisted of individual span superstructures –
modules (figure 9). The length of each span does not exceed 6 meters. The length of the
supports depends on the relief of crossing and does not exceed 4 meters. In case of relatively
deep ravine, a separate modular element can be used as an additional support, whereby the
height of the support increases up to 5 – 5.5 meters.

Figure 9. Mountable-and-dismountable metal bridge with crescent module KM-02T

The bridge fundamentally differs from those designed for the same purposes not only by
its design but by the operational characteristics:
 the bridge length is determined by the non-limited number of typical unificated modules;
 width of the bridge floor is 4.2 meters which is the maximal index in the world for
instantly mountable bridges;
 maximal admissible local depth of the obstacle is 4 meters in case of simple design, and –
5.2 meters in case of combined design;
 the bridge structure is adaptable to the profile of deep ravine having very complicated relief
and is capable of providing passage of equipment and personnel thereon;
 maximum load of the bridge corresponds to the requirements to the heaviest armoured
equipment;
 weight of the individual typical module is 3.2 ton;
 transport sizes of each unificated typical module in folded state is 1.2x3.0x4.2 m;
 transportation and mounting of the mountable-and-dismountable members of the bridge do
not require special equipment; it is possible by means of ordinary lorries and hoists;
 mounting of the 24 meters bridge requires from 45 minutes to 2 hours and 15 minutes
depending on the local and climatic-meteorological conditions;
 the bridge is mounted by 5 person.
Each superstructure of the bridge span consists of two arched blocks 1, 2 connected to
each other by means of cylindrical joints 3 (figure 10). In operation, depending on the crossing
relief, the span superstructure may take one of the three designed locations.
7
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Figure 10. Crescent module of KM-02T bridge
The support portion of the module consists of four drawable support devices on the lower parts
of which support feet 5 having size of 750x650 mm. are mounted with a cardan hanger.
The support device is drawn by the self weight and is controlled by means of a ratchet.
Figure 11 depicts an animated picture of the bridge mounting process, and figures 12 and 13
depict photos of mounting the real structure.

Figure 11. Animated picture of KM-02T bridge mounting process
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Figure 12. Mounting of a KM-02T bridge

Figure 13. Mounting of a KM-02T bridge

By means of the bridge assembly KM-02T, the following crossings can be mounted:
• over dry ravines and gullies, the length being non-limited;
• over low tide rivers, the width of the water surface being non-limited (figure 14).

9
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Figure 14. General views of KM-02T bridge

3. CONCLUSION
Based on the theoretical and experimental studies of the developed metal construction KM02T, it can be concluded that the construction completely meets the requirements set to the
designs of instantly mountable bridges.
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X’Press Bridging by Yves BRUGEAUD (France)
A bridge made of pre-stressed concrete precast beams for spans between 40 and 115 feet is a very classical solution.
However, for short spans and small projects, a custom design and heavy devices of precasting, transportation and
erection are not very suitable because their costs are disproportionate to the amount of work. A small project often
requires lowly technical and human means. This is accurately true for isolated and export projects.
The X’Press Bridging intends to be a global solution for project managers, construction companies and customers
dealing with easy design, prefabricated foundations, abutments, box beams, and even surface layer.
The progress which has been made worldwide with ultra-high performance fiber reinforced concrete (UHPFRC)
allows this material to be used in the manufacture of industrialized products. Particularly, UHPFRC enables
production of hollow structural components, for instance: foundations piles, abutments, girders. The first advantage
of a hollowed structure is the reduction of weight which means lowest costs of transportation and of erection
devices. The second advantage is the dissociation the project manager is able to do between high performance
concrete (often associated with pre-stressing) and ordinary concrete. Whenever he needs to treat a bending
question, he will use pre-stressed UHPFRC made in a factory. Where it is a question of inertia or compression, he will
use ordinary and less expensive ready mixed concrete.
We are introducing:





The design and area of use: especially ribbed slab conception, static pattern
The description of UHPFRC precast elements: piles, shallow foundation, abutments,
girders, pavement and handrails
The on-site construction method, more particularly the surface layer
The advantages of X’Press Bridging

Based on a both simple and innovative design, X’Press Bridging is within reach of low technical means and unskilled
manpower. What is intricate as cost and weight’s killing by calculations or precasting is done in the office or in the
factory, what is easy and heavy remains on-site.
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ABSTRACT
The composites industry is now developing innovative production techniques for FRP
reinforcement that can improve speed of construction and performance of Reinforced Concrete
(RC) structures. Recently, the University of Miami elected to build a pedestrian bridge using
concrete elements reinforced and prestressed only with fiber-reinforced polymer (FRP)
composites to demonstrate its commitment to innovation, sustainability, and state of the art
construction techniques. The “Innovation Bridge” is a 70-foot-long single-span structure
consisting of concrete elements such as auger-cast piles, cast-in-place pile caps and back walls,
precast prestressed girders, and cast-in-place deck topping and curbs. This pedestrian bridge
offers a number of innovative features intended to ensure a 75-year service life. The innovation
incorporates the use of Basalt FRP (BFRP) closed continuous stirrups, prefabricated grids and
prefabricated pile cages for reinforced and prestressed concrete. Initially, prefabricated pile cages
made of six #6 BFRP rebars and spirals in an octagonal shape were deliver to the construction
site to reinforce the eight 16-inch-diameter 40-foot-long auger-cast piles. #4 BFRP closed
continuous stirrups in different geometric configurations were used as shear reinforcement for the
pile caps. BFRP grids were used as reinforcement for the prestressed double-tee girders: the
grids for both stems and flanges were made of interwoven #3 and #4 BFRP bars, respectively.
Additionally, a 3-inch cast-in-place concrete deck topping was reinforced with a grid of #3 BFRP
bars in both directions. Finally, the reinforcement for the curbs consisted of a combination of
straight #4 BFRP bars and closed continuous #4 BFRP stirrups cast integrally with the doubletee girder flange. For the non-corrosive and lightweight nature of the FRP, this project results in
low maintenance costs as primary benefit for the owner.

INTRODUCTION
The FRP industry has developed innovative production techniques that can be exploited to
improve construction speed of Reinforced Concrete (RC) bridges. The use of prefabricated FRP
reinforcement in bridge structural elements complements the benefit of non-corrosiveness
creating more sustainable transportation infrastructure. To demonstrate its commitment to
sustainability and accelerated bridge construction (ABC) via innovation, the University of Miami
1
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(UM) engaged in a state-of-the art bridge construction project composed of elements reinforced
with FRP in its entirety including the prestressed concrete (PC) superstructure. With the intent of
accelerating construction, prefabricated Basalt-FRP (BFRP) pile cages, closed continuous
stirrups and grids were specifically developed for this project.
The project, a single-span 70-foot long pedestrian bridge, presents a number of features intended
to ensure a 75-year service life. In general, the structure combines 100% composite BFRP, GlassFRP (GFRP), Carbon-FRP (CFRP) reinforcement to ensure that degradation due to steel
corrosion no longer reduces the longevity of the bridge. The bridge consists of the following RC
elements: auger-cast piles; precast PC girders; cast-in-place pile caps, side blocks, back walls,
deck topping and curbs. The bridge was designed following existing guides (AASHTO 2009 [1];
ACI 440.1R-15 [2]; ACI 440.4R-04 [3]) and technical literature [4]. However, deviations from the
cited documents were necessary to address the use of BFRP reinforcement as closed continuous
stirrups and piles cages. Generally, FRP materials were characterized following specification
available in the technical literature (FDOT 932-3 [5]; AC454 [6]; ACI 440.3R-15 [7]). The primary
cross-section of the bridge at the pile cap location is shown in Figure 1. The drawing illustrates
dimensions and reinforcement details for main load bearing elements of the structure.

Figure 1: Bridge cross-section at pile cap
Rebars, prestressing tendons, and concrete at various locations were instrumented with a total of
16 vibrating wire gages (VWG) (Figure 2) to allow for monitoring of the bridge elements during
construction and over time.
The “Innovation Bridge” already serves as living laboratory for UM’s undergraduate and graduate
students who conduct periodic load tests. Technical information regarding design values and
construction procedures of the “Innovation Bridge” are already available in published reports and
conference papers [8]. This project was also recognized by the ASCE Miami-Dade Section with
the "Project of the Year Award (Category I) for 2016-2017" [9].
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Figure 2: Vibrating Wire Gauges located in one side of cross-section

IMPLEMENTATION
Pile Cages
The eight, 16-inch-diameter, 40-foot-long, auger-cast piles were reinforced with prefabricated
cages made of six #6 BFRP rebars and #3 equivalent BFRP spirals with 6-inch pitch. The
hexagon-shaped cages (Figure 3) were prefabricated at the manufacturer plant and delivered to
the site ready for installation.

Figure 3: Hexagon-shaped BFRP pile cages
Delivery of cages was done via light transportation (Figure 4) in one single trip with no time or
traffic restrictions through one of the most congested cities of South Florida. The factory
prefabrication ensured high precision and speed during on-site installation. Each cage was light
enough to be picked up and moved by two workers without the use of any lifting equipment.

Figure 4: Prefabricated BFRP Auger-cast pile cages
3
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Pile Cap Closed Continuous Stirrups
Jointly to straight BFRP rebars and bent GFRP “L” shapes, the pile caps and side blocks were
reinforced with closed continuous BFRP stirrups.
The application of closed continuous BFRP stirrups is a “first” in the United States; the advantage
of these shapes relies on the performance efficiency of the composite reinforcement when
continuity of the fibers is assured. Because of their geometry, close continuous stirrups do not
require surface deformation to provide mechanical bond to concrete. Additionally, the radius of
curvature of the bend can be tighter as fibers need not to slide over each other as needed when
bending a straight pultruded bar before the resin polymerizes.
Figure 5 and Figure 6 present close-ups of closed continuous stirrups and complete assembly of
the reinforcement cage for pile cap, side blocks and back-wall, respectively.

Figure 5: Close-up of BFRP closed continuous stirrups in pile cap and side blocks

Figure 6: Complete assembly of pile cap and side blocks with BFRP closed continuous stirrups
4
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Grid for PC Girder Stem
The superstructure of the bridge is composed of two CFRP prestressed concrete girders in the
shape of double-tee (DT) typically used for parking garage structures with shortened flange
overhangs as shown in Figure 1 and Figure 2. In the past, CFRP tendons have already been used
for other precast or post-tensioned applications [10], but never for fabrication of DTs with thin
cross-section stems. The BFRP grids were transported in a single light delivery truck and stored
at the pre-cast plant (Figure 7).

Figure 7: Prefabricated BFRP grids
The shear reinforcement grids for the girder stems were pre-assembled interwoven BFRP #3
rebars at a spacing of 6 in. on center in both directions. Figure 8 shows the grids on the precasting bed prior to placement inside the form. Shear reinforcing BFRP grid placed next to the
CFRP tendons already prestressed waiting for casting is visible in Figure 9 where a galvanized
steel bearing plate fixture is also visible.

Figure 8: Interwoven BFRP shear grids

Figure 9: Prefabricated shear reinforcement BFRP grid next to CFRP tendon
5
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Grid for PC Girder Flange
The flexural flange reinforcement grids were made of pre-assembled interwoven BFRP #4 rebars
spaced at 6 in. on center in both directions. Figure 10 shows the lightness of a 40-foot-long #4
BFRP grid being picked up by six workers without the need for lifting equipment.

Figure 10: Prefabricated 40-foot-long BFRP grid being picked up by six workers
Figure 11 shows the flexural reinforcing grid being placed in its final position. Also shown in the
picture are vibrating wire gauges installed for monitoring of tensile and compressive strength
during construction and service.

Figure 11: Pre-assembled interwoven #4 BFRP grid with attached VWGs
Curb Closed Continuous Stirrups Integral with PC Girder Flange
To comply with architectural requirements, RC curbs were cast in place to support decorative
stainless-steel railings on both sides of the bridge. To ensure proper embedment and continuity,
closed continuous BFRP stirrups were cast integrally with the PC DT girders. Figure 12 consists
of three photographs: the top left insert is a close-up view of a single stirrup; the top right insert is
a close-up view of the top CFRP tendon, a BFRP stirrup, and BFRP grid over the stem; and, the
bottom insert shows the BFRP flexural grid and the closed continuous BFRP stirrups positioned
in one side of the DT girder prior to concrete casting.

6
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Figure 12: Prefabricated BFRP closed continuous stirrups for curb construction
Figure 13 summarizes the construction phases: the PC DT girders integral with closed continuous
curb stirrups; on site girder positioning; casting of deck topping along with side curbs; and,
completed structure.

Figure 13: “Innovation Bridge” construction phases
7
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CONCLUSIONS
FRP reinforcement characteristics and benefits are not limited to corrosion resistance [11] but key
features such as rebar shapes, pre-fabrication, and ease of delivery enhance quality control,
accelerates construction process, and optimizes performance of RC and PC structures. These
characteristics make concrete construction more responsive to a social responsibility regarding
sustainability. Lightweight pre-fabricated FRP shapes and cages allow for lower labor and
equipment costs eliminating field errors and ensuring an overall better product.
After two decades of research and field implementation, RC and PC structures reinforced with
FRP composite rebars and tendons, respectively, are finally at the gate of widespread
acceptance. Projects such as the “Innovation Bridge” and the “Halls River Bridge Replacement”
[12] are clear demonstration of the potential of this technology.
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A COST-EFFECTIVE AND DURABLE FULL DEPTH PRECAST
DECK SYSTEM – CASE STUDIES
Eddie He, Ph.D., P.E., Technical Director, AccelBridge, (312) 952 3071, ehe@accelbridge.com

ABSTRACT
AccelBridge is a full depth precast deck technology with advantages in simplifying construction,
reducing cost, and improving durability. This presentation discusses the design and
construction details of two recently complete AccelBridge projects, one for concrete girders and
the other for steel girders.

INTRODUCTION
Full depth precast decks are one of the most widely used Accelerated Bridge Construction
(ABC) methods for bridge superstructure construction, due to their ability to be applied to
conventional girder structures. Current full depth precast deck systems ensure the long-term
integrity of deck panel joints either through the use of internal deck post-tensioning to supply
pre-compression across the joint interfaces or through the use of cast-in-place Ultra High
Performance Concrete (UHPC) joint closure pours. However, both methods have tended to
complicate construction and substantially increase costs. AccelBridge is an innovative full depth
precast deck system that improves constructability and reduces cost by utilizing girder jacking
methods to apply the needed and beneficial deck compression without deck post-tensioning.
Principle of AccelBridge
AccelBridge is a patented full depth precast deck technology based on straightforward
engineering principles. The precast deck is jacked against supporting girders, creating tension
in the girders and compression in the deck. The typical construction steps for AccelBridge are:
1. Erect precast deck panels on supporting girders.
2. Make both end panels composite with the girder while all the remaining deck panels are
free to move in the longitudinal direction.
3. Place a jacking assembly at the other end of the bridge, and jack the deck panels
against the steel.
Figure 1 shows schematics of AccelBridge deck panel jacking to provide the needed
longitudinal compression.

Figure 1. AccelBridge Principles
At the time of jacking, only deck panels at both ends are fixed to the girder while all other panels
in between can move relatively to the girder. The jacking force then results in compression in
1
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the deck and tension in the girder. After all panel to girder shear connector is grouted, the deck
compression will be permanently locked in. This simple method allows the deck in compression
without any post-tensioning.
AccelBridge can be applied to most types of girder bridges, concrete or steel, I girder or box
girder, single span or multiple spans. AccelBridge can also be used for deck replacement on
an existing bridge.
AccelBridge offers following advantages over UHPC joint or PT deck system:










Cost - The bid price of Bayou Lafourche indicated that AccelBridge costs much less
than other full depth precast deck systems. To accurately gauge the cost, LADODT
specified an individual pay item for installing and jointing the deck with AccelBridge
method (separated from the precasting of deck panels). The bid price of installing and
jointing the deck with AccelBridge jacking method ranges from $ 1.21 to $1.36 per sq. ft.
of deck for the lowest three bidders. In comparison, the average cost for installing and
joint the deck is $7.50 per sq. ft. for post-tensioning system and $17.00 per sq. ft. for
UHPC jointing system.
Speed - AccelBridge is very quick to erect. The average panel erection cycle, from
lifting deck panel to complete jointing, is less than 10 minutes. In other words, a 100 ft.
long deck can be erected within two hours. Since AccelBridge eliminates the typical CIP
closures between panels, it significantly reduces field labor and greatly improves
construction speed. A version of AccelBridge utilizes jacking brackets at the girder end
to compress the deck instead of using a jacking gap. Such an approach eliminates the
needs for CIP closure operations and can replace a bridge deck within a10-hour window,
allowing overnight-only deck replacement for projects where maintaining traffic is critical.
Straightforward Construction – Deck transverse joints in AccelBridge are a simplified
version of the match-cast epoxy joint commonly used in segmental girder construction.
With self-aligning shear key at the match-cast face, panels are simple to install.
Contractors on both projects do not have previous experience in match-cast joint or
segmental construction. They were able to assemble deck panels efficiently after a
couple of days, with almost no learning curve.
Durability - AccelBridge deck is in compression during service condition and has no
corrosive materials (such as rebar or PT) across deck joints. AccelBridge achieves
enhanced durability by putting the entire deck in longitudinal compression, in contrast to
a UHPC-based system, and by eliminating the corrosion potential of conventional deck
post-tensioning.
Increased Girder Capacity - AccelBridge jacking method typically benefits the
supporting girders. Since the jacking force is at deck level (with an eccentricity to girder
center), the jacking introduces a negative moment at girder midspan which offsets the
load effects. This cost saving potential is particularly attractive for projects on deck
replacement of existing girders. AccelBridge deck jacking can potential increases the
structure load rating and eliminates the need for strengthening of existing girders.

BAYOU LAFOURCHE BRIDGE
FHWA has sponsored Louisiana Department of Transportation and Development (LADOTD)’s
implementation of AccelBridge via the Innovative Bridge Research and Development (IBRD)
program. The Bayou Lafourche Bridge is 560 feet long and uses a 41 feet wide deck with one
2
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travel lanes in each direction, consisting of 7 spans at 80 ft. each. The full depth precast deck
will be supported by six lines of AASHTO type III girders.
The Bayou Lafourche Bridge project teams consist of LADOTD (owner), Huval & Associates
(main consultant), AccelBridge (deck system specialist), Bass Construction (main contractor),
Gulf Coast Prestressing (precastor) and SDR Engineering (instrumentation and monitoring).

Figure 2. Elevation of Bayou Lafourche Bridge

Figure 3. Cross Section of Bayou Lafourche Bridge

Epoxy match-cast joint
Jacking Gap
Girder connection at pier

Shear pockets

Figure 4. AccelBridge Deck Detail Overall View
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Figure 4 shows the overall view of the superstructure system. The precast panels are very similar
to typical current practice of full depth precast decks, with the following exceptions:
1.
2.
3.
4.

There is not deck post-tensioning.
Deck joints are match cast joint with epoxy.
A jacking gap is provided to apply the deck compression.
Girder top flanges are connected at the pier locations

Figure 5 shows the jacking setup for Bayou Lafourche. Jacks used are typical hydraulic jacks
with locknuts. A total of 12 jacks are used to apply 2000 kips to the deck, which is equivalent to
about 460 psi in deck compression stress.

Figure 5. Jacking Setup
Deck details

Deck to girder connection details in Bayou Lafourche Bridge is the same as the shear pocket
details in typical full depth precast deck projects. The connection between deck and girder are
accomplished by rebars projecting from girders, grouted haunch and shear pockets in the
precast deck.
Some of shear pockets adjacent to the joint also houses the erection bolt, which is used to
provide the needed compression across panel joint to alignment panels and squeeze the epoxy
during erection. The erection bolts are typical high strength bolts and can be torque to the
desired tension by wrench. This is a simplification from the erection PT bars in segmental
bridge erection.
Match-cast Joint

Shear pocket

Erection bolt

Figure 6. Erection Bolt Detail at Panel Joints
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Even though AccelBridge can work with both conventional cast-in-place (CIP) joint and matchcast joint with epoxy. Match-cast joints are preferred due to better durability and easier field
installation.
Match-cast deck panels can be produced in a manner similar to that of precast segmental, but
greatly simplified in terms of geometry control and form work setups. One of the difficulties with
match-cast in segmental bridge is geometry control, which has been a major concern of
precastors. However, deck panels in AccelBridge can be cast flat without consideration of the
actual profile of the bridge. Since the depth of precast deck is small (only about one-tenth of
that for a typical segmental box designs), the joint opening due to deck vertical curvature is
small and can be absorbed by the epoxy filler layer; eliminating the need to consider the vertical
profile in deck panel casting results in significant construction simplification and cost savings.
The long line match casting method seems to be most suitable for AccelBridge and it is used in
Bayou Lafourche Bridge. Panels are poured in two sets, at a “checkerboard” pattern to achieve
match-cast. After the first set of panels was poured, the forms were removed from the edge that
would butt up to the next set of panels. The second set of panes was poured directly against the
surface (with keyway) of the first set of panels, so that the pieces would fit perfectly. The joint
between the two panels had a release agent applied to it so when the concrete cured they could
be separated.

Figure 7. Long Line Match-casting with Checkerboard Pattern
Panel Erection

Deck construction consists of the following steps:
1. Erect girders – girder top elevation as-built survey is conducted at all panel support points,
which is used to calculate support shim thickness at each location.
2. Install haunch forming and place shims at panel support points.
3. Erect panels, each panel erection cycle consists of:
a. Lift panels by crane.
b. Apply epoxy to the match-cast face.
c. Set panel on shims and tighten the erection bolts so to close the panel joint.
4. Grout haunch and shear pockets of both end panels to make them composite with the
girders.
5. Apply jacking force at the jacking gap. Lock jacks after reaching the specified jacking force.
6. Pour concrete to jacking gap closure phase 1 (space around the jacks).
7. Remove jacks.
8. Pour concrete to remaining part of jacking gap.
9. Grout all haunches and shear pockets.
After two days of practice, the contractor has established his erection procedure and was able
to achieve an average erection cycle (lifting panel, applying epoxy, tightening erection bolts to
close the joint) of 7 minutes per panel. This shows that AccelBridge can be erected very fast.

5
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The keyway at the match-cast face provides self-aligning function. One just needs to place the
panel close to the final location (within ¼”), panels can align themselves as the erection bolts
are tighten. Erection bolts are tighten by manual wrench. No special equipment is needed.
Jacking is rather straightforward, and it was conducted by contractor’s own field crew. The
jacking is carried out in two stages. The total jacking time of two stages is less than 45 minutes.
All jacks are manifold with individual shut-off valves. After the specified jacking force of 2000
kips is reached, jacks are locked. Concrete is then pour to jacking closure around block-outs
housing the jacks.
Jacking force and deck compression are monitored by load cell and pressure gauge connecting
to the jack, as well as strain gauges in the panel. Results indicate that the jacking force is very
stable and the design deck compression is achieved. In the first jacking operation, we
monitored the jacking force and deck compression for 24 hours (with no other operation) so to
observe if the deck compression force can be hold steadily. Results validate that the
compression force is very steady. There is no measureable drop of jacking force over 24 hours.
The final steps are to remove all jacks, complete concrete pour in the remaining part of jacking
closure and grout all remaining haunches / shear pockets.
As a safety precaution, hold-down devices (total 100 pieces, at approximately 10 ft. span along
girders) were installed to prevent possible buckling during jacking. Theoretical calculation
indicates that the deck is stable with a safety factor over 2 against buckling, and there will be no
hold-down force. A gap of 1/16” on top of the hold-down device was intentionally left so that the
hold-down is not engaged unless the deck moves upward. Field observations confirm that none
of the hold-down device was engaged. It validates the calculations that the deck is stable with
no buckling during jacking.

Figure 8. Lifting Panels

Figure 10. Lower and Align a Panel

Figure 9. Apply Epoxy to a Panel Joint

Figure 11. Tighten Erection Bolts
6
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Figure 12. View of Completed Deck

Figure 13. A Completed Joint with Epoxy

Lessons Learned of Bayou Lafourche Project

Overall, the construction was executed according to the design intend, and the system performs
very well. Following issues were encountered during construction:
1. In the beginning of the project, the contractor used the wrong type of epoxy for matchcast joint. The correct epoxy shall be ASTM C881 type VI for segmental construction.
The contractor used an epoxy similar to ASTM C881 type IV, with a texture much thinner
than type VI. This problem was corrected in the later part of the project.
2. Deck spalling occurred at one location during jacking. The spall area is right next to a
panel joint and is about 1 square ft. with a delamination plane1.5” from top surface.
Investigation concluded that the spall is due to a local repair at the panel joint. The
repair caused mis-match at the panel joint, which attracts stress concentration. After a
short discussion regarding the spall nature, team members agreed to move forward and
jacking was resumed. Spall area was repaired afterward.
3. A few horizontal cracks at girder end were observed during jacking. The cracks
stabilized afterward and did not affect the jacking operation. Investigation identified the
cause as the girder end is restricted rotationally during jacking which results in some
local splitting stress. The cracks do not affect girder capacity. In the future, cracks can
be prevented by adding some vertical detailing rebars to the girder end region.

TEED BRIDGE
Teed Bridge is located in Cumberland County, Nova Scotia. This is a single span structure
consisting of 12.3m deck width and a span of 64m supported by two steel box girders. This
project is a value engineering proposal initiated by the contractor. Project team members are
Nova Construction (contractor), Harbourside Engineering (designer) and Shaw Precast (deck
panel fabricator).
Teed bridge utilizes the same AccelBridge method as Bayou Lafourche Bridge. Panels are cast
in full width (about 40ft) using long line match cast method. The designed deck compression
stress is 360 psi (translating to a jacking force of 1575 kips). A total of four jacks are used for
the jacking operation. The one improvement in Teed Bridge is that come-alongs are used to
provide the temporary compression to close the epoxy match-cast joint, instead of the erection
bolts used in Bayou Lafourche Bridge. This modification simplified the precast and erection,
and worked out beautifully. The temporary compression stress across the joint is about 8 psi
and it is proven such compression is sufficient to close the panel joint and squeeze out epoxy.
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Panels are erected by crane, with an erection cycle of about 10 minutes per panel, including
lifting panel, applying joint epoxy, placing panels and applying temporary compression to close
the joint.
The project went very well and we encountered no issue during construction related to deck
fabrication or erection.

Figure 14. Ready for the Second Set of Panels

Figure 16. Trucking Panels

Figure 18. Lifting Panel into Place

Figure 15 Match Cast in Casting Bed

Figure 17. Lifting Panels

Figure 19. Applying Epoxy to a Panel Joint
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Figure 20. Pulling Setup in the Front.

Figure 21. Pulling Setup at the Rear with Come-along

Figure 22. Using Come-along to Close Panel Joint.

Figure 22. View from Below

Figure 23. Jacking Setups

Figure 23. Completed Panel Joint View from Under

9
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CONCLUSIONS
Successfully completed projects demonstrate that AccelBridge is a straightforward full depth precast deck
technology with significant advantages over other precast deck systems currently available:


Cost - AccelBridge costs much less (at $ 1.36 per sq. ft. from actual bid price) to install and joint
deck panels, comparing with full depth precast deck with UHPC joint ($15 – $20 per sq. ft.) or
deck with internal post-tensioning ($8 - $10 per sq. ft.).



Durability - AccelBridge deck is in compression during service condition and has no corrosive
materials (such as rebar or PT) across deck joints. Historically, epoxy / match-cast joint
demonstrated superior durability, comparing to cast in place joints typically used in full depth
precast deck.



Construability – AccelBridge is simple to erect on site with minimum field operations required. The
match-cast joint and jacking operation are straightforward and can be executed by general labors.



Speed – Penal erection cycle is less than 10 minutes per panel. Deck replacement with only
overnight shutdown (10 hours windows) is feasible with AccelBridge technology.

10
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ABSTRACT
Due to its extraordinary mechanical and excellent durability properties, Ultra-High Performance
Fiber Reinforced Cement-based Composite (UHPFRC) is very suitable for the rehabilitation of
existing bridge structures. By using a thin reinforced layer of UHPFRC the structural capacity of
bridges can be increased in a faster and more cost-effective way. The duration of intervention is
significantly faster compared to conventional construction methods (accelerated bridge
intervention).
This paper focuses on strengthening the Chillon Viaducts in Switzerland constructed in the late
1960s using segmental prestressed concrete box girder elements. The examination of structural
performance revealed the need to increase the shear, bending and fatigue resistance of the deck
slab for future traffic requirements, although structural safety requirements currently can be
fulfilled. Furthermore, the box girder concrete showed signs of initial alkali aggregate reaction
(AAR). The strengthening concept chosen was a design utilizing a UHPFRC-layer additionally
reinforced with steel rebars on the top surface of the deck slab; this also serves as a waterproofing
layer. The new 1.6 – 2 inches (40 – 50 mm) thick UHPFRC layer on the bridge deck provides an
effective and significant improvement of the structural performance of the viaducts. In total,
approximately 3200 cy (2400 m3) of UHPFRC, with daily outputs of up to 105 cy (80 m3), were
installed with a specially developed UHPFRC slipform paving machine.

Figure 1: Chillon Viaducts in Switzerland

INTRODUCTION
The Chillon viaducts, located on the shores of Lake Geneva near Montreux in Switzerland, were
constructed in the late 1960s by prestressed segmental construction with epoxy-glued joints. The
variable height box girder structure spans between 92 m (302 ft.) and 104 m (341 ft.) over a total
length of 2120 m (7250 ft.). An expert evaluation in 2011 demonstrated that the structural capacity
1
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of the deck slab at Ultimate Limit State (ULS) required improvement, although structural safety
requirements were currently being fulfilled. Further investigations revealed that the concrete was
subject to alkali aggregate reaction (AAR) which was expected to lead to significant concrete
strength reduction in the future, resulting in insufficient structural safety of the bridge at ULS, as
well as unacceptable performance under service loads.
Consequently, it was necessary to develop a concept for rehabilitation and strengthening to slow
down the rate of AAR by protecting the concrete from water ingress and to increase the ultimate
resistance and stiffness of the deck slab and girder (including the expected strength reduction of
the existing concrete in the design). The application of a 1.6 – 2 inches layer of UHPFRC,
additionally reinforced by steel rebars, on the top surface of the deck slab was determined to be
the most efficient technique. Other intervention concepts, such as demolition and reconstruction,
conventional concrete rehabilitation (increase in dead load), external prestressing or carbon fiber
lamells, turned out to be insufficient as well as time and cost consuming.

STRENGTHENING AND REHABILITATION WITH UHPFRC
The basic concept is to strengthen and rehabilitate existing structures using UHPFRC in the zones
of concrete structures, which are exposed to severe environmental conditions (de-icing salts,
marine environment, etc.) and/or high mechanical loading (concentrated forces, fatigue, impact,
etc.). In the case of Chillon Viaducts, the following beneficial effects could be achieved by the
installation of a thin overlay layer of UHPFRC (with rebars in the transverse direction and in the
longitudinal direction only in the area of hogging moments):
•
•

•
•
•

Increase in the deck slab’s ultimate resistance in the transverse direction in bending and
shear.
Increase in the deck slab’s stiffness to enhance the serviceability of the slab and the
fatigue safety of the existing reinforced concrete elements concerning higher future traffic
demands (number of vehicles and axle loads).
Increase in the hogging bending moment resistance and the stiffness in the longitudinal
direction of the box girder.
Waterproofing to protect the existing slab concrete from water ingress and thus limit further
development of the AAR.
Limit duration and cost of the intervention by realizing all above listed requirements and
structural functions by the casting of just one layer of reinforced UHPFRC.

The strain-hardening UHPFRC used for the rehabilitation of the Chillon Viaducts is classified as
type UA, in accordance to Swiss recommendations for UHPFRC SIA 2052. The design was also
carried out based on SIA 2052.

CONSTRUCTION METHODS
The UHPFRC layer was cast over each 2120 m long viaduct in less than 30 working days during
summers 2014 and 2015. The total surface area of the viaducts is approximately 50.000 m2. In
total, approximately 3200 cy (2400 m3) of UHPFRC, with daily outputs of up to 105 cy (80 m3),
were installed. For this accelerated bridge intervention, a UHPFRC slipform paving machine was
developed (Figure 2). The UHPFRC was produced on site in a special mobile batching plant and
transported via dumpers, to the paving machine. In addition to the required strain hardening
behavior, the fresh UHPFRC had to exhibit a thixotropic behavior given that it was placed on deck
slopes of up to 7%. This led to a fresh UHPFRC mix with low slump flow.
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Figure 2: UHPFRC casting machine (left) and mobile batching plant (right)
An asphalt layer and bituminous pavement, overall 80 mm thick, were finally placed on the
UHPFRC surface to obtain the drivable surface required in Switzerland. However, the UHPFRC
layer can also be used as road surface for applications in the US, with vehicles driving directly
onto the UHPFRC surface. The overall cost of the intervention was 230 CHF/m2 (approximately
$ 230/m2) which is considerably lower than the estimated costs of conventional strengthening
methods using reinforced concrete or carbon fiber lamellas. Also, the duration of the construction
intervention was much shorter than for conventional technologies.

CONCLUSIONS
Strengthening of the deck slab of the AAR affected Chillon Viaducts by a layer of reinforced
UHPFRC was the most time and cost-efficient method to solve the structural problems while
respecting socio-economic constraints and important cultural values. This concept of intervention
can also be used for rehabilitation of deck slabs and bridges in the US.
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INTRODUCTION
In recent years, the concrete-filled fiber reinforced polymer (FRP) tube (CFFT) system has been
widely investigated as a durable and cost-effective alternative design for bridge columns,
especially for accelerated bridge construction. This system eliminates the need for scaffolding,
framework, and form removal as the FRP tube acts as permanent corrosion resistant formwork 1.
However, the current AASHTO guide specifications are limited to non-ductile, unreinforced CFFT
elements 2. Previous experiments have shown that the addition of minimal internal steel
reinforcement provides the energy dissipation capacity needed for resisting extreme events such
as earthquakes and blast loads 3-8. While including internal reinforcement improves ductility, it
adds complexity to construction. A novel Hybrid Concrete-Filled FRP Tube (HCFFT) column
system is suggested to further facilitate construction by eliminating the need for internal
reinforcement while maintaining the multihazard robustness of lightly reinforced CFFT columns.
The HCCFT column system consists of a hybrid metal-nonmetal FRP tube filled with unreinforced
conventional concrete. Unlike conventional CFFT systems, the HCFFT system utilizes glass and
steel fiber reinforcement in the FRP shell. In this study, longitudinal steel fibers with 30-micron
diameter are introduced in the composite tube during the filament winding manufacturing process
as shown in Figure 1. The hybrid FRP integrates the unique energy dissipation capability and
ductility of continuous steel fibers,
the excellent strength-to-weight
ratio of glass fibers, and the
exceptional durability of polymeric
resins to improve resiliency and
durability of columns and offer
simplified
cost-effective
construction. A series of concentric
and eccentric compressive tests
were conducted on hybrid and nonhybrid concrete-filled tubes to
characterize the axial load-moment
(P-M) interaction relationship and
a)
b)
behavior of the concrete confined in
Figure 1: a) Addition of steel fibers during pipe winding, b)
FRP tubes with different fiber angle
Continued winding over steel fibers
and thickness. This data is expected
to significantly help designers calculate the capacity of HCFFT members and promote the
application of HCFFT columns for accelerated bridge construction.
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EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM
Eight HCFFTs and fifteen CFFTs were tested at the University of Connecticut. The specimens
had varying fiber angles and steel-to-glass ratios and were tested concentrically as well as under
0.75” and 1.5” eccentricities. These eccentricities were chosen to obtain distinct points on the
interaction curves for the given pipe layups 9. Table 1 presents the details of the specimens.
Pipe Name
45°-6G-0S
45°-6G-2S
45°-8G-0S
45°-8G-2S
55°-6G-0S
55°-6G-2S
55°-8G-0S
55°-8G-2S
55°-10G-0S

Fiber
Angle
45°
45°
45°
45°
55°
55°
55°
55°
55°

Table 1: Summary of Experimental Specimens

Layers
of Glass
6
6
8
8
6
6
8
8
10

Layers of
Steel
0
2
0
2
0
2
0
2
0

Internal
Diameter (in)
6.0
6.0
6.0
6.0
6.0
6.0
6.0
6.0
6.0

Outer Tube
Diameter (in)
6.19
6.22
6.23
6.33
6.24
6.20
6.24
6.27
6.47

Height
(in)
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24

Test Eccentricity
0”, 0.75”, 1.5”
0”, 0.75”, 1.5”
0”, 0.75”, 1.5”
0”
0”, 0.75”, 1.5”
0”, 0.75”, 1.5”
0”, 0.75”, 1.5”
0”
0”, 0.75”, 1.5”

All specimens were cast from the same batch of concrete with a maximum aggregate size of
0.375”. The concrete strength at the time of the tests ranged from 5.1-5.3 ksi. All specimens were
tested under half-cyclic loading to compare the recentering and energy dissipation capabilities of
the columns. The concentric tests used one spherical bearing to apply load the column. The
eccentric tests used a pair of roller bearings to load the column to ensure the eccentricity was
only in one direction. The specimens in the concentric and 0.75” eccentricity tests were preloaded
to 50 kip under a force controlled load application to adjust minor alignments between the
specimen and the bearings and then unloaded to 2 kip. The specimens in the 1.5” eccentricity
tests were preloaded to 30 kip due to their lower capacities. After preloading, testing was resumed
under a displacement controlled load application at the rate of 0.2 in/min. The loading cycles used
a target displacement of 0.1”, 0.075”, and 0.05” higher than the maximum of the previous cycle
for the concentric, 0.75” and 1.5” eccentricities, respectively. Unloading was force controlled to 2
kip with a time equal to the loading time for that cycle. Loading cycles continued until rupture of
the FRP tube. A sample set of load-displacement curves and pictures of the experimental set ups
for 55°-8G-0S under the different eccentricities are shown in Figures 2 and 3, respectively.

a)
b)
c)
Figure 2: Load-displacement curves for 55°-8G-0S under a) 0”, b) 0.75”, and c) 1.5” eccentricities
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a)

b)

c)

Figure 3: Experimental setup for 55°-8G-0S under a) 0”, b) 0.75”, and c) 1.5” eccentricities

RESULTS
All specimens were tested to the rupture of the tube. The failure modes varied depending on the
level of eccentricity. The specimens tested under concentric axial load were marked by
rupturing of fibers from mid-height of the specimen to either end and crushing of concrete.
Specimens tested under 0.75” eccentric axial load split near mid-height of the specimen with
crushing of concrete. Specimens tested under 1.5” eccentric axial load failed at either the top or
bottom of the column due to localized bearing force on a small edge of the column cause by the
end rotation. These specimens were also marked by a splitting of concrete in the center of the
bearing surface on the failure end.
The energy dissipation of each specimen was calculated by calculating the area under the
axial load-axial deformation curves. Figure 4 shows the energy dissipation vs axial strain for
twelve of the tested specimens. Pipes with six layers of glass were used for comparisons as
there were glass and hybrid specimens tested for all levels of eccentricity.

a)
b)
c)
Figure 4: Energy dissipation curves for 45°/55°-6G-0S/2S under a) 0”, b) 0.75”, and c) 1.5” eccentricities

Axial load and corresponding bending moment capacities for the specimens are shown in
Table 2. The axial capacity of each specimen is defined as the peak load reached prior to
rupture. The moment capacity of each specimen is defined as the peak load multiplied by the
sum of eccentricity and the additional lateral displacement at the peak load.
Table 2: Axial and Moment Capacities of Specimens

Concentric
Pipe Name
Axial (kip) Moment (kip-in)
45°-8G-0S
156
0
55°-6G-0S
184
0
55°-8G-0S
219
0
55°-10G-0S
272
0

0.75” Eccentricity
Axial (kip) Moment (kip-in)
112
91
106
90
112
91
137
168
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1.5” Eccentricity
Axial (kip) Moment (kip-in)
72
117
68
111
71
116
94
185
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This project demonstrated the feasibility of incorporating small-diameter steel fibers into the shell
of CFFTs to provide additional energy dissipation. The FRP tube acts as a stay-in-place formwork
and provides confinement of the concrete core which increases the strength and ductility of the
member. With CFFTs, confinement can be increased by aligning more fibers in the hoop direction,
i.e. having a larger fiber angle, or increasing the number of glass layers in the shell. The tests
showed that columns with higher confinement dissipate more energy through concrete crushing
so the impact of steel is not as prevalent. The energy dissipation of steel is more prevalent in the
eccentric tests compared to the concentric tests.
Future tests include four point bending to determine the moment capacity of the columns to
develop interaction curves. Cyclic lateral load tests on 16” diameter columns under high and low
shear will also be conducted.
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ABSTRACT
Steel truss bridges are an efficient and aesthetic option for highway crossings. Their lightweight
compared with plate girder systems make them a desirable alternative for both material savings
and constructability. The documented use of modular prefabricated steel trusses that include an
integral cast-in-place deck for permanent bridge replacement projects constructed on an
accelerated schedule is limited. Similar prefabricated systems using wide-flange beams or plate
girders instead of trusses are more common and have been successfully implemented. The
objectives of the current study were to 1) Identify the limitations of welded connections for a
modular truss configuration using a prototype bridge span of 148 ft., 2) Investigate a bolted and
welded hybrid steel truss alternative to improve the fatigue performance of the truss connections,
and 3) Perform a cost comparison and evaluation of potential construction efficiencies for both
the hybrid truss with integral concrete deck and plate girder alternatives. Preliminary analysis of
the all-welded truss spanning 148 ft. indicates that fatigue stresses for the welded connections
exceed threshold values by approximately 2.5 times for an infinite-life design. The hybrid steel
truss was designed for a 205 ft span to compare with a recent plate girder bridge project designed
by the Montana Department of Transportation. Changing the diagonal truss member connections
to a bolted configuration satisfied fatigue threshold stresses for both Fatigue I and Fatigue II load
combinations. The hybrid truss steel weight was 28% less than the plate girder and results in
estimated materials and fabrication savings of 26%. For the two-splice configuration considered,
the more efficient connection between the hybrid truss members enabled fewer bolts and a
shorter center span that could contribute to the overall efficiency of constructing a prefabricated
steel truss with integral concrete deck.

INTRODUCTION
A prototype bridge structure has been proposed by a steel fabricator in central Montana as a
potential alternative for accelerated bridge construction (ABC) projects in Montana. Accelerated
bridge construction is rapidly gaining momentum in the United States as a common bridge
building practice due to the increased safety and decreased impact on the public that results from
the associated reduced construction times. The system proposed consists of a prefabricated
welded steel truss topped with an integral concrete deck cast-in-place at the fabrication facility.
These composite members are transported to the site, where they are set next to each other on
a prepared foundation to create the bridge.
Proposed Prefabricated Bridge System
A preliminary design for an all-welded prefabricated steel truss/integral concrete deck bridge
system intended for a 148 ft span in Montana is shown in Figure 1. The prefabricated elements
for this system consists of a single truss supporting a 7 ft wide concrete deck cast at the steel
fabrication facility. Member shapes for this preliminary design consisted of WT sections for the
1
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top and bottom chords, HSS verticals and double angle diagonals. Member sizes selected for the
preliminary design are shown in Table 1.

Figure 1: Typical 148 ft. Truss Elevation View
Table 1: 148 ft. Prototype Bridge Truss Members
Span

Deck
Thickness

Top Chord
Member

Bottom Chord
Member

Vertical
Member

Diagonal Member

148 ft.

7 in.

WT12x38

WT18x97 /
WT20x147

HSS6x6 /
HSS5x5

LL5x3 / LL6x3 /
LL7x4

The vertical and diagonal truss members are welded to the top and bottom chords of the steel
truss. Two (or more) prefabricated elements are bolted together longitudinally to create the final
bridge span. The longitudinal and transverse joints between the prefabricated elements are
reinforced and filled with concrete to created continuity between the segments.

PROJECTED FATIGUE IMPACTS OF WELDED CONNECTIONS
The truss configuration (Figure 1) with member sizes shown in Table 1 was used to make a
preliminary assessment of the load-induced fatigue stresses on the welded connections. Steps
involved in executing this assessment consisted of developing a 2D finite element model of a
typical subsection of the bridge system, identifying fatigue stress thresholds, and comparing
predicted stress levels at various locations in the system as determined from a 2D finite element
model with these stress thresholds.
2D Finite Element Model
A two-dimensional finite element model was created using the program SAP2000 [1]. The
restraints at the ends of the diagonal and vertical truss members were released to create pinned
connections. The top and bottom chords were modeled as both pinned and fixed connections to
evaluate the effects of the continuous members. Forces were found to be within 5% and pinned
connections were subsequently used for the bottom chord, vertical, and diagonal members. The
top chord member was modeled as continuous. To simplify modeling and appropriately generate
composite action, the 7 ft. wide concrete deck and top chord elements were coincidently located
at the composite neutral axis. The diagonal and bottom chord tension members that were the
focus of this preliminary analysis are labeled in Figure 2.
Fatigue Thresholds
The threshold stress a member can experience is significantly affected by the connection
configuration and the number of load cycles it will experience over its design life. The fatigue
2
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susceptibility of the connection between the diagonal members and top and bottom chords is
AASHTO [2] Detail Category E. Both the diagonal and bottom chord tension members were
evaluated for fracture and fatigue limit states at the largest tension load occurring in the diagonal
member at the end panel point (member #1 in Figure 2) and at midspan for the bottom chord
(member #12 in Figure 2).
1
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Figure 2: SAP2000 Model with Diagonal and Bottom Chord Tension Member Labels
Relative to associated fatigue environment and attendant design life, one situation of interest is
to keep stresses below the threshold for an infinite-life design. The stress threshold for an infinitelife design for Detail Category E is 4.5 ksi using the Fatigue I load combination.
A second situation of interest is a finite-life design of 75-years, which is addressed by the Fatigue
II load combination. The associated fatigue stress threshold is dependent on the expected number
of fatigue cycles across a 75-year design life, as reflected by the projected single-lane average
daily truck traffic (AADT). Thus, to determine this stress threshold, some level of assumed traffic
is necessary. In this case, the fatigue demands on a two lane, 100 ft. span bridge in central
Montana were considered. This bridge is a prefabricated structure installed in 2013 by MDT, and
is representative of at least one situation in which the proposed steel truss/composite deck system
could be used. The calculated 75-year design life threshold fatigue stress was 6.4 ksi.
Fatigue Analysis Results
AASHTO’s Fatigue I and Fatigue II load combinations were used in the preliminary analysis of
the proposed prefabricated bridge. A distribution factor of 0.57 was calculated using the lever rule
for both load combinations.
The effective stresses calculated with the Fatigue I load combination for the diagonal and bottom
chord members are shown in Figure 3. This preliminary analysis indicates that diagonal and
bottom chord members are inadequate for an infinite-life design using the Fatigue I load
combination threshold of 4.5 ksi for Detail Category E.
Calculated effective stresses using the Fatigue II load combination for the diagonal and bottom
chord members are shown in Figure 4. The results suggest the diagonal and two bottom chords
members are adequate for a finite-life design of 75-years using the Fatigue II load combination
threshold of 6.4 ksi.

ALTERNATIVE 205 FT. TRUSS WITH BOLTED CONNECTIONS
Based on further discussions with steel fabricators and the desire to improve fatigue performance,
revisions were made to the 148 ft. proposed truss members and connections. Because of the
relatively higher price per pound of HSS material, wide-flange sections were selected for the
vertical members. In addition, a bolted connection between the diagonal member and top and
bottom chord was investigated. Welded connections were still used between the vertical wideflanges and the top and bottom chords. Double-channel sections were selected as the diagonal
members to improve the connection geometry for the bolted connections. The span of the
alternative truss configuration was increased to 205 ft. to compare with a recent 205 ft. plate girder
bridge project designed by MDT. The spacing of the trusses was 8.75 ft. and the concrete deck
3
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was 8 in. thick to match the plate girder design by MDT. An elevation view of the alternative 205
ft. truss is shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 3: Axial Stress in the Diagonal and Bottom Chord Members with the Welded Connection
for the Fatigue I Load Combination
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Figure 4: Axial Stress in the Diagonal and Bottom Chord Members with the Welded Connection
for the Fatigue II Load Combination
The distribution factor calculated using the lever rule for the truss configuration shown in Figure
5 was 0.93. To investigate the accuracy of this distribution factor, a 3D finite element model
(SAP2000) was used to distribute the live loads to the truss members through the concrete deck.
The steel channel and T-section truss members were modeled as frames and the concrete deck
was represented by approximately 1 ft. by 1 ft. shell elements. An effective moment of inertia of
one-half of the gross moment of inertia was used for the slab in the transverse direction and gross
section properties were assumed in the longitudinal direction. Similar to the 2D model used in the
preliminary analysis, the bottom chord, diagonal and vertical members were pin-connected at the
panel points and a continuous member was used for the top chord. Composite action was again
modeled by locating the 8.75 ft. wide concrete deck and top chord at the composite neutral axis.
4
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Figure 5: Typical 205 ft. Truss Elevation View
To match the loading used to calculate the distribution factors with the lever rule for the 2D model,
two loaded lanes were considered with a multiple presence factor of 1.0. The locations of the
distributed lane load and concentrated HL-93 design truck are shown in Figure 6. The HL-93 truck
loads were applied as moving loads along the length of the bridge in the SAP2000 model, thereby
producing an envelope of tension and compression forces in the steel truss.

Figure 6: Location of Uniform Land Loads and Concentrated Design Truck Loads for a TwoLane Condition
To evaluate the magnitude of the tension and compression forces from the 3D analysis using the
location of loads shown in Figure 6, forces in the individual truss members were compared with
those from a 2D model using a distribution factor of 1.0. The ratio of the 3D to 2D forces represents
the reduction in truss member forces achieved by distributing the applied loads to the trusses
through an explicit model of the concrete deck. The comparison indicates the 3D model results in
reductions of vertical, diagonal, and bottom chord forces by approximately 50%.
Moving forward with this analysis, the decision was made to proceed with a distribution factor of
0.75 for the proposed steel truss system. This value is generally centered between the distribution
factor of 0.93 calculated for the trusses using the relatively simple and typically conservative lever
rule, and the much smaller value indicated by the more complex 3D finite element analysis (which
did only consider a single load case). Further, this value of 0.75 is approximately centered
between the distribution factors determined for the plate girder system (0.67 for moment and 0.87
for shear) calculated using the AASHTO distribution factor equations. Thus, the truss system
design subsequently generated below is directly comparable with the existing plate girder design.
Using a distribution factor of 0.75 with the 2D model, preliminary member sizes selected for the
205 ft hybrid truss are shown in Table 2. The configuration of the bolted connection is shown in
Figure 7.
5
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Table 2: 205 ft. Truss Member Sizes
Top Chord Member

Bottom Chord Member

Vertical Member

Diagonal Member

WT16.5x65

WT20x162 / WT20x181

W10x39

MC10x28.5 / MC10x22 / MC8x18.7

Figure 7: Bolted Connection Detail
Fatigue Analysis Results for the Bolted Connection
The Fatigue I and II load combinations were considered for the bolted connections of the 205 ft.
hybrid truss. The Fatigue I threshold increased to 16.0 ksi for Detail Category B and the Fatigue
II threshold increased to 14.3 ksi calculated using the same procedure as described above.
Results indicate that the new hybrid truss members satisfy fatigue requirements for an infiniteand finite-life design. Axial stresses in the diagonal and bottom chord members are shown in
Figure 8 and Figure 9 relative to the 16.0 ksi and 14.3 ksi thresholds for the Fatigue I and Fatigue
II load combinations, respectively.

MATERIALS AND FABRICATION COSTS
Estimated materials and fabrication costs for the prefabricated steel truss and the plate girder
design by MDT were obtained from three different sources. Company 1 is the steel fabricator that
designed the original all-welded 148 ft. steel truss. Company 2 is a steel fabrication company
located in West-Central Montana. Company 3 provides software solutions related to the steel
fabrication industry, including cost estimating products.
The weight of steel for both bridge options is shown in Table 3 along with the estimated price from
the three sources. The bare steel truss weight of 68 kips was 28% lighter than the plate girder
weight of 94 kips. The maximum percent price reduction from the three sources was 33% and the
average was 26%.
The variation in estimates shown in Table 3 reflect many different fabrication aspects. Company
1 provided a detailed quotation for the two alternatives that included labor estimates for the welded
and bolted connections. The estimates from Company 2 were based on an approximate cost of
$1.40/lb. of steel. The labor rates used by Company 3 represent approximate nation-wide
fabrication rates including large companies that specialize in plate girder fabrication. Because the
three cost estimates include different assumptions in labor, materials, and fabrication processes,
6
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the average value of 26% is considered a reasonable approximation to the potential cost savings
for the hybrid truss alternative.
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Figure 8: Axial Stress in the Diagonal and Bottom Chord Members with the Bolted Connection
for the Fatigue I Load Combination
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Figure 9: Axial Stress in the Diagonal and Bottom Chord Members with the Bolted Connection
for the Fatigue II Load Combination
Additional advantages noted by the steel fabricator sources for the hybrid steel truss were the
ability to build camber into the bridge, thus eliminating the need for heat curving, a practice
commonly done for large plate girders. Another additional cost associated with the plate girder is
the required weld inspections for the full penetration welds between shop splices in the flange
and the web. Inspection requirements would be less stringent for the fillet welds between the
vertical and top and bottom chords.

7
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Table 3: Steel Price Estimates
Prefabricated Steel Truss

Plate Girder

Wt. = 68 kips

Wt. = 94 kips

Company 1

$94,000

$135,000

30%

Company 2

$84,000

$126,000

33%

Company 3

$85,000

$95,000

11%

Average

$88,000

$119,000

26%

Difference

SHIPPING AND ERECTION CONSIDERATIONS
The plate girder was designed with two splices between member lengths of 58 ft., 89 ft., and 58
ft. The reduction in moment from mid-span to 58 ft. from the support was approximately 30%,
resulting in significantly smaller splices that did not require increasing the top flange thickness to
account for tension rupture through the bolt holes.
Because of the increased weight of the hybrid steel truss with integral concrete deck and for a
better comparison with the plate girder, two splices were used between member lengths of 66.6
ft., 71.8 ft., and 66.6 ft. An elevation view with the weight of each splice section for the hybrid truss
and plate girder is shown in Figure 10. The weight of the concrete deck is included in the total
weight of each splice section for the hybrid truss.

(a) Hybrid Truss with Integral Concrete Deck
deck

(b) Plate Girder

Figure 10: Weight of Each Splice Section for the (a) Hybrid Truss with Integral Concrete Deck
and (b) Plate Girder
Shipping Considerations
A summary of relevant general shipping requirements in Montana [3] is provided in Table 4. For
the 205 ft bridge span under consideration, the steel truss with a cast-in-place deck has a length
of approximately 72 ft. and a total weight of 85 kips. A single truss with a concrete deck could be
shipped without exceeding legal load requirements or requiring a permit. For the longest center
span of the plate girder, a permit would be required for a length over 75 ft., however more than
one girder could be shipped, depending on the trailer/axle combination used.

8
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Table 4: Shipping Guidelines for Montana
Gross Legal Load
Flag Vehicle Requirements

Up to 120,000 lbs., depending on trailer/axle combination
One flag vehicle for loads > 120 ft. on interstate
One flag vehicle for loads > 110 ft. on non-interstate

Permit Requirements

Lengths over 75 ft.

Erection Considerations
Input from two companies in Montana, both active in heavy civil/bridge construction, was gathered
for potential erection advantages and disadvantages of a prefabricated composite hybrid truss
and plate girder.
The first construction company preferred the composite hybrid truss to the plate girder. They also
were partial to three sections instead of two because shorter member lengths provide easier
transportation, site access, unloading, and staging than longer members. This company also
suggested additional flexibility is available with the shorter member lengths that is suitable for
different construction site conditions. Other advantages noted were faster construction time and
a potential alternative to precast decked bulb tee systems. Decked bulb tee systems are capable
of spanning up to 160 ft., however at these longer lengths, transportation and site access is
challenging. The ability to field splice the steel truss with a concrete deck would create lighter
members and potentially more efficient construction.
The total number of bolts used in the two plate girder splices is almost double (552/224) compared
with the total number of bolts used in the two splices of the truss. The fewer bolts required for
resisting tension and compression forces (as opposed to moment and shear in the plate girder)
suggests the field splice connection may be more efficient for the truss alternatives.
The second construction company, however, preferred the plate girder to the composite truss.
Their concern was related to the heavier cranes and temporary support structures that may be
required for the additional weight from the precast integral deck.

CONCLUSIONS
Preliminary designs were completed for a prefabricated all-welded steel truss/integral concrete
deck bridge systems intended for a 148 ft bridge span in Montana. A fatigue analysis was
performed for the truss members using AASHTO’s Fatigue I and II load combinations.
To improve the fatigue response of the welded connections, a hybrid steel truss with bolted and
welded connections was designed for a 205 ft span to compare with a recent plate girder bridge
project designed by the Montana Department of Transportation. Bolted connections were used
for the diagonal truss members and fillet welds for the vertical truss members. The Fatigue I and
II load combination results indicate that the hybrid truss with bolted connections satisfy fatigue
requirements for both infinite- and finite-life designs.
The following conclusions were made from this investigation of all-welded and hybrid
prefabricated steel truss bridge members with an integral concrete deck cast at the fabrication
facility:
9
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•

Calculated tension stresses for an all-welded, 148 ft span steel truss were approximately
2.5 times threshold stresses for Detail Category E using the Fatigue I (infinite life) load
combination. The welded connection does, however, meet a 75-year design life using
projected AADT for a bridge crossing where the proposed steel truss/composite deck
system could be used.

•

A revised preliminary hybrid truss design for a 205 ft bridge with bolted diagonal member
connections meets threshold stresses for Detail Category B using both Fatigue I and
Fatigue II load combinations.

•

The distribution factor calculated using the lever rule was 0.93 for the 205 ft span with
trusses space at 8.75 ft. An equivalent distribution of approximately 0.5 was calculated
using a 3D finite element model and indicates less conservative distribution factors may
be appropriate as truss spacing increases.

•

The steel weight of the bolted and welded steel trusses was 28% less than the steel weight
of the plate girders. Material and fabrication cost estimates from three sources suggest a
bolted/welded steel truss would cost approximately 26% less than a comparable plate
girder.

•

Despite the lighter weight of the plate girder members, the erection sequence and
efficiency is similar to the heavier prefabricated steel truss segments because of the
similar member lengths and number of splices. The shorter truss segments would not
require special shipping permits in the state of Montana.
The more efficient bolted splice for tension and compression forces in the hybrid steel
truss require approximately one half of the bolts used in the plate girder splices. Fewer
bolts and a shorter center span could contribute to the overall efficiency of constructing a
prefabricated hybrid steel truss with integral concrete deck.

Based on this investigation, the steel truss configurations for accelerated construction methods
are attractive alternatives for bridges using bolted and welded connections. More specific
materials, fabrication, and construction savings from these systems could be identified with a
completed final design and a specific construction site to consider.
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ABSTRACT
In an effort to minimize the impacts of construction on the traveling public, the concrete deck
of the 188th Street Bridge over the Grand Central Parkway (GCP) in Queens, NY was replaced
as part of a rehabilitation project using Accelerated Bridge Construction (ABC) techniques. The
deck was removed and replaced with precast concrete deck panels with Ultra High Performance
Concrete (UHPC) closure pour connections. Faulty expansion joints at the first and third piers
were replaced with UHPC link slabs while a new expansion joint was introduced at the center
pier, reducing the potential for future leaks. The use of precast concrete panels and UHPC not
only greatly reduced disruption to the community, but also resulted in a higher quality bridge
deck with a superior level of durability in comparison to cast-in-place construction.

1.

INTRODUCTION

The 188th Street Bridge over the GCP was originally constructed as part of the 1961 GCP
reconstruction project in preparation for the 1964 New York World’s Fair. The bridge is 73 feet
wide and 190 feet long and consists of four simply-supported structural steel spans carrying a
total of four lanes of traffic (two in each direction) and two sidewalks. The rehabilitation required
the replacement of the concrete deck, bearings, and two 12-inch suspended steel water mains
along with structural steel and substructure concrete repairs to extend the useful life of the
bridge. The structure was in need of repair due to substantial deterioration of the concrete deck
and corrosion of the supporting structural steel members concentrated primarily at the
expansion joint locations over the first and third piers.
In order to complete the deck replacement with conventional methods, traffic on the four
lane bridge would have needed to be reduced to two lanes, one in each direction, for
approximately four months to construct the formwork, install reinforcement bars, pour the
concrete and allow for adequate curing time. The New York State Department of Transportation
(NYSDOT) Region 11, in consultation with Queens Community Board 8 from the neighborhood
of Jamaica Estates, expressed the desire to accelerate the construction to minimize impacts to
traffic and pedestrians since this bridge is heavily travelled and is in close proximity to several
schools, places of worship and community centers. Various staging alternatives were
considered for the replacement of the deck and ultimately the option of utilizing precast concrete
panels with UHPC connections was chosen. The local community board was kept informed and
provided feedback throughout the selection process of the chosen construction alternative
which greatly contributed to the ultimate success of the project. As the NYSDOT has become a
national leader in the implementation of precast deck replacements with UHPC, successfully
completing multiple projects primarily in areas of upstate New York, the groundwork was set to
utilize the ABC techniques on this project located in a more congested urban environment.
1
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The application of the ABC concept and the resultant reduction in impacts to traffic was not
only well received by the local community, but also helped fulfill the requirements as set forth by
the State of New York’s ‘Drivers First’ initiative:
“The State Department of Transportation prioritizes the convenience of motorists and
ensures that disruptions are as minimal as possible to drivers at highway and bridge
projects across the state.”

2.

PRECAST CONCRETE PANELS, UHPC CONNECTIONS AND LINK SLABS

The use of precast concrete components, such as deck panels fabricated off-site for
placement in the field by crane, has long been thought of as an excellent tool to accelerate
bridge construction and rehabilitation projects. As these reinforced concrete elements are
fabricated in a high quality-controlled plant setting, they typically exhibit lower permeability,
greater compressive strengths, and improved dimensional tolerances than can be achieved
through casting in the field in an unpredictable environment.
Until recently, most bridge decks constructed of precast concrete panels have been joined
by post-tensioning high strength steel strands through ducts cast into the panels which are then
filled with cement grout. The ducts are grouted after the joints themselves have already been
poured and sufficiently cured. The post-tensioning has been needed to provide a structurallysound connection between the panels that would last the life of the bridge deck, ensuring the
panels acted as a monolithic deck under the cyclic loading of traffic, and maintaining a leak
proof joint. Although this system of post-tensioning across closure pours has proven to perform
sufficiently, it has also proven to be complex and difficult to construct quickly in the field, and
requires rather specialized equipment and expertise to execute. Structural design, analysis and
detailing of these joints can be complex as well. Very tight construction tolerances are
necessary to ensure that post-tensioning couplers are properly aligned and can be connected
properly. If not connected and sealed tightly, the couplers are susceptible to grout intrusion
from the joint closure pours which can cause difficulties with post-tensioning of the strands.
The introduction of UHPC as a closure joint material has eliminated the need for posttensioning and greatly simplified the construction of precast concrete panel connections. The
joints require minimal length, non-contact lap splices of straight reinforcement bars with no need
for transverse reinforcement. Due to the exceptional material properties of UHPC, a simple, yet
very durable connection between precast panels that can be regularly deployed in bridge deck
construction and rehabilitation projects is provided.
As is the case with any new technology, an inherent challenge is the limited availability of
design standards, construction codes and standard specifications. The issuance of FHWA
Publication No.: FHWA-HRT-14-084 and the availability of connection details and specifications
developed by the NYSDOT for previous projects greatly reduced this challenge. Publication
No.: FHWA-HRT-084 offers practically all of the guidance necessary to properly design UHPC
closure pour joints between adjacent deck panels and shear connection pockets between the
deck panel and structural steel for composite action, and since the NYSDOT has used precast
panels with UHPC joints on various projects in recent years, they were able to share the details
developed and provide valuable guidance on the subject as well.
Another important breakthrough in bridge deck construction facilitated by the development
of UHPC is the link slab. UHPC link slabs can be used in many circumstances to replace highly
2
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problematic expansion joints over bridge piers of multiple simple-span structures. The UHPC
link slab provides an impermeable structural connection between deck spans flexible enough to
accommodate rotations due to live load. The NYSDOT has developed details and guidance for
the design of UHPC link slab joints to be used with precast concrete deck panels that were
incorporated into this project.

3.

DESIGN AND DETAILS FOR THE 188TH STREET BRIDGE DECK

As NYSDOT Region 11 expressed the desire to minimize traffic impacts on the 188th Street
Bridge, two construction alternatives were investigated. One option utilized cast-in-place
construction of the bridge deck with a temporary pedestrian bridge built to the side of the
existing bridge. Although this alternative would have required no reduction in the number of
open lanes, lane shifts and narrow lanes would have been required for several months
impacting traffic during the school year. This alternative would have also required additional
tree removals. The second option utilized precast concrete deck panels, with the roadway
portion of the bridge being replaced over four weekends during the summer months. This
option would have reduced the total anticipated construction time by six to seven months and
would eliminate significant impacts to traffic during the school year. After presenting to and
receiving feedback from the local community board, NYSDOT Region 11 decided to move
forward with the precast option. Once the contract was awarded, the contractor through an
additional community board meeting, proposed a consecutive 10-day schedule for the
replacement of the roadway portion of the deck rather than the four weekends as initially
planned. Although the consecutive 10-day schedule would impact weekday traffic, the “get in,
get out and stay out” scheme was well received by the local community board and accepted by
NYSDOT Region 11.
The proposed 188th Street Bridge cross section is presented in Figure 1. The total
proposed bridge width was maintained at 73’-0” along with the roadway width, curbline to
curbline, at 50’-0” carrying four lanes of traffic, two northbound and two southbound. The width
of the two sidewalks was increased slightly to 10’-6½” as a narrower 11½” vertical faced parapet
was used. Four separate full depth precast concrete deck panel sections of 9” thickness were
joined by three longitudinal UHPC closure pour joints to allow for the full width of the bridge
deck to be constructed in four separate stages. The top ½” of deck thickness was considered
sacrificial and used for diamond grinding the panels to a smooth profile. Sidewalks and
parapets were cast-in-place on site after installation of the precast panels. Stainless steel
reinforcement was used throughout the precast deck, and epoxy coated reinforcement was
used in the sidewalks and parapets to add to the durability of the structure.
The precast panel layout is presented in Figure 2. The deck panels were sized to assure
placement was possible by a crane reaching from any of the four bridge approach corners to the
expansion joint at the center pier. Panel size was also kept as uniform as possible to help
facilitate fabrication. The panels in the roadway section were all sized to approximately 10 feet
wide by 25 feet long while the panels which extend beneath the sidewalks were kept to
approximately 10 feet by 10 feet in size. The sides of the panels were angled to match the
bridge skew, and the panels were laid out transversely to the length of the bridge.
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Figure 1: Typical Deck Section

Figure 2: Deck Panel Layout
UHPC shear connector pocket and closure pour details were developed using past
NYSDOT projects as a basis. The hidden shear pocket as presented in Figure 3 is filled
through two-inch diameter vent holes spaced at 2’-0” centers. The inner surface of the pocket
was formed with an exposed aggregate surface providing a roughened surface of at least ¼” in
amplitude. UHPC was specified to fill the shear pockets, allowing the shear studs to be
terminated below the bottom layer of reinforcing steel. Transverse and longitudinal joints
presented in Figure 4 were also formed with exposed aggregate surfaces to provide adequate
bond of UHPC to the precast concrete surface. Proper wetting of the exposed aggregate
surface was also required prior to placing UHPC to ensure adequate bond and to minimize
shrinkage. Lap splice lengths at the UHPC connections were calculated using the FHWA-HRT084 guidelines. Plywood strips of ¼” thickness were provided as formwork at the top surface of
all closure joints to ensure the joints were over filled so no low spots would occur in the top
surface of the joint.
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Figure 3: Shear Connector Pocket Details

Figure 4: UHPC Transverse and Longitudinal Joint Detail
Since the multi-span bridge consists of all simple spans, the bearings were in need of
replacement, and UHPC was already being used, it was decided that the bridge would be a
good candidate for the use of UHPC link slabs. Inspection reports indicated that excessive
corrosion existed in the structural steel below the existing expansion joints, which were located
at the first and third bridge piers. Various bearing fixity configurations were considered in an
attempt to replace the leaking joints with flexible UHPC link slabs. A structural analysis of the
abutments and piers under all possible configurations of fixed/expansion bearing locations
indicated that at least one expansion joint would need to remain on the bridge as to not
overstress the substructure units. The expansion joints at the first and third piers were replaced
with link slabs and a pre-formed closed cell expansion joint was installed at the center pier.
UHPC link slabs as presented in Figure 5 were designed and detailed by TranSystems based
on guidance provided by NYSDOT. The main function of the link slab as prescribed by
NYSDOT’s guidance was:
“to provide continuity of the deck slab yet offer negligible resistance against the girder
end rotation. It is intended to act as a pinned connection within the deck slab. The link
slab shall be designed to allow for the rotation due to the factored live load deflection of
the superstructure without exceeding a maximum strain of 0.0035 in tension and a
maximum stress of 14 ksi in compression.”
5
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Figure 5: UHPC Link Slab Detail
Precast approach slabs were also used as part of the accelerated construction. Approach
slab lengths of ten feet, the minimum allowed per NYSDOT standards, were used to minimize
construction time on the approaches. Slabs of this length were permitted since the excavation
behind the existing abutments was shallow and therefore soil disturbance was limited. The
existing details at the abutment were also favorable to using precast approaches. Since the
existing bridge deck was constructed on top of the existing backwall, no modification of the
backwall was needed, further cutting down on construction time. The precast approaches were
installed on top of the existing backwall and made continuous with the proposed precast deck
slab with a UHPC connection, eliminating the existing leaky pre-formed joints at the abutments
as can be seen in Figure 6.

Figure 6: Section through Approach Slab
6
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4.

CONSTRUCTION STAGING

Four stages of construction were required to complete the bridge deck replacement. The
staging allowed for at least one sidewalk and two travel lanes to remain open during the
duration of construction. It was decided that the east sidewalk section would be constructed
during Stage 1 to allow for the contractor to gain experience working with the precast deck
panels and UHPC before tackling the accelerated roadway portion of the project. This sidewalk
had only minor utility repairs to be completed below, so the deck panels were able to be
installed a few days after the bridge deck demolition was completed in this area. The sidewalk
and vertical faced barrier were constructed utilizing cast-in-place concrete once all of the panels
beneath the sidewalk were installed. During Stage 2, the existing northbound roadway was
demolished and deck panels, along with precast approach slabs, were installed. The
southbound portion of the roadway and west sidewalk were left open for two lanes of vehicles
and pedestrians to travel. For Stage 3 of construction, traffic was shifted to two lanes of traffic
(one in each direction) on the recently-constructed northbound half of the roadway and
pedestrian traffic was moved to the east sidewalk. The reduction of traffic to two lanes during
stages two and three of construction was limited to a total of 10 consecutive days as previously
set forth by the contractor, and the work was successfully completed on schedule. Stage 4
consisted of bridge deck removal and replacement at the west sidewalk. This stage also
involved the replacement of two 12-inch water mains located below the sidewalk with a new 20inch main. Between Stages 3 and 4 bridge deck grinding was performed with temporary lane
closures during off-peak hours.

5.

CONSTRUCTION CONSIDERATIONS

Successful construction can be attributed to the extensive coordination and review among
all parties involved. As TranSystems developed the design, ongoing review of the contract
documents was performed by NYSDOT engineering personnel who were able to provide
important feedback supported by their extensive experience in precast deck slab construction.
The collaborative effort was integral to producing a project with few issues arising during
construction. In an effort to further mitigate possible issues in construction and to supply further
clarification to the contractor as needed, TranSystems was contracted to provide construction
support services. During shop drawing preparation for the panels, close coordination took place
between Fort Miller, the precast panel fabricator, and TranSystems to ensure proper fabrication
of the panels and prevent any issues that could arise during erection. An important aspect of
the construction support services also included the presence of TranSystems engineers on site
during the panel erection and UHPC placement to assist NYSDOT field personnel.
Prior to setting the panels, steel form angles were carefully installed to achieve top of deck
elevations indicated on the plans. It was crucial that the contractor accurately set these angles
at the proper elevations as marked by a surveyor to ensure no adjustments were needed during
panel erection. In order to make this formwork water-tight a compressible sealer was adhered
to the top flange of the form angle and all joints were thoroughly caulked with silicone.
Proper detailing of shear studs and panel reinforcement bars was also critical. In the case
of this project, UHPC was specified for the shear connector pockets. Although this allowed for
the termination of the shear studs below the bottom mat of the deck reinforcement to avoid
possible conflicts between the shear studs and the bottom mat of steel, interference between
the shear studs and the concrete end block at each end of the shear connector pockets still
7
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needed to be considered. Another possible conflict that needed to be addressed was the
possible interference between reinforcement bars at transverse and longitudinal UHPC closure
joints. Non-contact laps needed to be verified in the detailing of the shop drawings to ensure no
conflicts would arise during erection. Thorough attention to detail proved extremely valuable in
eliminating problems in construction and keeping the project on schedule.

Figure 7: Formwork Installed Prior to Precast Panel Erection
During each of the two accelerated stages of the project, approximately 4800 SF of precast
concrete deck panels and 500 SF of precast concrete approach slabs were placed over
approximately twelve hours. The panels were set into place with a 300-ton crane from each
bridge approach extending out towards the center pier. The panels placed adjacent to the
center pier required the crane to reach a distance of approximately 120 ft. The installation
started at the south abutment and continued north towards the center pier. Once the center pier
was reached, the crane was remobilized to the north end of the bridge where the crane
continued placement working from the center pier towards the north abutment. Remobilization
time was reduced to about one hour as the crane was able to drive over the bridge with nearly
all counterweights in place to reach the other end. Calculations were prepared by a licensed
Professional Engineer for the contractor and reviewed by TranSystems to assure the bridge was
capable of sustaining the load of the crane travelling over the bridge prior to panel erection.

Figure 8: Precast Panel Erection
Proper wetting of the exposed aggregate surfaces is critical in minimizing shrinkage cracks
at the bonded interface. Per the construction specifications all exposed joint surfaces were
8
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continuously wet by soaker hose right up to the time of placement of the UHPC. A laborer was
dedicated to this task throughout the entire day.
As UHPC is a much more fluid material than conventional concrete typically used for pouring
decks, it was critical that proper planning took place before installation began. As mentioned,
one of the most critical considerations when working with UHPC is to ensure water-tightness of
all formwork. This is in no means an easy task, but it is utterly important, as it can be very
difficult to stop a leak once it has occurred. The fact that the UHPC is a very liquid material also
means that hydrostatic pressures needed to be considered when constructing formwork. If top
forms were not secured sufficiently or excessive hydrostatic pressures were allowed to build up,
it was possible for failure to occur. The pours were compartmentalized by installing bulkheads,
making the individual pours smaller and more manageable. Locations for these bulkheads were
strategically placed to ensure successful operations during UHPC pours.

Figure 9: UHPC Installation at Transverse Joint
As prescribed by the contract plans all UHPC joints and grout ports were formed ½” higher
than the top panel surface to assure proper filling of the joints. This detail proved successful in
eliminating any low spots on the top surface. Once all formwork was removed the excess
concrete at the joints and a portion of the ½” sacrificial deck surface was diamond ground to a
smooth rideable surface.

Figure 10: Diamond Grinding Operations
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Figure 11: Completed Bridge Deck

6.

CONCLUSION

By using precast concrete panels and UHPC for replacement of the 188th Street over Grand
Central Parkway Bridge deck, impact on traffic was greatly reduced while providing a superior
level of durability compared to conventional construction. The success of this project, one of the
first completed deck replacements with precast panels and UHPC joints in New York City,
supports the continued implementation of this ABC technique in and around the greater
metropolitan area. As lane closures were limited to a single consecutive ten day period during
the summer of 2016 providing minimal disruption to the travelling public, the project fulfilled the
goals of NYSDOT Region 11 and the local community board while also contributing to the New
York State Department of Transportation’s ‘Drivers First’ initiative.

Figure 12: Completed Bridge Elevation View

7.
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EXTENDED ABSTRACT
The historic Franklin Avenue Bridge in Minneapolis, Minnesota, was built in 1923 and rehabilitated
in 1970. The 1050-ft-long, five-span, open-spandrel concrete deck arch structure has served as
a vital link over the Mississippi River for nearly 100 years, connecting Minneapolis and St. Paul
neighborhoods. Degradation and changing usage led to the full replacement of the deck and
spandrel cap beams during the summer of 2016. By coupling accelerated bridge construction
(ABC) techniques with prefabricated bridge element systems (PBES), the replacement of the
superstructure was completed during a 116-day closure.
Reason for ABC
Hennepin County was aware sensitive to the fact that closing the bridge for an extended period
would create hardships to the traveling public particularly for the adjacent University of Minnesota
and Augsburg College neighborhoods. The structural configuration of the bridge, with two
independent arch ribs and simply supported spandrel cap beams was not readily supportive of
partial-width closure and replacement. Traditional cast-in-place concrete methods using partialwidth closure were estimated that construction would take 15 months. The designer, HNTB,
recommended that a full closure utilizing ABC methods would require only 4 months. Estimated
user delay costs associated with the partial-width closure option was almost twice the cost of the
4-month closure. Full closure was preferred by engaged contractors over partial closure, to
simplify construction, reduce risk and cost, and maintain safety of workers and the public.
After consideration of the structural system and user impacts, the owner, Hennepin County,
elected to use ABC methods to accomplish a short period of full closure in the summer season,
when activities at the nearby University of Minnesota and Augsburg College were reduced. The
local community supported this full closure as opposed to the prolonged construction period
associated with cast-in-place construction.
With the decision to close the bridge for four months to accelerate construction, PBES became
the logical solution. Precast concrete spandrel cap beams, deck panels, and ornamental railing
were designed as the PBES for rapid placement.
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Prefabricated Bridge Elements and Systems
Precast Deck Panels
Three types of full-depth deck panels were designed: expansion, sliding, and fixed. The panel
length matched the spacing between spandrels, with the maximum length being 27 ft 11½ in. The
panel widths varied and limited to 8 ft 9 in., to permit off-site casting and delivery to the bridge site
by truck.
The general contractor, Kraemer North America (KNA), elected to self-perform the fabrication of
the 350 reinforced concrete deck panels at a temporary casting yard located approximately one
mile upstream of the bridge. The proximity allowed for barging the deck panels, thus mitigating
logistical transportation problems and risks during the closure period. The yard was approximately
4.5 acres and consisted of five custom-made casting beds in conjunction with a custom-built
steam-cure system that allowed the contractor to fabricate up to 30 precast concrete deck panels
per week. Rigorous quality control and assurance measures were used to ensure that each
unique deck panel with protruding rebar would fit into its respective location.
Precast Cap Beams
The precast cap beams were designed as reinforced concrete elements. The spandrel cap beams
were fabricated at a precast concrete facility. Embeds were included to support ABC temporary
works and cap beam connectivity to spandrel columns were incorporated into the design. Cap
beams at sliding and expansion joints had stainless steel plates embedded in the top of the cap
beam, with a recess of 1/8 in. to receive PTFE sheets acting as sliding bearings to accommodate
thermal movements.
Connecting the new cap beams expediently to the existing spandrel columns was critical.
Developing a fully integral connection was not feasible; so a quasi-fixed connection was
established by drilling and using epoxy adhesive to install reinforcing bars in the existing spandrel
columns. A drill depth of 3 ft 6 in. was specified to provide adequate development of the
connecting reinforcement in the existing concrete. Two-in.-diameter corrugated plastic ducts
(HDPE), typically used for post-tensioning, were placed in the precast cap beam during
fabrication, served as a template for installing the drilled in bars and were filled with grout to
connect the new to existing components.
Precast Ornamental Railing Panels
Precast concrete ornamental railing panels were designed and fabricated to replicate the original
1923 design. The panels were connected to steel posts that were connected to the deck panels
with drilled in epoxy anchors. Each post was located at an ornate pilaster. Once the railing panels
2
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were installed, concrete was placed in the hand-formed pilaster, encapsulating the post and the
end of each precast concrete panel.
Use of Innovative Materials
Deck panels were joined together by UHPC and were sealed with a PPC overlay.
UHPC allowed the deck to be continuous over the supporting cap beams with narrow joints
between deck panels. The new cap beams, at 2 ft 6 in. wide, would not have accommodated
traditional reinforcement bar splices without significant additional falsework. The rapid strength
gain of UHPC allowed the contractor to move swiftly to the next erection step. The physical
properties of UHPC, together with its material characteristics, provided the right application for
the material. Franklin Avenue Bridge was the first project in Minnesota to use UHPC to join deck
panels and the second largest application of UHPC in the United States.
A PPC overlay was incorporated to provide a durable roadway surface with minimal dead load,
allowed construction equipment on the bridge four hours after placement, and provided a
waterproofing system to protect the deck panel joints.
ABC
The bridge was closed on May 8, 2016, and on-site construction began. The use of ABC together
with PBES allowed for an accelerated construction time frame and minimized disruption to the
public. On September 1, 2016, after 116 days, the second rehabilitation of the iconic Franklin
Avenue Bridge was complete and the bridge was opened to traffic, to the great appreciation of
the public.
Table 1: Key ABC tasks and timeline
Task completion (days after closure)

ABC task

Existing deck removal

Day 36

Existing cap beam removal

Day 39

Precast concrete cap beam erection

Day 43

Precast concrete deck panel erection

Day 51

UHPC placement at deck panel joints

Day 79

Ornamental steel railing post placement (north
sidewalk)

Day 101

Precast ornamental rail panel installation and
pilaster casting (north sidewalk)

Day 113

PPC overlay placement

Day 114

Opened the bridge to traffic

Day 116
3
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ABSTRACT
This study presents some preliminary experimental research on the performance of new,
simplified deck-to-girder composite connections employing UHPC. Previous UHPC connection
designs have paired exposed reinforcing bars along the haunch line with short shear
connectors, although this can pose fabrication and element handling challenges. The goal of the
proposed systems was easy fabrication and construction with the ability to effectively transfer
horizontal shear. The connections investigated in this study rely on short shear connectors on
the supporting girders and either rebar dowels protruding from the underside of the deck panels
or shear pockets that pass through the deck. The concepts were evaluated using a combination
of small-scale direct shear tests and large-scale, double shear push-off tests. Experimental
variables included pocket geometry, shear stud configuration, rebar dowel configuration, and
dowel length. Results indicate that these novel connection details have the potential to meet
strength and constructability requirements.

INTRODUCTION
Prefabricated bridge deck elements are commonly used in accelerated bridge construction
(ABC) projects to reduce construction time and enhance element quality. Traditionally,
connections between prefabricated deck panels and supporting girders have consisted of
closely-spaced pockets filled with field-cast cementitious grout [1,2]. To effectively transfer
horizontal shear, long shear studs or U-shaped reinforcing bars typically pass through the
critical shear plane in the haunch and are anchored in grouted pockets within the deck. While
the connections are effective for shear transfer and achieving composite action, they are prone
to constructability challenges.
Ultra-high performance concrete (UHPC) an innovative material that has emerged as solution
for a variety of bridge design and construction challenges. Known for its dimensional stability,
exceptional durability, and enhanced mechanical properties, UHPC can be used in
prefabricated bridge deck connections instead of a traditional grout [3,4]. The advanced
properties of UHPC allow for simple reinforcement details within connection regions therefore
greatly simplifying on-site construction operations.
UHPC has been previously researched for composite connections between precast bridge
decks and supporting girders. Graybeal (2012) showed that shear studs were not required to
cross the critical shear plane located within a haunch connection when using UHPC as a
1
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connection grout [5]. The system tested employed short shear studs and a hidden pocket with
exposed reinforcement underneath the precast concrete deck (see Figure 1). The proposed
system has since been deployed by the New York State Department of Transportation
(NYSDOT) on numerous bridges. Although the connection has proven effective, cracks
sometimes occur during fabrication and handling of the deck panels due to the reduced section
at the hidden haunch pocket (Figure 1-b) void. Furthermore, this hidden pocket can be difficult
to for precast concrete fabricators to construct. Thus, this has created the demand for an
alternative design.
Precast bridge deck

Exposed rebar
from deck

UHPC
Short shear
connector

(a) Schematic

(b) Hidden pocket in precast deck

Figure 1: Deck-to-girder connection tested by Graybeal (2012)

OBJECTIVE AND SCOPE
The objective of this this research is to propose two new, simplified deck-to-girder composite
connections employing UHPC. This paper presents some preliminary experimental research on
the performance of these connections. Two set of experiments were conducted: small-scale
direct shear strength tests and large-scale double shear push off tests. Tests were conducted to
specifically study behavior at the ultimate (strength) limit state and compare with current
AASHTO LRFD [6] provisions for horizontal shear connections.

DESIGN CONCEPT
The two new deck-to-girder design concepts proposed herein are shown in Figure 2. Both
connections employ short, headed shear studs to transfer load between the girder and haunch,
but employ different mechanisms to transfer load between the haunch and the deck. The first
concept (Figure 2-a), referred to as the “UHPC shear lug connection”, transfers shear through a
series of UHPC lugs that are anchored with the precast concrete deck panel. That is, the
interface between the deck and the UHPC haunch is subjected to direct shear. Currently, there
is very little information available regarding the direct shear capacity of UHPC. Previous
research conducted by Crane (2010) indicated the direct capacity of UHPC could be as high as
2.7 ksi, and research by Graybeal (2012) indicated the direct shear fatigue resistance of UHPC
was at least 0.168 ksi. [5,7]
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The second concept (Figure 2-b), referred to as the “rebar dowel connection”, transfers shear
between the haunch and deck via a series of rebar dowels that protrude from the underside of
the precast deck and are anchored in the UHPC haunch. Thus, this connection employs the
more traditional concept of shear friction for load transfer; and design equations are currently
available in AASHTO (2016).
Concrete
Concrete
UHPC UHPC
Shear ShearPrecastPrecast
Deck
Deck
Lug Lug
A
A

UHPC UHPC

UHPC UHPC Rebar Rebar
Dowel Dowel
Shear Shear
Studs Studs Steel Steel
Girder Girder

Shear Shear
Studs Studs Steel Steel
Girder Girder
(A-A) (A-A)

PrecastPrecast
Concrete
Concrete
Deck Deck
A
A

A

A

(A-A) (A-A)

Elevation
View View
Elevation

(a) UHPC shear lug connection

A

A

Elevation
View View
Elevation

(b) Rebar dowel connection

Figure 2: Design concepts for new deck-to-girder connections using UHPC

EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM
The experimental program was developed to address some of the critical design and
performance related aspects of the proposed connections details, and was executed in two
phases.
The first phase focused on quantifying the direct shear strength of UHPC; as previously noted,
there was little information available on this topic at the beginning of this research project. Direct
shear strength of UHPC was evaluated using two different test configurations and scales. Smallscale prismatic beam specimens measuring 6 inches long by 2-inch square and a double shear
test set-up (Figure 3-a) were used to evaluate the direct shear strength of UHPC at different
ages and compressive strengths. Small-scale specimens were cut from longer, mold-cast
beams that had 2-inch by 2-inch cross sections. Samples were inserted through two square
steel supports offset by a clear distance of 2 inches. A steel bearing block was then placed atop
the sample and load was applied monotonically until failure using a servo-hydraulic ram. For a
given age, three for more direct shear specimens were tested and the compressive strength of
UHPC was also measured using 3-inch by 6-inch cylinders. It should be noted that during
construction of these mold-cast beams UHPC was poured from one slide of the mold and could
freely flow to the other end until filled. In UHPC-class materials, fibers tend to align with the
direction of flow. Thus, fibers likely showed a preferential orientation perpendicular to the
direction of loading.
Large-scale push-off tests (Figure 3-b) were conducted to investigate the direct shear strength
of UHPC shear lugs at a realistic scale. Furthermore, these tests were intended to provide
insight into the scale-effect of the direct shear strength of UHPC. Two specimens were tested,
each employing a different shear lug geometry. Specimens were denoted using an identifier of
3
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the form P#-A-B where P# is the specimen number, “A” denotes the shear lug width, and “B”
denotes the lug length (as shown in Figure 3-b). It is important to note that the interface
between the precast concrete and the load-bearing UHPC loading stub was debonded.
Furthermore, the lug pockets in precast concrete employed an exposed aggregate finish to
enhance bond between UHPC and concrete. These specimens were loaded statically with a
hydraulic ram until failure. During testing, applied load was measured using a load cell, and
UHPC stub slip was measured using linear variable displacement transducers (LVDT).
The second phase of the experimental program focused more specifically on investigating the
performance of the proposed connection details shown in Figure 2. Specimen details and test
set-up details are presented in Figure 4. The nomenclature for specimens that employed the
UHPC shear lug connection was L-A-B-C where “L” denotes a shear lug connection, “A”
denotes the shear lug width, “B” denotes the lug length, and “C” denoted that number of shear
studs on one side of the specimen. The nomenclature for specimens that employed the rebar
dowel connection was R --A-B where “R ” denotes the corresponding detail in Figure 4-a, “A”
denotes the number of rebar dowels, and “B” denotes the number of number of shear studs on
one side of the specimen. Specifics related to lug, stud, and dowel configurations for the
different specimens can be found in Figure 4-b. Specimens for either connection type employed
loading stubs which were composed of steel W10x60 sections; this stub acted like the “girder”.
These specimens were statically loaded until failure in a double shear configuration using a
hydraulic ram (shown in Figure 4-c). During testing, applied load was measured using a load
cell, and relative slip between the precast deck portion and steel loading stub was measured
using LVDTs.
All test specimens were fabricated with the same proprietary, pre-blended, pre-bagged UHPCclass material, which was purchased through a US-based supplier. The UHPC employed brasscoated, high-strength steel fibers with nominal length of 0.5 inches, nominal diameter of 0.008
inches, and tensile strength greater than 290 ksi, as reported by the manufacturer. The waterto-cementitious materials ratio (w/cm) was approximately 0.18, and the UHPC was dosed with
2% fibers by volume. The material was designed to exhibit a 28-d compressive strength of 22
ksi. UHPC was mixed according to manufacturer recommendations and was placed using a
hand scoop or five-gallon bucket.
UHPC

8 in

UHPC
Loading
Stub

Precast
Concrete
8 in

Debonded
Region
UHPC
Lug

B
A

24 in
LVDT
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14 in

(a) Small-scale test set-up

(b) Large-scale pull-off specimen details and test set-up

Figure 3: Direct shear testing details
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The results from direct shear strength testing are presented in Figure 5. The maximum stress τ
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achieved prior to failure is plotted as a function of UHPC compressive
strength.
the shear
stress was calculated by the dividing the shear force acting across the critical shear plane by
the gross area of said plane.
Small-scale direct shear specimens all failed along or near the critical shear plane. Specimens
exhibited vertical cracks, parallel with the direction of loading, and slightly inclined microcracks.
Results indicate a positive correlation between the direct shear the compressive strengths of
UHPC. However, there appears to a point of diminishing return. That is, after UHPC has
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reached a compressive strength of 18 ksi there is little additional shear strength gained. Results
indicate that the direct shear strength of UHPC could be much higher than what is suggested by
previous research [7]; Crane (2010) reported that the direct shear strength of UHPC was as
high as 2.7 ksi. However, it should be noted that the specimens tested in this study and those
tested by Crane (2010) had slightly different stress states and specimen geometry, which likely
influenced results.
Large-scale direct shear test specimens failed by shear rupture along the critical shear plane;
this was at the base of the UHPC shear lug between the precast concrete and the UHPC
loading stub. Figure 6 shows a photo of specimen P1-6-6 after failure along the critical shear
plan. This failure mode was abrupt and brittle as indicated by relative slip measurements
captured between the precast concrete and UHPC stub. At failure, specimen P1-6-6 and P2-6-8
exhibited average slips of 0.023 inches and 0.034 inches, respectively.
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Recall, large-scale testing was conducted to investigate up-scaling effects and realistic lug
sizes. Results from these tests (also shown in Figure 5) were consistent with the results form
small-scale direct shear test. That is, the capacities of these two specimens were within the
ranges of capacities determined by small-scale testing. Furthermore, there was no apparent
negative impact from up-scaling. However, the data presented herein is limited, and additional
testing should be conducted with UHPCs with lower compressive strength.

Notes: * data reflects maximum shear stress resisted by the UHPC shear
lug prior to failure; Error bars = ± 1 standard deviation.

Figure 5: Direct shear strength of UHPC

Figure 6. Failure surface of
specimen P1-6-6

Deck-to-Girder Push-Off Tests
General Observations
A summary of the deck-to-girder push-off test results are presented in Table 1. During testing, a
video-based measurement systems was used to capture specimen response. This system
allowed for non-contact multi-point measurement of specimen deformation using digital image
correlation. Herein, this system was used to map vertical strains within the UHPC haunch to
determine the instant of first cracking which is reported in Table 1. Figure 7 shows an example
of the progression of strain development in the vertical direction, including crack formation. In
most cases, crack formation in the UHPC haunch occurred well-before the ultimate capacity of
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each specimen was reached. Initial haunch cracking did not significantly affect the load-carrying
capacity of the specimens.
In general, deck-to-girder connection specimens performed well. Each specimen had a
capacity-demand ratio greater than one with the exception two specimens; the reasoning will be
explained in a subsequent section. That is, the measured capacity of specimen exceeded the
factored resistance calculated using the provisions in the AASHTO LRFD [6]. All specimens
exhibited significant post-ultimate load slip capacity which indicates that the proposed
connections can be designed to be ductile; observed in Figure 7. The remaining discussion of
results focuses on specific behaviors that were observed for the different connection
configurations.
Table 1: Summary of results from deck-to-girder push-off tests
Specimen
ID
L-6-4-6
L-6-6-6
L-6-6-2
L-6-6-4
RA-8-4
RB-8-4
RA-4-6
RC-4-6

Notes:

Factored AASHTO
Resistance [ref]
Load
(kip)

Expected Failure
Mode

368
368
123
245
245
245
229
229

Stud Failure b
Stud Failure b
Stud Failure b
Stud Failure b
Stud Failure b
Stud Failure b
Shear Friction c
Shear Friction c

Ultimate Response

Compressive
Strength of
UHPC (ksi) a

Load at First
Cracking of
UHPC
Haunch (kip)

Load at
Failure
(kip)

Failure Mode

Capacityd
Demand

21.4
18.3
20.5
19.6
21.3
17.5
20.2
20.9

256
265
212
-e
123
151
187
299

319
324
220
372
319
298
430
309

Studs / Haunch
Studs / Haunch
Studs
Studs
Studs / Haunch
Studs / Haunch
Shear Friction
Shear Friction

0.87
0.88
1.79
1.52
1.30
1.22
1.88
1.35

Measured on day of test
failure per section 6.10.10.4.3 [ref]
c Shear friction failure at the deck-haunch interface per section 5.8.4.1-3 [ref]
d Capacity = AASHTO calculated resistance; Demand = measured load at failure,
e Unable to identify
Unit conversions: 1 kip = 4.448 kN; 1 ksi = 6.89 MPa
a

b Stud

(a) Initial condition

(b) Crack initiation

(c) Crack widening

(d) Final condition

Figure 7. Example strain distribution result from video deformation measurement system
Behavior of Specimens with UHPC Shear Lugs
Specimens that employed shear lugs failed either by shear stud rupture or the combined action
of stud deformation / mobilization of the UHPC haunch due to localized cracking. The maximum
7
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shear stress across the critical shear plane between the UHPC shear lug and precast concrete
was plotted in Figure 5 for comparison purposes. It is observed that that shear stresses
achieved prior to failure were in some cases as high if not higher than direct shear stress
capacities determined by small-scale testing. This indicates that confinement from the
underlying UHPC haunch and the precast concrete deck section could increase the direct shear
resistant of UHPC.
Figure 8 depicts the load-slip response of three select specimens employing this connection.
Each specimen employed a 6-inch square shear lug and a different shear stud configuration;
either 2, 4, or 6 studs per side of the steel beam loading stub. As previous noted, all three
specimens exhibited ductile behavior. Furthermore, the majority of slip occurred at the interface
between the UHPC haunch and the loading stub (W section). However, only specimens L-6-6-2
and L-6-6-4 achieve load bearing capacities that exceeded the AASHTO factored resistance;
specimen L-6-6-6 fell approximately 50 kips short. Barring failure in the UHPC lug, it would have
been expected that L-6-6-6 would achieve a capacity higher than L-6-6-2 and L-6-6-4 given the
increased number of studs. However, this was not that case. It was found that the location of
studs relative to shear lug impacted the behavior and failure mode of these specimens. For
specimens L-6-6-2 and L-6-6-4, the shear stud groups were located above the UHPC shear lug
(refer to Figure 4). This promoted formation of compressive struts between the lug and the stud
groups, and thus each stud was effective in transferring load between the loading stub and deck
portion. On the other hand, specimen L-6-6-6 employed one stud group above the shear lug,
one at the same level of the lug, and one group below the lug; these groups are denoted 1, 2,
and 3 in Figure 9, respectively. This configuration appears to have resulted in full effectiveness
of group 1 and only partial effectiveness of groups 2 and 3. In fact, the primary tension crack
shown in Figure 9 indicates that a tension tie likely developed between the shear lug and stud
group 3. Thus, stud group 3 would have been rendered rather ineffective compared with the
other two groups. It should be noted that Specimen L-6-4-6 had the same stud configuration as
L-6-6-6 and exhibited the same load-slip response and damage upon failure; this further
confirms the proposed behavior.
500

L-6-6-6
L-6-6-4
L-6-6-2

450

Applied Load (kip)

400

L-6-6-6

350
300
250
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Figure 8. Load-slip response of select UHPC shear lug
specimens
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Behavior of Specimens with Rebar Dowel Connections
Specimens that employed rebar dowel connections either failed by combined stud rupture /
mobilization of the UHPC haunch due to localized cracking or shear friction failure at the
interface between the precast concrete and UHCP haunch. At failure, most specimens exhibited
vertical cracking in the precast concrete deck segments; observed in Figure 10-b. This was
likely due to localized stresses generated in the concrete by dowel action.

Applied Load (kip)

Figure 10 depicts the load-slip response of two select specimens employing the rebar dowel
connection. Each specimen employed four rebar dowels and six studs per side. The difference
between the specimens was dowel length; RA-4-6 had a dowel length of 6.5db and RC-4-6 had
a dowel length of 4db. Both specimens failed as the UHPC haunch-loading stub assembly
mobilized due to loss of frictional resistance at the haunch-concrete interface; shown in Figure
10-b. The specimen with the longer dowel length (RA-4-6) had 39% more capacity than the
specimen with the short dowel length (RC-4-6). The longer dowel length resulted in better
anchorage which increased the resistance due to shear friction. Regardless, both specimens
exhibited post-peak ductility and exceeded the AASHTO factored resistance. Once shear
friction was overcome, load was resisted by dowel action. Figure 10-c shows a photo of a rebar
dowel recovered from specimen RC-4-6 after testing.
500
450
400
350
300
250
200
150
100
50
0

AASHTO Factored
Resistance

0

0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1
Average Haunch Slip (in)
(a) Load-slip response

(b) Shear friction failure

(c) Extracted rebar dowel

Figure 10. Results from select specimens with rebar dowel connections

CONCLUSIONS
The proposed connection details exhibited good performance. In most cases, the connections
exhibited capacities that exceeded the factored resistance calculated using the provisions in the
AASHTO LRFD, and all specimens exhibited significant post-ultimate load slip capacity which
indicates that the proposed connections can be designed to be ductile. Some specific
conclusions are as follows:
•

Small- and large-scale direct shear tests indicated that the direct shear strength of UHPC
could be between 4 ksi and 8 ksi, which is much greater than that indicated in previous
research. Furthermore, in UHPC shear lug connections, confinement from the underlying
9
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UHPC haunch and the precast concrete deck section could increase the direct shear
resistant of UHPC.
•

UHPC shear lugs were found to be effective in transferring horizontal shear forces.
However, in practice, the shear lug should not control the design due to the brittle failure
mode of these lugs. The location of shear studs relative to UHPC shear lug was shown to
impact specimen behavior and failure mode. In practice, this would be a concern near the
end of the girder.

•

Rebar dowel connections were also effective in transferring horizontal shear. These
connections can transfer large horizontal shears using relatively short dowels; between 4db
and 6.5db. However, results indicated that longer dowel length resulted in better anchorage,
and increased resistance due to shear friction. Results also indicated that once shear friction
is overcome, these connections can behave in a ductile manner and maintain load due to
rebar dowel action. At failure, most specimens exhibited vertical cracking in the precast
concrete deck segments which was likely due to localized stresses generated in the
concrete by dowel action.
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INTRODUCTION
Ultra-high performance concrete (UHPC) is being adopted for a variety of different bridge
construction and rehabilitation applications. In North America, the most popular application of
UHPC in bridge construction is for field-cast closure pours between adjacent prefabricated
bridge elements, which are employed in many accelerated bridge construction (ABC) projects;
this application has proven to be a common entry point for many bridge owners. As the demand
for this innovative class of materials increases, so will the need for knowledge regarding the
material properties and material characteristics. To fill this knowledge gap, researchers at
Federal Highway Administration’s (FHWA’s) Turner-Fairbank Highway Research Center
(TFHRC) executed an experimental study on five different commercially-available materials
being marketed as “UHPC-class”. The goal of the research was to provide the bridge
engineering community with a more comprehensive set of properties for this class of materials,
which in turn could facilitate broader use within the sector. The presentation will discuss the key
findings and provide insight regarding the properties of UHPC-class materials.

EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM
The UHPC-class materials were evaluated using 14 different ASTM, AASHTO, or FHWA-TFHRCdeveloped material test methods. Five materials, referred to as U-A through U-E, were tested.
The experimental program included the following tests and associated test methods:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Compressive Strength - ASTM C39
Modulus of Elasticity and Poisson Ratio - ASTM C469
Split-Tensile Strength - ASTM C496
Direct Tensile Strength – Per test methods developed at FHWA’s TFHRC
Shrinkage - ASTM C157
Compressive Creep - ASTM C512
Flowability – ASTM C1437
Fresh Height Change – ASTM C827
Set Time – ASTM C403
Freeze-Thaw Resistance - ASTM C666
Chloride Penetration - ASTM C1202
Surface Resistivity - AASHTO TP95
Bond to Concrete in Flexure – Modified from ASTM C78
Bond to Concrete in Direct Tension – ASTM C1583
Bond to Steel Reinforcing Bars – As described by [1]
1
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Behavior in Prefabricated Bridge Deck Connections – As described by [2]

•

Each material was proportioned, mixed, and placed according to the manufacturer’s specified
procedures. Tests were conducted using both the manufacturer’s recommended steel fiber
volume fraction and 2% volume fraction, which is common for field-cast UHPC applications.
Furthermore, materials where cured to simulate the conditions of field-cast UHPC. This is, heat
or steam treatments were not applied. Specimens were mixed, placed and cured under ambient
laboratory conditions.

KEY OBSERVATIONS
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A limited summary of results is presented in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Limited Summary of Test Results
UHPC is known to have excellent durability properties, bonds well to precast concrete and
deformed steel reinforcing bars, have good resistance to compressive creep, and good
dimensional stability. As far as mechanical properties as concerned, FHWA defines UHPC to
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have a “…compressive strength greater than 21.7 ksi and sustained post-cracking tensile
strength greater than 0.72 ksi.”
Except for one UHPC (U-E), which did not exhibit compressive strengths greater than 21.7 ksi,
the materials exhibited compression (Figure 1-a) and tension (Figure 1-b) strengths constant
with FHWA’s definition of a UHPC-class material. Each material exhibited similar compressive
elastic moduli (Figure 1-c), consistent with modulus values previously reported in the literature
[3]. The UHPCs exhibited some variation in the UHPC-concrete interface bond (Figure 1-d).
However, this was likely a function of each material’s fresh state rheology, among other material
properties. That is, materials exhibiting less flowability tended to exhibit lower bond strengths.
Except for U-E, each UHPC exhibited very low compressive creep coefficients (Figure 1-e and f). Each material exhibited very good durability in terms of surface resistivity and freeze-thaw
resistance (Figure 1-g). The dimensional stability of the materials as measured by ASTM C157
indicated a wide range of shrinkage properties (Figure 1-h) among the different UHPCs. Lastly,
all five materials performed very well in UHPC-to-reinforcement bond tests and prefabricated
bridge deck connections tests.
A complete set of results and findings are currently being compiled into a final report, and will
soon be available to the bridge design and construction community.

CONCLUSIONS
Results indicate that these materials behave similarly with respect to some performance
measures such as compressive strength, tensile strength, and durability, but vary with respect to
others such as dimensional stability, interface bond strength, and compressive creep. In general,
however, each material exhibited properties that far exceed those exhibited by conventional
portland cement concretes.
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INTRODUCTION
Concrete filled steel tube (CFST) bridge columns and connections sustain less damage than RC
columns when subjected to seismic demands [1] and can be used to increase the resiliency of
highway bridges in tsunami-prone environments by providing improved uplift and shear
resistance. In this research, the open-source structural analysis software OpenSees was used in
tandem with the open-source computational fluid dynamics (CFD) software OpenFOAM to
compare the response of a case-study bridge designed using (1) RC and (2) CFST columns and
connections subjected to seismic and tsunami loading scenarios.

STRUCTURAL MODELING
The open-source structural analysis software OpenSees was used to develop a structural model
of the case-study bridge. Model geometry included the columns, cap beams, diaphragms, precast
girders, deck, and abutments as illustrated in Fig. 1. Inelastic column behavior was modeled using
a fiber based approach. Detailed descriptions of the design of the case-study bridge and modeling
approach for the RC and CFST columns and connections can be found in reference material [2].

Figure 1: Overview of Structural Model

1
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SEISMIC HAZARD ANALYSIS
The seismic response of the RC and CFST bridges was evaluated using thirty-nine crustal ground
motions scaled to a 2/50 (MCE) seismic hazard at the site of the case-study bridge. In general,
both the RC and CFST bridges resisted the MCE event without collapse, and the CFST structure
performed better than the RC structure in terms of the maximum recorded drift as is indicated in
Fig. 2. Additional details about the selected ground motions used in this study can be found in [2].

Figure 2: Maximum and Median Drifts for 2/50 (MCE) Hazard Level

TSUNAMI HAZARD ANALYSIS
The open-source CFD software OpenFOAM was used to develop tsunami loading profiles for
bore type and rising flow scenarios. Two-dimensional CFD modelling of the tsunami cases in a
wave flume were used to simplify the analysis, thereby generating loads that would be applied
uniformly along the spans. Initial-state boundary conditions of the bore type and rising flow
scenarios are illustrated in Fig. 3. Initial water velocities of 5-m/s, 7-m/s, and 9-m/s were evaluated
in the rising flow analysis. For reference, the resulting force time histories for a rising flow scenario
with an initial water velocity of 9 m/s as well as the initial-flow impact and deck inundation for this
case are illustrated in Fig. 4. Force-time histories for additional tsunami scenarios as well as a
detailed description of the modeling approach can be found in reference material [4].

Figure 3: Overview of Tsunami Models

Figure 4: Loading History and Deck Inundation for 9-m/s Rising Load
2
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The tsunami loading profiles for the rising flow and bore type scenarios were applied to the
structural models in OpenSees as indicated in Fig. 1. The bent shear-drift response of bent 5 has
been plotted in Fig. 5 for the rising-load scenario with an initial velocity of 9 m/s to illustrate the
typical force-displacement response of the two structures. The CFST structure maintained
significantly higher resistance than the RC structure at larger drifts, as is illustrated in Fig. 5.

Figure 5: Bent 5 Shear – Drift Response for Rising Load Scenario with 9 m/s Flow Velocity

COMPARISON OF SEISMIC AND TSUNAMI HAZARDS
The seismic shear (Vseismic) and horizontal tsunami demands (Fht) normalized by the seismic
weight of the case-study structure (W) are compared in Table 1. The equivalent static seismic
shear demand (V) was calculated using the equivalent lateral force method in the AASHTO Guide
Specifications [4] for the MCE hazard. The tsunami shear demands are much larger than the
equivalent static seismic shear for all tsunami profiles evaluated.
Table 1. Comparison of Shear Demand Normalized by Structure Weight (W)
Vseismic/W
0.32

Fht,Bore/W
1.33

Fht,5m/s/W
0.62

Fht,7m/s/W
0.78

Fht,9m/s/W
0.99

CONCLUSION
In short, the RC and CFST bridges adequately resisted the MCE hazard level, but exhibited
collapse for all tsunami profiles evaluated. A comparison of the seismic and tsunami shear
demands demonstrated that the tsunami demands are more critical than the seismic demands for
the bore type and rising wave characteristics evaluated here.
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INTRODUCTION
By increasing traffic volumes in United States, conventional bridge construction methods may
cause prolonged traffic congestion in urban areas due to various time-consuming construction
tasks such as installing formworks, placing reinforcing steel, casting concrete, curing concrete,
and removing formworks. An alternative to the conventional method is accelerated bridge
construction (ABC) that substantially shortens field works. ABC relies on prefabricated
reinforced concrete members. Joints of the prefabricated members are particularly critical in
moderate and high seismic zones to ensure ductile performance of the members and maintain
structural integrity during strong earthquakes. In this study, the seismic performance of a largescale precast two-column bent model with pocket (also known as socket) connections was
investigated. Two square precast columns were connected to a precast footing and a cap beam
using pocket connections by simply inserting the columns into the pockets in the footing and the
cap beam. Pocket connections were used to develop the column plastic moment under the cap
beam and the two-way hinge connection above the footing. High strength non-shrink grout was
placed in the pockets to connect the columns to the footing and the cap beam. To mitigate
plastic hinge damage, two advanced materials, ultra-high performance concrete (UHPC) and
engineered cementitious composite (ECC), were utilized in the plastic hinges of the columns.
Figure 1 schematically shows the bent model and the novel aspects of the study.

INNOVATIVE CONCEPTS
Cap Beam Pocket Connection
Two square pockets were constructed in the cap beam for the precast columns. The depth of
the pockets was 381 mm (15 in) corresponding to 1.0 times the column cross sectional
dimension and a 25.4-mm (1-in) gap around the columns. Unlike conventional reinforced
concrete cap beams with bottom steel distributed across the beam section, the bottom
longitudinal bars were bundled and placed outside the pockets to avoid interference with the
precast column. More details are provided in Mohebbi et al. (1).
Two-Way Hinge Pocket Connection
The footing incorporated two circular pockets made with corrugated steel pipe for the columns.
The embedment length of the columns in the footing pockets was 482.6 mm (19 in)
corresponding to 1.35 times the column cross sectional dimension. A two-way hinge connection
was designed according to Cheng et al. (2) by stopping all column longitudinal bars and
reducing the column section at the end with a 25.4-mm (1-in) vertical gap between the columns
and the footing. A relatively small number of vertical reinforcement enclosed by transverse
1
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reinforcement was placed at the column center. The reduced section and its reinforcement was
a part of a precast column to form the hinge segment. The column was then inserted in the
footing pocket and a high strength grout was used to connect the column to the footing.
ECC/UHPC Plastic Hinges
The presence of two columns in the model provided an opportunity to study the effectiveness of
two different advanced materials, UHPC and ECC, in plastic hinge zones. UHPC and ECC
were used in the column plastic hinges from the cap beam interface to 533.4 mm (21 in) below
the cap beam corresponding to 1.5 times the column cross sectional dimension. The left
column with UHPC and the right column with ECC in the plastic hinge zone in Fig. 1 are referred
to as the UHPC column and ECC column, respectively, hereafter. More details regarding the
design of the columns and construction are presented in Mohebbi et al. (1).

EXPERIMENTAL STUDY
To accomplish the objectives of the study, a 1/3 scale of a precast two-column bent model was
constructed and tested on a shake table at the University of Nevada, Reno. Figure 2 shows the
test setup. The bent model was designed for Lake Wood in the Los Angeles area. The seismic
parameters of this location are as follows: As=0.473g, SDS=1.155g, SD1=0.637g, Ts=0.552 sec,
To=0.11 sec, Site class=D, where As is the acceleration coefficient, SDS is the design spectral
acceleration coefficient at 0.2-sec period, SD1 is the design spectral acceleration coefficient at 1sec period, Ts is the ratio of SD1/SDS, and To is 0.2Ts. Successive motions simulating scaled
versions of the 1994 Northridge-Sylmar earthquake were used in the shake table test. The
shake table motions were simulated in the in-plane direction of the bent (north-south direction of
the lab). Six earthquake runs at 10%, 40%, 75%, 100%, 110%, and 150% design level were
applied to capture the seismic response of the bent model under different levels of earthquake
for different limit states including failure. Figure 3 shows the measured hysteresis loops of the
bent model during the six runs. According to the experimental results, the bent model reached
a drift ratio of 9.6% and a displacement ductility of 12 at failure. Figure 4 shows the damage
state of the UHPC and ECC columns at the plastic hinge and the pocket connection after the
100% design earthquake. The damage was limited to minor spalling of ECC and concrete
around the cap beam pocket in the UHPC column. The high stiffness and strength of UHPC
relative to ECC increased the flexural demand and the apparent damage in the cap beam at the
bent failure under the 150% design earthquake. The damage was palling of cover concrete at
the bottom of the cap beam and failure of the lower part of the grout at the UHPC column
connection while ECC did not exhibit such damage at failure.

CONCLUSIONS
The shake table test results indicated that pocket connections in the cap beam and footing
performed well and the structural integrity was maintained during the entire test. The
embedment length of 1.0 times the column cross sectional dimension in the cap beam pockets
was sufficient to develop the column plastic moment under the cap beam. The embedment
length of the rebar hinge in the footing pocket was adequate to develop a two-way hinge
connection in the footing. UHPC and ECC equally reduced the seismic damage under the
design earthquake, although the extent and location of damage for the two materials were
different under 150% design earthquake.

2
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Figure 1: Precast two-column bent model

Figure 2: Test setup

a

b

Figure 3: Hysteresis loops of bent model Figure 4: Damage state of (a) UHPC column (b) ECC
column under design earthquake
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents pretest analysis of a shake table test model of a one-third scale, two-span,
steel plate girder bridge. The objective of pretest analysis was to obtain an insight on the
seismic response of the bridge model during the shake table tests. The bridge incorporates a
two-column bent, seat type abutments, and full-depth precast deck panels. Precast columns
are integral with the superstructure, whereas their connection to the precast footing is intended
to perform as a partial pin. The columns are connected to the footing using two-way hinges
embedded in pockets left in the footing. Ultra-high performance concrete (UHPC) is used
between deck panels and at the upper part of the pier cap to decrease the required lap splice
length. Girders are connected to the deck panels using studs welded to the girder top flange,
and embedded in grout-filled deck pockets. An analytical model was developed in OpenSEES,
and was subjected to 10 input earthquake motions including near-fault and far-field records.
The overall seismic response of the bridge was satisfactory for 100%, 150%, and 200%
versions of the design earthquake. All connections remained elastic, and the average ductility
capacity surpassed the ductility demand even under 200% design earthquake.

INTRODUCTION
Utilization of prefabricated elements is an integral part of accelerated bridge construction (ABC).
These elements need to be connected in a way to guarantee integrity, adequate load path, and
simple construction. Various ABC connections have been studied in the past few years.
However, a complete bridge seismic response when these connections are integrated into a
bridge system is not investigated in the past. At the time of this writing, a large-scale, two-span
ABC bridge model with steel girders is under construction for testing on the shake tables of the
University of Nevada, Reno. The objective of the study presented in this article was to conduct
pretest analysis of the model to evaluate its ductility capacity and damage potential in
connections.
Because precast members are built offsite and under controlled environmental conditions, ABC
introduces an opportunity to use novel materials. UHPC is a cementitious material with waterto-cementitious material ratio of less than 25%, and a high percentage of steel fibers. Several
researchers have used UHPC in prefabricated deck panel joints because of its superior bond
strength (1, 2, 3, and 4).
1
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Pocket connection is one of the techniques to connect prefabricated reinforced concrete
members, in which a precast column is simply inserted into a pocket left in a precast footing or
cap beam. Seismic performance of pocket connections has been studied by several
researchers. Matsumoto et al., (5) tested a full-scale model with single-line and double-line
pockets in the column-cap beam joint. High strength grout was used to fill the pockets. The
authors reported that using grout pockets expedited the construction, and resulted in similar
response to that of the cast-in-place (CIP) model. Other studies on pocket connections have
been also undertaken by other researchers (6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, and 12).
The cap beam-to-girder connection detail used in this research project is developed at the
Florida International University for the use of simple for dead load and continuous for live load
(SDCL) system in seismic regions (13). In SDCL system, the girders are spliced at each pier.
The girders span from pier to pier (or abutment to pier) within each span.

MODEL DESCRIPTION
Figure 1 shows a schematic representation of a one-third scale of a two-span steel plate girder
bridge which was designed to be constructed and tested on shake tables at the University of
Nevada, Reno. The bridge model incorporates two equal spans of 34’-8” and a two-column
bent with precast columns. Column-to-cap beam and column-to-footing connections are shown
in Fig. 2. The columns were integral with the superstructure. However, the column connection
to the footing is through two-way hinges, which are embedded in pocket connections left in the
footing. Two-way hinges perform as a partial pin, and reduce demand on the footing.
For girders to be simply supported for dead load, but continuous for seismic loads, the cap
beam is constructed in two stages, a lower and an upper part, with the former being precast and
the latter being CIP. The girders are supported on the precast part. Figure 3 shows cap beam
details before and after casting concrete on top of stage I cap beam. The longitudinal bars of
the columns pass through grouted ducts embedded in the precast cap beam, and extend into
the CIP part of the cap beam.
The bridge model included 22 precast deck panels joined together with transverse female-tofemale joints. Utilizing UHPC in the joints, the required lap splice length for deck reinforcement
is reduced, thereby enabling the use of relatively narrow joints (4 in. wide). The girders are
connected to the deck panels using studs welded to the girder top flange, and embedded in
grout-filled deck pockets left in the precast deck panels.
To duplicate the column axial load index and stresses of the prototype bridge, superimposed
mass was assumed on the superstructure.
All components of the bridge model were designed based on AASTO LRFD (2012), and
AASHTO Guide Specifications for LRFD Seismic Bridge Design (2014) for Los Angeles area,
Lake Wood, with the latitude and longitude of 33.84926 N, and 118.0952 W, and site class D.
Design spectrum is shown in Fig. 4. Table 1 summarizes the design properties of the bridge
components.

ANALYTICAL MODELING
A three-dimensional finite-element model of the bridge was developed using OpenSEES finiteelement platform (14). The superstructure was modeled using Enhanced Beam-Stick model
(15). A grillage was used to represent the deck and the girders. ElasticBeamColumn elements
2
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were used to model deck and girder elements. These longitudinal elements were connected
through elastic transverse beams. A modification factor of 0.5 was assigned to longitudinal and
transverse beams for torsional constant. Since there is no interaction between axial force and
bending moment in two perpendicular directions in the grillage, poisson’s ratio of grillage beams
was set to zero (16). A modification factor of 0.4 was assigned to the elastic modulus of deck
elements to account for the effect of cracked concrete deck (17).
To capture nonlinearities in the columns and rebar hinges, force-based beam column elements
were used, which allow for distribution of plasticity along the length of the member. The
concrete behavior was modeled using Concrete02 which is a concrete model with tensile
strength and linear tension softening. ReinforcingSteel material was used to model longitudinal
bars of column.
Rebar hinge elements were fixed to the base, and girders were supported on rollers at the
abutments. The girders were connected to the cap beam by means of rigid links. Deck to girder
connection was modeled by two-node link elements to which force-deformation relationships
obtained by Shreshta et al. (18) pullout and shear tests were assigned. Each link represented a
cluster of four studs.

ANALYTICAL RESULTS
Nonlinear static analysis (pushover) was conducted in the transverse and longitudinal direction
of the bridge model to obtain the capacity curves [Fig. 5]. The columns are assumed to fail
when either strain in an edge fiber in the core concrete reaches 125% of ultimate concrete
compressive strain (𝜀𝑐𝑢 ), or a rebar strain reaches the ultimate tensile strain (𝜀𝑠𝑢 ). Using
these criteria, the calculated bent ductility capacity was 5.7 and 6.2 in the longitudinal and
transverse directions, respectively.
Two horizontal components of five near-fault and five far-field ground motions were selected
from PEER strong ground motion database as input motions in the analysis. The range of VS30
between 200 to 360 m/s (656 to 1181 ft/s), earthquake magnitude between six and eight, and
𝑅𝑗𝑏 between 0 to 15 km and 15 to 30 km for near-fault and far-field motions, respectively, were
selected for ground motions.
The response spectra for the input motions were calculated for 5 percent damping. The time
axis of the motions were compressed by a factor of 1.69 to account for the test model scale
factor. Each component of ground motion records was scaled to match the design spectral
acceleration at the average of effective longitudinal and transverse periods of the bridge (0.43
seconds). Table 2 lists selected ground motions.
Nonlinear response history analysis was conducted using two horizontal components of ground
motions applied in the transverse and longitudinal direction of the bridge model. The
component with higher PGA was applied in the longitudinal direction. Displacement histories
and force-displacement hysteresis curves for selected ground motions are shown in Fig. 5 and
6, respectively. The maximum column drift ratio was 3.51% (𝜇𝑑 = 3.64), 7.2% (𝜇𝑑 = 9.77), and
13.7% (𝜇𝑑 = 18.6), for 100%, 150%, and 200% design earthquakes, respectively. The average
column drift ratio was 1.47% (𝜇𝑑 = 1.74), 2.88% (𝜇𝑑 = 3.45), and 4.71% (𝜇𝑑 = 5.66) for 100%,
150%, and 200% design earthquakes, respectively. For N1, N3, and F1, the ductility demand
exceeded the ductility capacity.
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Figure 7 shows the cap beam shear, positive and negative moment in the cap beam, shear in
the deck to girder connectors, and positive and negative moment in superstructure obtained in
response history analyses in addition to elastic capacities. As shown in Fig. 7, cap beam,
superstructure, and deck to girder connectors remained elastic even under 200% design
earthquake.

CONCLUSIONS
The results of the study presented in this article show that all the components of the two-span
bridge model to be tested on the UNR shake tables exhibit satisfactory seismic performance
under a large number of input earthquake motions that include near-fault and far-field records.
The cap beam, superstructure, and deck to girder connections remained elastic even under
200% design earthquake. The maximum ductility demand for all the motions but N1 and N3
was less than the ductility capacity for 100% and 150% design earthquake. The average
ductility demand under 200% design earthquake for the 10 motions was less than the ductility
capacity. However, the 200% design versions of ground motions N1, N3, and F1 led to ductility
demands that exceeded the ductility capacity.
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Table 1: Design properties of bridge components
Scale factor

0.35

Column longitudinal bar

12#5

Span length

34'-8"

Column longitudinal steel ratio

1.83%

Width of the bridge, ft

11

Column transverse steel

#3@2.5"

Number of girders in each
span

4

Column transverse steel ratio

1.25%

Column diameter, inch

16

Rebar hinge longitudinal bar

6#5

Column height, inch

84

Rebar hinge longitudinal steel
ratio

2.40%

Axial load index (dead
load)

6.40%

Rebar hinge transverse steel

#3@1.5"
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Table 2: Input ground motions

rec#
N1

N2

N3

N4

N5

F1

F2

F3

F4

F5

NGA#
RSN4116-H1
RSN4116-H2
RSN1048-H1
RSN1048-H2
RSN1120-H1
RSN1120-H2
RSN1503-H1
RSN1503-H2
RSN1602-H1
RSN1602-H2
RSN338-H1
RSN338-H2
RSN778-H1
RSN778-H2
RSN995-H1
RSN995-H2
RSN1116-H1
RSN1116-H2
RSN1203-H1
RSN1203-H2

Event name

PGA
1.31

Parkfield02_CA

0.58

Northrige-01

Kobe Japan

0.62
0.93
0.62
0.98
0.79

Chi-Chi
Taiwan

0.58
0.75

Duzce
Turkey

0.82

Coalinga-01

Loma Prieta

0.26
0.28
0.27
0.28
0.23

Northridge01

0.36

Kobe_ Japan

0.23
0.23
0.27

Chi-Chi_
Taiwan

0.20

5

Magnitud
e

Scale Factor

6.0

0.65

6.7

0.50

6.9

0.66

7.6

0.74

7.1

0.79

6.4

1.67

6.9

1.24

6.7

1.59

6.9

1.46

7.6

1.05
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Figure 1. Test setup

Figure 2. Column-to-footing and column-to-cap
beam connection

Sa (g)

1.5
1.0
0.5
0.0
0.0

Figure 3. Superstructure over pier cap
before and after pouring UHPC, grout,
and conventional concrete

0.5

1.0

Period (sec)

1.5

Figure 4. Design spectrum
6
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Figure 5. Force-displacement hysteresis curves for 100% and 150% of design earthquake,
and for two representative ground motions
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Figure 6. Displacement histories for 100% and 150% of design earthquake, and for two
representative ground motions

8
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Figure 7. Demands and capacities at select locations
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ABSTRACT
This paper describes the rapid, single-weekend replacement of the existing Travis Spur Rail
Bridge carrying a single Conrail track over the heavily traveled I-278 corridor, with four lanes of
existing traffic, in Staten Island, New York. The old bridge was a five span thru-girder structure,
and the new bridge is a two span thru-girder structure in compliance with current AREMA and
Conrail standards. Innovative Accelerated Bridge Construction (ABC) techniques involving
precast abutment and pier cap beams and Self Propelled Modular Transporter (SPMT)
construction, allowed the complete replacement in a single weekend, resulting in minimal impact
to the traveling public and rail operations. The substructures consist of precast concrete cap
beams supported by two columns and drilled shafts at each location. The weekend work
included the installation of precast cap beams onto the columns, grouting the dowel rebars that
connect the cast-in-place columns and the precast cap beam, and rolling-in the steel
superstructure. With the circular rebar pattern, each rebar and the grouted splice sleeve
needed to be precisely placed so that the installation of the cap beam could be accomplished
seamlessly. The superstructure consisted of two through girders with floorbeams and deck
plate with ballast to support the track.

INTRODUCTION
Following World War I, The Port Authority of New York and New Jersey (PANYNJ)’s Goethals
Bridge was built and opened to traffic on June 29, 1928 as part of an overall project to
accommodate greatly increased interstate automobile traffic. The original bridge spanned the
Arthur Kill, linking Elizabeth, New Jersey, with the Howland Hook area of Staten Island, New
York. Given present-day traffic volumes, commercial growth and new standards, the original
bridge became functionally obsolete. On April 24, 2013, the PANYNJ authorized a monumental
$1.5 billion project to advance the implementation and delivery of the replacement of the
Goethals Bridge. A Public-Private Partnership (P3) contract was awarded to NYNJ Link
Developer, LLC to design, build, finance and maintain the new bridge. The new bridge, a dualspan cable stayed bridge with approaches totaling 7,300 feet from abutment-to-abutment, will
increase the number of travel lanes from two -10 foot lanes in each direction, to three-12 foot
lanes with shoulders. The ABC replacement of the Travis Spur Rail Bridge (TSRB) was an
integral part of the scope of this ambitious program, to remove what would otherwise be a choke
point for traffic.
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Figure 1. Overview of Project Corridor
The extensive number of stakeholders involved in this complex project contributed to the
enormous coordination effort needed to complete this bridge replacement. The TSRB is part of
the Staten Island Railroad (SIRR) owned by the City of New York. The New York City
Economic Development Corporation (NYCEDC) was designated by the City to administer and
manage the SIRR. Additionally, Conrail was designated by NYCEDC as the operator of the
SIRR. Given the many stakeholders involved, a Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) was
reached to support the project’s ambitious construction schedule. The NYNJ Link contracted
with KWM, a tri-venture of Kiewit Construction, Weeks Marine and Massman as the general
contractor which retained Parsons as the prime design consultant. SJH Engineering, P.C. (SJH)
was hired by Parsons to perform the design and construction support services for TSRB
replacement. See Figure 1 for an Overview of the Project Corridor.
The existing TSRB supported a single track running north and south, crossing over Goethals
Road North, I-278, and Gulf Avenue, 600 feet west of the Goethals Bridge Staten Island toll
plaza, near the project’s eastern limit. Embankment fill is present between Goethals Road North
and I-278 and between I-278 and Gulf Avenue. The section of TSRB over eastbound and
westbound I-278 was built in 1930 and consisted of a five span thru-girder bridge with ballasted
track. The steel superstructure was set on reinforced concrete piers and abutments on spread
footings. The rail spur with the TSRB connects Arlington Yard, north of the I-278 corridor, and a
New York City Department of Sanitation (NYCDOS) waste station site near Victory Boulevard
(south of the I-278 corridor). See Figure 2 for Original Elevation and Figure 3 for New Elevation.
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Figure 2. Original Elevation

Figure 3. New Elevation
Interstate route I-278 in the vicinity of the TSRB was widened and re-configured to suit the new
approach roadway alignment and profiles, as well as to provide space for a future Mass Transit
Corridor (MTC). As a result, the old TSRB over eastbound and westbound I-278 and the
northern abutment supporting the railroad over Gulf Avenue were removed. Now a new, twospan, thru-girder, TSRB spans over eastbound and westbound I-278. The southern end of the
new TSRB and the existing span over Gulf Avenue are supported on a new pier. A central pier
is now located in the center of the future MTC, replacing the piers that were located between the
I-278 eastbound and westbound roadways.
Bridge replacement over I-278 required a full closure of the interstate corridor. Consistent with
the Authority’s mandate to serve the public, the team collaborated closely to develop a design
and construction approach that would allow for removal of the original bridge, erection of the
new bridge, and a return to service of both highway and rail traffic over a single weekend
shutdown.

NEW BRIDGE DESIGN COMPONENTS
The new bridge is comprised of two simply supported spans of 97 feet (Span 1) and 120 feet
(Span 2), respectively. The skew angles at the North abutment and North pier are 12 degrees
and 8 degrees at the South Pier. The superstructure of the new bridge is based on Conrail’s
current standard thru-girder bridge design. SJH’s design of the new steel superstructure follows
AREMA Chapter 15 Allowable Stress Design method. The design of the reinforced concrete
substructure follows the AREMA Chapter 8 Load Factor Design method [1]. In addition, Conrail
specific requirements, as stipulated in CE-12 - “Specifications for Design and Construction of
Undergrade Railroad Bridges for Grade Separation Projects,” were followed [2]. For seismic
3
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design purposes, references were made to AASHTO LRFD Bridge Design Specifications [3].
The design includes a dead loads allowance for 18” of future ballast. Cooper E80 train load or
the alternate live load on four (4) axles, whichever results in greater stresses, were used as live
load. Seismic design was in accordance with AREMA Chapter 9 and AASHTO LRFD Bridge
Design Specifications. Other loads considered include wind forces on the loaded bridge and
unloaded bridge, longitudinal forces due to breaking or traction, and lateral forces from
equipment.
The thru-girders are welded steel plate girders with 102”x ¾” web plate and 30” wide top and
bottom flange plates with thickness varying from 17/8” to 2 ¾”. Floorbeams are W21x101 wide
flange rolled shapes and are spaced at 2’-6” nominal center-to-center. Knee braces are spaced
at 10’-0” nominal center-to-center. Seven-inch timber ties and 8 inch minimum ballast were
placed on top of the ¾” thick steel, waterproofed deck plate.
The new superstructure provides 9’-0” minimum horizontal clearance between the centerline of
track to the top of the curb plates on each side, as per current standards, with wider 23’-0”
spacing between through girders. See Figure 4 for Typical Section of the New Through Girder
Superstructure. For better rigidity and fatigue performance, SJH’s design extended the stiffener
plates at each floorbeam and knee brace locations to achieve full depth between girder flanges
with fillet weld connections. This solution represents a significant improvement upon Conrail’s
standard details, which call for terminating the stiffener plate slightly above the floorbeam.
The deck plate/curb plate segments are shop welded to four floorbeams to make a shipping
unit. All in all twenty-two units were shipped to the field to simplify and expedite the preassembly effort. Field bolted splices connect the deck/curb plate units. A disc bearing which can
handle large reactions and transverse forces was provided. For future bearing replacement
purposes, jacking stiffeners are incorporated at each girder end.

Figure 4. Typical Section of the New Through Girder Superstructure
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The substructure units are precast concrete abutment or pier caps on cast-in-place 5’-6”
diameter double columns. Each column is supported on a 6 foot diameter drilled shaft. The
contractor chose to use a larger-than-required drilled shaft size for economic reasons since that
size shaft was also being used on many of the foundations at the new Goethals Bridge’s New
York approach spans, thus allowing for re-use of forms and tooling. The drilled shafts at the
North abutment, North pier and South pier are 37 feet, 31 feet and 38 feet long respectively,
plus a 5’-6” diameter rock socket of 11’-6”, 10’-6” and 11’-0” long respectively. The drilled shafts
at the North pier are 42 feet long including an 11 foot rock socket. All drilled shafts and columns
have 18-#14 epoxy coated rebars as the main reinforcement element and #7 welded hoops as
confinement. The substructures are designed to the 2,500-year return period seismic event. The
CSiBridge general finite element program was used to model the entire superstructure and
substructure down to the bottom of column/top of drilled shaft level. Site-specific seismic design
spectrums were developed for the 2,500-year, 500-year and 100-year events. Design forces
were obtained from the CSiBridge model and provided to the geotechnical subconsultant in the
drilled shaft axial and lateral capacity design and determination of point of fixity considering soilstructure interactions using the L-Pile program.
The most interesting and challenging portion of SJH’s substructure design is the connection
between the precast cap beams and the cast-in-place columns. Various options were
considered during the design phases in an integrated task force environment between the
design and construction teams and guided by the FHWA’s, “Connection Details for
Prefabricated Bridge Element Systems” [4]. Given the stringent seismic design requirements, a
full moment connection is required at this connection which allows the development of plastic
hinges. A proprietary grouted splice sleeve system was selected due to its space-saving design
and its ability to develop 125% of the rebar strength, which is similar to the requirements on
mechanical couplers. The system uses a cylindrical shape ductile iron sleeve filled with a rapid
setting, non-metallic, non-shrink, cement-based grout. Reinforcing bars were spliced and
inserted into the sleeve to meet approximately at the center of the sleeve, and then the interior
of the sleeve was filled with the proprietary grout. The total tolerance in the grouted splice
sleeves is only about 0.9 inches in the sleeve for #14 rebars. Similar systems have been used
in a number of projects within the United States including the Provo to Salt Lake City
Frontrunner Project in the State of Utah. Notably, however, all previous applications have
rectangular rebar patterns. In this project, circular shaped columns use rebars that are set in a
radial pattern, which increases the difficulty of aligning all of the eighteen #14 rebars in both
columns simultaneously. To allow for construction tolerance, a 1” gap was intentionally provided
between the top of the columns and bottom of precast cap beam. The gap was formed and filled
with rapid setting non-shrink grout which can achieve 5,000 psi compressive strength in about 3
hours when applied at 70 degrees Fahrenheit. In order to reduce the development length of
column rebars into the cap beam, LENTON Terminator (a.k.a. T-heads) were used in a stagger
pattern. See Figure 5 for Typical Cap Beam to Column Connection.
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Figure 5. Typical Cap Beam to Column Connection
Another challenging aspect of this project was incorporating the existing Gulf Avenue span and
supporting it on the new South Pier, while replacing the original Gulf Avenue north abutment. In
order to install the precast cap beam, the elevation of cap beam was intentionally lowered. Tall
pedestals were provided at the new Span 2 side only, and fabricated steel bolsters were
provided which were set under the original Gulf Avenue bearings and provided with a 1 ½” nonshrink grout pad on the precast pier cap. This design allowed the accelerated erection of the
cap beam by sliding it underneath the existing superstructure, and avoided interference with the
existing superstructure and bearings.
As one of the unique features of this Public-Private Partnership (P3) contract, PANYNJ placed
stringent, detailed, and specific requirements on service life of the bridge. The design team
developed and the PANYNJ approved an extensive Corrosion Protection Plan (CPP) that
provides detailed performance-based service life requirements for various components of the
bridge and identifies future measures necessary to maintain the structure. Following the CPP, a
memorandum titled, “Travis Spur Rail Bridge Service Life Design Basis,” was prepared to
address the rail bridge’s specific requirements. Performance requirements call for service life of
100 years overall, 75 years for superstructure elements and the deck, 50 years for bearings, 25
years for expansion joints and 150 years for piers and foundations. Since the foundations are
anticipated to lie in aggressive soils, a minimum casing thickness above elevation -7.0 was
obtained by dividing the 150 year service life by a 90% confident level of effective loss per year.
Casings above elevation -7.0 are used for serviceability/crack control only in the design, with
sufficient spiral or hoop provided to resist seismic loads. Casing in regions below elevation -7.0
are used for confinement/shear design after deducting ¼” as a sacrificial layer. As far as
reinforced concrete design, all reinforcements used are ASTM A615. Grade 60, epoxy-coated
per ASTM A775. Concrete mix design includes a minimum of 2.5 gal/cy of calcium nitrite
inhibitor (CNI) to enhance the corrosion threshold. Top surfaces of cap beams are covered with
a coating-type epoxy-urethane protective sealer. Exposed vertical faces of the cap beams and
backwall/wingwalls were coated with breathable penetrating silane sealer. As per Conrail’s
specifications, the deck plate surfaces that receive the ballast were coated with Stirling Lloyd’s
“Eliminator,” a cold-apply elastomeric waterproofing material made by the well known
manufacturer of high performance coatings for the protection of infrastructure and buildings.
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The structural steel is shop painted with one coat of Carbozinc 11HS self curing, inorganic zinc
primer and one finish coat of Carbothane 133LV by Carboline Company.

CONSTRUCTION
Construction was carried out in three phases, with the major items outlined below.
Phase 1: Pre-Shutdown
1. Relocate existing overhead power line, relocate or abandon existing utilities as indicated
on the contract drawings and remove existing sign structures.
2. Install temporary steel sheetings as needed to maintain stability in the vicinity of
proposed drilled shaft construction and support existing trackbed.
3. Install temporary shoring under existing girders in front of the North abutment of Gulf
Avenue span.
4. Construct drilled shafts and pier columns on both sides of the existing bridge.
5. Pre-assemble Spans 1 and 2 of new bridge superstructure at the nearby laydown areas.
Phase 2: 60-Hour Shutdown
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Implement eastbound I-278 detour onto Gulf Avenue.
Demolish existing superstructure using a 10-hour full shutdown of I-278.
Demolish existing piers as needed and install precast cap beams and grout connections.
Roll in new Span 2 superstructure using Self Propelled Modular Transporter (SPMT) to
final position.
Implement westbound I-278 detour onto I-278 Eastbound roadway.
Roll in new Span 1 superstructure using SPMT to final position.
Place ballast/ties/tracks and tamp to final grade.
Open new bridge to RR traffic and resume normal traffic pattern on I-278.

Phase 3: Post Shutdown
1. During weekday work, cut and remove temporary sheeting and existing substructure

minimum 2 feet below finished grade and construct remaining C.I.P. wall under the
abutment cap and wingwalls, and re-grade area under bridge to proposed widening as
shown on construction plans.

One of the most challenging construction activities was the erection of the pre-cast cap beams.
This was clearly demonstrated during the erection of the South pier cap which is the most
difficult out of the three locations as the cap beam had to be slid under the original Gulf Avenue
superstructure. The precast cap beam pick was 215 kips at the South pier and North pier
including spreader beam and slings. A Liebherr 1300 crawler crane was used with a spreader
beam long enough to place the slings outside the limits of the existing superstructure, allowing
the cap beam to be slid into place. Traffic on Gulf Avenue was temporarily halted during the lift.
Due to the heavy pick, it took many workers’ manning tag lines to make even a minor
adjustment in the cap beam position. See Figure 6 for a photo of South Pier Cap Erection. The
precast cap beam pick is much heavier (279 kips) at the North abutment. Even though a single
crane has the capacity to handle the heavy pick, two cranes were used (Liebherr 1300 and
Liebherr 895 crawler cranes) due to the railroad’s requirements for the picking crane(s) to
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Figure 6. South Pier Cap Erection
accommodate 150% of the intended pick weight. Coordination between the two cranes became
another challenge in which the contractor did a near perfect job in keeping the cap beam level
during the lift and erection was completed without a hitch.
One of the innovative methods that the contractor used was in the demolition of the existing Gulf
Avenue north abutment. Upon shoring the existing superstructure, the contractor used a wire
saw to cut the original 6 foot thick abutment stem into three pieces, each weighing 50,000
pounds. The sawcut was done in a way that allowed the stem segments to be pulled out using a
backhoe sitting on top of the existing Travis Spur span 1. The horizontal and vertical cuts were
intentionally inclined to prevent the heavy segment from rolling towards the temporary shoring
side under its own weight.
KWM developed an alternate method to demolish the existing 5-span structure. A complete
Goethals Bridge shutdown was implemented from 10 pm on October 7 through 8 am on
October 8. Most of the ballast was removed prior to this operation. Using steel plates as
protection for the I-278 roadways, KWM used six backhoes with heavy duty shear attachments
to slice through the superstructure girders and floorbeams and drop the existing bridge to
ground level. Backhoes with heavy duty hammers were then used to demolish the substructure.
This method proved to be highly productive.
8
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Erection of the two new spans was completed by using a SPMT. The SPMT consisted of two,
10-line Goldhofer PSTE/SL hydraulic platform trailers with electronic steering capable of 360
degrees of travel. The weight of the heavier Span 2 is about 500,000 pounds with ballast preinstalled to save time during the highway outage. Even though the SPMT can theoretically
rotate 360 degrees, due to the skew angle of substructure and existence of the original Gulf
Avenue superstructure, it turned out that the SPMT must be rotated to almost perfect alignment
before it was moved straight ahead into final position.

ACCELERATED BRIDGE CONSTRUCTION (ABC) TECHNIQUES
ABC techniques were used in order to complete the replacement of the entire original 5-span
bridge with a new, 2-span bridge over a single weekend. As far as we know, the use of the
grouted splice sleeves connection is a first for PANYNJ and for the State of New York. The
application in this project was extremely challenging since it required matching the eighteen (18)
grouted splice sleeves with the eighteen (18) #14 projecting rebars in a radial pattern for each
of the two columns. The columns were constructed on either side of the previous substructure
prior to the weekend shutdown. During the design phase, SJH conveyed the need and the
contractor was well aware of tight tolerances. To accomplish the goal, the contractor used the
patented “Cage-Rite” cage bracing system, allowing the team to accurately control the location
of each column rebar to match the approved shop drawings. Upon curing of the columns, the
as-built rebars were surveyed in detail in order to create an accurate template for use in setting
the grouted splice sleeves in the cap beam formwork, which accounted for both columns. Each
column rebar was surveyed around its perimeter several times to locate its geometric center.
The survey results were brought into CADD and the template for each location was brought to
the field to verify that it matched with the as-built rebar locations. Nonetheless, due to the
uncertainty of cap beam installation and the need to maintain critical train operations beyond the
shutdown window, Conrail requested a contingency plan ahead of the construction. SJH
checked the cap beam to column connection reinforcement design and developed a plan in the
event that grouted splice sleeves didn’t match the column rebars, so that a minimum amount of
column rebars could be ground smaller or partially cut to ensure proper fit. All these efforts were
proven to be extremely valuable as it demonstrated during the cap beam erection that the
templates were almost perfect and the contractor was able to install the cap beam on top of the
columns without difficulty. SJH and Parsons were on-site during the cap beam erection to
provide immediate assistance if field conditions or special needs arose.
Another ABC technique used in the construction was the use of SPMTs for the erection of the
superstructure spans. Conventional erection techniques would require the use of a double
crane lift due to the heavy pick weight, and for the assembled spans to be positioned in very
close proximity to the new piers or abutment due to picking radius constraints. The limited
staging areas made this option less desirable since the precast cap beams occupied a lot of
space. The SPMT option allowed the span to be pre-assembled 150 feet away in areas
between I-278 and Gulf Avenue or Goethals Road North. During the weekend shutdown, each
span was erected using the same SPMT about 24 hours apart allowing proper MOT/detour
implementation and ground surface preparation with steel plates along the path. See Figure 7
for a photo of Superstructure Erection with SPMT.
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Figure 7. Superstructure Erection with SPMT

CONCLUSIONS
This project illustrates the effective use of ABC techniques for the installation of any bridge
structure. Using precast concrete with grouted splice sleeves, the erection of the pier and
abutment cap beams was completed rapidly and seamlessly. The use of SPMTs allowed rapid
superstructure erection with ballast pre-installed. Significant cost savings were achieved since it
avoided the costly mobilization/demobilization and MOT costs if the construction was to be
completed in two consecutive weekends. Most importantly, the selected method of construction
satisfied the extremely aggressive schedule and tight weekend shutdown window, and
minimized the impact to the public on the heavily traveled I-278. When projects are located in
very congested areas like New York City, or over critical interstate expressways where ABC
techniques are appropriate, the use of ABC should be encouraged to be utilized more often with
the best ABC technique being good planning, and an integrated design and construction team.
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REPLACEMENT OF THE CSX BRIDGE OVER THE NORTH
BRANCH OF THE POTOMAC RIVER IN CUMBERLAND, MD
Presenting Author: Adeel Mysorewala, P.E., Rail Section Manager, HDR, 571-327-5800,
adeel.mysorewala@hdrinc.com

INTRODUCTION
The existing bridge consisted of two open deck pin-connected half through Pratt truss spans
and two deck plate approach spans for a total bridge length of approximately 431 feet. The
bridge is on a CSX mainline carrying two tracks and connects Baltimore, MD to Ohio and
territories west of Ohio. The line maintains a high volume of freight and passenger traffic.

Figure 1: Existing Bridge
History
This bridge is located at an important historical location particularly during the time when the
B&O railroad and the C&O Canal competed to connect Washington DC to Ohio. The first bridge
constructed on site was a wooden trestle built in 1840. When the bridge was burnt during the
Civil War, it was replaced in 1856 with an iron Bollman Deck truss (Figure 2). The existing Pratt
truss bridge was constructed in 1901 on new piers to replace the Bollman truss; the old piers
still remaining in the river.

Figure 2: Historic Bollman Deck Truss (1858)
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Proposed Bridge
The proposed structure consisted of three 150’ spans consisting of four 10’ tall steel deck plate girders
per track with 10’ tall haunches. The project included new substructure elements. The abutments were
comprised of cast-in-place concrete abutments on micro pile foundations with precast backwalls. The
piers were cast-in-place concrete caps supported by two 9’ diameter drilled shafts.

Figure 1: Proposed Bridge in service

THE REPLACEMENT
The criticality of the bridge for CSX operations dictated the allowance of only a 48-hour shutdown during
a long (holiday) weekend for the replacement of the bridge superstructure. The Contractors who bid the
project proposed using either the crane pick method or the roll-in method. CSX opted for the roll in
method as it was the method with a lower risk due to the low availability of high tonnage cranes needed
for the crane pick method.
Construction was started in February 2014 as a result of the lengthy permitting process. HDR coordinated
with 9 stakeholders as the bridge is located in two states, two counties and adjacent to a national park
through which access was needed.
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The substructure elements were constructed in advance without any major impacts to rail operations. The
east abutment required a 16-hour shutdown to install a temporary bridge to provide access for
excavation. The west abutment and piers were constructed under the existing bridge without any impact
to rail operations.
The superstructure was shipped unassembled and was assembled on a temporary falsework structure
that was installed upstream of the existing bridge. Temporary falsework was also installed on the
downstream side of the existing bridge to receive the existing structure.
The changeout was planned for the long weekend starting on September 6, 2015. The Contractor had 34
hours to swap out the superstructure, install the precast backwalls and build up the approaches. The
remaining 14 hours were for CSX to place ballast and surface the track. The Contractor utilized a
proprietary sledding system that it had created. First, the contractor lifted up the existing deck plate girder
approach spans using cranes. Then, the existing truss was jacked up and then slid off onto the temporary
falsework on the downstream side. The proposed superstructure was then slid from the temporary
falsework on the upstream side onto the new substructure and jacked into place. The approach work
continued during this time and the precast backwalls were installed as well. The Contractor was able to
complete its work well ahead of schedule. CSX forces were then given control of the new bridge and they
completed the ballast installation and track surfacing and opened the track back to traffic 15 hours ahead
of schedule.

CONCLUSIONS
Due to the age of the existing bridge and fracture critical failure of the pin connections CSX decided to
replace the existing 1901 431’ bridge. The bridge is on a mainline connecting Baltimore to Ohio and
territories west of Ohio and maintains a high volume of freight and passenger traffic. Due to the bridge
being critical for CSX operations, only a 48-hour shutdown was provided for the replacement of this
bridge. The contractor was able to complete the changeout 15 hours ahead of schedule. The Contractor
utilized a sliding system to slide the existing bridge off and the proposed bridge into place.
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GRADE SEPARATION SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGY
Presenting Author: Alaina Polkki, B.Eng., Junior Engineer and Business Development Associate, ART
Engineering Inc., 844-827-8364, alaina@artengineering.ca
Co-Author 1:
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents Grade Separation Systems (GSS), an innovative construction technology which can
revolutionize underpass construction throughout North America. The technology emerged as a more
efficient solution for eliminating highway-rail grade crossings, but is now applicable in any underpass
construction scenario. With major changes to the conventional underpass construction sequence, GSS
eliminates the need for rail relocation as well as the use of temporary structures. The technology uses
various concepts from accelerated bridge construction practices to install the permanent structure with
minimal intervention to the railroad. When compared to conventional methods, GSS can reduce
construction costs by up to 45% and shorten construction times by over 50%, whilst only using common
heavy civil construction methods and equipment.

INTRODUCTION
Highway-rail grade crossing and trespassing accidents account for 95% of all deaths in the North American
railroad industry. Of the 250,000+ existing crossings throughout Canada and the United States, over
100,000 of them are public and actively used. Although a significant effort has been put towards increasing
grade crossing safety in past decades, over 60% of accidents are still occurring at crossings with existing
active warning systems. These high-risk crossings often need to be eliminated through grade separation to
prevent further incidents from taking place. Moreover, separated crossings eliminate public access points
onto a railway line, resulting in reduced trespassing occurrences. This further contributes to the decrease in
accidents resulting from grade separations. In addition to safety concerns, there are a variety of other
factors that contribute to the decision to separate an existing crossing. Another compelling motivator is
traffic congestion. As urban centers become densely populated, eliminating grade crossings in busy areas
becomes essential for reducing traffic congestion. Furthermore, tracks along grade separated routes have
higher speed limits which results in higher train volume.
There are two conventional methods used in North America to separate a highway-rail grade crossing. The
first method is known as a shoofly track, or rail detour method. In this approach, a temporary detour track is
built on adjacent land to detour trains away from the construction site. Although the construction procedure
is quite simple, it is often not applicable in urban scenarios due to space constraints. The design, material,
labor, land acquisition, and legal fees associated with the construction of the temporary detour track result
in total added costs of up to $2M. The second conventional method is the temporary track support method.
In this approach, a temporary bridge resting on a temporary foundation is constructed to support the train
tracks while the permanent bridge is constructed underneath. This method is applicable in urban scenarios,
unlike the shoofly track, but costs are almost doubled as it essentially requires two bridges to be
constructed.
After involvement with numerous grade separation projects, it became clear to ART Engineering Inc. (AEI)
that these methods are inefficient and unnecessarily expensive. Following a local grade crossing accident
that killed six and injured 35, AEI began a research and development initiative with the goal of designing a
new alternative for grade separation construction that improved upon these inefficiencies.
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DEVELOPMENT OF GSS

The initial inspiration for the system came from a project done in Ontario for Via Rail, wherein a temporary
track support bridge was assembled to the side of the track and then lifted into place during an 11 hour
closure period. Following this project, AEI wanted to develop a construction procedure that would allow for
a permanent bridge span to be lifted into place during a short overnight closure period. With this
elementary construction plan in mind, the research project was defined. The end goal was to develop a
grade separation construction procedure that would meet the following criteria:
•
•
•
•

Reduced comparative construction costs through minimal wasted materials;
Reduced comparative construction costs through eliminated need for railway detours;
Reduced comparative construction costs through shortened construction times;
Improved incentive for railway companies through minimal railway schedule interruption.

From this stage in the research project, it was determined that the incorporation of accelerated bridge
construction techniques was necessary to meet the design objectives. The preliminary design iteration of
the GSS construction technology included on-site construction of a permanent bridge slab segment. This
slab was to be lifted into place during an overnight closure. With the slab segment in place, trains could
continue to operate without interruption for the remainder of construction. The final steps in this procedure
were to pour cast-in-place slab extensions over caissons to complete the bridge structure, and then
excavate underneath and construct the under-passing roadway.
This solution was found to be advantageous because it significantly reduced material waste as well as rail
interruption. However, the solution was not universally applicable because it only allowed for the
construction of rigid frame bridges in situations where the crossing roadway could be closed or detoured for
the duration of construction. Upon further consideration, the research team modified this initial design to
accommodate a vast array of projects. The following approach describes the process to be used in all
applications other than those requiring a rigid-frame structure.
Foundation
Drilled caissons were determined to be the most optimal foundation option for the system. Caisson liners
are first installed in pairs along the length of the track, but they are not poured until after pier cap/abutment
segments have been placed. Since the caisson liner installation is designed to not interfere with train
schedules, they must be placed outside of the railway clearance envelope (a minimum of nine feet away
from the centerline of the track but potentially further depending on governing railway regulations). Figure 1
shows caisson placement for a three-span railway bridge.

Figure 1: Placement of caisson liners along a railway
2
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Precast pier cap/abutments elements
The first incorporation of prefabricated bridge elements and structures (PBES) in this procedure is seen in
the pier cap/abutment segments. The center-most section of the pier caps/abutments is precast either on
or off site, depending on the project. This is done with the intention of reducing onsite construction times
and traffic impacts. It was determined most optimal to precast the center-most segment of the abutment
only. This is so that the caissons and remaining abutment portions can be poured at the same time for
maximum structural rigidity and to allow for greater construction tolerances. Figure 2 shows the general
shape of the precast pier cap and abutment segments.

Figure 2: Precast pier cap and abutment segments
Before these segments are placed beneath the tracks, trench boxes are bolted directly to the precast
segments with threaded rods or bolts. These trench boxes are composed of four steel walls, which create a
safe and accessible work zone once placed underneath the railway during the overnight closure. This work
zone allows for the remaining portion of the pier cap/abutment segments to be constructed underground
once the assembly has been placed in its permanent location. The completed precast assemblies are
expected to weigh approximately 40 tons, and can be lifted with a 115 ton crane depending on site
conditions and accessibility. Figure 3 shows how the trench boxes are connected to the precast segment
and what the completed assembly looks like.

Figure 3: Unassembled (left) and assembled (right) pier cap precast segment
Rail Closures
The next step in the development of the procedure was determining how to place the precast assemblies
without causing significant interruption to the railway. From previous projects, AEI had learned that majority
3
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of rail companies can accommodate closure periods overnight without affecting typical operating
schedules. It was therefore concluded that these precast assemblies were to be placed underneath the
railway during a short overnight closure period. During this period, a trench is to be dug through the track
and around the drilled caissons. The precast assemblies are then to be lifted into place (placement shown
in Figure 4), the trench is re-ballasted, and the tracks are replaced. At this point, the track can be reopened. The complete closure process was first estimated to take under six hours, which nearly all North
American rail companies can accommodate for without altering their current operational schedules.

Figure 4: Precast assembly placement during overnight rail closure
Sub Grade Work
At this stage of construction, the majority of the work takes place below grade within the trench box work
zone. Since the trench boxes are located outside of the rail clearance envelope, rail traffic remains
unaffected. In the trench box work zones, the first step is to cut off the top of the caisson liner to allow for
future integration of the caisson with the substructure. Steel is then placed throughout the caisson liners
and integrated with the precast segments through either mechanical couplers or post-tensioned steel.
Concrete is poured to create the caisson foundation and to extend the precast segments. Bearing
pedestals and assemblies are then installed on the cast-in-place portions of concrete to a high degree of
accuracy. The location of the bearing pads minimizes shear stresses at the construction joint, thereby
reducing the required amount of reinforcing steel. Figure 5 shows a cross section of the trench boxes after
the concrete has been poured.

Figure 5: Steel and concrete placement in cross section of pier cap
Bridge Span
While work continues within the trench boxes, the bridge span can be assembled to the side of the track. It
was important that the system be adaptable for all grade separation projects; thus the design of the bridge
4
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span is project specific. The main consideration for the design of the span is the lifting procedure. A 60 ft
long span completed with ballast and rails weighs approximately 110 tons, which can be lifted with two 350
ton cranes. If a crane lift is undesirable for a given project, a lateral slide can instead be used to place the
bridge span onto the bearing pads. Either option will require an overnight railway closure. Regardless, the
second overnight closure consists of again digging a trench around the completed pier caps/abutments,
removing the trench boxes, and then placing the bridge span. The trench is then re-ballasted, the tracks
are connected, and then the railway can be re-opened. Figure 6 shows what the construction site might
look like prior to the placement of the bridge span. The bridge span shown in Figure 6 is a steel girder
bridge with steel plate decking, but any bridge span can be used.

Figure 6: Preparation for placement of the first bridge span
Once the final bridge span has been placed, the railway bridge can be permanently opened. Figure 7
shows what the completed bridge looks like at that point in the construction procedure.

Figure 7: Completed three-span bridge prior to excavation
Excavation
The final phase in the procedure is the construction of the under-passing roadway. Once the bridge span is
in place and the track is re-opened, all that is left to do is excavate to reveal the railway bridge. Excavation
occurs beneath the bride spans to the desired depth. The slope paving and under-passing roadway are
both constructed, to create the finished multi-span railway bridge. Figure 8 shows the completed
underpass.
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Figure 8: Completed multi-span bridge and under-passing roadway

ADAPTATION OF GSS
Once the multi-span procedure had been developed, AEI began considering ways to modify/adapt the
system to accommodate for a wider variety of grade separation projects. Through simple modifications to
the procedure, as explained below, the system can accommodate any length of bridge, multiple tracks,
rigid-frame bridge projects, and can leave roadway traffic open through the use of staging. Furthermore,
the system can allow for year round constructability, since all cast-in-place elements are located below
grade and confined to small, easily heated areas.
Vertical Excavation
It was essential to design a vertical excavation method for the system in order to guarantee applicability in
urban settings. In the multi-span procedure detailed previously, two additional spans were required to
ensure safe excavation. Not all projects will have the luxury of such space, and so AEI researchers began
to investigate vertical excavation options. The challenge was that, since the order of construction in GSS is
so unusual, a method for vertical excavation underneath an existing bridge didn’t already exist. AEI
researchers were loosely inspired by the conventional soldier pile and lagging retaining wall system, and
used the concepts found here to create the GSS vertical excavation procedure. Here, the caisson liners act
as the soldier piles and the steel walers act as the lagging. Every other area (not immediately underneath
the bridge) is protected through conventional excavation shoring systems.
The first step in the vertical excavation procedure occurs during the placement of the precast assemblies.
An integral guide channel is placed below the abutment assemblies and welded to the steel walers, as
shown in Figure 9. A steel waler is housed within the guide channel. The waler is then untouched until the
bridge has been constructed and it is time to excavate.
The waler excavation method works by first excavating from ground level until the depth of the guide
channel is reached. The area directly below the waler is then excavated to a maximum depth of one foot to
allow for the waler to drop directly below its former position. This process is shown in the first two images in
Figure 10. A second waler is then slid into void within the guide channel. The area below the original waler
is again locally excavated and both walers are dropped down together. This process is repeated until the
designed excavation depth is reached. This “foot-at-a-time” approach allows for constant soil protection
throughout excavation. To facilitate integration and sliding, guide plates can be welded onto the walers
prior to their placement within the guide channel. The walers will drop due to their self weight or can be
lowered with a hydraulic jack if required.
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Figure 9: Placement of integral guide channel

Figure 10: Foot-at-a-time waler excavation
Rigid Frame
Once the multi-span and single-span procedures were completed, researchers went back to the intial rigidframe concept and worked out the remaining details. The resulting procedure follows the intial concept; a
precast slab segment is first prepared to the side of the tracks outside of the rail clearance envelope. The
railway is closed for a short period, a trench is dug and the slab is placed (Figure 11). One difference from
the preliminary design iteration is the incorporation of the vertical excavation procedure. Underneath the
precast slab segment, integral guide channels are first positioned as shown in Figure 12. Both sides of the
slab are then excavated, guide channels are extended, caissons are drilled, and the slab extensions are
poured. At this point, the entire bridge is constructed and all that is left to do is excavate to reveal the
bridge. Excavation occurs as described in the section above, and the underpassing roadway is
constructed.

7
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Figure 11: Placement of precast slab segment in rigid frame adaptation

Figure 12: Extension of the guide channels and placement of caisson liners
Multi-lane Highway Application
The final step in the development of the GSS technology was ensuring its applicability to all level crossing
scenarios. The system was adapted for a highway project, using a very similar procedure to the rigid frame
rail bridge as seen above. A precast slab segment is first installed in the middle of the roadway during an
overnight closure. Traffic is then shifted to on top of and to the right of the placed slab. Caissons are drilled
and the slab is extended on the left side. Traffic is shifted from the right to the left and caissons are drilled
and the slab is extended on the right. At this point, the bridge is permanently opened to traffic, and
excavation can occur underneath. Again, the vertical excavation procedure would be used in this scenario.
Open Roadway
It was also noted that when used in a dense population area, it may be beneficial to lengthen the
construction schedule to avoid a complete road closure. Through the use of staging, GSS is able to keep a
minimum of one lane of traffic open at all times, assuming there are two or more bridge spans being
installed. This would be achieved by constructing one span at a time and keeping traffic crossing on the
side unaffected by construction.
8
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The success of the research project was judged against the initial four criteria:
Minimized Wasted Materials
Since GSS allows for the permanent structure to be built without the use of temporary bridges or supports,
a significant amount of material waste is avoided. The only temporary materials used are trench boxes and
soil retention materials for safe excavation. The trench boxes also have the potential to be reused.
Furthermore, based on the placement of the bearing pads, a significant amount of reinforcing steel is
avoided within the structure. Therefore, it was determined that the reduced material criterion was met
through the GSS technology.
Eliminated Railway Detours
The innovative method in which the bridge structure is built using the GSS technology allows for a
complete avoidance of train traffic detours and therefore this criterion was met.
Reduced Construction Times
Due to the elimination of temporary works and railway detours, construction schedules are accordingly
improved. Moreover, the incorporation of prefabricated elements allows for less on-site construction. Based
on these reasons, it was determined that this criterion was met.
Minimized Railway Schedule Interruptions
Not only does GSS significantly shorten construction times, it also allows for the bridge to be built in as little
as two short overnight closures. This limited intrusion into the railway clearance envelope throughout the
entire construction procedure reduces the inconvenience of grade separation construction for railway
companies.
Based on the above evaluation of project goals, the research project for the development of the GSS
technology was successful.
Feedback
Once GSS had reached the final stages of development, AEI began reaching out to contractors and
consultants to evaluate the feasibility of the system and to compare costs and timelines to conventional
methods. The first modification from peer review was regarding the closure period time. After various
contractors completed constructability reviews, it was determined that a four hour window was required,
rather than the originally anticipated six hours.
It was found that because of the significant material elimination and improved construction schedules
discussed above, GSS was able to save a minimum of $2M per project, as well as shorten construction
times by almost 50%.
Future Implementation
The technology is currently being reviewed by researchers at the National Research Council of Canada to
confirm constructability of the system and to recommend best practices moving forward.
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ABSTRACT
To meet increasing shipping needs and relieve the aging bridge built in the early 1900s over the
Washougal River near Camas, Washington, BNSF Railway (BNSF) moved to replace the
bridge. Approximately 40 trains per day cross this bridge. The existing BNSF Bridge 24.8
consists of two 52-ft. deck plate girder spans and two 202-ft. through truss spans and is being
replaced with an in-line replacement bridge consisting of two 42-ft. double cell concrete spans,
one 162-ft. through plate girder span, one 92-ft. through plate girder span and one 203-ft.
through truss span supported by cast-in-place concrete caps and drilled shafts with the precast
abutments supported by H-piles.
There were many challenges that were anticipated before construction began, including
environmental permitting constraints, minimizing impacts to the waterways and endangered
species, utility protections or relocations, minimizing impact to railroad operations and building
temporary bridges to stage construction equipment for the new bridge substructure and
superstructure.
To minimize impacts to operations for the railroad, the construction plan for the in-line
replacement of this bridge will occur during two 32-hour periods in early April and early May.
The approximately 40 trains per day that cross Bridge 24.8 will be rerouted through Stampede
Pass and Stevenson Pass during the two-day period that the existing structure is removed and
the new bridge is replaced.
Prior to these two extended track windows, the new substructure piers was constructed in,
around and under the existing structure while still carrying trains. The new abutments are
located behind the existing abutments so the driven piles required additional short track
windows. For the superstructure replacement the two extended track windows will utilize a rollout/roll-in procedure. The existing superstructure is rolled out on falsework bents and the new
superstructure is rolled in on falsework bents and train traffic restored.

INTRODUCTION
Located in Camas, Washington, a 511-ft. single-track bridge over the Washougal River has
passed the test of time by safely providing main line rail service for more than 106 years.
Originally constructed in 1911, the BNSF owned and operated bridge is located at MP 24.8,
Line Segment 0047 on the Fall Bridge Subdivision between Pasco, Washington and Portland,
Oregon.
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The span configuration of the 511-ft open deck bridge consists of a 50-ft. deck plate girder
(DPG) approach, two 200-ft through truss spans, and a 50-ft DPG approach span. The spans
were supported on cast-in-place concrete piers and abutments. The east abutment and two east
piers were supported on timber piles. The west abutment and west pier were supported as
spread footings. Originally the bridge was a single 200-ft. through truss span. The original castin-place abutments were converted to piers in the new bridge (see Figure 1).

Figure 1: Original Bridge Layouts
An average of 40 trains per day operates over the bridge with a timetable track speed through
this location of 40 miles per hour (mph) for freight and passenger. With the aging superstructure
trusses consisting of pin connections, BNSF began planning for the bridge replacement.
The new bridge consists of a single-track, five span, 545-ft. bridge including one 200-ft. main
span through truss, one 162-ft. through plate girder span (TPG), one 92-ft. TPG span and two
42-ft. prestressed concrete double cell box beam spans. The general elevation of the bridge is
shown in Figure 2. Due to an existing Washington Department of Transportation (WDOT)
overpass bridge just west of this bridge, the bridge was replaced in-line.
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Figure 2: New Bridge Layout
As an in-line replacement, the design of the new bridge required coordination of the new
substructure with the existing substructure piers and abutments. The substructure for the new
bridge consisted of two abutments and four piers, which were placed beyond the existing
abutments within the existing embankment. The abutments were supported by driven H-piles
which required track windows due to the in-line replacement. The new piers were spaced clear
of the existing piers and abutments. The piers were designed utilizing drilled shafts placed
outside the existing truss or DPG clearance with cast-in-place concrete columns supporting a
cast-in-place concrete pier cap. The top of the pier cap was placed with a minimum of a foot
clearance below the existing low chord of the trusses and DPG’s. See Figure 3 for typical
section of the cast-in-place concrete pier.
The layout of these piers allows for the drilled shafts to be installed without disrupting train traffic
constructed prior to the track closure windows. The columns were constructed on top of the
drilled shafts without disturbing the existing bridge or train traffic. Additionally, the pier caps
were constructed under the existing low chord prior to the track window. With the pier caps
constructed under the existing low chord, precast concrete steps shown in Figure 3 were
required on top of the pier caps. These precast concrete steps could not be installed prior to the
track window since they interfere with the existing bridge superstructure; therefore, they were
required to be installed during the track closure windows.
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Figure 3: Typical Section of Truss at Pier

CONSTRUCTION
Temporary Work Bridge Installation
Based on the permitting requirements and the in-line bridge replacement, a causeway was not
allowed across the Washougal River due to the environmentally sensitive nature of the
Washougal River and the surrounding area, so temporary work bridges were required to be
constructed on the north and south of the existing bridge. The temporary bridges consisted of
multiple steel shell pile bents supporting steel I-beam spans with a timber deck. Each of the
bents is supported by four steel shell piles. The shell piles were initially placed utilizing a
template and a vibratory hammer. The piles were vibrated to refusal. After vibrating, the pile
hammer was utilized to drive them to final capacity (proofed).
The work bridges were constructed from the east embankment towards the west. With the initial
permitting requirements for the temporary work bridge pile installation, the pile installation
progressed very slowly. Due to the slow progression and the three month in-water work window,
only about half of the temporary work bridges were installed. The temporary work bridges were
completed out to the island or middle existing pier. The construction was halted until a second
in-water work window was obtained along with some modified permitting requirements.
4
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During the second in-water work window, the remaining portions of the temporary work bridges
were completed. The modified permitting requirements for the temporary work bridge piles
allowed for easier and quicker construction. See Figure 4 for temporary work bridge layout.

Figure 4: Temporary Work Bridge Layout
New Bridge Drilled Shafts & Pile Installation
With the temporary work bridges completed, the
construction continued during the second in-water
work window to install the drilled shafts. For the
drilled shaft installation, the permitting required
the drilled shafts to be installed utilizing an
oscillator machine. The oscillator required
reaction piles to resist the torque from the drilled
shaft casing. As the work bridge was being
completed, these reaction piles were installed and
oscillator frames were installed. See Figure 5 for
oscillator and reaction piles.
The oscillator machine was placed on top of the
reaction frame, connected and then installation of
the drilled shaft casing proceeded. As the casing
progressed, the drilled shaft is excavated. Four of
the drilled shafts in the end piers utilized
temporary casing which were removed as the
concrete was poured for the drilled shaft. The four
drilled shafts in the water utilized a combination of
temporary and permanent casings. Most of the
casing was temporary but the last 20 ft was
required to remain as permanent.
Figure 5: Oscillator Installing Drilled Shaft
in Water
As part of the drilled shaft installation, a drilling slurry was recommended in the geotechnical
report. The drilling contractor initially did not believe the drilling slurry was needed. During the
installation of the first drilled shaft, the casing was damaged and bound by a layer of boulder
and had some ground subsidence outside the casing. The shaft construction was halted, pea
5
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gravel and flowable fill concrete were utilized to fill in the hole during extraction of the casing.
Once extracted, the damaged casing was replaced and drilled shaft construction proceeded
utilizing drilling slurry. The shaft was completed and other remaining shafts were also completed
also using drilling slurry. While similar size boulders were encountered with the other seven
shafts they were completed without major complications.
First Track Window Bridge Rollin/Rollout
The first track window began on May 8, 2017 and was 32 hours long. During this track window,
the west 42-ft. prestressed double cell box girders and 200-ft. through truss span were installed.
Since only a portion of the final bridge was installed, a temporary jump span was also installed
between the new truss span and the existing truss span. The 200-ft. through truss was
constructed on the north temporary work bridge. The temporary jump span was assembled on
the south temporary work bridge. See Figure 6 for an aerial view prior to first track window.

Figure 6: Aerial View Prior to First Track Window – Looking East from the West end of bridge.
Note the new truss span on left and existing truss span on right. Also, see the two temporary
work bridges and existing SH500 highway bridge.
Below is the sequence of the construction during the first track window. Many of the tasks below
were overlapping each other allowing for faster construction:





Cut anchor bolts on west DPG span
Torch cut rail
Pick out west section of rail track panel on DPG span
Cut/extract shoring piles
6
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Rig and pick west DPG span
Demolish the existing abutment
Finish excavation and grading of new slope at west abutment
Cut new abutment piles to grade
Set and weld precast abutment cap to piles
Set precast wingwalls
Backfill and compact around west abutment
Install riser blocks
Pace rip rap under DPG span
Set 42-ft. prestressed double cell spans
Weld seismic straps on double cell spans
Place subballast and ballast on west approach
Cut existing truss anchor bolts
Torch cut rails on existing truss
Jack existing truss eighteen inches vertically
Install skid shoes for jacking existing truss span south
Slide existing truss about 42-ft. south onto south temporary work bridge
Lower existing truss onto demolition towers on south temporary work bridge
Slide new truss to the south
Jack vertically to remove skid beams
Lower truss into final position on new substructure
Install and grout anchor bolts
Install joint deck plates
Install temporary jump span
Set track panels on west end
Bolt rail on east end
Place ballast
Tamp and regulate track grade

With the above sequence, both the existing truss span and new truss span were slid on skid
shoes placed on translation frames constructed on and between the temporary work bridges.
Each truss sat on skid shoes that were then moved using a threaded rod jack attached to the
skids. The translation beams were coated with graphite paint to allow the skid shoes to slide
with minimal resistance. See Figure 7 for the truss translation system/skid shoes.
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Figure 7: Translation System and Skid Shoes
Additionally this track window utilized a temporary jump span. The temporary jump span
consisted of an open deck steel DPG span supported on steel towers sitting on the existing per
and new pier. The open deck span allowed the span to be lighter and easier to install to the
adjacent existing open deck truss span. See Figure 8 for temporary jump span.

Figure 8: Temporary Jump Span
The track window was completed early but with the other maintenance work, BNSF forces were
completing on the subdivision, the first train was at 35 hours after the track window began. See
Figure 9 for completed first track window.
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Figure 9: Aerial Photo of First Track Window in Progress. Old truss span being removed and
new truss span being slid into final position.
Second Track Window Bridge Rollin/Rollout
The second track window began on June 5, 2017 and also was 32 hours long. During this track
window, the east 42-ft. prestressed double cell box girders, 162-ft. through plate girder and 92ft. through plate girder spans were installed. The 162-ft and 92-ft. through plate girder spans
were constructed on the north temporary work bridge.
Below is the proposed sequence of the construction during the second track window. Just like
the first track window many of the tasks below will be overlapping each other allowing for faster
construction:
















Cut anchor bolts on east DPG span
Torch cut rail
Pick out east section of rail track panel on DPG span
Rig and pick east DPG span
Demolish the existing abutment
Finish excavation and grading of new slope at east abutment
Cut new abutment piles to grade
Set and weld precast abutment cap to piles
Set precast wingwalls
Backfill and compact around east abutment
Install riser blocks
Place rip rap under DPG span
Set 42’ prestressed double cell spans
Weld seismic straps on double cell spans
Place subballast and ballast on east approach
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Cut existing truss anchor bolts
Torch cut rails on existing truss
Jack existing truss eighteen inches vertically
Install skid shoes for jacking existing truss span south
Slide existing truss about 42-ft. south onto south temporary work bridge
Lower existing truss onto demolition towers on south temporary work bridge
Slide new 162-ft. through plate girder to the south
Jack vertically to remove skid beams
Lower through plate girder into final position on new substructure
Install and grout anchor bolts
Install joint deck plates
Slide new 92-ft. through plate girder to the south
Jack vertically to remove skid beams
Lower through plate girder into final position on new substructure
Install and grout anchor bolts
Install joint deck plates
Set track panels on east end
Place ballast
Tamp and regulate track grade

With the above sequence, just like the existing truss and new truss in the first track window, the
existing truss span and new through plate girders spans were slid on skid shoes placed on
translation frames constructed on and between the temporary work bridges. The through plate
girders sit on the skid shoes that are then moved using a threaded rod jack attached to the
skids. The translation beams are coated with graphite paint to allow the skid shoes to slide with
minimal resistance.
The track window was completed within the 32 hours along with the other planned maintenance
work BNSF forces on the subdivision.

CONCLUSIONS
While the challenges encountered slowed the project construction, the project team remained
steady and ultimately delivered the first and second half of the replacement bridge utilizing
accelerated bridge construction methods. The original bridge lasted more than 100 years and
the replacement bridge will be there for the next 100 years.
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ABSTRACT
UNH has conducted research for several years on the feasibility of rapid bridge deck
replacement without the need for cast-in-place connections between precast deck panels. The
goal of this approach was to develop a system that could be rapidly erected and produce a deck
with high durability while eliminating labor intensive closure pours. The proposed system
consisted of panels that spanned the full width of the bridge deck and included the deck crossslopes cast into the panel. This allows the system’s use on rapid deck replacement projects
where the precast deck would replace an existing cast-in-place deck that had reached the end
of its service life before the rest of the superstructure.
This system was successfully demonstrated by UNH and NHDOT in June of 2016 on a single
75-foot span bridge carrying a two-lane highway with deck removal and replacement performed
in a single weekend closure. This project showed the successful casting, handling, and erection
of nine panels with a depth of nine inches and length of nearly sixty feet on a skewed roadway
alignment.
Research targeted the specific challenges with this concept including structural design,
geometric control, and constructability. Initial research was conducted on the panel joints and a
method to increase allowable post-tensioning load without producing spalling or cracking using
a high-performance polymer to improve joint bearing. The length of the panels require
prestressing to resist handling and transportation stresses and research was conducted to
determine if camber or bending moment would be induced around the panel peak at the
roadway crown. To ensure even distribution of panel dead load to each girder, the panels
incorporate leveling screws that allow grade and panel bearing to be adjusted. Software was
developed at UNH to calculate the leveling screw heights based on post-demolition survey of
the existing girders, allowing the heights to be set prior to panel erection and rapidly produce an
accurate roadway profile. Research also focused on panel transportation challenges as well as
traffic control designs that utilized the existing ramp layout around the bridge to maintain traffic
flow around the closure.
The demonstration project showed many successful implementations of the experimental
design with a number of lessons learned. Specifically, the project illustrated several key future
design considerations when post-tensioning is likely to develop shear in a polymer-sealed joint.
This project also demonstrated the feasibility of rapid deck removal without damage to the
structural steel and the required construction logistics. Research on improvements to this novel
accelerated deck construction method is ongoing based on the lessons learned from this
project.
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PRELIMINARY RESEARCH
The stimulus for this project comes from the current interest in ABC designs to meet the
demands imposed by the continuing deteriorated condition of our nation’s transportation
infrastructure and congestion constraints. Limiting the closure time of critical bridges from
months to days is often the only feasible method to complete projects with prohibitive detours,
or unacceptable delays to the travelling public and emergency services response times. These
accelerated projects have typically required the use of prefabricated bridge units (PBU’s) or
precast segments to limit the use of cast-in-place (CIP) structural elements and their required
on-site curing times. However, most precast systems in use today require the use of CIP
closure pours between prefabricated components. These closure pours are labor intensive to
install and require the use of rapid setting concrete or grouts, particularly on bridge deck
sections. The research team began evaluating improved methods of joining precast deck
segments in 2006 with research on tongue-and-groove joint configurations reinforced by posttensioning transverse to the joint. Improved bearing across the mating surfaces was achieved
by using a two-step post-tensioning procedure. The first step is the application of a highperformance polymer sealant on both faces of the joint and post-tensioning to a magnitude only
sufficient to squeeze excess sealant from the joint. After the polymer has achieved sufficient
compressive strength, the full post-tensioning load is applied across the joint. By uniformly
spreading and curing the polymer throughout the joint, the polymer provides improved bearing
between the deck segments allowing much higher final post-tensioning stress to be developed
across the joint without spalling or crushing at the high spots of initial contact. Following final
post-tensioning in the laboratory, these sealed tongue-and-groove joints proved to be of greater
strength than the concrete deck segments themselves. Using this joint design, the team was
able to develop a full-width deck panel concept that can be set across all girders on a bridge to
eliminate the time, cost, and possible long-term performance losses associated with smaller
panels and CIP joints. The goal was to develop a rapidly-erectable deck system consisting of
high-quality precast elements held in uniform compression by prestressing the panels
transversely and post-tensioning longitudinally (in the direction of traffic), resulting in a deck with
superior durability as compared to a traditional cast-in-place deck and erected in a fraction of
the time.
Full width deck panels have been used but typically consisted of a panel with a level bottom and
the cross-slope profile cast on the top surface, set on girders with top flanges at the same
elevation. These panels are thicker at the centerline and are significantly heavier than a
traditional uniform depth deck. These types of deck panels are limited to use on narrow bridges
as increasing their width increases the dead load of the deck. Casting a constant-thickness
panel that follows the deck cross-slope makes the dead load similar to that of a traditional deck.
This allows for panels to be precast as long as the width of the bridge deck they are replacing,
at a width of 8’-10’ to maintain the ability to transport them by truck, and with a constant panel
thickness of 9”. These full-width panels require an adjustable method of bearing on each girder
to maintain even distribution of dead load as well as to maintain the deck grade. Pockets must
also be cast into these panels to accommodate shear studs welded to the steel girders following
erection as well as ducts through the center of the panels to accommodate post-tensioning bars.
The length and thin aspect ratio of these panels requires multiple support or blocking points
during storage and transportation and spreader beams with multiple rigging points to prevent
2
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cracking during lifting and handling. Research was conducted to develop solutions to these
design challenges.
As the developmental research progressed, NHDOT proposed demonstrating the system by
replacing the deck of the US 3/NH 11 Bypass over NH 11A bridge. Only the deck required
replacement as the existing steel girders were in good condition. The Gilford bridge consisted
of a single 76’ span carrying two lanes of US 3/NH 11 Bypass, plus shoulders, over two lanes of
NH 11A. The superstructure consists of seven W36 girders carrying an 8 inch concrete deck
paved with 2¼’ of asphalt. The bridge is skewed at an angle of 23 degrees relative to the
centerline of US 3. The preliminary concept involved the use of nine panels with a width of 8’-4”
and length of 52’-6” along the skew. Preliminary analysis showed that the deck depth would
likely have to be increased to 9 inches to accommodate the prestressing and post-tensioning
elements anticipated in the panels as well as mild reinforcement.

Figure 1 - Gilford deck replacement concept
The team conducted research over several years to evaluate the panel design constraints and
demonstrate proposed solutions. The primary question was whether a crowned deck panel
could be prestressed without developing moment around the peak at the center. After verifying
with hand-calculations that prestressing tendons that remained concentric about the panel
centroid were not likely to develop such a moment, a 1/8th scale model was fabricated.
Prestressing was accomplished with galvanized aircraft cable instrumented to monitor stressing
tension. Block-outs were made in the model panel to represent shear connector pockets and
wire mesh was used to simulate traditional reinforcement. After casting, the prestressing cables
were released from the bed and the model monitored for cracking, particularly at the panel
apex. No cracking has been observed through the writing of this paper; however, the ends of
the model have cambered up approximately ¼” in 4 feet. This is in the opposite direction to the
cross slope cast in the panel. Further investigation showed the placement of the prestressing
strands was not concentric to the panel centroid with an eccentricity of approximately 1/32” due
to the difficulty in maintaining tolerances on a small-scale model. The scale model appeared to
verify that such a panel could be prestressed successfully.
With the panel concept initially tested on a small scale, research focus was shifted to developing
a method of supporting the panels during transportation. Over-the-road transportation was
3
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considered in which panels of up to 60’ long would be subjected to dynamic loading and
torsional loading when transported on a traditional flexible trailer. A frame was designed to
rigidly support the panel by spanning the length of the trailer carrying each panel on blocking
supports. A spreader beam was designed to attach slings to each lifting/leveling screw cast into
a panel and allows the panel to be lifted and handled without developing excessive tensile
stresses. This proved to work well as no cracks developed in any of the nine panels.
As planning for the deck replacement project continued, the problem of traffic control around the
closed bridge and road underneath the bridge was discussed. The team proposed the concept
of turning the four-ramp bridge interchange into an improvised traffic “circle” by adding paved
cross-overs between the ramps and US 3/NH 11 roadway to allow vehicles to progress around
the closed interchange while having the option of continuing to travel in any direction desired.
The team performed an initial assessment of the crossover grades and transitions to ensure all
truck traffic could pass through the temporary traffic “circle”. Due to the extensive temporary
change to the traffic pattern around the bridge, it was determined that police officers or flaggers
should be positioned at all times at each entry point to direct drivers on navigation of the
closure.

Figure 2 – Traffic control concept
The final research topic was the development of a way to pre-set threaded leveling screws
heights prior to panel erection to provide a correct final roadway profile and specified distribution
of load to each girder with a minimum of field adjustment. Challenges addressed included the
fact that girders under an existing bridge would experience an unknown amount of rebound
towards their original cambered condition. The leveling screws bear on the rebounded girder
profiles, which continuously change as panels are placed, and must provide a correct top of
deck profile when all deck panels are installed. This constant change in grade as panels are
4
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added to the bridge makes grade checks during erection difficult. The proposed solution was to
develop software that would give leveling screw lengths for each panel based on a survey of the
girder profiles following the existing deck demolition.
Development of the software included several structural models in SAP2000 to characterize the
behavior of the Gilford bridge after demolition, while the deck dead load was distributed on the
leveling screws alone during erection and during full composite behavior after deck completion.
Information from this modeling was used to develop an Excel spreadsheet that would calculate
the required length of each leveling screw to create the required profile. To maintain design
dead load distribution, the leveling screws are extended up through the top of the panel through
greased sleeves and topped with a welded nut. This allows the bearing of each leveling screw
to be checked with a torque wrench. A staggered pattern working from the center girder out
was recommended to check the torque on each leveling screw prior to post-tensioning. These
leveling screws were also intended to be the panel rigging points by threading an eye bolt onto
the top of each protruding leveling screw.

Figure 3 – Full scale constructability test at UNH
To validate the software results, a scale model consisting of four 4 foot wide slab sections 16
feet long placed at a 22 degree skew on four 27’ long steel girders was constructed in the lab at
UNH. The beams were not cambered, but grade and rebound variations were simulated by
placing shims under the ends of each beam prior to each erection test. The elevation at the
ends and quarter-points on each beam were surveyed and the results entered into a version of
the Excel software modified to analyze the lab model. It was found that the four panels could be
rapidly set to an accurate grade using the calculated leveling screw lengths at any combination
of random shims under the ends of the beams. The lab tests showed a grade tolerance within
1/8”. The final lab demonstration included the application of the polymer and post-tensioning of
one joint and was filmed. Contractors that bid on the Gilford bridge deck replacement project
were shown the demonstration video as part of the bid package.
5
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PROJECT CONSTRUCTION
The project began on June 3rd, 2016 with the closure of US 3/NH 11 Bypass and the demolition
of the existing deck. US 3/NH 11 was closed just before 8 p.m. and traffic diverted to the
temporary traffic “circle”. The contractor began by removing temporary Jersey barriers that had
been placed along the existing fog lines on the bridge. Demolition of the granite curbs and
bridge rails had been previously completed behind these barriers. Shielding sufficient to
support the weight of demolition debris had also been previously placed between the girders.
Crews below the bridge began by drilling up through the deck next to the girder flanges to
accurately locate them from the top side. String lines were painted longitudinally at 1.25” offsets
from the flange edges towards the beam centerlines. These lines would denote longitudinal
close to full-depth sawcuts. Transverse stringlines were painted to define a grid of slabs
supported by 1.25” along the edge of each girder. The contractor’s engineer had determined
that this overlap was sufficient to support the weight of a 30 ton excavator and other smaller
equipment operating on the sawcut deck. The copings were also sawcut to facilitate their
removal in roughly 6’ sections. The sawcutting began at 10 p.m. and was completed by 12:30
a.m. with up to seven saws operating simultaneously.
Deck demolition began on the north end of the deck with removal of coping sections by crane
and hydraulic hammer demolition of the angled segments of deck left between each row of
rectangular sawcut slabs and the skewed deck end. When removed, this created clearance for
an excavator to peel up each slab with a slab bucket and place it whole into the bed of a dump
truck. After the removal of several slabs sections, crews began chipping the haunch concrete
remaining over each girder engaged by the existing shear connectors. This concrete was
initially broken up with a hydraulic hammer on a rubber tired backhoe and final removal was
accomplished with chipping guns. Demolished concrete was consolidated on the shielding and
loaded into scale pans to be removed from the bridge by a 30 ton hydraulic truck crane. Two
scale pans were cycled removing roughly 1/3CY of demolition debris at a rate of 9-10 minutes
each cycle. As haunch concrete was removed, the shear connectors were torch-cut from the
flanges. The location of each new panel leveling screw was laid out and the flanges were
ground smooth in these locations. Demolition was completed with all girders prepped for panels
by 5 p.m. Saturday June 4th. Deck demolition began at 12:30 a.m. with an approximate total
duration of 16 hours and 30 minutes.
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Figure 4 - Loading out Panel 1
The deck panels were staged approximately one mile south of the bridge. When inspected prior
to erection, the panels were found to have no cracking resulting from handling and
transportation. A bed of H-piles was placed on a gravel pad with appropriate blocking to
support the panels. Sufficient clearance was available under the panels to set the leveling screw
heights prior to load-out.
At 6:30pm, the first panel was loaded onto the designed trucking frame by a 150 ton crawler
crane and transported to the bridge location where a 210 ton truck crane was set up on the NH
11A underpass to erect the panels. The first panel was placed at 7:45pm on the north end of
the bridge. After being set in position, the leveling screws were checked with a torque wrench
to ensure that each leveling screw was bearing on a girder with the appropriate amount of panel
dead load. It was noted that several screws appeared to have excessive bearing while others
were not making contact, which was adjusted with the torque wrench. Overall panel grade
appeared to be accurate when surveyed. Post-tensioning bars were inserted into the ducts and
the panel was post-tensioned to itself.
The second panel was lifted at 9:50pm and set on the girders to allow placement of the joint
sealing polymer.

7
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Figure 5 – Setting Panel 2
The polymer components were stored on site inside insulated boxes partially filled with cold
water to prolong their storage life and to reduce their pot temperature when mixed to provide
maximum working time. After verifying that the panels were ready to be drifted together, the full
crew was mobilized to mix and apply the polymer. Mixing was conducted in gallon plastic pails
with drill mixers. The manufacturer advised that the polymer be mixed and applied across the
entire joint within 9 minutes to ensure workability. In practice, the polymer was mixed and
applied within 8-12 minutes with the longer periods showing increasing difficulty in consistent
application as the polymer viscosity rapidly increased. After polymer application the panels
were drifted together to as tight as possible with a separation of roughly 3/4 of an inch at the
capacity of two 2-ton chain jacks. Partial post-tensioning to 10% of the final load was performed
to mate the panels immediately after contact was made, working from the center out with two
stressing crews. It was noted that contact sufficient to force excess polymer out of the joint was
only apparent over a portion of the total joint length. The crew poured excess liquid polymer
into the remaining gaps. Final post-tensioning began 45 minutes after initial post-tensioning
was completed.
The third panel was set at 12:30 a.m. and the procedure was repeated. Due to crew experience
and a greater quantity of applied polymer, a much larger portion of the joint showed excess
polymer being squeezed out after partial post-tensioning indicating improved joint bearing. At
this point it was noted that the third panel had drifted to the east by roughly 3/4” after final posttensioning. The fourth panel was set at 2:45 a.m. and efforts were made to adjust the panel
location west and put the deck back on centerline. The crew had difficulty in making the posttensioning bar couplings and required the panel position to be adjusted by the crane several
times to complete them. It was also noted around 3:00 a.m. that striations were appearing in
the previously completed joint polymer surfaces indicating lateral deflection due to the posttensioning load. The fourth panel was mated and initially post-tensioned after a lateral position
correction was successfully completed. Due to the previous joint deflections, it was decided to
wait two hours before final post-tensioning to allow the polymer to cure longer. Around 5am,
8
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alignment marks were placed between panels 3 and 4 to monitor joint deflection as the joint was
post-tensioned. A deflection of roughly 1/8” was noted after post-tensioning was completed.
The fifth panel was placed at 5:45 a.m. Sunday, June 5th. The chain jacks used to drift the
panel into position were placed at a roughly 45 degree angle to the centerline of the bridge to
provide lateral resistance against slippage along the joint while drifting the panels together and
initial post-tensioning. This proved to be successful in continuing correction of the panel
centerline alignment.
Shear connector installation in the first panel pockets began at 8 a.m. Alignment marks were
made between panels 4 and 5 just prior to final post-tensioning and showed the same roughly
1/8” deflection after post-tensioning was completed 1.5 hours after initial post-tensioning. The
sixth panel was placed at 8:45am and mated at 10am. The delay was partly due to the
commencement of light rain and the placement of plastic sheeting across the joint prior to
polymer application as the polymer could not be applied to a wet surface. Due to the forecast
for heavy rain for most of the day, the decision was made to stop panel installation. Over the
remainder of June 5th, panels 7 and 8 were staged on the girders and end diaphragm concrete
form construction began.
On the morning of June 6th, delamination, separation, and severe striation of the polymer was
observed on most of the previously completed joints. The joint between panels 3 and 4, which
had experienced the longest polymer curing time prior to final post-tensioning, was in the best
visual condition, but the deflection between alignment marks had grown to nearly ½”. A basic
grade check was performed between the staged panel 8 and the existing south approach
roadway and was found to be nearly level; the leveling screws on panel 8 having been
previously set with the UNH software. Panel 7 was mated with Panel 8 around 9:45 a.m. and
the chain jacks were again used to compensate for lateral slippage. Alignment marks were
made prior to initial post-tensioning and showed nearly ¼” of eastward deflection after initial
post-tensioning. Panel 8 was mated at 12:15 p.m. After final post-tensioning of panel 8, the
deflection between panels 6 and 7 grew to nearly 3/4". After final post-tensioning, the deflection
was roughly 1 inch from the panel alignment when initially mated. At this time, significant failure
of several previous joints was observed as lateral striations in the polymer broke into gaps of up
to 1 inch. At 3:20 p.m., the joint between panels 3 and 4 was observed to have apparently
failed with a total deflection of over 1 inch.
Panel 9 was mated with panel 8 at 4:30 p.m. completing the deck and with joint deflection
behavior similar to the previous panels during initial post-tensioning. It was decided not to finish
post-tensioning of panel 9 and prevent renewed mobilization at the rest of the failed joints. The
longitudinal post-tensioning stress was apparently relieved with each joint failure and a method
to prevent panel lateral slippage was needed prior to final post-tensioning of the deck. Several
methods were discussed including the use of cast-in-place reinforced shear keys, but it was
ultimately decided to abandon post-tensioning and grout the shear connector pockets and
haunches to tie the superstructure together and allow the bridge to behave as a typical
composite structure.
The shear connector pockets, post-tensioning ducts, and haunches were grouted on June 9th.
By June 10th, additional sealant had been placed over the joint slippage locations and the deck
was sandblasted and opened to traffic with barriers providing crash protection prior to bridge rail
installation. Over the following month, the parapet and bridge rail was installed, the temporary
traffic “circle” was removed, and the project area was paved.
9
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CONCLUSIONS
This project demonstrated the success of numerous innovations. The full-width deck panels,
which included the roadway skew, showed that a thin concrete panel with a crown could be
successfully prestressed, transported with an adequate frame support, and erected without
producing cracking in the panels. The software developed to compute the leveling screw
lengths resulted in quick and accurate panel placement with minimal field adjustment. Traffic
control during the project duration performed well. The only period of significant backup of US 3
traffic was during the evening of Friday, June 3rd when a large event concluded north of
Laconia. Police officers directing traffic said that most drivers seemed to understand the new
pattern and there were few incidents of drivers attempting to enter the closure. There were also
no significant issues with large vehicles navigating the cross-over points. The concept
appeared to be successful and could be applied to similar types of interchanges in the future.
To evaluate the cause of the poor joint performance, the testing performed in the UNH
laboratory was reviewed in detail. Polymer samples were tested by compression loading to 450
psi on 1/2” thick samples allowed to cure for one hour. The elastic response was a deformation
of approximately 1/32” and, after approximately 3 hours held at a constant stress, a 1/32”
expansion beyond its initial thickness occurred.
The full-scale laboratory test, discussed earlier in this paper, was performed on four 16 foot
long, 4 foot wide, and 9 inch thick panels supported on four steel girders. The first panel was
installed and post-tensioned to itself using three 1” steel post-tensioning bars pulled to 57,000
pounds each. The second panel was set and polymer was applied to the joint mating surfaces
and the panels were drifted together with a crane. The post-tensioning across this joint was at a
23degree skew to the joint’s transverse axis as intended to be applied on the Gilford bridge.
The panels fabricated in the lab did not meet project fabrication tolerance of +/- 1/4” inch, which
resulted in a joint gap of up to ¾” at one end of the joint when mated. The amount of polymer
that was applied was sufficient to fill the joint for a length of approximately 10 feet out of 16 feet.
To close the end of the joint not fully mated, a post-tensioning rod was stressed causing
slippage between the panels as the polymer was not sufficiently cured to resist the shear along
the joint induced by the post-tensioning. No further testing was done on this full-scale model.
When dismantled, this joint did not appear to show any of the cosmetic damage or failure that
was observed in the field during the deck replacement. However, the laboratory joint was not
fully post-tensioned within hours of erection, which is when the failures were observed in the
field. It is apparent that further polymer studies need to be conducted to determine curing time,
creep, and elastic behavior of these joints at all stages of erection.
The behavior of the skewed joints indicates that post-tensioning loads should only be applied
perpendicular to a joint unless shear keys or other mechanical means are provided to resist the
lateral reactions. The liquid and semi-liquid polymer appeared to provide a lubricating effect
when the panels were initially mated and continued to creep after elastic deformation when final
post-tensioned. This appears to show that polymer joint sealants should not be required to
resist loads other than pure compression across the joint.
The team continues to evaluate the lessons learned on this project to advance the state-of-theart of Accelerated Bridge Construction in New Hampshire.
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INTRODUCTION
This paper presents the design and construction undertaken for the replacement of the existing
I-95 NB bridge deck using accelerated bridge construction (ABC). The bridge carries four thrulanes as well as an entrance ramp over Delaware’s principal north-south arterial roadway and
consists of four simple spans (32’-70’-70’-36’) on a nearly tangent alignment with a 35 degree
skew. See Figure 1.

Figure 1: Bridge 1-717 Elevation
The existing cast-in-place concrete deck is composite and supported on rolled steel beams.
After considering several alternatives for replacement, DelDOT decided that the steel beams
and the substructure units would be reused as part of this bridge rehabilitation project.
Originally constructed in 1962, the bridge has been widened twice since – once in 1968 and
again in 1983. The large traffic volumes carried by the structure (ADT=85,000) as well as
travelling below it (ADT=67,000) on the six-lane, divided SR1/7 underpass lead to the decision
to utilize ABC technology. Replacement of the bridge deck was completed in two stages of
construction allowing 3 lanes to remain open throughout the construction process.

SELECTION OF ALTERNATIVES
The existing concrete deck on the bridge was in a state of distress with more than 30% of the
deck area patched and concrete spalling from the underside. With these issues identified, the
Department’s decision making criteria made the structure a prime candidate for a full depth deck
replacement. Preliminary engineering considered several alternatives involving ABC
technologies.
One set of alternatives included replacement of the entire superstructure along with the bridge
deck. Options including longitudinal launching, slide-in bridge construction, modular
superstructure units and others were considered. Some of these required significant staging
area which was limited at the project location due to the proximity of adjacent businesses and
steep terrain on in-field areas and therefore were easily eliminated. Further, the existing bridge
1
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superstructure steel was in good condition as it had recently been cleaned and painted and
bridge ratings for live load were acceptable. With the Department’s goal to accelerate the
replacement of the bridge deck and knowing that replacing the superstructure would likely lead
to subsequent delays in construction and increases in project costs, the decision was made to
replace only the deteriorated bridge deck using precast concrete panels.
Alternatives were also considered for eliminating the five existing deck joints. Two alternatives
were considered: link slabs and simple spans made continuous for live load. Early research on
link slabs (2005) suggested that applications were limited to bridges with skew angles less than
25 degrees. Although later research (2011) demonstrated promising results for bridges with
higher degrees of skew, no clear guidance was provided on the limiting skew angle allowed nor
had any recommendations been field verified. The heavy skew of the bridge (35 degrees)
therefore precluded the use of link slabs. Also, preliminary analyses for simple spans made
continuous for live load showed concerns for uplift at the abutment bearings due to the
significantly shorter exterior spans. These reasons led to maintaining the existing five deck
joints.
After careful consideration, full-depth precast concrete deck panels with UHPC longitudinal and
transverse deck joint details, conventional expansion joints at piers/abutments and a polyester
polymer concrete (PPC) overlay was chosen. The selected layout involved precast panels
oriented in the longitudinal direction of the structure as opposed to the transverse direction
typically chosen. See Figure 2.

Figure 2: Precast Deck Panel Layout
Due to the short span lengths, heavy skew angle and large width of the bridge, transverse panel
orientation was not feasible for this project. Any attempt to run the panels in the transverse
direction would have resulted in each panel being unique and required significant detailing
effort. By running the panels in the longitudinal direction, many panels were able to be
duplicated saving detailing effort and fabrication time through the ability to re-use formwork. One
reason that panels are oriented in the transverse direction is to limit the length of UHPC flow.
When the flow is a significant length, the steel fibers have a tendency to align which can create
a weak direction within the cured material. Limiting the length of flow to a recommended
maximum of 10’ alleviates concern of fiber alignment. With panels running longitudinally, the
length of trough over the beams is limited to the shipping width of panels (typically 8-10’). The
developed layout provided trough lengths in excess of 24’, well over the recommended
allowable flow length of 10’. To allow the developed layout to be used while limiting the flow
length of UHPC, the closely spaced 2” vent holes in the panels were enlarged to 4” UHPC
placement holes every 10’ along the panel.
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LESSONS LEARNED
As the first precast panel deck replacement using UHPC in the state of Delaware, there were
several lessons learned throughout the construction process.
The first lesson learned occurred when the limited staging area led to the contractor stacking
the panels on site. In the process of stacking the panels, dunnage was improperly placed on
one occasion such that negative moment was introduced into the lower panel which led to a
flexure crack. Upon inspection, engineers determined that the panel would be allowed to be
used because the crack was in transverse direction and did not cross any primary
reinforcement. The crack was epoxy injected to restore bond and would be further protected by
the PPC overlay later to be placed on the deck.
While erecting some panels, issues relating to the location and extension of reinforcing bars
were encountered. Although the project specifications required offsetting bars in adjacent
panels to avoid conflicts, bar conflicts were encountered. These conflicts were relatively small
such that the #4 and #5 deck bars could be easily bent slightly to avoid interference. However, a
bar conflict was also encountered within one of the panels with an integral barrier. The vertical
joints contain larger #7 and #8 longitudinal bars in the barrier which were not able to be bent. In
this case, the bars from one panel had to be cut off and new bars doweled into it to avoid the
need to replace the panel. It was also noted that bar extensions from the panels were generally
provided with the minimum dimension allowed assuming the nominal joint width was exactly the
dimension provided in the contract drawings. Due to tolerances in fabrication and erection, the
short bar extensions from the panels made it difficult to maintain the minimum laps at all
locations in the field. In the future, it is suggested that bar extensions be increased from the
minimum value to allow for more tolerance.
The highly fluid nature of UHPC also presented some hurdles during the project. A field mockup
required by the contract specifications allowed the Contractor to become familiar with the
material and showed the importance of having all joints watertight. During construction, leaks
from the formwork were generally small and quickly patched by the Contractor to limit loss of
material however, during the second phase of the project one of the forms broke free causing a
significant amount of material to spill before the leak was noticed and patched. In addition to the
lost material, this form failure presented another issue in that some areas of the joint which were
already filled and covered had material loss. When the covers were removed, low spots were
discovered limited to less than an inch typically but in some local areas up to 4” in depth. This
issue was quickly remedied as the UHPC supplier provided repair methods to expedite the
repairs.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Although the use of ABC methods for this project increased the overall construction costs
compared to a conventional deck replacement, they were also able to significantly reduce the
impact to the travelling public. The reduced project duration required only 42 days of lane
closures (including 10 days lost to weather) compared to the 132 days of estimated lane
closures for conventional construction which resulted in a significant reduction in user delay
costs.
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INTRODUCTION
The use of conventional cast-in-place reinforced concrete deck over precast or steel beams
erected on site with associated forming, placing reinforcement, pouring and curing concrete
requirements can easily consume a considerable amount of time on a project. As a result, the
Michigan Department of Transportation (MDOT) has utilized the Accelerated Bridge Construction
technique using a prefabricated, spread, decked box beam superstructure on a number of
projects.
Prefabrication offers exceptional advantages for construction, particularly for eliminating
reinforcement installation, concrete pour and concrete cure time from the critical path of the
construction schedule. Prefabrication also minimizes disruption to traffic, shortens the duration of
on-site construction activities, improves worker safety, results in higher quality under controlled
conditions, and reduces impact to the environment.
MDOT completed two prefabricated, spread, decked box beam projects during the 2016
construction season. One of the project was M-25 over Mill Creek and is discussed herein.
M-25 over Mill Creek Project:
The M-25 over Mill Creek Bridge is located south of the village of Lexington in Sanilac County,
Michigan. This project involved the reconstruction of the existing single span concrete T-beam
bridge. The bridge was constructed in 1930 and later widened by adding one composite steel Ibeam to each fascia.

Figure 1: Existing Bridge Condition
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The project site includes overhead high voltage electrical transmission lines as well as a
watermain that required replacement as a part of the project. The bridge carries three lanes of
traffic, one in each direction and a center turn lane, with a clear roadway width of 50’-0”, as
shown in Figure 2, below.

Figure 2: Proposed Bridge Cross Section
M-25 in this area is heavily traveled by tourists travelling to and from Michigan’s “thumb” area, as
well as traffic from local commercial businesses and residents. Due to the poor condition of the
superstructure and abutments, the bridge was programmed for total replacement. The abutment
foundation type was unknown and therefore deemed scour critical. As a result, it was determined
that part-width construction was not a feasible option. The limited right-of way width of M-25 did
not allow sufficient space for a temporary bridge. The only remaining option was full closure,
which brought many concerns from the local agencies in the area. After numerous discussions
with local stakeholders, it was determined that if the project could be completed between the
Labor Day holiday and MDOT’s normal construction season shutdown of November 15th, a full
closure of M-25 would be acceptable. MDOT decided that a fully precast structure was necessary
to complete the project within the allotted timeframe.
The Design-Bid-Build project was designed with abutments and superstructure elements as
precast members. Precast elements allow us to reduce the expected on-site construction time
to a maximum of 8 weeks, including the watermain replacement. At the beginning of construction,
contractor submitted a Value Engineering Change Proposal (VECP), opting to utilize cast in place
abutments while constructing the precast decked spread box beams per plan. The structure
would be completed within the original 8 week time frame allowed for the project. In addition to
allowing the contractor to utilize more traditional construction methods, the cast in place
abutments also helped ease the concerns with erecting tall precast members and high boom
cranes in the area with high voltage wires crossing the road. MDOT approved VECP at a cost
savings of about $260,000, half of which was reimbursed to the Department. The project was
completed in the fall of 2016 on time and within the budget.
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Summary
MDOT’s presentation will discuss the techniques utilized, challenges faced, and lessons learned
from this project and another project in Branch County, Michigan that featured a similar
construction type, but for entirely different reasons. We will also discuss the successes of a
revised approach to specification of decked elements on these two projects that resulted from
challenges faced on another MDOT project completed in 2015.

Figure 3: Construction Photos

Figure 4: Completed Bridge (closure pours visible)
3
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REFLECTIONS ON THE FIRST TWO YEARS OF THE WEST
VIRGINIA TURNPIKE’S ABC DECK REPLACEMENT PROGRAM
Presenting Author: Johann F. Aakre, P.E., S.E. Bridge Section Manager, HNTB Corporation,
312-798-0311, jaakre@hntb.com
Co-Author 1:

Bill Manuel, P.E., Project Manager, HNTB Corporation,
304-760-1817, vmanuel@hntb.com

Co-Author 2:

Bruce Bosley, P.E., Structures Section Manager, HNTB Corporation,
304-757-0888, bbosley@hntb.com

INTRODUCTION
The West Virginia Turnpike is an interstate through southern West Virginia servicing 2
northbound and 2 southbound lanes between the cities of Charleston and Princeton. Its system
includes 426 lane miles of roadway, 18 interchanges and 116 bridges. HNTB is currently the
general engineering consultant for the West Virginia Turnpike and is scoped with inspecting all
the bridges within the turnpike’s inventory and assisting with bridge rehabilitation projects.
Several bridge decks on its system need replacement. Due to its high traffic volumes, the
turnpike was open to innovative construction techniques that would minimize disruption to
traffic. In working together with the Turnpike, HNTB presented various options for bridge deck
replacement. In 2014, it was decided that an ABC approach utilizing full depth precast concrete
deck panels would be implemented to replace the bridge deck on the NB I-77 bridge over
Raleigh County Route 48 in Ghent, WV. At the time of construction in 2016, this was the first
ABC project in the state of West Virginia. Since the initial project, two additional bridge decks
have been replaced using ABC and more are under development. This paper and presentation
aims to discuss the chosen ABC technologies and provide an update on the bridges completed
and the lessons learned to date.

PROJECT MOTIVATION
The average age of the 116 bridge decks on the West Virginia turnpike is 32 years. Most are
non-composite and several are experiencing deterioration. Maintenance on the bridge decks
has been limited to routing and sealing deck cracks, thin epoxy overlays and application of
water based sealers, however the excessive wear from a consistent 39,000 ADT and nearly
18,000 pounds of salt used per bridge per year was taking its toll and a more significant rehab
program was required. Based on inspection results and the current condition of the bridge
decks, it was recommended that an average of two bridge decks should be replaced per year.
It was the Turnpike’s objective to begin replacing its decks, but to always maintain at least one
lane open during construction to minimize impacts to traffic. In 2014, ABC methods were
presented to the Turnpike and it was decided that if ABC would be used, the total project
duration should be limited to approximately 1 week to achieve the maximum benefit.

ABC REPLACEMENT SOLUTION
The duration of the ABC period and staged construction drove the design approach. While the
Turnpike had expressed interest in utilizing ultra-high performance concrete (UHPC) for the
closure pours, the cure times at the time could not be worked into project schedule and HNTB
1
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recommended the use of a rapid set mix. With the advent of rapid strength UHPC, this
alternative may be considered, however, the Turnpike is pleased with the current approach.
The replacement concept begins with MOT setup to close half the bridge, immediately followed
by a saw-cut and lift out procedure to demolish of the existing deck. 8.5-inch-thick full depth
deck panels which come with precast parapets are then placed on the existing beams. The
panels are made composite with the existing beams with welded shear studs installed through
shear pockets. The pockets and haunches are then filled with grout to complete the deck to
beam connection. Transverse panel joints can then be filled with rapid set concrete to complete
panel to panel connections. After panel placement is complete, a spray applied waterproofing
membrane system is applied followed by a 2.5” thick hot mix asphalt overlay. After one half is
completed, traffic is switched and the process is repeated to finish the deck replacement.

ENGINEERING
The analysis and design limit states for an ABC bridge deck replacement is not in itself
significantly different from a traditional CIP deck replacement. The additional engineering effort
is primarily in the detailing required to make the ABC process go smoothly. This effort consists
of three tasks, Rating, Design and Detailing, & Erection Analysis.
Bridge Superstructure Rating
As noted, the bridge decks on the West Virginia Turnpike are typically non-composite. With the
full depth deck replacements, the deck thickness often increased, which along with the added
overlay increased the beam dead load, whereas the beams now resist live load using composite
action, thus increasing capacity. As such, a rating needs to be performed to evaluate the
existing steel beams. LRFR procedures were implemented to perform these ratings.
ABC Design and Detailing
A traditional deck design approach using the strip method of analysis and Strength, Service and
Extreme event limits states were used to determine the minimum reinforcement requirements of
the deck panels. Additional reinforcement was added in negative moment regions per AASHTO
to meet code requirements.
Detailing the deck panels and connections for full depth deck panel replacement requires
significantly more effort than with traditional CIP decks. All deck panels are fully detailed in
CADD with all reinforcement to ensure fit-up in the field. Skewed bridges can require irregular
panel geometry which significantly complicates panel detailing.
Erection Analysis
Erection Analysis is broken into two separate tasks. The first, which is completed during the
preliminary design phase, consists of assessing the bridge site to determine if construction
techniques typically employed during full depth deck panel replacement can be implement at the
bridge. Crane placement, panel sizes and arrangement are reviewed to assess the
constructability of the bridge.
During final design, the deck panels are also checked for erection stresses associated with
handling the panels to provide recommendations for lifting and leveling locations. PCI Design
Handbook criteria is used to evaluate if the erection stresses are below the threshold that will
ensure a crack free condition during erection. Finite element models using shell elements were
completed to analyze how stresses flowed around the block outs in the panels.
2
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CONSTRUCTION SUMMARY
Program Summary
At the time of this presentation, 3 bridges have been constructed, 2 have been advertised, and
1 is currently under design. A summary is presented in Table 1.
Contract

Deck
Area

Project
Status

Bridge
Cost

Total Cost

Bridge
Cost/sf

Total
Cost/sf

Estimated
Days

Actual
Days

Actual

BDR-1-15

9,250

Constructed

$1,396,877

$2,194,626

$151

$237

5.3

9.6

961

BDR-1-16

9,250

Constructed

$1,383,624

$2,391,768

$150

$259

5.7

9.3

1,000

BDR-2-16

12,661

Sept 2017

$1,574,327

$2,935,917

$124

$232

7.3

BDR-1-17

5,848

May 2018

4.7

BDR-2-17

5,956

May 2018

4.7

BDR-1-18

21,600

Design

sf/Day

Project Costs
Based on a review of other precast concrete deck replacement projects, the average cost per
square foot for bridge replacement along was expected to be around $100/sf. BDR-1-15, the
first ABC project for the West Virginia Turnpike, was nearly 50% higher than this average.
There is much perceived risk associated with any new type of construction and these projects
experienced this. With BDR-2-16, construction costs dropped 17% which can be attributed both
to increased contractor experience and economies of scale with the larger deck area. When
work is concentrated into a short window, fixed project cost are relatively consistent, so the total
project cost doesn’t always scale with the bridge deck area.
Construction Duration
Construction duration for the first few exceeded the contract maximum and disincentives were
required to be paid by the contractor. With increased experience, production rates increased,
but when work is condensed into a small window any small disruptions such as weather can
have a serious impact on the project schedule. BDR-1-15 experienced these weather issues
and the estimated duration was scaled accordingly for subsequent projects.
Lessons Learned & Summary
Bridge deck joints and details associated with the waterproofing membrane were modified after
the initial project. Some deck panel details were improved or modified. With rolled beam
bridges, flange widths can be narrow on shorter spans, which can complicate shear stud
placement.
Overall, the program has been deemed a success by the West Virginia Parkways Authority as
ABC techniques have helped them to address the condition of their aging decks while
minimizing disruption to its users.

3
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“MODERN NON-BITUMINOUS FLEXIBLE PLUG
EXPANSION JOINTS – MINIMIZING NOISE, MAXIMIZING
DRIVER COMFORT AND ACCELERATING BRIDGE
MAINTENANCE.”
Presenting Author:

Robert Bradley, P.E., Senior Project Manager, mageba USA,
212-644-3335, BRradley@magebaUSA.com

Co-Author 1:

Gianni Moor, CEO, mageba USA, 212-644-3335, mageba USA
GMoor@magebaUSA.com

ABSTRACT
A new, much improved type of flexible plug expansion joint has been developed, with a
polyurethane surface, which offers several substantial advantages over the traditional
bituminous type. The Polyflex® Advanced expansion joint offers all the benefits of the
asphaltic plug joint – including smooth, safe, low-noise surface, great adaptability and
easy installation. However, it overcomes the numerous disadvantages and challenges
that have always plagued asphaltic plug joints. It offers enormously improved strength,
elasticity and durability, resulting in much less maintenance and far more reliable water
tightness. Installation is far easier and less prone to error, with the two-component
compound being mixed at ambient temperatures. For these reasons and others, this type
of joint should be considered for use in bridge construction and in bridge maintenance.

1

INTRODUCTION

Flexible plug expansion joints, which create a completely closed, absolutely flat driving
surface right across a structure’s movement gap, offer a number of benefits over other
small-movement expansion joint types. The continuous, flexible surface results in
unsurpassed driver comfort and extremely low noise under traffic, while also
eliminating discomfort and safety risks for pedestrians and cyclists. Furthermore, the
way the joints are constructed, by pouring freshly mixed material in situ, facilitates
transport and handling and makes expansion joints installable in sections, lane by lane,
with any desired shape or longitudinal profile (e.g. with intersections or upstands).
However, flexible plug expansion joints made from traditional bituminous materials
have long been plagued with durability problems, not performing as well, long term, as
joints manufactured primarily from steel in factory conditions. Continuous dynamic
loading and braking/acceleration forces from vehicle wheels, year after year, cause
stresses in the material, resulting in cracking, loss of water tightness and general
deterioration – impacts that would only be exacerbated by improper preparation on site
and incorrect temperature during installation (typically approx. 180 °C / 350 °F
required).
To overcome these shortcomings while retaining the benefits, the design of the flexible
plug expansion joint has been optimized, utilizing superior (non-bituminous) materials
and incorporating improved support and connection details. The result – the
Polyflex®Advanced expansion joint – is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Picture of an installed polyflex expansion joint

2

HISTORY AND BACKGROUND

Traditional bitumen-based flexible plug expansion joint materials suffer from several
disadvantages. At low temperatures, for instance, the material used is generally very
stiff, causing de-bonding and resulting in leaking, while at high temperatures, the
material becomes weak and tends to deform plastically. Inconsistent quality due to
improper mixing and incorrect temperature during installation (high temperatures
required) also frequently cause problems. Because of such disadvantages, asphaltic
plug joints are subject to various limitations. For example, they should generally not be
installed in highways and locations with frequent acceleration and braking, such as
near bus stops, traffic lights etc., and they should not be used in railway bridges under
stone ballast. And in general, the functionality and durability of asphaltic plug joints has
often been found from experience to be unreliable.
In Switzerland, investigations carried out in cooperation with EMPA (the Swiss Federal
Laboratories for Materials Science and Technology) showed that the bitumen quality
being used for such joints varied considerably, with substantial effects on joint
functionality and durability. Small changes in the chemical composition of the raw
materials led to big reductions in expansion joint quality. Thus, construction project
clients and expansion joint manufacturers became increasingly concerned about the
ongoing suitability of the systems for use. A demand developed for a flexible plug
system using plug material that could be produced by the expansion joint supplier, or
that could at least be acquired from a materials supplier in the required quality.

3
DESIGN AND CHARACTERISTICS OF THE IMPROVED PU-BASED
FLEXIBLE PLUG JOINT
Instead of the bituminous material traditionally used to form the driving surface of
flexible plug expansion joints, the Polyflex® Advanced expansion joint uses a specially
selected, solvent free, highly durable polyurethane (PU) material.
The PU material originally used has a long history of use as waterproofing for roofs and
has been constantly improved over the years. The material has shown test values of
650% elongation before breaking (compared to 350-400 % for standard rubber), which
enhances durability and makes the material an ideal choice for use in expansion joint
systems.
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With perforated steel support elements incorporated in the design, shown in Figure 2,
the joint can withstand long-term traffic loading and braking and reaction forces while
accommodating significant structure movements, at both very low and very high
temperatures. Total movements of up to 100 mm (4 inches) have been accommodated
in several countries on various projects in successful operation since 2007.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Main structure
Polymer concrete base
Bridge plate across gap
Perforated steel angle
Sponge rubber
Bridge waterproofing
Special PU fill material
Anchoring
Stabilizing bar (if needed)
Road Surfacing

Figure 2. Illustration showing the main elements of a typical Polyflex®Advanced expansion joint

In addition to its exceptional elasticity, the special PU material used offers enormous
tear resistance, with a tear strength of 20 N/mm². It typically has a tensile strength of
14 N/mm², a density 1.05 g/cm³ and a Shore A hardness of approximately 65. It is
highly resistant to wear and environmental and chemical influences, and thus offers an
exceptionally long lifespan. In fact, its service life is typically substantially longer than
that of connecting roadway surface materials.
The joint is fully functional in the temperature range –50°C to 70°C (–58°F to 158°F) –
a major improvement over asphaltic plug joints. It is also very versatile, with virtually
any common joint shape possible – e.g. with upstands, skew angles and junctions (Tshaped and X-shaped junctions, etc.) shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Intersections such as T-shape or X-shape possible Upstands can be easily created

Installation is relatively easy, not only in comparison with traditional asphaltic plug
joints but also compared with expansion joints of other types. With no large, heavy
parts, lifting plant is not required, and the poured material adapts to suit the dimensions
of the prepared recess. The two-component PU material is mixed from complete
packing units at ambient temperatures, minimizing the risk of suboptimal mixing and
installation. Processing is possible at temperatures from 5 °C to 35 °C (41 °F to 95 °F),
virtually independent of humidity, and the joint can be driven over after only a few
hours.
In the context of bridge maintenance, in particular – when the joint is installed to
replace an existing one – the benefits of the joint’s use are even more pronounced.
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The joint can typically be laid within the depth of a bridge’s asphalt surfacing, avoiding
the need to break out any concrete etc. With only minimal amounts of an existing
structure to be removed, and quick installation and short material curing times, the new
joint can be installed quickly, economically and reliably. The speed of installation (e.g.
with a joint replaced during a night shift), with new joints being trafficable within just a
few hours, minimizes impacts on traffic. If required, impacts on traffic can be further
reduced by installing the new joint lane by lane – an approach that is fully supported by
the joint’s design. In phased installation, the already cured PU material of a previous
stage is chemically reactivated by the fresh material, creating a high-strength bond.
The same chemical reactivation of previously cured PU material also enables minor
damage to an existing polyurethane joint to be easily repaired, simply by pouring fresh
material onto the damaged area.
Summary of advantages and benefits
• Exceptional long working life, longer than adjacent surfaces
• Highest possible driver comfort
• No noise from crossing traffic due to surface that is flush with adjacent road
• Watertight
• Maintenance-free (no cleaning required)
• Quickly installed lane-by-lane with minimal traffic impacts, drivable after a few hours
• Installation within a wide temperature range (5°C to 35°C / 41°F to 95°F)
• Wear-resistant, no mechanical wear parts
• No rutting, high resistance to abrasion (e.g. from braking traffic)
• Damage to the joint can be easily repaired by reactivation of the PU material
• No recess for anchorage in structural concrete necessary
• Surfacing (asphalt or concrete) can be applied continuously before joint installation
• Any horizontal bend in the joint possible
• Any curb / sidewalk detail possible
• Low reaction forces
• Cold processing and easy handling with preset mixing ratio minimizes risk of mixing
errors
• Resistant to environmental influences and acids, bases, chlorides, etc.
• Smooth surface ideal for pedestrian areas (e.g. in airports and railway stations)

4

INSTALLATION

The installation of a Polyflex®Advanced expansion joint to replace an existing joint is
described below and shown in Figures 4 through 8.
The recess is prepared by removing as much of the existing structure as is necessary to
create the minimum space required to ensure an adequately strong, stable structure to
which the polymer concrete base material can bond and transfer forces.
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Figure 4. Cutting of continuous surfacing across the joint Removal of existing joint / surfacing as required

The recess is then sandblasted as required to ensure proper adhesion of the expansion
joint materials, and cleaned.
Where applicable, deck waterproofing membrane can be extended into the recess,
enabling a watertight connection to be created.

Figure 5. Arrangement of ends of waterproofing membrane in recess

Where a suitable base must be created (in the absence of an appropriate surface
following breaking out of the old joint), shuttering / formwork is then prepared to retain
the fresh base material. This may simply take the form of a sheet of Styrofoam® or
similar, placed in the bridge gap. A suitable primer is then used, if necessary, to ensure
proper bonding and polymer concrete is poured to form the base.

Figure 6. Application of primer to substructure Forming polymer concrete base (Styrofoam in gap)

The recommended Robo®Flex polymer concrete (if required) cures naturally, requiring
only protection from the elements and from damage. Curing time depends on ambient
temperature (at 15°C, approx. one hour). The supplied steel angles are anchored to the
surface of the prepared surface at each side of the movement gap, and the supplied
cover plate is placed across the gap, centred above it, as shown in the following photos.
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Figure 7. Fixing of steel angles to polymer concrete base Fixing of steel angles, and cover plate across gap

When all is prepared, and confirmed, with the recess free of debris etc., the PU material
can be poured and precisely levelled to the final level of the connecting surfacing.

Figure 8. Placing of PU material Precise levelling of material to connecting surfaces

5
TESTING IN CONNECTION WITH AWARD OF EUROPEAN
TECHNICAL APPROVAL
In connection with the awarding of a European Technical Approval, with validity across
the European Union, extensive testing and certification was carried out by the
Bundesanstalt für Materialforschung und –prüfung (BAM), Berlin, by the Prüfamt für
Verkehrswegebau of the Technical University of Munich (TUM), and by the MAPAG
testing institute, Austria.
5.1

Testing of bond strength of the PU material

The tests included verifications of bond strength on various surfaces such as concrete,
polymer-concrete, steel and asphalt. The recorded values were very high, even at low
temperatures, demonstrating excellent resistance to de-bonding and thus also excellent
resistance to leaking.
5.2

Assessment of ageing and temperature characteristics of the PU material

The ageing and temperature characteristics of the PU joint filling mixture were evaluated
at the BAM institute in Berlin, after ageing for 3030 hours. The evaluation, based on ISO
4664, was carried out over a temperature range from -60°C to + 250°C. Both the complex
modulus |G*| and the loss factor tan δ demonstrate very good performance for the
declared temperature range of -40°C to +60°C, as depicted in Figure 9.
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Figure 9. Assessment of temperature characteristics of the PU joint filling mixture at the BAM institute, Berlin

5.3

Mechanical resistance testing

At the TUM institute in Munich, a full-scale assembled joint specimen, in the maximum
opening position, was subjected to a test load of 150 kN via a pneumatic tyre. The
contact pressure was 0.94 MPa, the temperature was 23°C and the specimen length
was approximately 1 m. The test was carried out in accordance with the Austrian
standard RVS and the appropriate European Technical Approval Guideline (draft ETAG
032, Part 3, Annex 3M Method a), and recorded deformation after loading and any
subsequent recovery curve. In the test, deformations of max. 0.5 mm were recorded
immediately after unloading, and within one hour of unloading, a complete elastic
recovery of the surface had occurred. No damages or other changes to the surface were
detected, with the PU based material shown after testing in Figure 10.

Figure 10. Mechanical resistance testing at the TUM institute, Munich
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5.4

Fatigue resistance testing

A second full-scale joint specimen was then subjected to further testing in the same
testing rig at TUM, Munich. The test involved repeated rolling over by a pneumatic wheel,
at an elevated temperature of 45°C, in accordance with draft ETAG 032, Part 3, Annex
3M Method b. The contact pressure of the pneumatic tyre was 1.0 MPa, and the number
of overpasses was 3030, with 30 of these executed with an additional 10% of horizontal
load to simulate braking forces. After the test, no de-bonding or cracking was observed,
and the test was passed.
Based on experience in Europe with the same testing procedure for asphaltic plug joints
and various national regulations, this successful high-temperature testing would support
a 15-year service life categorization.
In addition, a standardized rutting test was carried out, at 60°C, in accordance with
EN 12697-22. The following pictures show the enormous difference in performance
between traditional asphaltic plug joint material and the Polyflex®Advanced material.

Figure 11. Comparison of common asphaltic plug joint material and the new Polyflex®Advanced flexible plug joint
material after rutting test acc. to EN 12697-22 at 60°C (Left: Common asphalt plug material after 100 cycles at
60°C. Right: Polyflex®Advanced after 30,000 cycles at 60°)

5.5

Movement capacity testing

To evaluate the movement capacity of the full-scale joint specimen, a test was performed
at the BAM institute in Berlin, in accordance with draft ETAG 032, Part 3, Annex 3N. The
complete declared movement range, from maximum elongation to maximum
compression, was tested, with temperature varying synchronously to the relevant
deformation state between -40°C and +60°C. During the test, reaction forces and
deformations were recorded.
The specimen was also subjected to 7,500,000 sinusoidal cycles, with an amplitude of 1
mm, at ambient temperature and a frequency of 5 Hz. In addition, dynamic properties
were voluntarily tested at -40°C. The dynamic behaviour of the material was shown to
be excellent, with the specimen showing no irregularities or signs of fatigue after the
testing. The testing set-up is shown in Figure 12.
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Figure 12. Movement testing at -40° to +60°C

5.6

Water tightness testing

After successfully passing the movement testing, the full-scale specimen was subjected
to a water tightness test at the BAM institute in Berlin. At the maximum opening position
of the joint, water was applied to a level of 30 mm above the highest point of the joint
and maintained at that level for six hours. After the test, no signs of leakage or moisture
could be found under the specimen.

Figure 13. Verification of water tightness (at maximum opening position of joint)

5.7

Measurement of level differences in the surface

The flatness of the full-scale specimen was checked prior to the above-mentioned tests,
to verify that any deviations in the level of the driving surface from the ideal connection
line between the two adjacent pavements (without any imposed horizontal deformations
and in the unloaded condition) are not greater than 5 mm – in accordance with the
Austrian standard RVS and the relevant ETAG.
After loading, greater deviations are permitted, but these must not exceed 10 mm.
Verification checks were carried out during and after both the fatigue and movement
tests as described above. The results were positive, with a maximum level increase of
+6 mm and a maximum level decrease of -5 mm being recorded, shown in Figure 14.
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Figure 14. Measurement of deviation from ideal connection line across joint in maximum

5.8

Skid resistance testing

The full-scale specimen was subjected to skid resistance testing with a portable skid
resistance pendulum tester as described in EN 13036-4, using the CEN rubber slider for
carriageways and the 4S rubber slider for footpath areas.
Further testing
Testing was carried out on the joint’s components to establish durability characteristics
as follows:
• Resistance to chemicals, such as oil, fuel and de-icing agents, per EN ISO 175
• Temperature-based ageing: Various tests per EN 13687-2, EN 13687-3, EN
13687-5
• Ageing resulting from UV-radiation and weathering: Long-term tests (3030 hours)
to TR010
• Ageing resulting from ozone: Test per ISO 1431
• Freeze-thaw test (with thaw salt) per EN 13687 Part 1
5.9

Resulting European Technical Approval

As a result of this testing, the expansion joint has been awarded a European Technical
Approval (ETA). This ETA covers joints of this type that accommodate longitudinal
movements (SLS) of up to 135 mm (90 mm expansion and 45 mm compression), with a
thickness of 60 mm and an initial width of 1100 mm. All types are designed for a vertical
displacement of +/- 10 mm, permitting bridge bearing replacement work to be carried out
without damaging the joint.
Further national approvals have also been awarded. For example, an approval issued
by NEXCO (the West Japan Highway Administration) based on specially completed
testing have validity right across Japan.

6
INDEPENDENT EVALUATION BY ENGINEERING FIRM ON BEHALF
OF A CLIENT
In 2015, in the early stages of a large project in Switzerland (the Postparc development
project in Berne’s city centre), several Polyflex® Advanced expansion joints were initially
installed to provide an opportunity for the client to evaluate their performance under the
site’s real service conditions. An independent engineering consultant investigated and
assessed the performance of the joints, with respect to water tightness, movements,
rutting, penetration of point loads and adhesion to subsurface. Images from some of the
tests carried out are shown in Figures 15 and 16.
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Figure 15. Core showing solid bonding to structure concrete

Figure 16. Testing of penetration of a point load (long bar at center). On right, deformation has fully reversed.

The engineers’ report concludes with the following recommendation:
The engineering partnership recommends the use of Polyflex®Advanced for the
expansion joints, for the following reasons:
• The system has been widely used, especially in Austria, and can present the most
references to date.
• No problems were experienced during the installation of the test strips.
• The most important requirements were satisfied by the test strips (water tightness,
bonding to different materials, movement capability).
• The system is practically the only one which can be recommended today, even if
a certain degree of maintenance can be expected during its service life. Expansion
joints are mechanical parts that are subjected to heavy wear and tear. The systems
of other suppliers may well offer the same properties in the near future, but are not
yet ready to be recommended for such a large application.
The conclusion can be drawn that a long-lasting, non-bituminous expansion joint
solution, even with a slightly elevated initial investment, can provide a dramatically
decreased overall life-cycle cost, as the life-cycle costs of a bridge’s expansion joints are
likely to be many times higher than the initial supply and installation costs (Spuler et al,
2012).
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7

APPLICATIONS

In general, Polyflex®Advanced expansion joints may be used for almost any smallmovement application (new-build or refurbishment), with the following cases worthy of
special mention:
• Railway bridges as well as road bridges
• Architectural applications
• Pedestrian areas, cycle lanes
• Areas where cleanliness is very important, e.g. pharmaceutical and food processing
industries, hospitals and laboratories
• Areas where resistance to acids and bases is required, e.g. chemical industry
• Replacement of existing expansion joints

8
REFERENCE PROJECT: HENRY HUDSON PARKWAY, NEW YORK –
95TH STREET OFF-RAMP
A project was implemented for New York City Department of Transport (NYCDOT) at the
end of 2014, with the replacement of an old small-movement expansion joint at the 95th
Street off-ramp (southbound) of the Henry Hudson Parkway in Manhattan. The joint was
installed in two phases: One lane in November 2014 and the second a month later.
Project photos are shown in Figures 17 and 18.

Figure 17. Location of the project on Manhattan’s Upper West Side

Figure 18. Existing expansion joint after removal of one particularly deteriorated section
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The same program was followed for both lanes. One the first day, the traffic lane was
closed in the morning and the old joint was removed, and then the surfaces were
sandblasted and the steel angles and anchors were installed. The next day, the
Polyflex® Advanced material was poured and levelled, and the lane was opened to traffic
in the afternoon. Considering the cold temperatures due to the time of year and the
resulting longer curing time required, steel plates were placed across the joint to protect
the still-curing material during the first hours of service. Subsequent inspections have
shown that the joint has performed well under traffic, with no signs of wear and tear or
ageing.

9

CONCLUSIONS

The Polyflex® Advanced expansion joint offers all the benefits of the traditional asphaltic
plug expansion joint – including smooth, safe, low-noise surface, great adaptability and
easy installation. However, it overcomes the numerous disadvantages and challenges
that have always plagued asphaltic plug joints. It offers enormously improved strength,
elasticity and durability, resulting in much less maintenance and far more reliable water
tightness. Installation is far easier and less prone to error, with the two-component
compound being mixed at ambient temperatures. And damage to previously placed
material can be easily and reliably repaired by pouring of new PU material onto the old,
damaged material, chemically reactivating it. The speed of installation and curing of the
material is particularly beneficial when the joint is installed on an existing structure to
replace an old expansion joint, as the amount of demolition required is minimal and the
construction and material curing time is so short, minimizing disruption to traffic. For
these reasons and more, this modern plug-type expansion joint is likely to be increasingly
used in years to come, in both bridge construction and bridge maintenance.

10
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ABSTRACT
The nation’s infrastructure is full of deteriorating bridges in need of replacement or rehabilitation
– oftentimes using accelerated bridge construction (ABC) techniques. The first step in any of
these projects is to demolish (either entirely or in part) the existing structure. While the AASHTO
LRFD Bridge Design Specification identifies minimum bridge design requirements and the
AASHTO LRFD Construction Specification stipulates the bridge construction aspects, there is
limited information available to guide design engineers and contractors on how to approach
bridge demolition. Recent unintentional events have further exposed the need for research in
this area.
The purpose of this research was to gain a national perspective on the administration practices
owners use for bridge demolition. A survey was developed through partnership with the
Accelerate Bridge Construction University Transportation Center (ABC-UTC) and distributed to
all State Department of Transportations (DOTs). This presentation will summarize the national
owner’s perspective in the following areas: past incidents and collapses, liability, requirement of
bridge demolition plans, information required for bridge demolition submittals, required approval
of bridge demolition submittals (prior to work), and construction engineering inspection and field
oversight (during work). This presentation will also highlight areas in need of further research.

INTRODUCTION
During their design life, bridges may need replacement or rehabilitation for a number of reasons:
deterioration of bridge materials, accidents, drainage, debris, vegetation, scouring of foundation,
movement of the structure, and condition of approaches [2]. Bridges may also become
overcrowded or no longer able to carry heavier trucking loads, making them functionally
obsolete. In both cases, before a bridge can be rehabilitated or replaced the bridge (or portion of
the bridge) must first be demolished and removed. Demolition is a critical step in the
construction process that has the potential to cause injuries or death, transportation issues, and
delay of the future construction tasks, but typically does not receive much attention from
engineers overseeing the entire project. The need for further investigation in this area has been
highlighted by two worker casualties occurring during bridge demolition reported in less than
one year in two different projects: one in Orange County, California on May 18, 2014 [3] and
the other in Cincinnati, Ohio on January 19, 2015 during the demolition of the Hopple Street
overpass over I-75 [4]. Both of these incidents created a desire amongst bridge owners to better
understand the demolition oversite policies of each state and eventually create a best practices
guide for demolition administration. The goal of the research conducted and discussed in this
paper was to gain a better understanding of the number of failed demolitions that are occurring
but not captured by the media, to see if there is a bigger problem than just these two failed
demolitions, and gather the bridge demolition administration policies from bridge owners, to see
the current practice of states and determine successful policies.
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METHODOLOGY
A survey was prepared and sent to DOTs offices in all fifty states in United States, and
responses were collected. The survey was developed with the guidance of several state bridge
engineers and other industry experts in bridge demolition. This survey started with the
background questions about location and affiliation of the state DOT bridge owners. Then, they
were asked if they experienced accidental incidents, unintentional collapses, and other
demolition-related events within the past 15 years. Additional details on these events was
gathered including: the number of specific occurrences, the location, brief description, etc. The
next questions asked about the liability policies of the agency and their effectiveness. The
objective of the next questions was to obtain policies that each agency have related to approval
of demolition plans and oversight to ensure the plans were properly executed. The participants
were asked about bridge demolition plan submittal requirements and required approvals prior to
the beginning of work. The participants were then asked about who is in charge of the
inspection and oversight and ensuring the demolition plans are executed as planned. Finally,
the last four questions in this survey focus on the administration of bridge demolition to assess
national interest. The full survey and a more thorough explanation can be found in Garber [1].
According to the survey, participants were asked 56 different questions. The response of each
question was compiled and gathered for analysis. These results provided a better
understanding of current practice and recommendations for future research. An extrapolation of
some of the survey results was presented to show the national impact. This study confirms the
need of developing comprehensive documents or specifications about bridge demolition.

RESULTS
A total of 28 state DOTs responded to the survey, as shown in Figure 1. According to the
responses for the past 15 years, 25-percent of states have encountered an accidental incident
(with a total of 16 incidents reported) and 43-percent have observed an unintentional collapse
(with a total of 16 collapses reported). As shown by these responses, issues with bridge
demolition are not just isolated to a few states. These accidental incidents and unintentional
collapses resulted in several injuries or loss of life. Contractor employees were the victim of the
injury or fatality in the most in these incidents. Most of the accidental incidents and unintentional
collapses occurred in conventional projects over either closed roads or waterways. Additional
results from this survey will be discussed in the presentation.

CONCLUSIONS
Bridge demolition administration is owner dependent; each state has their own policy with differing
levels of detail. While some states view their policy (or lack thereof) as successful, there is a
general consensus that some type of national guidelines or best practices guide is needed. The
existing specifications that were submitted as part of this survey can serve as a starting point for
the components needed in this document, but should be supplemented by the results of the
survey.
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Figure 1: States who responded to demolition survey
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ABSTRACT
Although still in their infancy, fiber-reinforced polymer (FRP) bridges have shown great promise
in eliminating corrosion concerns and meeting (or exceeding) FHWA’s goal of 100-year life
spans for bridges. Furthermore, due to their low weight, FRP bridge elements allow for
prefabrication and subsequent field installation in a fraction of the time compared to traditional
bridge construction materials, reducing delays to end users of the transportation network. While
FRP bridges are cost-effective in terms of life cycle analyses, the combination of higher first
costs and limited state DOT budgets has restricted their use.
The objective of this study was to develop and test a prototype FRP deck panel that eliminated
the costly honeycomb construction of the past yet met all of the necessary strength and
serviceability requirements for a bridge deck. The result was a multicellular trapezoidal section
that eliminates the typical honeycomb construction by utilizing PRISMA internal structure
reinforcements as stay-in-place forms. Although very light weight and relatively flexible, the
PRISMA sections, constructed from polyurethane (PU) foam covered by fiberglass fabric, also
provide resistance to local buckling of the top and bottom face sheets and the sloping webs.
The combination of the trapezoidal PU foam cores and FRP flanges and webs results in a very
efficient cross section. This prototype deck configuration has an overall depth of 9-1/4 in. and is
fabricated from fiberglass-reinforced, vinyl ester resins in a wet layup process. However, the
system allows for the use of a vacuum assisted resin transfer molding (VARTM) process for
mass production of deck sections.
The prototype panel performed exceptionally well during testing. In general, results of the study
indicated that the panels significantly exceeded the code required design forces in all instances.
In flexure, shear, and bearing, the average failure load exceeded the AASHTO Design Truck
factored wheel load by nearly three times. Even more importantly, the panels behaved linearlyelastically throughout the full range of loading. The failure mode is buckling, a non-catastrophic
failure mode, thus the deck possessed significant post-buckling strength. In terms of potential
overlay materials, epoxy-based and polyester/urethane-based polymer concretes offered the
greatest bond strengths and thermal compatibility with the FRP deck. The proposed prototype
offers a durable, light weight decking system that can increase the speed of construction of
either new or existing bridges.
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BACKGROUND
The deterioration of our nation’s infrastructure is an almost daily news item that attracts
passionate political, economic, and socio-economic discussions. One of the leading causes of
this deterioration is the “bare roads policy” adopted by the majority of state highway agencies
during the 1960’s. This policy involves the application of deicing salts on state roads during
winter months to reduce traffic accidents, injuries, and fatalities. An unfortunate side effect of
this policy is that deicing salts attack the steel embedded in reinforced concrete bridges, leading
to premature deterioration. In 2002, a study sponsored by the Federal Highway Administration1
predicted that the U.S. will spend an estimated 8.3 billion dollars annually over the next twenty
years in an effort to repair or replace bridges exhibiting corrosion-related damage, with indirect
costs exceeding 10 times that amount.
Although still in their infancy, fiber-reinforced polymer (FRP) bridges have shown great promise
in eliminating corrosion concerns and meeting (or exceeding) FHWA’s goal of 100-year life
spans for bridges. Furthermore, due to their low weight, FRP bridge elements allow for
prefabrication and subsequent field installation in a fraction of the time compared to traditional
bridge construction materials, reducing delays to end users of the transportation network. FRP
bridges are cost-effective for many bridge repair projects. While new construction is cost
effective in terms of life cycle analyses and allows for accelerated bridge construction
techniques, the combination of higher first costs and limited state DOT budgets has restricted
their use. One area that has shown some headway is the use of FRP for bridge decks, focusing
on the location where the majority of corrosion-related damage normally occurs. However, first
costs still hamper widespread use of this approach.

PROTOTYPE FRP DECK PANEL
FRP bridge deck panels offer superior corrosion resistance at one-fifth the weight of reinforced
concrete, allowing for rapid bridge construction and a more durable solution. However, current
FRP bridge deck panels typically rely on an intricate geometric honeycomb system between the
top and bottom layers of the sandwich panel. This labor-intensive honeycomb construction
triples the cost of FRP panels compared to reinforced concrete. Although cost-effective in terms
of longevity of the bridge and overall reductions in weight, the lower first cost of reinforced
concrete precludes the use of FRP bridge decks in the majority of situations even when
considering accelerated bridge construction options.
The objective of this study was to develop and test a prototype FRP deck panel that eliminated
the costly honeycomb construction of the past yet met all of the necessary strength and
serviceability requirements for a bridge deck. The result is shown in Figure 1. This multicellular
trapezoidal section eliminates the typical honeycomb construction by utilizing PRISMA internal
structure reinforcements as stay-in-place forms. Although very light weight and relatively
flexible, the PRISMA sections, constructed from polyurethane (PU) foam covered with fiberglass
fabric, also provide resistance to local buckling of the top and bottom facesheets and the sloping
webs. The combination of the trapezoidal PU foam cores and FRP flanges and webs results in a
very efficient cross section. This prototype deck configuration has an overall depth of 9-1/4 in.
and is fabricated from fiberglass-reinforced, vinyl ester resins in a wet layup process. However,
the system allows for the use of a vacuum assisted resin transfer molding (VARTM) process for
mass production of deck sections.
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Figure 1: Prototype PRISMA-FRP Deck Configuration
A schematic representation of the prototype FRP deck panel fabrication process is shown in
Figure 2. Each deck section is constructed from two half sections with the trapezoidal-shaped
PRISMA preforms, polyurethane foam covered by 24 oz./sq.yd. +/-45 E-glass fabric, forming the
core of the cross section. The top face sheet consists of 12 layers of E-glass stitch bonded
fabric, three 90o plies, six 0o plies, three 90o plies, while the bottom face sheet consists of 10
layers of E-glass stitch bonded fabric, two 90o plies, six 0o plies, two 90o plies. The shear webs
use 4 layers of +/-45o E-glass stitch bonded fabric over the 24 oz./sq.yd. +/-45o fabric of the
PRISMA preforms. Details of the fabric architecture of each reinforcement layer are provided in
Table 1 and correspond to the designations shown in Figure 2a (Fabrics 1, 2, and 3). This fabric
layout results in the top face sheet having an equal number of fibers in the longitudinal and
transverse directions while the webs consist of fibers oriented at +45°/−45° to the longitudinal
axis. This layout corresponds to the anticipated stresses, longitudinal and transverse in the face
sheet and diagonal in the webs. Once the half sections are cured, they are bonded together with
a methacrylate adhesive to form the overall deck cross section. Fabricating the panels in two
half sections allows unobstructed quality assurance inspection of the laminate structure, which
would not be possible with a closed mold approach.

FLEXURAL, SHEAR, AND BEARING TESTS
The following section discusses the flexural, shear, and bearing tests performed on the
prototype FRP deck panel. A schematic of the test setup is shown in Figure 3. The deck
specimens are supported at each end by a concrete-filled steel tube to provide a roller support.
A 1-in.-thick steel plate and 1/2-in.-thick rubber pad between the steel tube and deck specimens
distributes the support reactions to prevent any stress concentrations. Concrete walls beneath
the roller supports position the specimen at the required height within the load frame. Load is
applied to the panel through a 300 kip Enerpac hydraulic ram and loading swivel. The loading
swivel prevents stress concentrations as the panel deforms under load. A 200 kip load cell is
positioned between the hydraulic ram and loading swivel to record the applied force. The
applied force is distributed to the deck through a 2-in.-thick steel plate measuring 10 in. along
the direction of traffic and 20 in. perpendicular to the direction of traffic in accordance with the
AASHTO specified truck tire contact area2. A 1-in.-thick neoprene pad placed between the steel
plate and the deck surface mimics the rubber tires of a truck and also prevents any stress
concentrations at the loading point.
3
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For the flexural test, the loading point was positioned at midspan of the panel along the panel
centerline in order to maximize the flexural stresses in the panel during the test. For the shear
and bearing test, the loading point was positioned such that the distance between the plate
edge and the support was chosen to coincide with the overall panel depth, 9 in. This placement
results in maximum shearing stresses coincident with the fiberglass orientation within the webs
of the panels. Instrumentation for the test specimens consisted of spring potentiometers to
record the vertical deformation of the panels at the midspan and quarter point as well as strain
gauges placed on the top and bottom face sheets throughout the width and length of the panels.

(a) Fiberglass Fabric Layout

(b) Completed Half Panel

(c) Completed Prototype FRP Deck Panel
(Note: all dimensions in inches)
Figure 2: Schematic Representation of Prototype FRP Deck Panel Fabrication Process
4
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Table 1: Stitch Bonded Fiberglass Fabric Architecture
Property

Fabric 1
E-LM 1810
(90°)

Fabric 2
E-LM 1810
(0°)

Fabric 3
E-BXM 1715
(+45°/−45°)

0° Fiberglass

0.14 oz/yd2

17.92 oz/yd2

-

+45° Fiberglass

-

-

9.07 oz/yd2

90° Fiberglass

17.92 oz/yd2

0.14 oz/yd2

-

−45° Fiberglass

-

-

9.07 oz/yd2

Mat Fiberglass

9.00 oz/yd2

9.00 oz/yd2

8.10 oz/yd2

(a) Elevation View

(b) Plan View
Figure 3: Schematic of FRP Deck Flexural Test Setup
(Note: all dimensions in inches)
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Flexural Test Results
Overall, the panels were very consistent in terms of response and behavior. They all displayed a
linear-elastic response throughout the full range of loading, and failure was initiated by local
buckling of the compression flange (top face sheet) followed by separation of the flange from
the webs along the panel length, as shown in Figure 4. This failure mode is typical for FRP
structural members and is indicative of fully developing the cross section prior to any localized
bearing failure beneath the concentrated load point, which represents the point of application of
the AASHTO Design Truck wheel load. A typical load-deflection plot for one of the FRP deck
panels is shown in Figure 5.

Figure 4: Local Buckling of Compression Flange and Separation of Flange from Web
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Figure 5: Typical Flexural Test Load Deflection Plot
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The load-deflection plot of Figure 5 reveals a number of important characteristics with regard to
the response and behavior of the prototype FRP deck panels. First, as mentioned previously,
the response is linear-elastic throughout the full range of loading. This behavior is typical for
FRP material, but more importantly, the continued linear-elastic behavior during the full range of
loading indicates no damage to the panel until reaching the peak load. Any intermediate
damage would have resulted in a shift in the load-deflection response, which did not occur.
Furthermore, no visible damage was observed during the different loading sequences within the
testing protocol. The ability to withstand any damage until complete failure means that
overloads experienced by the panels in service would not cause any permanent deformations or
weakness in the bridge deck. These panels can support a load very near their failure point and
return to their original shape once the load is removed.
Another important characteristic shown in the load-deflection plot is that the transverse stiffness
of the panel helped to engage the majority of the cross section in supporting the applied point
load. One issue with previous FRP deck systems was a lack of transverse stiffness to spread
the truck tire wheel loads and engage as much of the cross section as possible. Transverse
distribution of the concentrated wheel loads improves the efficiency and stiffness of the FRP
deck system. In comparing gauges SP-1 and SP-2, there is only a 10% difference in the value
of the centerline and edge deflection at midspan of the panel just prior to failure (2.103 in. vs.
1.883 in.). More importantly, at the service load level, 21.3 kips, there is only an 8% difference in
deflection between the centerline and panel edge (0.411 in. vs. 0.378 in.). This relatively small
difference between the centerline and panel edge deformations indicates a small amount of
transverse curvature of the panel and nearly full engagement of the cross section to support the
concentrated wheel load. Similar behavior also occurred at the panel quarter point, gauges SP3 and SP-4.
Shear and Bearing Test Results
Overall, the panels were very consistent in terms of response and behavior. Failure was initiated
by local buckling of the webs directly beneath the concentrated load point, which represents the
point of application of the AASHTO Design Truck wheel load. The test specimens continued to
support load after the webs buckled, and the panels returned to their original position after
removal of the load, indicating no sustained damage. Based on this behavior, the loading
protocol was revised during the test to include reloading of each specimen to determine if the
panels retained their full strength or showed signs of degradation.
FRP profiles are susceptible to local buckling under transverse loads due to the low in-plane
moduli and the slenderness (width-to-thickness ratio) of the plate elements that comprise the
cross sections. Both shearing stresses and bearing stresses may result in buckling of the webs
of an FRP profile. In general, one of these modes will govern over the other depending on how
the loads are applied. Under distributed loads, local buckling of the webs due to in-plane shear
will generally govern. However, under very high concentrated loads, such as those from a truck
tire, local buckling of the webs due to in-plane bearing may govern. The test setup for the shear
and bearing tests was developed to allow both modes to develop as a function of the applied
AASHTO Design Truck loading. In other words, the loading setup would determine which mode
governs for the prototype deck panel when subjected to the AASHTO loading requirements.
Visual observations of the panels at failure revealed buckling of the webs directly beneath the
concentrated load point, as shown in Figure 6. The left image in Figure 6 shows the top
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facesheet depressing due to buckling of the underlying web, while the right image of Figure 6
shows the buckled upper right sloping web immediately below the load point.

Figure 6: Top Face sheet Depression (l) due to Buckling of Upper Right
Sloping Web Below Load Point (r)
Although the combined shear and bearing test indicated failure by excessive bearing stresses
beneath the concentrated load, the test was useful in determining a lower bound for shear
capacity. Since the panel did not fail in shear, the shear capacity is at least equal to the
maximum shear in the panel at the point at which bearing failure occurred. The average
maximum shear value of 104.2 kips is 2.8 times the AASHTO Design Truck factored wheel load
of 37.2 kips. In other words, even with a complete AASHTO Design Truck factored axle load,
consisting of two 37.2 kip wheel loads positioned on the panel at a spacing of 6 feet, the panel
shear capacity exceeds the maximum shear force by a factor of 2.8, indicating a level of safety
for these panels far beyond that required by code.

OVERLAY DEVELOPMENT AND TESTING
The FRP deck requires an overlay to both protect the top face sheets of the panels and to
provide a wearing/traction surface for vehicular traffic. The research team investigated both
cementitious and non-cementitious-based materials for the overlay. The investigation included
ease of application, bond strength to the FRP, and the effects of temperature and shrinkage on
the behavior of the composite system. The following section discusses the different types of
overlay materials, development of a latex modified concrete overlay option, fabrication of the
FRP/overlay specimens, details of the environmental exposure protocol, and results of the bond
testing.
The research team investigated two different types of potential overlays for the FRP deck: latex
modified concrete and polymer concrete. Latex modified concrete (LMC) is a portland cement
concrete in which an admixture of latex emulsion is used to replace a portion of the mixing
water. Polymer concretes use a polymer binder, such as epoxies, polyesters, and methacrylate,
in place of portland cement. The polymer binders studied consisted of T-48, a polysulfide epoxy
overlay, T-18, a methyl methacrylate overlay, and CoCure, a polyester and urethane overlay.
To evaluate the bond strength and compatibility between the different overlay options and the
FRP bridge deck, the research team fabricated four (4) FRP face sheet specimens. The face
sheets measured 4 ft. x 5 ft. in plan with a 1/2 in. thickness. Each face sheet had an identical
8
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fiberglass/resin construction as the top face sheet of the full scale, prototype FRP deck panels.
One side of the specimens contained a polyester mat embedded in the resin for enhanced
bonding to the overlay materials, while the opposite side represented a plain resin surface.
Initially, the research team considered investigating both the polyester mat surface and the plain
resin surface for bonding with the overlay materials, but preliminary tests indicated far superior
performance with the embedded polyester mat.
Two of the most important characteristics of potential overlay materials involves bond strength
and thermal compatibility with the FRP. The research team developed a series of environmental
exposures of the FRP/Overlay specimens. Exposure Series I was based on ASTM C672, a
standard test method for freeze-thaw scaling resistance. Exposure Series II was based on
ASTM C884, a standard test method for thermal compatibility between concrete and an epoxyresin overlay. Condition 1 of Series II follows the ASTM standard, while Condition 2 of Series II
adds a high temperature exposure to mimic an actual bridge deck. Optional Condition 3 of
Series II included submerging the samples in water for 24 hours followed by the ASTM C884
protocol.
Except for a control set of specimens, all of the FRP/overlay samples underwent exposure to
the environmental protocol. After each exposure, the samples were thoroughly inspected for any
signs of debonding or delamination. Also after each exposure, one of the samples for each
FRP/overlay system underwent direct pull-off bond testing, as shown in Figure 7. In addition to
evaluating bond strength, the pull-off testing completed after each exposure cycle provided an
indirect means of assessing compatibility between the FRP deck and the overlay. Incompatibility
between the two materials would result in partial or complete debonding due to the thermal
cycling, which would degrade the bond strength.

Figure 7: Direct Pull-off Bond Testing of Overlay Materials
Bond strength test results for the FRP/overlay samples are summarized in Figure 8. All of the
overlay samples completed the full range of environmental cycles without any signs of
debonding or delamination. In general, the epoxy and polyester/urethane overlay materials
exhibited significantly higher bond strengths compared to the T-18 and LMC overlays. The T-48
and CoCure overlays had bond strength values between 206 and 286 psi compared to values
between 55 and 113 for the T-18 overlay and between 57 and 86 for the LMC overlay. In fact,
the CoCure overlay exhibited a slight increase in bond strength during subsequent exposures.
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Figure 8: Direct Pull-off Bond Strength Test Results

CONCLUSIONS
The full scale, prototype FRP deck panels performed exceptionally during all phases of testing.
In general, results of the study indicated that the panels significantly exceeded the code
required design forces in all instances. In flexure, shear, and bearing, the average failure load
exceeded the AASHTO Design Truck factored wheel load by nearly three times. Even more
importantly, the panels behaved linearly-elastically throughout the full range of loading and
possessed significant post-buckling strength. In terms of potential overlay materials, epoxybased and polyester/urethane-based polymer concretes offered the greatest bond strengths and
thermal compatibility with the FRP deck. The proposed prototype offers a durable, light weight
decking system that can increase the speed of construction of either new or existing bridges.
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ABSTRACT
The nation’s infrastructure is aging and in desperate need of repair, retrofit, or replacement.
Accelerated bridge construction (ABC) and accelerated retrofit procedures are being utilized
more by bridge owners, designers, contractors, and fabricators to minimize traffic impacts and
costs and improve safety. As ABC is still a relatively new form of bridge construction, all
involved parties learn valuable lessons during each project. A repository was developed to
capture these valuable lessons for ready access by the bridge community. In addition to the
actual bridge projects, research efforts are frequently undertaken to test new concepts or
validate new design philosophies. A similar repository was developed to capture ABC-related
research and link this research with the associated bridge projects when applicable.
The main objective of this project was to create a resource allowing any interested parties to
have easy access to information on completed bridge construction projects involving some
aspect of ABC. Use of this resource will allow all interested parties to learn from successful ABC
projects in a number of different areas. An online database was created to host this information
and user interfaces were created to allow users to easily search, view, and submit completed
ABC projects. Detailed information for each project includes: summaries of project details,
lessons learned, contract plans, bid-tabs, schedules, specifications, and project photos. This
presentation will give an overview of the resources available on this database, show attendees
how to use the database, show how existing information can be accessed, and show how new
projects can be submitted. The databases already created and under development are an ongoing industry collaboration among the ABC-UTC, FHWA, AASHTO SCOBS and the TRB
Subcommittee on ABC.

INTRODUCTION
Despite significant work to upgrade substandard bridges, the American Society of Civil
Engineers’ 2017 Infrastructure Report Card continues to give bridges a grade of C+ (“mediocre,
requires attention”). As detailed in the Report Card [1], “The U.S. has 614,387 bridges, almost
four in 10 of which are 50 years or older. 56,007 — 9.1% — of the nation’s bridges were
structurally deficient in 2016, and on average there were 188 million trips across a structurally
deficient bridge each day. While the number of bridges that are in such poor condition as to be
considered structurally deficient is decreasing, the average age of America’s bridges keeps
going up and many of the nation’s bridges are approaching the end of their design life. The most
recent estimate puts the nation’s backlog of bridge rehabilitation needs at $123 billion.”
The Report Card states that, as of 2016, the average bridge in the US is 43 years old, just
seven years short of the typical 50-yr design life of most of those bridges. With millions of trips
daily across deficient bridges, the need to rapidly replace these substandard bridges while
maintaining traffic flow is becoming more critical. To assist in this need the ABC-UTC Project
and Research Databases provide details on projects constructed using ABC and on ABC
innovations coming from research.
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OBJECTIVES
The primary objective of this project was to create an online resource hosting successfully
completed bridge projects and research related to ABC. The goal of the development of this
resource is to:
1. Allow any interested parties to have easy access to information on completed bridge
projects involving ABC and research related to ABC,
2. Provide bridge owners, designers, contractors, suppliers, and other interested parties a
platform to share information and lessons learned related to successfully completed
ABC projects, and
3. Give researchers a direct path to share successful research results, proposed ABC
details, and other ABC innovations with industry.
The objectives were accomplished through the following tasks.

RESEARCH TASKS
The research was completed through the following tasks:
1. Literature review: Information was gathered on types of databases and different user
interface options to use for the developed database.
2. Data collection, synthesis, and analysis: Data was collected from existing an ABC
project database developed by AASHTO and FHWA and an existing ABC research
tracking sheet developed by the TRB ABC Subcommittee. The data from these
databases was analyzed to aid in development of the online database.
3. Database development and population: An online database was developed to host the
ABC project and research databased. After development, all the data collected in the
previous task was input.
4. Interface design and development: The user interface was developed based on several
popular search procedures (faceted navigation, map navigation, and key-word search).
Front-end interfaces were also created to allow for users to input new projects and
research and to display all the contents of the database.
Final report and user manual: Results from this project were summarized in a final report [2]
and database user manual [3]. Both of these can be found on the database website.

ABC PROJECT AND RESEARCH DATABASES
The ABC Project and Research Databases can currently be accessed through the main ABCUTC website (abc-utc.fiu.edu) or directly at utcdb.fiu.edu. Some of the features of the database
are highlighted in Figure 1. This presentation will discuss the functionality and features of the
database and how engineers and bridge owners can submit their own projects.
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Interface with ABC-UTC website

Keyword Search

Full ABC
Project
Database

Vertical
Menu of
User Options
Interactive Map

Search by State
Figure 1: ABC Project Database key features
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ABSTRACT
Many transportation organizations have embraced Accelerated Bridge Construction (ABC) to reduce
both the traffic impacts and societal costs. One of the most common means to achieve ABC is to utilize
prefabricated elements, which are connected together, on-site, to construct a bridge. ABC will not be
effective if the barrier requires cast-in- place construction. The purpose of this paper is to present details
of a precast barrier and two connection alternatives between the deck and precast barriers. In addition,
a new connection between two adjacent prefabricated barriers is presented.
One barrier to deck connection uses inclined reinforcing bars with threaded ends that get connected to
bar splicers embedded in the bridge deck. The other barrier to deck connection use u-shaped bars that
are inserted into the barrier from the underside of the bridge deck overhang. Issues that were
considered when designing the connections were minimal damage to deck, easy replacement of barrier,
constructability, durability, and cost. The barrier to barrier connection utilizes headed reinforcement in
the longitudinal and transverse directions. The connections were designed to meet TL-4 loads as per
MASH and LRFD Bridge Design Specifications. The paper will present results from phase 1 tests using
quasi-static loads.

INTRODUCTION
With bridge systems, one very important component of safety is the bridge barrier. The primary purpose
of bridge barriers is to contain, redirect, and shield vehicles from off-road bridge accidents. Cast-in-place
barriers are typically used and are proven that they meet the structural requirements needed to meet
this purpose. However, in bridge construction, the use of prefabricated elements and systems has been
gaining interest and attention. Through the use of prefabricated elements, bridges can be constructed
or repaired faster with less disruption to traffic and with a safer work zone environment. Another
benefit of prefabricated systems is the improved product quality of a system precast in a controlled
setting. The use of precast concrete barrier wall systems for bridge decks is still a relatively new
development that needs more attention and research.
With the significant interest in ABC, there has been valuable research in many important and varied
areas. However, one area that has not yet received notable research is the study of prefabricated,
crash-tested barrier rails. As a result, ABC projects to date have tended to rely upon systems that
utilized crash-tested systems integrated into other, larger prefabricated elements. While this method
has proved sufficient for ABC in its relative infancy, there is a critical need to develop prefabricated
bridge railings that have been crash-tested.
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PRECAST BARRIER AND CONNECTIONS
Based on both the literature review that was conducted and discussion with academic professionals and
sponsors, certain considerations had to be made when designing and testing the barrier segments. With
these guiding parameters in mind, the connections to be tested were developed. It was decided that
the laboratory testing would include two connections between the barrier and the deck and one
connection between the barriers. The barrier segments chosen would be 12 feet in length with a 0.5inch construction tolerance between them. From the national survey, the barrier profile shape selected
was the standard 42”, F-shape barrier. The deck, deck overhang, and barrier placement on the deck
were designed in accordance to Iowa DOT standards.

Guiding Parameters
For this research, the design of the precast concrete barrier will consider multiple factors. Those factors
include the ease of construction of the connection pieces, the maintenance and repair of the barrier, the
durability of the anchorage connections, and the cost effectiveness. The laboratory testing will also
demonstrate the safety of barrier and how the loads are transferred upon impact of various locations.
With this project, two connections between the barrier and the bridge deck were designed. One of the
connections was designed to be durable, easily constructed and also able to be repaired after failure.
The other connection was designed to be cost effective and have a durable anchorage system.

Barrier to Deck Connections
The first precast barrier to be tested is connected to the bridge deck with an inclined, #8 bar. A total of
five #8 bars were used to connect the barrier segment to the bridge deck. Each inclined reinforcing bar
were spaced at 30 inches. A schematic drawing of this connection detail is demonstrated in Figure 1.
To accommodate this, the barrier was cast with 2.5 inch inclined corrugated ducts. During deck
construction, there is a steel piece that gets embedded into the bridge deck. This piece is the receiving
end for the threaded inclined bar. A photo displaying this connection piece can be seen in Figures 2
through 4.

Figure 2. Inclined bar connection
in deck

Figure 1. Schematic drawing of inclined reinforcement deck
connection

Figure 3. Threaded end inclined
reinforcement

Figure 4. Connected
inclined receiving end
piece

Once the deck is poured, the precast barrier is placed on the deck overhang. The inclined bars get
inserted from the backside of the barrier through the ducts, down to the deck where they are threaded
into the hardware embedded in the bridge deck. After the bars are in place, the grout pad between the
overhang and the barrier can be poured. For this project, the grout pad had a depth of three quarter
2
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inch. Also, foam was placed under the barrier three quarter inches from the backside to increase the
compression zone of the barrier during the push test. The final step was to grout the inclined
corrugated ducts. To improve aesthetics, the exposed bars can be cut flush with the backside of the
barrier. For this project, this barrier is known as PBI (Precast Barrier – Inclined).
This first barrier to deck connection was designed to be easily constructed and repaired as well as
durable. Through calculations this design was shown to meet the structural capacity of the desired test
level 4. With this connection, there is no steel hardware exposed to the elements. The inclined rods
could be stainless steel to help make them more durable. Since the main connection piece would
already be in place in the bridge deck the connection detail would be relatively simple to construct.
Upon impact, this barrier system was designed to fail in the inclined rod near the connection, which
would make for an easier repair. Only the damaged barrier segments would need to be removed and
replaced versus the entire bridge barrier. Also, failure in the connecting rod would limit the damage
done to the bridge deck. However, this concept may be limited in other areas. Due to the specially
made pieces within the deck and the stainless steel rods, this connection may not be very cost effective.
The second connection that was designed includes a u-shaped rebar that gets inserted under the bridge
overhang, through the bridge deck and into the precast barrier. For research purposes, one side of the
barrier was designed to use #7 u-shaped bars. The other side bundled two #5 u-shaped bars. The ushaped barrier-to-deck connections were spaced at 24 inches. A schematic drawing of this connection
detail is demonstrated in Figure 5. As with the last connection detail, corrugated ducts are cast into the
precast barrier for the u-bar placement. These ducts were vertical with a height of 21 inches. For the
#7’s the hole diameter of the ducts were two inches. For the bundled #5’s the hole diameter was 2.5
inches. In order to get the u-bars inserted under the deck overhang, cutouts had to be made and
established before pouring the concrete. These access pockets are displayed in Figure 6. Once the
bridge deck was poured, the barrier was placed on the overhang to line up with the cutouts. The u-bars
were inserted and the pockets were sealed. To get the u-shaped rebar to have the proper cover, two
varying forms of rebar chairs were used. For the bundled #5’s two, one-inch clip in chairs were used.
This is shown in Figure 7. For the #7 bars, a spacer wheel was used to obtain the one-inch cover. This is
demonstrated in Figure 8.

Figure 6. Deck inserts
for u-bar pockets
Figure 5. Schematic drawing of u-bar deck connection

Figure 7. Bundled #5
u-bar deck connection
with rebar chairs

Figure 8. #7 u-bar
deck connection
with rebar chairs

As with the previous barrier segment, the grout pad beneath the barrier was 0.75 inches and the same
foam was placed near the backside of the barrier to increase the compression zone. Through the inlet
and outlet holes on the front face of the barrier (marked as 2 and 3 in Figure), grout was poured to fill
the pockets with the u-bars. For this project, this barrier is known as PBU (Precast Barrier – U-Bar).
3
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The second connection detail between the barrier and the bridge deck was designed based on cost
effectiveness and durability. Through calculations this design was shown to meet the structural capacity
of the desired test level 4. There is no exposed steel hardware in this connection. The u-shaped bar is
stainless steel to help make the connection system more durable. Through the use of simple steel
hardware, this connection concept is considered the cheaper option.
Barrier to Barrier Connections
The only barrier-to-barrier connection to be tested includes four double-headed ties. For this project,
the tie was cast into PBU. A receiving pocket was cast into PBI. To connect the two barrier segments,
PBU is lifted and slides into the pocket on PBI. With the pocket running along the height of the barrier,
this reduced the amount of concrete at the barrier-to-barrier connection on the PBI segment. In order to
make up for the lost concrete and to confine the connection another set of double-headed ties were
added. This detail consisted of a threaded, headed bar that got inserted into a steel, headed receiving
piece. The second set of ties was cast into the barrier perpendicular to the longitudinal ties connecting
the two barrier segments. After the barriers are assembled, the pocket gets grouted. A schematic
drawing of this detail is shown in Figure 9. Figures 10 and 11 are the transverse double-headed ties and
the longitudinal double-headed ties that were used in the barrier-to-barrier connection.
Longitudinal
double-headed ties

Figure 9. Schematic drawing of barrier
to barrier connection

Figure 10. Transverse double-headed
ties for barrier to barrier connection

Receiving pocket

Figure 11. Longitudinal double-headed
ties and receiving pocket

The connection between the barriers was designed to create a continuous barrier that would distribute
the load between segments. The connection detail also had to be easily fabricated with the barrier and
easily constructed. As with the other connections, this also has no exposed rebar as it increases
durability.

EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION
Load Application
An emerging trend in evaluating impact performance of barrier rails is the use of surrogate test devices
such as a bogie vehicle or a pendulum. However, this project utilizes a prototype barrier system concept
that was tested in the laboratory with a hydraulic actuator. With the use of the actuator, the load could
be applied in a more controlled manner than a bogie vehicle of pendulum.
Several tests were conducted over the course of this research topic. This paper focuses on the first two
tests and examines the performance of the two barriers and their connections to the deck. The purpose
of Test 1 was to examine the connection between barrier PBI and the deck with an inclined reinforcing
bar connection. Test 2 investigated the behavior of PBU, which was connected to the deck using u-bars.
The locations of these two load applications are displayed in Figure 12.
4
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PBU
Test 2

PBI
Test 3
Test 1

Figure 12. 3D model of the assembled test unit and locations of load applications

For each test, the actuator and loading block were moved. The back end of the actuator was attached to
a loading block, which was rigidly attached to the deck away from deck overhang. For each test, the
actuator was positioned such that the load could be applied at the top of the barrier. With Test Level 4,
the load is to be distributed over three and a half feet, which was accomplished using a H-beam
attached to the top of the barrier. A schematic drawing of this setup is shown in Figure 13. The actual
test set up for Test 1 is shown in Figure 14.

Figure 14. Setup as used for Test 1
Figure 13. Lab test set up (all distances shown are in inches)

Loading Protocol
Barriers designed for Test Level 4 are required to sustain a maximum load of 54 kips that is applied
uniformly over 3.5 feet. In this project, the load was applied incrementally up to 54 kips. A load step of 6
kips was used and the test was paused at the end of each load step to observe any damage to the test
unit.

PRELIMINARY RESULTS
Test 1
The first laboratory test was conducted on PBI. The loading block and actuator were set up to apply the
load at the center of PBI. The first two load increments produced no visible cracks on the test specimen.
The deck began to crack as the applied load approached 18 kips. The initial cracks were noticed on the
beginning of the bridge overhang, as seen in Figure 15, three somewhat uniformly spaced flexural cracks
were formed on the deck overhang.
As load was increased, the flexural cracks extended along the overhang and over the side of the bridge
deck. At 24 kips, cracks also began to develop along the grout pad that was placed between the barrier
and top of the deck. When the load was increased to 30 kips, there were only minor crack extensions on
5
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the deck and on the side of the bridge deck. It was at 36 kips when the crack on the deck extended over
to the other side near the u-bar precast barrier, PBU. There was no crack extension on the side of the
bridge but a new crack developed behind PBU near the barrier-to-barrier interface. The load was then
increased to 42 kips, which led to small deck crack extensions and crack widening. It wasn’t until the
load reached 48 kips that diagonal, hairline cracks began to develop on the barrier near the barrier-tobarrier interface, see Figure 16. Finally, the load was increased to the full 54 kips. The crack on the back
of the deck behind PBU widened and the cracks on the side of the deck had small extensions. No new
cracks were seen on the barrier. The deflection of PBI at this point was 0.81 inches, the majority of
which was due to the deck rotation and the concentrated crack developed at the bottom of the barrier
along the grout interface.

Figure 16. Formation of cracks in the middle of PBI during
Test 1

Figure 15. Formation of Flexural Cracks on the Deck
Overhang

A string pot was placed behind the barrier along the direction of the load application to measure the
lateral deflection of PBI. This deflection was plotted against the applied load and can be seen in Figure
17. Within this figure, the testing location is also displayed. The barrier location denoted as zero is the
center of the entire test specimen where the two barrier segments were eventually connected. At this
point in the testing, the barrier to barrier connection was not grouted, allowing the two barriers to be
tested independently. Pushing the barrier segment coordinates with a positive deflection. For each sixkip load increment, the test was paused and condition of the test unit was visually observed. After the
target load of 54 kips was reached, the test unit was unloaded and the barrier was pulled slightly to
attempt to get it back to its initial position. It was at 14.6 kips when the deck experienced softening,
which corresponded with the formation of first cracks in the deck. This is also called out on the figure.
Once the deck cracked, the response followed a path reflecting the influce of cracked stiffness of the
system and the deflection increased steadily with each load increment.
Behind the barrier, along with the string pot measuring the barrier deflection, were two other strings
pots. These string pots were placed six feet away from the applied load on both ends of the barrier. In
Figure 18, the deflection of the entire length of PBI at each load increment is shown. Each end of the
barrier experienced a similar deflection value while the center of the barrier deflected the most. The
free end of PBI experienced a small increase in deflection versus the fixed end.
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Figure 17. Force-Displacement Response of PBI during for
Test 1

Figure 18. Top lateral deflection of PBI along the length
during Test 1

During testing, the strains on the inclined reinforcing bars were also recorded. Strain gauges were
placed on three of the five bars in the barrier. The bars on each end of the barrier and the bar in line
with the center of the load were instrumented. Shown in Figure 19, as expected, the inclined connection
reinforcement in line with the center of the load experienced the most strain. Both inclined
reinforcement rods near the ends of the barrier segment had similar strain values. These inclined
reinforcement rods were not expected to participate in resisting the moment according to AASHTOs
expected force distribution of one-to-one slope from the load application.
The maximum measured barrier displacement during Test 1 was 0.81 inches, which included the flexural
deflection of the barrier, the rotation of the barrier at the deck interface, and the barrier deflection
resulting from the rotation that the deck overhang experienced. As shown in Figure 20, the barrier’s
flexural deflection was only about 3.5% of the total deflection at 0.028 inches and the deflection of the
barrier due to formation of a crack at the barrier to deck interface accounted for 17.3% at 0.140 inches.
This implies that the majority of the measured barrier deflection was largely due to the rotation of the
deck. The deck’s deformation was somewhat amplified by a large deck crack that developed on the
backside of the deck behind PBI-PBU connection region. This crack developed because during Test 1, the
barriers were not connected, therefore not engaging PBU in resisting the applied load.

Figure 19. Strain in the inclined reinforcing bars at the deck
interface during Test 1

Figure 20. Deflection of test components during Test 1

Test 2
The second test was conducted on the precast barrier with the u-bar connections, PBU. The loading
block and actuator were set up to apply loads in the center of PBU at a height of 3.5 feet. The purpose of
this test was to examine the u-bar connection between the precast barrier and the bridge deck. The
loading was planned to be applied up to 54 kips in six-kip increments. After PBU was loaded to 36 kips,
it failed to sustain any further load without experiencing significant deflection and therefore the test
7
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unit was unloaded at this point. The first three intervals, up to 18 kips, performed very similar to
response of PBI in Test 1. New deck cracking began around 18 kips. At this point, the barrier was
deflected 0.164 inches. At 24 kips, a crack became visible along the entire length of the grout pad
between the bottom of the barrier and the top of the bridge deck, see Figure 21. The existing cracks
continued to widen up until about 36 kips. Some softening in the system was observed when the load
was about 36 kips and the barrier began to experience large displacements. The test was paused and
unloaded after the barrier deflection reached 0.8 inches. After unloading, the barrier was subjected to 4
kips in the pull direction in an attempt to reposition the barrier close to its initial position. The final
resting deflection of PBU after the pull direction loading and unloading was complete was 0.3 inches.
The applied force versus the barrier deflection obtained for PBU is shown in Figure 22. Although the
initial response of PBU was similar to PBI, PBU experienced larger displacements than PBI for the same
lateral load. Beyond 36 kips, the lateral load resistance of PBU began to drop with increasing
displacement.
To monitor the movement of barrier PBU during testing, string pots were placed behind the barrier at
each end and in the center where the load was being applied. For each loading increment, the barrier
deflection is shown in Figure 23. Behind the center of the force, the barrier deflected the most, as
expected. The free end in this figure is indicated as a barrier location of 12 feet. The end with the
barrier-to-barrier connection is indicated as 0. As with PBI, the free end of PBU experienced a small
increase in deflection versus the fixed end. However, the difference in barrier deflection between the
free end and the fixed end is not quite as large as it was for PBI. After testing was complete, the barrier
had a residual deflection of approximately 0.33 inches.

Figure 21. A concentrated crack at the barrier to deck
interface during Test 2

Figure 22. Force-Displacement response of PBU during Test 2

Figure 24 shows the strain in the u-bar connection. The left side of the graph includes the #7
reinforcement bars while the right side includes the bundled #5 reinforcement bars that were used. The
#7 u-bars were near the side of the barrier with the center connection and they experienced less strain
than the bundles #5 u-bars on the free end of the test unit. Compared to Test 1 conducted on PBI, the
strain values witnessed with Test 2 in the connection reinforcement were similar up to 36 kips. The
maximum recorded deck displacement was 0.28 inches.
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Figure 23. Top barrier deflection of PBU during Test 2

Figure 24. Strain in u-bar deck connection recorded during
Test 2

The various deflections of the specimen during Test 2 again included the flexural deflection of the
barrier, the rotation of the barrier at the deck interface, and the barrier deflection resulting from the
rotation that the deck overhang experienced, which are shown in Figure 25. Although the maximum
measured barrier deflection during Test 2 was 0.8 inches, the barrier’s deflection accounted for only
2.1% of the deflection at 0.017 inches and the deflection at the barrier and deck interface accounted for
20.3% at 0.162 inches. As with Test 1, the majority of the measured barrier deflection was mainly due to
the rotation of the deck. The large deflection and rotation recorded were suspected to be due to
insufficient development length of the deck overhang reinforcement.

Figure 25. Deflection of test components during Test 2

CONCLUSIONS
This paper summarized two precast barriers that were connected with cast-in-place deck and subjected
to a total of six tests. Due to the large amount of data collected, the first two tests are the main focus in
this paper. Conclusions drawn from this study are as follows. The two precast barrier systems did not
have any construction challenges in the assembly. The barrier system connections were assembled as
planned without any difficulties. The construction of PBI required minimal access to install the
connection reinforcement. PBU required access from under the bridge overhang to install the u-shaped
connection reinforcement. A summary of the loading and deflection of the barrier for each test is
indicated in Table 1.
Table 1. Testing Summary
Test
PBI Middle (Test 1)
Target Force = 54 kips
PBU Middle (Test 2)
Target Force = 54 kips

Maximum Load
Push = 54 kips
Pull = 2 kips
Push = 36 kips
Pull = 4 kips

Maximum Displacement
0.81 inches
Final resting position = 0.26 in.
0.8 in.
Final resting position = 0.3 in.
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For Test 1, when PBI was subjected to Test Level 4 loading, the precast barrier and barrier deck
connection performed as expected. The barrier withstood the target maximum load of 54 kips with a
0.81 inch top barrier deflection without any reinforcement experiencing yielding. During testing of PBU,
Test 2, the barrier was able to resist 36 kips without experiencing significant rotations. Larger rotation
occurred from this point onward, which was suspected to be due to inadequate anchorage of U-bars in
the deck and the associated deformation of the top deck reinforcement.
In the design process, the impact force was assumed to disperse in the barrier at a 45° angle from the
region where the load was applied. Results from this experiment demonstrated that the actual
distribution angle was lower than 45°. Therefore, more of the barrier and bridge deck were engaged in
resisting the load.
The inclined reinforcement connection proved to be sufficient for a Test Level 4 barrier systems. The ubar connection will be revised and improved details will be presented as part of this project.
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Accelerating Construction of the Pulaski Skyway Rehabilitation with
Precast Retaining Walls and Approach Elements
Andrew Foden, PE, PhD1; Scott Thorn2; Jayant Dalal, PE3; Christopher Gentz, PE 4

INTRODUCTION
The Pulaski Skyway is a four lane, 3.5-mile-long, 118 span viaduct located in northeast New Jersey that
serves as a direct link to the Holland Tunnel into New York City. The Skyway was originally designed in
1927 to carry an estimated volume of 5,500 vehicles per day. Original construction was completed in
1932 and the Skyway was first opened to traffic on Thanksgiving Day November 23, 1932. The Skyway
was the first elevated highway in the United States and is now listed on the National Register of Historic
Places. Due to the location of the bridge there has been a significant increase in usage over its lifetime.
Up until the recent partial closure for deck replacement operations, the Skyway was carrying
approximately 70,000 cars per day. Due to the age and heavy usage of the structure, the results of
recent studies done on the Pulaski Skyway have determined that the overall condition of the structure
was poor.
With the overall poor rating in mind, the New Jersey Department of Transportation (NJDOT) put
together a roughly 1-billion-dollar comprehensive rehabilitation program to extend the Skyway’s service
life for an additional 75 years. This rehabilitation program consists of 10 total contracts ranging from
concept development, to a complete deck replacement, to steel and substructure repairs and finally
painting of all steel components of the structure. The program is currently in the final stages of the deck
replacement with the steel and substructure repairs due for construction next.
Upon completion of the ongoing deck replacement contracts, there are five (5) superstructure and
substructure repair and seismic retrofit contracts that are in line for construction. Of primary concern
for these five contracts, as well as the whole rehabilitation program, is maintaining traffic. Due to the
nature of the construction only southbound, or outbound, traffic was maintained throughout
construction. This was in part because the Pulaski Skyway is designated as an emergency evacuation
route for New York City. However, for the remaining five (5) superstructure/substructure repair
contracts and one (1) paint contract, traffic is to be maintained in both directions during construction.
The original construction of the Skyway was the first roadway project where public time-saving was used
to justify dramatic capital expenditures. Public time-saving has since become a major consideration for
most large-scale construction projects and is once again a focus of the Pulaski Skyway Rehabilitation
Program. With maintenance of traffic so vital for the rehabilitation of the 80-year-old bridge, multiple

Accelerated Bridge Construction (ABC) methods have been employed in all facets of design and
construction.

EAST APPROACH
In addition to the 75-year service life that the rehabilitation program is intended to attain, it was
decided to retrofit the entire structure for a 1,000-year design Earthquake. The East approach of the
Skyway has two bounds, each supported by two (2) retaining walls. Three (3) of these retaining walls
were deemed inadequate for the 1,000-year design earthquake. In addition, the concrete was found to
have alkali silica reaction (ASR) combined with poor drainage that was causing it to deteriorate. These
factors led to the decision that the walls will need to be demolished and replaced.
Additionally, due to the unique geometry of the
approaches it was clear that to demolish and replace
these retaining walls it was necessary to demolish
and replace the approach slabs and supported
superstructure as well. It was determined to use
Accelerated Bridge Construction methods in
replacing these walls and approaches to minimize
the impact to traffic. The original design drawing
showing one of the three retaining walls is shown in
Figure 1.
Roughly 1,500 feet of retaining wall and 10,000
square feet of approach slabs need to be replaced.
Considering the need to maintain traffic throughout
Figure 1: Original Gravity Retaining Wall with Approach

construction, it was decided that all design and
staging would be developed to replace the existing

retaining walls during weekend closures. In these closures the contractor will need to put out traffic
control, excavate to expose the existing wall, demolish the existing wall, place the new wall, back-fill
behind the new wall and then reopen to traffic by the weekday peak period. Temporary sheeting will be
placed before construction begins, and left in place through all of construction. It was determined that
using precast retaining walls and footings was the only viable option to meet the strict schedule
requirements.
To accomplish all the construction activities required to replace the wall in a weekend closure, the
design was developed to enable the contractor to install small sections of wall at a time. To do this,
each wall was divided into multiple thirty (30) foot units separated by either contraction or construction

joints. Each of these units consisted of 3 or 4 individual precast panels with an eight (8) inch closure
pour in between them. Many of the wall units are on horizontal curves, and all wall units experience an
elevation difference across the unit. The closure pours between panels were sized with the horizontal
curves in mind to ensure no conflicts would occur during placement, primarily at the back of the footing
heel or the front of the footing toe.
An elevation view of a typical
precast unit is shown in Figure
2. The joint details use UHPC to
fully develop rebar with
minimal embedment depth.
This enabled the design to call
for smaller joints, thus
minimizing the amount of
Figure 2: Typical Precast Unit

material that would have to be
poured in the field and
expediting the field activities
associated with placing the

walls. Another advantage to using UHPC is the durability of the connections compared to traditional
grout materials.
Several considerations had to be made when detailing the closure pours with UHPC. Most notably is the
fluidity of UHPC. UHPC has no coarse aggregate, and behaves like self-consolidating concrete. In
addition to this, the retaining walls being replaced range from roughly 4 ½ feet tall to roughly 22 feet
tall. For the taller wall sections, the head pressure of the UHPC closure pour must be considered in the
formwork design. To prevent form blowouts which could lead to delays it was determined that the
taller pours would have to be done in multiple lifts. Special details were developed that could allow for
placing the UHPC in lifts while still meeting the tight construction schedule.

CONCLUSIONS
·

Precast retaining walls and approach elements are a viable ABC solution.

·

Utilizing UHPC for in field closure pours can decrease volumes of required material as well as
duration of construction operations.

·

Workability of UHPC should be considered when specifying in large quantities

_________________________
1
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Project Manager, New Jersey Department of Transportation
3
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The bridge structure elements are exposed to severe environmental conditions which causes
reduction in service life and durability that may require repair and retrofit. In this project, thin
shells of Ultra High Performance Concrete (UHPC) are used to retrofit damaged portions of
bridge elements. UHPC shells are beneficial for protection against deleterious environmental
conditions. The application of these shells is suited for retrofitting due to easy installation,
design for variety of shapes, increasing the strength of element, and reducing time and cost.
In this project, thirteen beam specimens were tested under three-point flexure tests for
verification of the proposed retrofitting method. These test beams included an undamaged,
damaged and retrofitted beams in different configurations. The damage scenarios in beam are
simulated by varying concrete and steel area loss. The test variables include shell thickness,
configuration and interface between UHPC and regular concrete. The configuration of additional
UHPC shell was either applied flushed or an unflushed surface. The preparation of interface
was done by sand blasting and use of mechanical connectors.
The results show that the UHPC shell concept to repair damaged bridge element is a promising
concept. A comparison of retrofitted beams shows an increase in the flexure capacity of the
beam compared to damaged beams. Retrofitting of beams prepared with sand blasting provided
adequate bond between UHPC shell and regular concrete. Based on experimental results, a
numerical and analytical study will be used to find the most feasible detail for UHPC shell.
Additional testing is required to validate and develop methodologies for real life application and
provision of design recommendations for retrofitting with UHPC shells.
The American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO) estimates
that repairing of 67,000 structurally deficient bridges will costs roughly $76 billion (1) (2) (3).
Many bridge elements are exposed to severe environment. The structural damages in concrete
can occur from different sources such as atmospheric effect, corrosion, overloading,
construction joint fatigue effects, shrinkage, error in design and detailing, chemical reaction,
traffic loading and errors in construction. Chlorides from natural sources (salt water) or the
application of deicing salts can ingress through cracks in concrete and result in corrosion of
steel reinforcement (1) (4) (5) (6) (7). Development of a system for easy and quick repair of
damaged areas can provide bridge owners with alternatives for extending the use of existing
bridge inventories (1).
One of the outstanding properties of the UHPC is its low permeability which can make it
a suitable material for hardening and protecting the existing and new reinforced concrete
structures subjected to severe environment and mechanical stresses (8) (9)(10). A thin shell of
the UHPC can be made in variety of shapes, by applying new technologies such as 3-D printing
for making of formwork. The formworks could then be attached to the damaged elements and
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the UHPC could be poured at site. The thin shell of UHPC can protect the bridge elements
against chloride intrusion and other damages. Studies have shown that the layer of UHPC
retrofitted beams can increase the strength of reinforced concrete beams (1).
This study was performed as a part of an overall program to investigate the potential of
retrofitting the bridge elements by attaching a thin layer of UHPC shell to damaged areas. The
study includes thirteen tests constructed at the Structures Laboratory at Florida International
University. This preliminary investigation was used as proof of concept. Additional tests are
underway to implement the concept in practice. Materials presented in this report should be
viewed as introduction of the idea (1).
Rehabilitating damaged concrete elements can be called a more attractive alternative to
rebuilding and demolishing existing structures based on the present national economic climate
(11) (12). In certain projects retrofitting is the only option because of budgetary restrictions that
bridge owners are facing (1).
Up to now based on availability of materials, cost, level of damage and environmental
condition several methods of repair have been developed. These methods include attaching
external plate by using bolting or epoxy, bonding external reinforcement, chemical grouting,
Portland cement grouting (5) (13), resin based repair mortar, high flow concrete, jacketing
technique, patch repair, low slump dense concrete, Fiber Reinforced Polymer (FRP) and fiber
shotcrete (11) (14) (15).
Retrofitting methods generally includes the removal of existing demolished concrete;
surface preparation, can be done by, water demolition, sandblasting, hand chipping and iron
brushing, etc. (1) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20). Selecting the right method, details related to severity
and location of existing damage and right material are critical steps (13) (1). In FRP retrofitting
the challenges are cited as brittle failure related to mismatching of strength and stiffness with
substratum (1) (13) resin cost, toxic fumes, shear resistance capacity, flammability of the resins,
non-applicability on wet surfaces and lack of vapor permeability and recycling. (1) (21) (22). In
external plate bonding technique, the challenges are brittle failure of the beams which are
strengthened for flexural failure related to deboning of the plate, corrosion of plate, interface
shear stresses between the concrete and plate surface (23), difficulty in handling the plate for
long span beams and butt joint systems (1) (24) (13) in reinforcement jacketing the time that it
takes to do the construction and in steel jacketing corrosion of the steel are the main concern
(23). In patch repair, which involves applying mortar to the spalled, deboning failure is the major
problem (25).
Some of the advantages of using UHPC shell in retrofitting include very low permeability,
high durability and service life, reducing time of retrofitting, fluidity of UHPC, possibility of using
the shell in different shapes and sizes and good bonding between UHPC and substratum (1)
(26).
KEYWORDS: CONCRETE BRIDGE, RETROFIT, UHPC, SHELL, ACCELERATED BRIDGE
CONSTRUCTION
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents an overview of the use of ultra-high performance concrete (UHPC) by the
Delaware Department of Transportation (DelDOT). While DelDOT’s use of UHPC has been
relatively short having only begun in late 2014, the lessons learned have been great and the
benefits to DelDOT’s accelerated bridge program have been immense. These benefits have
been passed along to the traveling public in the form of more durable structures and faster
construction times, resulting in reduced road user costs and safer trips. Case studies and
lessons learned are presented within this paper.

INTRODUCTION
As with most transportation agencies around the country, DelDOT is being asked to build
bridges faster while making them more durable. To do this, DelDOT needed to expand its
toolbox to include materials that are stronger and more durable than traditional materials while
shortening the time needed for construction. The Federal Highway Administration’s (FHWA)
Every Day Counts (EDC) initiative has a mission to focus on deploying such materials among
state departments of transportation. DelDOT took advantage of this initiative to learn about and
implement UHPC, starting with the EDC Summit in Washington, DC, in October 2014. Since
that time, DelDOT has gone from learning about and testing a new state-of-the-art material to
making UHPC a standard tool for accelerating bridge construction. Over the last three years, the
use and implementation of UHPC in DelDOT’s bridge program has saved the traveling public
millions of dollars in road user costs, made construction zones safer for both workers and
drivers, and created more durable bridges.

BRIDGE 2-195A
Bridge 2-195A carries SR15 West Railroad Avenue over Isaac Branch immediately downstream
from an earthen dam in Wyoming, Delaware. The previous bridge consisted of three 12’-8” x 8’1” corrugated steel pipe arches with significant corrosion at the water line. 60’ Northeast
Extreme Tee (NEXT) beams – prestressed concrete double-tee beams with an 8” top flange –
on concrete stub abutments was identified as the replacement structure.
The NEXT beams were joined together using high-strength grout along a longitudinal shear key
joint. After joint placement and curing, the top surface of the beams and joints were topped with
a waterproofing membrane and a bituminous concrete overlay. High-strength grout was
selected as the joint material due to the Department’s and the contractor’s familiarity with the
installation of the material. During the design of this bridge UHPC was not considered because
the material had not been used at all in Delaware and was known to be expensive. There were
also issues with the Buy America provisions with the steel fibers in the UHPC mix, so the
Department decided to move ahead using high-strength grout to keep the project moving.
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Unfortunately, the grouted longitudinal joints leaked almost immediately upon completion of the
structure (see Figure 1).

Figure 1: Leaking Grouted Joint (Bridge 2-195A)
Costly repair measures were undertaken shortly after the leaky joints were identified, resulting in
an additional impact to traffic. However, it was evident that DelDOT needed a superior material
for connecting precast elements.

BRIDGE 3-558
UHPC was selected by FHWA as an innovation in the third round of EDC initiatives (Federal
Fiscal Years 2015-2016). DelDOT’s first venture into using UHPC began at the EDC Summit in
Washington, DC, in October 2014. The EDC Summit provided an opportunity for members of
DelDOT’s Bridge Section to meet and learn from industry leaders, such as Ben Beerman and
Ben Graybeal of FHWA, regarding the relatively new technology in UHPC. DelDOT had a
project approaching advertisement that would be a perfect pilot project for testing UHPC.
Bridge 3-558 carries Daisy Road over Pocomoke River in a rural part of Sussex County,
Delaware. It was prudent for DelDOT to first try UHPC on a low profile roadway as a learning
experience, and the timing of the project worked out well as the project advertised in January
2015, just 3 months after the EDC Summit. The existing bridge consisted of two 20’ steel
structural plate arches with significant corrosion. For the replacement 62’ prestressed concrete
adjacent box beams on concrete stub abutments was proposed.
Traditional DelDOT construction of adjacent beams included post-tension rods, grouted shear
keys, welded connection plates, and a 5” composite concrete deck. However, despite the
redundant measures taken to transversely connect the beams, the deck typically ended up with
minor longitudinal cracks over the joints between beams.
For Bridge 3-558, DelDOT’s Bridge Section worked closely with FHWA to develop joint details
for the box beam shear keys and specifications for the UHPC to be used to join the adjacent
box beams together. Figure 2 shows the shear key joint details. Note that the welded shear
connectors and post-tension rods are able to be eliminated by using UHPC. The typical stirrup
2
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reinforcement had to be modified to accommodate the large block-out for the joint. The modified
block-out joint detail was a minor issue for the precaster, as he chose to use wood formwork
instead of his standard formwork.
Testing and research performed by FHWA shows that UHPC with a minimum compressive
strength of 14 ksi allows the development length of the bar reinforcement to be greatly reduced.
This reduction allows the detail as shown to work. DelDOT testing showed the 7-day
compressive strength to be over 18 ksi and the 28-day compressive strength to be over 22 ksi
for the UHPC used for Bridge 3-558.

Figure 2: Adjacent Box Beam Joint Details
This project was an invaluable experience yielding many lessons learned. First, the UHPC
provided a better shear connection than did previous details. The concrete deck exhibited no
longitudinal cracks typically evident above adjacent box beams. The final product was exactly
what DelDOT was hoping for. However, due to the improved strength and durability of the
UHPC shear key, the concrete deck may not be necessary for future adjacent box beam
structures. Without the concrete deck, this type of structure can be constructed quicker without
sacrificing durability.

Figure 3: Crack-Free Concrete Deck (Bridge 3-558)
Another lesson learned was the importance of using the guidance provided by the UHPC
manufacturer, LaFarge. DelDOT’s contractor had no prior experience using UHPC and chose to
3
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try placement methods different from LaFarge’s recommended procedures. It was quickly
evident that LaFarge’s procedures were the more efficient means and methods due to their
extensive experience with the material.
Other lessons were as follows:




UHPC is expensive, but the material is worth the added cost due to improved strength
and durability. Also, DelDOT anticipates the cost will decline as contractors become
more familiar with the material.
UHPC formwork must be tight. The material has a consistency similar to pancake batter
and flows easily. As such, it is vitally important to have water-tight forms to prevent
leaks and/or blowouts.

In the end, DelDOT’s first use of UHPC was a success and led to the material being
implemented on additional projects.

BRIDGE 3-822
DelDOT’s next use of UHPC was at Bridge 3-822 carrying Prime Hook Road within the Prime
Hook National Wildlife Refuge. Prime Hook Road had constantly overtopped during above
normal daily high tide and storm events caused by a major dune breach between the brackish
marsh system and the Delaware Bay. While the Army Corps of Engineers shored up the dune
breach, the United States Fish and Wildlife Service performed a major reconstruction project for
the marsh, requiring the construction of Bridge 3-822 to allow a canal to pass under Prime Hook
Road while significantly reducing the frequency of roadway overtopping.
The selected structure type included prestressed concrete NEXT beams on concrete stub
abutments. Using lessons learned from Bridge 2-195A, DelDOT chose to use UHPC to tie the
beams together instead of high-strength grout. The bridge location is within a harsh environment
along the coast and the structure has low clearance above the water. To mitigate these factors,
it was important to use precast concrete beams with UHPC connections and no expansion joints
to provide a bridge with minimal maintenance (see Figure 4). Concerns about the final riding
surface led to the inclusion of a thin epoxy overlay.

Figure 4: Typical Bridge Section (Bridge 3-822)
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Prime Hook Road serves as a single access to a beachfront community, so a temporary access
road was constructed adjacent to the roadway. This allowed the construction to occur under
traditional timeframes, meaning the focus was not on accelerating the construction. A different
contractor than the previous projects using UHPC was the low bidder for the project, which
meant there would be a learning curve using the UHPC material. The contractor worked closely
with the material manufacturer, LaFarge to ensure a smooth UHPC placement. The contractor
took extra precautions to ensure the forms were water-tight, as evident in Figure 5. Having the
dewatered work area below the span allowed this type of formwork system to be used.

Figure 5: UHPC Joint Formwork (Bridge 3-822)
Similar lessons were learned at Bridge 3-822 as Bridge 3-558:








Rely on the UHPC subcontractor’s experience. The contractor worked well with LaFarge,
resulting in a relatively smooth installation.
A UHPC placement plan is important. Not everything went perfectly, as the mixer that
was provided was too small, resulting in unanticipated cold joints. Working out the
installation procedures in advance helps minimize these issues.
Camber differences between beams had to be resolved in the field. The contractor
placed precast concrete barrier on the higher beams to bring them more into line.
UHPC is expensive, but the material is worth the added cost due to the improved
strength and durability. Also, DelDOT anticipates the cost will decline as contractors
become more familiar with the material.
UHPC formwork must be tight. The material flows like pancake batter, so it is vitally
important to have water-tight forms. The contractor was aware of this and took
appropriate precautions to eliminate blowouts.
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In the end, the final product was exactly what DelDOT was looking for. At this point, DelDOT felt
comfortable enough with UHPC to start using it on more high profile bridge projects.

BRIDGE 1-717
DelDOT’s next use of UHPC was the Department’s first true accelerated bridge construction
project. Bridge 1-717 carries I-95 northbound over SR1, which is the main north-south route in
the state. The existing bridge deck was in poor condition and needed to be replaced. The rest of
the structure, including the steel girders and concrete substructure units, was in good condition,
so the proposed project was simply to replace the deck. I-95 NB carries over 90,000 cars per
day and SR1 carries over 75,000 cars per day, so it was imperative to use accelerated bridge
construction techniques to minimize the construction time and reduce the period of significant
traffic impacts.
This project is located in an area where a full closure of the bridge beyond a few hours overnight
would not be feasible and the extent of the work could not be completed within these
constraints. However, the existing bridge section is wide due to standard width inside and
outside shoulders as well as the presence of an on-ramp, so the Department planned to perform
the work in two phases with three travel lanes maintained during each phase. The existing
section included four travel lanes and the on-ramp, so one lane and the on-ramp had to be
closed during the two construction phases.
To accelerate construction, full-depth precast concrete deck panels joined by UHPC were
proposed. The F-shaped barriers were precast on the panels and a polyester polymer concrete
(PPC) overlay was placed as the final riding surface. In addition to providing an even surface
and additional protection from de-icing salts, the PPC overlay helped with grade issues resulting
from the panel layout, construction, and installation and the approach roadway grade tie-ins.
Panel layout was a challenge due to the tangent bridge being located on a horizontal curve. A
break in the cross-slope followed a horizontal curve, and the break fell between steel girders.
Fabricating the break into the panels would have been extremely difficult and likely would have
resulted in an uneven riding surface, so the overlay was a necessary inclusion. Panels were
proposed to span 2 steel girder bays. Panel and joint details were developed to be consistent
with FHWA research and similar details in other states (see Figures 6 and 7).

Figure 6: Precast Concrete Panel Section (Bridge 1-717)
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Figure 7: Precast Concrete Panel UHPC Joint Details (Bridge 1-717)
Note the use of the hidden shear trough over the center girder line for each panel. This allowed
the panels to have composite action with all the girder lines via the shear studs being properly
spaced throughout the girder length. Steel angles were used to support the precast panels and
form the haunch.
Delaware’s standard low bid contract delivery method led to the use of a different contractor
than those previously used to construct bridges utilizing the UHPC material. Although unfamiliar
with UHPC, the contractor worked closely with the UHPC supplier, LaFarge, and followed
LaFarge’s guidance closely. Figure 8 shows placement of the UHPC using the buggy and
trough system. All UHPC was placed in two pours, one for each phase. Each pour took 12 to 14
hours to complete, with quantities of 828 CF and 1179 CF of UHPC, respectively.

7
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Figure 8: UHPC Installation (Bridge 1-717)
As with previous projects using UHPC, Bridge 1-717 had valuable lessons learned as well:











UHPC is expensive, but the material is worth the added cost due to the improved
strength and durability. DelDOT anticipates the cost will decline as contractors become
more familiar with the material.
UHPC formwork must be tight. The material flows like pancake batter, so it is vitally
important to have water-tight forms. Unfortunately, the contractor experienced a leak
resulting in the costly loss of material and damage to several cars passing below.
Bulkheads are needed for large UHPC pours. Using bulkheads would have reduced the
amount of lost material from the leaky formwork.
Levelling screws would have been a better installation method for the panels rather than
having them sit directly on the steel angles. The angles had to be large enough to
provide the structural capacity to support the precast panels before the UHPC was
placed. The large angles were difficult to install due to their size and weight.
Having back-up equipment is critical for ABC projects. Due to the time constraints on
ABC projects, having back-up equipment, such as a second UHPC mixer, is necessary
for such a key component. An issue with the primary UHPC mixer delayed the UHPC
placement by half a day, which is an issue on fast-tracked projects.
UHPC is a big part of accelerated bridge construction, and construction cost increases
are more than made up in savings for construction inspection, road user costs, and
worker and driver safety.

Traditional construction methods involving cast-in-place concrete would have required
approximately 132 days, whereas the deck replacement of Bridge 1-717 using precast concrete
deck panels and UHPC connections required only 42 days, which included 10 days lost due to
weather. By saving nearly 100 days of traffic impacts on Delaware’s two most heavily travelled
roadways, both DelDOT and the travelling public received huge benefits. The savings in
maintenance of traffic, construction inspection, and road user costs were estimated at over $2.4
million, exceeding the estimated cost increase of $1.6 million for accelerating the project. This
project has really set the foundation for DelDOT’s accelerated bridge construction program.
More detailed information about this project can be found in a separate paper within the
conference proceedings.
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BRIDGE 1-438
DelDOT’s most recent use of UHPC was the Department’s first all precast concrete bridge.
Bridge 1-438 carries Blackbird Station Road over Blackbird Creek in a rural part of New Castle
County, Delaware. The existing bridge consisted of two 10’8”’x7’0” corrugated metal pipe arches
immediately downstream from a private dam. The selected structure type included adjacent
prestressed concrete box beams on concrete stub abutments on prestressed concrete piles.
The project was selected as a pilot project to use all precast elements as well as a UHPC
overlay, only the second such application in the United States (Iowa was the first). Projects of
this nature typically required 75-90 days for construction. In an effort to advance DelDOT’s
accelerated bridge construction program, the contract limited the roadway closure time to 33
days, which included time for minor realignment of the approach roadway.
The prestressed concrete adjacent box beams used the same shear key detail previously used
on the Bridge 3-558, which included being joined together using UHPC (See Figure 9). A TL-3
steel bridge railing system was selected to speed up construction. This system required a curb
and end sections to be cast on the exterior beams at the precast plant. The steel rail could be
quickly connected to the exterior beam by bolts projecting from the precast curb. Prestressed
concrete piles are commonly used in Delaware, but the precast concrete abutments were new
elements for the project.

Figure 9: UHPC Joint Installation (Bridge 1-438)
The UHPC overlay was a late addition to the project after DelDOT representatives attended the
First International UHPC Symposium in Iowa in 2016. Due to the structure’s location in a sag
vertical curve, an overlay was required to make the grades work with the beams’ camber.
Research is ongoing into the use of UHPC as an overlay material, so DelDOT applied for and
received a FHWA Accelerated Innovation Deployment (AID) demonstration grant in the amount
of $257,950 to construct a UHPC overlay, which would be only the second in the nation.
The contractor opted to apply the UHPC overlay in two separate passes over the course of two
days (see Figure 10). By doing the overlay in two pours, the contractor was able to make to use
a smaller more maneuverable screed, which helped achieve a quality finish and maintain the
9
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proper profile. The overlay required a much stiffer UHPC mix than was used for the joint pours.
As the vibratory screed moved along, curing compound and a plastic sheet were placed over
the finished overlay. Once the UHPC had cured, the contractor used a diamond grinder to
provide an even surface.

Figure 10: UHPC Overlay Installation (Bridge 1-438)
Lessons learned from Bridge 1-438 were as follows:







UHPC is a viable overlay material, but modifications to the mix should be researched
further. The UHPC was difficult to work with as an overlay material due to the stiffer mix.
DelDOT experienced an issue with the workability of the first batch placed as part of the
first overlay pour, resulting in a poor finish in a small area.
A trial pour is a good idea. DelDOT did not require a test pour in the contract documents,
but the contractor proposed to perform a trial run for the overlay in his yard. The trial
helped the contractor get an understanding of the material and what needs to be done to
get a proper finish.
The UHPC shear key detail for adjacent prestressed concrete box beams will be
DelDOT’s standard detail moving forward.
The contractor completed the bridge construction faster than the time allotted for
closure, so there may be room to accelerate further in the future.

Bridge 1-438 was constructed quickly, and the final product will last 100 years. UHPC played a
huge role in the quick construction and long-term durability of the bridge. More detailed
information about this project can be found in a separate paper within the conference
proceedings.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
DelDOT’s experience with UHPC has been extremely positive and has laid the foundation for
future expansion of DelDOT’s accelerated bridge construction program. UHPC has provided
stronger more durable joints when used as a joint material, such as for adjacent prestressed
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concrete beams and precast concrete deck panels. UHPC as an overlay material shows
promise, as DelDOT continues to look for ways to extend the service life of bridges.
UHPC is an expensive material, having a unit cost on average of $400/CF on Delaware
projects. However, the benefits significantly outweigh the initial costs. Reducing construction
times by 60-80% reduces construction inspection and user delay costs, increases worker and
driver safety, and improves customer satisfaction and the perception of transportation agencies
to elected officials and the public. As such, DelDOT plans to further its use of UHPC by
advancing the accelerated bridge construction program, with upcoming projects that will involve
full depth precast concrete deck panels and prefabricated modular steel units. In addition, the
use of UHPC as a joint material for adjacent prestressed concrete beams has been
incorporated into DelDOT’s Bridge Design Manual and standard practice of use. As use of the
materials becomes more widespread, DelDOT anticipates the cost to continue to decrease,
causing the benefit-cost ratio to increase even more.
References
1. Numbered references
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INTRODUCTION
Accelerated bridge construction (ABC) has been a focal point of the Federal Highway
Administration (FHWA) since the first round of the Every Day Counts (EDC) program in 2011.
Prefabricated bridge elements and systems (PBES) is the most commonly used method to
accelerate the on-site construction schedule of bridge replacement and rehabilitation projects.
During the 1980’s, it was quite common in various states for concrete bridge decks to be
replaced using precast concrete deck panels in lieu of a cast-in-place deck. These precast
systems could be installed in less time than conventional methods and thus reduced the
disruption to the traveling public. While precast elements themselves tend to offer superior
durability compared to cast-in-place alternatives (due to superior quality control measures
during fabrication and curing), the systems and materials used to connect the elements together
proved to be inferior. The cementitious non-shrink grouts that were typically used in these
connections experience a significant amount of drying shrinkage causing the material to
delaminate from the precast interface and crack within the connection itself. Once this occurs,
leakage and corrosion accelerate the deterioration of the joint and compromise the system.

ULTRA-HIGH PERFORMANCE CONCRETE (UHPC)
Ultra-high performance concrete (UHPC) is a relatively new class of steel fiber-reinforced,
cementitious material that is proving well-suited for use in PBES connections. The FHWA has
been investigating the use of this material as a PBES connection material since 2008. Since
then, they have published numerous reports demonstrating UHPC’s unique ability to create
simple, strong, and durable connections between prefabricated elements. These tests have
included development length of steel reinforcement in UHPC, interface bond of UHPC to
prefabricated elements, and large-scale mock-up assemblies of these systems. The results
have shown that a UHPC connection can be as small as 6-inch wide with straight, non-contact
lap splice reinforcement and still provide structural continuity between elements. And to ensure
good bond and durability, the precast interface should have an exposed aggregate finish and be
pre-wetted to a saturated surface dry (SSD) condition prior to UHPC placement in the joint.
UHPC Mix Designs
To date, the most commonly used UHPC for bridge applications in North America has been a
proprietary product under the brand name Ductal®, manufactured by LafargeHolcim (formerly
Lafarge North America). Other proprietary products exist; however, most of these UHPCs are
manufactured outside of the United States. A few state departments of transportation have
teamed up with local universities to research, engineer, and produce locally sourced, nonproprietary versions of UHPC (or UHPC-like materials); some of which are starting to use the
product in local bridge projects.
With all of the different UHPCs available, it is important to understand that various UHPC mixes
will demonstrate different properties and characteristics (e.g. rheology, workability, bond,
1
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strength gain, etc.). For example, the Ductal® JS1000 product can obtain 14,000 psi1
compressive strength in approximately 4 days when cured in ambient laboratory-like (73-deg. F)
conditions; whereas Ductal’s rapid-set mix, JS1212, can obtain 14,000 psi compressive strength
in approximately 24 hours when cured in similar conditions. If external heat is provided to raise
the internal curing temperature to 120-deg. F, this mix can obtain 14,000 psi compressive
strength in as little as 12 hours. Understanding these differences is crucial since the strength
development of the connection often drives the construction schedule of an accelerated project.
So why not use a rapid-set mix for all projects? There could be several reasons, some of which
may include (1) the rapid-set mix is generally more expensive due to additional admixtures, (2)
the rapid-set mix has a reduced working time which equates to slightly higher risk, and/or (3) the
accelerated strength gain is not required to meet the project schedule.
1

Note that 14,000 psi is the recommended strength by FHWA prior to applying live load to the
material and/or structure. The material will eventually exceed 21,000 psi compressive strength.

PROJECT CASE STUDIES
Two notable projects were constructed in 2016 using prefabricated bridge elements connected
with UHPC. These projects used different UHPC mix designs to meet the project criteria.
Franklin Avenue Bridge Deck Rehabilitation
The historic Franklin Avenue bridge in Minneapolis, MN recently underwent a major deck
rehabilitation in 2016. The existing bridge, built in 1923, is a five-span, open-spandrel, concretedeck arch bridge that carries Franklin Avenue over the Mississippi River. The bridge is over
1,000 feet in length and serves more than 10,000 crossings per day. The rehabilitation involved
the removal of the existing concrete deck and cap beams and the installation of 43 new precast
cap beams and 350 precast deck panels, all connected together on-site using field-cast UHPC.
This PBES method was chosen for various reasons and ultimately resulted in a bridge closure
of just four months compared to a cast-in-place option which would have taken two construction
years to complete. In total, 350-cubic yards of Ductal® JS1000 UHPC was used to complete this
project. A rapid-set mix was not deemed necessary given the size of the project and the multiple
weeks needed to place the UHPC prior to moving on to the next phase of construction.

Figure 1: New Deck Panels (left); UHPC Closure Pour (right)
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Bessemer Avenue Bridge Superstructure Replacement
In comparison, the Bessemer Avenue bridge in Pittsburgh, PA recently underwent a major
superstructure replacement. The existing bridge, built in 1930, was a 52-foot long, single-span,
reinforced concrete T-beam superstructure carrying U.S. Route 30 over Bessemer Avenue.
While comparatively a small bridge, accelerated construction was critical for this project due to
the high volume of traffic and 17-mile detour. The DOT and consultant engineer opted to use a
prefabricated superstructure system composed of six modules, each consisting of two steel
beams with a lightweight, concrete deck. A rapid-set UHPC, Ductal® JS1212, was used for the
longitudinal closure pours to connect the modules together as quickly as possible. By using
external heat to accelerate the UHPC strength gain, the contractor was able replace the
superstructure during a single weekend closure over a continuous 57-hour construction period.

Figure 2: New Typical Section (left); UHPC Closure Pour Detail (right)

CONCLUSIONS
Prefabricated bridge elements with UHPC connections has proven to be an effective method for
accelerating the on-site construction schedule while ensuring the long-term durability of the
structure. With UHPC, the connection can be much simpler, yet still allow the system to retain
structural continuity between elements. This has been demonstrated by the 200+ projects
completed in North America to date, including the Franklin Ave and Bessemer Ave bridges.
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ABSTRACT
In recent years considerable attention has been focused on the use of ultra-high-performance
concrete (UHPC) in highway bridge connections for its superior properties such as significantly
higher compressive strength and tensile strength than conventional concrete, minimal long-term
creep or shrinkage, and exceptional durability which helps to reduce joint cracking and enhance
load transfer in the structures. Due to the high cost of large-scale experimental research of such
bridge elements, modeling UHPC connected bridge deck girders using computer aided program
has become a need to broaden and enhance the current knowledge. This study is conducted
using the explicit finite element (FE) computer program ABAQUS. The numerical study is verified
using the experimental results available under static loads. Four different types of bridge deck
panels are simulated under low cyclic loading to observe the load deflection response. The key
parameters investigated are the configurations of steel connections between the precast concrete
deck elements, and the failure phenomena. This paper will provide recommendations for
predicting the location of the local damage in UHPC concrete bridge deck precast panel
connections under monotonic and low cyclic loading.

INTRODUCTION
The concept of using the advanced properties of UHPC to significantly modify the design of
connections between precast concrete panels started in mid 90s. At that time, a commercially
available UHPC was used as a closure pour material in the connection of slab elements in a
building being constructed at Aalborg University. A few years later, a second project at the same
university resulted in the use of field-cast UHPC connections both between slab elements and
between slabs and columns. In support and association with these two projects, a series of
research projects were completed to assess the bonding performance between the UHPC and
straight lengths of mild steel reinforcement (Aarup et. al 2009, Hansen and Jansen 1999, Nielsen
et. al 1996, Aarup and Jensen 1998). Graybeal and Swenty (2012) conducted some tests to
evaluate the performances of precast deck joints with variable sections. Together with such
experimental studies, research on developing analytical models and analysis methods to evaluate
and predict the strength are also conducted. As this is not always feasible to conduct large scale
test of UHPC connection of bridge deck elements, a need for developing dependable 3D finite
element model is now time worthy. Some experimental program has been conducted recently
focusing on material characterization (Graybeal 2006a), flexural and shear tests of I-girders
(Graybeal 2006b, 2008), prototype pi-girders (Graybeal 2009a), and second-generation pi-girders
(Graybeal 2009b).
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Numerical modeling of UHPC connected deck panels has been always challenging due to nonavailability of post-peak behavior which may have a significant effect on the prediction of the
damage parameters (Chen and Graybeal 2012). In this study, an attempt has been made to
develop a finite element model that can be applied for a variety of bridge connections using UHPC
subjected to monotonic and low cyclic loading.

FINITE ELEMENT MODELING AND VALIDATION
Due to high cost of large-scale experimental testing especially with UHPC material, a means of
modeling UHPC connected bridge deck panels under monotonic loading using computer aided
program is needed to broaden the current knowledge and provide some reliable results. The
numerical simulations were conducted using the ABAQUS code, which is a general FE analysis
software for modeling the nonlinear mechanics of structures, fluids, and their interactions.
To model the concrete material in ABAQUS, various models are available in the software library.
The “concrete damaged plasticity” was chosen to model in this study.
The concrete parameters used in the plastic damage model are shown in Table 1.
Table 1: Concrete parameters used in the plastic damage model
Concrete
Strength
(MPa)
45

Mass
Density

Young’s
Modulus

(ton/mm3)

(MPa)

2.4E-009

26764.7

Poisson’s

Dilation

Eccentricity

Ratio

Angle ψ

ϵ

fbo/fco

𝑏𝑐
/𝑏𝑡

(Degrees)
0.2

20, 36,40

0.1

1.16

0.7

So far, no analytical model has been developed for predicting the compressive and tensile
behavior of UHPC concrete up to the knowledge of the authors. The UHPC compressive strength
was 210 MPa and the tensile strength was taken as 6.40 MPa. Table 2 shows the input
parameters used in the damage model.
Table 2: Ultra-High-Performance Concrete parameters used in the plastic damage model (Chen
& Graybeal, 2010)
Concrete
Strength
(MPa)
210

Mass
Density

Young’s
Modulus

(ton/mm3
)

(MPa)

2.565E009

53000

Poisson’s

Dilation

Eccentricity

Ratio

Angle ψ

ϵ

fbo/fco

𝑏𝑐 /𝑏𝑡

(Degrees)
0.18

15

0.1

1.16

0.7

Reinforcing steel has been modeled using a 2-noded linear 3-D truss element (T3D2). Both
elastic-perfectly plastic and bilinear stress-strain curves are adopted for the simulation. The other
parameters used to define the behavior of reinforcing steel are shown in Table 3.
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Table 3: Parameters of reinforcing steel
Type

Poisson's ratio

Elastic Modulus

Mass Density(tonne/mm3)

(MPa)
Steel

0.3

Yield Stress
(MPa)

200,000

7.85E-009

414/517

The mesh configuration is shown in Figure 1

Loading Plate
Roller
Supports

Figure 1: Mesh configuration of FEM
The proposed finite element model has been validated with two full-scale experimentally tested
deck panels from the study “Behavior of Field-Cast Ultra-High Performance Concrete Bridge Deck
Connections under Cyclic and Static Structural Loading” by Graybeal (2010). The two specimens
had two different UHPC connections where straight and headed bars were used in the UHPC
connections. Table 4 provides a summary of the two test specimens.
Table 4: Test Specimen
Name
8H

Orientation
Transverse

Depth
200 mm

8G

Transverse

200 mm

Reinforcement
Alternating 16M (#5) headed black reinforcement with 90 mm lap
length and 450 mm (top) and 180 mm (bottom) spacings
Alternating 16M (#5) galvanized straight bars with 150 mm lap
length and 450 mm (top) and 180 mm (bottom) spacings

The details for each of the specimens, the location of UHPC filled connection and Normal strength
concrete deck panels are provided in Figure 2 (a) and (b)
3
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2: Reinforcement details for panel (a) 8H and (b) 8G (Graybeal 2010)
The failure mode of deck panels was due to the decrease in the ultimate load capacity concurrent
with an increase in deflection. A comparison of full-scale experimentally tested and finite element
model prediction is presented in Figure 3 and Figure 4 to validate competency of FEM to foresee
the failure load, mode of failure and overall behavior of UHPC connection in precast deck panels.
600
500

Load (KN)

400
300
8H Experiment
8H FEM

200

8G Experiment
8G FEM

100
0
0

10

20

30

40

Displacement(mm)

50

60

70

80

Figure 3: Load vs Displacement response at mid span
Figure 3 shows that inelastic cracking response of the specimen continued as the load increased
to approximately 370-390 KN and up to this level the numerical models showed higher initial
stiffness than the experimental ones. Above this level, the displacement has been changed
significantly without noticeable increase in the failure loads. The same behavior is also observed
in the experimental program. Figure 4shows the damage in concrete panels both in compression
and tension. As UHPC can endure higher compressive strength than normal strength concrete
4
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so less damage is found in UHPC connection. It is also apparent from the figure 4 that there is no
indication of slip or debonding along either of the two connection interfaces which is in good
agreement with the experiment. The crack pattern found in the tension side of deck panels is in
good agreement with the cracks observed from the experiment.
(a)

(b)

Figure 4: Damage in tension (a) (EXP) (Graybeal, 2010) (b) (FEM)
The axial stain history of NSC and UHPC both in compression and tension is shown in Figure 5
for panel 8H. In case of compressive zone, the ultimate axial strain was found 0.01 mm/mm and
0.0065 mm/mm for NSC and UHPC respectively. As UHPC can withstand more tensile strain so
the tensile strain is found higher in UHPC which is .08 mm/mm.
0.090
0.080

Axial Strain (mm/mm)

0.070
0.060
0.050

NSC (compression)

0.040

NSC (Tension)

0.030

UHPC (Compression)

0.020

UHPC (Tension)

0.010
0.000
-0.010 0

0.2

0.4

-0.020

0.6

0.8

1

1.2

Time (sec)

Figure 5: Strain response of NSC and UHPC in compression and tension (8H)

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
All specimens are subjected to a low cyclic loading represented by Figure 6 and applied at the
midspan in two different locations. For minimizing the computational time, the whole model is
scaled down to 457 mm x 200 mm x 2400 mm long strip. The total time for load application is 7
seconds (s). Four beams with UHPC connection in middle were simulated and named as UC-IH, UC-M-S, UC-I-H and UC-I-S. Where, UC stands for UHPC connected beam, I and M represent
interface and middle of interface respectively which are the locations of applied load. H and S
are for Headed bar and straight bar which represent the type of steel connection.
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Percentage of Applied
Displcement (mm)

6
4
2
0
-2

0

2

4

6

8

-4
-6

Time (s)

Figure 6: Displacement-time history

(a)
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100
0
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-10

-5

200
100

-100
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0

5

10

0

5

10

Defection (mm)

-300

300

-5

-100
-200

0
-10

300
200

Load (kN)

Load (kN)

-10

300
250
200
150
100
50
0
5
10
-50 0
-100
Deflection (mm)
-150
-200
-250

Load (kN)

Load (kN)

In the following figures (Figure 7 (a), (b), (c) and (d)) the load-deflection response of each type
beam is presented. It is shown from the Figure 7 as anticipated that the beam having headed bar
experience more deflection than straight bar under the same cyclic load. The load carrying
capacity and deflection of the specimens in the tension cycle are mostly dependent on the bond
resistance and slip response of the spliced bars. For this reason, the shape of the load-deflection
response in the tension cycle for all specimens were intrinsically similar for all cases. However,
the beams with loading at interface are stiffer than the beams with mid span loading. Ultra-highperformance concrete has a discontinuous pore structure that significantly enhancing stiffness as
compared to conventional and high-performance concretes which increases its resistance
towards applied load.

15
-10

Displacement (mm)

(d) 400
300
200
100
0
-5 -100 0

5

10

15

-200

-300

-300

Deflection

Figure 7: Load-deflection response (a) UC-I-S (b) UC-M-S (c) UC-I-H (d) UC-M-H
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Strain in steel (mm/mm)

Figure 8 represents the axial strain time history of steel reinforcements for the simulated beams.
For all cases, the steel started to yield at 3.5s after load application. It is observed from Figure 8
that for a specific type of steel connection, the reinforcement steel experienced more strain when
load is applied at the middle of interface and UHPC connection. However, for a specific location
of applied load, the straight bar undergoes less strain than the headed bar.
0.1
0.09
0.08
0.07
0.06
0.05
0.04
0.03
0.02
0.01
0
-0.01 0

UC-M-S
UC-I-S
UC-I-H
UC-M-H

2

4

Time (s)

6

8

Figure 8: Axial Strain time history of steel reinforcement
Figures. 9 (a) to (d) represent the damage in concrete after low cyclic loading in tension. The
damage in normal concrete and UHPC connection at interface loading having headed bar and
straight bar are shown in Figures 9 (a) and (b), respectively. It is evident from Figure 9 (a) and (b)
that the underneath of loading plate is completely damaged though UHPC connection
experienced less damage. Figures 9 (c) and (d) illustrate the damage for mid span loading for
both straight and headed bar. For midspan loading, the UHPC connection did not endure any kind
of damage. Though, the normal concrete panels are almost fully damaged.
(a)

(b)

(d)

(c)
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Figure 9: Concrete damage in tension(a) Loading at interface with headed bar (b) Loading at
interface with straight bar (c) Loading at the middle of interface and UHPC with headed bar (d)
Loading at the middle of interface and UHPC with straight bar

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
This research mainly focused on the numerical simulation of the behavior of UHPC connected
bridge deck girders under low cycles. As no experiment has been conducted to investigate the
structural response of this type of hybrid connections under cyclic loading, a commonly used
software package ABAQUS was used for the simulations. For all cases, the steel reinforcements
started to yield after 7 no. of cycles. The damage in concrete under cyclic loading is found higher
in interfacial loading than the mid loading. To predict the structural response more accurately
further experimental works should be conducted and this research is still in progress.
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UHPC FIELD CAST CONNECTIONS
Ultra-High-Performance Concrete (UHPC) has found many uses in United States infrastructure
construction and repair over the last two decades. This innovative material has generated a
tremendous amount of interest in the construction industry and has already demonstrated
exceptional performance. In the field of accelerated bridge construction, one of the most widely
accepted applications for UHPC is in field cast connections between prefabricated bridge
components. The main benefit of UHPC in these applications is the reduced lapping distance
required for reinforcement, due to its extremely high strength. Areas for improvement that have
been identified are the time required for development of structural strength, and reduction of the
shrinkage. One possible solution is the use of rapid hardening cement binders or rapid
hardening cement systems. These are commercially available portland cement derivatives, or
portland cement alternatives that can gain structural strength in as little as one hour. The final
concrete product is often called Rapid Strength Concrete (RSC) or High Early Strength (HES)
concrete. These materials have been used in airport and highway construction and
rehabilitation worldwide, when quick return to service is necessary.
The objective of this research is to explore the use of belitic calcium sulfoaluminate (b-CSA) in a
UHPC mix, with the goal of retaining all of the inherent advantages of UHPC, while expediting
strength gain and reducing shrinkage. This paper and presentation will discuss the methodology
and experience in developing the binder formulation, concrete mix design, and performance
testing of the resulting product. The resultant product is an RSUHPC, or Rapid-Strength UltraHigh-Performance Concrete.

BELITIC CALCIUM SULFOALUMINATE CEMENT
In the construction and concrete repair industry, many cementitious materials are capable of
producing rapid strength gain. These technologies can generally be grouped into three main
categories. The first type involves the use of proprietary liquid accelerating organic admixtures
in a high cement content mix, usually utilizing Type III (high early) portland cement. The second
type involves the addition of an accelerating cement binder such as calcium aluminate cement
(CAC) or a concentrated calcium sulfoaluminate cement (CSA)/calcium sulfate blend at varying
proportions to portland cement. The third type is a self-contained single cement such as belitic
calcium sulfoaluminate (b-CSA) cement, a standalone cement that is not combined or blended
with portland cement. For this research study, a commercially available belitic calcium
sulfoaluminate cement was chosen as the rapid hardening binder for three reasons. 1) b-CSA
cement possessed the most rapid strength gain of all binders investigated. 2) b-CSA cement
was the system of easiest use because it did not have to be blended or combined with portland
1
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cement or liquid admixtures. 3) b-CSA cement is known to have extremely low shrinkage
characteristics along with proven long-term durability. In this study, the binder chosen for final
development of a Rapid Hardening UHPC was Rapid Set® cement manufactured by CTS
Cement Manufacturing Corporation.
The history of b-CSA cement traces back to the discovery of calcium sulfoaluminate (CSA)
cement in the 1960s by Professor Alexander Klein of UC Berkeley. In that early era, CSA
cement was used in shrinkage compensating and chemical pre-stressing applications. By the
late 1970s, further development of CSA technology resulted in what is now referred to as b-CSA
cement. As mentioned before, b-CSA cement is a standalone cement that gains strength quickly
and also possesses excellent long-term strength and durability without chemical conversion and
the associated strength regression common in CAC systems. From a mineralogical perspective,
b-CSA cement contains two major components, dicalcium silicate (C2S), often called belite, and
CSA (Table 1). Generally, the major constituents of portland cement are tricalcium silicate
(C3S), often called alite, and belite. For both cement systems, the role of belite is identical in that
it is responsible for late age strength gain. In portland cement, alite is responsible for early age
strength. In b-CSA, alite is completely replaced with CSA. It’s important to note that the
hydration of CSA is significantly faster than the hydration of alite, which results in rapid strength
gain. In the last 20 years, b-CSA cement has been used extensively as a pavement repair
material because of its rapid hardening properties. More than a thousand lane-miles of such
belitic CSA concrete have been used in the
Cement Type
Alite
Belite
CSA
overnight rehabilitation of concrete highways.
Type I
59
15
0
Table 1: Typical Cement Composition by
Type II
46
29
0
Weight Percent
Type III
60
12
0
Type IV
30
46
0
MIX DESIGN AND TESTING RESULTS
Type V
43
36
0
b-CSA
0
45
30
A key requirement of UHPC is extremely high
strength. Compressive strengths are generally above 20,000 psi. In order to achieve such
strength, UHPC uses an extremely low water to cement ratio (<0.25), incorporates high
dosages of discontinuous fiber reinforcement, and often incorporates ultra-fine pozzolanic fillers
like silica fume. A similar approach was taken with the b-CSA cement, using extremely low
water to cement ratios (0.27 – 0.28). In order to maintain the workability and flow requirements
of UHPC, various PCE (polycarboxylic ether) plasticizers were used. Several trial mixes were
investigated and a final mix design was developed that was capable of attaining more than
20,000 psi at 28 days. The chosen mix design as well as the compressive strength at three
different ages are shown in Table 2 below.
Mix Design

Compressive Strength ASTM C109

Component
Rapid Set® Cement
Fine Silica Sand

Mass Percent
50.00
49.52

Age
3 Hours
7 Days

Strength
10,925 psi
18,587 psi

PCE Super Plasticizer

0.30

28 Days

21,090 psi

Set Retarder

0.10

Rheology Stabilizer

0.08

W/C Ratio

0.28
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It’s worth noting that the mix design above was not steam cured and no ultra-fine fillers were
added. The workability of the material was excellent, achieving a spread of 129 mm at 5
minutes using the ASTM C1708 testing protocol. For these preliminary mix designs, a powdered
stabilizer was added to help prevent any segregation. Within 3 hours after mixing, the material
attained compressive strength greater than 10,000 psi.
Using the same mix design that achieved 21,090 psi at 28 days, drying shrinkage was tested
according to ASTM C157 (Figure 1). Most UHPC specifications have a maximum shrinkage
which ranges from 0.07% to 0.09%. The mix design with b-CSA cement had a 28-day shrinkage
of less than 0.04%, which is significantly below the shrinkage limits of UHPC. The drastic
reduction in shrinkage should increase bond strength and significantly improve durability. Low
shrinkage is the hallmark of b-CSA concrete and is due to the lower amounts of C-S-H gels
formed in such pastes, as well as to the fact that the water of hydration remains chemically
bound to the structure of the ettringite crystals, rather than being available to evaporate, which
is the cause of drying shrinkage in Portland cement mixes. Additional testing incudes flexural
strength and bond strength evaluation.
0.01%

Shrinkage

-0.01% 0

5

10

15

20

25

30

35

-0.03%
-0.05%
-0.07%
-0.09%

Age in Days

CONCLUSIONS
Preliminary data from the b-CSA cement based UHPC is extremely promising. Both the
compressive strength requirements and the shrinkage requirements were met, and some of the
other physical testing requirements are in the process of being tested now, and will be complete
as of publication and presentation. With that said, much more research and testing is required.
Once a mix design has been verified to completely satisfy the requirements of UHPC, the next
step would be to implement the new material in a trial application. If successful, a b-CSA
cement based UHPC may be a practical solution for in field cast connections for accelerated
bridge construction projects.
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ABSTRACT
The Interstate-10 (I-10) Tex Wash Bridge emergency replacement project was an engineering
accomplishment employing innovative Accelerated Bridge Construction (ABC) strategies to
expedite the re-opening in record time. The original 3-span bridge collapsed due to a 1000-year
return period storm event in July, 2015, which caused interruption of I-10. The bridge was
replaced by a single span with fully prefabricated bridge components such as PC/PS adjacent
box girder superstructure, precast abutment stems and wingwall panels. The strategy takes
advantage of staggering construction schedule to shorten construction time. By closely
partnering with federal and state agencies, internal team members, contractors, and external
stakeholders, the structure design team completed the design in two weeks, and opened to
traffic in 67 days from the day it collapsed.

INTRODUCTION
I-10 is the major east-west interstate freeway that connects California to Florida and traverses
through Arizona and other various states. It begins as State Route 1 in the City of Santa
Monica in Los Angeles County and terminates in the City of Jacksonville in the State of Florida.
The portion of I-10 from SR-60 to the Arizona State Line is included in the State Interregional
Road System (IRRS) and is further classified as a “High Emphasis” and “Gateway” route. The
entire length of I-10 within District 8 of Caltrans is included in the National Highway System
(NHS), the Department of Defense Priority Network and the Strategic Highway Corridor Network
(STRAHNET). I-10 carries approximately 40 percent of the nation’s imports flow through
Southern California ports to other states, like Arizona.
The Tex Wash Bridge is located in Riverside County, California, at about 50 miles west of
Blythe near the Arizona State Line (Figure 1). The existing bridge (right and left) is a twin bridge
system, in which the left and right bridge carries west and east bound traffic, respectively. The
facility carries an average daily traffic of 24,000 vehicles which about 9,500 (39.5 %) are trucks.
On July 19, 2015, the heavy storm Dolores, a 1,000-year return period event, attacked southern
California that generated 6.7 inches (170 mm) of rain, gushed off the Chuckwalla Mountains on
the California and Arizona border. The massive torrent swept away the embankment and
foundations of the bridge, which caused the collapse of Abutment 4 and Span 3 of the Tex
Wash Bridge (Right) as shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 1. Bridge Location

Fig. 2 Collapse Span of Tex Wash Bridge (Right)

The I-10 was closed for five days and re-opened by constructing a 1.03 mile long cross-over
detour to shift eastbound traffic to the westbound roadbed as a temporary traffic detour
measure. The temporary detour allowed only one-lane of traffic in each direction. While prior to
the bridge collapse, this segment of I-10 carried two lanes in each direction that provided
adequate capacity to meet the current and future demands.

PROJECT OBJECTIVES
In order to re-establish the two-lane traffic in each east and west bounds of I-10, the key step is
to re-open the Tex Wash Bridge (Right). Following emergency evaluation, it was decided that
the collapsed bridge would be replaced by a single span bridge to meet the following criteria
and objectives:
•
•

Reopen the bridge within a short time (Before September 30, 2015)
No collapse will happen in an 1,000-year flood event
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•
•

No major modification is needed for extending the bridge 30 feet from each abutment
(The abutments are converted to piers) to accommodate potential embankment washout
on both ends of the bridges
Seismic performance of the connection between the precast bent cap and columns is
equal/better to/than of the cast-in-place structure.

In order to achieve these objectives, the wash channel bank was realigned upstream and the
abutments were re-located to mitigate and prevent future flood washout. The ABC strategy that
employs fully prefabricated bridge components was used to complete the project. Since it is
crucial to re-open the bridge to full traffic within a short time, the replacement scope of work is
included in the emergency project under the Director’s Order.

STRUCTURE SCOPE OF WORK
Bridge Design
The proposed new Tex Wash Bridge is a single-span structure that crosses over the wash
channel. It accommodates two 12-ft lanes and the 10-ft and 5-ft shoulders with standard barrier
rails. The wash channel bank was realigned upstream and at the bridge abutment location to
prevent future flood washout. The new bridge Abutment 1 was moved further west from the
existing abutment location to match the new channel bank. The new Abutment on the East
bank remained in the same location as the original bridge Abutment 4 with a slight pivot rotation
to eliminate the skew with the bridge alignment. As a result, the new bridge has a longer span
length than the original structure. Figure 3 shows the general plan of the bridge.

Fig. 3. General Plan of New Tex Wash Bridge (Right)

ABC technology using prefabricated bridge elements was selected to expeditiously construct
the bridge. The superstructure uses standard PC/PS adjacent box girders with 5-inch topping
deck. With this configuration, it eliminates the requirement of falsework for constructing the top
deck and thus accelerate the construction schedule. The precast seat type abutments with
wingwalls are used to construct the substructure.
The bridge was designed to be standing and operational if the embankment at the abutments is
washed out in the future. The abutments are supported on 4-ft Diameter CIDH piles that
extended 52 feet below the ground at each abutment to accommodate scour critical depths.
The abutments are also designed to serve as a bent to support a possible 30-ft extension of the
superstructure beyond both ends of the current bridge. This design allows the structural
adaptability to transform a single-span bridge into a three-span bridge if any future embankment
washout and erosion event happen.
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Based on the research results from the National Cooperative Highway Research Program
(NCHRP), special design was carried out for the connection between the CIDH piles and
precast abutment stem (bent cap) to achieve the seismic performance required by Caltrans
Seismic Design Criteria. Figures. 4 and 5 show the layout and connection of the precast
abutment. Accelerated bridge design process was also used to expeditiously deliver the bridge
plans and specification to allow the bridge reopening before September 30, 2015. The final
plans and specification were delivered in just two weeks after the bridge replacement decision
was made.

Fig. 4. Abutment Layout
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Fig. 5. CIDH Pile and Abutment Connection
Bridge Construction
To accelerate the completion of the bridge and the opening of eastbound I-10, Caltrans
expedited the contractual procedures that allowed the contractor to be awarded the project just
several days after the bridge collapsed. Immediately after the final structural plans were
completed, the contractor setup the site and started drilling and placing four 48-inch diameter
CIDH piles. Ten girders, each weighing 55 tons, and 240 cubic yards of concrete, were
fabricated in a precast yard located 130 miles away from the site. The precast elements of the
abutment and girders were fabricated concurrently with the installation of the bridge
foundations. .
Once the girders were delivered to the site, precast elements were arranged in a side by side
fashion to eliminate the necessity of deck forms, which in turn shorten the construction duration.
The precast segment of the abutment stems and the wingwall panels were connected by CIP
closure pour to maintain structural integrity of the substructure. Figures 6 to 10 show the
construction sequences of the bridge.
With partnership commitments among Caltrans, Federal Highway Administration (FHWA), and
other local, state, and federal agencies, the contractor used an aggressive construction
schedule to complete the new bridge in 60 days, so that Caltrans opened the bridge to public
traffic in 67 days from the day it collapsed.
5
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Fig. 6. CIDH Piles (May serve as Columns)

Fig. 7. Place Precast Abutment Stem
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Fig. 8. Install Precast Wingwall Panel

Fig. 9. Place Precast Box Girder
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Fig. 10. CIP Bridge Deck Construction

CONCLUSIONS
Tex Wash Bridge (Right) emergency replacement project was an engineering accomplishment
employing innovative ABC strategies to expedite the re-opening, in record time. It demonstrated
that employing ABC technology with the partnership commitments among Caltrans, FHWA, and
other local, state, and federal agencies, the construction duration can be significantly reduced to
achieve the accelerated project delivery (APD).
The Tex Wash Bridge (Right) project showcased applications of new seismic ABC connections
in high seismic zones. It is anticipated that prefabricated bridge elements with seismic
connections will become more mainstream in California and other states as planners and
engineers seek viable engineering solutions to accelerate project delivery. Recently in
California, the funding that focused on the efforts to develop associated emulative seismic
connection design and construction specifications has been increased. It is expected that
widespread implementations of these technologies will benefit goods movement and the
traveling public, leading to a more efficient and integrated transportation system of the 21st
century.
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EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Concerns over seismic performance of joint connections between precast bridge elements have
hampered widespread implementation of the Accelerated Bridge Construction (ABC) method of
prefabricated bridge elements and systems (PBES) in California. In response, Caltrans has
invested in research to develop connection detailing and analysis that will deliver emulative
performance of cast-in-place bridge systems and meet Caltrans’ Seismic Design Criteria (1)
requirements. In 2014 Caltrans began a multi-span ABC Pilot Project Program to transition
connection concepts built and tested in a laboratory environment into efficient connection details
for on-site bridge construction. Select bridge projects were chosen to be designed to deploy
completed ABC research including the seismic connections of precast girder to precast bent cap
and precast column to precast bent cap. The Laurel Street Overcrossing (OC) project on Route
780 in Solano County is California’s first multi-span ABC Pilot.
In 2015 the Laurel Street OC was identified as a pilot project due to its favorable geometry,
location and innovative project delivery team. The 2 span, 202 foot structure is supported on
seat type abutments and a two column bent. The bridge is 44 feet wide with a 12-degree skew.
The precast elements of the structure include 98 foot long, 4 foot deep, California Wide-Flange
Girders, 30 foot long, 5 foot diameter columns, and a 2 foot deep, 44 foot wide drop bent cap
weighing nearly 150,000 pounds. State funded ABC research results were used as the basis
for precast element connection design.
The column to cap connection, based on research conducted at University of Nevada, Reno (2),
utilizes partially de-bonded #14 bars placed into ultra-high performance concrete (UHPC) filled
ducts. This will be the first use of UHPC in a precast element connection in California. Precast
girder continuity (based on research at Iowa State University (3)) is established through the bent
cap using strand tails extending from the girders that are lapped and tied into place above the
dropped cap.
The development of the plans and specifications for the pilot project benefitted from extensive
internal review, application of lessoned learned from other owner agencies and input from the
bridge construction industry. Additionally, Caltrans worked in close coordination with FHWA to
finalize the design details, specifications and procurement of UHPC. Simplicity and
constructability were emphasized throughout the design process. The project was awarded
through the design-bid-build method on February 1, 2017 with construction completion
scheduled for December, 2017.
Potential risks involving precast element fit up and UHPC placement were managed through
simple design details that incorporated fabrication and erection tolerances, executing preconstruction mock-ups, and requiring the Contractor to submit work plans for authorization for
higher risk activities. Precast connection mock-up work consisted of constructing and testing
one bent cap with column mock-up and 2 pull-out test mock-ups. Before starting the mock-up
1
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work the contractor was required to prequalify the UHPC, obtain authorization of quality control
plans for precast elements, and provide UHPC and mock-up work plans.
The purpose of the pull-out mock-up was to verify the capacity of the cap to column connection
under the interim loading condition of girder erection when the UHPC had reached a minimum
compressive strength of 14 ksi. The capacity of the connection was tested by pulling a #14 60
ksi rebar placed into a UHPC filled 4” corrugated duct cast in a concrete block. The failure
mode of both test specimens was classic necking-down and then fracture of the #14 bar.
The purpose of the bent cap with column mock-up was to verify the means and methods to
control of the location of reinforcement, corrugated metal duct, and formed holes as well as
UHPC mixing and placement. The cap and column elements were assembled, UHPC was
placed, and after curing the specimen was saw cut for inspection. Inspection confirmed the
UHPC completely filled the spaces and exhibited a uniform distribution of fibers.
Upon authorization of the connection mock-ups the precast substructure bridge elements were
fabricated. The columns and bent cap were erected on site in 3 hours during a 7-hour full
closure of Route 780 on August 29, 2017. UHPC was placed in the bent cap to column
connection voids later the same day in a procedure lasting approximately an hour. Construction
of the superstructure will proceed after the UHPC reaches a compressive strength of 14 ksi.
In the process of developing the plans and specifications for the Laurel Street OC a PBES
design checklist and UHPC implementation checklist were developed and have been
standardized for use in future projects.
Another ABC method to be piloted on this structure is a rapid strength concrete (RSC) deck with
a specified strength of 3250 psi in 4 hours. Because there are many ways to construct an RSC
deck, a mock-up was specified to demonstrate that the contractors chosen methods and
materials would provide a product that meet the requirements of the contract. Information on
production rates, methods, and quality control gathered on this project will be applied to a much
larger and more complicated ABC deck replacement project currently under advance planning
study.
Upon completion of the Laurel Street OC, Caltrans will conduct a series of close-out interviews
to collect best practices and lessons learned to incorporate into future projects.

CONCLUSIONS
An integral component of Caltrans’ commitment to mainstream ABC in California is the multispan ABC Pilot Project Program. Benefits of the Laurel Street OC pilot project include:
• Implementation of research results
• Evaluation of current practice
• Verification of specified fabrication and erection tolerances
• Testing feasibility of new methods
• Standardizing designs, specifications, and construction methods
• Development of guidance in the form of design memos and checklists
• Improvement in constructability
• Validation of costs and benefits
• Collection of lessons learned
• Reduction in the risk of implementation
• Education of staff and industry
2
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•

Continual improvement of ABC implementation in California

With this investment in innovation, Caltrans will be able to utilize ABC methods more effectively
and efficiently on future projects and develop new methods that will meet challenges on more
complex projects.

Figure 1: Column and Cap Erection, Laurel Street OC
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ABSTRACT
Jointless bridge superstructures are constructed to work integrally with the abutments.
Movements due to creep, shrinkage and temperature changes are accommodated by using
flexible bearings or foundation and through incorporating relief joints at the ends of the approach
slabs. In addition to reduced maintenance costs, other advantages of jointless bridges include
improved structural integrity, reliability and redundancy, improved longterm serviceability,
improved riding surface, reduced initial cost, and improved aesthetics. In recent times, jointless
bridges have been built in seismically sensitive areas.
Prefabricated jointless bridges consisting of pretensioned girders post-tensioned spliced
girders, trapezoidal open box girders, and other types of superstructure members are often
used for accelerated bridge construction. Connections in precast concrete substructures are
typically made at the beam-column and column-foundation interfaces to facilitate fabrication and
transportation. However, for structures in seismic regions, those interfaces represent locations
of high moments and shears and large inelastic cyclic strain reversals.
Developing connections that can accommodate inelastic cyclic deformations and are readily
constructible is the primary challenge for ABC in seismic regions. The AASHTO LRFD
Specifications do not explicitly address the jointless precast, pretensioned or post-tensioned
elements. The seismic design and detailing, accomplished research, construction practices of
jointless bridges, and implementation of a precast concrete bridge bent system that is intended
to meet those challenges are presented. This paper will attempt to capture the state-of-practice
of jointless continuous bridges in seismic regions.
Key words: Accelerated Bridge Construction, Connections, Seismic, Jointless, Precast Concret
INTRODUCTION
Jointless bridges are defined as bridges with no expansion joints between the superstructure and
the supporting abutments. Because of several problems resulting from the traditional practice, the
jointless bridge has been widely adopted. The focus of this paper is on the seismic design of jointless
bridges.
Concrete superstructures are less sensitive to temperature changes due to the lag between the air
temperature and the interior temperature of a concrete member with its relatively large mass. This
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phenomenon is reflected in AASHTO LRFD Bridge Design Specifications (AASHTO BDS), which
provides lower design temperature variations for concrete superstructures than for steel. In a moderate
climate, a concrete superstructure will expand and contract a total of approximately 12 mm per 30 m of
bridge length with seasonal temperature variation. However, a steel superstructure will typically expand
and contract approximately 25 mm per 30 m of length.
Bridge piers and abutments restrain thermal movements and induce tensile or compressive forces
in the superstructure. With properly proportioned piers and abutments these restraint forces are routinely
and safely ignored in the design of the superstructure.
Thermal movements of a cast-in-place concrete superstructure are similar to those of a precast,
prestressed concrete superstructure. However, creep and shrinkage movements are considerably greater
for cast-in-place than for precast superstructures. For these reasons, shrinkage and creep movements of
precast, prestressed concrete superstructures are frequently ignored for structures of moderate length.
However for longer spans the differential shrinkage between the cast-in-place slab and the precast girder
in addition to creep and thermal effects should be considered.
INTEGRAL JOINTLESS BRIDGES
Jointless bridges consist of superstructures, abutments, intermediate piers, and foundations. The
design of jointless bridges is generally similar to that of conventional bridge design. Special analysis and
design considerations required for jointless bridges are primarily associated with the need to
accommodate volumetric changes in the structure, such as thermal movements.
Jointless bridges accommodate superstructure movements without conventional expansion joints.
The superstructure is rigidly or semi-rigidly connected to the abutments. Approach slabs, connected to the
abutment and/or deck slab with reinforcement, move with the superstructure. Generally, at its junction
with the approach pavement, the approach slab is supported by a sleeper slab or grade beam. The
superstructure movement here is accommodated using flexible pavement joints.
Jointless construction is well-suited to both single- and multiple-span bridges. For single-span
bridges, stability is provided by passive pressure behind the backwall and for multiple-span bridges,
intermediate piers contribute to the bridge's stability. Jointless bridges could be founded on piles
elements or shafts or spread footings on soil if the soil is well compacted and the possibility of settlement
of the foundation is considered in the design as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Continuous Jointless Bridge
BENEFITS OF JOINTLESS BRIDGES
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Jointless bridges provide substantial reserve capacity to resist potentially damaging overloads by
distributing loads along the continuous and full-depth diaphragm at bridge ends. The close tolerances
required when utilizing expansion bearings and bridge seats need to conform to girder flange slope and
camber corrections, since the girder loads are ultimately carried by the concrete comprising the end
diaphragm.
Continuity in bridge superstructure provides added redundancy and capacity for all types of
catastrophic events. In designing for seismic events, considerable material reductions can be achieved
through the use of continuity by negating the need for enlarged seat widths and restrainers. Further, the
use of jointless abutments eliminates loss of girder support; the most common cause of damage to bridges
in seismic events. Joints introduce a potential collapse mechanism into the overall bridge structure.
Jointless abutments have consistently performed well in actual seismic events and have significantly
reduced or avoided problems of backwall and bearing damage that are associated with seat-type jointed
abutments. The dampening arising from soil-abutment interaction has been proven to significantly reduce
the lateral loads taken by intermediate substructure columns and footings. The following limitations may
be considered in use of jointless bridges:
1.

2.
3.

Limitations on length are concerned with passive pressure effects, stresses in the deep
foundation elements, and the movement capacity of the joint between the approach slab and
the approach pavement. Many state departments of transportation limit lengths to 100 m for
steel superstructures and 200 m for prestressed concrete superstructures. A few states, like
Washington and Tennessee, have successfully used longer lengths.
Skew angles have generally been below 45 deg. However some states have used this method of
construction extensively and effectively for curved bridges as well as bridges with skew angles
up to 75 deg.
Jointless bridges require end diaphragms to be supported on flexible foundation types and
bearings

DESIGN REQUIREMENT FOR JOINTLESS BRIDGES IN SEISMIC REGIONS
The AASHTO Guide Specifications for LRFD Bridge Seismic Design (LRFD SGS) is a
displacement-based requiring bridge to be design with adequate displacement capacity to accommodate
earthquake demands. The displacement capacity of bridges is checked using a displacement-based
procedure, especially for those bridges located in regions of high seismic risk. The force-based
methodology of the LRFD Specifications has also been used in some states with lower seismic demand.
The authors recommend the displacement based design of AASHTO SGS for jointless bridges.
The overall objective of the performance criteria is life safety during a 1,000-year seismic event.
Bridges have a low probability of collapse but may suffer significant damage and significant disruption to
service. Partial or complete replacement may be required.” In a major event, offsets, cracking,
reinforcement yielding, and major spalling of concrete are expected. While the 1,000-year return period is
judged as applicable to most bridges, higher levels of performance may be required by the bridge owner,
as in the case of “critical” or “essential” bridges that provide life safety transportation, bridges that are
essential to the economy, or bridges required for local emergency plans. Site- or project-specific design
criteria are generally developed for such projects.
The LRFD SGS does not explicitly address the jointless precast, pretensioned or post-tensioned
elements. The precast beams made continuous for live loads must have beam–to–beam or beam–to–cap
connections that can be expected to remain undamaged during the 1,000-year seismic event. Opening and
closing of the bottom flange-to-flange or flange-to-cap joint connection is not permitted.
In the force-based analysis method, a linear elastic multi-modal response spectrum analysis is
performed and the force effects in various bridge or structure components are determined. Equivalent static
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analysis of lateral loads based on a percentage of the dead load is also permitted by some agencies. The
capacities of the components are evaluated and the component demand/capacity (D/C) ratios are then
calculated. A particular component is said to have adequate capacity if its D/C ratio is less than the
permissible force reduction factor, R, for that component.
Pushover analysis addresses typical sources of material nonlinearity as well as geometric
nonlinearity. Material nonlinearity includes soil, concrete, soil-structure interaction, and yielding of the
reinforcement. Geometric nonlinearity refers to the P-∆ effect. The bridge frame is pushed laterally along
both its longitudinal and transverse directions until the target displacement is obtained.
Designing for life safety means that significant damage can result. Significant damage includes
permanent offsets, damage between approach structures and the bridge superstructure, between spans at
expansion joints, permanent changes in bridge span lengths, and permanent displacements at the top of
bridge columns. Damage also consists of severe concrete cracking, yielding and buckling of
reinforcement, major spalling of concrete and severe cracking of the bridge deck slab. These conditions
may require closure of the bridge to repair the damages. Partial or complete replacement of columns may
be required in some cases. For sites with lateral flow due to liquefaction, deep foundation elements may
suffer significant inelastic deformation and partial or complete replacement of the columns and deep
foundation elements may be necessary.
ABUTMENT TYPES FOR JOINTLESS BRIDGES
The beginning or ending substructure element of a bridge is commonly referred to as an abutment or end
bent. There are numerous variations that are used in further describing these units, such as bench-type,
spill-through, stub, deep, etc. Figure 2 shows different types of jointless abutments. For consistency
within this report, these units will be collectively referred to as abutments, with only minimal added
description of their variation in type.

Figure 2. Integral and Semi-Integral Jointless Abutment Types
In jointless bridges, the ends of the girders are fixed to the abutments and expansion joints are
eliminated at these supports. With the expansion joints eliminated, forces are induced in the substructure
due to resistance to thermal movement and to creep and shrinkage that have to be considered in the design
of jointless abutments.
While jointless abutments have been used successfully for 50 years, their implementation has not
been an exact science, but rather a matter of intuition, experimentation and observation. Inspection of
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many bridges with failed expansion bearings has revealed that anticipated catastrophic damage has not
always occurred.
The most common technique used in foundation design is the utilization of nonlinear soils-spring
method also known as p-y method. Using this procedure, deep foundation response is obtained by an
interactive solution of differential equations using finite-difference techniques. The soil response is
described by a family of non-linear curves (p-y curves) that compute soil resistance “p” as a function of
deep foundation deflection “y”.
APPROACH SLABS AND BACKFILL
Due to the difficulties in obtaining proper embankment and backfill compaction around
abutments, approach slabs are recommended; especially for new construction. Approach slabs offer many
benefits other than acting as a bridge between the abutment and more densely compacted embankments.
Approach slabs provide a transition from the pavement to the bridge if embankment settlement occurs.
Such transitions provide a smooth ride while reducing impact loads to the bridge. Approach slabs also
provide greater load distribution at bridge ends, which aids in reducing damage to the abutments;
especially from overweight vehicles. Finally, properly detailed approach slabs help control roadway
drainage, thus preventing erosion of the abutment backfill or freeze/thaw damage resulting from saturated
backfill.
The approach slab could be anchored into the abutment backwall so that it moves in concert with
the bridge. Otherwise, cyclic expansions will force the slab to move with the bridge without a mechanism
to pull it back when the bridge contracts. As debris fills the resulting opening, repeated cycles will ratchet
the slab off its support. The anchorage used to fasten the approach slab should be detailed to act as hinge
so that the slab can rotate downward without distress as the embankment settles.
Where the anticipated total movement at an abutment exceeds 12 mm and the approach roadway is
asphalt, an expansion joint at the pavement should be considered. The reason for the latter is that larger
movements can damage asphalt adjacent to the end of the approach pavement in the expansion cycle.
During the contraction phase, a significant gap is created through which water can infiltrate the subgrade.
If regular maintenance can be arranged to fill this gap with a suitable joint sealer in cold weather, no joint
will be needed.
Approach slabs have been found to be one of the most critical components of a jointless bridge. The
approach slabs serve two primary purposes:
1. Approach slabs reduce the compaction of the backfill material behind the backwall due to traffic.
Control of excessive passive soil resistance to thermal expansion is also achieved.
2. The thermal movements of the system are transferred from the end of the bridge to the point
where the approach slab joins the roadway pavement. A flexible pavement joint is provided at
this point. In addition, some agencies use plastic sheets or expanded polystyrene boards below the
approach slab to provide a positive separation from the subgrade to enhance movement.
Approach slabs are generally about 6 to10 m long and are standardized in most states. The flexible
pavement joint should match that of the particular joint material used to accommodate the movement
rating desired. Theoretically, the reinforcement needed for connection to the abutment should exceed the
weight of the slab multiplied by the coefficient of friction between poured concrete and sub-base material
used. Another method, which has been used in some states is to design the approach slab bottom
reinforcement based on a span equal to 50% of the slab length, usually 6 to 10 m. Assuming that the
approach slab is dragged on the approach fill, the reinforcement to tie the slab to the abutment backwall is
nominal. The width of the joint at the free end of the approach slab should be kept small.

5
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SEISMIC DESIGN OF INTEGRAL ABUTMENTS
The participation of abutment walls in providing resistance to seismically induced inertial loads
may be considered in the seismic design of bridges either to reduce column sizes or reduce the ductility
demand on the columns. Damage to backwall and wingwalls during earthquakes may be considered
acceptable when considering no collapse criteria, provided that unseating or other damage to the
superstructure does not occur. Abutment participation in the overall dynamic response of the bridge
system shall reflect the structural configuration, the load transfer mechanism from the bridge to the
abutment system, the effective stiffness and force capacity of the wall-soil system, and the level of
acceptable abutment damage. The capacity of the abutments to resist the bridge inertial loads shall be
compatible with the soil resistance that can be reliably mobilized, the structural design of the abutment
wall, and whether the wall is permitted to be damaged by the design earthquake. The lateral load capacity
of walls shall be evaluated on the basis of a rational passive earth-pressure theory.
Under earthquake loading, the earth pressure action on abutment walls changes from a static condition to
one of two possible conditions:
• The dynamic active pressure condition as the wall moves away from the backfill, or
• The passive pressure condition as the inertial load of the bridge pushes the wall into the backfill.
The governing earth pressure condition depends on the magnitude of seismically induced
movement of the abutment walls, the bridge superstructure, and the bridge abutment configuration. The
semi integral abutment and corresponding loading diagram is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3.

Semi Integral Abutment and Corresponding Loading Diagram

Abutment resistance shall be limited to 70% of the value obtained using the procedure given in
the AASHTO SGS. Abutment stiffness, Keff, and passive capacity, Pp, should be characterized by a
bilinear or other higher order nonlinear relationship. When the motion of the back wall is primarily
translation, passive pressures may be assumed uniformly distributed over the height.
Where the passive pressure resistance of soils behind semi-jointless or L-shape abutments will be
mobilized through large longitudinal superstructure displacements, the bridge may be designed with the
abutments as key elements of the longitudinal Earthquake Resisting System (ERS). Abutments are
designed to sustain the design earthquake displacements. When abutment stiffness and capacity are
included in the design, it should be recognized that the passive pressure zone mobilized by abutment
displacement extends beyond the active pressure zone normally used for static service load design.
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Dynamic active earth pressure acting on the abutment need not be considered in the dynamic analysis of
the bridge.
Jointless short span bridges could also be supported by a Geosynthetic wall and MSE wall as shown
in Figure 4. This type of bridges are suitable for simple span bridges since its seismic performance has
not been studied, These bridges shall conform to the following requirements:
1. Walls shall be 10 m or less in total height, which includes the retained soil height up to the
bottom of the embedded spread footing.
2. For structural earth walls, the front edge of the bridge footing shall be placed 1.2 m. minimum
from the back face of the fascia panel. For geosynthetic retaining walls with a wrapped face, the
front edge of the bridge footing shall be placed 610 mm minimum from the back face of the
fascia panel.
3. The abutment footing shall be covered by at least 150 mm of soil for frost protection.
4. The superstructure of continuous span bridges shall be designed for differential settlement
between piers.

Figure 4: Jointless Bridge supported by a geosynthetic wall or SE wall
ABUTMENT CONNECTION FOR PRECAST JOINTLESS BRIDGES
The typical abutment in regions of moderate and high seismic hazard is a cast-in-place concrete
pier wall supported on spread footings, deep foundation elements, or shaft foundations. Precast beams are
often supported on elastomeric bearing pads at end piers. Semi-jointless end diaphragms may be used for
shorter bridges. The bearing system is designed for the service load condition but may not be adequate to
resist seismic loading. The bearings are designed to be accessible so that the superstructure can be lifted
and the bearings replaced after a major seismic event. Approach slabs rest on a notch provided at the
superstructure end, thereby providing a ramp up to and on to the bridge, should soil behind the abutment
settle during a seismic event.
Figure 5 shows a semi-jointless end pier detail. This type of end diaphragm eliminates the need
for expansion joints at end piers. The gap between the end pier wall and the end diaphragm is designed to
be greater than the longitudinal seismic movement requirement for the extreme event limit state, and
thermal expansions at the service limit state for bridge lengths less than 150 m.

7
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Figure 5. Semi-jointless End Pier Connection
The minimum displacement requirements at the expansion bearing should accommodate the
greater of the maximum displacement calculated from a displacement analysis or a percentage of the
empirical seat width, N, specified in Equation 1.
N = (8 + 0.02L + 0.08H)(1 + 0.000125S2)

(1)

where
N = minimum support length, m
L = bridge length to the adjacent expansion joint, or to the end of the bridge, m
H = average height of abutment wall supporting the superstructure, m
S = skew angle of the support measured normal to span, degrees
The empirical seat width is modified as shown in Table 1 for different Seismic Design Category (SDC).
Table 1. Percentage N by SDC and Effective Peak Ground Acceleration, As
Seismic Zone
A

Effective peak ground acceleration, As
< 0.05

Percentage, N
≥ 75

A

≥ 0.05

100

B

All Applicable

150

C

All Applicable

150

The hinge seat length in “well-balanced frames” (adjacent frames for which the ratio of the
natural periods is equal to or greater than 0.7) to be evaluated as follows:
N = ∆p/s + ∆cr+sh + ∆temp + ∆eq + 100 mm
Where:
∆eq = relative earthquake loading longitudinal displacement demand, mm
∆p/s = displacement due to prestressing
∆cr+sh = displacement due to creep and shrinkage
8
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∆temp = displacement due to temperature effects
Precast abutments can be a very efficient solution for standard pier shapes or when accelerated
bridge construction is necessary. Precasting can also be the best solution for unique sections that require
high-quality concrete or geometry control, when there is a long lead time that allows the contractor to
fabricate abutment sections concurrently with precast superstructure members, and when a precasting
yard is located in the region. The cast-in- place backwall and the shear key are designed to resist the
lateral seismic forces from the retained soil. If the weight of the abutment members is too high for
conventional bridges, they may be prefabricated in segments and assembled on the jobsite.
ABUTMENT LONGITUDINAL RESPONSE FOR SDCS
The AASHTO SGS suggests that abutments designed for bridges in SDC B or C will likely resist
earthquake loads with minimal damage. For seat-type abutments, minimal abutment movement could be
expected under dynamic passive pressure conditions. However, bridge superstructure displacement
demands may be 100 mm. or more and could potentially increase the soil mobilization.
For SDC D, passive pressure resistance in soils behind jointless abutment walls and backwalls for seat
abutments will usually be mobilized because of the large longitudinal superstructure displacements
associated with the inertial loads. The following two alternatives based on the AASHTO SGS may be
considered:
Case 1: Earthquake-Resisting System (ERS) without Abutment Contribution. The bridge ERS
shall be designed to resist all seismic loads without any contribution from abutments. Abutments
may contribute to limiting displacement, providing additional capacity and better performance
that is not directly accounted for in the analytical model. To ensure that the columns will be able
to resist the lateral loads, zero stiffness and capacity at the abutments should be assumed. In this
case, an evaluation of the abutment that considers the implications of significant displacements
from seismic accelerations shall be considered. As appropriate, this evaluation should include
overturning for abutments.
Case 2: Earthquake-Resisting System (ERS) with Abutment Contribution. In this case, the bridge
could be designed with the abutments as a key element of the ERS. Abutments are designed and
analyzed to sustain the design earthquake displacements. When abutment stiffness and capacity
are included in the design, it should be recognized that the passive pressure zone mobilized by
abutment displacement extends beyond the active pressure zone normally used for static service
load design. Figure 6 shows abutment stiffness and passive pressure diagram.

Figure 6.

Abutment Stiffness and Passive Pressure
9
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For transverse stiffness concrete shear keys shall be considered sacrificial where they are
designed for lateral loads lower than the design earthquake loads as stated in the WSDOT Bridge Design
Manual. A minimum level of design for shear keys corresponds to lateral loads not including earthquake
loads. If sacrificial concrete shear keys are used to protect the deep foundation elements, the bridge shall
be analyzed and designed as applicable. If a fuse is used, then the effects of internal force redistribution
resulting from fusing shall be taken into account in the design of the bridge. The elastic resistance shall
be taken to include the use of:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Elastomeric bearings,
Sliding, or isolation bearings designed to accommodate the design displacements,
Breakaway elements, such as isolation bearings with a relatively high yield force;
Shear keys;
Yielding elements, such as wingwalls yielding at their junction with the abutment backwall;
Elastomeric bearings whose connections have failed and upon which the superstructure is sliding;
Spread footings that are proportioned to slide; or
Deep foundation elements that develop a complete plastic mechanism.

ABUTMENT TRANSVERSE RESPONSE FOR SDCS
Transverse stops and shear keys are provided to resist the horizontal seismic force not less than
the acceleration coefficient, As, times the tributary permanent load. Fusing is not expected for SDC B or
C; however, if deemed necessary, fusing shall be checked using the procedure applicable to SDC D,
taking into account the overstrength effects of shear keys. For structures in this category, either elastic
resistance or fusing shall be used to accommodate transverse abutment loading. The elastic forces used
for transverse abutment design shall be determined from an elastic demand analysis of the structure.
Where a shear key fusing mechanism is used for deep foundation supported abutments, the combined
overstrength capacity of the shear keys shall be less than the combined plastic shear capacity of the deep
foundation elements. Soil friction and passive earth pressure shall not be included in the transverse
abutment resistance of deep foundation-supported abutments. For concrete shear keys that are not
intended to fuse, the design should consider the unequal forces that may develop in each shear key.
For deep foundation-supported abutments, the stiffness contribution of deep foundation elements
less than or equal to 450 mm in diameter or width shall be ignored if the abutment displacement is greater
than 100 mm unless a displacement capacity analysis of the deep foundation elements is performed and
the deep foundation elements are shown to be capable of accommodating the demands.
SUPERSTRUCTURE CONTINUITY AT PIERS
Piers for jointless bridges have similar design requirements and share common design procedures
with those of piers of more traditional bridge types. The primary distinguishing features of the piers of a
jointless bridge involve accommodation of potentially large superstructure movements and the sharing of
transverse (perpendicular to the longitudinal centerline of the bridge) and longitudinal (parallel to the
centerline of the bridge) forces among substructure units.
To successfully design the piers to accommodate potentially large superstructure movements, the
designer has several options:
1. Flexible bents - rigidly connected to the superstructure;
2. Isolated rigid piers - connected to the superstructure by means of flexible bearings;
3. Semi-rigid piers- connected to the superstructure with dowels and elastomeric bearing bearing
pads; or
10
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4. Hinged-base piers - connected to the superstructure with dowels and elastomeric bearing bearing
pads.
The most basic precast bridge consists of precast, prestressed concrete beams made continuous
for live load by forming and placing a continuous deck. Precast beams are erected onto the cap and
temporarily supported on elastomeric bearings or wood blocks until the cast-in-place concrete diaphragm
is complete. The strands from the beam ends are sometimes extended for additional continuity.
Piers supporting long, multiple-span jointless superstructures frequently require specialized analytical
models to predict transverse load distributions, forces induced as a result of superstructure movements,
pier stiffness, and slenderness effects.
FIXED CONNECTIONS AT INTERMEDIATE PIERS
Fixed piers are defined as piers whose base is considered fixed against rotation and translation.
The connection to the superstructure is usually detailed in a way restrain free longitudinal transverse
movements. This type of detailing permits the superstructure to undergo thermal movements freely, yet
allows the pier to participate in carrying transverse forces.
In modern precast concrete bridges with this type of pier, the superstructure is supported on relatively tall
laminated elastomeric bearing bearing pads. A shear block, isolated from the pier diaphragm with a
compressible material such as cork, is cast on the top of the pier cap to guide the movement
longitudinally, while restraining transverse movements as shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7.

Fixed Pier Detail

HINGED CONNECTION AT INTERMEDIATE PIERS
A typical semi-rigid pier superstructure connection is shown in Figure 8. The precast girders bear
on elastomeric pads 10 to 40 mm thick. A diaphragm is placed between the ends of the girders, and
dowels, perhaps combined with a shear key between girders, connect the diaphragm to the pier cap.
Compressible materials are frequently introduced along the edges of the diaphragm and, along with the
elastomeric bearing pads, allow the girders to rotate freely under live load.
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Figure 8. Hinge Connections at Intermediate Piers
The requirements for using this detail are:
•
•

All beams of adjoining spans should be of equal depth, spacing, and type
Reinforcement for negative moments due to live loads and superimposed dead loads from traffic
barriers, pedestrian walkways, utilities, etc. is provided in the deck at intermediate piers

The hinge bar size and spacing is designed for anticipated lateral loads due to seismic and other
load combinations. Distinction must be made between slab continuity and girder continuity at the piers.
For a bridge to be classified as a jointless bridge, it is obvious that the slab must be physically continuous.
Girder continuity at the piers, however, is not a necessity unless the superstructure is designed for
continuity. Lack of girder continuity decreases the redundancy of the structure and increases its
vulnerability to catastrophic events such as the loss of girder end pier supports observed in Chili
Earthquake. Deck continuity at piers not only eliminates the potential leakage of water through expansion
joints.
CONCLUSIONS
The use of jointless bridges with jointless abutments is growing in the United States, because of
the benefits achieved in lowering first cost in construction and minimizing future maintenance. Further
benefits of this type construction are design efficiency, added system redundancy, ease of construction
and greater flexibility in span arrangement particularly with fully continuous beam systems.
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REPLACEMENT OF BRIDGE NO. B-16-475, RAILROAD BRIDGE OVER AMTRAK
AND MBTA SHORE LINE, BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS
Phineas N. Fowler, PE, Principal Project Manager, Louis Berger, 117 Kendrick Street, Suite 400,
Needham, MA, 02494, (781) 707-7424, pfowler@louisberger.com
Elizabeth I. Ozhathil, PE, Principal Engineer, Louis Berger, 117 Kendrick Street, Suite 400,
Needham, MA, 02494, (781) 707-7491, eozhathil@louisberger.com
INTRODUCTION
The Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority (MBTA) Railroad Bridge No. B-16-475, Shore Line Bridge,
built in 1898 and located on the southerly side of the Readville commuter rail station in the City of Boston,
had surpassed its intended lifespan. The bridge currently carries the Fairmount and Franklin Line commuter
rail service and CSX freight service, spanning over three mainline tracks that form Amtrak’s Northeast
Corridor servicing high-speed Acela trains powered by a high-voltage overhead contact system and MBTA
Regional Commuter Rail.
The historic Shore Line Bridge originally consisted of six parallel trusses supporting five tracks, which were
later reduced to a single track. The existing single-span, six-panel, pin-connected (eyebar), Baltimore
through steel truss construction with a span of 140 feet, width of 18
feet, and skew 56-degrees was an open deck bridge with the
structural ties-rail system directly connected to the steel members.
The 25,000-volt Amtrak high-voltage overhead catenary wires,
spanning between portals on independent foundations outside the
bridge envelope, were supported on the underside of the bridge.
The existing substructure consisted of gravity abutments constructed
of granite masonry blocks and slayed stone wingwalls at the
northwest, southwest, and southeast outer ends of the abutments.
The northeast wingwall extends beyond the end of the abutment and
Figure 1: Existing Bridge
connects into the east retaining wall supporting the upper parking
level. There was a subsurface electric duct bank in front of the existing east abutment and a buried trough
carrying fiberoptic, signal, and communication and power cables in front of the west abutment.
The bridge was clearly at the end of its useful and safe life, and it displayed asymmetrical and excessive
loading, material fatigue, and cracking/rusting in the steel. Because the existing bridge was reduced to a
portion of the original span, the bridge’s integrity of design and workmanship was compromised. The poor
soil condition under the abutments and the low bearing capacity of the soil also indicated that the existing
abutments were not adequate to resist required loads according to current American Railway Engineering
and Maintenance-of-Way Association (AREMA) design standards. Also, Amtrak high-voltage overhead
catenary wires connected to the underside of the bridge limited the means to perform repairs. Therefore,
from a structural design standpoint, a cost evaluation for repair versus replacement was done, and the
decision was made to replace the bridge in its entirety using Accelerated Bridge Construction (ABC)
techniques.
HISTORIC EVALUATION
Bridge B-16-475 was one of a few pin-connected Baltimore trusses extant in the State of Massachusetts.
A 1990 cultural resources survey determined that the bridge was eligible for listing on the National Register
of Historic Places (NRHP) as an example of a bridge type that represents an important advance in bridge
design. Although the eligibility of the bridge did not preclude replacement, it required regulatory compliance

with federal and state laws and their regulations. The proposed
demolition of the bridge eligible for NRHP, constituted an Adverse
Effect under Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act,
which required consultation with relevant regulatory agencies. The
prudent option was to satisfy requirements of Section 4(f) of the
Department of Transportation Act. Measures to minimize the
Adverse Effect were documented in a Memorandum of Agreement,
which required: a) archival photographic documentation of the bridge
and its immediate environs by a historic preservation consultant in
coordination with the Massachusetts State Historic Preservation
Figure 2: Historic Bridge
office and Boston Landmark Commission along with written
documentation on archival paper; and b) an Interpretive Display Panel on the historic significance of the
bridge to be displayed at the bridge location.
PRE-ABC ACTIVITIES
A significant aspect of the project was “No Disruption to Amtrak’s Northeast Corridor Revenue Service” during
demolition or placement of the proposed bridge leaving only five hours maximum non-revenue time for each
task. To meet this railroad requirement, pre-foundation construction activities had to be performed ahead of
the ABC work.
Under Amtrak flagging protection below and Keolis (MBTA service provider) flagging protection on the bridge,
a safety shield system and support of excavation were built between
the track and the existing abutments so the contractor could perform
the foundation work on weekends.
The proposed substructure work involved pier-type abutments each
with two 6 feet-0 inches diameter drilled shaft footing, 48 feet apart,
approximately 100 feet deep, rock socketed and each supporting
concrete walls 55 feet wide in front of each existing abutment. The
drilled shafts were placed within 2 feet of the existing truss over eight
Figure 3: Pre-ABC Activities
weekends while Amtrak’s Northeast Corridor revenue services and
MBTA Regional Commuter Rail revenue services ran uninterrupted.
The permanent steel casings used to advance the drilled shafts were left in-place during weekdays while
MBTA Fairmount Line and Franklin Branch services resumed on the truss bridge.
New, independent foundations to support the Amtrak catenary poles were constructed over the weekends.
The high-voltage wires that were supported on the existing bridge were relocated to new portals supported
on these independent foundations. Meanwhile, in an adjacent staging area, the prefabricated bridge elements
were assembled. The 116-foot span steel through girder superstructure was completely assembled in the
fabrication shop, disassembled and shipped to the site, and reassembled. The precast approach slabs were
constructed on site in the staging area, and the precast backwalls
were constructed in a precast plant and shipped to the site.
ABC ACTIVITIES
On a selected Friday night in November 2016, after the last Amtrak
revenue train, a long weekend outage was implemented for MBTA
commuter rail service on the Franklin Branch. The existing bridge was
closed for service during the day on Friday, and the tracks were
removed to prepare for the lift. While passengers on the Franklin
Branch were bused, disruption to passenger service on the Fairmount
Line was avoided by constructing a temporary platform stop for trains
ahead of the existing Readville Station platform. CSX trains using the
tracks were temporarily rerouted to the Northeast Corridor.

Figure 4: Remove Existing Bridge

A massive Mommoet LR11000 Crane with super-lift began the pick of the existing 470,000 pound truss and
completed the demolition in roughly two hours. The crew worked the next day placing the bearings and the
precast backwalls. Overnight on Saturday, after the last Amtrak Northeast Corridor revenue train, the new
superstructure weighing 615,000 pounds was placed into position and completed the installation within two
hours. Over the next weekend, the precast approach slab, ballast, and track were placed to open the bridge
for service. Combining the various techniques significantly lessened the impact on traffic and the public and
reduced bridge closure time.
ABC SUCCESS
Louis Berger designed and detailed this bridge to minimize the impacts from construction activities to the
public, freight company, and railroad agencies. Amtrak restricted the demolition of the existing bridge and
placement of the new bridge to five hours of non-revenue time. To accomplish this activity within the
restricted time, Louis Berger had to carefully schedule construction activities and set milestones in a
selected sequence.
Constructing the drilled shaft footing and the abutment walls over
eight weekends while both Amtrak and MBTA services ran
uninterrupted was a major project success. Selecting steel for
superstructure was another critical factor, allowing the 116-footspan, steel, through-girder superstructure to be completely
assembled in the fabrication shop, disassembled, shipped to the site,
and reassembled, an ongoing effort while the foundation was being
constructed. At the designated milestone when all the pieces of the
puzzle came together, the long weekend was chosen for the
demolition of the existing bridge and the placement of the new bridge,
both activities accomplished in significantly less time than
anticipated.

Figure 5: Placing New Bridge

FUTURE VALUE TO THE ENGINEERING PROFESSION
Louis Berger accomplished this complex bridge demolition and replacement project within budget and
schedule while overcoming constraints that included, among others, limited real estate, restrictions from
railroad and freight agencies, and regulatory agency rules and regulations. Setting and meeting
construction milestones and consistent follow-up coordination further ensured a successful final outcome.
SOCIAL, ECONOMIC, AND SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
The ABC techniques used for this project significantly reduced the
total construction time and, as a result, significantly reduced overall
disruption to the environment. Use of prefabricated elements for the
superstructure and the precast concrete approach slab and
backwalls significantly reduced construction duration and disruption
to service. Furthermore, in the future, after the bridge has served its
useful life, the concrete and steel can be recycled for other uses.
SUCCESSFUL FULFILLMENT OF OWNER NEEDS
There were significant time savings over conventional construction
Figure 6: Bridge In Service
methods through using ABC techniques. Conventional methods of
construction would have significantly impacted Amtrak and MBTA services.
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ABSTRACT
Minneapolis’s historic St. Anthony Parkway crossing of the BNSF Northtown rail yard with five
deteriorating Warren trusses required removal and replacement with a new skewed 305-foot
Warren truss. The railroad prescribed maximum 4-hour windows for mainline shutdown which
resulted in the trusses over mainline tracks being replaced using a launching system. The new
truss incorporates unique redundancy measures including eliminating fracture critical steel truss
members and gusset plates and using a post-tensioned concrete bottom chord.

INTRODUCTION
The St. Anthony Parkway over Northtown Yard Bridge replacement project is located in
Minneapolis, Minnesota, USA. The existing bridge is a 535-foot, five-span steel Warren truss
built in 1925 that crosses over 23 railroad tracks within the Burlington Northern and Santa Fe
Railway’s (BNSF) Northtown rail yard. The existing bridge is owned by BNSF and maintained
by the City of Minneapolis and the Railroad, and carries both vehicular and non-vehicular
pedestrian traffic. The existing steel truss span structures are both structurally and
geometrically deficient, containing fracture critical members as well as narrow travel lanes and
substandard vertical clearances.
In 2013 Parsons was selected as a subconsultant by the City of Minneapolis to provide
preliminary and final design services for replacement of the existing St. Anthony Parkway truss
bridge. Parsons’ final design of the main span of the new three span replacement structure
consists of a 305-foot redundant steel truss structure, incorporating unique load path and
internal redundancy measures including eliminating fracture critical steel truss members and
gusset plates and using a post tensioned concrete bottom chord.. The approach spans consist
of conventional steel girders and all three spans incorporate a full-depth cast-in-place concrete
deck that is formed with stay-in-place metal deck forms in order to improve safety and minimize
construction impacts to the rail yard below.
The removal of the existing truss spans and the installation of the new truss were achieved
utilizing specialized construction techniques including the use of launching beams in order to
minimize impacts to BNSF’s heavily used rail yard. The replacement steel truss was assembled
on the approach roadway and launched into final position.

LOCATION AND SITE CONSTRAINTS
The St. Anthony Parkway Bridge is in northeast Minneapolis’s industrial area and crosses over
the BNSF’s Northtown rail yard. The Northtown Yard is one of the most heavily-used railyards in
1
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the Midwest. The Northtown Yard is 3.5 miles long (extending from I-694 at the north to State
Trunk Highway 47 at the south) with the bridge crossing located at the southern end of the yard.
The yard is an active switching railyard where trains and railcars are sorted. Approximately 20 to
25 percent of all BNSF rail traffic in the United States passes through this yard. BNSF
assembles an average of 14 trains of 100 or more cars each day. In addition, 60 or more trains
operate daily on two main line tracks adjacent to Northtown Yard. Daily main line traffic includes
transcontinental passenger rail and commuter trains. At the crossing location, the bridge spans
23 tracks consisting of 2 mainline; 17 yard; 2 industry; and a pair of runner & receiver yard
tracks. The yard also includes several maintenance roads within the yard tracks.
In addition, the existing bridge and St. Anthony Parkway are on the “Grand Rounds Scenic
Byway System” (the Grand Rounds) in Minneapolis. The Grand Rounds has been recognized
by the FHWA as a premier National Urban Scenic Byway for its cultural, historic, natural,
recreational, and scenic qualities. It is owned by the Minneapolis Park and Recreation Board
(MPRB) and is an important element in their regional park system, servicing a large percentage
of pedestrian and bicycle traffic in northeast Minneapolis. A cross section of the proposed bridge
is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Proposed Cross Section
St. Anthony Parkway crosses the BNSF Northtown yard at a 27-degree skew and the approach
roadways to the bridge are on significant grades with intersections near each abutment. These
constraints significantly limit the ability to modify bridge skew and vertical roadway profiles.
Existing bridge horizontal clearances for distance between tracks and in-yard piers do not meet
current code requirements causing concern for rail yard worker safety. The locations of the four
piers in the yard also act as pinch points and severely impede BNSF operations and flexibility
for future expansion. Because of these two issues, the BNSF railroad stated that they will
accept a bridge replacement design which allows for only two piers in the yard.
The new structure must meet all applicable BNSF railroad and Minnesota Department of
Transportation (MnDOT) load and clearance design requirements. In addition, the replacement
structure must be redundant and minimize or eliminate the use of fracture critical members.
2
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The feedback from the community during public outreach meetings was that they were looking
for the replacement structure to be visually similar to the existing warren trusses and that it
would maintain the urban industrial feel.
The existing bridge was closed to traffic by the City on May 30th, 2014 due to vehicles not
abiding by the posted weight limits. It was subsequently reopened for pedestrian and bicycle
use only and closed completely for the duration of construction in the summer 2015. This
allowed for erection of the replacement structure on the approach embankment and on the
existing alignment.

DESIGN SOLUTION
The implemented design solution consists of a 305-foot steel Warren truss structure with two
126’-9” conventional steel girder approach spans. The substructure consists of solid wall piers
supported on spread footings and steel H-pile supported abutments. See Figure 2 for the
proposed bridge elevation.

Figure 2: Proposed Bridge Elevation
The truss does not contain any fracture critical members. The following strategies were
employed to eliminate fracture critical members from the truss structure:






Utilized split member tension verticals and diagonals (two T sections) that are
individually connected to adjacent members with members and connections designed for
the fracture of the accompanying twin member and included in the plans as a
Structurally Redundant Member (SRM);
Bottom chord is a post-tensioned concrete member encased with a U-shaped steel shell
where the steel shell is providing the tension chord for erection and launching before
providing the formwork for the post-tensioned concrete that is poured and stressed after
the launch;
Transverse steel floor beams spaced at roughly 10 ft and made composite with the
concrete deck where the deck is shown to be capable to sustain the loss of a floor beam
by spanning between adjacent floor beams and included in the plans as a SRM.

Removal of the existing trusses and erection of the new truss and approach spans was an
integral consideration during design. Parsons’ design team collaborated with Parsons
Construction Group – the Parsons general contracting business unit – to evaluate
constructability and erection approaches that can be achieved in the track shutdown window
acceptable to BNSF and discussed below. It was determined that launching the trusses using a
set of launching beams was the most likely method a bidding contractor would want to utilize
under the given constraints. An optional launching schematic was included in the contract plans
where the contractor could utilize the new approach girders by connecting them into braced
3
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pairs as the launching beams for removal of the existing trusses and installation of the new
truss. A conceptual beam support system that braced steel columns to existing pier for lateral
support was also included in the plans.

RAILROAD COORDINATION
The principal challenge to replacing the St Anthony Parkway Bridge was its crossing of the
BNSF Northtown Yard. Uninterrupted service through the yard and beneath the bridge is
essential to BNSF’s operation. BNSF understood the lateral clearance on the ground would
have to be provided for the duration of this job in order to provide safe conditions for both bridge
and rail workers. As this is already a constrained area, providing these needed clearances
during bridge construction would result in a disruption to normal rail service. Windows of time in
which rail operations would have to stop within the yard tracks would be required. BNSF stated
that it would not allow extended work windows in which its operations are shut down. That
meant the project would take much longer to complete; would require a less conventional
method of removal and erection; and be more expensive.
The City and BNSF worked to develop track outage criteria that were included in the bid
documents. Outages were determined based on track usage. Mainline tracks and the runner &
receiver yard tracks were limited to four hour outages. Outages for yard tracks were specified at
10 days for 4 tracks at a time. Outages were extended when possible by coordinating with
BNSF flagmen and Transportation personnel.
Weekly railroad coordination meetings were required by contract. Attendees of the meetings
included the City, Contractor and BNSF personnel. At the meeting the Contractor would present
his anticipated 4-week schedule of proposed impacts to the yard and main line by track. BNSF
periodically presented opportunities for extended track windows due to coincidental railroad
maintenance work. Mainline windows were requested several weeks ahead of time and would
be limited to the mid-day window between the morning and afternoon commuter trains. Many
construction activities within the yard were completed under live flagging which allowed for
construction work to occur except when a train needed to pass. Coordination was also required
during crane activities off railroad property due to the potential to foul the tracks in the event of a
crane failure. Finally, there was ongoing coordination with BNSF Engineering personnel who
were the railroad’s project point of contact. The Engineering personnel reviewed design plans
related to removal of the old bridge, construction of the new bridge and construction of
temporary falsework needed for removal and erection of the bridge. This coordination included
the City’s design engineer and the Contractor’s design engineers.
The City and BNSF goal for the project was to complete the project safely, as expeditiously and
cost effectively as possible while minimizing adverse impacts to railroad operations. This was
achieved through early coordination with BNSF during design and extensive coordination
throughout construction.

CONSTRUCTION
Three bids were received in March of 2015 of which Lunda Construction Company (Lunda) was
the low bid at $20.2 million. The bridge portion of the bid was priced at $16 million of which $5.7
million was structural steel at $2.60 per pound. The bid was within 5% of the engineer’s
estimate and a contract was awarded to Lunda who started work in late summer of 2015 with an
expected completion of late summer of 2017.
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Lunda’s erection approach closely followed the launching approach envisioned by Parsons with
two notable changes:



The three eastern existing truss spans were cut into plains in the yard, as shown in
Figure 3, utilizing 10-day closure windows for the yard tracks.
The removal of the two western existing truss spans and the launch of the new truss was
performed on steel launch beams that Lunda fabricated from existing materials they had
in their inventory and with obsolete plate girders obtained from the steel fabricator.

Figure 3: Removal of Eastern Trusses
The launching system was sized for the roughly 800-ton new truss structure but first utilized
to remove the two existing most western steel trusses including their concrete deck system
over the BNFS’s main line tracks to the western approach embankment for demolition.
Figure 4 depicts the western approach embankment where the existing trusses were
demolished and the new truss assembled.

Figure 4: Western Approach Embankment Setup
5
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The launching assembly consisted of twin plate girders bolted together with cross bracing near
each truss plain (Figure 5). Lunda selected Hilman rollers as the moving vehicle that traveled in
channel sections acting as tracks and welded to the top of the launching beams (Figure 6).

Figure 5: Twin Launching Beams

Figure 6: Hilman Roller in Channel Track
Transverse beams spanned between the launching assemblies located on each side of the
truss. The transverse beams were connected to the truss that was being launched with posttensioning bars located at each corner of the truss. These post-tensioning bars were used to
raise and lower the truss with hydraulic jacks. The transverse beam setup is shown in Figure 7
as used for the removal of Truss 5. Installation for the new truss was similar
6
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Figure 7: Transverse Beam Setup
The longitudinal jacking setup in Figure 8 consisted of a series of post-tensioning bars coupled
together and supported on wood blocking spanning between the top flanges of the twin
launching beams. Two jacks located at the end of the launching beams pushed against the
transversely spanning jacking beam that in turn is connected to the leading post-tensioning
bars. The jack force is resolved into the launching beams through a fixed reaction beam behind
the jacks.

Figure 8: Longitudinal Jacking Setup
The selected system was a pull-only system; therefore, it was setup on the western approach
embankment for the truss removals and then moved east of new eastern truss pier for the
launch of the new truss as shown in Figure 9.

7
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Figure 9: Setup for New Truss Launch
The existing trusses were removed in October 2016. The 130-foot launched removal of Truss 5
(most western) took two 4-hour windows and included the learning curve of the crews. The 240foot launched removal of Truss 4 was accomplished in a single extended 6-hour window which
was made possible due to the BNSF’s permission to launch Truss 4 over live rail traffic after
they had observed the launch of Truss 5.
The new truss was fabricated by Industrial Steel Construction, Inc. (ISC) in Gary, Indiana. In
addition to the shop assembly of the truss planes, shop assembly of the floor system and the
truss end units – portals shown in Figure 10 – was required due to the skewed nature of the
bridge. These shop assemblies proved valuable as corrections were able to be made to the
portals before the pieces left the shop ensuring a smooth assembly in the field.

Figure 10: Setup for New Truss Launch
8
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Field assembly on the western approach embankment progressed from the east to west with
the crane shown on the left side of Figure 11 supplying the stick built truss elements. After
completion of the steel assembly intermediate blocking was removed and the stay-in-place
metal decking was installed to act as a working platform for rebar, post-tensioning and concrete
installation and as a protective shielding for the railroad traffic.

Figure 11: Field Assembly of New Truss
The new truss was then launched 310 feet using two 4-hour windows in May of 2017. Once in
its final plan position the truss was set down on steel columns attached to the west abutment
and the eastern truss pier so that the launching beams could be removed. In June of 2017 the
truss was lowered onto the permanent bearings as depicted in Figure 12.

Figure 12: Lowering New Truss onto Bearings
The lower chord post-tensioning conduits and hardware, and the reinforcing steel was then
installed in the steel shell. After bottom chord concrete was poured and cured, the posttensioning tendons were stressed by mid-August. The reinforcing for the concrete deck is
9
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installed before the deck concrete is poured, then sidewalks, railing and fencing is installed
before the expected opening of the new St. Anthony Parkway Bridge in the fall of 2017.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
A unique approach for steel truss redundancy was developed for the St. Anthony Parkway
Truss over the BNSF Northtown Rail Yard that eliminates fracture critical members for reduced
future inspection costs to the City.
The use of unpainted weathering steel and practical detailing minimize future maintenance work
over the rail road tracks while providing the community with the desired urban industrial feel and
the familiarity of the truss structural shape that has provided this railroad crossing for nearly a
century.
The use of ABC techniques in this case was not primarily driven by the need to quickly reopen
the crossing to parkway users but strongly influenced by the rail road site conditions and BNSFs
needs to minimize impacts to this busy rail yard and the important coast-to-coast railroad traffic
that passes under the parkway.
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ABSTRACT
The City of Chicago’s decision to develop the infrastructure at 130th & Torrence became a high
priority when the adjacent Ford Motor Company decided to expand. Ford Motor Company, as a
condition of maintaining and expanding their production facilities in Illinois, sought a
commitment from the State of Illinois and the City of Chicago to develop neighboring
infrastructure to accommodate their expansion. Serving approximately 38,000 vehicles, 50
freight trains and 41 passenger trains every day, the existing adjacent intersection of 130th
Street and Torrence Avenue could not meet capacity and was highly congested by at-grade
crossings of both vehicular and rail traffic. In order to provide an effective solution, the final
design needed to:
 Eliminate delays and minimize conflicts and interruptions to traffic.
 Improve traffic flow for the commercial and industrial traffic through the area by providing
a direct connection between 130th Street and nearby Brainard Avenue.
 Accommodate heavy truck traffic and Ford’s new supplier handling procedures.
Benesch’s design for the project tackled each of these project goals by:
 Grade separating the freight railroad (Norfolk Southern) from vehicular traffic.
 Realigning 130th Street/Brainard Avenue/Torrence Avenue to a standard intersection.
 Widening and reconstructing Torrence Avenue.
The three-tier grade separation solution was the result of the successful collaboration between
Benesch and the Chicago Department of Transportation with the major stakeholders (three
railroads, Ford and the Hegewisch community) and is a testament to innovative problem solving
while minimizing impacts to all stakeholders. Encompassed within the project area’s twosquare-mile footprint is virtually every element of civil engineering, including: railroad bridges;
highway bridge; pedestrian structures; retaining walls; roadway design; interconnected traffic
signals; lighting; watermains and sanitary sewer lines; a pump station; below grade detention
chamber; bioswales; and landscaping improvements. Packing this many elements into a hightraffic volume intersection constrained by industrial, residential and environmentally sensitive
areas—while simultaneously supporting all rail, commercial and local traffic during
construction—proved to be the ultimate three-dimensional engineering puzzle. “Outside-thebox” thinking was required for the design and construction staging of nearly every project
element. From the implementation of Accelerated Bridge Construction (ABC) techniques to the
project’s detailed maintenance of traffic plan and construction sequencing, the project approach
focused equally on what would be built—and how.
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The proposed solution had the realigned 130th and Torrence intersection depressed 28 feet,
with both roads passing under the Norfolk Southern (NS) railroad. Minimizing disruption of the
NS train traffic during construction of the new roadways required the two new NS railroad
bridges to be constructed on offset alignment. The new track alignment was constrained by the
existing track alignment at the project limits, the NS Mixing yard to the south and the Ford Motor
Company to the north. The realigned NS tracks also created a conflict with the location of the
existing supports for the elevated CSS&SB structure that runs a sweeping arc through the site
above the NS tracks and Torrence Avenue. Accommodating the new NS track alignment
required the replacement of the existing CSS&SB elevated structure, which was placed in
service in 1909. The CSS&SB tracks carry both freight trains as well as the Northern Indiana
Commuter Transportation District’s (NICTD) commuter rail line, with over 40 passenger trains
each day. The design team therefore identified that getting the project components fit into this
complex puzzle (while maintaining all rail traffic) required the CSS&SB railroad truss span to be
constructed first on its new alignment.
At the end of preliminary design, the proposed CSS&SB structure consisted of a 368-foot-long
truss with abutments skewed at 45 degrees for the shortest span possible. However, geometric
and logistical constraints surfaced during final design. The design team was challenged to
explore options to minimize impacts to vehicular and rail traffic during construction, and reduce
the construction schedule. Alternatives were identified to simplify the design, assembly and
erection. This led the project team to investigate the use of ABC techniques. Eliminating the
skew and building the truss span in a nearby staging area, then transporting the structure using
Self-Propelled Modular Transporters (SPMTs), was found to be a more feasible and costefficient option. The revised structure consists of a 4.75-million-pound steel railroad truss bridge
that spans 394 feet center-to-center, with the bearings and supports perpendicular to the
structure.
Innovative ABC techniques were implemented to assemble and transport the truss 800 feet
from a staging area to its final location in just four hours. The truss was supported by four Self
Propelled Modular Transporter (SPMT) units, each consisting of 96 individually computercontrolled wheels capable of rotating 360 degrees. Combined, there were 384 wheels controlled
by a single operator using a joystick, much like one used on a remote-controlled toy car. The
SPMTs also lifted and lowered the truss, eliminating the need for cranes. The use of SPMTs for
the roll-in made it one of the largest steel railroad trusses ever to be rolled into place. The final
design resulted in more than $600,000 in savings and construction time, making the ABC
technique a feasible alternative compared to assembling the truss in place. In addition,
assembling the truss in a staging area kept construction separated from rail and vehicular traffic;
improved safety during construction; and improved accessibility to perform quality checks. It
took just four months to assemble and paint the truss, which consists of over 25,000 steel
pieces and 65,000 bolts. Once the truss was in place, the contractor and railroad teams placed
the ballast and ties on the truss, installed the catenary wires that power the NICTD trains and
put the finishing touches on the truss. Within two months of setting the truss in place, the first
NICTD train crossed the new truss bridge.
Constructing the truss off-site also allowed for effective maintenance of traffic. In addition to
minimizing impacts to the railway, this construction option allowed for traffic on Torrence
Avenue to be maintained in each direction. With this key puzzle piece in place, construction
teams were able to continue the work below. They depressed the roadways and built two new
2
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railroad bridges at their existing grades, but on an off-set alignment, allowing Norfolk Southern
to maintain rail traffic as commuters soared by overhead on the signature blue truss bridge.

Figure 1: Benesch utilized Value Engineering studies to develop the truss bridge's construction
staging. Built off-site using Accelerated Bridge Construction (ABC) techniques, the structure
was rolled into place using SPMTs, requiring only an eight-hour NS Railway shut down.

Figure 2: With individually controlled axles that can rotate 360-degrees, the SPMT moved the
4.75 million pound structure into place.

CONCLUSION
Incorporating ABC techniques provided a feasible alternative compared to assembling (stick
building) the truss in place over an active railroad and busy urban roadway. Assembling the
truss in a staging area kept construction separated from rail and vehicular traffic, gave the
contractor much more flexibility in terms of construction operations and schedule, and offered
the contractor more opportunities for uninterrupted work. This resulted in a consistent, quality
finished product.
Now open to the public, the project has transformed one of the city’s most congested
intersections into a sophisticated, multi-tiered grade separation featuring depressed, realigned
and widened roadways with six new bridges. The ABC techniques employed on the truss bridge
were critical to the success of the overall project.
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INTRODUCTION
Modern transportation projects are often subject to demanding schedules to limit the traffic congestion
caused by lane or bridge closures. These projects are driven by time oriented construction schedules where
foundation construction is an early activity on the critical path. Among other foundation elements, drilled
shafts are commonly used for the construction of bridges for their large axial and lateral capacities. Drilled
shaft serviceability and performance can be impacted by inclusions, contaminated concrete, reduced
concrete cover, and the accumulation of debris at the shaft base. As part of the quality assurance process,
non-destructive testing is becoming increasingly specified by the owner, engineer, and by state DOTs.
There are several test methods available to assess drilled shaft integrity including Thermal Integrity
Profiling (TIP) and Shaft Quantitative Inspection Device (SQUID) methods.

THERMAL INTEGRITY PROFILING
Thermal Integrity Profiling (TIP) is a non-destructive testing technology that utilizes the temperature
generated by curing cement (hydration energy) to assess the integrity of drilled shafts. In addition to
determining shaft integrity, potential alignment issues with the reinforcing cage can also be determined.
Temperature measurements are obtained by attaching instrumented Thermal Wire® cables along the
longitudinal bars of the reinforcing cage. Per ASTM recommendations, the cables should be installed
equidistantly around the reinforcing cage with one cable for every one foot of shaft diameter.
Data loggers are connected each cable which automatically commences the data collection process.
Thermal data is collected from the conclusion of concrete placement until the concrete within the shaft
reaches peak temperature, approximately within the interval of 18 to 24 hours after placement. The time to
peak temperature is dependent on the shaft diameter and mix design. After peak temperature is reached,
data is downloaded in the field where a qualitative assessment of the shaft can be performed. Further
processing of the data includes a quantitative assessment of the shaft radius and 3-D interpretation of the
shaft shape.
The early testing window of this test method is one of the primary advantages over current state-of-practice
methods. Preliminary results can be accessed at approximately one half the time to peak temperature, which
on some projects occurs on the same day as concreting. A complete analysis allowing for shaft acceptance
can be assessed at peak temperature, generally within 24 hours after casting. For Cross-Hole Sonic Logging
(CSL), the most commonly used non-destructive test method, the minimum time for testing is three days
after placement per ASTM recommendations, and generally five to seven days for larger shafts. Accelerated
construction schedules may be recognized as a direct result of the TIP data required for analysis available
sooner than other integrity test methods.
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Remote Data Collection
To date, the TIP data is generally collected by on-site personnel and emailed to the TIP Engineer. A recent
advancement with the TIP technology allows the user to monitor the thermal data in real time using a cloud
based platform. Data loggers automatically transmit data, allowing the TIP Engineer to download and assess
the data throughout the concrete curing process. In turn, allows for accelerated identification of problematic
shafts and faster processing of the final data.
Case Study
TIP was used to evaluate the integrity of drilled shafts on a project in the US with an aggressive production
schedule. This project contained approximately 281 drilled shafts that ranged from four to eight feet in
diameter. Early in the installation process, six production piles that were tested with TIP revealed
indications of anomalies approximately six feet below the top of the shaft. Exploratory cores were
performed on the shafts and revealed the presence of contaminated concrete within the top six feet of the
shaft. It was discovered that the contractor’s procedures to remove the temporary casing during placement
was the cause for the inclusion.
Figure 1 presents a forecast model, based on the anticipated production rate, of the shafts that potentially
could have been installed with an anomaly due to the removal of the temporary casing. Using other stateof-practice methods, results would not have provided an indication of the issue until approximately three
plus days after pile installation began. In contrast, the TIP results allowed for rapid identification of the
issue and yielded a change in installation procedures without impacting the construction schedule.

Figure 1: Forecast of Piles That May Have Been Installed with
Potential Anomalies

SHAFT QUANTITATIVE INSPECTION DEVICE
Drilled shafts designed for end bearing are often subject to specifications for debris thickness limits at the
base of the shaft. Requirements for shaft base cleanliness are specified by the geotechnical engineer, the
FHWA, or by the DOT. The majority of DOT specifications require a debris thickness below a certain
threshold, commonly specified as 0.5 inches over at least 50 percent of the shaft base. The Shaft
Quantitative Inspection Device (SQUID) is an innovative device developed in 2016 that measures the debris
thickness layer at the base of a shaft using force-displacement measurements. The SQUID measures the
strain and further calculates the force exerted on three standard cone penetrometers as a function of
displacement measured from three independent, retractable displacement plates.
Rapid Deployment
After the shaft excavation and base cleaning is completed, the SQUID is mounted and pinned to the stub
column of the Kelly-Bar, as illustrated in Figure 2. The SQUID is then lowered to the shaft base, and the
2
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Kelly-Bar is released to rest on top of the device. The force exerted from the Kelly-Bar and contact with
material at the shaft base causes the displacement plates to retract, measuring the debris thickness while the
penetrometers measure strain to calculate force.
The test duration for a complete SQUID test is very short as compared to current state-of-practice test
methods such as the Shaft Inspection Device (SID). The SID is a downhole device equipped with a camera
that allows for a qualitative assessment of the recorded images based on depth gages in view of the camera.
The SQUID provides real-time quantitative results in the form of a force-displacement plots shown on a
tablet at the site location. Alternatively, data can be remotely transmitted to the engineer as the contractor
or site personnel deploy the SQUID to the shaft base in the field. Instant feedback to the inspector,
contractor, and/or engineer allows an immediate decision on shaft acceptance or direction to further clean
the shaft base and retest.

Figure 2: SQUID device attached to Kelly-Bar ready for testing

Case Study
Railroad bridges are often subject to time driven schedules due to the construction, generally taking place
during track outage windows. The SQUID was implemented on a railroad project in Ohio as an alternate to
the mini-SID for base cleanliness assessment. Construction activities took place during daily track outage
windows. This project contained approximately 40 drilled shafts that ranged from 3.5-ft. to 7-ft. in diameter.
The shafts were approximately 70-ft. in length and were socketed into rock. Shaft cleanliness requirements
called for a maximum debris thickness of 0.5 inches.
The remote data transmission method was used on this project, the contractor lowered the SQUID to the
shaft base while the engineer monitored the results in real time. For one shaft, the results after initial
cleaning are presented in Figure 3a. The three displacement plates measured 0.81, 0.16, and 1.42inches,
resulting in unsatisfactory results. A decision was made to re-clean the shaft base and re-test. The second
SQUID test yielded acceptable displacement results of 0.39, 0.29, and 0.27 inches, as presented in Figure
3b.
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Figure 3: SQUID Test Results a) After Initial Cleaning and b) After Second Base Cleaning

CONCLUSION
The TIP and SQUID testing methods offer the drilled shaft and bridge construction industry powerful tools
for quality control and quality assurance of drilled shafts. Both of these technologies allow for remote data
acquisition and the ability to view results in real time. These tests provide more complete and reliable
information than what can be obtained from other state-of-practice methods, while doing so in a greatly
reduced time. With quantitative results available to the Geotechnical Engineer, owner, and contractor,
decisions can be made sooner, allowing for acceleration of the construction process.
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ABSTRACT
For the Route 8 Project in Bridgeport, Connecticut, engineer WSP and general contractor
Manafort Brothers, Incorporated utilized accelerated bridge construction on the first ever designbuild project for the Connecticut Department of Transportation. This $34.7M project consisted of
four bridge superstructure replacements, 1,000 feet of retaining walls, 570 feet of bin wall
rehabilitation, intersection improvements and 2,500 feet of reconstructed pavement. The project
scope focused on replacing the four bridge superstructures in two fourteen-day closure periods.
The Federal Highway Administration’s ‘Every Day Counts’ Initiatives including design-build
procurement method, alternative technical concepts, prefabricated bridge elements and systems,
and accelerated bridge construction, were used throughout the project. This paper describes the
methods and details used to rapidly replace four superstructures in less than 24 days total.

PROJECT SCOPE
A top priority of the Connecticut Department of
Transportation’s (CTDOT) first design-build project was
to replace four superstructures in two fourteen-day
closures. WSP and Manafort Brother’s, Incorporated
(Manafort) utilized accelerated bridge construction (ABC)
to achieve this. During each closure period, two
superstructures were replaced and crossovers were
used to maintain reduced traffic on each bound of Route
8. The four superstructures replaced were:
•
•
•
•

Bridge 03761 Route 8 Northbound over
Lindley Street
Bridge 03762 Route 8 Southbound over
Lindley Street
Bridge 03764 Route 8 Southbound over
Capitol Avenue
Bridge 03765 Route 8 Northbound over
Capitol Avenue.

The Capitol Avenue bridges were replace in kind simple
spans. The Lindley Street bridges were originally seven Figure 1. Traffic crossovers were utilized to
span bridges that were reduced to two span bridges by maintain limited traffic in both directions to
allow for ABC on the opposite bound.
filling in the five end spans. To accommodate the in-fill
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spans, 1,000 feet of retaining walls were constructed around the abandoned spans. Other project
elements included 2,500 feet of reconstructed pavement, 570 feet of bin wall rehabilitation, and
various intersection improvements.
CTDOT’s main requirement was the timeframe of the bridge closures to minimize impacts to the
community of Bridgeport and the 89,300 vehicles traveling Route 8 each day. The design-build
team was responsible to implement supporting details to accomplish this. WSP and Manafort
worked closely with CTDOT and their owners representative, CME Associates, to accelerate the
schedule of the entire project. Design began in April of 2015 and structural steel was delivered
onsite within five months, the superstructures were replaced within 15 months, and substantial
construction completion was within 18 months from the start of design.

FHWA “EVERY DAY COUNTS”
Multiple Federal Highway Administration’s (FHWA) ‘Every Day Counts’ Initiatives were
implemented in the project. CTDOT chose the design-build procurement method, which allowed
Manafort and WSP to develop alternate technical concepts and innovative design/construction
solutions from the start of design through the end of construction. The project delivery method
expedited the project schedule by reducing design and client review time and eliminating the
typical pause between design completion and the start of construction. Design began in April
2015, girders were delivered onsite in October 2015, and all bridges were replaced and in service
by July 2016. Prefabricated bridge units (PBUs) were used to replace the four bridge
superstructures and precast panels were used to rehabilitate the 570 feet long bin wall. These
prefabricated bridge elements and systems minimized online construction time. The PBUs
allowed for accelerated bridge construction which was completed in less than four weeks for four
superstructures.

PREPARING FOR THE CLOSURES
The PBUs were the focal point of the project as they accelerated the superstructure replacements.
The PBUs consisted of two steel girders and a precast concrete deck. The use of steel girders
reduced the superstructure depth which improved the bridges’ minimum vertical clearance and
reduced the dead load of the superstructure. WSP designed weathering steel plate girders rather
than rolled girders, which optimized the area of steel and avoided the need to rely on rolling
schedules for steel delivery.
Manafort proposed fabricating the PBUs on site to eliminate the schedule risks of dependency on
a third party prefabricator. With this change, shipping restrictions on PBUs no longer governed
the size of the units. In the Base Technical Concept (BTC) plans given to proposers, all six
superstructure span sections were shown with twelve girders making up six PBUs each, 36 PBUs
total. WSP and Manafort proposed an alternative technical concept (ATC) in the proposal phase
to reduce the number of girders in the cross
section from twelve to eight. The final
PBUs were 90 feet long by 17 feet wide
and weighed up to 260 kips. This change
allowed for multiple time and cost saving
opportunities. The reduction in the number
Figure 2. The implemented ATC reduced each span to
of girders resulted in twelve less PBUs to
only two exterior PBUs (pictured left) and two interior
construct. Consequently, less PBUs also
PBUs (pictured right).
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resulted in twelve less closure pours,
transports, and erection picks. The use of
less steel material and less high early
strength concrete in the closure pours
minimized costs.
Together with WSP, Manafort evaluated
multiple fabrication areas within close
proximity to the bridge locations. An off
ramp infield area was finally chosen as the
laydown area for the six bridge spans.
This location allowed Manafort to
construct the bridges entirely offline less
than one mile from the bridge sites. At the
Figure 3. The laydown area allowed Manafort to construct
all six spans entirely offline in a controlled environment. laydown area, temporary or “mock”
abutments were planned to be
constructed to match the geometry of
existing bridge substructures. Each span
of PBUs were constructed together, full
width/length, to ensure fit up during
erection. WSP evaluated survey and site
conditions to make this possible. This
approach was used to minimize
adjustments at the final site location,
additionally saving time during the critical
fourteen-day closures. The PBUs were
transported to the project site with highly
specialized steerable and adjustable
Figure 4. Highly specialized steerable and adjustable
trailers then tandem picked into their final
trailers were used to accommodate the weight of the PBUs
positions.
during transport to the bridge locations.

Closure pours were needed between the PBUs, at the pier link slabs, and at the span ends to
finish the bridge deck. WSP and Manafort revised the proposed abutment, semi-integral end
diaphragm/backwall, approach slab and miscellaneous precast elements to significantly simplify
the details. The initial concept included precast components that were required to fit with proposed
and existing structures. WSP and Manafort chose to design cast-in-place concrete elements that
allowed flexibility in construction. Although construction time would increase for reinforcement
placement, formwork, pouring and curing, the use of cast-in-place elements avoided conflicts
during the critical closure periods when unexpected existing structure dimensions were found. A
special high early strength concrete mix design was produced and tested prior to the closures
that would cure quickly and perform well. When field testing the high early strength concrete on a
parapet, issues were discovered while pouring larger sections as they cured too quickly. The mix
design was revised to be more workable for the larger applications including link slabs, parapets
and approach slabs.
To quickly in fill the five abandoned spans within the fourteen-day closure, the retaining walls
surrounding this area were constructed beforehand. The BTC plans depicted a prefabricated
modular wall or mechanically stabilized earth wall. The design-build team quickly identified that
with either wall type, the wall could not be built full height prior to demolition of the existing
3
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structure. A conventional cast-in-place
cantilever retaining wall was chosen to be
used since it could be built entirely before the
closures began. This change was time saving
during the fourteen-day closure. Construction
access was a consideration when determining
the staging of the cast-in-place retaining wall
construction. Manafort wanted to have quick
access around the project site during this
fourteen-day closure. Therefore, temporary
earth retaining systems were utilized to retain
soil and allow for an access road between the Figure 5. An access road was maintained to facilitate
two bounds. After both stages were complete construction access between the two bounds of Route
the wall between the two bounds was finished. 8 by using temporary walls to retain the in-fill spans.
There were many activities to be completed in
the fourteen-day closures however none could
be performed until demolition of the existing
structures was complete. Manafort proposed
multiple demolition techniques including:
•
•
•

Sawcutting and removing ten feet by six
feet slabs of the existing bridge deck
Removing existing beams with cranes
and/or forklifts
Demolishing parapets, decks and
beams with pulverizers and/or hoe
rams

Figure 6. Through the use of multiple techniques
Manafort performed the demolition of eight
superstructure spans within hours of the start of the
closure periods.

When construction began, Manafort had a
wide range of demolition options to remove
the existing structures rapidly.

CONSTRUCTION
Implementing the above described construction techniques proved to be beneficial during the first
crossover period. The Route 8 Southbound bridges were replaced and reopened after thirteen
days, one day ahead of schedule. Within this closure, Manafort performed many tasks including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Detour, signage and implementation of crossover traffic
Demolition of eight superstructure spans and five partial substructures
Preparation of reused substructures
Completion of fill for the five abandoned spans
Installation of proposed roadway drainage
Transportation and erection of twelve PBUs
Cast and cure of concrete closure pours, semi-integral end diaphragms/backwalls, link
slabs, parapets, wingwall tie-ins and approach slabs
Placement of membrane waterproofing
Paving and line striping over the replaced superstructures.
4
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Both Manafort and WSP realized there were adjustments
that could be made to improve the second crossover
schedule. Manafort employed even more demolition
equipment in attempt to further reduce their demolition
time.
In the first cross over period it was discovered that the asbuilt plans of the existing structures were not accurate and
caused delays when placing PBUs. To avoid this in the
next closure, WSP detailed larger sawcut removals of the
existing substructure with larger areas cast back. Then in
the second closure, the existing substructure was
completely clear of the PBU and allowed laborers more
room to work. Since the closure periods occurred during
mid-summer, temperatures were in the high 80s through
most of the construction. This caused issues for the high
early strength concrete curing. Manafort had ice bags
shipped in and placed over approach slab to try to cool the
concrete during the curing process. In the second
Figure 7. WSP provided 24/7
crossover, cooling tubes were placed prior to casting to
engineering
support to Manafort who
accelerate the concrete cooling which allowed placement
performed construction activities around
of the spray applied membrane waterproofing after a
the clock to meet the fourteen-day
shorter wait time. Through these improvements, the
closure requirement.
second closure only lasted eleven days, allowing Route 8
Northbound to be reopened three days ahead of schedule.

Figure 8. The above overview graphic shows limits of construction for the Route 8 project.
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CONCLUSIONS
The Route 8 Project was a smaller than typical design-build venture with a contract value of
$34.7M. However, the project had many of the same challenging elements of larger projects
including complex maintenance of traffic, heavy lifts and ABC. The accelerated construction of
this project greatly revolved around the use of the PBUs. Supporting structure details such as
semi-integral abutments, link slabs and weathering steel plate girders reduced the future
maintenance of the structures. The described design and construction methods resulted in four
superstructure replacements in less than 24 days. The collaboration of the entire project team
including WSP, Manafort, CTDOT and CME Associates contributed to the short project duration
and early openings of all superstructure replacements. The project is accredited as “likely the
fastest bridge replacement project ever seen in Fairfield County” (CT Post).
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ABSTRACT
The New Jersey Turnpike Authority initiated a project with the intent to reconstruct existing
deficient bridge decks and/or superstructures for fifteen (15) structures located on the Garden
State Parkway (GSP). During the preliminary design phase, it was determined that
consideration would be given to each of the following deck replacement concepts for the subject
bridges:
•
•
•

Replace Decks with Conventional Cast-in-Place (CIP) Concrete
Replace Decks with Full-Depth Precast Concrete Deck Panels
Replace Superstructure with Prefabricated Superstructure Units

From the onset, one of the stated goals of the project was to minimize traffic disruption to
vehicular and pedestrian traffic to the greatest extent possible during construction. At most of
the bridges, this goal was achieved by maintaining the existing number of lanes through each
construction stage. However, this approach was not viable for two of the bridges. For these
structures, ABC techniques were used to minimize the time the number of lanes provided during
construction was less than existing. These two bridges are the subject of this paper.

INTRODUCTION AND PROJECT BACKGROUND
In addition to the New Jersey Turnpike, the New Jersey Turnpike Authority (NJTA) owns and
operates the Garden State Parkway (GSP), a major north-south limited access toll road that
includes 173 miles of roadway and 470 bridges. The GSP provides between two and five lanes
of traffic in each direction and includes 359 entrance/exit points along its length.
As part of the Authority’s 10-Year Capital Investment Program, a bridge deck reconstruction
contract was initiated to address deficient bridge decks between mileposts 121 and 162.5.
Within these limits, NJTA had identified fifteen bridges with deficient bridge decks. As a major
subconsultant to the TranSystems Corporation, Gannett Fleming, Inc. provided the designs for
three of the bridges that incorporated ABC technologies, including the two that are the subject of
this paper.
The primary purpose of this project was the complete reconstruction of the existing deficient
bridge decks and/or superstructures. Other improvements included structural repairs to steel
members to address their current physical condition or to upgrade their load carrying capacity,
replacement of deteriorated bearings, and improvements to existing drainage and lighting
systems.
All of the bridges included in this project were built during the original construction of the Garden
State Parkway and are therefore approximately sixty (60) years in age.
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ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS
Prior to Preliminary Design, a study was performed to identify various deck and superstructure
replacement alternatives for each of the bridges within the project limits. Potential replacement
deck types included cast-in-place reinforced concrete, full-depth precast concrete deck panels,
and Exodermic panels. Potential superstructure replacement alternatives included conventional
steel stringers with cast-in-place concrete decks, prestressed concrete adjacent box beams with
cast-in-place concrete decks, and Precast Concrete Steel Composite Superstructures (PCSCS).
The study also focused on staging alternatives for each bridge. Due to the high volume of traffic
present on the GSP, the Authority preferred construction staging schemes that maintained all
existing lanes of traffic during the proposed reconstruction work. However, in order to reduce
construction durations and related traffic impacts, Accelerated Bridge Construction (ABC)
methods were evaluated and compared to conventional construction techniques at each bridge.
The Authority recognized the potential value ABC solutions represent to the travelling public and
therefore permitted the study to include alternatives that reduced the number of lanes provided
the work could be done using High Intensity Construction (HIC) cycles. For this project, a HIC
cycle was generally defined as a 56-hour construction period that would span over a weekend.
Due to the size of the subject bridges, it was recognized that several HIC cycles may be
required at a single bridge site in order to perform the proposed work.
Based on the results of the study, it was found that the majority of the bridges could be
constructed conventionally. However, some of the bridges were identified as good candidates
for ABC. Two of these bridges form the subject of this paper. They are:
•
•

Structure No. 124.8 NO: GSP NB Outer Roadway over Washington Road and Conrail
Structure No. 124.3 SO: GSP SB Outer Roadway over Bordentown Turnpike

Both structures carry portions of the Garden State Parkway mainline through South Amboy,
New Jersey. Traffic volumes are substantially high in this area since the GSP is a vital part of
the transportation network in the New York metropolitan area.
Each bridge was inspected as part of the design contract to verify the physical conditions
previously documented in the most recent biennial inspection report. In addition, live load
ratings were computed for each bridge to determine the adequacy of the existing spanning
elements.
Reconstruction alternatives were then developed once the deficiencies of each bridge were
known. As previously discussed, potential replacement deck types included cast-in-place
reinforced concrete, full-depth precast concrete deck panels, and Exodermic panels, while
potential superstructure replacement alternatives included conventional steel stringers with castin-place concrete decks, prestressed concrete adjacent box beams with cast-in-place concrete
decks, and Precast Concrete Steel Composite Superstructures (PCSCS). A determination was
made for each structure to determine whether it needed a complete superstructure replacement
or if the existing beams could be reused to support a replacement deck. This would define the
minimum scope of work necessary at each bridge to address its deficiencies.
Once the minimum scope of work was determined at each structure, a study was conducted to
identify several appropriate structural alternatives aimed at addressing the structural
deficiencies. A staging scheme was also developed for each structural alternative with a
preference for schemes that maintained all existing lanes of traffic during construction. In
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general, this led to concepts that required numerous traffic stages and alignment shifts.
However, at least one ABC alternative was identified for each structure for comparison with a
conventional staging scheme.
The combined structural/staging alternatives were then compared to each other to determine
the scheme that produced the best value to the Authority and public. A table of evaluation
criteria, each with a relative weighting factor, was established for this purpose. Alternatives
were compared to each other using the following five criteria:

1.

Constructability (35%), including:
•
•
•
•
•

2.

Durability and Design Service Life (20%), including:
•
•
•

3.

Contractor Familiarity (risk related to the general experience of the industry)
Site Access Constraints (including delivery, storage, and equipment mobility)
Bridge Geometry Constraints (compatibility of system with bridge geometry)
Deck Cracking Potential (based on care required to cure concrete)
Weather Related Restrictions

Material and Construction/Fabrication Quality
Number of Joints and/or Complicated Connection Details
Future Maintenance Efforts (a measure of long term durability)

Traffic Impacts (25%), including:
•
•

Construction Duration (total on site construction time)
Impacts to Road Users (time when public is adversely affected by construction)

4.

Construction Cost (15%)

5.

Life Cycle Cost (5%)

For each alternative, a score of “1” to “5” was assigned to each category whereby higher
numbers represent more favorable conditions. The scores were then adjusted by the relative
weighting factors and added up to determine a composite relative score for each alternative. In
general, the alternatives with the highest score were recommended for implementation,
although some additional engineering judgement was utilized in cases where the differences
between relative scores was deemed negligible.
The following sections present two bridges that were identified as candidates for ABC
incorporation.
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GSP NB OUTER ROADWAY OVER WASHINGTON ROAD AND CONRAIL
This bridge carries the outer GSP northbound roadway over a county road (Washington Road)
and a single railroad track owned by Conrail. Washington Road is classified as an Urban Minor
Arterial and provides a single
lane in each direction. The
bridge is a five span structure
with span lengths ranging from
46-ft to 81-ft for a total length of
299-ft. It carries four (4) 11-ft
wide traffic lanes and provides a
minimal, variable width shoulder
to each side. The overall bridge
width, including the 1’-6” wide
safety shape parapets, is 49’10”. The bridge is located in a
curved section of the GSP, and
the centerline alignment has a
radius of 11,591-ft.
The existing superstructure consists of six steel wide flange stringers in each span. The
stringers are simply supported and are detailed to act compositely with the existing 7” thick castin-place concrete deck. The stringers are placed on chords to accommodate the roadway
curvature, and the substructures are skewed to the superstructure. The superstructure is
supported by stub abutments and wall piers, all of which are founded on piles. The steel roller
and sliding plate bearings are original features of the bridge.
Based on the inspection, it was determined that the deck was in poor physical condition and
needed to be replaced. However, the steel stringers were considered to be in satisfactory
condition, and inventory and operating live load ratings were found to be acceptable. All
substructure elements were also in satisfactory condition and required only superficial repairs
for reuse. For these reasons, the minimum scope of work required at this bridge included deck
replacement with supplementary superstructure and substructure repairs.
Deck replacement alternatives for this bridge were limited to cast-in-place concrete and full
depth precast concrete panels. In both cases, the parapets would be constructed using cast-inplace concrete and would be configured as safety shapes to meet current NJTA requirements.
Due to the narrow shoulders, it was determined that the bridge deck could not be replaced while
keeping all four traffic lanes open during construction regardless of the deck system used. To
accommodate four traffic lanes, the bridge would first need to be widened by approximately 19ft. “Conventional” construction would therefore require five stages. In the first stage, the
existing substructures would be lengthened to provide support for new beams placed adjacent
to the existing outside fascia beam. Once the portion of deck was built on the new beams, a
single traffic lane would be shifted onto the new deck in Stage 2 to allow a portion of the existing
deck to be replaced. A total of four traffic shifts would be required to “walk” the construction
across the cross section of the bridge, thereby resulting in a total of five stages. This concept
was deemed compatible with either a cast-in-place concrete deck or with the use of precast
concrete deck panels.
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An ABC alternative that utilized multiple HIC cycles was then developed for comparative
purposes. In this case, four (4) 56-hr weekend HIC cycles would be required. During each HIC
cycle, the entire roadway on the bridge would be closed to traffic. The main advantage of this
alternative is the elimination of the need to widen the structure. However, in order for this
scheme to work, each HIC cycle would need to restore the entire width of the bridge prior to
reopening to traffic. For this reason, deck replacement alone was not considered since the care
required to remove the deck without damaging the existing beams was incompatible with the
available timeframe. Therefore, the 4 HIC cycle alternative would require full superstructure
replacement using Precast Concrete Steel Composite Superstructure (PCSCS) units. Each unit
would consist of two steel beams connected by a precast concrete deck. The existing deck
would be saw cut into sections, and the existing beam and deck sections would be removed by
a large crane. The same crane could then be used to place the PCSCS units. A significant
amount of time could be saved by removing and replacing large sections of superstructure at a
time, and it was determined that this concept would allow an entire span to be replaced within
the 56-hr HIC window.
Using the criteria previously presented, an alternative analysis was performed. Three
alternatives were considered: Two (2) conventionally staged alternatives that required bridge
widening (one using cast-in-place concrete for the deck and the other using precast concrete
deck panels, and one (1) ABC alternative that required four weekend closures to replace the
superstructure without the need for widening. In this case, the ABC alternative scored the
highest of the three and was therefore selected for construction. This alternative had several
advantages over the two widening alternatives, most particularly the significantly reduced
duration of time whereby traffic is adversely impacted by construction. Another significant
advantage was cost. It was determined that the construction cost of the ABC superstructure
replacement alternative ($6.25M) was roughly the same cost as the two widening alternatives.
This was considered as a better use of the Authority’s resources since the ABC alternative
utilized the funding to provide a completely new superstructure while the conventional
alternatives utilized the same funds to lengthen substructure units to accommodate construction
traffic. The ABC alternative also minimized the bridge footprint which resulted in favorable lifecycle costs when compared to the conventionally constructed alternatives.
Several work items needed to be performed in
advance of the HIC cycles in order for this
concept to work. For example, there were
several utilities that had to be relocated before
superstructure replacement could commence.
Also, the prefabricated superstructure modules
required new pedestals to be constructed on
the bridge seats. In most cases, the pedestals
could be constructed below the existing
superstructure in advance without any special
considerations. However, this was not the
case for the fascia beams as the new fascia
beams were on the same line as the existing
beams. To provide the necessary pedestals in
advance, temporary screw jack supports had
to be placed below the existing fascia beams.
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The temporary supports allowed conflicting portions of the existing beams to be removed so that
the contractor could install the new pedestals.

Four PCSCS units were required for each span. The units were detailed with protruding hoop
bars along the 12” to 18” wide keyway lines to allow them to be locked together using
longitudinal closure pours. An MMA polymer grout was used to fill the keyways. The grout was
designed to obtain a strength of 2.5 ksi within 1 hour of being placed. It was also designed to
provide a strength of 8 ksi after seven days and 9 ksi after 28 days. Three 4-ft by 4-ft square
test panels were fabricated prior to final production of the PCSCS units to demonstrate the
quality of the materials, fabrication, and placement techniques. The three panels were locked
together using the specified closure pour grout. This helped the contractor (Northeast Remsco
Construction, Inc., Farmingdale, NJ) better understand the working times required to properly
place and cure the grout.
The steel for the PCSCS units was
fabricated and supplied by STS
Steel, Inc. of Schenectady, NY,
while the PCSCS assembly was
performed by the Fort Miller
Company of Schuylerville, NY.
With utilities relocated and
pedestals constructed, the
contractor was ready to implement
the first 56-hr HIC cycle. During the
first weekend closure, the
northbound outer roadway was
closed to traffic, and the contractor began saw cutting the existing deck in the southernmost
span (Span 1). A 600-ton capacity Liebherr LTM 1500 hydraulic crane was placed in the GSP
approach roadway just behind the south abutment for this purpose. The crane was used to lift
the existing superstructure sections up from their bearings and set them down onto flatbed
trucks that were also located on the closed mainline roadway.
As the existing sections were removed, workers set the new bearings on the previously
constructed pedestals. The new bearings were round laminated elastomeric pads. After the
6
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bearings were set, the new four PCSCS units were lifted from the flatbed and placed into
position. Workers locked the units together using the closure pour grout, and the grout was
given a minimal amount of time to set. At the end of the weekend, prior to opening the roadway
to traffic, the deck surface was micro-milled to provide a smooth riding surface.

The second weekend closure was similar to the first, except a different crane was used from the
ground line below the bridge. For this HIC cycle, the contractor utilized a 330-ton capacity
Liebherr LR 1300 crawler crane. It was situated on a temporary ballast mat located adjacent to
the railroad track. All work in this stage had to be carefully orchestrated with Conrail operations.
Flatbed trucks located on Washington Road were used to haul away the existing sections of
Span 2 and deliver the PCSCS units.
The third weekend closure was conducted exactly like the second weekend closure, except the
crawler crane was moved to a new position between the track and Washington Road. This
minimized interference with Conrail operations during the replacement of the center span.
The last two spans were replaced in the fourth and final HIC cycle. The contractor used the
same crawler crane, but this time placed it directly on Washington Road while it was closed to
the public.
All construction work was completed in a period of eight months at this bridge. However, traffic
impacts were limited to the four (4) 56-hour weekend closures.
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SB OUTER ROADWAY OVER BORDENTOWN TURNPIKE
This bridge carries the outer GSP southbound roadway over a county road (Bordentown
Turnpike). The county road is classified as an Urban Minor Arterial and provides a single lane
in each direction. The bridge is a three span structure with span lengths ranging from 25-ft to
54-ft for a total length of 107-ft. It carries three (3) 12-ft wide traffic lanes and provides a
variable (5’-5” min.) width shoulder to each side. The overall bridge width, including the 1’-6”
wide safety shape parapets, is 50’-1”. The bridge is located in a curved section of the GSP
where the centerline alignment has a radius of 17,931-ft.

The existing superstructure consists of six steel wide flange stringers in each span. The
stringers are simply supported and are detailed to act compositely with the existing 7” thick castin-place concrete deck. The stringers are placed on chords to accommodate the roadway
curvature. The superstructure is supported by stub abutments on piles and wall piers on spread
footings. The steel roller and sliding plate bearings are original features of the bridge.
Based on the inspection, it was determined that the deck was in poor physical condition and
needed to be replaced. However, the steel stringers were considered to be in satisfactory
condition, and inventory and operating live load ratings were found to be acceptable. Both
abutments were in satisfactory condition and required only superficial repairs for reuse, while
the piers were found to be in good condition. For these reasons, the minimum scope of work
required at this bridge included deck replacement with supplementary superstructure and
substructure repairs.
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Deck replacement alternatives for this bridge were limited to cast-in-place concrete and full
depth precast concrete panels. In both cases, the parapets would be constructed using cast-inplace concrete and would be configured as safety shapes to meet current NJTA requirements.
The width of the existing bridge was not compatible with a staged alternative that could
accommodate all three traffic lanes during construction. However, it was found that the width of
the adjacent southbound inner roadway bridge could accommodate an additional traffic lane.
Therefore, the “conventional” staging alternative required one of the existing lanes to be shifted
from the outer roadway to the inner roadway using temporary median cross-overs constructed
in Stage 1. With one of the three lanes shifted off the subject bridge, the existing outer roadway
bridge deck could then be replaced by “walking”
the construction across the cross section of the
bridge. This would require three (3) additional
construction stages for a total of four (4) stages.
An ABC alternative that utilized multiple HIC
cycles was then developed for comparative
purposes. In this case, two (2) 56-hr weekend
HIC cycles would be required. During each HIC
cycle, the entire roadway on the bridge would be
closed to traffic. The main advantage of this
alternative is the elimination of the need to
temporarily split the southbound outer roadway
traffic lanes using median cross-overs. However,
in order for this scheme to work, each HIC cycle
would need to restore the entire width of the
bridge prior to reopening to traffic. Therefore,
similar to the bridge over Washington Road, deck
replacement alone was not considered since the
care required to remove the deck without
damaging the existing beams was incompatible
with the available timeframe. The 2 HIC cycle
alternative would therefore require full
superstructure replacement using PCSCS units.
Three alternatives were considered for this
structure: Two (2) conventionally staged
alternatives that required a single lane cross-over
to the inner roadway (one using cast-in-place
concrete for the deck and the other using precast
concrete deck panels, and one (1) ABC alternative that required two weekend closures to
replace the superstructure without the need for a cross-over. During the alternative analysis, it
was found that the ABC alternative scored the highest of the three and was therefore selected
for construction. This alternative had the advantage of significantly reducing the duration of time
whereby traffic is adversely impacted by construction. However, the full replacement of the
superstructure added approximately 55% more to the cost of the project when compared to the
two deck replacement alternatives. This equated to nearly $1M in additional cost. Although
more costly, the Authority decided to move forward with this scheme since it caused the least
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disruption to traffic and provided new steel
beams as well as new low cost, low
maintenance bearings. The decision was very
compatible with the “get in, get out, stay out”
mantra that is prevalent in the industry today.
Also similar to the Washington Road bridge,
utilities needed to be relocated and pedestals
reconstructed in advance of the traffic staging.
Temporary supports were also required to
allow the existing fascia beams to be cut away
from the bridge seats to accommodate
advanced pedestal construction. Again, four
PCSCS units were required for each span.
During the first weekend closure, the
southbound outer roadway was closed to
traffic, and the contractor began saw cutting
the existing deck in the center and
northernmost spans (Spans 1 and 2). A 600ton capacity Liebherr LTM 1500 hydraulic
crane was placed on the Bordentown Turnpike
below the bridge for this purpose. The crane
was used to lift the existing superstructure
sections up from their bearings and set them
down onto flatbed trucks that were also
located on the detoured lower roadway.
The south span was removed and replaced
during the second weekend closure. To
accomplish this, the contractor used a 230-ton
capacity Liebherr LTM 1200 hydraulic crane.
The crane was situated in the closed
southbound mainline approach just behind the
south abutment. Deliveries to and from the
site were made from the mainline roadway.
Construction at this bridge site was completed in five months with traffic impacts limited two (2)
56-hour weekend closures.

CONCLUSIONS
NJTA’s willingness to consider ABC methodology led to several successful deck and
superstructure replacements on this project, including the two superstructure replacements
presented above. This demonstrates a commitment to their customers by limiting their
inconvenience while the Authority performs necessary system upgrades.
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ABSTRACT
ABC techniques were utilized for a superstructure replacement project in a heavily congested
section of U.S. Route 9 in Woodbridge, NJ. Initially identified for deck slab replacement, it
became evident that conventional staged construction would cause major traffic disruptions. To
shorten the construction duration, a superstructure replacement was recommended. Modular
construction, coupled with a viable detour route and a complete weekend closure of Route 9
Southbound, accelerated the schedule to achieve the project objectives.

INTRODUCTION
In the fall of 2014, Dewberry completed a $6,000,000 federally funded project for the New
Jersey Department of Transportation (NJDOT) utilizing Accelerated Bridge Construction (ABC)
techniques for a bridge superstructure replacement. This project is located in a heavily
congested section of U.S. Route 9 in Woodbridge Township, New Jersey.
The Route 9 Southbound Bridge over Green Street was a component of a larger roadway
improvement project for which Dewberry provided engineering services for a ¾-mile (3,960 feet)
section of Route 9 to improve safety and address recurring drainage issues. As part of this
project, the existing Route 9 Southbound Bridge over Green Street was initially identified for
deck slab replacement.
The circa 1937 bridge, a single span concrete encased steel multi-girder structure with
abutments constructed at different skew angles and carrying an estimated 31,000 vehicles per
day of Route 9 Southbound traffic, was listed in the biannual bridge inspection report as
structurally deficient due to the poor condition of the deck slab. During preliminary engineering,
it became evident that conventional staged construction with a cast-in-place deck slab would
result in major traffic disruptions for at least a year. To reduce the construction duration, a
superstructure replacement alternative was evaluated. ABC techniques utilizing prefabricated
superstructure elements consisting of modular steel beams with concrete deck was
recommended as a feasible means to achieve the project objectives while minimizing the
construction duration. The use of modular construction, coupled with a viable detour route,
allowed for a complete closure of Route 9 Southbound to further accelerate the construction.
NJDOT concurred with the recommendations and a complete superstructure replacement within
a weekend closure was targeted. In order to successfully complete the construction within that
timeframe, construction materials, methods, and durations were taken into consideration.
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Details were developed to simplify construction and account for the variable geometry of the
existing substructures that would support the new superstructure elements.

EXISTING STRUCTURE
There were several constraints associated with the location of this project, resulting in
challenges to the Project Team. In addition to carrying three lanes of Route 9 Southbound traffic
over a northbound exit ramp (Green Street), the bridge was also located near the very busy
Woodbridge Center shopping mall.

Figure 1: Existing bridge cross section.
The bridge was a single span concrete encased rolled steel beam superstructure. The south
abutment was constructed at a skew angle of 45° and the north abutment was constructed at
37°, resulting in a varying span length between 47’-5” to 56’-5”. The existing bridge had a curbto-curb width of 32’-0” and an overall width of 42’-1”. A 6’-2” wide sidewalk was located along
the west fascia, however, the bridge carried very little to no pedestrian traffic. A 2’-2” wide
safetywalk was located along the east fascia, with reinforced concrete balustrades along both
fasciae. Bridge mounted steel beam guide rail was subsequently constructed along both
curblines and was continuous with the approach guide rail. A minimum vertical clearance of
14’-2” was provided over Green Street.

Photo 1: Existing bridge deck looking south.
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The superstructure was comprised of concrete encased, rolled steel beams with a 9” thick noncomposite reinforced concrete deck slab. Typical of the construction of this period, the stringers
were different sizes, in particular the west fascia (sidewalk) and west first interior (curb) stringers
were different than the other stringers. These stringers had a smaller section modulus of
approximately 58% and 88%, respectively, as compared to the roadway stringers.

Photo 2: Existing bridge deck looking east.
The intermediate diaphragms were cast-in-place concrete construction orientated normal to the
stringers and placed in a staggered pattern. End diaphragms were not constructed with the
existing structure. The superstructure loads were transferred to the substructure via steel plate
bearings.

Photo 3: Underside of existing bridge deck.
The substructure consisted of reinforced concrete full height abutments founded on spread
footings with U-type wingwalls that were constructed parallel to Route 9 and were listed in
satisfactory condition. The abutments were detailed without an abutment header with the deck
slab and approach slab extending over and supported on the abutment backwall. A 1” filled joint
was provided between the approach and deck slabs.
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The Inventory Rating of the existing stringers was low due in part to the original structure being
designed for an unknown truck loading less than the HS-20 loading used for the rating
calculations. In addition, the existing stringers were non-composite with the deck slab and a
bituminous overlay had been constructed across the deck. However, the corresponding
Operating Rating was high, so the bridge was not load posted.

INITIALLY PREFERRED ALTERNATIVE
For the Route 9 Southbound Bridge over Green Street, the project’s original scope was to
replace the deteriorated deck with a new high performance concrete deck utilizing conventional
staged construction. Several factors were considered regarding the existing structure and the
proposed construction which ultimately lead to the recommended alternative.
Maintaining two lanes of traffic at all times was a project requirement. As such, it was
anticipated that the proposed re-decking would be constructed in three main stages with a
fourth stage needed to finish the sidewalk construction. The sequence of construction required
traffic to be bifurcated during one stage in order to reconstruct the middle section of the deck.
The existing stringer layout also did not permit the sawcut lines for the demolition to be located
over an existing stringer for all stages and additional members would be needed to temporarily
support cantilevered portions of the existing and proposed decks during the construction.
Analyses showed the existing west sidewalk and curb stringers did not have sufficient capacity
to support a HL-93 loading. In addition, efforts to strengthen the members would be costly and it
was recommended to replace the stringers with new sections. In order to improve the load
carrying capacity of the remainder of the superstructure, the deck slab would be made
composite with the stringers by welding shear connectors to the stringers. However, the
weldability of steel from this era was in question. To confirm whether the deck could be made
composite, a steel coupon would be taken from an existing stringer and tested.
The existing intermediate concrete diaphragms were also a concern. Demolishing the existing
deck slab around the integrally cast diaphragms and maintaining the diaphragms’ integrity
would pose problems for the contractor. This could result in slower demolition operations or the
potential need to replace the members altogether.
Similar issues existed with the concrete encasement. Although the encasement was in good
condition, demolition of the existing deck while trying to maintain the encasement would be
challenging. However, if the encasement was completely removed, the existing stringers would
need to be cleaned and painted. This would result in a longer construction duration, and
ultimately it was decided to maintain the existing encasement.
Once the issues with the existing superstructure were identified, a preliminary bridge
construction schedule was prepared. The results indicated that construction would last at least a
year.
Given these construction issues with conventional staged construction and the fact that the area
would be subjected to major traffic disruptions for at least a year, it became evident that a
superstructure replacement utilizing ABC techniques would be a more viable solution to
consider.
In order for ABC to be effective, many factors including the type of bridge, complexity of
geometry, anticipated detour routes, road-user costs, and utility and Right-Of-Way impacts must
be considered. Although the geometry of the existing substructure would present challenges,
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the other factors presented a strong case for ABC construction. The type of bridge (single-span
multi-stringer) and span lengths would permit demolition to be quick and relatively simple while
the proposed structure would have unit weights that could be handled with a readily-available
hydraulic boom crane. Access to the site and the flexibility to set a crane at multiple locations
would provide the contractor a wide range of options for erection. There were also no utility or
Right-Of-Way conflicts that would restrict construction activities or require lengthy advance work
prior to demolition. Combined with these factors, a viable detour was available that would also
allow for a short-term closure of Route 9 Southbound and reduce road-user costs over the
length of the contract.
A proposed superstructure replacement alternative utilizing ABC techniques was presented to
NJDOT along with an estimated construction cost comparison between the conventional staged
construction deck replacement alternative and ABC superstructure replacement alternative.
Historical data for similar projects that had already been constructed in New Jersey was used
for the basis of the ABC construction costs. The results showed that a superstructure
replacement utilizing ABC would cost almost $500,000 more than a deck replacement utilizing
conventional construction ($1,140,000 for ABC vs. $670,000 for conventional construction).
However, the majority of the work could be completed with a weekend closure and would
reduce disruptions to the traveling public by approximately ten months.
Taking into consideration the possibility of construction extending into the holiday season if
conventional construction was used and the lack of a long-term detour using ABC, NJDOT
Traffic Operations concurred with the recommendations and made the decision to use ABC
construction. Since the project was federally funded, NJDOT discussed the alternatives with
FHWA who subsequently concurred with the recommendations and approval was given to move
forward with the ABC superstructure replacement alternative.

PROPOSED STRUCTURE (ABC)
A conceptual study identified a complete superstructure replacement utilizing prefabricated
bridge superstructure units with steel beams as the most practical alternative. The use of
prestressed concrete elements was eliminated due to their structural depth and the fact the
bridge was already posted for a substandard vertical clearance.
In order to minimize complications during fabrication and construction, it was important to
consider uniformity of details during design, however the variable geometry of the existing
substructures created some obstacles. Construction methods and durations were also taken
into account as these details were developed.
As with most superstructure replacement projects, a complete and accurate survey of the
abutment seats, backwalls, and architectural details was necessary. However, given the
complex geometry of the structure, this survey would be even more critical as it would help to
customize each superstructure unit and enabled the proper fit on the existing abutments. Notes
were also included on the plans requiring the contractor to verify all dimensions in the field prior
to any demolition.
The proposed bridge width was designed to match the existing 42’-1” width and consist of five
8’-5” wide prefabricated superstructure units. A local precaster with knowledge of this type of
construction was consulted with to provide the optimum unit layout. The proposed prefabricated
unit width considered shipping constraints and NJDOT criteria for maximum effective deck
overhangs and stringer spacing.
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Each prefabricated superstructure unit consisted of two W24x117 rolled steel stringers spaced
at 5’-5” and made composite with a 9” thick concrete deck. The use of composite construction
and Grade 50W steel allowed shallower stringers to be utilized, which resulted in an increased
vertical clearance of 14’-7”. Due to the non-parallel existing substructures, each side of the
prefabricated units varied in length. The two fascia units also needed special forming to
accommodate the unique geometry of the existing abutment backwall and architectural features
at the ends of the abutments.

Figure 2: Proposed bridge cross section.
The proposed approach roadway geometrics required changes to the deck cross slopes from
the existing structure in order to accommodate the adjacent roadway improvements. As such, a
constant 1.5% cross slope was held across the deck to help simplify fabrication of the units. In
order to make up the difference in structural depths and cross slopes between the existing and
replacement structures, full-depth concrete end diaphragms were proposed. The end
diaphragms encased the ends of the stringers and would vary in depth, allowing the
superstructure to be supported on the substructure through the end diaphragms.
With the use of full-depth diaphragms, the existing abutment seats would not need to be
modified for the proposed prefabricated superstructure units, saving time during construction.
Rectangular reinforced elastomeric bearing pads were used to support each prefabricated unit.
Details for the bearings and anchorage to the abutments were developed using a similar
concept to NJDOT standard details for supporting prestressed concrete box beams. However,
due to the skew angles, the length along the end of each unit was too long and limits on

Photo 4: Full-depth concrete end diaphragm.
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fabrication required two bearing pads to be used under each prefabricated unit. Each
prefabricated unit was fabricated with two 2” diameter holes through the end diaphragm and
deck. 2” diameter holes were cored 15” deep into the abutments and 1” diameter galvanized
steel dowels were install. The dowels were grouted into the abutments and then the hole in the
prefabricated unit was later filled with hot-poured rubber asphalt joint sealer at the expansion
bearings and non-shrink grout at the fixed bearings.

Figure 3: Proposed deck joint / backwall configuration.
Longitudinal joints in the deck slabs between units consisted of ¾” wide preformed shear keys
that were filled with non-shrink grout. In order to increase the rigidity between prefabricated
units and improve live load distribution, field-installed steel diaphragms were installed between
adjoining prefabricated units. A 2” thick High Performance Thin Overlay (HPTO) was placed on
top of the prefabricated units and would provide additional protection over the longitudinal joints
while improving the rideability across the structure. In addition, the HPTO would be placed with
the final resurfacing of the remainder of Route 9 Southbound and would maximize the time for
the contractor to install the superstructure during the permitted closure.
The two fascia units were detailed with threaded inserts for the parapet and sidewalk
reinforcement. The parapets and sidewalk, including the reconstructed portions atop the existing
wingwalls, were specified to be cast in place in subsequent stages after the roadway was reopened to vehicular traffic.
In order to keep the work to a minimum during the closure of Route 9 Southbound, it was
recommended to maintain the existing approach slabs and deck joint/backwall configuration.
Maintaining the original configuration would mean that no modifications to the existing
abutments would be necessary. A very early strength latex modified concrete (VESLMC), with a
cure time of approximately 4 hours, was used as a closure pour between the new
superstructure units and the existing approach slabs that were left in place.
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Figure 4: Proposed deck joint with attachment to VESLMC
closure pour and existing approach slab.
A 2” opening was maintained between the closure pour and the approach slab and filled with
preformed bituminous joint filler. The joint utilized elastomeric concrete and epoxy grouted
threaded rods to anchor the strip seal joint assembly to the new superstructure and existing
approach slabs.

DETOUR
It was recommended to close Route 9 Southbound and the northbound exit ramp to Green
Street to traffic while the existing superstructure was demolished and the prefabricated units
installed. However, NJDOT Traffic Operations would only permit the contractor to shut down the
roadways for a weekend to complete this work. In addition, the construction also had to be
planned around Woodbridge Center’s year-end holiday shopping season. In order for this option
to be efficient, a viable detour would be needed. Fortunately, a short detour route,
approximately 0.3 miles in length, was available for the Route 9 Southbound traffic utilizing side
streets and the mall’s access roads to bypass the bridge. The detour for the northbound exit
ramp to Green Street was longer, approximately 1.6 miles, and utilized nearby U.S. Route 1, a
major thoroughfare in the area, as well as a local street in Woodbridge.
Engineers and representatives from NJDOT met with Woodbridge Township officials, the
Township Engineer, and Traffic Safety personnel from the Woodbridge Police Department to
present the detour and discuss the proposed alternative. The Township officials realized the
benefit of a reduced construction schedule and were receptive to the concept. After addressing
some concerns with access issues at Woodbridge Center mall, the officials gave approval to the
detour.

CONSTRUCTION
In September 2013, IEW Construction Group of Trenton, NJ was awarded the construction
contract for the project, with a bid for the bridge work of approximately $850,000. Shortly
thereafter, construction started on other aspects of the project, including utility relocations,
drainage work, and construction of a new water quality detention basin. While this work was
progressing, IEW surveyed the existing structure prior to any demolition or fabrication to confirm
dimensions on the contract plans. IEW’s survey revealed some inconsistencies with the
abutment seat dimensions. The new dimensions were verified and a Change of Plan was
8
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issued. Fortunately, the differences were discovered early enough that the revisions did not
disrupt the fabrication or construction schedule. Using the updated dimensions and their survey,
IEW engaged J & R Slaw Precast of Lehighton, PA to prepare the shop drawings and fabricate
the superstructure units.
As the construction progressed and approached the point in the schedule to start the bridge
work, information regarding the closure of Route 9 Southbound and the Northbound exit ramp
was disseminated to the public. The intended closure dates were posted on NJDOT’s website
and 511NJ.org, the State’s traffic and transportation information resource. Additionally, traffic
alerts were provided to local television and radio stations, as well as a regional cable channel to
provide ample notice to the traveling public of the upcoming closure. As the weekend
approached, local variable message signs connected to the State’s traffic center began to
broadcast the closure.
Beginning at 9:00 p.m. on Friday, October 17, 2014 IEW shut down the southbound lanes of
Route 9 as well as the northbound exit ramp and a portion of Green Street. Demolition of the
superstructure began by sawcutting and jack hammering the existing deck slab. Debris was
collected in trucks on the approaches and below the bridge. The existing abutments were
covered with shielding and plywood was placed over the existing Green Street concrete
pavement for protection from falling debris. Once the deck and diaphragms were removed, the
steel beams, with a majority of their concrete encasement intact, were individually lifted out by
crane and placed on a flatbed trailer parked behind the south abutment.
By 3:00 p.m. on Saturday, October 18, demolition was completed and the abutments had been
prepared and were ready for installation of the prefabricated superstructure units.

Photo 5: Installation of the initial prefabricated
superstructure unit.
The units were brought to the site on flatbed trailers and staged behind the south abutment prior
to being lifted into place. Accurate survey of the bridge seats, as well as strict fabrication
tolerances for the superstructure units enabled the units to fit on the existing substructures
without issue.
By early morning on Sunday, October 19, all the units had been placed and the field-installed
diaphragms connected.
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Work continued throughout Sunday to construct the VESLMC closure pour at the abutments
and by 6:00 a.m. on Monday, October 20, the bridge was re-opened to traffic in time for the
morning commute. Parapet and sidewalk construction, as well as the deck joints and final
surfacing were completed in a subsequent stage with limited traffic disruptions.

Photo 6: Completed bridge looking east.

PROJECT CONCLUSIONS
Many factors contributed to the success of this project:
•
•

•

•

•

ABC techniques allowed the project objectives, e.g. providing a new deck slab and
improving geometric and safety issues, to be met while minimizing disruptions to the
traveling public, local businesses, and the surrounding communities.
Engaging the project stakeholders early, including the Woodbridge Township officials,
and having ongoing discussions with the stakeholders allowed the project to move
forward. In addition, a political climate that encouraged cooperation helped to achieve
project objectives.
Sufficient advance notice through the use of different media, including television, radio,
the internet, and VMS signs, was provided to inform the traveling public of the upcoming
weekend closures. This allowed the public to use alternative routes and avoid the area
during closures and reduced the volume of traffic traveling through the site.
Demolishing an existing superstructure and replacing it within a weekend includes
significant risks. However, simplified detailing and appropriate planning done before the
road was closed minimized the risks associated with this type of construction and
enabled the contractor to complete the work effectively.
Project requirements included in the contract plans and specifications, such as having
the contractor survey the existing structure as well as specifying strict fabrication
tolerances for the prefabricated units, enabled the proposed structure to fit properly on
the existing substructure and enabled the construction to be completed within the
allocated time frames.

These factors resulted in a new superstructure that will extend the service life of this NJDOT
structure.
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ACCELERATED SUPERSTRUCTURE REPLACEMENT OF SR 30
OVER BESSEMER AVENUE
Presenting Author: James Anderson, PE, Senior Project Engineer, HNTB Corporation,
717-540-2664, jmanderson@hntb.com
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Robert Bistline, PE, Vice President, HNTB Corporation, 717-540-2662,
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Background
US Route 30 (SR 30) is an historical and vital highway stretching coast to coast connecting
suburban and rural areas to city centers across the northern tier of the country. Western
Pennsylvania motorists use SR 30 in the greater Pittsburgh area to reach downtown destinations.
In East Pittsburgh, the bridge carrying SR 30 over Bessemer Avenue was classified structurally
deficient and the Pennsylvania Department of Transportation (PennDOT) elected to rehabilitate
or replace the bridge. Rehabilitation required the service life be extended a minimum of 50 years
and expected minimal maintenance throughout the extended service life.

Project considerations:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Perform construction with minimal restriction on traffic.
Complete the rehabilitation with minimal disruption to the community, including local
residents, businesses and commuters.
Maintain at least two lanes open to traffic for all long-term construction activities.
Improve safety for the traveling public and local community.
Increase the vertical clearance to a minimum of 14’-6”.
Extended the structure’s life by a minimum of 50 years.
Provide a cost-effective rehabilitation strategy.
o Evaluate existing structure conditions.
o Account for site constraints.
o Consider impacts to the local community.
▪ Nearby residences & businesses
▪ Regional transit
▪ Utilities
o Determine appropriate construction materials.
o Consider applicability of construction methods.
o Consider construction duration and impacts.

Existing Structure and Conditions
Built in 1930, the bridge carries an average daily traffic of 22,000 vehicles. The roadway section
is horizontally curved and super elevated across the bridge. With an out-to-out width of 55’-3”,
the bridge provided for four (4) ten-foot lanes and two (2) raised sidewalks with pigeon hole
railings. The superstructure was a single span of 52’-2” comprised of nine (9) cast-in-place
reinforced concrete T-beams with an integral concrete deck. Though the roadway alignment is
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horizontally curved, the T-beams were tangent with variable deck overhang widths. The
substructure was composed of cast-in-place, gravity-style concrete abutments with an
approximate 17-degree AASHTO skew. Vertical clearance to Bessemer Avenue was 13’-9”. The
approach roadway was bituminous pavement over a brick subbase.
To develop the most cost-effective rehabilitation scope of work, the existing structural condition
needed to be assessed. HNTB researched inspection reports and performed an extensive site
investigation which included:
•
•
•

An in-depth inspection of the existing bridge
Concrete coring and testing of the existing substructure units; and,
Survey of the site and structure, including the use of LiDAR

The bridge investigation revealed that the superstructure exhibited significant and extensive
deterioration. The railings displayed a range of deterioration up to and including complete section
loss. The deck had a full-depth spall through it, which was covered by a steel plate. The underside
exhibited extensive spalling with primary reinforcing steel exposed. Widespread spalling exposed
the primary flexural and shear reinforcement of the concrete T-beams. To protect motorists on
Bessemer Avenue, PennDOT previously installed metal forms underneath the structure to prevent
loose concrete and debris from falling onto the roadway below.

Figure 1: Deterioration of existing beams

Figure 2: Typical deterioration of abutments

Abutment and wingwall inspections revealed open spalls and scaling of the exposed concrete
surfaces. The most significant deterioration was concentrated at the beam seats. In some areas,
the beam seat spalls had started to undermine the beam supports. Infiltration of chloride-laden
water from winter deicing operations was identified as the primary cause of the abutment
deterioration.
In general, concrete coring and testing of the substructure indicated that the concrete was sound.
Chloride infiltration was minimal and limited to the outer surface of the concrete. No indication of
Alkali Silica Reaction was found in the samples. Concrete compressive strength testing was
determined to be 2,500 psi which was consistent with the original contract drawings and the period
of construction.
Based on the assessment of the deterioration, the need for a minimum 50-year service life, and
the necessary safety improvements for compliance, HNTB recommended replacing the existing
superstructure and beams seats.
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Site Constraints
The bridge site is located in an urban area with numerous constraints. These include right-ofway, geometric, topographic and utility constraints.

Figure 3: Site constraints
Right-Of-Way Constraints
The bridge is constrained by several right-of-way issues. since it is situated in an urban area.
Along the west side, of SR 30 multiple residences lie immediately adjacent to the roadway.
Acquiring right-of-way to expand the alignment to the west would likely require total takes of
several homes and result in displacing families. A residence is located approximately six (6) feet
away from the Southwest wingwall and abutment. In the Northwest quadrant of the bridge is a
gas station/convenience store, along with a sign structure. A residence and a billboard sign are
both present at the Northeast quadrant.
Geometric and Topographic Constraints
Pittsburgh and Allegheny County are well known for the challenging topography especially for
surface transportation. This is true for SR30. The Westinghouse Bridge is located just to the
South of Bessemer Avenue, carrying SR 30 across Braddock Avenue, Turtle Creek and several
railroad track alignments. The Westinghouse Bridge lies about 500 feet to the south of Bessemer
Avenue bridge. Moreover, SR 30 is elevated and supported by retaining walls on the west side
for the full length between to the two bridges. On the east side, SR 30 is confined by steep
embankments and an exit ramp for Linden Avenue, which conveys motorists to an intersection
with Bessemer Avenue.
Utilities
A high voltage transmission line crosses over the bridge approximately 10 feet beyond the North
Abutment. Overhead communication lines run along Bessemer Avenue and pass underneath the
bridge. A brick lined sewer buried under Bessemer Avenue must be considered for
constructability along with water and natural gas lines in the vicinity. SR 30 meets with Center
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Street with an at-grade signalized intersection located just to the north. The signal was controlled
by an inductive loop located within the project limits. Though not directly affecting the
construction, utility lines are also noted along Linden Avenue to the East of the site.
Public Services and Detours
SR 30 is a major thoroughfare into East Pittsburgh. Bessemer Avenue provides local route
access from the East via Linden Avenue. Closing these routes for an extended period of time
during construction would significantly impact the local community and emergency services. One
of the mass transit authority bus routes utilizes Bessemer Avenue. The estimated detour routes
for closure of SR 30 and Bessemer Avenue were a minimum 3.5 miles for through traffic and up
to 10 miles for access to local destinations using approved state routes.
Construction Method
Given the need for superstructure replacement and the existing site constraints, the appropriate
construction method needed to be determined. There were two primary techniques available with
multiple options for each technique:
•

•

Traditional Construction
o Staged Construction
o Overbuild widening Construction
Accelerated Bridge Construction (ABC)
o Self-Propelled-Modular-Transport (SPMT)
o Lateral Slide
o Prefabricated Bridge Elements and Systems (PBES)

Traditional Construction
Traditional construction would require that the superstructure be replaced either in stages or by
use of an overbuild widening. Both options required two lanes of traffic be maintained throughout
construction. The existing lanes were 10 feet wide without shoulders. These narrow lane widths
and no shoulders essentially eliminate staged construction within the available out-to-out width.
Thus, staging would require an overbuild widening of the cross section and acquisition of adjacent
right-of-way to satisfy minimum traffic requirements. In addition, the existing condition of the
superstructure also raised concerns about structural stability during the required longitudinal deck
cut for staged construction.
Overbuild widening would require significant right-of-way acquisitions and a considerable amount
of embankment fill to build a wider cross section that could accommodate two lanes of traffic. The
overbuild widening would need either a temporary bridge or permanent wider bridge cross section
over Bessemer Avenue. The overbuild widening also presented complex geometric challenges
due to the proximity of the Westinghouse Bridge. Any widening would need to tie into the SR 30
alignment for the Westinghouse Bridge within a very short distance. A widened cross section with
staged construction would significantly increase construction duration and prolong impacts to the
public.
Accelerated Bridge Construction
Accelerated bridge construction presented the opportunity to reduce the duration of construction
and its impact to the public. ABC typically reduces right-of-way impacts because construction
can be completed in the general vicinity of the existing site.
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Self-Propelled-Modular-Transport construction allows for the proposed superstructure to be
constructed at a nearby site and then transported to the site during a shorter duration closure.
For use of SPMT’s, both an adequate site within close proximity for construction of the new
superstructure and a travel route for transport must be available. Neither of these requirements
could be met and therefore, SPMT’s were eliminated from consideration.
The use of the lateral slide technique entails construction of the new superstructure adjacent to
the existing structure, demolishing of the existing superstructure and sliding the proposed
superstructure into place. Use of this method requires adequate right-of-away adjacent to the
existing site for construction of the proposed superstructure. Although adequate space was
present at the site, it would have required acquisition of additional right-of-way and construction
over an active roadway. Furthermore, relocation of existing utilities is necessary. Due to these
considerations and the additional associated costs, the lateral slide technique was eliminated for
this project.
An approach utilizing prefabricated bridge elements allows for portions of the bridge to be
constructed in large but manageable components at an off-site location. This technique has
minimal impacts to the existing site, and the bridge elements can be constructed at nearby
facilities. The existing site must provide adequate access for delivery and placement of the
elements. Traditional construction methods (i.e., via cranes) can be used to lift and place the
bridge elements. Construction typically involves weekend closure(s) to remove the existing
superstructure and install the new prefabricated elements. Closure pours using Ultra-HighPerformance-Concrete (UHPC) are then placed to fully engage the bridge elements. This option
met all site and construction duration constraints for the project and required minimal right-of-way
acquisition. Therefore, the use of prefabricated bridge elements was the recommended
construction technique.
Selection of Construction Method
When comparing traditional construction with ABC, it was determined that traditional construction
would be more expensive and have greater impacts to the existing site and the public than an
ABC approach. Traditional construction would require a wider roadway width or a temporary
bridge. The cost to construct the wider roadway or temporary bypass exceeded the increase
costs of an ABC technique. Cure times for traditional construction and additional right-of-way
acquisition would also increase the construction duration and cost, respectively, compared to
ABC. Impact to traffic for ABC would require only two (2) weekend closures. For these reasons
ABC using prefabricated bridge elements was ultimately selected.
Design and Materials
Design Considerations
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Geometry of the new superstructure
Size and number prefabricated elements
Weight of prefabricated elements
Crane placement for installation of prefabricated elements
Design of prefabricated elements
Closure pour material and strength
Connections to the existing abutments
Schedule for weekend closure
5
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Through close communications between HNTB and PennDOT, it was decided that the existing
four (4) ten-foot lanes without shoulders be retained for the proposed cross section. The east
sidewalk was eliminated but a 6’-9” raised sidewalk would be provided on the west side. The
pigeon hole railings would be replaced by a vertical barrier on the west (sidewalk) side and a Fshaped barrier running along on the east side.
The proposed superstructure span length was increased from 52’-2” to 54’-0” due to the location
of the bearing centerlines on the abutments. Approach slabs were proposed to conform with
current PennDOT standards, which would eventually serve to benefit the construction schedule.
The existing centerlines of bearing were slightly adjusted to provide parallel bearing lines which
allowed for standardized prefabricated elements. Repair of the existing abutment beam seats
was performed by cutting off the deteriorated existing seats and placing a new prefabricated
abutment cap. The new abutment caps and superstructure depth were detailed to increase
vertical clearance over Bessemer Avenue.

Figure 4: Typical proposed section of bridge
Transport of the PBE’s was a primary concern when considering design of the superstructure.
The weights of the PBE’s was also critical for use of ABC on this project. The rather short 54’-0”
structure span length permitted all but two (2) of the prefabricated element weights to be within
the range of typical trailer hauling loads. The bridge cross section was split into six (6) elements,
allowing the prefabricated module widths to remain under 9 feet. To expedite construction and
provide a better finished product, it was decided to cast the barriers and sidewalk on the PBE’s
prior to shipment. Rolled steel beams were selected over prestressed concrete girders to
minimize weight. Furthermore, lightweight concrete was utilized for all PBE’s except for the
abutment beam seats. Each PBE cross section consists of two (2) rolled steel beams,
intermediate steel channel diaphragms, concrete end diaphragms, and a concrete slab. In
addition to the six (6) superstructure elements, there were twelve (12) approach slab modules,
two (2) sleeper slabs and four (4) abutment beam seat elements. A total of twenty-four (24)
prefabricated bridge elements were used on the project.
PennDOT”s STLRFD program was utilized to analyze and design the superstructure. Once
member sizes were determined, separate calculations were performed to verify the adequacy of
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the PBE’s during shipping and lifting sequences. UHPC closure joints were designed in
accordance with FHWA-HRT-14-084(1) and SHRP 2 Report S2-R04-RR-2(2). Closure joints
measured eight (8) inches in width and utilized straight bar splices. The UHPC closure joint
material strength attained 14,000 psi within twelve (12) hours. Connection of the prefabricated
beams seats to the existing abutments was made per details from the SHRP Report and
PennDOT Design Manual 4, Bridge Design standards and Bridge Construction standards. This
detail included an 18-inch corrugated pipe in the prefabricated seat with four (4) dowel bars that
were doweled into the existing abutment. The corrugated pipes were then filled with rapid set
self-consolidating concrete.
HNTB worked with PennDOT to develop a detailed, minute by minute construction schedule for
the entire 57-hour weekend outage. This detailed micro-schedule validated the feasibility of the
aggressive approach and provided confidence to the design and construction teams that the goals
of the project could be achieved. To further illustrate the schedule and construction activities,
HNTB synchronized the 3D construction model with the detailed micro-schedule to create a visual
representation which could be used to educate and inform the contractors during the pre-bid
meeting.
Innovative Design and Construction
An innovative approach was applied throughout the project which included the use of
prefabricated bridge elements, LiDAR, 3D modeling, UHPC and approach slabs. As presented,
PBE’s were used to accelerate the construction schedule and reduce right-of-way impacts.
LiDAR was utilized to verify the existing bridge geometry. Once all PBE’s were designed and
detailed, LiDAR in conjunction with 3D modeling was used to render a suggested construction
sequence to the Contractor. LiDAR was also employed to locate utility lines and verify that
suggested crane placement would not encounter conflicts during construction.

Figure 5: 3D Rendering of the PBE’s on the existing Substructure
UHPC with accelerated curing was selected for the closure joint material to meet construction
schedule demands. The accelerated curing process was facilitated by increasing the concrete
curing temperature to 120° F with supplemental heating. Although approach slabs are required
for high volume roadway bridges in Pennsylvania, they also served a key role during construction.
The approach slabs were designed to carry traffic without fill underneath them. This allowed for
the superstructure to be placed without the need to backfill behind the abutments during the 1st
7
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weekend closure. The single span bridge and its adjoining approach slabs essentially acted as
a 3-span structure for a brief duration. Between the 1st and 2nd weekend closures, the area
behind the abutments and below the approach slabs were backfilled with flowable fill in sequential
lifts to minimize lateral earth pressure on the abutments. During the 2nd weekend closure, a latex
modified concrete (LMC) overlay was placed on the deck. This overlay was added to provide
additional protection for the closure joints and to serve as a low maintenance wearing surface.
The reduced depth of the steel superstructure increased minimum vertical clearance from 13’-9”
to 17’-4” along Bessemer Avenue.
Construction
Pre-Closure Construction
In advance of the ABC weekend closure, the majority of substructure repairs were performed.
Overhead utility lines that passed underneath the bridge were relocated below grade. Full depth
concrete cores were taken from the abutments to investigate the presence of any internal
deterioration of the concrete. A partial depth saw cut was made near the top of each abutment.
This was performed to reduce the time required to remove the deteriorated beam seats during
the 1st weekend closure.
ABC Closure (1st Weekend)

Figure 6: Installation of the first superstructure PBE
The Contractor was given a 57-hour window for closure of SR 30 and Bessemer Avenue to
perform the following: demolish and remove the existing superstructure; prepare the abutment
beam seats; Install the new abutment caps; and, install the superstructure and approach slabs.
Work progressed with initial sawcuts to the roadway pavement, followed by demolition of the
superstructure with hoe-rams and concrete processors. While debris from the existing
superstructure was removed, soil behind the abutments was excavated. Once access to the back
face of the abutments was available, the remainder of the saw cutting was completed and the
existing abutment seats were removed. The sawcut top surface was surveyed and prepared to
receive the new beam seats. Steel shims were used to level the surface and the new abutment
caps were placed with cranes. Dowel holes were drilled into the existing abutments to receive
8
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the dowel bars, which were then grouted. The preformed holes in the new abutment caps and
voids underneath were filled with a rapid set grout. After securing the new abutment caps, the
six (6) prefabricated superstructure modules were installed. The installation of prefabricated
sleeper slabs and approach slab modules occurred simultaneously with formwork preparation for
the UHPC closure pours. Once all modules were in place, UHPC closure joints were poured to
connect the PBE’s. Bituminous pavement operations and guiderail installation commenced at the
ends of the approach slabs while the UHPC joints cured.
Non-Weekend Closure Construction
Upon completion of the 1st weekend closure, flowable fill was placed underneath the approach
slabs and any remaining substructure repairs were performed. An epoxy waterproofing
membrane was also applied to all substructure surfaces to prevent water infiltration and to provide
a uniform surface appearance.
LMC Overlay Closure (2nd Weekend)
After the UHPC joints were provided adequate cure time, the 2nd weekend closure commenced
to place the LMC overlay. The deck was milled to the final profile and a screed machine placed
the LMC overlay. Simultaneously the Bessemer Avenue roadway was also resurfaced.
Lessons Learned
Intricate saw cutting of existing concrete substructure units should be avoided in the field, if
possible. UHPC formwork requires a watertight seal to prevent leaking. LiDAR surveys and 3D
modeling are valuable tools to verify existing site conditions and to provide verification that PBE’s
will align when constructed. Match casting of PBE’s or a preassembly of the PBE’s should be
performed prior to any ABC closure periods to ensure proper fit and alignment of components.
The use of PBE’s should incorporate methods to adjust their fit in the field when geometric
misalignments are encountered.

CONCLUSIONS
Faced with the need to replace the bridge which carried four travel lanes (22,000 ADT) and a
pedestrian sidewalk along US Route 30 over Bessemer Avenue in East Pittsburgh, the
Pennsylvania Department of Transportation commissioned HNTB to develop an innovative
solution which would succeed within the context of the site conditions. The site topography of this
area was such that steep embankments and retaining walls defined the approaches to the bridge
and precluded widening of the highway to allow for traditional construction staging without
significant costs and impacts to adjacent businesses and homeowners. As such, a solution to
rapidly replace the structure and restore it to service within a 57-hour weekend closure period
was sought.
To meet this need, HNTB developed an accelerated bridge construction (ABC) concept which
took advantage of prefabricated bridge elements, including steel beam superstructure modules
with precast decks, precast approach slabs and precast bearing seats, all joined together by
rapid-setting ultra-high performance concrete closure pours. During the design phase, LiDAR
surveys and 3D models were coordinated with the necessary crane layouts and pick weights to
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confirm constructability and minimize impacts to overhead utilities. Coordination with local transit
services was also necessary for the continuation of services during the closure period.
Through close collaboration with PennDOT and Brayman Construction, the project was
successfully built within the required timeframe despite heavy rains throughout the construction
period. The innovative solutions and construction techniques employed on this project and the
resulting success clearly demonstrate the value of ABC to the industry.

Figure 7: Finished Project
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ABC CAST-IN-PLACE CONCRETE
Joseph E. Krajewski, PE, HNTB, (360)573-0569, jkrajewski@hntb.com
ABSTRACT
The decision to construct using prefabricated or cast in place (CIP) or a combination of both for a project is
not a clear-cut choice. The typical example is pier construction. Traditional CIP construction is thought of
as costlier and more time consuming especially when access is difficult and alternative delivery contracts.
ABC consisting of precast concrete pieces is thought of as more economical and schedule friendly
especially in difficult access and alternative contracts. Neither one of these thoughts correct all the time; it
depends. A growing trend is the preference to by contractors is to find ways to accelerate CIP to meet
schedule and contain costs.
My paper presentation will discuss the three alternatives (Precast, Accelerated CIP and CIP), details of
accelerated CIP and future applications of accelerated CIP such as superstructures, decks, railings, etc.
1. Introduction
2. Selection
3. Design and detailing
4. Construction staging
5. Coordination
6. As Built construction
7. Summary
1. INTRODUCTION
“ABC is bridge construction that uses innovative planning, design, materials, and
construction methods in a safe and cost-effective manner to reduce the onsite
construction time that occurs when building new bridges or replacing and
rehabilitating existing bridges.”
Ref: Accelerated Bridge Construction Manual
What is not said in this statement is “Precast” or “Prefabricated”.
Case Study: Honolulu Rapid Transit Project.
A $6 billion new light rail rapid transit system on the Island of Oahu in Hawaii. Twenty-one mile long
elevated structure composed of a precast segmental superstructure and concrete substructure supported
on drilled shafts running down the median of separated roadways open to traffic. There are 21 transit
stations. The aerial guideway substructure supports over half the loads of the stations.
The West Loch and Waipahu Transit Stations are in the first segment of the system between East Kapolei
and Aloha Stadium. The pier layout for both stations is the same. There are six piers; two approach piers,
two hammerhead end piers, and two middle piers closely spaced and connected with a tie beam that will
support a pedestrian bridge. The piers are situated in the median of an active roadway that will remain
open throughout construction. The decision was made to precast the pier hammerheads due to difficult
access, schedule and cost. In addition, the station platforms were to be composed of precast rectangular
boxes. Design of the piers and platforms was completed and pier foundations were built. However, before

the start of column construction, the contractor requested the pier caps and platforms be redesigned as
CIP. The contracted stated that CIP would be more economical, schedule would be the same and risk
would be reduced since CIP is easier to adjust in the field than precast.
The point of this case study (there are many others like it) is to illustrate that ABC is not all precast, but
precast is a method within ABC just as CIP can be a method within ABC as well. There are many books,
presentations, articles, research papers, etc. on ABC precast. Techniques for ABC CIP are not so apparent
because for the most part they are not called ABC. The research in CIP is for singular topics such as selfconsolidating concrete or mass concrete pours. Still other techniques are borne out of practical experience
in design and construction (common sense and Yankee ingenuity).
2. SELECTION
1. Project delivery method
2. Uniqueness and number of components
3. Construction access
4. Availability of fabricators
5. Type selection study
3. DESIGN AND DETAILING
1. Design Criteria
a. Project Specific Design Criteria
b. AASHTO LRFD Bridge Design Specifications
c. AASHTO Guide Specifications for LRFD Seismic Bridge Design
d. AREMA Manual for Railway Engineering
e. CEB-FIP Model Code for Concrete Structures, 1990, Chapter 2: Material Properties
f. WSDOT Bridge Design Manual and WSDOT Report WA-RD417.1 for Non-Contact Lap
Splices
2. Accelerated Bridge Design (ABD)
a. Group nearly identical components to reduce the design effort.
i. Honolulu Light Rail Project.
ii. I-91 Vermont Project, circa 1960’s
3. Level of information on contract drawings.
4. Quality assurance and quality control (QA/QC)
5. ABC CIP ideas
a. High Early Strength and Fast Set Concretes
b. Hollow members
c. Self-consolidating Concrete
4. CONSTRUCTION STAGING
1. Construction Area
2. Work hours
3. Formwork
4. Shoring and Support
5. Reinforcing
6. Concrete

5. COORDINATION
1. Notification
2. Traffic Control
3. Public Relations
6. AS-BUILT CONSTRUCTION
1. Change Management
2. Unforeseen conditions
3. Errors and omissions
4. Record keeping
7. SUMMARY
1. ABC methods is not exclusively precasting or prefabricating.
2. The selection of ABC is a complex decision.
3. Accelerated Bridge Design (ABD)
4. Design engineers need to become cost accountants.
5. More research is needed in ABC CIP.
a. There is existing research in CIP, but it has not necessary been combined into ABC CIP.
b. There is practical experience passed down or learned in the field that is not written down.
6. Future applications of accelerated CIP such as superstructures, decks, railings, etc.
a. There are CIP curb making machines that could be the impetus for creation of ABC
methods.
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ABSTRACT
As the need to replace Florida's aging inventory of bascule bridges becomes inevitable, the
Florida Department of Transportation (FDOT) faces significant challenges with ever increasing
highway and waterway traffic demands, and difficult construction conditions. Most of these
bridges are located in highly developed urban areas with limited right-of-way, and numerous
condominiums, businesses, marinas, and other facilities adjacent to the bridge.
Traditionally, construction duration for new bascule bridges is 18 to 24 months using a detour,
and 36 to 48 months using phased construction, with the bascule span typically controlling the
construction critical path and overall schedule. The impacts of prolonged construction duration on
these communities can be significant, and thus FDOT has recognized the need for new
construction solutions for bascule bridges that reduce impacts. Accelerated Bridge Construction
(ABC) solutions have been effectively used on fixed bridges, and in limited cases on movable
bridges, but has yet to be fully leveraged in a holistic manner on bascule bridges. The unique
operational aspects of bascule bridges, including need for precise alignment of these large heavy
movable structures, introduces challenges to ABC that needs to be considered.
Jupiter Federal Bridge (US 1 over the Loxahatchee River) in Jupiter, Florida has unique
construction challenges that warrant ABC, and has been identified by FDOT as a demonstration
project to fully develop ABC solutions for bascule bridges. This paper discusses the innovative
ABC solutions proposed for this project including:




Precast bascule pier footings, walls, columns, slabs, and stairs,
Float-in of bascule leaf assembly as a single unit including steel framing, deck,
counterweight, and machinery that has been fabricated, aligned and tested off-site,
Offset construction of the bascule span (piers and leaves) and slide-over of the large
assembly as single units into final position.

INTRODUCTION
Jupiter Federal Bridge carries US 1 (Federal Highway) over the Loxahatchee River at Jupiter Inlet
in the coastal Town of Jupiter, Florida. The bridge is situated at a unique location in coastal Palm
Beach County at the confluence of the Atlantic Ocean, Jupiter Inlet, Atlantic Intracoastal
Waterway, and Loxahatchee River, adjacent to the historic Jupiter Lighthouse. US 1 is an urban
principal arterial with 20,000 vehicles per day. The inlet offers spectacular views, and is a popular
destination with the local community and tourists. There are numerous businesses, restaurants,
marinas, parks, and condominiums. (See Figure 1)
The project will replace a structurally deficient and functionally obsolete four-lane drawbridge with
a new higher, and wider four-lane drawbridge. Due to limited right-of-way, the bridge will be
replaced on the same alignment with phased demolition and construction that maintains two1
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lanes of traffic throughout construction. Construction related traffic congestion, noise, and
vibrations will significantly impact area businesses, and inconvenience residents. Barges staged
for construction will restrict use of adjacent docks.
The unique waterway configuration at this site introduces challenging navigation conditions for
vessels and waterborne construction equipment. Jupiter Inlet is one of a few access points
between the Atlantic Ocean and Intracoastal Waterway, and where the Loxahatchee River outlets
to the ocean. This combination produces rapid flow velocities, that can make it difficult for vessels
to maintain position while awaiting a bridge opening. At this location, the Intracoastal Waterway
jogs with a relatively tight S-turn, and numerous docks extend out into the waterway that reduce
navigation width. The bridge opens on demand, with 12 to 14 openings per day. With only two
lanes of traffic during construction, longer traffic queues will take longer to dissipate and block
driveways and intersections.

Figure 1 – Aerial Photograph of Jupiter Federal Bridge and Inlet
To maximize advantages of ABC, it is necessary to understand the construction activities
responsible for the lengthy on-site construction duration. These activities primarily consist of
bascule pier and control house concrete construction, and bascule leaf steel erection, deck
construction, span balancing, machinery installation and alignment. The following ABC solutions
were identified and developed to address these controlling activities.

PRECAST BASCULE PIERS
Bascule piers are in many ways more like buildings than bridge piers, with exterior walls (to
enclose the operating equipment), interior columns (for support of the bascule leaf structure), and
multiple floor levels (to support and provide access to the operating equipment). This vertical
construction is performed in stages as pier construction advances from foundation to deck level.

2
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Bascule pier construction, including control house, is one of the longest duration activities on the
schedule, typically requiring 12 to 16 months to construct using conventional cast-in-place
concrete. The long construction duration is dictated by extensive placement and tying of
reinforcement, and forming, pouring, and curing of concrete. Use of prefabricated bridge
elements and systems (PBES) can significantly reduce onsite construction duration, by
performing much of the time consuming work offsite in advance. Preliminary schedule
comparisons indicate that use of precast concrete components will reduce on-site construction
duration for the bascule pier by a factor of two, with a 6 to 8-month reduction in duration for each
phase.
Waterline Precast Footing Forms
Where the bascule span is of sufficient height so that the counterweights pivot clear of the water,
bascule piers can be constructed with waterline footings consisting of precast footing forms.
Precast footing forms consist of a concrete “tub” with integral bottom slab and walls. The tub is
partially submerged with the bottom below mean low water and the top above mean high water.
Driven pile foundations are installed in advance using temporary steel templates at the waterline
that accurately locate the piles. The bottom slab includes holes for the piles with sufficient size
to account for pile placement tolerances. (See Figure 2)

Figure 2 – Bascule Pier Precast Footing Forms (Rendering)
As the footprint of the bascule pier is quite large, precast footing forms can be constructed using
a series of precast components to minimize shipping and handling sizes and weights. The precast
components can be match-cast for proper alignment and fit-up. The joints between components
can be sealed with epoxy or tremie grout, and pre-tensioned with post-tensioning bars for a
watertight fit.
Precast footing forms can be temporarily supported from the piles with strongback beams and
hangers. With a larger pile spacing, some of the precast footing form components will be
supported directly from the piles, while the others are supported from the pile supported precast
footing form components with integral ledges or steel strongback beams encapsulated in the
footing cast-in-place concrete. The annular space between the piles and the holes in the form are
sealed with tremie grout while the tub is flooded. After the grout has cured, the strongback and
hangers can be removed with the precast forms supported directly from the piles.
3
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The footing form can then be dewatered and a cast-in-place concrete footing constructed with
two mats of reinforcing between the walls. After the concrete is cured, the footing serves as a
platform to place precast bascule pier wall and column components.
Precast Walls and Columns
Jupiter Federal Bridge will be the first instance where precast components are proposed for
construction of the entire bascule pier. Bascule pier precast walls and columns can be designed
and constructed using similar details used in precast columns for fixed bridge piers.
Geometry of precast components will be such that each component is stable on their own during
erection, which avoids temporary bracing that may slow progress and complicate alignment and
adjustment. Wall components will consist of single-tee, double-tee, or L-shaped corner pieces.
Columns will consist of regular geometric shapes, and may be hollow to reduce shipping and
handling weights. Curvature of these components can be easily accommodated. Voids may or
may not be filled with concrete after erection, depending on the intended use, loading, and
required stiffness and alignment tolerances.
As is customary for bascule piers, overall geometry will be dictated by use, performance,
aesthetic, and space requirements. Bascule pier size may need to be increased slightly to
accommodate outstanding legs of precast wall components, and to maintain access walkways.
These “building blocks” will be used in combination, placed side-by-side and stacked. With a well
thought out plan, the bascule piers can be constructed with a limited number of precast wall and
column components. Component sizes will be maximized to the extent practical, as limited by
shipping and handling requirements. (See Figure 3)
To simplify construction, the proposed vertical connection between precast components will be
made with a series of vertical mild steel reinforcing bars (dowels) that extend from the top of one
precast component, and engage grouted sleeve couplings embedded in the bottom of the second
mating precast component. To achieve alignment between the numerous dowels and grouted
sleeve couplings, matching templates will be used. The same templates will be used to locate
dowels that extend from concrete footing. To simplify alignment, a fewer number of larger size
reinforcing bars (e.g. #14 size at 3’-0” o.c. maximum) will be used across the joints between
components. To control concrete cracking, a greater number of smaller size bars (e.g. #9 bars
at 9” o.c. in each face and each direction) will be used within precast components. Shear keys
will be provided in the top and bottom surfaces of the precast components. PT will consist of
either high strength bars anchored into the footing or strand tendons with ducts looped through
the footing.
Precast components will be placed on a series of plastic shims to level and align components.
Shims of different sizes and thicknesses will be available and selected based on accurate survey
(e.g. total station or laser survey). Horizontal joints between precast components will be grouted.
Temporary foam strips secured with adhesive will be placed along the perimeter of the precast
components to contain the grout. Flowable ultra-high performance concrete (UHPC) will be used
to fill the joints. The grouted sleeve couplings will then be grouted.
To simplify construction, no physical connection is proposed between adjacent wall components.
A gap will be provided between components that will be sealed with a polyethylene foam backer
rod and flexible joint sealant. With waterline footings, the bascule pier walls will be above water
level, and thus the walls need not be watertight. During coastal storm events with higher water
levels from storm surge, only a limited amount of water is anticipated to pass the sealed joints,
4
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and this water can be removed with sump pumps already provided in the piers. Wall and column
components are stiffened and braced by the footings and floor slabs at each level.
Regularly spaced joints between precast components can be used to enhance the bascule pier
aesthetics by subdividing the large exterior wall surfaces with geometric patterns. The geometry
and layout of the precast components can be developed in such a manner that joints are an
integral feature of the aesthetics. Aesthetics can be further enhanced by taking advantage of the
higher quality concrete from precast operations, and available architectural precast surface
treatments including different materials, textures, colors, and relief details.

Figure 3 – Bascule Pier Precast Wall, Column, and Slab Components (Rendering)
Precast Floor Level Slabs
Bascule piers typically include multiple floor levels that each support and provide access to
different areas of the bascule leaf structure and operating equipment. Concrete floor slabs are
preferred over steel platforms due to increased durability in the aggressive saltwater environment.
Similar to the footing, each floor level serves as a platform for support of the precast walls and
columns. The precast slabs serve as horizontal diaphragms, and are part of an overall rigid frame
system integral with the walls and columns.
Bascule pier floor slabs can be designed and constructed using similar details to that of full-depth
precast bridge deck slabs. The slabs are simple to construct and can be cast into various shapes
as required. A series of precast deck slabs will be used throughout the bascule piers and sized
for shipping and handling.
The precast slabs will be temporarily supported on top of the precast wall and column
components, and leveled and aligned with a series of plastic shims or built-in leveling screws.
Vertical reinforcing bars that extend from the top of the precast wall and column components will
5
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pass through holes in the slabs and engage the wall and column components in the next layer.
Precast slabs will be connected together with grouted joints with overlapping horizontal reinforcing
bars extending from the edges of the slabs. Joints between the walls/columns and slabs, holes
in the slab for the vertical reinforcing, and joints between the slabs will be grouted. Temporary
foam strips secured with adhesive will be placed along the perimeter of the precast wall and
column components to contain the grout. Flowable ultra-high performance concrete (UHPC) will
be used to fill the joints, which allows the width of the joints to be minimized.
Floor slabs will be of variable thickness. The underside of the precast floor slabs, and top of the
slabs along the walls and columns will be level to facilitate support and alignment with the precast
wall and column components. Within the pier, the top of the precast floor slabs will be sloped to
drain toward the counterweight pit, where stormwater is removed with sump pumps. At the deck
level, the top of the precast floor slabs will be sloped to match the roadway and sidewalk profiles
and cross slopes for drainage.

PREASSEMBLED BASCULE LEAVES
Another long duration onsite activity is construction of the bascule leaves, including steel erection,
concrete deck and counterweight construction, span balancing, and operating machinery
installation and alignment. The linear construction schedule and multi-disciplinary effort is largely
responsible for the lengthy duration. In addition, strict alignment tolerances, and effect of
structural deformations on alignment as significant changes in weight occurs during construction,
makes for time consuming work that adds to the duration. As such, the more work that can be
performed offsite in advance, the more the onsite construction duration can be reduced.
Preliminary schedule comparisons indicate that offsite construction of the bascule leaves,
combined with an on-site slide-in operation will reduce construction duration by 3 to 4 months.
Construction of the bascule leaf offsite, avoids many of the time consuming activities over the
navigation channel that impact navigation traffic including steel erection, deck construction, and
steel painting. Each of these construction activities typically require that the bascule leaf remain
in the lowered position over the navigation channel for an extended period of time.
The proposed bascule span for the Jupiter Federal Bridge will consist of rolling-lift type bascule
leaves. The bascule leaf structure consists of a pair of longitudinal main girders, a series of
transverse floorbeams, a lightweight Exodermic® deck made composite with main girders and
floorbeams, a steel counterweight box filled with concrete and steel ballast, and integral
machinery support platform. With this type of movable span, the bascule leaf is supported on, and
rolls back and forth on, a pair of track and tread assemblies. Steel curved treads are bolted to
the underside of each main girder, and rest on steel flat steel tracks bolted to track girders on the
bascule piers. The drive machinery (i.e. motors, brakes, gear reduction, shafts and bearings) is
mounted on the bascule leaves. The main drive shafts are located at the center-of-roll (i.e. center
of the curved treads) and cantilever outboard the main girders. Pinion gears at the end of the
main drive shafts engage fixed horizontal rack gears bolted to rack frames on the bascule piers,
located outboard the main girders. As the drive machinery operates, the pinions travel back (or
forward) along the racks, so that the bascule leaves roll open (or closed) on the flat tracks.
As bascule bridges are typically located along navigable waterways, large assemblies can be
made and shipped to the site by water for installation into the bridge. This approach has been
effectively used on other projects and is proposed for the Jupiter Federal Bridge with new
advancements and innovations to further enhance ABC as follows:
6
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As is customary, bascule leaf steel framing will be shop fabricated, assembled, and
aligned, and then disassembled for cleaning and painting. Similarly, machinery
components will be shop fabricated, assembled, aligned, and shop tested. Other
components such as steel grid deck panels, reinforcing steel for concrete deck and
counterweight, steel counterweight ballast and adjustment blocks, traffic and pedestrian
railings, joint assemblies, etc. will be fabricated and/or procured.
All of the components for a completed bascule leaf will be delivered to a waterfront location
for assembly and construction. The assembly and construction will take place on a barge
within a dry dock, or on a staging platform on land adjacent to the water, where the
completed assembly can later be moved onto a barge.
Traditionally, flat tracks and rack gears are each supported on separate frames (track
girder for the flat tracks and rack frame for the rack gears). These frames are typically
adjusted and aligned separately. Because these frames are in close proximity and parallel
to each other, they can be combined into a single frame with significant advantages. A
single frame allows the flat tracks and rack gears to be pre-aligned to each other in the
machine shop to strict alignment tolerances using a common machine set-up. At the
waterfront location, the bascule leaf and corresponding drive machinery, can be
assembled and aligned while supported on these frames. While supported on these
frames, roll-testing can be performed at different stages of assembly to verify track and
tread alignment, and rack and pinion alignment. After alignment of the completed
assembly is verified, the frames can be connected to the bascule leaves with temporary
diaphragms between the frames and bascule leaf structure to secure the alignment for
shipment. This greatly simplifies and reduces the time needed to achieve this alignment
onsite. (See Figure 4)
Once the bascule pier is constructed to a sufficient level of completion, the bascule leaf
assembly will be shipped to the site for installation. If constructed on land, the completed
bascule leaf assembly will be transferred to a barge on separate falsework using a slide
over operation. Bascule leaf assemblies will be sized to permit transport along the
intracoastal and inland waterways to avoid heightened risk of open water transport and
corresponding increased insurance costs. Falsework on the barge will be at a height that
permits the assembly to be slid horizontally into the pier. Assembly will be positioned and
aligned with the longitudinal axis parallel to the barge main axis, and with the
counterweight overhanging one end. Assembly will be ballasted with temporary weight
placed on the deck for a stable support condition. Barge will be ballasted to maintain a
level condition.
Prior to receiving the assembly, permanent sub-track girders will be installed, leveled and
aligned within the top of the bascule pier precast concrete track columns. To facilitate the
slide-in operation, temporary steel beams supported on temporary driven piling in front of
the bascule piers will be installed. Top of the temporary steel beams will be aligned with
the top of the sub-track girders. Polished stainless steel plates and Teflon coated pads
with an anticipated coefficient of friction of 0.01 to 0.04 will be placed on top of the
temporary steel beams. Hydraulic actuators anchored to the bascule piers and highstrength wire rope can be used to pull the assembly into the pier. During the slide-in
operation, the barge will be anchored to maintain a stable position against the swift
currents. Vertical position of the assembly will be continuously monitored, and the
falsework height adjusted using a series of jacks and/or ballasting of the barge, to account
for changes in tide levels and barge buoyancy as loads are transferred from the barge
7
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onto the temporary steel beams. Navigation channel will need to be closed for up to 24
hours to perform each slide-in operation, as the barge will occupy the full width of the
channel. After the assembly is fully installed into the pier, the barge can be removed, at
which half of the channel will be available for navigation.
Once the assembly is in final position and aligned on the sub-track girders, the combined
track girder and rack frame will be temporarily bolted to the sub-track girder with temporary
undersized bolts. Bascule leaf will be unbolted from the combined track girders and rack
frames, slowly raised to the fully open position using the drive machinery or crane, and
secured to the bascule pier with temporary tie backs and the navigation channel reopened. After the slide-in, the assembly can be anchored, raised, and secured in the open
position in approximately 48 hours.

Figure 4 – Combined Track Girder and Rack Frame on Sub-Track Girder (Cut Away Rendering)








Similar operations will be repeated for each bascule leaf assembly.
Once a pair of bascule leaves is installed, they will be lowered together, and additional
adjustments and alignment between the leaves made. After proper alignment is verified,
final full sized bolts will be installed in the connection to the sub-track girders. Sub-track
girders will then be encapsulated in concrete within the top of the precast track columns.
Live load shoes will be adjusted so that the deck surfaces align. Tail stop equipment at
the heel and span lock equipment at the toe will be installed, aligned, and tested. Portion
of the fixed bascule pier deck adjacent to the bascule leaf deck will be constructed to align
with the bascule leaf.
Final span balancing and operational testing will then be performed.
Bascule span can remain operational during these above post-installation activities with
either full or half use of the navigation channel.

BASCULE SPAN OFFSET CONSTRUCTION AND SLIDE OVER
Even with reductions in construction durations with the above ABC solutions, the bascule span
construction will be lengthy. With fixed bridges, significant reductions in traffic disruptions have
been achieved by constructing the superstructure in an offset position and sliding it transversely
into final position. This concept can also be applied to the bascule span, including bascule piers
and bascule leaves, with significant reductions in traffic disruptions. Slide over of a bascule span
has not been previously attempted, but is anticipated to be practical using experience from similar
large slide over operations on other projects. The proposed approach is as follows:
8
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Slide over requires use of an innovative horizontally split footing consisting of upper and
lower components. With four lanes of traffic maintained on the existing bridge, the portion
of permanent lower footings and corresponding pile foundations located outboard the
existing bridge, and additional temporary lower footings on foundations will be
constructed. (See Figures 8 and 12)
The entire half of the bascule span, from upper footing to track level, will then be
constructed on top of the permanent and temporary lower footings. The bascule leaves
will then be installed using the slide-in operation described above, and the remainder of
bascule pier walls, columns and deck slabs installed to the deck level. (See Figures 9 and
10)
After half the bascule span is constructed, aligned, and tested, traffic will be reconfigured
with one lane of traffic in each direction on half the existing bridge. Half of the existing
bridge will then be demolished, and the remaining portion of permanent lower footing and
corresponding foundations within the footprint of the existing bridge will be constructed.
The bascule span will then be slid over into final position until the upper footing is centered
completely over the permanent lower footing. The slide over equipment will consist of a
series of polished stainless steel plates and Teflon coated pads in the gap between the
upper and lower footings. These components provide a coefficient of friction of 0.01 to
0.04. The weight of each portion of the bascule span to be slid, consisting of half of a
completed bascule pier and one bascule leaf, is approximately 8 million pounds. The slide
over requires an anticipated maximum jacking force of approximately 320 kips. Similar to
other large heavy slide over operations, hydraulic actuators in combination with highstrength wire rope can be used to pull the bascule span over into position. (See Figure 11)
After the slide over, the upper footing will be anchored to the permanent lower footing.
Stainless steel dowels will be inserted in a series of aligned holes in the upper and lower
footing. The holes for the dowels and space between the upper and lower footing will then
be grouted with a flowable UHPC concrete. The sliding plates and bearings will remain
full encapsulated within the grouted connection.
After the slide over, alignment between bascule leaf pairs and/or adjacent fixed deck will
be required. A portion of the deck concrete on one or both of the leaf tips will remain unpoured until after the slide over. The deck will then be poured to match. Final load shoe,
tail stop and span lock installation and alignment and final span balancing will be made
after the deck construction is complete. Approach span superstructure construction will
be performed after the slide over, as the approach superstructure is supported on the back
of the bascule piers. The deck of the approach spans will be poured to match the bascule
leaf deck.
After half of the bridge is constructed, traffic will be reconfigured with one-lane in each
direction on half of the new bridge. The remainder of the existing bridge will be
demolished, and the second half of the bridge will be constructed in a similar manner.

Preliminary construction schedules demonstrate that the construction work that impacts traffic
(i.e. work performed with one-lane in each direction on half the bridge), can be performed in
a 6 to 8-month duration. This allows the work to be performed mostly during off-peak
(summer) seasons, when traffic volumes are lower to minimize impacts. With phased
construction, each half is constructed in two different off-peak seasons.

9
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(a) Offset Footing Construction

(b) Offset Pier Construction

(c) Bascule Leaf Installation

(d) Partial Demo and Bascule Slide-over

Figure 5 – Bascule Span Construction Sequence (Rendering)

CONCLUSIONS
New practical ABC solutions can be developed and implemented holistically to significantly
reduce the on-site construction duration of bascule bridges, and associated impacts to the
community. The proposed solutions build upon existing available ABC construction strategies,
means, and methods, with new innovations. Among these solutions are:





Use of precast components to fully construct the bascule piers and control house,
including footing forms, walls, columns, and deck slabs,
Off-site pre-assembly, alignment, and testing of each bascule leaf including steel framing,
deck, counterweight, and drive machinery, with new combined track girder and rack frame,
shipment to the site by water as a single unit, and installation onto the pier using a slidein operation,
Offset construction of the bascule span from the existing bridge, and slide over as a single
unit using an innovative horizontally split, two-piece footing.

10
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SPUN PIPE PILES, A SHALLOW OVERBURDEN INTEGRAL
ABUTMENT SOLUTION FOR ACCELERATED BRIDGE
CONSTRUCTION
Presenting Author: Garrett Gustafson, P.E., Senior Structural Engineer, Maine Department of
Transportation, 207-624-3419, garrett.a.gustafson@maine.gov

INTRODUCTION
The Naples, Crockett Accelerated Bridge Replacement project brought some unique solutions
to address challenging site conditions for an accelerated bridge replacement project. Shallow
overburden, causeway-type approach fill slopes bordering a river, approach grades greater than
12%, and initiatives to construct a bridge with extended longevity on an accelerated schedule all
pushed the design team to explore innovative ideas.

PROJECT BACKGROUND
Existing Bridge
The existing Crockett Bridge, a cast-in-place concrete rigid frame with tied return wings, was in
a rapidly-declining state of repair. The four corners where the rigid frame and return wings came
together exhibited signs of severe reinforcement corrosion with 100% section loss in some
reinforcement. Additionally, spalls beyond the reinforcing steel and significant efflorescence
were prominent throughout the bridge. Neither rehabilitation nor staged construction were viable
alternatives based on the existing condition of the bridge.
Location
The town of Naples is a hotbed for summer tourism in Maine. At the kickoff of the Crockett
Bridge project, Naples had just experienced a causeway revitalization and moveable bridge
replacement project that bisected the central, tourism-centric heart of the area, and this made
town officials and residents highly aware of the potential impacts of another bridge replacement.
The immediate bridge vicinity is also characterized by tightly-spaced summer homes and a girls’
camp, both of which cause elevated vehicular, pedestrian, and boat traffic during the summer
months, the majority of the construction season in Maine. Crockett Bridge is located at the
northern end of one of the largest lakes in Maine, a contributing factor in the 30 mile detour
length. The bridge site features a bedrock outcrop rising over 20 feet above the roadway and an
approach downgrade in excess of 12% on one approach, and an approach embankment
skirting a river for several hundred feet on the opposite end of the project; there was no feasible
alignment for a temporary bridge at this site. For these reasons, accelerated construction was
required for replacement of Crockett Bridge.

DESIGN CHALLENGE
The Maine Department of Transportation (MaineDOT) has had extensive success with integral
abutment bridges. These bridges are preferred by MaineDOT because they are typically
cheaper to construct/maintain and have greater longevity than bridges with traditional joints.
1
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However, in Maine, integral abutment bridges are frequently eliminated from consideration due
to shallow overburden depth to bedrock, and MaineDOT had yet to develop a short pile
alternative that would meet the schedule requirements of an ABC project. Integral abutment
bridges rely on the abutment piles to deflect with the thermal expansion of the bridge and as a
result, require sufficient pile length to maintain the stability of the piles. The project site had
shallow overburden, less than 8 feet in some locations, and traditional full height cantilever castin-place concrete abutments would not have been conducive to accelerated construction.

DESIGN SOLUTION
The design team pursued a pile type that allowed for quick installation into bedrock. The result
was termed a “Spun Pipe Pile,” a steel micropile casing drilled into and end bearing on bedrock
and tremie grouted. This design stretched the applicability of traditional bridge design
methodologies in two areas: 1) behavior of a small diameter round steel pile with threaded
splices, filled with grout as part of an integral abutment and 2) end bearing of a grout-filled
micropile casing.
Integral Pile Design
Possibly the most unique aspect of the Crockett Bridge design was incorporating round,
micropile-type foundation elements into integral abutments. Typical MaineDOT integral
abutment design practice closely parallels the Vermont Agency of Transportation guidance on
integral abutment design1 and the research conducted by Abendroth and Greimann2, both of
which allow the top of the pile to enter the plastic stress range. This “plastic hinge” makes
integral abutments far more viable in a variety of site conditions than if this concept was not
utilized, particularly in locations with shallow overburden. Unfortunately, none of the
aforementioned guidance or design methodologies are applicable to round, small diameter,
grout-filled steel piles with threaded splices.
To address the limitations of applicable design provisions, the design ignored the standard
practice of designing for a “plastic hinge” at the top of the pile, keeping pile stresses below yield
while maintaining a fully-fixed connection between the pile and the concrete abutment. The pile
was also designed as noncomposite, conservatively assuming the displacement and bending of
the pile would crack the grout in the upper regions of the pile, but still considering the
contribution of the grout to the pile stiffness should composite action occur. Lastly, design
concerns related to the threaded splices were addressed by specifying a minimum depth to the
first splice, avoiding the maximum bending stresses above the first flexural inflection point.
End Bearing Small Diameter Drilled Pile
The Spun Pipe Pile term was developed to distinguish between a traditional micropile and the
end bearing design used on Crockett Bridge. This end bearing variant reduced the depth of
bedrock drilling from around 12 feet per pile to as little as 3 to 5 feet, further reducing project
construction time. Additionally, by using an end bearing pile without the traditional uncased
bond zone of a micropile and by designing with geotechnical resistance factors such that no
load testing was required, the Spun Pipe Pile design was also able to omit the high strength
central reinforcement bar. The result was a single line of 9-5/8 inch outside diameter steel
casings installed at each abutment, drilled into bedrock through overburden varying from 8 to 45
feet deep, over the course of 3.5 days.
2
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SCHEDULE & PROJECT COST
Schedule
The Contract specified a 26 day bridge closure with incentives up to 10 days early and unlimited
disincentives. The incentive was $10,000 per day and the disincentive was $15,000 per day.
While the Contractor began the project with concerns about the unlimited disincentive, they
were able to complete the project in 18 days, 8 days ahead of schedule, and only working nights
through approximately the first week of the project. The bridge was closed to traffic on Monday
September 26, 2016 and opened to traffic on Thursday October 13, 2016.
Project Cost
The preliminary estimate on this 80 foot NEXT F Beam project was $1,600,000 and the final
Engineers Estimate totaled $1,606,163.49. Three bidders submitted bids of $1,654,321.50,
$1,639,996.48, and T-Buck Construction, Inc. from Turner, Maine, was awarded the project with
a bid of $1,440,000. During construction, there were some modifications to an inconsistent soil
and bedrock backslope related to varying site conditions, and the final construction expenditure
was $1,579,632.19. An additional $80,000 was paid in incentives, bringing the total construction
cost to $1,659,632.19. Based on bid history, the three bids, the Engineers Estimate and project
discussions with the Contractor, it is estimated that there was a 20% premium to accelerate the
project. This premium is attributed to design details to facilitate accelerated construction,
workers’ overtime, additional equipment, Contractor risk and the incentive.

CONCLUSION
MaineDOT considers this project to be a successful prototype for accelerated bridge
replacement at sites with shallow overburden depth to bedrock and is already implementing
aspects of this project, including the Spun Pipe Piles, on other bridge replacement projects.
MaineDOT has also begun a research project through the University of Maine to develop a
better understanding of both the performance of a round, grout-filled, steel pile with threaded
splices in integral abutment applications and the performance of a steel casing filled with grout,
drilled and end bearing in bedrock.
MaineDOT looks forward to seeing what the next innovation is in the realm of short-pile integral
abutment design for accelerated applications.

REFERENCES
1. VTrans, Integral Abutment Committee, “Integral Abutment Bridge Design Guidelines,”
Vermont Agency of Transportation, Montpelier, Vermont, 2009
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Extended Abstract:
The SHRP2 project on Rapid Renewal of Bridges (Innovative Bridge Designs for Rapid Renewal, R04) has been a
leading SHRP2 product for the past eight years. The R04 project has produced several valuable outcomes related
to ABC. The first was a "Toolkit" with information on how a transportation agency might approach the process of
replacing an existing bridge in a greatly accelerated manner. This process includes prefabricating most of the
bridge off-site or in some cases sliding the bridge in from the side with a roadway closure of less than one day.
Best practices from around the country were gathered in the Tool Kit and the various methods were tested by
eight "lead adopter" transportation agencies during 2014 and 2015. Three showcases were held by the FHWA,
AASHTO, and the lead adopter states along with three Peer-to-Peer exchanges covering all 50 states and the
District of Columbia. The showcases gave the lead adopter states a chance to highlight their bridge project and
the many lessons learned when applying the Innovative Bridge Designs Toolkit. The Peer-to- Peer exchanges also
offered transportation agencies at the state, Federal, and local levels an opportunity to share and learn from each
other's experiences. The final part of the R04 project has been to go to the states desiring to learn more about
ABC and present a one day training course on ABC. All aspects of ABC are covered in this one day course from why
consider ABC to how to work with designer/contractors and sale ABC at the State DOT and local level.
This presentation presents observations from the State DOT presentations during the one day training courses
along with answers to commonly asked questions during the ABC course presentations.

Where were the One Day Training Classes Offered
There were 16 state training classes offered by the R04 team during the fall and winter of 2016/2017. The
following states requested the training:
Arkansas

Delaware

Florida

Illinoi’s

Iowa

Louisiana

Michigan

Montana

Nebraska

New Jersey

New Mexico

Pennsylvania

Puerto Rico

South Carolina

South Dakota

Wisconsin

The R04 ABC training sessions were well received and a second round of training is currently under way with 13
additional sessions in process (With more possible if requested). The currently planned additional R04 ABC
training classes will be at:
Arizona

California (2)

Colorado

Hawaii

Idaho

Indiana

Maine

Maryland

Minnesota

Oklahoma

Pennsylvania

Wyoming
1
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What the State DOT’s learned during the training class
The SHRP2 ABC training classes consisted of an overall introduction to the concepts of ABC with special empathies
on “Why consider ABC?” Next the training class covered Prefabricated Bridge Elements and Systems (PBES) along
with Bridge movement technologies. This was followed by two sections about the R04 “Toolkit” covering the
development of the different ABC processes within the Toolkit. Special attention was given to tried and true ABC
methods that had been successfully used on previous ABC projects.
During the afternoon session of the training presentations were made on the two demonstrations projects carried
out following the R04 Toolkit methods along with information on the eight implementation projects carried out by
DOT’s around the country. Lessons learned from these projects were presented with additional feedback coming
from the local states ABC experiences.
The final section of the training covered Procurement, Costs and Savings along with the Contractors perspective of
ABC. The class finished up with a “tour” of state ABC projects from around the country. These projects were
gathered from the 42 states attending the three Peer to Peer exchanges that the R04 project hosted the year
before. As can be seen the training class covered a wide range of ABC topics and lead to excellent discussions and
questions from the class participants.

What the SHRP2 R04 Team learned from the State DOT’s
The host states were invited to give a morning presentation on ABC related activities their state had done or was
in the process of implementing. These ABC experiences varied from minor work involved some precast elements
to completely precast bridges being installed in a week or less. The more significant items learned from the states
were:


Most states have tried one form of ABC or another



Relatively few states have a full blown ABC program state wide



States are working towards implementing ABC on a more regular basis where it makes sense



Traffic is a major ABC driver in more urbanized states



Detour lengths are a real ABC factor in more rural states



States have great interest in how to go about implementing ABC and are very interested in other states
experiences in doing so



What criteria should be used when evaluating a project for the possible use of ABC



What does ABC cost (or save) was a common question



How do I communicate with contractors on why we should be building our bridges using ABC was a
concern expressed



What’s the level of effort (cost) to standup an ABC program in a state? Policy, Standards, Plans, Time
commitment?



How do you sale ABC to upper management? The whole team will need to be on board for ABC to be
successful.



What have been the “pit falls” with ABC projects in the past? How do you address these issues?

2
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Globally what the R04 Team learned from the states is states are moving into the ABC world and generally most
states have had good experiences with ABC. Only a few states are really deeply into ABC and states should not
feel as if they are behind as most everyone is working their way up the ABC learning curve together.
Cost of ABC projects continues to be a challenge as the first few are normally significantly higher than traditionally
constructed bridges when you only look at the bid prices. When you look deeper at the total cost of the project
including items such as project management and traffic control the real cost of ABC looks much better. In the
states that have done several ABC projects the unit bid prices have fallen to the point that some of the bid prices
on the ABC elements are now less than standard construction methods. In all of the projects to date that the R04
team has reviewed the costs of (including user costs) the ABC projects has had a lower total cost to society than
the traditionally built projects. This would indicate DOT’s should stick with ABC in the short run to get the cost
savings that are possible to both the Department and the facility users in the long-run.

Figure 1. SHRP2 R04 ABC Training Class being presented in South Dakota.

Summary
Through the recent (and planned) R04 ABC state training sessions the reasons “why and how” we should consider
ABC during our bridge projects has been further push up the learning curve .The states that asked for the training
for their front line employees have gained a better understanding at all levels of the benefits of using an ABC
approach in their projects.
As the ABC methods mature, all parties involved in the process will become better informed about the costs and
benefits of building bridges with an accelerated approach. Prefabricated bridge elements and systems as
presented in the R04 Toolkit for Rapid Renewal of Structures is a good example of how the bridge building
industry can reduce user delays and improve quality and safety of the constructed bridge project.

Key Words: Accelerated Bridge Construction, ABC, SHRP2, Lessons Learned
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USING BRIDGE 3D MODELS FOR AUTOMATED REBAR
DETAILING
Presenting Author: Alexander Mabrich, MSc, MBA, PE, Senior Engineering Consultant, Bentley
Systems, 954-494-2062, alex.mabrich@bentley.com

ABSTRACT
Today’s bridge industry embraces automated software, providing designers with unique options
for detailing diverse concrete structures and enhanced design capabilities using 3D modeling
tools. The industry demands in creating 3D models for bridge projects, to embrace the BRIM
concept, face the roadblock of not finding the proper tools and techniques to apply.
The purpose of this paper is to analyze the advantages of using 3D models for rebar bridge
detailing and the challenges it presents to organizations the implementation of this new
workflow into their bridge projects. Commercial software and in-house solutions are used to
automate the drafting of plans and computation of rebar quantities, but a 3D model is mostly
generated for the purpose of checking for bar clashes or conflicts with other bridge elements.
Usually, the process of plans production and 3D modeling generation is not connected resulting
in repetitive work with the consequence of losing productivity.

BRIM: BRIDGE INFORMATION MODELING

Figure 1. Bridge Project Lifecycle

BrIM (Bridge Information Modeling), which began as a
catchphrase in the engineering world, is today a proven
concept that continually evolves and improves. BrIM proposes
a similar workflow applied to buildings (BIM) for bridge
structures. This not only encompasses the creation of a 3D
model but presents a need for all structural applications to
“talk to one another” and then to efficiently exchange this
information. Therefore, the 3D model becomes the single
source of information for the project and associative
engineering disciplines, with their corresponding software
application, can retrieve the specific data needed for their
particular design process.

The next step after building the 3D model is to use it for
structural calculations; computing moments, shears, stresses, and steel reinforcement. Then,
following the completion of the design, the work is turned over to the detailers whom will draw
the structure sections and rebar based on the engineer’s preliminary CADD drawings or even
paper sketches. In this non- automated workflow, any changes or updates to the design are
being left to the engineer informing their peers of modifications made. Unfortunately, this current
workflow is prone to data entry errors, information not being updated in real time, data
ownership and change control is almost non-existent with the subsequent decrease in
productivity and increase in liability.
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REBAR DETAILING
Rebar detailing is maybe the least automated task in the bridge lifecycle. Highway and bridge
engineers rely on automated software solutions building 3D models, performing advance
calculations but project delivery slows down
waiting for the detailing plans to be
produced. Current practice, apart from
some software solutions, is to detail plans
using CADD software and perform the
material quantities calculation by measuring
from the drawings. This process has not
changed in the last twenty years.
A rebar detailing solution should enable the
designers and contractors to connect
analysis, modeling and plans production; incorporate CADD standards and Design Codes from
the beginning of the detailing process; parametrically modify the concrete details, automate
plans production, calculate up to date quantities; generate and perform real-time updates of a
3D Model and automatically detect rebar conflicts with other structural and non-structural
elements.
Figure 2 Rebar Contract Plans

REBAR 3D MODELS
The generation of a 3D model is quickly becoming a
mandatory requirement in today’s projects. Material
properties, specifications, design parameters,
inspections reports, and quantities are a few of the
items that can be stored or linked to elements in the
model.
In the case of a bridge, the 3D model is generated by
the bridge design software and subsequently used by
the detailers and contractors. This same 3D model
Figure 3 Rebar 3D Modeling
should be the one used as a reference to perform the
3D rebar detailing operations. Therefore, the 2D process of drafting bar onto plans is changed
to modeling bars in 3D, referencing the 3D model. The modeling or rebar is not just a drafting
process but using software that can recognize the bridge elements as columns, pile caps,
footings, beams and apply the proper detailing following the design standards code as bar
sizes, bend radius, overlaps, and cover.
Moreover, recognizing the bridge elements,
the already modeled rebar should be able
to react when that same bridge elements
change due to design modifications.
Bentley’s ProStructures software has taken
that approach and provide automated tools
and templates to place rebar in a 3D model
and therefore forcing the practitioners to
create physical 3D models, with the
subsequent learning curve, to begin the

Figure 4 Bentley ProStructures
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detailing process. This results in final plans and quantities as a by-product of the 3D model as
view-sections are cut from it and framed into
plan sheets. Rebar layouts change automatically
as any updates or changes in the 3D physical
model are done, and the previously cut viewsections with their corresponding annotations are
also updated in the final plans.
What it is perceived, from some detailers, as a
productivity loss is recovered in the automated
computation of quantities, developing a bar
schedules and also in the field since thru 3D
models we can perform clash detection checks
among bar and other construction elements.

Figure 5 Bar bending schedules

CONCLUSIONS
3D models are becoming a requirement in most highway and bridge projects but its application
has been limited to the design and analysis aspect of those projects. The application of 3D
technologies into rebar detailing has been recognized as a necessity due to the need of
producing accurate construction plans and quantities and using that same 3D models to check
for possible conflicts or clashes.
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USING BRIDGE 3D MODELS AFTER THE DESIGN PROCESS
Presenting Author: Alexander Mabrich, MSc, MBA, PE, Senior Engineering Consultant, Bentley
Systems, 954-494-2062, alex.mabrich@bentley.com

ABSTRACT
Bridge engineers have been creating 3D models for bridges for many years. These models
were mostly used for analytical purposes as advanced calculations, and finite element
methodology required a 3D model. Over time, these 3D models have evolved from a model of
sticks and nodes to full realistic solid models. Nevertheless, there was always a gap between
analytical models needed for design calculations and physical ones used for a real
representation of the bridge structure.
Bentley Systems’ Open Bridge Modeler is “bridging” the gap between these two models by
creating a physical model of the structure with all details necessary for an accurate
representation and geolocation of the structure in the real world, and using the same model for
transferring to analytical software, perform the design calculations and send the information
back to the physical model.
Nowadays, bridge engineers are facing the challenge of how to make the vast information
generated by their structure useful for professionals further down the line in the lifecycle of the
bridge. Contractors and inspectors require that a 3D model is provided after the design process,
but at the same time recognizing that they do not use or have the calculation or specialized
CADD software used to develop the model. Moreover, they also require the ability to add extra
information to the same 3D model that pertains to their particular activities and store that
information in the same one.
The purpose of this paper is to present the technology available within Bentley Systems to
generate, manage, and enrich the bridge 3D model with intelligent information and how it is
used for construction and inspection in the areas of clearance verification, geometry and
quantity reports, scheduling and construction planning.

BRIM: BRIDGE INFORMATION MODELING

Figure 1. BIM Specifications

BrIM or Bridge Information Modeling is the application of the
concept used for buildings in BIM (Building Information
Modeling). We can define BrIM, using the same definition used
by Eastman, Teichholz, and Sack (2011) as the “tools, processes
and technologies that are facilitated by digital, machine readable
documentation about a structure, its performance, its planning,
its construction and later on its operation”.
BrIM has evolved from being a catch-phrase to reality in
which stakeholders are demanding more intelligence to the
model. The 3D model of the structure that is the cornerstone of
BrIM started as a mere CADD model, and thru the use of
software, the same 3D model is now enriched with information.
The relevant properties of the 3D model are not anymore, level
or layer, color or thickness of the lines, but what the elements
represent: columns, pile caps, beams and the embed properties
like concrete strength, steel grade, the thickness of the plates,
tendon types, etc. As technology progresses, planners,
engineers, and contractors realized that the 3D models could be
1
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used not only at the end of the design phase, but the same 3D model could be used during
construction and later inspection and maintenance. Cutting sections or views from the 3D model
to produce plans is not the final goal of BrIM but to include more information to the model:
specifications, reports, geotechnical data, material descriptions, etc. Indeed, we have the ability
now to verify clearances, generate geometry reports and add information that is pertaining to the
construction practices: material specifications, time and dates of construction, installation reports,
quality control logs and any other that a contractor deems important to store in the model.

TRADITIONAL BRIDGE PROCESS
Nowadays, despite the advantages of collaboration
software tools, bridge and roadway designers still
perform their work in islands or silos with a very
little share of information. Terrain data, alignments,
profiles, and superelevation, are elements that are
automatically generated by the roadway engineers,
but when bridge engineers request them, the
transfer of information is thru a paper copy, a set of
plans. There is no sharing of the electronic
information. This introduces a great risk into the
project as the wrong information could be keyed-in,
or not updated, causes project delays and runs into
extra cost as there is no time for trying different
Figure 2. Paper Plans Delivery
structure alternatives (Day,2016). Still, in the
traditional bridge process, a 3D model of the
bridge is created but only use for visualization, marketing purposes. The same model is of no
use to perform any structural calculations because there is no connection between this physical
model to an analytical one that is needed for the consumption of analysis software, and none of
them could be used for plans production.
The challenge for bridge designers is to make the vast information generated by their
structure useful for the other project team members further downstream in the bridge lifecycle.
But, advancements in 3D design software are now making it easier to bridge the gap between
the model and design and analysis, providing all the necessary details for an accurate
representation of the structure in the real world.

OPEN BRIDGE MODELER
Bentley’s OpenBridge Modeler
was designed with the purpose of
“bridging” the gap between the
highway and bridge engineers,
between the designers and
contractors. OpenBridge Modeler,
being stand-alone software, uses
the power of the MicroStation
platform with specific bridge tools
to produce a 3D model of different
types of bridges: prestressed
concrete beams, steel girders,
reinforced slabs or segmental
boxes. OpenBridge Modeler
allows the bridge practitioner to

Figure 3 Using Bridge 3D Models
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access or reference, with no need of translation or import operations, the geometry of the
roadway (alignments, profiles, terrain, and superelevation). In this BrIM environment, changes
are easily made, the model is updated with new information and the work continues without any
duplication of work. The result is an information-rich federated model. While the model includes
all of the design data, the specific applications that each project participant uses allows access
to only the parts of the project they need to see.
The physical model of the bridge can be rendered for visualization purposes using the
included rendering and animation tools of MicroStation inside OpenBridge Modeler. Moreover,
the same physical model can be transferred to Bentley’s analytical bridge software like LEAP
Bridge Concrete, LEAP Bridge Steel or RM Bridge for the analysis and design of the structure.
After the design is performed, the physical model in OpenBridge Modeler is enriched
with information generated by the analytical software, like concrete strength, tendon types, steel
reinforcement, and steel grade or plate thicknesses.
As OpenBridge Modeler generates an accurate 3D model, roadway, drainage, and
utilities information could be referenced, the bridge designer can use the Clash Detection tools
in OpenBridge Modeler to verify vertical and horizontal clearances or utility conflicts. What it
used to be a manual calculation, for the bridge or roadway engineer, of picking “critical points”
for checking clearances, it is done now in a couple of minutes for the entire model. Therefore, if
any conflict is detected, it is solved right in the office and not in the field, with delays and cost
overruns.

3D MODEL FOR THE CONTRACTOR
Bentley’s OpenBridge Modeler creates a true
BrIM intelligent model in the design phase of
the structure. Then, it is the contractor task to
use the same model for their operations and
needs. Contractors can use the 3D model to
create the construction schedule and plan how
the structure will be built in the field interacting
with the other engineering disciplines,
connecting their Gantt charts and Cash-Flow
schedules directly to the 3D model.
Moreover, contractors can add their
information to the model and customized to
their needs. To the design information already
included there, they can add contractor
Figure 4. Contractor Usage of 3D Models
specifications, linked or embed spreadsheets,
pdf documents, plans, and create their field data (installation date, conditions reports,
manufacturer provisions, quality control observations, etc) and make it part of a particular
element in the model.
At the end of the construction process, the contractor will have an updated BrIM model,
not design but now an As-Built one. This is the model that it is passed to the owner-operator of
the structure for their inspections and maintenance tasks, truly closing the BrIM lifecycle of plandesign-construct-operate.

REFERENCES
1. Day, PE, B. (2016). The Future of Bridge Design. : Bentley Systems.
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INTERSTATE 78 UNDER CLEARANCE BRIDGE PROJECT,
PHASES 1 AND 2
Presenting Author 1: Brian Brawand, PE, Project Manager, Alfred Benesch & Company, 610439-7066, bbrawand@benesch.com
Presenting Author 2: Joel B. Schmoyer, PE, Deputy Project Manager, Johnson, Mirmiran &
Thompson, Inc., 610-366-2510, jschmoyer@jmt.com

ABSTRACT
The Pennsylvania Department of Transportation (PENNDOT) and its project design team
produced contract documents to replace six bridges over Interstate 78 in Berks County, PA
using prefabricated bridge elements and systems. The existing bridges had substandard vertical
and lateral clearances. The replacement structures were designed to meet current design
criteria using accelerated bridge construction (ABC) techniques focusing on prefabricated bridge
elements and time-based bidding techniques to reduce the construction time for each structure
from an average of a year or more to 30 to 60 calendar days.
The design and construction processes that lead to this dramatic reduction in construction
duration are highlighted. The process and lessons learned in selecting and specifying
prefabricated bridge elements, as well as, the time-based bidding technique are presented.

INTRODUCTION
The goal of this PennDOT project was to replace six bridges over Interstate 78 to increase the
minimum vertical clearance and to accommodate future Interstate 78 widening. The six bridges
were six consecutive bridges located over Interstate 78 between Harrisburg and Allentown in
Berks County, PA. Alfred Benesch and Company (Benesch) and Johnson, Mirmiran and
Thompson (JMT) were independently selected by PennDOT to design two separate packages
each consisting of three structures along this corridor. Initially these bridges were to be
constructed utilizing conventional construction techniques under staged construction
maintaining a single lane of traffic in each direction. At the midpoint of the design process,
PennDOT asked the teams to merge their efforts and produce a single bid package that
incorporated accelerated bridge construction (ABC) techniques under roadway closures to
accelerate both the design process and the construction duration of this combined project. In
addition, some economy of scale was anticipated considering the similarities of the six
structures.
All of the existing bridges were three span bridges with short end spans comprised of spread
box beams and a longer center span over Interstate 78 comprised of adjacent box beams. The
existing piers were multicolumn bents supported on spread footings, while the abutments were
stub abutments supported on piles. All six of the replacement bridges consisted of single span
prestressed concrete beam bridges. The abutments typically were tall cantilever abutments
supported on spread footings. Accelerated bridge construction components utilized on the
project included prefabricated bridge elements (footings, stems, pedestals, back walls, deck
panels, approach slabs, sleeper slabs and moment slabs) and the use of ultra high performance
concrete (UHPC). Time based bidding techniques were also utilized on the project. HRI, Inc.
was the winning contractor on the project and proposed to construct three bridges in both the
1
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2016 and 2017 construction season. Table 1 provides an overview of the six replacement
bridges.

Bridge

Span Width Skew

Interchange
Location

Number
of
Precast
Pieces

Number of
Days for
Milestone
Completion

SR 0183 (Bernville Road)

121'

53'

17°

Yes

126

40

SR 0419 (Four Point Road)

133'

50'

30°

Yes

146

58

SR 4011 (Mountain Road)

111'

58'

15°

Yes

88

40

SR 4041 (Midway Road)

115'

46'

None

Yes

86

44

SR 4043 (Power Drive)

103'

32'

None

No

54

37

SR 4045 (Northkill Road)

104'

32'

None

No

40

40

Table 1: An Overview of the Six Replacement Bridges

DESIGN
The precast concrete bridge abutments and wing walls were designed in the same manner as
typically done for the cast in place concrete version of these elements. The emulative detailing
of the precast concrete substructure was in conformance with the PennDOT Precast Concrete
Substructure Standards and particular care was taken to the detailing of the joints between the
precast concrete footing and stem pieces, as well as, between adjacent precast concrete footing
and stem pieces. The connection between the footing and stem pieces was completed with the
use of grouted splice couplers. The connection between adjacent footing and stem pieces was
completed with the use of a grouted shear key connection.
The precast concrete beams and deck panels were designed in a similar manner as typically
done for the cast in place concrete version of these elements. The precast deck panel
longitudinal post tensioning was designed in accordance with the AASHTO Bridge Design
Specifications. Cast in place concrete parapets were utilized for the project. The use of precast
concrete parapets were considered, however, the layout of the beams was determined prior to
the change from conventional to accelerated bridge construction. To minimize the changes on
the project resulting from the differences in the distribution of the precast concrete parapet
loads, the cast in place concrete parapets were utilized.
The detailing of the precast deck panels was based upon standards throughout the country
researched by the design team as there were no PennDOT Precast Concrete Deck Panel
Standards at the time of design. The composite connection between the beams and deck
panels was completed with the composite reinforcement extending into full depth blockouts
located in the deck panels. The width of some of the bridges on the project required the use of
multiple precast deck panels across the bridge resulting in a longitudinal closure pour along the
bridge length. The longitudinal closure pour between adjacent deck panels was completed by
extending reinforcement from the deck panels into a closure pour area and utilizing a closure
pour comprised of UHPC. The transverse connection between adjacent deck panels was
completed with the use of a grouted shear key connection that was longitudinally post
tensioned.
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TIME BASED BIDDING
After considering the available options the project team elected to apply an A+Bx time based
bidding approach to this project. There were six separate A+Bx bidding items as part of the
project, one for each bridge. The A component was the dollar amount proposed by the bidder
for the construction of a structure. The Bx component was the number of days for a structure
closure proposed by the bidder multiplied by a Road User Liquidated Damages (RULD’s) value
calculated by the project team at a location. The RULD’s value was based the Average Daily
Traffic (ADT) at each structure and the associated detour length. Because the ADT and RULD’s
varied significantly, so did the Bx component. The project team believed this time based bidding
approach was effective at managing the bridge closure times.

DRY FIT
A dry fit procedure was required for the project given the accelerated nature of the project and
the minimal tolerances permitted by some of the connections being utilized. The substructure
and superstructure dry fits were completed off site at the storage yard of the fabricator,
PennStress. High Structural Erectors, LLC erected the prefabricated bridge elements during
both the dry fit procedure and construction. The substructure dry fit was completed by initially
placing all of the precast concrete footing pieces for one abutment into place. Individual precast
concrete stem pieces were then lifted horizontally to a sand bed staging area to allow for the
stem piece tilt up procedure. The precast stem piece was then lifted vertically, brought to the
footing area and lowered into place ensuring that there were no fit up issues. The stem piece
was removed and all additional stem pieces checked for fit up. The superstructure dry fit was
completed by initially placing all or a portion of the precast concrete beams for a structure into
place. The precast deck panel pieces were then lifted and placed onto the beams ensuring
there were no fit up issues.

CONSTRUCTION
The demolition of the end spans and abutments was completed during normal work hours. The
demolition of the center span over Interstate 78 was completed at night protecting the roadway
below with timber mats. Traffic on Interstate 78 was maintained depending on the specific
bridge location with the use of a ramp around or detour route. The piers adjacent to the
Interstate 78 shoulders were removed with the use of protective shielding.
The major construction activities required for substructure construction included:
1. Precast Concrete Footings:
a. Placement of subfoundation concrete
b. Placement of shims to the proper elevation
c. Erection of the precast concrete footing pieces
d. Placement of flowable concrete underneath the footing
e. Placement of grout in the transverse joints between adjacent footing pieces
2. Precast Concrete Stems:
a. Placement of shims to the proper elevation
b. Placement of grout on top of the footing
c. Erection of the precast stem pieces
d. Installation of temporary bracing
3
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e. Injection of grout in the splice couplers
f. Placement of grout in the transverse joints between adjacent stem pieces
Precast concrete beam and deck panel erection was completed at night and Interstate 78 traffic
was maintained depending on the specific bridge location with the use of a ramp around or
temporary 15 minute closures of Interstate 78. The major construction activities required for
precast concrete deck panel construction included:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Erection of the precast deck panels
Placement of UHPC in the transverse joints
Post tensioning
Placement of UHPC in the composite reinforcement block out, haunches and
longitudinal closure pours

The following major construction activities completed bridge construction:
1. Precast concrete sleeper slab and approach slab construction
2. Cast in place concrete parapet construction
3. Milling and placement of the latex modified concrete overlay

LESSONS LEARNED
There were many lessons learned on the project given the use of ABC is relatively new in
Pennsylvania. Presented are the following three specific lessons learned on the project:
1. Explicitly specifying the use of a cement retarder to achieve the course aggregate finish
at the faces of the precast deck panels adjacent to the UHPC longitudinal closure pours.
Sandblasting was initially utilized to provide the course aggregate finish for the project
which resulted in a less pronounced course aggregate finish than when a cement
retarder is utilized. The more pronounced course aggregate finish is preferable at the
UHPC and precast deck panel interface. Per request, the fabricator modified his means
and methods to provide a course aggregate finish with the use of a cement retarder.
2. Consider the use of removable haunch and transverse precast deck panel joint
formwork. At times during the project, UHPC leaked from the areas of the haunch and
transverse deck panel joints where neoprene sponge and backer rod, respectively were
utilized to hold the UHPC in place. As a result, wood formwork was utilized to
supplement the neoprene sponge and backer rod to prevent additional UHPC leaks.
3. Consider the use of transverse precast deck panel joints consisting of a UHPC closure
pour with reinforcement similar to the longitudinal closure pours eliminating the need for
longitudinal post tensioning. The use of post tensioning requires project costs associated
with a specialty contractor and on site supervisor with post tensioning experience.
Eliminating the use of post tensioning may result in a reduced overall project cost.

CONCLUSIONS
The Interstate 78 Under Clearance Bridge Project was a successful PennDOT ABC project
which replaced six bridges over two construction seasons with an average milestone
(construction activities affecting roadway closure) duration of 45 calendar days per bridge.
Conventional construction of these bridges would have affected the traveling public for
approximately three years utilizing staged construction to maintain a single lane of traffic. In
addition, the impacts to the traveling public at each bridge location would have been significantly
4
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longer than the aforementioned 45 calendar days. The use of prefabricated bridge elements,
UHPC and time based bidding techniques were all critical parts of this successful PennDOT
ABC project.
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WHEN WINTER ABC IS THE ONLY OPTION: PERSPECTIVES ON
RECONSTRUCTING THE US ROUTE 1 VIADUCT IN BATH, ME
Presenting Author: Timothy S. Bryant, P.E., Director of Structural Engineering, VHB, 207-8893103, tbryant@vhb.com

BACKGROUND
Existing Bridge
Located in the City of Bath, Maine, and built in 1959 the nearly 1,300 foot-long, twenty-span US
Route 1 viaduct bridge provides a critical national highway system link and carries an annual
average 33,000 vehicles each day. The bridge is elevated above adjacent parallel frontage
roads and crosses over local streets and an active railroad line. The traveling public and
businesses depend on the viaduct for the movement of goods and services, and the structure
welcomes the millions of tourists that travel into Maine for vacation every summer. Maine’s
fourth largest employer, Bath Iron Works, is located immediately adjacent to viaduct.
Project Need and Constraints
The poor condition of the existing viaduct bridge, especially its concrete tee beam and painted
steel beam superstructure, led to MaineDOT’s decision to replace the bridge. MaineDOT’s goals
for this major bridge replacement project included minimizing traffic disruptions, enhancing
durability, and providing a cost-effective and constructible solution. The project also included
highway safety improvements and signal upgrades along the city streets below the bridge. To
minimize the bridge replacement’s impact to traffic, MaineDOT required that the Route 1 closure
be limited to a maximum of the 219 calendar days between Columbus Day and Memorial Day.
MaineDOT and the entire project team recognized that the only way to achieve this was to use
accelerated bridge construction (ABC) techniques. Additional project constraints included:
•
•
•
•

Short design period to meet aggressive project advertising schedule
A requirement to maintain two lanes of Route 1 traffic in each direction on the adjacent
frontage roads at all times, except at night when WB traffic could be detoured
Limited Right-of-Way and clearances for large cranes.
A significant portion of the available construction window was during cold and snowy
winter months

DESIGN FOR SUCCESS
Using a modified “CMGC-like” approach, the project team overcame the difficult constructability
and maintenance-of-traffic constraints, and the project was designed and advertised in less than
ten months. The selected accelerated bridge alternative allowed the contractor to erect a span
per night over the offseason and meet the aggressive construction completion date. This paper
discusses some of the opportunities and challenges encountered during project development,
and the technical solutions used; including two superstructure options (metalized steel and
prestressed concrete), precast concrete pier caps, ultra-high-performance concrete, cathodic
protection measures, re-used substructure foundations, and the construction schedule and
techniques for demolition and reconstruction of the viaduct.
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VHB provided bridge, highway and traffic engineering services for this project. VHB worked
closely with MaineDOT staff and subconsultants who provided geotechnical, landscaping, utility,
railroad, and lighting design. Project team members are listed at the end of this paper.
One of the major technical challenges was during the initial design phase where reuse of the
existing piles supporting the piers was evaluated. VHB determined that a previous evaluation by
others was too conservative for the upper pile regions. A refined evaluation indicated the
existing bridge foundations could accommodate a new superstructure without modifying any of
the bridge footings and piles. This resulted in a potential savings of more than $500k and made
construction of the project more practical within the limited construction window available
between Columbus Day and Memorial Day.
MaineDOT used a unique, modified CMGC-like delivery for this project where short-listed
contractors (5 total) were involved in the input and selection of design alternatives. VHB
collaborated with the contractor teams to evaluate solutions that met MaineDOT’s project goals
and could be constructed within the tight winter shut-down allowed for the project. Based on
contractor input, VHB provided two different superstructure alternatives in the contract plans, a
metalized steel beam alternative and a precast prestressed concrete NEXT D beam alternative.
Both alternatives allowed for prefabrication of the superstructure units outside of the viaduct
bridge closure window to allow for accelerated construction. This flexibility for the contractors
also benefited MaineDOT by increasing the competition among bidders.
The project utilized accelerated construction techniques and innovative solutions including:
•
•

•
•

•
•

Precast concrete pier caps were used to allow for accelerated construction.
Recognizing the special needs for accelerated construction, VHB designed the
superstructure beams to support construction vehicles before they were all connected.
This allowed concrete trucks to use the partially constructed bridge to access the work
and minimize disruptions to the US 1 traffic detoured next to and below the bridge.
Temporary mechanical connections for bridge components were developed to allow
construction to proceed in cold temperatures without relying on grouts.
An innovative application of a link-slab and link-curb was designed by VHB based on
research and discussion with FHWA and NYSDOT staff. This is the first bridge to use
this system in Maine. The link slab uses ultra-high-performance concrete (UHPC) with a
design strength of over 22,000 psi that can accommodate significant tensile stresses
with good ductility. This is only the second bridge project in Maine to extensively use
ultra-high-performance concrete (UHPC). The link curb is an elastomeric concrete with
enhanced elongation properties to mitigate potential cracking that has plagued other
bridge owners when using link slabs.
Incorporated cathodic protection measures to preserve and maintain hundreds of feet of
existing retaining walls by extending their design life.
Late in the project development, the City requested significant upgrades to their
combined sewer overflow system that impacted the project and traffic control. One
critical component of these upgrades was a drain pipe extension under the active
railroad line. The low elevation of the site limited the clearance for drain pipe extensions
under the active railroad to less than 18” below the crossing ties. VHB designed a
custom drainage pipe with an integral steel casing to carry direct loads from locomotives.
This creative engineering solution allowed the work to be completed during a weekend
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closure and accommodated the existing drainage system and design requests of the
City.
To help achieve the project goal of completing the construction as quickly as possible, the
following incentives and disincentives were incorporated into the construction contract:
•
•
•
•
•

$20,000 per day incentive before contractor’s days bid (219 calendar days max.)
After May 25, 2017, if viaduct is not open to traffic, up to $35,000 per day disincentive
Supplemental Liquid Damages for lane-hour closures during construction.
Varies from $1,000 to $4,500 per hour
Intentional violations subject to additional penalties

CONSTRUCTION
Bids were opened February 17, 2016 and Reed & Reed, Inc. of Woolwich, ME was awarded the
project with a bid of approximately $14 million. They bid the maximum 219 calendar days
allowed. Precasting of pier caps and the NEXT D beams began in spring/summer 2016.
Demolition of the existing bridge and construction of the new bridge began after Columbus Day
2016. Construction of the new piers averaged two columns per week and two pier caps week.
Superstructure spans were typically erected one per night and the last superstructure span was
erected in late March 2017. UHPC placement in April 2017 required preheating of the beams
because of cool spring temperatures. UHPC placement averaged 5 spans per day. The new
bridge opened to traffic on May 3, 2017, approximately one month ahead of schedule.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The innovative approach to project development, design, and construction used on this project
may serve as a model for future projects with similar challenges or constraints. Some of the
specific lessons learned from this accelerated bridge construction project include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Early input from contractors can result in more constructible and lower cost ABC
designs.
Evaluating camber, deflections, and beam geometry in design pays off in construction.
UHPC can be effectively placed in cool/cold temperatures.
Provide more transverse clearance for PTFE and sliding bearings.
Place UHPC joints ¼” high and grind them after.
When estimating design and ABC construction schedules don’t underestimate the effort
and time required for all the non-bridge elements of the project.

PROJECT TEAM
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

MaineDOT – Project Owner, overall project management, railroad coordination,
landscape architecture, environmental & cultural resource permitting
VHB – bridge, highway and traffic engineering
Vector Corrosion Services – corrosion and durability consulting
Haley & Aldrich - geotechnical engineering
TMSI - utility coordination and lighting design
City of Bath - water/sewer design, stakeholder input
Reed & Reed – general contractor
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DEVELOPMENT AND IMPLEMENTATION OF MISSISSIPPI DOT
ACCELERATED BRIDGE CONSTRUCTION GUIDELINES
Presenting Author: James P. Gregg, P.E., Bridge Department Manager, HNTB, 225-368-2815,
jgregg@hntb.com
Co-Author 1:

Justin Walker, P.E., Director of Structures, State Bridge Engineering,
Mississippi Department of Transportation, 601-359-7200,
jmwalker@mdot.ms.gov

Co-Author 2:

Bala Sivakumar, P.E., Vice President, HNTB, 212-594-9717,
bsivakumar@hntb.com

ABSTRACT
HNTB and Mississippi Department of Transportation (MDOT) developed state specific
guidelines for Accelerated Bridge Construction (ABC) to be implemented in MDOT program.
Key tasks included; review of MDOT bridge design and construction practices, review of
industry wide best practices, review of past MDOT ABC projects, development of MDOT
specific ABC guidelines, recommended design and construction specifications.
The presentation will focus on development of the ABC guidelines, development and fine-tuning
of the ABC decision making matrix plus implementation of the guidelines within MDOT practice.

INTRODUCTION
Mississippi Department of Transportation (MDOT) recently developed state specific guidelines
for accelerated bridge construction (ABC). The guidelines are intended to provide design staff
an overview of industry best practices, past ABC project completed in Mississippi, applicable
MDOT specifications, policies and guidelines, as well as a decision-making matrix.
In accordance with MAP-21, MDOT creates a 10-year bridge priority list that is used to identify
bridges that require rehabilitation or replacement. MDOT ABC guidelines and decision-making
matrix allow MDOT to identify potential ABC projects early and assist the design staff if ABC is a
practical option for the project.
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INDUSTRY BEST PRACTICES
Overview
MDOT ABC guidelines are intended to assist MDOT leadership with identifying potential ABC
projects early and assisting the design team with industry best practices and applications. The
guidelines provide readers with an overview of the following items related to ABC:
1. Definition of terminology
2. ABC techniques
a. Prefabricated Bridge Elements and Systems (PBES)
b. GRS-IBS (Geosynthetic Reinforced Soil – Integrated Bridge System)
c. Structure placement methods
i. Slide in construction
ii. Self-Propelled Modular Transporters (SPMT’s)
3. Rapid Bridge Demolition
4. Time Metrics for ABC
5. Work Zone Traffic Control
Each section pulls for current industry ABC best practices, such as Transportation Research
Board; Innovative Bridge Designs for Rapid Renewal; ABC Toolkit; SHRP2 Project R04; Report
S2-R04-RR-2 and FHWA publications 1,2,3,4,5,6,7.

PAST ABC PROJECT IN MISSISSIPPI
Overview
Outside of Jackson and the counties near Memphis, TN, Mississippi is primarily a rural state
with moderate ADT. Because detour routes can be lengthy, it has been the state’s practice to
build a temporary detour bridge and replace the existing bridge on the same alignment. Detour
bridges are found to be relatively inexpensive and utilize ABC. Some projects near the coast
have utilized ABC components but this was driven by the contractor. State Aid, which manages
the off-system bridges in Mississippi, uses ABC when replacing bridges. State Aid typically give
contractors a 3-month closure to remove and replace the existing bridge with a PBES (Figure
1). For routes with low ADT and ADTT, MDOT finds PBES bridges work well, however, do not
use them on state routes as they do not provide a desired design life.

Figure 1 – Typical PBES used by MDOT State Aid (Choctaw Bridge)
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DECISION MAKING MATRIX
Screening
Three levels of screening were created to allow MDOT to identify potential ABC projects early,
types of ABC would be appropriate based on the site conditions, and if ABC makes sense. The
three level are:
1. First Level Screening – ABC Score
2. Second Level Screening – Site Condition for ABC
3. Third Level Screening – Total Project Cost
First Level Screening
During the first stage of the decision making process the design team assess the applicability of
ABC to bridge construction projects using an ABC rating score. The ABC rating score is a
numerical value from 0 to 100 indicating the viability of bridge construction projects for
considering ABC concepts (Figure 2 & 3). The ABC rating score is the main tool to assist the
design team in their decision to take a project to the second level in the ABC decision making
process. The higher the ABC rating score the more suited a project is for ABC.
The ABC rating score is based on measures that are calculated from data contained in the
National Bridge Inventory (NBI) records as coded according to the Structure Inventory and
Appraisal (SI&A) guide. Each measure is scored based on a set of criteria. The measure scores
are multiplied by a weight factor to account for their relative importance. The individual weighted
measure scores are then summed together to form an overall weighted score which can have a
maximum value of 260. The overall weighted score is then normalized to a 100 point scale to
become the ABC rating score.
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First-Level Screening --- ABC Rating (System-level)
Enter values for each aspect of the project. .

Average Daily Traffic
1
Combined on and under
Enter 5 for Interstate Highways

0
1
2
3
4
5

No traffic impacts
Less than 5000
5000 to 10000
10000 to 15000
15000 to 20000
More than 20000

Detour/ Bypass Length

2

0
1
2
3
4
5

Less than 5 miles
5 - 9 miles
10 -19 miles
20 - 29 miles
30 - 39 miles
Greater than 40 miles

Bridge Importance

1

1
3
5

Normal Bridge - minimal access impacts
Essential Bridge - impacts to locals and business
Critical Bridge - only access to community or business

Project Type

2

0
1
2
3
5

Unknown
Full bridge replacement, cont span
Full bridge replacement, simple span
Superstructure replacement, cont. span
Superstructure replacement, simple span

Repetitive Spans
(Proposed bridge)

3

0
3

Single Span or unknown
Multiple Spans

Bridge Geometry

5

0
2
5

Curved alignment
Tangent alignment with skew > 15 deg
Tangent alignment with skew < 15 deg

Railroad Impacts

0

0
3

No Railroad Impacts
Railroad Impacts

ROW Impacts

5

0
3
5

Restrictive or unknown ROW
Limited ROW
Sufficient ROW

Truck Traffic %

0

0
3
5

Less than 5% or unknown
5% to 10%
> 10%

Figure 2 – MDOT First Level ABC Screening
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ABC RATING SCORE FACTORS AND WEIGHTS
Weight
Adjusted
Maximum
Score
Factor
Score
Score
Average Daily Traffic
0
10
0
5
Detour/ Bypass Length
0
10
0
5
Bridge Importance
0
10
0
5
Project Type
0
3
0
5
Repetitive Spans
0
5
0
3
Bridge Geometry
0
3
0
5
Railroad Impacts
0
5
0
3
ROW Impacts
0
5
0
5
Truck Traffic %
0
5
0
5
Total Score
0
Max. Score

Adjusted
Score
50
50
50
15
15
15
15
25
25
260

Figure 3 – MDOT ABC Rating Score- First Level ABC Screening

Second Level Screening
The bridge site conditions and project related factors should be considered when evaluating the
use of ABC. The second level screening for bridges focuses on such issues for ABC
implementation. The ABC rating score has been categorized into three ranges -- score of 0 to
30, 30 to 50, and over 50. Bridges with 30 or more are automatically further evaluated in the
second level screening for consideration of ABC techniques (Figure 4). Bridges with a score of
less than 30 will only be evaluated further at the request of the Department who may be aware
of unique circumstances, such as a critical environmental issue or emergency
access/evacuation needs that may make the project suitable for ABC. Bridges with a score of >
50 are permitted to bypass many of the screening criteria.

5
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Jan 2015

* Director to evaluate possible indirect benefits
ABC Rating
0 to 30
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50+
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No
Does ABC
mitigate local
business/commu
nity issues?

Yes

No

No

Yes

Department
Decision*

Are there site
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w ould inhibit an
ABC approach?

No

Yes

Do hydraulic
issues at the site
preclude an ABC
approach?

No

No

Is bridge
construction on
the critical
path?

No

Yes
Use Traditional
Construction

Develop an ABC approach
that accomplishes project
goals. Evaluate project costs
for ABC vs Traditional.

Figure 4 – MDOT Flowchart for Second Level ABC Screening
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Third Level Screening
Project cost considerations for the alternatives make up the third and final stage of the decision
making process. Estimated total project costs are developed for the traditional option and the
ABC option. The objective is to minimize total project cost, not just the cost of construction.
MDOT Bridge Prioritization
The Bridge Replacement program administered by MDOT Bridge Division establishes an Initial
Bridge Replacement Priority List under the guidance of the Director of Structures to keep the
state in compliance with the Map21 legislation. Replacement Priority List includes all State
owned and maintained bridges with calculated Replacement Indexes (RI). The team divides the
Initial Bridge Replacement Priority List, sorted by RI, into fiscal years depending on the amount
of funding anticipated to be appropriated for each fiscal year. The Bridge Prioritization list will
extend for ten (10) fiscal years.
The ABC decision making process is applied to the bridges on the final bridge prioritization list
for each year to identify the best candidates for ABC. For these bridges, future projects for
bridge renewal may be programmed to consider ABC as one option during the planning and
design phases.
The primary factors that have a substantial impact on the RI are overall structural condition,
average daily traffic, and the bypass distance that traffic would have to travel in the event that
the bridge was closed. The factors considered for ABC decision making have some overlap and
will complement the RI’s by providing added emphasis for user impacts during the selection of
the method of bridge replacements. In other words, if the criticality for use was criteria that got a
bridge on the priority list, then it is only appropriate that potential user impacts should also be a
factor in selecting a rapid replacement method to minimize user impacts. The list of bridges in
the priority list is not affected by the ABC screening. It only influences the preferred method of
bridge replacement – Traditional vs. ABC – of the bridges on the priority list.

IMPLEMENTATION
First and Second Level Screening
MDOT has included the first level screening into the prioritization process and utilizes key NBIS
data to provide a ABC factor. For the FY 2018-2019 bridge prioritized for replacement, 13 out of
51 (25%) received an ABC score of 50 or better and 32 out of 51 (63%) received a score
between 30 and 50.

7
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CONCLUSIONS
The use of ABC techniques should be investigated where appropriate and the MDOT guidelines
were prepared to provide planners and engineers with a basic understanding of different ABC
methods available and references to ABC publications, help guide project specific selection of
ABC methods, and to encourage the use of the ABC methods. The intent is for the guidelines to
evolve as MDOT gains experience and knowledge with ABC projects.
A three level decision making matrix was developed allowing MDOT to identify potential ABC
projects early plus evaluate appropriate ABC applications. MDOT has established a Bridge
Replacement Priority List based on key NBIS factors and an ABC score has been added to
each bridge on the list. MDOT has found that majority of the factors considered for ABC
decision making have overlap and complement MDOT’s Replacement Index by providing added
emphasis for user impacts during the selection of the method of bridge replacements.
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BAYOU LAFOURCHE BRIDGE INSTRUMENTATION PROGRAM
Presenting Author: Tom Weinmann Vice President, Practice Area Leader, Structural Monitoring,
Geocomp Consulting, 224-676-1371, tweinmann@geocomp.com

INTRODUCTION
The Bayou Lafourche Bridge is an AccelBridge that utilizes the simple method of compressing
the deck by bridge girders. The bridge is located near Monroe, Louisiana and was constructed in
2016 and 2017. The project is sponsored by FHWA innovative bridge research and deployment
program. As part of this program, a detailed instrumentation system was implemented to verify
design assumptions and construction methods. Girders and slabs were instrumented with strain
gages at the pre-cast facility and tie-down anchors and splice plates instrumented with strain
gages in the field. All instrumentation was monitored during construction, used for subsequent
load testing of the structure prior to bridge opening and will be used to verify long-term
performance using a remotely positioned data logging system.
The presentation will discuss the concept and advantages of this accelerated bridge construction
method and present data collected during fabrication, construction and load testing.

THE BRIDGE STRUCTURE
The Bridge is on Route US80 near Monroe, LA. The old Bridge built in 1955 was 482-ft long, 28ft wide with a concrete deck on steel I-beams. The new Bridge is 560-ft long with 7 spans, each
40-ft wide using 6 AASHTO pre-cast girders with a pre-cast concrete deck. The Contractor was
WL Bass Construction and the Pre-caster was Gulf Coast Pre-stress Partners. The Project
Manager was Carl Gaudry, DOTD Bridge Design and the Bridge Design Consultant was Huval &
Associates. This being an AccelBridge, the Technical Consultant was Dr. Eddie He, SPI
Engineering.

CONSTRUCTION METHOD
The construction method is AccelBridge (www.accelbridge.com) which is a proprietary full depth
precast deck system that jacks the deck panels against the supporting girders to lock in
compression in the deck and tension in the girder without the use of deck post-tensioning. General
steps include;
•
•
•
•
•
•

Erect the precast deck panels on the girders
Make the last deck panel on both ends of the bridge unit composite with the girders while
remaining deck panels are free to move in the longitudinal direction
Place a jacking assembly in a jacking gap and jack panels against end composite panels
Place concrete in jacking gap
Grout shear pockets and haunches
Remove jacks and pour concrete at jack block-outs

Figure 1 illustrates the steps above.
1
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Figure 1: Typical AccelBridge Construction Steps
As a type of Accelerated Bridge Construction (ABC), this method simplifies construction and
provides the following benefits;
•
•
•

All elements are precast and can be erected quickly and minimizes labor
Enhances durability with no internal/external post-tensioning (corrosion mitigation) while
still providing compression in the deck
Reduces initial cost by not having the need for ducts, couplers or joint grouting and thereby
reduces the maintenance cost of the joints and deck

The Bridge was built using specialized funding from the Innovative Bridge Research and
Deployment (IBRD) Program for Engineering, Material Cost, Instrumentation and Postconstruction Evaluation

INSTRUMENTATION
Being an innovative ABC method, there are a number of questions being asked related to the
construction methodology. Part of the IBRD Program included a Specification for Instrumentation
during construction, load testing after construction and long-term monitoring. The instrumentation
contract was awarded to Geocomp and included the following;
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Strain Gages in the girders to measure stress distribution over the height of the girders
during and after pre-stressing, during jacking operations and composite action during load
testing
Strain Gages in the deck slabs to measure stress distribution across the width of the deck
slab during jacking operation and composite action during load testing
Strain Gages on the continuity plates to measure load transfer across girder joints during
jacking operations and during load testing
Strain Gages (changed to load cells) on tie down rods to measure any potential uplift force
during jacking operations
Strain Gages in closure pour to measure load changes after completion of jacking
operation and grouting of shear pockets and removal of jacks
Vertical Displacement Transducers at girder bearing locations to measure any potential
uplift of girders over time
Remotely powered data logging system (Figure 2) with internal storage and remote access
through IP phone.
2
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Figure 2: Remotely Powered Data Logger with IP Phone for Remote Data Access

LOAD TEST
Following construction of the Bridge and prior to opening, a load test was performed to verify
operation of the instrumentation, calibrate sensor response and validate bridge response. The
trucks were provide by the contractor, and weighed for actual axle weights. Trucks were
positioned to provide maximum positive and negative bending moments for each instrumented
span. Typical truck setup is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Truck Positioning During Load Test

CONCLUSIONS
A detailed and successful instrumentation provides a means for verification of innovative
construction methods and design confirmation through load testing. System remains in place to
monitor long-term performance of the structure.
3

ASBURRY CREEK BRIDGE
Presenting Author: Hormoz Seradj P.E. Steel Bridge Standards Engineer
Oregon Department of Transportation, 971-218-3100, shormoz@gmail.com
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ABSTRACT:
Public demand for accelerated bridge construction has currently increased significantly and
bridge owners are considering this option more frequently. The bridge engineers and designbuild contractors are facing many challenges in determining the shortest possible construction
time while maintaining a reasonable construction cost, structure stability during construction,
public safety, sustainability, and life-cycle cost.
One of important contributor to a project success is selecting the proper construction material.
This paper describes how the engineer concluded in construction type, material, section losses
estimates for main load carrying members, and life-cycle cost analysis of two possible options.

EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Oregon Department of Transportation culvert inventory has revealed that more than 10,000
culverts are in poor or critical condition and need to be repaired or replaced in the near term to
maintain the safety and integrity of the state highway system. Some culverts would require
replacement with bridges that would meet fish passage requirement. Asbury Creek Culvert is a
galvanized corrugated pipe with significant section losses and its concrete repair is failing
(Figure 1). It is scheduled to be replaced with a bridge meeting fish passage requirements.
However, the lack of a viable detour route and the very corrosive environment of the Pacific
Ocean make the project very challenging.

1

Figure 1. Left figure shown section losses of galvanized corrugated pipe. Right photo
showing abrasion of concrete repair on culvert.

Asbury Creek Culvert is part of the fish passage program and it will be replaced with a bridge.
The structure is located on US 101 (MP 34.60) along the Pacific Ocean (Figure 2). The culvert
is located in an environmentally sensitive area and the very limited right of way, undetermined
archeology site, fish, existence of wetland, plants, water quality mitigation, and drinking water
pump station are some of concerns that project team has to address. The estimated in water
work window is from July 1st to September 15th.

Figure 2. Project Location Map (Google map)
The embankments are very steep, making bridge construction very challenging and costly
without significant impact to traveling public. The engineer is considering accelerated bridge
construction to minimize this impact. The limited right of way and environmentally sensitive
area limits construction options. The engineer considered bridge sliding, staged construction and
complete highway closer as options for construction of new bridge.
The preliminary analysis favored lighter superstructure. The engineer also determined steel
superstructure will ease construction, but concern was the life-cycle cost of the bridge. Existing
steel bridges close to Pacific Ocean had not performed well and maintenance cost of those
bridges are high.
Federal Highway Administration, Technical Advisory T5140 (6) discourages using weathering
steel exposed to a corrosive environment or an environment with high time of wetness.
However, third paragraph of Article 6.7.3 (Minimum Thickness of Steel) of the AASHTO LRFD
Bridge Design Specifications states: "Where the metal is expected to be exposed to severe
corrosive influences, it shall be specially protected against corrosion or sacrificial metal
thickness shall be specified." The design specification does not provide guidance on how to
calculate the section losses of steel in corrosive environment.
Oregon Department of Transportation policy prohibits construction of any uncoated steel bridge
within three miles of the Oregon coast. The engineer designed and constructed uncoated steel in
a corrosive environment utilizing higher corrosion resistant steel, ASTM A1010. However,
2

technical and economic justification for construction of an uncoated A1010 steel bridge within
the specified limit was required.
The suitability of using uncoated steel, A1010, and justification of use for such corrosive
environment was necessary. The suitability study of ASTM A1010 for the project was supported
by the Steel Bridge Standards Engineer and the Preservation Manager of the Bridge Engineering
Section of Oregon Department of Transportation.
There are limited data available for suitability study of uncoated steel in different environmental
conditions. The Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) study revealed that ASTM A1010
performs more than ten times better that weathering steel (2). The FHWA publication (2) and
weathering steel performance data in a marine environment specified in ASTM G101 (10)
became a basis for recommending ASTM A1010 in this very corrosive environment in shore of
the Oregon Pacific Ocean.
Life cycle cost of the ASTM A1010 had to be compared to the painted carbon steel that is
commonly used in a corrosive environment. A1010 plate cost is few times more than weathering
steel, similarly A1010 welding consumable cost is few times more than welding consumable cost
for carbon steel, but fabrication cost of A1010 is almost same as regular carbon steel. Total
A1010 plate girders cost for the project is the sum of the raw material cost, including possible
sacrificial material, needed for the expected design life, fabrication cost, hauling of plates and
girders cost, and erection cost.
Leigh University studied the life-cycle cost of A1010 and compared it with the life-cycle cost of
conventional painted carbon steel with upkeep (repainting). Their study considered different
painting scenarios and probability of needed upkeep during the expected service life of bridge
components. The research concluded that A1010 is initially more expensive but it becomes costeffective after approximately 15 years (11).
Galvanizing option is not considered in this project because galvanizing steel girder is not a
common practice in the State of Oregon. Life cycle-cost of the painted bridge is estimated, the
major contributor to initial cost differences between two options are raw material cost and carbon
steel paint. Initial cost of painted steel was less than A1010 however; life cycle cost of the
uncoated steel girder less is than painted steel girders.
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ABSTRACT
This paper describes an ongoing study aimed at using acoustic emission (AE) sensing
as a tool for detecting, locating and evaluating cracking of prefabricated pre-stressed
concrete girders used as Prefabricated Bridge Elements and Systems (PBES) in
Accelerated Bridge Construction (ABC) as part of a Quality Assurance/Quality Control
(QA/QC) program.
PBES/ABC makes extensive use of manufacturing bridge
components off site and shipping as needed to accelerate bridge construction, including
prefabricated pre-stressed concrete girders. Advantages of these girders include
strength and the ability to be lifted into place with a crane, thereby avoiding the
complexity of lateral slide in place maneuvers. They can come with wide top flanges
and studs details to enable casting in place an integral concrete deck immediately
following girder placement. Such construction can quickly produce a strong integrated
pre-stressed and reinforced deck-girder configuration. However, quality control issues
associated with girder cracking have the potential to detract and even prevent their
widespread use in ABC. Preventing and mitigating such problems early on may be
possible with the use of a properly designed reusable condition monitoring
instrumentation system, when combined with effective QA/QC practices. Cracking can
occur during different stages of fabrication and construction, including: 1) Pre-stress
tendon cuts, 2) Cutting the tendons before the concrete fully sets, 3) Improper lifting of
the beam for transport, shipping the component, 4) Placing it in its final position, and 5)
Misalignment, inadequate material properties and/or miscalculated dimensions. While
these cracks may or may not pose a serious structural threat to the bridge, they do
present aesthetic, serviceability and long-term maintenance concerns. Acoustic
emission sensing measures the elastic waves produced by crack initiation and growth
with an array of point sensors. Processing the timing and shape of the signals readily
provides the ability to detect, locate, characterize and count cracking activity. The
instrument system is relatively portable and can be ruggedized for field testing. Results
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are presented on the design of the instrument package, laboratory testing that is
presently underway and, on planned field tests during this upcoming construction cycle.
EQUIPMENT AND INSTRUMENTATION
Acoustic emission tests are performed on pre-stressed concrete girders using the
following instruments.
1) MISTRAS Group 8 Channel Sensor Highway III
2) 60 Hz Sensors, Low Power, AST (qty:8)
3) 30m BNC/SMB Cables (qty:8)
4) Custom 2 in by 2 in Steel Mounting Boxes (qty:8), Figure 1
Figure 1: Steel Box
LABORATORY TESTS
with Sensor
As a proof of concept a small reinforced concrete beam underwent
point compression loading to induce cracking while monitoring for AE events with an
array of 8 sensors, Figures 2-5. The beam was 32x5x5 in3 with a 1 inch diameter
reinforcing bar through the center. A 12 ton hydraulic bottle jack drove a ½ inch ball into
the center of the top surface of the beam between sensors 2, 5 and 6.

Figure 2: Test setup

Figure 3: Load cell

Figure 4: Location of all 8 sensors,
each represented by green dot

Figure 5: Two different 3D representations of the AE event activity and location on the sample at
different points during the impact test. Note: The x,y and z axes are not shown to scale
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Threshold sensor settings were optimized at 45 dB for the specific concrete beam
sample. The load was then measured using a 5000 lbs. load cell and was continually
increased up to a 4330 lbs. load while the system was recording data. The results
show the system settings are optimized and accurately detect the transient elastic
waves and record the location, voltage and amplitude produced by each hit during
surface cracking, Figure 6.

Figures 6: Depicts Voltage (V) vs Time (sec), AE events vs Amplitude (dB), AE events vs Time (sec),
and AE events vs Channel (1-8) respectively

PLANNED FIELD TESTS
An interstate highway bridge in Vermont is scheduled to be replaced during 2017-19.
The new bridge fabrication is not ABC, but does use prestressed and post-tensioned
concrete girders and is an excellent testbed for monitoring QA/QC with AE. The plan is
to measure AE events and cracking during the fabrication and transport of the girders,
beginning Fall 2017, Figures 7-9.

Figure 7: Planned
prestressed girder cross
section

Figure 8: Rendering of girder
and AE instruments

Figure 9: Close up rendering of girder
and AE instruments
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INTRODUCTION & DESIGN OF PROPOSED SYSTEM
The press-brake-formed tub girder system consists of modular shallow trapezoidal boxes
fabricated from cold-bent structural steel plate (see Figure 1). Steel shapes are available in either
hot-dipped galvanized or weathering steel options. Once the plate has been formed, shear studs
are then welded to the top flanges. A reinforced concrete deck is then cast on the girder in the
fabrication shop and allowed to cure, becoming a composite modular unit. Modules are then
longitudinally joined using Ultra-High Performance Concrete (UHPC), a relatively new class of
advanced cementitious composite materials. As opposed to the cutting and welding required for
typical tub girders, the system utilizes cold bending of standard mill plate widths and thicknesses
for the tub girder, decreasing fabrication costs and increasing the efficiency and economic
performance of steel used in the system.

Figure 1: Conceptual Layout of Modular Press-Brake-Formed Steel Tub Girder System
For each 50-ksi standard mill plate, a design study was performed by iterating the proportions of
the girder to achieve the maximum possible flexural capacity (initially estimated to be the
composite yield moment). For this study, the slope of the webs was kept at a constant 1:4 slope,
the inside bend radii of the girders was kept at a constant value of five times the plate thickness,
and the top flange width was kept at a constant value of 6 inches. The concrete deck of the
composite unit was kept at 7.5’ wide by 8” thick. Normal-weight concrete was assumed with a
modular ratio of 8 and a compressive strength of 4 ksi. Figure 2 shows the results of these design
assessments for a sample of standard mill plates chosen for design. For each plate, an optimum
depth is seen at the point of maximum yield moment; increasing or decreasing the depth from this
point results in a reduced section modulus and, therefore, a reduced yield moment.
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Figure 2: Design Comparisons for 96-Inch-Wide Standard Mill Plates

EXPERIMENTAL AND ANALYTICAL TESTING PROGRAM

Applied Load (kip)

In order to verify the performance and capacity of the proposed system, physical flexural testing
of representative composite specimens in three-point bending was conducted at West Virginia
University. The steel employed were 84” × 7/16” × 480” standard mill plates of ASTM A709 Gr.
50 steel, donated by Nucor Corporation, SSAB Americas, United States Steel Corporation, and
EVRAZ North America. Composite decks were cast with normal-weight concrete; results from six
cylinder tests yielded an average compressive strength of 4.1 ksi. In addition to physical testing,
three-dimensional finite element modeling was performed using Abaqus/CAE. Element selection
for these models included general purpose shells with reduced integration points and hourglass
control. The girders in this study were modeled using a tri-linear elastic-plastic constitutive law
including strain-hardening effects; stress-strain data for the girders was obtained from coupon
testing performed at FHWA Turner-Fairbank's Highway Research Center. Concrete was modeled
utilizing a concrete damaged plasticity model available in Abaqus/CAE. Figure 3 illustrates a
comparison of the data obtained from flexural testing of two composite specimens and the results
from finite element analysis. As shown, the modeling is shown to quite accurately capture the
behavior of the proposed system.
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Figure 3: Comparison of Experimental and Analytical (FEA) Results
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FIELD APPLICATIONS
Brian Keierleber, P.E., Chief Engineer of the Secondary Roads Department of Buchanan County,
Iowa, was awarded a grant from FHWA Innovative Bridge Research and Development Program
(IBRD) to replace the Amish Sawmill Bridge in Fairbank, Iowa. Construction on the Amish Sawmill
Bridge began in the late summer of 2015 and was completed in December 2015. In addition, the
Ohio Department of Transportation and Muskingum County, Ohio were awarded an FHWA
Accelerated Innovation Deployment (AID) grant to replace a bridge on County Road 7 –
Cannelville Road. The $557,600 AID grant was used to install a press-brake-formed steel tub
girder system with a Sandwich Plate System deck (completed in the summer of 2017).
Researchers from West Virginia University, Marshall University and the University of Wyoming
are continuing field-performance monitoring on both bridges, now in service (see Figure 4).

Figure 4: Field Applications (Amish Sawmill Bridge, left; Co. Rd. 7 Bridge, Right)

CONCLUSIONS
The technology is appealing because it offers significant cost savings, ease in shipment and
fabrication, accelerated construction, design versatility, and sustainability – steel is the world’s
most recycled material and at the end of the bridge’s life, it may be transformed into another steel
product. With so many benefits, press-brake-formed steel tub girders provide the potential for
widespread use in helping to solve America’s critical infrastructure challenges.
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INTRODUCTION

The Vermont Agency of Transportation (VTrans) made the decision in 2012 to replace the
structurally deficient bridge carrying Vermont Route 100 over the Mad River in Waitsfield,
Vermont. The design team determined very early in the project that Accelerated Bridge
Construction (ABC) techniques should be utilized to minimize impacts to natural resources and
the traveling public. This project also incorporated the use of Ultra High Performance Concrete
(UHPC), which represented the first use of this innovative material by VTrans. As the design
progressed, the challenges of the site required the development of multiple unique design details
used for the first time by VTrans, to replace this structure during a single, five-week roadway
closure period.

EXISTING CONDITIONS

The existing bridge spanned the Mad River and was a two-span structure with spans of 84 feet
and a 45-degree skew. Shallow bedrock at the south abutment and deep bedrock at the north
abutment and in the river required varying abutment and foundation types. The existing bridge
sits on a heavily travelled corridor and is adjacent to a popular inn and conference center. The
replacement of this required a 14-mile detour over locally maintained roads.

FINAL DESIGN

Input from the local community during the early stages of the project indicated a desire for the
roadway closure to be limited to approximately 30 days. The design team determined during the
preliminary design phase that a single span structure would be optimal rather than a two-span
structure due to environmental restrictions for in-stream work. Based on the location of the
existing abutments, the south abutment would be located behind the existing abutment, and the
north abutment would be located in front of the existing abutment in order to minimize the span
length. The resulting span length of the proposed bridge was 172 feet, which was the longest
single span ABC bridge replacement constructed to date in Vermont. The bridge skew had to
match the existing 45-degree skew due to the alignment of the river and right-of-way constraints.
The design team evaluated several superstructure replacement options early in the final design
phase. Spliced PBU’s, full depth precast concrete deck panels on steel girders, and a lateral slide
were all evaluated, with the design team selecting the deck panel option with UHPC closure pours.
This project would be the first use of UHPC in Vermont.
The subsurface exploration (boring) program was performed in the early stages of final design.
The results of the program indicated that at the south abutment, bedrock was only several feet
below existing grade. To minimize the volume of excavation required, a combined precast
1
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footing/stem was developed (See Figure 1). The precast
stem/footing required additional vertical shear stirrup
reinforcement beneath the beam seats to resist the
concentrated bearing loads. A precast backwall with
mechanical couplers was detailed to sit on the precast
footing. To minimize the sliding resistance that this
member had to resist, the contract documents stipulated
that backfilling behind the backwall could not occur until
the beams were erected. This requirement also
eliminated the need to drill and grout dowels into rock,
which saved time during construction.

A cast-in-place concrete closure pour was detailed with
high early-strength concrete between precast members.
This precast footing piece was detailed to sit on either
Figure 1: Precast Stem/Footing
excavated bedrock or a leveling slab with a grout-bed
Combination
required beneath the precast member. The contract
documents allowed for either mechanical rock removal methods or removal via blasting. The
Contractor elected to use a blasting operation to remove the rock, which resulted in an overbreakage of approximately 3 feet, requiring the use of a leveling slab.

The boring program at the north abutment indicated that the bedrock was approximately 50 feet
below existing ground, which required the use of a pile supported abutment. The public outreach
program requested that a pedestrian trail be placed in front
of the proposed abutment, adjacent to the Mad River. The
inclusion of this trail resulted in an abutment height of
approximately 17 feet. In order to minimize the required
number of piles and horizontal service deformations due
to lateral earth loads, a precast pile cap with a combination
of vertical steel H-piles and Mechanically Stabilized Earth
(MSE) reinforcing straps was developed (See Figure 2).

The MSE abutment system developed required an
iterative design approach to determine the maximum
lateral deflection that would occur to the abutment before
the MSE straps were fully engaged. Coordination with
MSE reinforcing strap suppliers was required to determine
that the abutment can be expected to deflect laterally a
maximum of 1/2” before the MSE straps become fully
engaged. The precast abutment, piles and MSE straps
Figure 2: MSE Abutment System
were designed as a system to deflect laterally a maximum
of 1/2”. To save time during the bridge closure period, the
backfill did not require placement of a membrane above the top row of reinforcing straps. The
reinforcing straps were specified in the contract documents to have a thicker galvanizing surface
treatment to resist the expected rate of corrosion due to the lack of protective membrane. The
backfill placement requirements were specified in the contract documents to follow the same
requirements and sequence as is done on a typical MSE wall application.
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CONSTRUCTION

The project was advertised in October of 2015, with bids received from three General Contractors.
The winning bid was submitted by A.L. St. Onge Contractor, Inc. at $4.22 million.

Soon after notice-to-proceed was given to the Contractor, a Value Engineering Proposal was
submitted to construct the deck using a cast-in-place construction methods with partial depth prestressed deck panels rather than using full depth precast deck panels with UHPC. The Contractor
indicated that there would be a cost and time savings if conventional deck construction methods
could be used, particularly due to the joint forming between panels, and detailed work required at
the deck ends due to the 45-degree skew. The volume of concrete required to be placed for the
deck during the closure pour was approximately 110 cubic yards (compared to 15 cubic yards of
concrete and 35 cubic yards of UHPC as detailed in the contract plans). The Value Engineering
proposal was accepted by VTrans in December of 2015. UHPC was still used on the project, but
was switched from the bridge deck to the closure pours between precast approach slabs.

Pre-closure construction activities which required alternating one lane of traffic began on May
18th, and continued to the start of bridge closure, which occurred on June 19 th. The overall road
closure duration was 34 days, 1 day ahead of the 35-day contract allowance. The road was
reopened to traffic on July 23, with full overall construction completed in October of 2016.
LESSONS LEARNED

Several valuable lessons were learned on this challenging project that can be applied to future
ABC projects, which include.






Large cast-in-place concrete decks with partial depth prestressed deck panels can placed
during an ABC bridge project.
A combined precast footing/stem combination can be used in sites with shallow rock to
minimize the volume of rock removal required.
The use of MSE abutment system can be used to mitigate project risk due to pile driving,
and can save construction time due to the reduced number of piles required.
Allow the Contractor various rock removal methods (blasting & mechanical) in the contract
documents.
For precast members with complicated angles due to bridge skew, provide additional
reinforcement or room for rebar location modification due to fabricator tolerances and
means of fabrication.

CONCLUSIONS

Innovative design solutions can be developed to reduce the risk and closure duration of
complicated ABC projects. The MSE abutment system is a successful tool that can reduce the
number of piles required on an ABC project. This project demonstrated that innovative abutment
design solutions and traditional superstructure construction techniques can lead to a successful
ABC project.
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ABSTRACT:
This ABC project, which consisted of a 164’ - 2 span curved steel girder superstructure with integral
abutments, was constructed in 72 days. The integral pier cap was prefabricated with portions of the
superstructure and was supported on a single column utilizing an innovative grouted connection, which
was supported on a monoshaft. Due to the complex nature of the structural system, a 3D Hybrid
Stiffness/Finite Element Model was required for design.

INTRODUCTION
The River Road Bridge over the New Haven River is located in New Haven, Vermont, a village of just
under 2,000 residents. The existing three span 170’ steel girder bridge, built in 1935, had a curb to
curb width of 20’. The existing substructure was founded on piles. There was also an ancillary
snowmobile path that was cantilevered off of the bridge which provided connectivity to a vast
snowmobile network in the area.
This bridge was in poor condition, especially the deck and substructure. The width of the bridge was
also substandard. During the initial field assessment performed by VTrans, there were concerns about
the traffic control during construction based on the existing roadway alignment, proximity to Halpin
Road and the New Haven River, and the limited width of the existing bridge.

PROJECT DEVELOPMENT
WSP USA Inc. (WSP) was involved
with this project from the beginning of
the scoping phase. Resources were
identified and the permitting process
began. Through this process, a
property immediately adjacent to the
bridge was deemed to be historically
significant.
A public forum was held for the
residents to express their concerns.
This step allowed the design team to
measure the interest in the Town, to
see what concerns the residents had,
and allowed the design team to ask
questions of the residents regarding
issues such as flood conditions.

Figure 1 – Existing Bridge
1
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There were many concerns that were brought up at the meeting including intersection safety, sight
distance issues, snowmobile traffic and right-of-way (ROW) impacts. Specific accidents were
described including several vehicles that had gone
off the road into the river. It was evident from this
feedback from the Town, coupled with our own
observations at the site, that there were significant
safety issues at the existing bridge location.
There were also several members of the town that
had witnessed flooding events at this bridge location
and expressed their desire for the proposed structure
to resolve this issue.

Figure 2 – Cantilevered Snowmobile Path

At this meeting the idea of closing the bridge was
discussed to gage the interest of the Town. In
general, it was well received, though there were
some concerns from local businesses that they
would be negatively impacted by longer delivery
routes. The Town did not want to have a closure
while school was in session due to the impacts to the
bus routes.

After the data was collected from the Town, an
alternative matrix was developed including many
factors such as ROW impacts, construction duration,
environmental impacts, and traffic control. A cost
was developed for each alternative, and of the
replacement options, the bridge closure was the
most cost effective. It was found that the cost of a
temporary bridge and/or the cost of an extended
construction timeframe due to phased construction,
greatly increased the cost of the project.
This preferred alternative was presented to the Town
at a subsequent meeting to ensure that all parties
were on board with this alternative moving forward.
There were also follow up meetings with design and
ROW personnel with each of the abutters to inform
them of the detailed impacts the project will have on
their property and to address their specific concerns.

Figure 3 – Halpin Road Flooding

DESIGN
There were many factors that influenced the design and construction of this structure, including
significant hydraulic limitations, vertical and horizontal alignment constraints, difficult geotechnical
conditions, and a limited closure period.
Hydraulics
The crossing is located over the New Haven River, which is very flat and meandering within a wide
valley in this area, just downstream from the confluence of Muddy Branch. Just after this confluence
the river takes a 90 degree bend under the bridge.

2
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Halpin Road and East River Road flood relatively
frequently. The river often breaches the bank upstream
of the bridge over Halpin Road. During these flood
events, the river carries significant debris downstream
which is caught under the existing bridge. A substantial
effort is required by the Town to remove this debris.
It was critical that the final design solution maximized the
hydraulic opening to optimize the flow capacity and to
limit the obstructions in the river that cause debris to
accumulate.

Figure 4 – Debris Collected at Bridge
Roadway Design
The existing alignment was on a horizontal curve as well as
a crest vertical curve which significantly limited site distance
over the bridge. This was compounded by the proximity of
the intersection with Halpin Road, which was approximately
50’ from the bridge. This served as a significant design
control point for the project.
Superstructure

Figure 5 – Poor Sight Distance from
Halpin Road

Due to the challenging design envelope caused by the inability to increase the profile grade while
maximizing the hydraulic opening, a two-span curved girder structure configuration was chosen. This
eliminated one of the piers from the river while meeting the horizontal and vertical alignment
constraints.
The cross section of the bridge consisted of 4
curved steel plate girders and an 8 ½” high
performance concrete composite deck for a total
out to out width of 32-6”’. The rail to rail width
was increased to 29’-6”’. This included a
widened shoulder to accommodate snowmobile
traffic.
Due to the horizontally curved alignment and the
configuration of the radial abutments, it was not
economical to utilize precast deck elements.
This would have been preferred due to the
extended time required to form, cast and cure
the deck concrete. Though the cast in place
alternative extended the closure period by
several weeks, the proposed construction
schedule remained within the allowable closure
window.

Figure 6 – Proposed Bridge Cross Section
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Substructure
In addition to hydraulic challenges and the high water
table, the site also exhibited very poor soil conditions.
A 40’ thick layer of very soft clay with N values at
weight of rod was encountered from approximately 10
feet to 50 feet below the surface. Bedrock was not
encountered in the geotechnical investigations, with
borings taken to depths of approximately 120 feet
without refusal. As a result, the abutments were
founded on 78’ long steel H piles with a precast
abutment stem. The pier column was supported by an
8’ diameter, 115’ long monoshaft.
Figure 7 - Rebar Inserted into Drilled Shaft

Pier Cap

The use of an integral pier cap connection was necessitated by the limited hydraulic opening and a
vertical roadway alignment that could not be significantly modified without extensive adjustment to the
approaches. The end result was an innovative design that pulled the pier cap up to the girder level,
which reduced hydraulic impacts during periods of higher flow and lowered the potential for debris
collection at the pier location. The cap was supported by a single circular column, which also provided
hydraulic benefit over multicolumn bents or wall pier configurations.
The design of the pier cap utilized two
layers of mild reinforcement. The lower
layer extended just below the top flange
through holes in the girder web to allow for
continuous transverse reinforcing from one
end of the cap to the other. The second
layer was placed in the field concurrently
with the deck steel, and was located
between the two mats of deck reinforcing.
Shear hoops extended out of the cap into
the deck level to make the cap composite
with the deck. Shear studs were also
added to the webs of the girders to make
the girders composite with the cap and to
assist in the distribution of forces from the
girders into the substructure unit.

Figure 8 – Pier Cap Detail
Complex Analysis

A 3D hybrid stiffness/finite element model was implemented given the complexity of the geometry and
subsurface conditions, and the fully integral nature of the system. This model was utilized to determine
the force demand for both superstructure and substructure components.
Nonlinear springs were utilized to capture the soil stiffness behind the abutments. Spring stiffnesses
were set to provide no movement restraint in tension (abutment moving away from the soil mass), and
increasing soil stiffness in compression (abutment moving into the soil mass).
The base of all piles were restrained for rotation and translation at the point of fixity indicated by
geotechnical analysis. Two conditions were run for the boundary conditions of the drilled shaft. The first
4
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was to run the system with the shaft fixed at
the point of fixity, and the second was with
nonlinear springs located every 10ft along the
height of the shaft with stiffnesses equivalent
to those provided by the soil layer at that
elevation.
In addition to standard AASHTO loading
requirements, the system was evaluated for
the following conditions:
·
·
·
·

Staged construction
Flood loading conditions with water
present to the top of deck level
Seismic Zone 2 EQ Force Effects
Full scour conditions

Figure 9 – 3D Hybrid Stiffness/Finite Element Model

The staged construction evaluation was required for the accumulation of stresses for the analysis of the
composite system. The following stages were considered:
1) Stage one: Placement of structural steel. At this condition the girders were non-composite with
fixity at the pier and expansion conditions at the abutment end of the girders.
2) Stage two: Placement of the wet concrete deck. This condition was again run with fixity at the
pier and freedom at the abutments. Two cases were considered: full placement in a single pour,
or staged placements in the positive and negative moment regions, both of which were allowed
by the contract. For the full placement, non-composite properties were assigned. For staged
placement, partial composite properties were assumed in the positive moment regions for the
second pour.
3) Stage three: Long Term Composite. This condition assumed the long term composite properties
of girders (3n) for superimposed dead loads of the curb and rail and wearing surface. This stage
included the presence of the substructure framework at the abutments with fixity at the end of
the steel beams within the system framework.
4) Stage four: Short Term Composite. This stage was run with full composite properties and
ultimate boundary conditions. Transient loads were applied for analysis including HL-93 live
loads, wind forces, wind on live load, flood loadings, thermal effects, and earthquake effects.
Girder stresses were accumulated with the
appropriate section modulus for sizing of structural
components and extension of negative moment rebar
in the deck. Combined force effects were tabulated for
design of the substructure components.
The model was also utilized for the determination of
deflections and camber and for fatigue evaluation.

ABC DETAILS
Throughout the design process, several innovative
solutions were developed to increase the speed of
construction to limit the closure period and reduce the
impacts to the traveling public.
Figure 10 –Integral Pier Cap
5
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Precast Integral Pier Cap
From an accelerated bridge perspective, the
most critical element was the integral pier cap.
This element required the most effort in
developing details that ensured this could be
constructed in a timely manner with adequate
construction tolerances.
As an accelerated bridge construction project,
casting the cap in place around the structural
steel system was not an option and could not be
accommodated by the schedule. As such, the
pier cap was precast around 12’ portions of the
steel girders and shipped to the site as a single
unit.
Figure 11 – Erection of Steel at Precast Yard

Given the significant geometry control required
to cast segments of horizontally curved plate
girders on vertical crest curve into a cap placed on a central pier, and the need to land on precast
abutment seat locations, the contract documents required the contractor to set up the structural steel
system, including fully bolting all
connections, at the concrete fabricators
with full survey control. This provided the
quality assurance necessary to ensure that
there would be no alignment problems in
the field.
A special provision was developed which
introduced a third party engineer to perform
quality control and coordination between
the contractor, precaster, and steel
fabricator. This engineer was hired by the
contractor and was responsible for ensuring
that all of the detailing between the steel
fabrication and concrete precasting of the
cap was effectively coordinated. VTrans
Figure 12 – Column to Precast Pier Cap Connection
wanted to ensure that the responsibility fell
Detail
on the contractor, while also ensuring that
this critical element was fabricated correctly.
Once fabrication of this cap was complete,
the steel and cap were disassembled at the
precast yard and shipped to the site.
The cap unit was placed on the column
utilizing a grouted doweled connection for
continuity of reinforcement. Corrugated
tubes accepting pairs of bundled #11 bars
were cast into both the top of the column
and the cap unit. The bars were placed and
tubes grouted after the cap unit was set in
its final position. During the design phase,
this detail was scrutinized heavily to ensure

Figure 13 – Plan View of Precast Integral Abutment
6
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that there was adequate construction tolerances. This was also conveyed to the contractor during the
kick off meeting. The remaining structural steel system was assembled in the field and spliced to the
segments cast into the cap.
Integral Precast Abutments
For each abutment, 4 H-piles were driven to the
required elevation. The precast abutment
elements had large circular voids which
received the H-piles. Once the abutments were
set in place the voids were filled with concrete
to form an integral connection.
Precast Approach Slabs
Precast approach slabs were fabricated in 4
segments with longitudinal joints connecting
each segment, similar to those used in
prestressed NEXT Beams.

Figure 14 – Precast Approach Slab Joint Detail

CONSTRUCTION SCHEDULE
Upon completion of the design details, a construction schedule was developed based on completion of
work within an optimal timeframe. Critical path elements were identified. The schedule included
construction submittals and precast lead times.
VTrans requested that the design team develop a schedule that would challenge the contractor to meet
the deadline, yet still limit the risk. Since the bridge closure was so inconvenient for the Town, it was
not acceptable to have the contractor out on the site with no work being done. The team had also
promised the Town that the bridge closure would not adversely impact the school schedule. An
incentive/disincentive was included in the contract to encourage the contractor to open the bridge within
the allotted time.

CONCLUSION
At final inspection it was clear that the
complex design of this bridge yielded a simple
and elegant structure. The only visible joint
was the ½” grout pad between the pier cap
and the column. This column was the only
obstruction in the river and it was evident that
debris build up would be significantly reduced
at this site. In speaking with the Town Road
Agent, he was very thankful because he used
to employ significant resources to keep this
area clear in the past. The fact that the Town
was happy with the final solution and the
project was completed in such a short time
frame proved the level of success of this
project.
Figure 15 – Integral Pier Cap on Column
Accelerated Bridge Construction takes on
many different forms and is unique to each
project. There are some bridges that are slid in over a weekend, or constructed around the clock in a
small construction timeframe. It is important to find the balance between a reasonable pace of
construction and a realistic closure period for the public. A large interstate project with tens of
7
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thousands of vehicles per day might require a weekend closure, whereas this project on a local road in
Vermont required a 72 day closure. Both types of projects are accelerated and can meet the specific
needs of the public.
The State of Vermont had to
deal with many emergency
road closures due to Tropical
Storm Irene in 2011.
Residents realized the benefits
of having the work completed
in a timely manner with a
closure, as opposed to impacts
over several years. In most
cases, bridge closures are also
more cost effective. In the
past, these bridge closures
were not presented to the
public, because it was
assumed that it would not be
acceptable.
VTrans is pushing designers
develop ABC solutions as a
first option and only evaluate
other options if this is not
practical. As more and more of Figure 16 – Completed Bridge Looking Upstream
these projects are being
constructed, the details are
becoming standardized and
more readily accepted by the
public throughout the state.
To accommodate an
accelerated schedule, the
design of this bridge pushed
the envelope in many regards.
A complex analysis was
required to confirm that the
bridge system functioned
under various load cases and
innovation with detailing and
construction was required to
ensure that this bridge could
be built as the design was
intended in a timely manner.
The bridge was successfully
completed within a total
closure period of 72 days and
was open for the first day of
Figure 17 – Completed Bridge Looking Downstream
school. The total construction
cost was $3.5 million. This was
a tremendous success for the
Town and for the State of Vermont.
8
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ABSTRACT
Accelerated bridge construction (ABC) through the use of precast components is a proven
methodology with several benefits over traditional cast-in-place (CIP) bridge construction. This
concept has been successfully used for bridge superstructures, but only limited attempts have
been made for substructures. This paper presents a new ABC substructure system that consists
of a precast column, a precast pile cap, and steel H-piles. To construct this bridge substructure,
the precast pile cap is initially placed on the reusable friction collars that are installed around the
driven H-piles. The sockets are preformed on the bottom of precast pile cap using corrugated
steel pipes, in which the H-piles are positioned in these sockets. A socket for precast column is
also created on the top of pile cap. After erecting the column with intentionally roughed end
portion that is inserted into the socket, the column, pile cap, and piles are connected by filling
pile-to-cap sockets and cap-to-column socket with self-consolidating concrete (SCC) and highflowability, high-early-strength grout, respectively. The friction collars are designed to carry the
self-weight of the pile cap, column, and superstructure temporarily, and the grout used to
connect the column and the pile cap reaches a compressive strength of 4000 psi in eight hours.
Thus, the construction of superstructure could start on the day after erecting the precast
column. When the SCC and grout reach the specified short-term strengths, the friction collars
can be removed. This precast bridge substructure system with socket connections provides the
potential to significantly reduce the construction time with larger construction tolerances than
other ABC methods that are developed to construct substructure.
To validate the connections and performance of proposed substructure system, two
experimental investigations have been planned at Iowa State University. First, a series of socket
connection tests have been conducted to investigate the behavior of column-to-cap socket
connection and determine the optimal column surface roughness and the required column
embedded length into the pile cap. Second, considering the effect of soil-structure interaction, a
half-scale system test, which will include a test unit consisting of eight driven piles and a precast
pile cap to support a precast column, has been planned in an outdoor location. This test unit,
which is being currently constructed, will be tested under a combination of vertical and lateral
loads. The system test is scheduled to be completed in November 2017. The paper will present:
(1) a detailed introduction of the new precast bridge substructure system; (2) the description of
the construction process used for the test unit; and (3) the findings from the experimental
investigations.

INTRODUCTION
Use of precast concrete components for accelerated bridge construction (ABC) offers time
saving over traditional cast-in-place (CIP) bridge construction and leads to improved
construction quality, low life-cycle costs, minimal environmental impacts, and reduced traffic
1
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disruptions. Precast components have been widely used for bridge superstructures. However,
only limited attempts have been made for using them in bridge substructures due to the lack of
connections for joining components to entire system. The reliable connections for ABC should
not only be easy to construct, but they should also ensure dependable performance and
maintain the integrity of the bridges under various loads. Using the force transfer mechanism,
the connections joining precast components can be classified as a bar coupler, grouted duct,
hybrid, pocket, or socket connection (1). Among these connections, the socket connection offer
ample installation tolerances and simplified construction procedure. Bridge substructure utilizing
socket connections can be constructed using two options: 1) cast a CIP pile cap around the
piles and a precast column after the components have been erected, and 2) insert the piles and
a precast column into the preformed sockets in a CIP or prefabricated pile cap and secure
connections using the concrete/grout closure pour in the sockets. Since it offers the maximum
time saving, the second approach is the focus of the current study.
To promote the precast components as a routine design option for bridge substructure, a new
bridge substructure system is established using prefabricated sockets on the precast pile cap,
and its performance need to be evaluated experimentally. First, a series of socket connection
tests was conducted to evaluate performance of the column-to-pile cap connection and
determine the optimal connection design. Second, a half-scale system test has been planned in
an outdoor location. Results from the system test will identify overall performance of the
substructure system, which depends on the design of precast components (i.e., precast column
and precast pile cap), the socket connection joining column and pile cap (column-to-pile cap
connection), the socket connections joining pile cap and piles (pile cap-to-pile connections), and
soil-structure interaction. This paper summarizes the experimental investigation on the
development of the precast bridge substructure system. Specific areas of interest include
concept of the bridge substructure system, the socket connection tests, and the outdoor system
test.

PRECAST BRIDGE SUBSTRUCTURE SYSTEM
Substructure such as that shown in Figure 1 has been widely used for bridges throughout the
United States and the world. Similar configuration can also be constructed with a single column.
Research (2) investigated the feasibility of constructing this type of substructure with precast
bent cap and precast column(s). However, current practices still require the pile cap(s) to be
CIP. To achieve the maximum time saving and utilize precast components for entire
substructure, a new precast bridge substructure system that consists of precast column(s),
precast pile cap(s), and steel H-piles was designed and experimentally tested in this study. As
illustrated in Figure 2, following driving of the H-piles, the precast pile cap is temporarily placed
on the friction collars that are installed around the piles. The sockets are preformed on the
bottom of precast pile cap, in which the H-piles are positioned in these sockets. A socket for
connecting a precast column is also created on the top of the pile cap. After erecting the column
with an intentionally roughed end that is inserted into the socket, the column, pile cap, and piles
are connected by filling pile-to-cap sockets and cap-to-column socket with self-consolidating
concrete (SCC) and grout closure pours, respectively. When the SCC and grout reach the
specified short-term strengths, the friction collars can be removed for reuse. The sockets are
routinely accomplished using commercially available corrugated steel pipes (CSPs) due to their
low cost and availability in various diameters. In addition to serving as stay-in-place formwork,
CSPs offer confinement effects for the connections and their corrugations provide additional
2
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load transfer capacity (3). After reviewing specifications of several commercially available grouts
(4), one particular type with desirable properties such as high-early-strength, fluid consistency,
extended working time, and non-shrink was chosen for securing the cap-to-column socket. The
friction collars are designed to carry the self-weight of the pile cap, column, and superstructure
temporarily, and the chosen grout can reach a compressive strength of 4000 psi in 8 hours.
Thus, the construction of bent cap and superstructure could start on the day after erecting the
precast column. Socket connections in the substructure provide the time saving potential and
simply the construction procedure with ample installation tolerances.

Figure 1: Typical bridge substructure

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: (a) Driven steel H-piles with friction collars and (b) Precast bridge substructure system
utilizing socket connections

SOCKET CONNECTION TESTS
A key factor in successfully implementing the precast bridge substructure system is establishing
reliable connections between column, pile cap, and piles. To evaluate the performance of
column-to-cap connection in sustaining axial loads and optimize the connection design, a total
of eight socket connection tests were conducted.
Testing Matrix
When the column is subjected to axial loads, the column-to-pile cap connection should have
adequate shear strength to ensure the column do not experience any sliding with respect to pile
cap. For the socket connection constructed with CSP, the main parameters that influence the
shear strength include: (1) the strength of grout used for closure pour; (2) corrugation pattern in
CSP; (3) embedded column surface roughness, and (4) the thickness of grout corresponding to
the clearance between the precast column and CSP. The minimum 28-day compressive
3
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strength of grout is required to be 8500 psi to establish a connection stronger than precast
members. Corrugation pattern on commercially available CSP is corresponding to pipe
diameter. For commonly used bridge column sizes ranging from 1.5 ft to 4 ft, CSPs with a
standard corrugation pattern of 2-2/3 in. (pitch) × 1/2 in. (depth) are appropriate for forming
sockets in pile caps. To ensure adequate shear transfer between concretes cast separately, ACI
318-11 requires that the surface is “intentionally roughened to an amplitude of approximately 1/4
in.” (5). Hence, the embedded precast column surface is treated to achieve a minimum surface
roughness. Different practical methods such as sandblasting, formwork retarder, and bushhammering are commonly used for achieving the desired surface finishes. Form liners that are
typically used to create textures on precast walls can also be used if regularized patterns such
as fluted fins or saw-tooth shapes are preferred. Sufficient clearances must be provided in
sockets to account for the cumulative effects of all allowed tolerances. For inserting precast
columns, a minimum clearance of 1 in. is required around the perimeter between the column
and the socket (6). The clearance is also controlled by the available sizes of CSPs.
Among these parameters, it is clear that two most influencing parameters are surface
roughness of the embedded portion of the column and grout closure pour thickness. As detailed
in Table 1, an experimental investigation consisting of eight test specimens was developed
utilizing standard CSPs and constant material strength for all specimens. The surface
roughness included smooth surface with not treatment, exposed aggregate finish using
formwork retarder, and 1/2 in. and 3/4 in. fluted fins with trapezoid shape made using form
liners. With 1/2 in. and 3/4 in. fluted fins, the specified dimension represents the depth of fin,
and the pitches measured from a fin to fin was 1-1/2 in. and 2 in., respectively. Based on the
appropriate commercially available CSP for common size precast columns, two grout closure
thickness (i.e., 1.5 in. and 3 in.) were evaluated. In addition, the type of loading was also used
as a variable. The first four specimens were tested using monotonic loading, whereas the four
units were subjected to cyclic loading. The cyclic loading consisted of two phases: one force
cycle per step at 40 kips increment, followed by displacement controlled cycles with three cycles
per step.
Table 1: Test matrix used for socket connection tests

Specimen

Measured
column
concrete
strength
(psi)

Measured
footing
concrete
strength
(psi)

Measured
Grout
strength
(psi)

F1G1M

5362

5362

8062

F2G1M

5362

5362

8150

EG1M

5362

5362

8084

F2G2M

5362

5362

8203

EG1C

5715

5362

7904

F1G1C

5715

5362

8035
4

Column
surface
roughness
1/2 in. fluted
fin
3/4 in. fluted
fin
exposed
aggregate
3/4 in. fluted
fin
exposed
aggregate
1/2 in. fluted
fin

Grout
closure
pour
thickness*
(in.)

Loading
type

1.5

monotonic

1.5

monotonic

1.5

monotonic

3

monotonic

1.5

cyclic

1.5

cyclic
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SG1C

5715

5362

8172

Smooth
1.5
cyclic
1/2 in. fluted
F1G2C
5715
5362
8172
3
cyclic
fin
*
Represents the average distance between the crests of the CSP and nominal diameter of the
column (i.e., the clear distance between the column and the CSP)
Test Specimens
Each test specimen, as shown in Figure 3(a), consisted of a short precast column and a precast
footing. After inserting the column into the socket that was preformed using a standard CSP, the
connection for each specimen was established by placing the grout. Columns were constructed
with four different surface roughness as shown in Figure 3(b), which depict the 1/2 in. and 3/4
in. fluted fins, smooth surface, and exposed aggregate surface finish. The 12 in. and 15 in.
diameter CSPs with the corrugation pattern of 2-2/3 in. x 1/2 in. were used to reserve,
respectively, 1.5 in. and 3 in. clearances for grouting. An oversize blockout was formed under
the socket in each footing to eliminate the column from bearing on the foundation and allow
column to move freely in case of a sliding failure. To prevent the columns above the footing from
experiencing damage due to compression failure, they were confined by a steel tube with grout
infill between the column and the steel tube. Using a hydraulic actuator that was attached to a
reaction frame, the vertical downward forces were applied on the top of the column segment.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3: (a) Dimensions of specimens and (b) Different surface roughness
Test Results
During tests, each specimen began to resist load in an elastic manner, reached its maximum
resistance with some nonlinearity associated with the response, and then exhibited
considerable ductility beyond the peak strength. Following the peak strength, some softening in
the response was observed. Figure 4 depicts the applied vertical forces versus the relative
displacement between the column and the footing (CF displacement), which represent the
overall response of each specimen. All specimens, except the one with smooth column surface,
reached the peak strength in the range of 264 kips to 329 kips, which is equivalent to 0.75 to
0.94𝐴𝑔 𝑓𝑐′ (where 𝐴𝑔 is column gross area and 𝑓𝑐′ is measured column concrete compressive
strength). In bridge columns, it can be conservatively assumed that the axial load ratio will not
exceed 0.30. For this level of axial load, it is important to realize that a roughened column
surface will ensure an elastic response for the connection without exhibiting any distress.

5
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F1G1M
EG1C
350

F2G1M
F1G1C

EG1M
SG1C

F2G2M
F1G2C

Force (kip)

300
250
200
150
100
50
0

0.0

0.1
0.2
CF Disp. (in.)

0.3

Figure 4: Applied axial force versus CF displacement response
Recalling the force-displacement responses shown in Figure 4, the columns with roughened
surface provided adequate bond strength between the grout and surface of the embedded
column, but the specimens exhibited different force-CF displacement responses. The CF
displacements consisted of the sliding at the column-to-grout closure pour interface (CG
displacement), the sliding at the grout closure pour-to-footing interface (GF displacement), and
the deformation within the grout itself (Δgrout) especially when 3 in. thick grout closure pour was
included. Test data indicated that all specimens exhibited comparable GF displacement
responses before reaching the peak strength. Hence, the differences in overall connection
responses seen in Figure 4 are the result of CG displacement and Δgrout. Figure 5(a) plots the
vertical forces versus CG displacements for the specimens with 1.5 in. thick grout, but with
different column surface roughness. This plot indicated that the deeper amplitude of 1/2 in. and
3/4 in. fluted fins could soften the connection responses. Comparing the force versus CG
displacement responses for Specimens F1G1C and F1G2C, which have the same column
surface roughness but different grout closure pour thickness. Specimen F1G2C showed a softer
overall connection response than specimen F1G1C, but the two specimens exhibited the same
force versus CG displacement responses. Therefore, the thicker grout closure pour that induced
significant Δgrout was proven to soften the connection responses. Regarding the loading type,
Figure 5(b) presents a comparison of the specimen responses with the same connection
parameters but different load types. For the specimens with exposed aggregate finish, no
cumulative damage was caused by the cyclic loading until reaching 150 kips, which was
approximatly 50% of the peak strength. However, the cyclic loading caused significant strength
degradation for the specimen consisting of a column with 1/2 in. fluted fins.
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0
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(b)

Figure 5: (a) Impact of different column surface roughness and (b) Impact of cyclic loading
Considering both the performance and constructability, the embedded portion of the column
may be adequately prepared using exposed aggregate finish, which can be easily accomplished
using formwork retarder or an appropriate form liner that can ensure a similar texture. Grout
closure pour thickness is essentially determined by the clearance between the precast column
and CSP. Both 1.5 in. and 3 in. grout closure pours ensure that the socket connection sustains
vertical loads, but 3 in. grout closure pour reduced the stiffness of the socket connection.
Therefor a 1.5 in clearance or relatively smaller clearance than 3 in. is recommended.

OUTDOOR SYSTEM TEST
After the socket connection tests, a system test is conducting on a half-scale test unit with
optimized column-to-cap connection. Considering the effect of soil-structure interaction, the test
unit with driven pile foundation will be tested in an outdoor location. Given the delay, the system
test is scheduled to be completed in November 2017, and the test results would evaluate the
performance of entire bridge substructure system.
Test Unit
A half-scale test unit was constructed to represent a prototype substructure in a typical
pretensioned prestressed concrete beam bridge. The test unit consisted of a 6 ft by 6 ft by 2 ft
precast pile cap with preformed sockets and a 1.5 ft diameter precast column, along with eight
driven piles, as shown in Figure 6(a). The sockets for column and piles were preformed with a
21 in. diameter CSP and eight 15 in. diameter CSPs, respectively. The column socket was
constructed as a partially penetrated socket with the depth of 19 in.. Hence, the reinforcing bar
at bottom mat can be placed underneath the socket and no formwork is required to seal the
socket during the construction. In addition, headed bars were added to the bottom and top
reinforcing mats to help force transfer in the connection region as shown in Figure 6(b). In the
pile sockets, stay-in-place steel cones were installed on the top of CSPs as the pipe diameter
reducers. To verify the construction option of reusing these cones, three of eight were
manufactured with the diameter small than pipe diameter, thus the cones can be taken out
through the pipe for reuse. These cones allow the reinforcing rebar at top mat to be placed
through the sockets without notches on the CSPs as shown in Figure 6(b). The precast column
kept the same longitudinal reinforcement ratio with the column in prototype substructure, and
the transverse reinforcement in the column was designed based on Seismic Design and Retrofit
of Bridges (7). Following the findings from the socket connection tests and previous research
7
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(8), the column embedded length into the socket was chosen to be 18 in., which is equivalent to
the diameter of column. The embedded portion of the column was treated to exposed aggregate
finish using formwork retarder. The column was constructed with a top loading block for
attaching the loading devices. The prototype driven piles were scaled to W 6x20 sections in the
test unit. The piles were embedded 9 in. into the pile sockets, which represented the
embedment length of 1.5 ft in the prototype substructure as per the current design specifications
(9). To exclude the soil bearing and lateral resistances on the pile cap and access the bottom of
the pile cap for instrumentation purposes, a 1 ft gap was left between the pile cap and the
ground.

(a)

(b)
Figure 6: (a) A schematic of the test unit and (b) Headed bars at top and bottom reinforcing
mats and steel cones as CSPs diameter reducers
Test Protocol
A test protocol for the outdoor system test was developed to fully evaluate the precast bridge
substructure. The outdoor system test consists of three phases. Phase I of the test will be
conducted to verify the strength of the system to maintain the integrity at the strength limit state.
A combination of vertical and lateral loads will be applied on the top of column. After the first
phase of the test, the test unit will subject the constant vertical load that results of a column axial
load ratio of 0.15 and force-controlled cyclic lateral loads. Once the test unit exhibits nonlinearity
associated with the response, the lateral loading will change to displacement-controlled cyclic
loading until fully forming a plastic hinge at the column base adjacent to the pile cap. According
to the analysis performed on a grillage finite element model, when the column plastic hinge
forms in the test unit, the displacement of pile cap will be around 1/4 in., and the pile cap-to-pile
connections will subject relatively small bending moments. To fully test the pile cap-to-pile
8
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connections and investigate the soil-structure interaction, the Phase III will be conducted by
applying the lateral loads to pile cap directly. Several #8 headed bars were partially embedded
in the pile cap. A CIP loading block will construct encasing the column base and headed bars
for fixing the plastic hinge and attaching the actuator as shown in Figure 7. Thus, the Phase III
can be performed until failure occurred in substructure and/or soil.

Figure 7: Location of actuator for system test
Testing Setup
To conduct all phases of the outdoor system test, a vertical reaction frame and a lateral reaction
column were constructed as shown in Figure 8(a). The vertical reaction frame consists of four
HP14x73 anchor piles that are driven 50 ft into the ground. A main reaction beam, which is
shown as the green beam in Figure7(a), will be attached to the anchor piles through clamping
beams and steel rods. Through the main reaction beam, four hydraulic jacks can apply the
downward vertical loads to the test unit. A single concave slider was installed on the top loading
block to isolate translation and rotation but transmit loads from the main reaction beam to the
top of column, thus the vertical loads can be applied stably when the column drift under the
lateral load. The lateral reaction column was constructed by post-tensioning precast hollow
segments on a 45 ft deep, 6 ft diameter drilled shaft foundation. As shown in Figure 8(b), four 13/4 in. diameter post-tensioning bars were placed through the vertical holes at the corners of
segments, and connected with the bars that were anchored into the drilled shaft. Each segment
has preformed hole pattern on sides such that the actuator can be attached at various height.

(a)

(b)

Figure 8: (a) A schematic of the testing setup and (b) Precast hollow segments for lateral
reaction column
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CONCLUSIONS
In recent years, there has been interest in using prefabricated component for substructures for
speeding up the bridge construction. A socket connection that is preformed using CSP has been
identified as a viable means to construct precast bridge substructure. Thus, an experimental
investigation was conducted on precast bridge substructure system utilizing socket connections.
The socket connection tests have been conducted to evaluate the performance of column-tocap connection and optimize the connection design. A test unit for the system test was
constructed and will be tested in an outdoor location. Based on the findings from the tests, the
following conclusion can be drawn:
•

•

•

•

The precast bridge substructure system with socket connections provides the potential
to significantly reduce the construction time with larger construction tolerances than
other ABC methods that are developed to construct substructure.
All specimens of the socket connection tests, except the one with smooth column
surface, reached the peak strengths that were equivalent to axial load ratio above 0.75.
Hence, socket connections with roughened column surface would provide satisfactory
connection to sustain vertical loads used in routine design practice.
The connection consisting of the columns with deeper amplitudes for the surface
roughness (i.e., 1/2 in. and 3/4 in. fluted fins) exhibited softer connection response
compared to the one with exposed aggregate surface. The thicker grout closure pour
also reduced the stiffness of the socket connection.
The outdoor system test will evaluate the performance of precast bridge substructure
system, including the design of precast components, the connections between the
column, pile cap, and piles, along with soil-structure interaction.
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SUBSTRUCTURE CONSIDERATIONS FOR SUCCESSFUL
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ABSTRACT
This paper discusses substructure considerations for successful accelerated bridge replacement (ABR)
projects and describes service life extending corrosion mitigation strategies used by DOTs on ABR projects
in North America. This paper also includes discussion on pre-replacement condition, as well as
rehabilitation and construction details of each project.

DISCUSSION

Figure 1: Moving & Replacing Deck/Superstructure
In order to realize the full benefit of ABR, serious consideration must be given to the existing substructure
and whether it is to be used for the new structure. If substructure components are to be reused, consideration
must be given to structural capacity, existing condition, as well as the options available to repair and/or
extend their service life to meet the service life objectives of the project. In many cases, the full benefit of
ABR can be best achieved if the existing substructure can be re-used, rehabilitated or otherwise modified
to remain in service for the service life of the new bridge deck or superstructure.

On most bridges in North America the deck/superstructure has the most severe exposure to the environment,
traffic loading and de-icing chemicals. As a result, the deck will deteriorate and will typically have a shorter
service life than other bridge elements, such as the reinforced concrete substructure and foundations. When
the deck/superstructure needs to be replaced, the substructure is usually less damaged and still has
significant service life remaining.
In order to ensure a successful ABR project it is critical to do a comprehensive investigation and evaluation
of the bridge. The investigation shall include adequate field testing to determine the existing condition,
especially of any bridge elements which may remain in use.

Figure 2: Field Testing & Investigation to Determine Existing Condition
Field Investigation & Testing of existing substructures usually consists of the following procedures:
• Visual Inspection
• Delamination Survey
• Electrical Continuity of Reinforcing
• Concrete Cover Survey
• Chloride Sampling and Analysis
• pH Testing (Carbonation), and
• Corrosion Potential/Corrosion Rate Measurements
Based on the findings of the investigation a Life Cycle Analysis can be performed to help determine the
best rehabilitation methods to apply to reinforced concrete elements which will remain after the
deck/superstructure is replaced.
In order to realize the full benefits of ABR, consideration must be given how to best
rehabilitate and effectively extend the service life of remaining substructures. In most
cases these substructures have been contaminated with chloride ions and may be
exhibiting concrete damage in the form of cracking, delamination, and spalling. The
FHWA Bridge Preservation Guide; Publication Number: FHWA-HIF-11042
Published Date: August 2011 is a great resource for how to best rehabilitate bridge
structures and it also provides useful information regarding corrosion protection
systems which have been successfully implemented throughout North America. In
order to select the best rehabilitation option, a determination as to whether the
substructure needs localized or more widespread repair is required. Many of the

options provided in the FHWA Preservation Guide are illustrated in the project examples discussed below.
When feasible, it is often desirable to reuse bridge elements. This is advantageous because the cost and
time required to replace the existing substructure makes it more difficult to meet a desirable ABR timeframe
and/or the lowest possible budget amounts. As mentioned above, the substructure is normally in better
condition than the deck/superstructure. The substructure may be experiencing concrete spalling and other
areas of reinforcing steel corrosion. In order to provide the desired service life, it is important to repair any
existing concrete damage and to provide corrosion mitigation to extend the service life of the substructure
to meet the project requirements.
During ABR construction the new deck/superstructure may be built off-site or compositely placed on-site
in a reduced timeframe. This reduces the time the bridge is out of service or in a reduced capacity.
Substructure elements can typically be rehabilitated while the bridge is in operation with limited impact on
the public.
The following Corrosion protection options are available:
•

Galvanic protection systems are simple, low maintenance corrosion protection options. Most
galvanic systems for use on concrete structures use zinc anodes which are more electronegative
than the reinforcing steel. Zinc anodes will naturally give off electrons and corrode preferentially
to the reinforcing steel. When the anode is connected to the reinforcing steel, the steel becomes
the cathode and is protected by the current generated by the corrosion of the anode.
o

Discrete Galvanic anodes that can be used to protect localized areas adjacent to repairs
from corrosion due to Patch Accelerated Corrosion.

Figure 3: Typical Galvanic Anode and Illustration of Patch Accelerated Corrosion

o

Long cylindrical strip anodes can be used inside jackets or encased in concrete overbuilds.

Figure 4: Galvanic Strip Anodes in Concrete Jacket or Overbuild
o

Surface Applied Galvanic Metalizing Systems can be used to protect entire bridge
elements, such as bridge piers, pier caps, or specific areas such as the bases of columns
subject to salt splash.

THERMALLY APPLIED ZINC

ADHERED ZINC SHEET

Figure 5: Surface Applied Systems
•

Impressed Current Cathodic Protection (ICCP) systems can provide long-term protection to
reinforcing steel in aggressive environments. This protection is provided through a supply of DC

current from a permanent power source. The current flows from permanently installed anodes to
the reinforcement (the cathode). ICCP systems are commonly designed with inert anodes such as
mixed metal oxide (MMO)-coated titanium and conductive ceramic materials that do not require
replacement over the design life of the system. A properly designed and installed ICCP system
will reduce or eliminate corrosion of the reinforcing steel by maintaining the steel in a more passive
state. An ICCP system also offers a high level of control for the user by providing a means for
adjusting the applied voltage to achieve the level of protection that is required. During its life, the
system will need regular monitoring and maintenance to ensure that it is functioning properly and
fulfilling its intended purpose.

Figure 6: ICCP System
•

Electrochemical Treatments are used to passivate corrosion within the structure by changing the
environment around the reinforcing steel. The two common types of electrochemical treatments
are chloride extraction and realkalization. These techniques are typically implemented on beams,
columns, and pier caps. These treatment systems each have a specific purpose, but both have the
benefit of being nondestructive, globally applied, and low-maintenance while also providing
long-term protection.
o

Chloride Extraction for removing chlorides from the concrete cover of substructures.

Figure 7: Chloride Extraction Process
Chloride extraction is a treatment that uses an applied electrical field between the reinforcement in the
structure and an externally mounted temporary anode to passivate corrosion by moving chloride ions

away from the steel and restoring a high pH environment through electrolysis. A majority of the chloride
ions are transferred out of the concrete and removed at the end of the treatment with the end result being
that the structure is left in a passive, non-corroding condition without the need for ongoing monitoring or
maintenance of a cathodic protection system.
o

Realkalization for raising the pH of carbonated concrete

Figure 8: Re-Alkalization Process
Realkalization is similar to chloride extraction in that it also uses a temporarily applied electric field, but
the purpose is to increase the alkalinity of a carbonated concrete structure by using an alkaline electrolyte
during the treatment process. Through electro-osmosis, this electrolyte is pulled into the structure,
increasing the pH of the concrete directly around the reinforcing steel to maintain a long-term passive
condition. In effect, re-alkalization turns back the clock on carbonated concrete structures.
PROJECT CASE HISTORIES
Project 1: Island Park Bridge – MTO 417
The Island Park Bridge in Ottawa, Ontario, Canada was experiencing advanced corrosion deterioration as
the result of long-term exposure to chlorides (Figure 9). As a result it was decided that replacement of the
superstructures were required. However, even though the abutments had significant damage it was decided
that they could be rehabilitated through the use of GCP. In order to mitigate disruption to traffic on this
major route, an ABR solution was selected. The substructures were rehabilitated and protected by placing
a distributed galvanic anode system into a new concrete overbuild, similar to the previous project.
The damaged concrete was removed along with any compromised reinforcing bars. Then, dowels were
installed into the face of the existing walls and a new epoxy coated reinforcing cage with a distributed
galvanic protection system was installed prior to placing the new concrete overbuild (Figure 10).
Once the repairs to the substructures were completed the superstructures were removed and replaced in 16
hours. The new superstructures were constructed in an adjoining lot and then moved into place in two large
pieces (Figure 11). The road was closed at 8pm on Saturday evening and the old superstructures were
removed. Once the old superstructures were removed the new superstructures were transported and set into
place. The bridges were reopened on Sunday morning, just before noon. This solution will provided the
Ontario Ministry of Transportation with two new bridges on substructures which will provide a long and
relatively maintenance free service life.

Figure 9: Original Condition of Island Park Bridge

Figure 10: Removal of Damaged Concrete and Placement of
Galvanic Anodes and Reinforcement

Figure 11: Placement of New Superstructure and Finished Project

Project 4: Vine Street Expressway, Philadelphia, PA
The Vine Street Expressway is a depressed corridor through downtown Philadelphia (Figure 12). This project is
presently under construction and consists of ABR for the superstructure and rehabilitation of chloride contaminated
reinforced concrete abutments with concrete damage and active reinforcing steel corrosion. The seven bridges are
owned and maintained by the Pennsylvania Department of Transportation (Penn DOT).
Field testing (Figure 13) consisting of a delamination survey, corrosion potential testing and collection of cores for
chloride analysis, and pH testing was conducted to ensure that the substructures’ service life could be increased to
match that of the new superstructures. As a result of the field investigation it was determined that ECE was the
most appropriate and efficient method to rehabilitate the abutments. ECE is estimated to provide at least a 25 year
service life extension to the abutments.
Concrete damage was repaired prior to installing the ECE process on the abutments. The Vine Street Expressway
and the supported cross streets remained in operation while the ECE process was completed (Figure 14). All of this
was conducted with minimal impact to the community.

Figure 12: 18th St. Bridge Along the Vine St. Expressway

Figure 13: Field Evaluation of Vine St. Expressway Structures

Figure 14: Rehabilitation Progressing on the Vine St. Expressway Structures
Project 5: I-95 Corridor, Richmond, VA
Eleven bridges along the I-95 corridor through downtown Richmond, VA had their superstructures replaced
with precast reinforced concrete decks and steel beams using ABR.
Prior to the rehabilitation design a condition assessment was conducted of all eleven bridges and based on the extent
of identified damage and service life considerations the substructures received either ECE treatment or a thermally
applied metalized coating (Figure 15, Figure 16, and Figure 17).
The ECE Process takes up to six to eight weeks to remove enough chlorides and passivate the substructure. After
completion of the ECE process the substructure can be further protected by applying a breathable barrier system,
such as a sealer or breathable coating, on its exposed surfaces to minimize future penetration of chloride ions into
the substructure. The ECE system is expected to provide 25+ years of extended service life.

Figure 15: Installation of ECE System

Figure 16: ECE In Operation and Completed Structure

Figure 17: Metalizing of Substructure
Surface applied metalizing GCP involves the application of a layer of a galvanic metal such as zinc to the exterior
surface of the substructure. The zinc sacrificially corrodes in order to protect the embedded steel reinforcement
from corrosion activity. The metalizing should provide about 15 to 20 years of extended service life and can be
reapplied in the future for a further extension of service life.

CONCLUSION
ABR projects benefit when the existing substructure is re-used. If the substructure is deteriorated or is
expected to deteriorate within design service life, the substructure can be rehabilitated and the service life
extended to match the service life of the new superstructure. Substructure rehabilitation may incorporate
electro-chemical corrosion protection systems, such as Galvanic Corrosion Protection (GCP), Impressed
Current Cathodic Protection (ICCP) and Electrochemical Treatments (ECT). These methods can
significantly extend the service life of a substructure and reduce future maintenance costs. Extending the
service life of the substructure to match the service life of the new superstructure is a major consideration
and provides significant benefits to the owner and the travelling public.
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ABSTRACT
Bridges throughout the United States are becoming unserviceable faster than they can be
replaced. This paper presents a new concept in mitigating this mounting crisis. Current practice
typically includes removal and replacement of the abutments and superstructures. This next
sentence should highlight why replacement is a problem. There is now an innovative approach
where the existing abutment is left intact and used as a form during construction of a new
abutment. This process can take as little as a few days and environmental concerns and
permitting are avoided or minimized. The concept limits traffic disruption while minimizing costs;
traffic flow can continue during non-construction hours. Costs are half or less, compared with
the typical full removal and replacement.
This new concept combines several aspects of reinforced soil technologies into an integrated
package that will allow designers and owners a new option when considering when and how to
replace or reinforce an existing bridge or box structure. When appropriate the technology has
proven to be faster and less expensive.
KEYWORDS: Rehabilitation, abutment rehab, innovative, micro-piles, soil nail, shotcrete,
geosynthetically reinforced soil (GRS), SuperNails

INTRODUCTION
The American Society of Civil Engineers recently graded infrastructure in the United States (U.S.)
as a D+. The road and bridge categories received grades of D and C+ respectively. More than
61,000 U.S. bridges, nearly one of every nine, is structurally deficient and in need of significant
repair, according to the Federal Highway Administration Bridge Inventory. The number of bridges
added to this list each year is increasing, highlighting a deficiency in available economical
solutions to address this epidemic.
A bridge is classified as “structurally deficient” if one or more of the key bridge elements, such as
the deck, superstructure or substructure, is considered to be in “poor” or worse condition.

The abutment refers to the substructure at the ends of a bridge span whereon the superstructure
rests on. Under our current practice a “poor” classification for an abutment typically triggers a
requirement to remove and replace all elements of the bridge structure or repair with encasement
techniques. The economic, environmental, and traffic impacts of a full replacement deter owners
from addressing the problem, therefore allowing structurally deficient bridges to remain in
operation.
The state of Iowa has 4,968 structurally deficient bridges and currently ranks at the top of the list
in the U.S. for the largest number of structurally deficient bridges. Five states –Iowa,
Pennsylvania, Oklahoma, Missouri, and Nebraska, account for over 1/3 of all deficient bridges in
the U.S. based on 2016 ARBTBA statistics. After further investigation it is apparent that a large
percentage of these bridges are rural single-span bridges with low annual average daily traffic
(AADT).
Engineers at GeoStabilization International® (GSI®) have taken the concept of elegant design to
address these issues. Our definition of elegant design includes the following qualities:
• Simple: Efficient and Economical.
• Constructability: Expedited construction – utilizes readily available technologies.
• Aesthetics: Aesthetically pleasing and minimizes impacts to environment.
• Serviceability: Meets the design life and load requirement.
Utilizing concepts and technologies currently used to permanently stabilize slopes we bringing
elegant design to address bridge abutment deficiencies that are proving to be a viable option for
bridge owners.

THE UNITED STATES’ AGING BRIDGE INFRASTRUCTURE
One hundred eighty five million daily crossings occur on 56,000 structurally deficient U.S. Bridges;
only 1900 of those bridges are on the Interstate Highway System (1). The vast majority of these
bridges are small scale single-span bridges maintained by state and local governments. Singlespan bridges have abutments at each end that provide vertical and lateral support for the bridge,
as well as acting as retaining walls to resist lateral movement of the earthen fill of the bridge
approach.
Several types of bridge abutment deterioration have been observed: biological, mechanical and
physical deterioration. The Timber Abutment Piling and Wall Rehabilitation and Repair Report
(2) outlines biological and physical deterioration as the primary causes for reduction of timber
bridge performances.
Biological deterioration refers to decay due to insect and fungi attack. Fungi and termites are the
two most destructive biological processes in timber abutments; limiting the temperature, oxygen,
and/or moisture levels is the best approach in reducing biological decay (2).
Physical and mechanical processes affect concrete, timber, and masonry/rock stacked abutments
in similar ways and often leads to increased biological decay. Physical deterioration refers to the
“exterior damage that breaks down the protective preservative barrier. (2)” Abrasion due to
debris, ice flow and water velocity is one of the most damaging physical processes (2)
Weathering, freeze/thaw and UV damage result from the surrounding environmental conditions;
Figure 1 provides an example of a natural block rock facing weathering in place.

Mechanical deterioration is the repeated loading or overloading of piles and loss of structural
capacity. Figure 2 and 3 depict examples of mechanical failures of piles and deadman on timber
bridge abutments. Figure 3 is a case where the piles buckled, reducing structural contribution.
These examples are typical of the problems observed with aging bridges throughout the country.
Limiting the structure’s exposure to these biological, mechanical and physical processes is critical
to the long-term performance of the abutments (2).

Figure 1: Weathered Natural Rock Bridge Abutment

Figure 2: Mechanical Failure of Deadman; physical decay of pile also present

Figure 3: Mechanical failure of piles

LIMITED CURRENT REHABILITATION OPTIONS
Innovative techniques are being introduced by several engineers and contractors to extend the
design life of bridge abutments. These techniques include:
.
• Sheet piles are used to provide additional toe support where scouring has occurred or is
a concern. Concrete or a structural fill can be used to backfill the area between the sheet
pile and abutment.
• Piles can be driven/drilled through a temporary hole in the deck to support structurally
deficient piles/piers. Shims are used to provide transfer loads from the superstructure to
the new piles.
• Corrugated metal pipes backfilled with concrete are wrapped around piers and piles to
provide structural support and limit the exposure to future deterioration when stability is
not a concern. Concrete encasement has been used on several timber abutment bridges
to limit the additional distress due to water flow and weathering processes.
• Structural concrete caps are used to provide mechanical support and provide improved
superstructure load distribution. Grade beams near the base of the abutment have been
used to provide additional lateral support and reduce exposure near the waterline.

CONCEPTS AND CASE STUDIES
The foundation of GSI’s innovative concepts was premised on understanding the advantages and
limitations of these existing techniques. The concepts preserve existing elements while
rehabilitating deficient elements to preserve/re-establish load ratings.
Difficult access,
underground obstructions, cobbles and shallow bedrock were a few of many barriers to utilizing
existing techniques. GSI introduced techniques readily used in the geohazard mitigation
construction industry to overcome these barriers. These techniques include geosynthetically
reinforced soil, soil nails, micro-piles, and shotcrete.

Geosynthetically reinforced soil (GRS) also referred to as Geosynthetically Confined Soil (GCS)
behaves as a unique composite (3) and consists of “alternating layers of compacted granular fill
reinforced with geosynthetic reinforcement (4).” The tightly spaced reinforcement, generally 8 to
12 inches, provides confinement of the compacted aggregate and prevents particle dilation. This
mechanism induces “intraparticle failure modes (3)” which reflects the composite behavior.
Soil nails are defined as reinforcing, passive elements that are drilled and grouted sub-horizontally
in the soil or rock. (5); a micro-pile is a similar to a soil nail with a vertical orientation and is
generally reinforced (6). The concept behind both techniques are similar but the purpose is the
main differentiating factor: soil nails are mainly used to support excavations (3) and improve global
stability of failed systems and slopes while micro-piles provide foundational improvement through
axial and some lateral load transfer (4).
Shotcrete is pneumatically placed concrete at a high velocity onto a surface and is commonly
used with reinforcement as the facing element for soil nail systems. Shotcrete has also been
used for rehabilitation of masonry and concrete conduits/culverts.
A design-build approach was used in the case studies to permit field modifications as additional
subsurface information was collected during construction. Developing an economical, safe
design while reducing road closure duration was a driving factor in each approach. Equipment
and construction methodology was chosen based on the client’s needs, design requirements, and
overall access below the bridge; specialty drill rigs were selected due to their smaller size and
maneuverability in tight areas. The systems introduced elegant design – simplified designs that
improve construction duration, reduce cost, and minimize impact to the site.

CONCEPT #1
Structural underpinning of deficient bridge abutments and piles is a new approach to bridge
rehabilitation. Underpinning allows the superstructure to stay in place and the road to remain
open. Figure 4 describes the basic concept using tightly spaced micro-piles to support the
superstructure and pneumatically placed concrete, shotcrete, to encase the facing. The micropiles are tightly spaced to permit soil arching to occur between the individual micro-piles, thus
reducing the lateral loading on the facing. Battered micro-piles may be used to increase the lateral
capacity. Similar micro-pile designs are used for temporary shoring where right of way and soil
types limit the shoring methods. The structural connection is made by either doweling into the
existing cap or using a specialized bracket under the bridge seat. Soil nails can be added to the
shotcrete face depending on the condition of the facing and overall global stability requirements.

Figure 4: Micro-pile 'A' Frame Repair

CONCEPT #2
Several bridge abutments are deficient due to overall surficial weathering. If global stability is not
a concern, dowels and shotcrete can be used to “cap” the abutment to minimize the exposure.
Drilled soil nails and shotcrete have been used to increase the abutment support when global
stability is a concern. The nails can be installed without removing the superstructure or closing
the road. This system can be combined with geosynthetically reinforced soil (GRS) to improve
superstructure load distribution and remove the bump commonly seen at the transition between
the bridge deck and the abutment.

Figure 5: Soil Nail and GRS Repair

CASE STUDY #1
Differential weathering is a common geological process caused by variances of mineral
composition and resistance to weathering. Rockfall events are often triggered when shale
differentially weathers under a more resistant sandstone capstone.
Similarly, this process occurs in dry stacked rock wall abutments. GSI was contacted by an Ohio
county engineer regarding an abutment where the shale layers were weathering faster than the
sandstone layers. The abutment was constructed in the 1930’s while the superstructure was
replaced in the 1980s. The highly weathered layers were beginning to undermine the sandstone
layers, potentially causing failure of the system.

Figure 6: Ohio Bridge Abutment Differential Weathering

GSI used an encasement technique with epoxy dowels embedded into the sandstone and a steel
reinforced shotcrete facing. Shotcrete was chosen over conventional cast-in-place methods to
increase the compaction against the rock facing and improve surface bonding. By stopping the
weathering process through encasement, future deterioration of the bridge was limited with an
economical design. GSI’s repair cost was less than $50,000 to encase both abutments without
closing the bridge to traffic. Replacing the bridge would have closed the road for two months and
cost an estimated $200,000.

Figure 7: Shotcrete application to Bridge Abutment

CASE STUDY #2
Abutment wing wall failures are a common occurrence in older bridges. Over time, fines migrate
into the free-draining material behind the wall, causing water buildup and additional lateral
pressure against the wall. Structural failure will generally occur where the cross-sectional area is
the least and the concrete is in tension, many times at the turn point into the abutment. Scour
can compound the issue by removing the foundation material and causing additional tensile forces
in the abutment to wing wall area.
Several inches of displacement were observed during the initial site reconnaissance of a failed
wing wall on a secondary road in Vermont. Failure of the wall below the bridge seat occurred due
to excessive tensile forces from the lateral loads on the wing wall. Additionally, scour removed
much of the toe support from the wall. Severe physical deterioration of the concrete wing wall
and abutment near the water line can be observed in Figure 8.

Figure 8: Wing Wall Failure

Multiple rows of Self-Drilling SuperNails® were installed to restore global stability to the retaining
wall. Self-Drilling SuperNails consist of a hollow bar with a sacrificial bit; structural grout is
pumped through the bar and used as the drilling fluid. This soil nail technique develops superior
bond in comparison to conventional soil nails and is commonly used to stabilize failed structures.
Lateral pressures were evaluated to determine the soil nail length and overall nail layout.
Shotcrete reinforced with epoxy coated welded wire mesh and #4 was placed over the plates
connected to the SuperNails. Micro-piles were installed in front of the wall to provide additional
foundational support and reduce future scour potential. The micro-piles were connected to a
structural cap to ensure the micro-piles act together. The micro-pile and cap was buried and rock
to provide additional toe support. Figure 9 depicts the finished wing wall repair. The solution cost
less than $30,000 and was finished in less than four days without a full road closure. Alternative
repairs were estimated at over $50,000 and required temporary shoring and road closures that
were not included in that estimate.

Figure 9: Wing Wall Repair

CASE STUDY #3
This case study involves a failing mechanically stabilized earth (MSE) abutment supporting a
superstructure over a live railroad. The superstructure was founded on deep foundations but the
MSE wall was not constructed with proper reinforcement. GSI used multiple rows of 20’ long soil
nails to increase the overall global factor of safety and horizontal loads calculated at the face of
the MSE wall. The drill used was specially retrofitted with a limited access mast to allow drilling
without interfering with train movements. Large galvanized plates were installed at the face to
transfer soil nail loads to the existing MSE wall blocks and provide adequate load transfer. The
mitigation system reduced cost by retrofitting the structure rather than replacing. The construction
procedure was also non-invasive to the local and train traffic, permitting continual flow and
commerce to continue.

Figure 10: MSE Wall Repair

CONCLUSION
Several innovative techniques have been introduced for bridge abutment repair. These designs
use creative thinking to solve both the engineering and construction issues while providing the
owner with an economical solution. As an engineering community over the next several decades,
we will face an increase in challenging problems as the United States’ infrastructure continues to
age. Improvement of our infrastructure will require a refocus on an elegant design philosophy.
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ABSTRACT
The new Cannelville road bridge in Muskingum County, Ohio, is the first of its kind in the
country. Funded in part by Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) AID grant, the vehicular
bridge consists of light-weight SPS bridge decks forming modular deck beam units. The bridge
was delivered to site on two trucks in half-width modules, each weighing ~ 31 tons. The bridge
was erected in 20 minutes. The replacement was completed ahead of schedule in 26 days and
is expected to have a service life of more than 100 years. This paper contains a description of
the design, fabrication and construction aspects of the bridge.

INTRODUCTION
Project Overview
Muskingum County, Ohio, received an FHWA AID demonstration grant in 2016 for the
replacement of an existing bridge on Cannelville Road with SPS bridge decks (Figure 1a).
Although SPS bridge decks can be pre-assembled to wide-flange steel beams, it was elected to
use press-brake formed steel tub girders (PBTG) for this site (Figure 1b). SPS bridge deck is a
prefabricated composite deck which is up to 70% lighter than an equivalent concrete deck.
Compared to conventional pre-cast or cast-in-place concrete decks, SPS bridge decks can be
pre-assembled to offer light-weight modular units which can be rapidly assembled onsite, allows
for immediate load-carrying capacity, reduces risks associated with the weather and reduces
construction schedules.

SPS bridge deck

PBTG

a) SPS 10-25-10 bridge deck sample

b) Cross-section of SPS deck on PBTG

Figure 1: SPS bridge decks showing the option of pre-assembly with PBTGs
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The grant was used to demonstrate the ABC attributes of using SPS bridge decks over
conventional concrete construction. Road closure was limited to a maximum of 30 days which
included demolition of the existing bridge, construction of new abutments on pile foundations,
assembly of superstructure, construction of new approach slabs and placement of asphalt
wearing surface. A short road closure will minimize traffic impact to local residents who will
experience a 7 mile detour during bridge closure.
The replacement bridge spanned 38’-0” (Figure 2) and was constructed from seven wide-flange
steel beams with a reinforced concrete deck for an out-to-out width of 20’-6”. The bridge was
located above a low-lying acidic stream which often flooded resulting in the collection of tree
limbs and debris underneath the bridge (Figure 2). As a result, the beams and deck suffered
extensive deterioration and the bridge was scheduled to be replaced. Compared to other
design options, the closed smooth shape of the PBTG is ideal for this location as any debris
such as root balls or trim limbs will easily flow under the bridge. In addition, the superstructure
depth is minimized for this low-lying area using a thin light-weight SPS deck acting compositely
with a PBTG cross-section.

span = 38’-0”

Figure 2: Existing bridge showing corrosion of steel beams and collection of debris
The bridge was designed for a service life of more than 100 years. To provide corrosion
protection from the acidic steam and road chemicals, the SPS bridge decks received thermal
spray zinc metallization on all sides while the other superstructure components were hot-dipped
galvanized. Hot-dipped galvanized steel bridges have been in service for more than 30 years in
Muskingum County without issues.
2
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SPS Bridge Decks
SPS comprises two steel plates bonded to a polyurethane elastomer core to form a strong lightweight composite (Figure 1a). SPS bridge deck panels are less than 2” thick, up to 70% lighter
than equivalent concrete decks and are manufactured under factory quality conditions. SPS
bridge decks allows for more innovation in construction sequencing and erection compared to
concrete such as pre-assembly of large deck-on-girder sections which reduces erection time,
number of trucks to site, congestion and traffic interruptions. SPS results in a simpler, safer and
more predictable construction. Due to reduction in dead load, SPS bridge decks have been
used to increase vehicular, pedestrian and cycling capacity for deficient bridges.
The design of SPS bridge decks considers deflections, composite behavior and fatigue
detailing. All bridge components and features such as wearing surfaces, crash barriers, drains,
curbs, expansion joints, cross-fall, super-elevations, coatings, integral and semi-integral
abutments are readily accommodated. Laboratory tests have been conducted to establish
performance across the necessary range of engineering characteristics which have included
flexural, compressive and shear strength, fatigue resistance, impact resistance, vibration
performance, bond strength, corrosion resistance, acoustic performance, thermal insulation and
fire resistance. SPS bridge decks are fully compliant with Buy America requirements and can be
manufactured at various facilities across the country.
Press-Brake Formed Steel Tub Girder (PBTG)
The PBTG system consists of modular shallow trapezoidal boxes fabricated from cold bending a
steel plate of uniform thickness and is suitable for short span steel bridge solutions [1]. Steel tub
girders are available in weathering steel or hot-dipped galvanized options. For a concrete deck,
shear studs are welded to the top flanges of the formed girder and the deck cast on the girder in
the shop to become a composite modular unit. The pre-cast modules are shipped to site where
closure pours must be formed to longitudinally join the modules.
Alternatively, prefabricated SPS deck panels are bolted to the formed girders in the shop to form
composite modules. These modules are longitudinally bolted together in the field in one day and
have immediate load-carrying capacity since curing of closure pours are not required. Given the
light-weight of SPS decks, smaller cranes can be used or larger pre-assembled modules can be
delivered to site. For example, for a 52’ span bridge, an interior SPS deck-to-girder module
weighs approximately half that of an equivalent interior concrete deck-to-girder module.

BRIDGE DESIGN
The bridge was designed in accordance with AASHTO LRFD 2012 [2] for HL-93 loading and
ODOT Bridge Design Manual 2007 [3]. The design was driven by the accelerated bridge
construction sequence and site hydraulic limitations. Since the bridge spans over a low-lying
water stream, the superstructure depth was minimized using SPS such that the 10-year flood
level event occurred below the girders.
The construction sequence envisioned consisted of demolition of the existing bridge and
construction of new abutments on pile foundations. Next, the entire superstructure would be
delivered on two trucks each consisting of one-half of the bridge with pre-attached traffic
barriers, expansion joints, splice plates, sole plates and lifting beams (Figure 3a). The two halfwidth bridge modules are placed on the abutment seats, longitudinally connected in one day
and ready to receive the asphalt wearing course.
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Second Module
Weight: 31 tons
Length: 52’-6”
Width: 12’-11 5/16”
First Module
SPS 8-28-8 Deck

a) Erection of second SPS bridge module with first module in place. Traffic barriers, sole
plates, expansion joint plates and lifting beams pre-attached to each module
TL-2
Barrier

Rail Face-to-Face = 24’-0”
Asphalt Surface
1.56% Slope

5-1/4” Thick
At Crown

Barrier
Bracket

22” Deep
PBTG

Diaphragm
Stiffeners

Elastomer
Bearing

b) Assembled SPS bridge modules with asphalt wearing course

Figure 3: Accelerated erection sequence of two-half width SPS bridge modules
Structure Description and Geometry
The replacement bridge consists of two traffic lanes for a clear rail face-to-face width of 24’-0”
(Figure 3b) and an overall length of 52’-6”. The bridge width consists of four tub girders each
press-braked from 101” wide by 5/8” thick plate to form a girder width of 5’-10 1/2" and depth of
22” (Figure 3b). SPS 8-28-8 bridge decks (5/16” thick faceplates and 1-1/8” core) are made
composite with the PBTGs by bolting to the top flanges using 7/8" diameter countersunk bolts at
a typical spacing of 6”. For this site, a four girder system allows for the most rapid assembly as
half the bridge width could be shipped pre-assembled as an oversize load. However, other SPS
bridge deck assemblies are possible depending on site requirements.
Adjacent tub girder modules are longitudinally connected together using splice plates
(Figure 4a) and completion top faceplate welds. A standard side-mounted ODOT twin-steel tube
bridge railing (TST-1-99) to achieve TL-2 performance is bolted to the exterior modules using
steel brackets (Figure 3b) at 6’-0” spacing. These brackets are bolted to stiffener diaphragms
placed on the inside of the exterior modules to minimize possible damage to the tub girders
(Figure 3b). These stiffener diaphragms may not be required depending on the traffic barrier
4
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configuration, tub girder thickness and required performance level. Deck-mounted posts and
rails to achieve TL-4 performance are possible.
Asphalt with a transverse cross-fall of 1.56% is placed over a standard ODOT Type 3
waterproofing membrane with a thickness of 5-1/4” at the crown (Figure 3b). To provide a
seamless asphalt surface, the expansion joint system consists of two ODOT standards:
polymer-modified asphalt expansion joint system over top of compression seal expansion joint
(EXJ-2-81) (Figure 4b). Similar to other construction in the area, the superstructure is supported
on elastomeric bearing pads anchored to the abutment seats supported on pile foundations.

Guardrail post
Holes for
galvanization

SPS 8-28-8
bridge deck

Splice plates to
attach two halfwidth modules

Base plate for
elastomer bearings
End diaphragm
plate

Tub girder
Abutment and
expansion joint detail

a) Components for one-half bridge width SPS module

Compression
seal

c) 18” diameter inspection
access hatch
b) Expansion joint at abutment
Figure 4: Components of SPS deck on tub girder bridge
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All superstructure steel was fabricated from ASTM A709 Grade 50 plate material. All surfaces of
the SPS bridge decks were thermal spray zinc metallized to AWS C2.23M/C.23: 2003, NACE
No. 12, SSPC-CS 23 averaging 7 to 12 mil coating thickness with a maximum of 20 mils. All
other superstructure steel components were hot-dipped galvanized. To achieve 100 year
service life, the SPS deck panels were metallized since the panels will be damaged if the
injected panels are hot-dipped galvanized. There are two inspection access hatches (Figure 4c)
and two drain plugs (near mid-span) per PBTG module.
Analysis
SPS deck and PBTGs were designed in accordance with the relevant criteria specified in
AASHTO LRFD for ultimate, serviceability and fatigue limit states. A 3D finite element model
(FEM) of the bridge was constructed in ANSYS [4]. Linear elastic analyses were carried out with
the structure modelled as simply supported. The overall dimensions, components, loads and
material properties of a typical FEM are shown in Figure 5. There are two SPS bridge panels
per PBTG with the possibility of one panel per PBTG for shorter span bridges (less than 40’).

SERVICE I
Uz (inches)
HL-93 Truck
IM = 33%

HL-93 design truck
(axle spacing = 14’-0”)
Tire footprint
20” x 10”

Width = 24’-0”
(4 SPS panels)

SPS 8-28-8

Mid-length
bolted splice plate
Span = 52’-6”
(2 SPS panels)

End
diaphragm
PBTGs
Loads

Material and Model Properties

Dead load: SPS = 39 psf; PBTG = 215 lb/ft;

Deck: faceplates (SHELL 181)

Traffic post, rails, exterior brackets, stiffeners ≈ 141 lb/ft

elastomer core (SOLID 185)

Asphalt wearing surface: 50 psf (5-1/4” at crown, 3” at edge)

PBTG, diaphragms (SHELL 181)

Live load: HL-93; lane load = 640 lb/ft

Elastomer : E = 109 ksi (T = 73 °F)

ADT (2036) = 760; 2% Trucks (50% directional distribution)

ν = 0.36; ρ = 69 lb/ft
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Figure 5: Typical FEM of SPS deck on PBTG showing loads, material and model properties
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The global deflections and stresses computed from finite element analysis agree well with hand
calculation methods as recommended by AASHTO LRFD for straight girder bridges. Thus, preengineered bridge selection tables can be developed by hand methods where the depth and
thickness of the PBTG can be readily selected for a known bridge span.
Camber was not required as the deflection of the bridge under dead and superimposed dead
load was computed to be 0.50 inches (L/1241), where L is taken to be center-to-center spacing
between bearings (L = 51’-8 1/4"). Instead, drainage was achieved using a tapered wearing
course (Figure 3b) with steel drip-lip plates welded to the SPS deck edge. The overall live load
deflection of the bridge under HL-93 was computed to be 0.65 inches (L/954). The local relative
deflection of the SPS bridge deck was computed to be 0.20 inches (L/329), where L is taken as
the transverse spacing between bolts (L = 5’-5 3/4"). This local deflection includes a dynamic
load allowance, IM, of 33% and a multiple presence factor of 1.2 (one lane loaded).

BRIDGE FABRICATION
The bid was awarded to the sole bidder U.S. Bridge on 28 July 2016. The fabrication and
assembly of the two half-width portions of the bridge, excluding traffic barriers, was awarded to
Maico Industries Inc. in Kansas. Figure 6a shows the press-braking of a single plate to form one
tub girder using two 30’ CNC hydraulic press brakes acting in tandem. It is possible to form
longer PBTGs by adding an adjacent hydraulic press. Figure 6b shows the seal welding of a
typical SPS bridge deck.

a) Press-brake of 101" wide x 5/8" thick x
52’-6" long plate to form one tub girder

b) Seal welding of SPS bridge deck

Figure 6: Fabrication of PBTGs and SPS bridge deck
Figure 7a shows an example of the hot-dip galvanizing of a PBTG which was completed in a
single dip to an average measured thickness of 9.3 mils. Inside the PBTGs, built-up stiffener
diaphragms and flat plates were welded to the webs (Figure 8a) prior to hot-dip galvanization
because there were concerns about controlling distortion due to the galvanization process.
However, consultation with AZZ after the bid revealed that the additional stiffeners/plates and
welding were not required. The stiffener diaphragms for the exterior modules are still required
for the traffic barriers (Figure 3b) but they can be bolted to the tub girders after they have been
hot-dipped galvanized. As previously mentioned, these stiffener diaphragms may not be
7
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required depending on the traffic barrier configuration, tub girder thickness and required
performance level. Figure 7b shows the thermal spray metallization of one SPS bridge deck by
AZZ Metalizing at Maico’s shop to an average measured thickness of 9.5 mils.

a) Single hot-dip galvanizing of 52’-6" long
tub girder by AZZ Galvanizing

b) Thermal spray metallization of SPS
deck by AZZ Metalizing

Figure 7: Application of corrosion protection system for PBTG and SPS bridge deck
Figure 8a shows the match-fit drilling of holes in SPS bridge decks and PBTGs. Figure 8b
shows the two halves of the bridge stacked on two trucks.

a) Match-fit drill of holes in SPS bridge deck and PBTGs

c) Load 2 = 28.1 tons

b) Load 1 = 26.5 tons

Figure 8: Match-fit drilling of bridge and loading of pre-assembled SPS modules
8
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BRIDGE INSTALLATION
The bridge was closed to traffic on 1 May 2017. The bridge was demolished, site de-watered,
piles driven, abutment seats cast and rock channel protection system installed by Day 12
(Figure 9). This is a standard construction process for a bridge substructure and not unique to
SPS bridge decks or PBTGs.

Day 1: demolition of existing bridge

Day 5: piling completed

Day 5: placement of abutment reinforcing cage

Day 12: abutments completed

Figure 9: Demolition of existing bridge and construction of new substructure
The two half-width modules arrived on Day 16 with traffic barriers pre-attached at U.S. Bridge.
Each module was placed on the abutments in 10 minutes using a 250 ton crane operating from
one side (Figure 10). The two modules were bolted and welded together in one day.

Figure 10: Day 16 - placement of SPS bridge modules in 20 minutes
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The remaining superstructure was completed using standard construction procedures
(Figure 11). The bridge was open 4 days ahead of schedule on Day 26.

Day 17: casting of approach slabs

Day 22: laying of Type 3 waterproofing

Day 23: laying of asphalt wearing surface

Day 26: laying of PMA

Figure 11: Completion of approach slabs, waterproofing, wearing surface and expansion joint

CONCLUSIONS
Project Highlights









Figure 12: Day 26 – bridge opens to traffic

SPS bridge decks form light modular units
Bridge replaced in 26 days
Bridge opened 4 days ahead of schedule
Bridge erected in 20 minutes
100+ year service life
Standard substructure construction
Controlled work environment
Local residents satisfied
Fire and EMS commented on possible life
saver due to ABC
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents the first implementation of a new precast concrete deck system to the
Kearney East Bypass bridge project in Kearney, NE. The project has twin bridges: southbound
bridge constructed using cast-in-place concrete deck; and northbound bridge constructed using
the new full-depth full-width precast concrete deck system. Each bridge has two spans that are
166 ft long each. Each span has five precast/prestressed concrete girders (NU1800) at 8 ft 6 in.
spacing for a total width of 41 ft 8 in. The successful experience and lessons learned from the
fabrication and construction of the superstructure along with post-tensioning and grouting
operations are presented.
BACKGROUND
Precast concrete deck systems are designed as either composite or non-composite with the
supporting girders. Composite systems are more common due to their structural efficiency,
which results in smaller girder sections, longer spans, and economical construction. Existing fullwidth full-depth composite precast concrete deck systems typically use either continuous open
channels along the girder lines or discrete open pockets at approximately 2 ft spacing to
accommodate the shear connectors of the supporting girders. These channels or pockets are
usually grouted and the deck surface is, then, protected by an overlay similar to cast-in-place
(CIP) concrete decks, which increases construction duration and cost. In addition, transverse
joints between adjacent precast concrete deck panels are either conventionally reinforced or
longitudinally post-tensioned using strands inside embedded ducts. These transverse joints and
post-tensioning ducts have to be grouted to protect reinforcement, which complicate the
construction and, consequently, reduce the attractiveness of precast concrete deck systems as an
accelerated, economical, and more durable alternative to conventional CIP concrete decks.
A new precast concrete deck system was recently developed jointly by Nebraska Department of
Roads (NDOR) and University of Nebraska-Lincoln (UNL) to address the shortfalls of the
traditional systems. The main features of the new system are: using full-width, full-depth, and 12
ft long precast deck panels to reduce the number of panels, transverse joints, and cast-in-place
operations; increasing the spacing between shear connectors to 4 ft, which is the maximum
spacing currently allowed by AASHTO LRFD, to simplify girder and panel fabrications; using
covered pockets in the panels to limit penetrations of the deck surface, which eliminate the need
for an overlay and enhance deck durability; eliminating reinforcement across transverse joints
and placing longitudinal post-tensioning strands in the haunch area under deck panels and over
girder lines to simplify post-tensioning operations and eliminate the need for threading strands
and grouting ducts. Several analytical and experimental investigations were conducted at UNL to
1
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evaluate the structural performance and constructability of the new system prior to its
implementation. For more information about these investigations, refer to Morcous, et al. (2013)
and Morcous, et al. (2015).
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
The Kearney East Bypass project is located in Kearney, NE over the US-30 and Union Pacific
railroad tracks. The project consists of twin two-span bridges: southbound bridge with CIP
concrete deck; and northbound bridge with precast concrete deck. Construction of the
superstructure (girders, deck, and rail) of the two bridges was done concurrently starting in May
2015 and was completed in September of 2015. Each span is 166 ft long and consists of five
NU1800 precast/prestressed concrete girders with 8 ft 6 in. spacing. Bridge width is 41 ft 8 in.
and has a 14o skew. Both CIP and precast concrete decks are 8 in. thick and have closed CIP
concrete rail. The following sections summarize the fabrication of precast concrete girders and
deck panels of the northbound bridge conducted by Coreslab Structures Inc., Plattmouth, NE,
and the erection conducted by Hawkins Construction, Inc., Omaha, NE.
Girder Production
The two differences between the production of precast/prestressed concrete girders for CIP deck
and for precast concrete deck are: 1) shear connectors; and 2) post-tensioning strand deviators.
Shear connectors for the precast concrete deck consist of two 1.25 in. diameter A193 Grade B7
coil rods spaced at 4 ft along the girder to resist a horizontal shear flow of 3.2 kip/in. Each
connector is made in an assembly of two rods, four nuts and washers, one plate, and 4-#6 bars as
shown in Figure 1(a). Connectors are placed in the girder web and attached to pre-slotted steel
angles, shown in Figure 1(b), to ensure that spacing is within the specified tolerance (± ¼ in.).
The portion of each rod embedded in the girder is greased to allow cranking it up later to adjust
the connector height as he girder camber varies. According to the precast producer, making,
greasing, and placing shear connector assemblies with the specified tolerance required almost
double the time and labor required for placing shear reinforcement in traditional girder
production.

(b)
(a)
Figure 1: (a) Shear connector assembly, and (b) installation of shear connectors

2
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Post-tensioning strand deviators are similar in concept to the hold-down devices used in
depressing pre-tensioning strands. They are placed 4 ft from the abutment end of each girder to
depress deck post-tensioning strands from their end location (i.e. middle of the deck thickness)
approximately 8 in. down to be under the deck soffit (i.e. haunch area). This concept eliminates
the need for embedding post-tensioning ducts in deck panels, using couplers to connect ducts,
threading post-tensioning strands through ducts, and grouting the ducts, which are cumbersome,
costly, and time consuming. Figure 2 shows the custom-made post-tensioning strand deviators
for 12-0.6 in. diameter post-tensioning strands. These deviators are anchored to the top flange of
the girder using 10-#5 straight bars and to the web using 2-#5 U bars to resist an uplift force of
approximately 90 kip (500 kip x tan 10o). In addition, the girder top flange is thickened by 1 in.
at the location of the deviators to increase its anchoring capacity. Figure 3 shows the shear
connectors, post-tensioning strand deviators, and lifting inserts in five NU1800 girders at the
precast yard. All girders had 60-0.6 in. diameter strands, a specified 28-day compressive strength
of 10,000 psi, and release strength of 7,200 psi.

Figure 2: Post-tensioning strand deviators

Figure 3: Precast/prestressed concrete NU1800 girders for the new precast concrete deck system

3
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Deck Production
The 12 ft long, 41 ft 8 in. wide, and 8 in. thick precast concrete deck panels were produced using
the same prestressing bed used for precast concrete sandwich wall panel production. A total of
26 typical panels were produced at a rate of four panels at a time, in additional to two special end
panels that have anchorage blocks. Each panel has a total of 15 pockets (3 pockets for each
girder line at 4 ft spacing) for shear connectors. Each pocket consists of 5.5 in. tall hollow
structural section (HSS) 16x8x¼ with 4-#5 bars welded to each side and a 1/16 in. thick top plate
that has 4 in. diameter hole for grouting. Custom-made lifting inserts are added to some of the
pockets, as shown in Figure 4(a), to be used in panel handling and eliminate the need for
additional penetrations to the panel surface. All pockets are galvanized and positioned precisely
by gluing wooden sheets to the bed as shown in Figure 4(b). All panels have 14o skew angle and
are pre-tensioning transversely using 6-0.6 in. diameter strands at the level of the top
reinforcement and 6-0.5 in. diameter strands at the level of bottom reinforcement. Styrofoam is
used to form the grouting holes and anchorage blocks, while plywood is used to form the shear
keys along the panel edges. Figures 5(a) and 5(b) show the forming and reinforcement of a
typical panel and end panel respectively.

(a)
(b)
Figure 4: (a) Shear pocket detail, and (b) wood forms used to position the pockets in the bed

(a)
(b)
Figure 5: Forming and reinforcement of (a) typical panel, and (b) end panel

4
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All panels are made using the standard NDOR bridge deck concrete mixture but with a specified
28-day compressive strength of 6,000 psi and release strength of 3,500 psi. The use of cement
type III and/or accelerators was not allowed for exposed surfaces unless extensive durability
testing is conducted, which resulted in two-day cycle of panel production. Figure 6(a) shows the
completed panels with 4 in. diameter holes for grouting and panel lifting, and the projecting rail
reinforcement, while Figure 6(b) shows an end panel with the galvanized anchorage blocks and
the supporting rockers used for shipping the panels. The precast producer built six sets of these
rockers to help distribute the load during transportation and avoid cracking. These rockers were
reused as the panels were shipped at a rate of 6 panels per day. All the shear keys were
sandblasted at the precast yard to enhance the bond with the transverse joint cast-in-place
concrete. According to the precast producer, the custom-made lifting inserts and anchorage
blocks were easy to make and install, and deck panel production was not more difficult than wall
panel production.

(a)

(b)
Figure 6: Completed (a) typical, and (b) end panels at the precast yard before shipping

5
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CONSTRUCTION
Girders of the precast concrete deck bridge were shipped and erected similar to those of the CIP
concrete deck bridge. According to the contractor, they paid slightly more attention to
positioning girders in their exact locations, however, it did not take more time than traditional
construction. After placing end and intermediate diaphragms, galvanized steel bent plates were
welded to the metal tabs embedded in the girder top flange according to girder profile data
obtained from shim shots and specified deck profile and haunch thickness. This deck support
system also works as side forms for grouting the haunch area later. Therefore, a compressible
sealing strip was attached to the top of the bent plates and caulking was used at the bottom of the
bent plates, as shown in Figure 7, to prevent grout leakage. Figure 7 also shows the 12-0.6 in.
diameter post-tensioning strands laid over the top flange for each girder line and through the end
deviators, which greatly simplified the post-tensioning process according to the contractor and
kept the strands protected in the haunch area away from the deck surface. Figure 8 shows the 10#8 Grade 60 bars installed over the girder top flange (i.e. in the haunch area) over the
intermediate pier to provide live load continuity and resist negative moment. Figure 9 shows the
greased rods of the shear connectors cranked up to the calculated elevation that achieves the
specified embedment of each rod into the shear pocket (5±1/4 in.). Only 9 rods out of total of
900 rods could not be cranked up and had to be cut and spliced using couplers to achieve the
specified embedment as shown in Figure 9.

Figure 7: Deck support system and post-tensioning strands.

Figure 8: Live load continuity reinforcement over intermediate support.

6
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Figure 9: Adjusting the elevation of the shear connectors and using couplers if needed.

The contractor made a digital “template” of the shear stud location prior to shipping the panels to
ensure there were no problems with the tolerances. Panel erection was done using a single crane
and the 8 lifting inserts embedded in the pockets as shown in Figure 10(a). The installation of the
first panel occurred at the pier location as shown in Figure 10(b) and remaining panels were then
installed in both directions until end panels were installed at the abutment locations as shown in
Figure 10(c). Installation duration was approximately 30 minutes per panel and was limited to
the six panels delivered in one day (total duration was 5 days). It should be noted that the custom
made lifting inserts performed satisfactorily and no single shear connector interfered with the
pocket (i.e. production tolerance was adequate).

(a)

(b)

7
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(c)
Figure 10: Erection of precast concrete deck panels

Figure 11(a) shows one of the transverse joints between adjacent deck panels (2 – 3 in. wide)
with ¾ in. backer rod along the entire width of the bridge to close the bottom of the joint. Figure
11(b) shows the placing of 6 in. slump conventionally vibrated concrete at the joint using a
bucket and shovel. The concrete mix was the same one used in panel production as specified by
NDOR to ensure consistent performance. This operation took approximately 7 yd3 and all joints
were completed in approximately 3 hours. Transverse joints were covered immediately with
curing compound then later with wet burlap. Once the joint concrete achieved at least 3,500 psi
compressive strength, post-tensioning operations were conducted using a mono-strand jack from
one end as shown in Figure 12 to apply 500 psi stress across the deck section. All the 60 strands
(12 strands per girder line) were tensioned initially to 2 kips, then tensioned finally to 43.9 kips
(0.75 fpu) in a symmetrically alternating manner to minimize eccentricity effects on the deck.
Measured elongations of all strands were with ±5% of the predicted elongation (25.5 in.) and the
total elastic shortening of the deck was 0.5 in. (as predicted)

(a)

(b)
Figure 11: Placing concrete for transverse joints.

8
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Figure 12: Post-tensioning strands and anchor block.

The grouting of the haunch, shear pockets, and anchor blocks were conducting using highly
flowable and high strength self-consolidating concrete (SCC). The mix had a nominal maximum
size of 3/8 in. limestone aggregate, specified strength of 8,000 psi, and slump flow of 28 in.
Measured slump flow ranged from 27 – 30 in. as shown in Figure 13(a), and measured strength
averaged 7,400 psi after 4 days and 8,900 psi after 28 days. SCC was pumped using 3 in.
diameter hose from one location (at the bridge pier) to the 4 in. diameter grouting holes on the
deck surface using the apparatus shown in Figure 13(b) (hopper, bucket, and inverted cone).
SCC was placed from one grouting hole and flowed in both directions until it overflowed from
the adjacent holes, which were covered with sand-filled buckets before moving to the next
grouting hole as shown in Figure 13(c). This process ensured complete filling of haunch and
pockets and took 1 hr. per girder.
The ends of each girder line were formed and filled with SCC so that the anchorage blocks and
post-tensioning chucks are fully embedded in concrete.

(a)

(b)

9
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(c)
Figure 13: Placing SCC in the pockets and between the girders and deck

Figure 14(a) shows the deck top surface after grouting and curing, while Figure 14(b) shows the
final deck surface after placing the rail and grinding up to ½ in. The grinding operation took 1
day similar to the texturing operation done on the CIP deck. The final deck surface will not have
an overlay and will be monitored for any signs of deterioration in the next few years. It should be
noted that a few transverse cracks were observed at the transverse joints before deck posttensioning. These cracks were closed after post-tensioning was applied and the final deck surface
does not have any cracking. Also, there is no clear discoloration in the final deck surface
between precast concrete and CIP concrete used in grouting the transverse joints and shear
pockets. Figure 15 shows the bottom side of the precast concrete deck system and the side of the
haunch area after removal of the exterior deck support system to check the consolidation of SCC.

(b)
(a)
Figure 14: Final deck surface: before grinding (a), and after grinding (b)
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(a)
(b)
Figure 15: Bottom of precast concrete deck: between girders (a), and at the overhang (b)
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INTRODUCTION
Bridge expansion joints typically leak corrosive material from the deck through to the underlying
structure and cause premature corrosion that needs expensive rehabilitation efforts to extend the
service life of the bridge. Link slabs replace expansion joints positioned over piers with a
continuous deck system while the underlying girders are left as simple spans. Link slabs undergo
high loading caused by girder end rotations from live load as well as axial deformation from
thermal movement of the superstructure (1). Link slabs constructed with conventional concrete
materials have been explored but due to the forced deformations from live loads and temperature
variation, large full depth cracks tend to form in the link slab which leak material through to the
underlying structure if they are not sealed frequently, undermining the intended purpose of a link
slab (2).
Limited studies have utilized Fiber Reinforced Concrete (FRC) materials for cast-in-place ABC
link slab construction (3), but little attention has been paid to optimizing an FRC material for castin-place ABC link slab construction by considering the different types of synthetic fibers and
concrete admixtures available on the current market. Besides having adequate early age strength
and adequate on site workability, cast-in-place ABC FRC link slabs should be designed such that
fiber addition can provide high post crack residual strength and toughness as well as crack width
control under design strains. Described herein is a selected portion of the first of a series of
investigations on FRC to optimize a cast-in-place ABC link slab material.
EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION
Polypropylene (PP), Polyvinyl Alcohol (PVA), and Basalt macro-fibers were selected for testing
based on their reported contribution to the residual strength and toughness of FRC (4,5,6). Three
volume percentages of 0.5%, 1.0%, and 1.5% were mixed for each fiber type, and three beam
specimens were cast for flexural testing for each mixture. Fiber properties can be found in Table
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1. The same base mix design was used for all mixes with 3/8” maximum sized aggregate and 850
lb/cy of cementitious material. This increased workability and fiber performance by increasing the
volume within the matrix that fibers could exist without their position and orientation being
restricted by larger aggregates. Additional cementitious materials paste with the same w/c of 0.38
as well as polycarboxylate superplasticizer were added to produce workable mixtures at higher
fiber volumes. Table 2 shows base mix proportions.
Table 1: Fiber Properties

Table 2: Base Mixture Ingredients

Fiber Properties

Mixture Ingredients (lb/cy)

Fiber Type

PP

PVA

Diameter (in)

0.013

0.008

0.026

Length (in)

1.50

0.71

1.69

Aspect Ratio

112

90

66

90

145

157

E Modulus (ksi)

690

3920

6382

S.G.

0.91

1.3

2.1

Tensile Strength (ksi)

Basalt
Cementitious
Aggregates

Type I/II Cement

595

Type F Fly Ash

255

Coarse

1535

Fine

1255

Water

322

Fiber Volume (%)

0.5%-1.5%

Flexural tests were conducted using the methods outlined in ASTM C1609 (7). Displacement
controlled loading rates were applied to 4”x4”x14” beams under 3rd point bending as specified in
the ASTM C1609 standard. Flexural performance parameters outlined in ASTM C1609 were
computed using the load vs. average mid-span deflection curves for each specimen. These
parameters were averaged between the three beam specimens for each mixture in order to
assess the performance of the different fiber types and volume percentages under flexural tensile
loading.
RESULTS
Toughness
Toughness (lb-in)

First Peak Strength
(Modulus of Rupture)

Strength (psi)

750.0
700.0
650.0
600.0
550.0
500.0

0.5%

1.0%

1.5%

350.0
300.0
250.0
200.0
150.0
100.0
50.0
0.0

0.5%

1.0%

1.5%

Fiber Content by Volume

Fiber Content by Volume

PVA

PVA

PP

BSLT

Figure 1: First Peak Strength

PP

BSLT

Figure 2: Toughness up to L/150 Deflection

Select results from ASTM C1609 flexural testing are summarized in Figures 1 and 2. Figure 1
shows the First Peak Strength (Modulus of Rupture) results. This is a representation of the
concrete flexural strength before cracking. It can be noticed from Figure 1 that PP and Basalt
mixes showed a subtle increase in pre-crack flexural strength with an increase in fiber volume,
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however, PVA mixes were inconsistent. This could be explained by the fiber clumps present in
the 1.0% and 1.5% PVA mixtures, possibly creating weak spots in the cross section.
Figure 2 shows the toughness of the FRC mixtures. Toughness is calculated as the area under
the load vs. average mid-span deflection curve up to a deflection of the support span length
divided by 150 (L/150). Toughness is an indicator of composite performance after the concrete
has cracked. It can be seen from Figure 2 that toughness is increased with increasing fiber content
for all the fibers in the range of volumes tested. PVA and PP followed relatively linear increases
in toughness with fiber volumes. However, basalt showed relatively high toughness values at
1.0% compared to the linear trend between 0.5% and 1.5%. Figures 1 and 2 represent the three
specimen average values. The standard deviations are represented by error bars.
CONCLUSIONS
After completing flexural testing of FRC beams containing three different types of synthetic
concrete fibers tested at three volume fractions, it can be concluded that:





Increasing fiber content increased the pre-crack strength of PP and Basalt fiber mixtures,
but not definitively for PVA fiber mixtures.
Toughness is increased with increasing fiber content for all fibers.
PVA fiber mixtures consistently showed the lowest toughness values for all fiber volumes
while Basalt fiber mixtures consistently showed the highest toughness values.
1.0% Basalt mixture had relatively high toughness values, indicating near optimal dose.

The outcome of this study will be employed to build cast-in-place link slabs using FRC materials
that will deliver the expected performance characteristics.
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As part of its Accelerated Bridge Program (ABP),
the Massachusetts Department of Transportation
(MassDOT) identified two bridges carrying the Rte.
147 (Memorial Ave) over Rte. 5 Rotary as
structurally deficient and in need of replacement.
To promote innovative design and construction
solutions, reduce schedule duration, and contain
costs, MassDOT used the Design-Build project
delivery method, led by SPS New England (SPS)
as the General Contractor and VHB as Lead
Designer.
The rotary is a heavily traveled urban interchange
that carries high traffic volumes and connects the
Town of West Springfield to the City of Springfield,
as well as connecting both communities to Rte. 5.
In addition, the bridges carry several critical utilities,
including communications, gas, and the primary
electrical service powering the City of Springfield.

Photo 1: Rotary under Construction

IMPLEMENTING ABC TECHNIQUES
Due to the rotary’s key geographic location, high
traffic volume, and critical utilities within the bridges,
the superstructure replacements needed to be
completed within an accelerated schedule with
minimal disruption to traffic. This was successfully
accomplished through several ABC techniques,
including the use of prefabricated bridge units
(PBUs), custom designed to fit the curved bridges;
rapid bridge replacement during two 79-hour
weekend shutdowns, minimizing traffic impacts;
and rapid-set concrete closure pours.
1

Figure 1: Proposed Layout
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3

2

4

5

Photo 2: PBU Transport; Photo 3: Abutment Repairs/Retrofit;
Photo 4: PBU Installation; Photo 5: Complex PBU Geometry

COMPLEX AND INNOVATIVE DESIGN SOLUTIONS
3D LiDAR Survey
At the start of the project, a 3D LiDAR scan was performed under each of the two bridges to
confirm existing bridge geometries, beam locations, elevations, and existing utility layouts. This
provided critical existing condition information, allowing the PBUs to be detailed for an
accurate fit on the existing abutments and around the existing utilities.
Innovative Girder Layout to Minimize Traffic Impacts
The roadway geometry over Rte. 5 and around the rotary was highly complex, and complicating
things further, traffic along Rte. 5 needed to be maintained. To reduce impacts to Rte. 5 traffic
and the existing abutments, the framing of the proposed bridge superstructures was laid
out so that the new girders would sit within the spaces between the existing girders. This
allowed the new beam seats to be constructed while allowing the existing bridges to remain fully
open. This layout resulted in complex framing geometry but avoided the need for shoring towers
to support the existing bridges, which would have required major traffic disruptions, including a
months-long reduction of Rte. 5 from four lanes to two.
Complex PBU Geometry
The curved roadway geometry carried by the two bridges required that each PBU be custom
designed and detailed, with a careful balance of pick weight, sufficient overhangs, and
reinforcement detailing to avoid cracks—resulting in some of the most complex and
intricately detailed PBU shapes constructed in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts. The
project also required careful detailing of the PBUs and extensive coordination with both SPS
and the precast fabricator. To ensure stability and durability during transport, VHB performed a
finite element analysis of the PBUs to confirm transport stresses would be acceptable.

2
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Pre-shutdown construction work included
dry-fitting of the PBUs on mock abutments,
built to replicate the actual beam seat
elevations of the existing abutments.
These dry fits were performed at the
precast plant, and helped to confirm that
clearances and fit-up met the contract
requirements before arriving on-site. In
addition, the curb, sidewalk, and railing
location required a very complex rebar
layout cast into the deck of the PBUs. The
concrete backwalls which encase the
girder ends were cast integral with the
PBU deck to minimize the forming time
required during the brief bridge shutdowns.

PBU 4
PBU 5
PBU 2
PBU 1
PBU 3

Figure 2: WB Bridge Framing Plan

Utilities

The electrical duct bank was the main trunk line powering the City of Springfield and could not
be taken out of service at any time during construction. The concrete-encased ductbank was
supported from below as the existing structure was removed and PBUs installed on either side.
A new gas line was pre-installed on one of the PBUs, accelerating the utility work.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Bridge replacement projects on a high-volume
urban roadway have the potential for profound
negative effects on travelers and the surrounding
communities. Lane reductions and traffic detours
often result in added congestion and delay,
particularly during peak traffic periods. Over the
past decade, ABC techniques have revolutionized
the way that bridge projects are constructed and
are now considered for all MassDOT bridge
projects. This project demonstrates that
accelerated construction techniques including
PBUs can be used successfully for bridges having
complex geometry and multiple utilities.

Photo 6: Completed bridge,
including ornamental railings

CONFERENCE PRESENTATION
The presentation will focus on the best management practices for the use of prefabricated
bridge elements and other ABC techniques, as well as the method of supporting the electrical
ductbank in-place during construction. We will identify some of the critical shop drawing and
fabrication drawing coordination efforts. And finally, the presentation will show our full-length 3D
animation which highlights the project's construction sequencing and traffic management.
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Abstract
Proactive demolition planning is of critical importance in a bridge
rebuilding and retrofitting projects not only to eliminate any potential
accidents including unintentional structural collapse, but also to facilitate
efficiency. If poorly planned and badly executed, it may result in
damaging nearby infrastructure, traffic disruptions, project delays,
bodily harm and in some instances loss of life. The negative impact is
even more significant for the projects leveraging the accelerated bridge
construction (ABC) techniques because an existing bridge should be
removed and replaced in a short amount of time due to urgency of
completing the work.
Despite the importance of safe and efficient bridge demolition, there
has been difficulty in developing a general guideline and specification
for the proactive planning due to inherent uncertainty hard to
characterize ahead. Therefore, very limited information has been
available to guide structural engineers and contractors on how to
proceed with the demolition, which has often caused unpredictable
failures and delay in the projects.
Potential hazards and inefficiency associated with demolition may be
better controlled and possibly eliminated by leveraging computer
simulation techniques that can provide enhanced predictive capabilities
in the demolition planning. Such simulation-aided planning will be able
to realistically model, simulate and visualize the bridge demolition to
underpin transparency in the communication process between structural
engineers, contractors and stakeholders for a better and faster decision
making. This study will discuss an approach to develop the simulation
technique that can help bridge engineers facilitate protective planning
of safety and proactive design of project efficiency for successful ABC.

Introduction
Bridges represent a significant subpopulation of our civil infrastructure.
Majority of them are deteriorating fast and in need of replacement or
rehabilitation. The first step of those replacement/rehabilitation projects
is typically to either entirely or partly demolish the existing structure.
Therefore, proactive planning for controlled demolition is of utmost
importance to proceed with the rest of construction project in a timely
manner. Maintaining the integrity of neighboring infrastructure (e.g.,
permanent roadways, nearby transmission lines) and the safety of
workers are critical issues, for which contingency plans also must be
developed based on any feasible emergency scenarios.
However, little effort has been made to develop better removal
techniques of existing structures, while great effort has been given to
design/construction techniques for new structures. Planning failure is
often unpredictably realized in the demolition project due to inherent
uncertainty hard to characterize ahead, not only in the deteriorated
condition of the structure that may be far different from that of the
original design, but also in the mode of destruction that may depend on
adopted demolition methods (e.g., use of machinery, explosion), types
and performance of destruction tools (e.g., wrecking ball, cutter, crusher,
hammer, etc.), dismantling sequence and associated change in the
remaining structural capacity during the demolition process.

It is typically hard to develop a general guideline/specification that can
facilitate safe and efficient demolition, and very limited information has
been available to guide structural engineers and contractors on how to
proceed with the demolition of an existing structure. This lack of
generalized procedure has led to structural engineers and contractors
approaching the demolition work differently, and as a result, most states
neither specify parameters for demolition equipment nor require the
submission of contractor qualifications with the demolition plans [1].
The potential hazards and inefficiency may be better controlled and
possibly eliminated by leveraging computer simulation that can help
realistically predict the demolition process. However, such computer tools
for simulation-aided demolition planning remains to be developed in the
engineering community. This study aims to enhance the predictive
capabilities by developing a numerical simulation technique that can
realistically model, simulate and visualize the bridge demolition, which will
better support the engineers and contractors’ decision making.

Discrete Mechanical Simulation
Simulation of bridge demolition is a challenging problem that requires to
numerically model initiation and propagation of cracks in the material due
to mechanical impact by demolition equipment, and break-up of the
structure into pieces. The interaction between the bridge and the
demolition equipment, and the corresponding deformation of damaged
bridge and displacement of debris are physically complex phenomena,
for which material transition from a continuous medium to multiple broken
(discontinuous) pieces needs to be realistically modeled. Discontinuumbased approaches have been often adopted for high-fidelity simulation
of such destruction problems, which commonly model a continuum as a
discrete system that is composed of bonded rigid or deformable elements.
Most discontinuum-based simulations adopt force-based (or accelerationbased) dynamics approaches, whereby the interaction of modeled
elements is explicitly considered through a set of springs and dashpot, thus
often called mass-spring-dashpot system. The bond is modeled to be
broken if the tensile force exceeds a threshold, and elements separated,
which is the major difference from continuum mechanics frameworks such
as the finite element method (FEM). The discrete element method (DEM) is
currently the most popular force-based discontinuum-based numerical
method in the field of computational discrete mechanics, and has been
widely adopted in a number of cross-disciplinary applications to model
the discontinuities in material and structural systems, e.g., collapse of
unreinforced masonry structures [2], material fracture [3], progressive
collapse of building structures [4], etc. Figure 1 shows an example of DEM
modeling of a concrete beam and simulation of destruction of the modeled
beam. The force-based (or acceleration-based) dynamics approach is
based on the ordinary 2nd order dynamics (i.e., f=ma), thus
computationally demanding in general especially with the required
simulation fidelity. The time step size ∆t is also limited by the stability
criterion for explicit numerical time integration which is, in turn, determined
by modeled element size. In this way, a very small ∆t is typically used in
DEM simulation coupled with needed double-precision for the numerical
stability can result in significant computational costs. This major
computational bottleneck has significantly limited DEM application to
relatively small-scale engineering problems.
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Figure 1. DEM modeling of a concrete beam and simulation of destruction
using a penetrating projectile (Partly reproduced from [3]. All figures Figure 2. Numerical simulation of bridge demolition using impulse-based
dynamics.
reused with written permission from the publisher).
Nowadays, the simulation of destruction is moving towards leveraging
the impulse-based dynamics that can realistically present larger scale
discrete bodies’ interactions. The impulse-based dynamics employs a References
reduced 1st order dynamics to directly manipulate the velocity of
1. Garber, D. (2016) Compilation of Results from Bridge Demolition
discrete elements (i.e., i=mΔv) compared to the 2nd order dynamics that
DOT Survey. Miami, FL.
works on the integration of accelerations as used in the conventional
DEM. The time step size ∆t is limited by the physics of the problem 2. Ghaboussi, J. (1988) ‘Fully deformable discrete element analysis
using a finite element approach’, Computers and Geotechnics,
whereby a too large time step size will result in elements passing through
5(3), pp. 175–195. doi: 10.1016/0266-352X(88)90001-8.
each other, but not limited by numerical stability and very small ∆t unlike
DEM. Hence, significant numerical efficiency is demonstrated with almost 3. Tavarez, F. A. and Plesha, M. E. (2007) ‘Discrete element method
for modelling solid and particulate materials’, International
two orders of speed-up, while the physical plausibility is still maintained.
Journal for Numerical Methods in Engineering, 70(4), pp. 379–404.
Consequently, it takes only a few days to simulate a large scale multidoi: 10.1002/nme.1881.
body problem, which typically takes several months if the
computationally intensive DEM is used to simulate the same problem. 4. Masoero, E. et al. (2010) ‘Progressive Collapse Mechanisms of
Brittle and Ductile Framed Structures’, Journal of Engineering
However, the contact force is not an integral part of simulation, which is
Mechanics, 136(8), pp. 987–995. doi: 10.1061/(ASCE)EM.1943the major drawback of the impulse-based dynamics approach, as the
7889.0000143.
primary variables are collision impulse and velocity, not contact force
and acceleration that are still required for engineering applications. Lee 5. Cundall, P. A. and Strack, O. D. L. (1979) ‘A discrete numerical
model for granular assemblies’, Géotechnique. Thomas Telford,
and Hashash [6] developed impulse-based DEM (iDEM) based on the
29(1), pp. 47–65. doi: 10.1680/geot.1979.29.1.47.
impulse-based dynamics that retrieves the 2nd order engineering details
lost (i.e., contact force) due to the order reduction in the equation of 6. Lee, S. J. and Hashash, Y. M. A. (2015) ‘iDEM: An impulse-based
discrete element method for fast granular dynamics’, International
motion, which enabled the impulse-based dynamics suitably adopted for
Journal for Numerical Methods in Engineering, 104(2), pp. 79–103.
engineering simulations. As an incentive, the impulse-based dynamics
doi: 10.1002/nme.4923.
approach will allow for more simulations to be performed for a given
time while physical plausibility being maintained. Therefore, this
approach will enable to better characterize and identify the most likely
critical scenarios in a demolition project ahead. Figure 2 shows an
example of simulated bridge demolition by a wrecking ball using the
proposed approach. This presentation will further discuss detailed
approach and highlight initial results.
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ABSTRACT
One of the key elements of establishing a successful ABC program is early identification of
appropriate project sites. To assist in determining which bridges are best suited for ABC a three
stage process has been developed to provide a rational, consistent, objective, and defensible
method of selecting appropriate projects. The three stage process and associated tools are
used to evaluate the suitability of ABC, but the process is not viewed as an absolute control in
decision making. Other considerations not incorporated in the process may be significant in
decision making for any individual project at the discretion of the bridge owner.
This paper discusses how MnDOT developed an ABC project selection process, policy, and
tools to select projects most suitable for ABC.

INTRODUCTION
Over the past several years, the Minnesota Department of Transportation (MnDOT) has
implemented various accelerated bridge construction (ABC) techniques and practices in an
attempt to lessen construction work zone impacts on the traveling public and to reduce on-site
construction time. Specific techniques have included placement of new bridge superstructures
using self-propelled modular transporters (SPMTs), lateral bridge slides, and installation of
prefabricated components including full-depth precast concrete deck panels, and prefabricated
abutment, wing wall, pier cap, and superstructure components. Use of these techniques has
resulted in a significant reduction in on-site construction time as well as providing improvements
in product quality, worker safety, and traveler safety.
To help district planning staff better identify which bridges are best suited for ABC, the MnDOT
Bridge Office developed a three stage selection process with several simple tools as described
below. Before finalizing the selection process and associated tools, they were tested and refined
by conducting several successful pilot projects.
Use of the three stage process ensures that MnDOT uses a rational, consistent, objective, and
defensible method of selecting appropriate ABC projects.

ABC PROJECT SELECTION
The first step in establishing a selection process was to review available processes and
resources developed by other states and agencies, including a document from the FHWA(1) and
software developed as part of a pooled fund study led by the Oregon DOT(2), that includes a set
of decision-making tools designed to help determine if ABC is potentially more effective than
traditional construction for a given bridge replacement or rehabilitation project.
Several state DOT’s, including; Utah(3), Wisconsin(4), and Iowa(5), have also published selection
tools, which were very helpful in the development of MnDOT’s selection methodology. In
particular, the 2-stage approach used by the Iowa DOT was found to be very appealing and
aligned well with MnDOT’s project development process.
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Iowa DOT ABC Project Selection (5)
The Iowa DOT uses a 2-stage selection and screening process. The initial stage includes a
Decision Making Tool (DMT) and flowchart that can be applied across the entire system of state
bridges to screen for potential candidate bridges, with limited requirements for subjective user
input. The result of this first stage is a numerical score from 0 to 100 that indicates the viability
of a particular bridge benefitting from the use of ABC concepts. The higher the score the better
suited a project is for ABC.
Iowa’s first stage ABC rating score is categorized into two ranges:
•

Bridges with a score of 50 or more are further evaluated in stage 2 for consideration of
ABC techniques.

•

Bridges with a score of less than 50 are only evaluated in stage 2 if requested by the
District, who may be aware of unique circumstances, such as a critical traffic or
construction issue that may make the project suitable for ABC.

The second stage of the Iowa DOT selection process incorporates use of Analytical Hierarchy
Process (AHP) decision making software that was developed at Oregon State University(2). This
software allows for qualitative analysis of various construction alternatives based upon userselected criteria, which allows ABC concepts to be compared against traditional construction
approaches.
Successful use of the AHP software tool necessitates the user having very specific knowledge
of the bridge and the surrounding site, which may require input from multiple disciplines
(environmental, hydraulics, roadway design, bridge design, construction, geotechnical, etc.) and
other interested parties. In some cases, gathering the required information and expertise can
be challenging and time consuming.
MnDOT’s ABC Project Selection Process
MnDOT’s ABC selection process is modeled after the methodology developed by the Iowa
DOT, with several significant modifications;
1. MnDOT’s second stage of the selection process uses subjective criteria gleaned from
several other state agency selection processes in lieu of using the AHP software.
2. A third stage was added that compares specific alternatives and includes consideration
of alternative contracting methods.
Complete details for each of the 3 stages and all of the tools described below, along with
additional background information (including a list of roles and responsibilities) is included on
the MnDOT Bridge Office ABC website at:
http://www.mndot.gov/bridge/abc/
A brief summary of each of the three stages is provided below including a process flowchart:
Stage 1
Similar to the Iowa DOT, MnDOT’s stage one ABC rating score is based on a specific set of
measures which includes;
•

User costs (in the form of daily vehicle operating costs)
2
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•

Average annual daily traffic (on and under the bridge)

•

Heavy commercial average annual daily traffic (on and under the bridge)

•

Detour length (assuming complete closure of the bridge)

•

Traffic density (measured as vehicles per day divided by the bridge roadway width)

The stage one process is completely automated and does not require any subjective user input.
The data for each bridge is retrieved from the MnDOT Bridge Management System and is used
to populate a spreadsheet. Each of the above characteristics is assigned a score based on a set
of criteria (Figure 1) in the spreadsheet, across the entire system of state owned bridges. The
individual score for each characteristic is multiplied by a weight factor to account for the relative
importance. The weighted scores are then summed to form an overall weighted score, which
was normalized, and scores greater than or equal to 60 resulted in a recommendation of “Yes”
regarding further consideration of ABC. Bridges with a “Yes” outcome are further evaluated in
Stage 2. Bridges with a weighted score less than 60 result in an outcome of “No” and are only
evaluated in Stage 2 if requested by the District, who may be aware of unique circumstances
that may make ABC a viable alternative.
The initial outcome of the stage 1 evaluation resulted in approximately 50% of the bridges in the
Minneapolis/St. Paul metro district with a recommendation of “Yes”. The average across the
entire state was about 35% of all bridges having a stage 1 outcome of “Yes”.
The 1st stage outcome (“Yes” or “No”) has been added as a data field to MnDOT’s “Structure
Inventory Sheet”, a one page listing of information generated by MnDOT’s Bridge Management
System that includes specific data about each bridge, including length, width, structure and
foundation type, site conditions, and a general summary of its present condition.
The stage 1 score has also been added to MnDOT’s Bridge Replacement and Improvement
Management (BRIM) tool. BRIM is a spreadsheet tool that has been developed to identify and
prioritize bridges suitable for improvement or replacement based on present condition and
predicted deterioration. Data from the BRIM tool provides very valuable input for determining
which bridges are ultimately programed for future work.
The BRIM tool is the primary driver in MnDOT’s process of selecting bridge projects for
inclusion in a future construction program. By including the stage one ABC rating score in the
BRIM tool, planners can quickly identify which structures are good ABC candidates early in the
project development phase. Early identification is critical, as it allows those involved with the
project to complete the second and third stage ABC review and to identify potential ABC
techniques and solutions early in the project development process.
ABC alternatives need to be considered very early in the scoping process to allow for
adjustments in letting date, project schedule, budget, design duration and other resource needs,
including potential time needed for pre-fabrication of bridge elements.
Stage 2
Stage 2 of the MnDOT ABC selection process requires the Project Manager to consider issues
that are much more subjective and site specific than those identified in Stage 1. Also, since ABC
techniques and methodologies often involve traffic detours, lane or road closures, or extended
work hours, there are compromises and trade-offs inherent in such projects.
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Stage 1 - Selection of Accelerated Bridge Construction Projects
MnDOT Decision Making Tool (DMT) V10 08/10/2016
Score computed using Bridge Management Data (5 Criteria):

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Daily Vehicle Operating Costs - Dependent on Bridge Length

"On Bridge" AADT and HCAADT Only
Bridge Length Factor:
Total Length from 10'-100' = 1.0
Total Length from 100'-300' = 1.2
Total Length from 300'-500' = 1.6
Total Length greater than 500' = 2.0

Distribution
16.0%
16.7%
16.9%
16.8%
16.9%
16.7%

Score
0
1
2
3
4
5

30% Wt.

Criteria
No user costs
Less than $4,150
$4,150 to $9,250
$9,251 to $18,100
$18,101 to $44,000
More than $44,000

User Cost Formula = (AADT x $0.31/mile + HCAADT x $0.64/mile) x Detour Length x Br Length Factor

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Average Annual Daily Traffic (AADT)

Combined "On and Under” Bridge

Distribution
16.2%
16.7%
16.9%
16.7%
16.7%
16.9%

Score
0
1
2
3
4
5

20% Wt.

Criteria
Less than 2,400
2,401 to 6,650
6,651 to 13,500
13,501 to 31,000
31,001 to 75,000
More than 75,000

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Heavy Commercial Average Annual Daily Traffic (HCAADT)
Combined "On and Under” Bridge

Distribution
16.0%
16.7%
16.7%
16.9%
16.7%
16.9%

Score
0
1
2
3
4
5

Distribution
15.9%
9.8%
24.2%
17.9%
16.2%
15.9%

Score
0
1
2
3
4
5

Distribution
16.0%
16.7%
16.9%
16.9%
16.7%
16.7%

Score
0
1
2
3
4
5

10% Wt.

Criteria
Less than 165
166 to 485
486 to 1,085
1,086 to 1,950
1,951 to 3,750
More than 3,750

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Detour Length

Detour Length on Similar Functional
Class Rdwy

30% Wt.

Criteria
No Detour
Less than 1 mile
1-2 miles
2-7 miles
7-14 miles
More than 14 miles

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Traffic Density

AADT “On” Bridge
Vehicles per Day/Ft of Bridge Roadway Width

Criteria
Less than 35
36-78
79-138
139-240
241-470
More than 470

10% Wt.

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

**Scores normalized to 100 point maximum. Bridges with score > 60 selected for Stage 2. **
Figure 1: Stage 1 Decision Making Tool (DMT)
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Therefore, close coordination with the District Traffic Engineer, Construction Resident Engineer
and District Bridge Engineer is required to complete the Stage 2 assessment.
The District Project Manager (with input from appropriate subject experts) is responsible for
completing the Stage 2 assessment before the project goes into the State Transportation
Investment Plan (STIP).
A sampling of the questions in the Stage 2 tool include:
•

Is it likely that this project will include complex traffic control schemes, long detours,
extended duration, or significant user impacts due to bridge construction?

•

Is bridge construction on the critical path of this project?

•

Could additional width be needed on culverts, bridges, or shoulders to maintain
traffic on the existing route or the detour route?

•

Are there critical features or services on the route that need to be considered (e.g.
hospital, emergency services, transit, school buses)?

•

Does the existing bridge have features that make it difficult to accommodate staging
(truss bridge, slab span, beam spacing issues, etc.)?

•

Does it appear that maintenance of traffic will require additional right-of-way?

For each of the questions, a response of “Yes”, “No”, “Possibly”, or “Not Applicable (N/A)” is
recorded. The more questions that are answered with “Yes” or “Possibly”, the more likely that
accelerated bridge construction techniques may provide a viable solution. The responses in the
second stage assessment also help in beginning to identify which ABC techniques and/or
alternative contracting methods may be most appropriate.
After thoroughly reviewing the responses of the Stage 2 questions, the District Project Manager,
with assistance from other appropriate experts and the Bridge Office makes a final
determination regarding whether or not further consideration of ABC is warranted. The District
has complete discretion in making the final decision regarding whether or not ABC techniques
are included in a bridge project and is also responsible for documenting final decisions.
Stage 3
If the conclusion of the Stage 2 assessment indicates that further consideration of ABC is
warranted, the Project Manager will work with the Bridge Office Preliminary Plans Unit, Bridge
Final Design Unit, Regional Bridge Construction Engineer, and other specialty disciplines
(District Traffic, Resident Construction Engineer, and Office of Construction and Innovative
Contracting) to discuss project specific details and move forward in reviewing and selecting
appropriate ABC alternatives and techniques.
The stage 3 assessment includes several steps, including;
•

Comparison of alternatives – finding the best fit

•

Advantages/Disadvantages of each alternative

•

Cost estimates of various alternatives

•

Potential use of Oregon DOT IHP software
5
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•

Selecting a final alternative - do the benefits outweigh the costs?

The stage 3 process also considers alternative contracting methods that may help accelerate
construction or reduce work zone impacts, including:
•

A+B

•

Lane rental

•

No excuse bonuses

•

Incentive/Disincentive

•

Design build

•

Construction Manager General Contractor (CMGC)

The goal of the Stage 3 process is to identify a final construction method, technique or contract
administration method, or a combination of these methods. A partial list of potential ABC
techniques or methodologies includes:
•

•

Precast superstructure components
o

Full depth deck panels

o

Inverted Tee beams

Precast substructure components
o

Piers / pier caps

o

Abutments

o

Wing walls

•

Lateral slide

•

Self-propelled modular transporters (SPMT)

•

Heavy lift

•

Geosynthetic reinforced soil (GRS) abutments

Before making a final decision as to whether or not accelerated bridge construction is a viable
alternative, consideration is also given to “packaging” additional bridges in the vicinity, and
acknowledgment of other planned construction work in the area.
After thoroughly reviewing the potential alternatives (including the use of conventional
construction methods), the District Project Manager, in conjunction with other appropriate
experts and the Bridge Office makes a final determination regarding construction and contract
administration methods.
Process Summary Flowchart
As mentioned previously, the district project manager is the primary driver of the stage 2 & 3
process. As district staff begin to scope projects that include a bridge, they use the three stage
process and tools to determine if accelerated bridge construction is a viable option. An
abbreviated visual representation of the decision process and timeline is shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: Selection Process Flowchart
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
One of the key elements of establishing a successful ABC program is early identification of
appropriate project sites. To assist in determining which bridges are best suited for ABC a three
stage process has been developed to provide a rational, consistent, objective, and defensible
method of selecting appropriate projects. The three stage process is used as a tool to evaluate
the suitability of ABC but is not viewed as an absolute control in decision making. Other
considerations not incorporated in the process may be significant in decision making for any
individual project at the discretion of the district.
Using tools and resources that are readily available, it is not difficult to provide durable, long
lasting structures with limited on-site construction time and reduced work zone impacts, which
provide a win-win for the owner and the traveling public.
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ABSTRACT
In December 2016, the Illinois Tollway successfully released the first Accelerated Bridge
Construction (ABC) policy in the state of Illinois to provide a consistent approach for evaluating,
designing and constructing projects with ABC. The initial policy release focused on planning
and design (Designer) with future updates focused on construction and contract packaging
(Contractor). The policy provides a guide for project evaluation, standard tools to evaluate ABC
and encourages the use of alternate design and construction. To successfully integrate the new
ABC policy, the Illinois Tollway used a “Paving the Cowpath” approach to the policy
implementation.
This abstract and presentation will lay out the timeline and efforts of the Illinois Tollway; provide
a basic overview of the policy and tools as well as insight into the “Paving the Cowpath”
approach to the process. As engineers, we tend to think that the best way to get from point A to
point B is a straight line. Cattle on the other hand tend to meander their way along the path
which defies logic, but at the end of the day is usually the best route home.

INTRODUCTION: THE ILLINOIS TOLLWAY
The Illinois Tollway has been an integral part of the transportation system in Illinois since
opening to traffic in 1958 (3). Originally planned as a bypass around Chicago to connect Indiana
and Wisconsin, the system has evolved since its opening. In 1959, the Illinois Tollway had an
average of 188,000 daily transactions (3). Nearly 60 years later, the system processes more
than 2.5 million transactions per day – or nearly 12 times the amount of daily transactions when
compared to its first year (3).
The 292-mile system is comprised of five tollways and carries more than 1.6 million vehicles per
day. The system covers 12 counties in Northern Illinois and is a user-fee tolling system. The
tolling system boasts the highest percentage of electronic toll collection in the nation that
support both cash and electronic toll with more than 12 percent of toll collection from a vibrant
commercial trucking industry (3).
The Illinois Tollway itself acts as an administrative agency of the state of Illinois and is
completely separate from the Illinois Department of Transportation (4). An 11-member Board of
Directors including the Governor of Illinois and Secretary of Transportation set policy for the
operation, maintenance and construction of the roadways (4). No state or federal tax dollars are
used to maintain the more than 670 bridges and structures throughout the system and 150 plus
facilities including toll plazas, maintenance facilities, administration buildings, oases, central
support complexes, telecommunication towers, and maintenance equipment.
1
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CAPITAL PROGRAM
Expansion of the Illinois Tollway has been made to keep pace with overall traffic growth in the
region. The system now extends as far west as Iowa and continues to grow while providing a
safe and efficient system of highways across the state of Illinois. The expansion and growth of
the system has been driven by a capital program which includes funding for necessary
improvements and ensures the tollway system will continue to serve the needs of its customers
(1). The Illinois Tollway has revenue of more than $1 billion per year and uses the majority of
the revenue to fund capital improvement projects with nearly a $1 billion expenditure projected
for 2017 (1).

INITIATIVES
In 2004, the Illinois Tollway Board of Directors approved an ambitious capital plan known as the
Congestion-Relief Program (CRP) to modernize and begin to rebuild its aging infrastructure.
The 12-year, $6 billion CRP included a goal to implement cutting edge initiatives to better
manage congestion and serve its customers (1). In 2009, the Federal Highway Administration
(FHWA) launched the Every Day Counts (EDC) initiative aimed at accelerating project delivery
through innovation to build bridges better, faster and smarter. Around the same timeframe, the
Illinois Tollway started a comprehensive 18-month review of its remaining existing system
needs. Building upon that review in 2011, the Board of Directors approved the 15-year, $12
billion capital program called Move Illinois, to further improve mobility, relieve congestion and
reduce pollution along the system not addressed as part of the CRP (1). One of the major goals
of the Move Illinois Program was to save drivers time and money. These programs along with
the agency’s underlying commitment to toll paying customers eventually paved the way for the
first Accelerated Bridge Construction (ABC) programmatic implementation in the state of Illinois.
By utilizing these initiatives, the Illinois Tollway is in the process of rebuilding and widening its
system with the ultimate goal of reducing customer impacts during construction. Implementing
an ABC program will further enhance this goal and subsequently meet the goals of the
Congestion-Relief Program, Every Day Counts Initiative and the Move Illinois Program by
implementing cutting-edge construction technologies, accelerating project delivery and saving
drivers time and money by building bridges faster and safer. It only made sense that
implementing an ABC program was the next logical step in the evolution of the Illinois Tollway.
To help continue the evolution of the system as part of the Move Illinois Program, the Illinois
Tollway engaged leading experts, experienced engineers, and policy makers to collect
information on Accelerated Bridge Construction methods and technologies. A subcommittee of
local engineering and construction leaders was formed to gather information on ABC
technologies that would aid the agency in setting procedures. The subcommittee created a
white paper that summarized their findings. The white paper included the overall background of
ABC, local, regional and national experience, construction and cost considerations, potential
benefits and challenges, alternative project delivery methods and recommendations. After the
white paper and on the behalf of the Illinois Tollway, AECOM entered into a contract with Florida
International University, the leading ABC research university in the country, to conduct national
research and identify the next logical steps. The goal of the agency’s efforts was to develop an
ABC process that would allow successful evaluation of Accelerated Bridge Construction for all
projects and to integrate the most beneficial ABC technologies into contract documentation.
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WHY AN ACCELERATED BRIDGE CONSTRUCTION PROCESS?
Accelerated Bridge Construction is not a new technology and has been used for years
throughout the United States. ABC is defined as bridge construction techniques that use
innovative planning, design, materials or construction methods in a manner to specifically
reduce the onsite construction time and mobility impacts that occur when building or replacing
bridges (6). Two different construction approaches are used in ABC applications: expediting the
construction of bridges using prefabricated elements and systems (PBES) and the use of bridge
movement technologies (5). ABC is a growing trend in the transportation industry in terms of
widespread use. In fact, several ABC technologies have been used at various locations on the
Illinois Tollway system including partial depth precast deck panels on structures along I-88 and
a gantry crane system for the reconstruction of the Fox River Bridge along I-90. While more
than 15 states have an established ABC policy to build bridges, Illinois Tollway’s ABC process
implementation will be the first in Illinois.
One of the drawbacks to ABC is the upfront premium in bridge cost which is roughly 20 percent
more than conventional construction (8). However, by basing project decisions on bridge costs
alone owners could be ignoring significant savings on items such as a reduction in
environmental and right-of-way impacts, improved safety, reduced risk, better quality and overall
customer satisfaction (8). Because of these potential savings, the Illinois Tollway decided that
minimizing traffic disruptions should be evaluated to a higher priority when planning bridge
construction and instituted the use of ABC technologies on its projects (2).
To help advance the use of ABC on Tollway projects, the Illinois Tollway collaborated with the
industry to advance the state of practice and encourage the involvement of local consultants,
contractors, and suppliers to help further develop a process. To aid in this collaboration, an
ABC Committee was established to identify ABC strategies, review current best practices, and
make recommendations. The committee consisted of representatives from multiple disciplines
within the Tollway as well as representatives from within the industry including contractors.
Contractors were included for two reasons; first to get their perspective on ABC and second to
garner support from the industry for what the Illinois Tollway was trying to accomplish. If the
committee could get the contractors on-board early, it would positively impact the
implementation process. The Illinois Tollway understood there would be a learning curve for all
involved since ABC technologies are not typically used in current construction of its system. As
a result, the ABC Committee made communication its highest priority. The committee thought
that keeping the industry informed about the upcoming change was the key to a successful
implementation. Therefore, five months before the initial process release the ABC Committee
issued a memo to the industry stating that the Illinois Tollway is planning to implement an
Accelerated Bridge Construction (ABC) process. In addition, when the process was 95 percent
complete, the committee released a draft of the process for industry review. The industry
provided valuable feedback and the process was adjusted accordingly.
The ABC Committee also desired to implement the newly developed ABC process on the
Central Tri-State (I-294) reconstruction project. In April 2017, the Tollway Board of Directors
agreed to move forward with the planning of a $4 billion rebuilding project on the Central TriState Tollway (I-294) between Balmoral Avenue and 95th Street to increase capacity, reduce
congestion and improve travel reliability. This 22-mile section carries some of the heaviest
volume of passenger and freight traffic, resulting in twice the amount of congestion delays when
compared to the entire Tollway system (3). With increased demand from growing communities
3
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and the many interstate-to-interstate interchanges (I-290, I-88 and I-55) along the corridor, the
Central Tri-State project will serve as the test bed for the new ABC process. To align the
development of the ABC process with the planning, design and construction of this major
reconstruction project, the Tollway is looking to begin advance work as early as 2018 with
mainline work to be performed in 2021 through 2025. Designers are set to come on board this
year and with over 90 bridges that will be rehabbed, widened or replaced, the project will allow
for the evaluation of several ABC technologies to help rebuild and improve I-294 as rapidly,
efficiently and safely as possible with the least amount of impact to Tollway customers.

PAVING THE COWPATH APPROACH
To successfully integrate the new ABC process, the Illinois Tollway used a “Paving the
Cowpath” approach to the implementation. “Paving the Cowpath” does not literally mean paving
roads through farmland as the name might suggest, instead “Paving the Cowpath” is a method
of change management that looks at the existing processes that customers or in this case
designers are currently using and chooses to standardize them rather than creating a new
process. An internet article titled “Pave the Cowpath – Social Patterns” by Erin Malone and
Christian Crumlish defines “Pave the Cowpath,” as “essentially, looking where the paths are
already being formed by behavior and then formalizing them, rather than creating some sort of
idealized path structure that ignores history and tradition and human nature. Can you offer
people a way to continue doing most of the things they’re comfortable doing today as you
introduce new possibilities into their lives? The idea is to support the behaviors your users are
engaged in. Let your users tell you what the best and highest use of your interface may turn out
to be” (7). As engineers, we tend to think that the best way to get from point A to point B is a
straight line. However, “Paving the Cowpath” is based on the fact that cattle tend to meander
their way along a path which is not a straight line and defies logic, but at the end of the day is
usually the best route home. That same logic was applied to the development of the ABC
process.
Facing the difficulty of change or resistance by the industry, the agency started with an existing
process to ease the resistance. Evaluation of methods to expedite construction has always
been an intrinsic part of the Illinois Tollway project planning, development and implementation
process. As part of the new ABC process, the Illinois Tollway formalized this evaluation by
establishing a set of guidelines and tools to provide a consistent approach for evaluating,
designing and constructing all projects being considered for ABC(2).
The initial release focused on planning and design with future updates focused on construction
and contract packaging. The Illinois Tollway chose to provide basic information and resources to
the designer to help them make sound judgement and the best engineering solutions for the
project; therefore, letting the designer make the ultimate decision related to ABC. By starting
with this existing evaluation method, the idea is that designers would become comfortable with
the standardized process and then would be more willing and motivated to recommend ABC
technologies. Once designers are on board and provide valuable input, the agency can then
gather this information and formulate a more educational approach to the process, refine and
adjust in the future.
The idea is why create standards, base sheets, and special provisions for items that designers
may never use or recommend. Let the designer make the decision and build off that
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momentum. Engage the designer, develop the details together, gather lessons learned from
design and construction and then formalize details in the future.

WHAT IS THE ILLINOIS TOLLWAY ABC PROCESS?
In December 2016 using the “Paving the Cowpath” approach, the Illinois Tollway successfully
released the ABC process to the industry to provide a consistent method for evaluating,
designing and constructing projects with ABC. The release was a culmination of two years of
research and planning. The Illinois Tollway wanted to create a process that relied heavily on
the designer to “think-thru” the project evaluation to determine what type of construction would
best serve the project and meet the goal of reducing user impacts.
The ABC process provides designers with a basic understanding of the different ABC
technologies available and helps guide project specific evaluation through the use of
standardized tools. These tools were created as part of the Decision Framework for ABC to
encourage the use of alternate design and construction and to aid the designer during
evaluation of ABC. The tools basically help determine if ABC provides a benefit to the project
by narrowing down and focusing on alternatives. The process consists of two-steps - completing
the ABC Decision Matrix Tool (DMT) to determine if ABC technologies should be evaluated for a
given bridge and performing an ABC Bridge Life Cycle Comparison (BLCC) to compare and
eliminate different ABC technologies to make a final recommendation (2).
To develop the ABC DMT, the Illinois Tollway used the Utah Department of Transportation
(UDOT) decision making tool as a baseline and updated the input variables and scoring
parameters to align more with use on a toll road system. The goal of the tool was to determine
if the site and bridge combined is a good candidate for ABC by basically providing a yes or no
answer. The spreadsheet tool which is used during the planning stage of a project performs a
qualitative assessment and does not identify specific ABC technologies that should be used.
Specific ABC technologies would be determined in step two if the evaluation identifies that ABC
provides a benefit. The Illinois Tollway wanted to keep the step one tool as basic as possible
and simple to use. In addition, the agency wanted to tailor the tool to only ask for information
that designers would develop, analyze and report for any project during the planning stage
regardless if ABC was being evaluated or not.
The tool itself requires the user to assign a score for 10 input variables based on specific
scoring criteria that have been established to compare ABC to conventional construction.
Because the tool is qualitative and requires engineering judgment to score the input variables,
there is an acknowledged level of subjectivity to the tool (2). Again, the Illinois Tollway is relying
on the designer to make sound judgement and decisions. The input variables are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•

Average Daily Traffic
Traffic Impact
Maintenance of Traffic
Economic Impact
Bridge Classification

Railroad/Waterway Impact
Environmental Impact
Economy of Scale
Use of Typical Details
Accessibility

The agency emphasized traffic as the one of the most critical components to evaluate and three
of the 10 variables pertain to impact of traffic. The Illinois Tollway also developed a severity
index related to every milepost, direction and toll road to gauge the impacts to users without
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actually having the designer calculate user costs. Again, the goal was to make the tool simple
to use.
Once the tool is filled out, the ABC DMT automatically calculates an ABC rating score based on
the input by the user (2). To help guide the evaluation, a Decision Flow Chart was developed to
work toward a solution (2). The flowchart was divided into three categories based on the
scoring results and probability that ABC would provide a benefit to the project. The ABC rating
scores and flowchart would then be used in conjunction to make a final recommendation. If the
final recommendation is to evaluate ABC further, the designer is then required to continue to
step two and use the ABC BLCC tool to help compare ABC and conventional construction
methods.
With the ABC BLCC tool, the Illinois Tollway’s initial goal was to develop a life cycle cost
analysis (LCCA) tool that actually calculated cost to compare ABC technologies but learned
early on it was going to be difficult since not a lot of historical data was available to standardize
the tool. Instead the agency decided to develop a qualitative approach to the LCCA without
actually calculating cost. The tool makes several assumptions about cost and service life and
those assumptions are directly built into the tool. However, the designer has the ability to adjust
the assumptions by changing input scores if additional data is developed. Once the results of
the tool are compared and analyzed, the designer selects the top alternatives and determines
actual costs for those alternatives taking into consideration all project and program costs and
not just the cost of the bridge to make a final recommendation. The main purpose of the tool
was to weed out and eliminate ABC technologies that would not benefit the project and thus
save the designer time by avoiding lengthy cost calculations and research for alternatives that
would not be economical.
The key to using the BLCC tool is to identify Bridge Alternatives to compare against each other.
Bridge Alternatives may consist of individual ABC technologies or a combination of ABC
technologies and at a minimum shall be compared to conventional construction (2). The Illinois
Tollway wanted to include conventional construction as a way to validate the exercise. ABC
may not always be the most economical or right solution for a project; therefore, the agency did
not want to eliminate conventional construction just because the first step of the process
identified ABC technologies as a high probability to benefit the project. Conventional
construction still might be the most economical choice. The idea is that the designer should look
at the global perspective of the project and make decisions that best fit the project’s needs. The
standardized tools are just a way to force the designers to “think-thru” the evaluation process.
Again, the Illinois Tollway is relying on the designer to make sound judgement and decisions.
To use the BLCC spreadsheet tool, the user assigns a score for 19 input variables in three
categories:
•
•
•

Initial Costs: intended to capture direct costs associated with construction
Traffic Impact Costs: intended to capture indirect costs associated with traffic impact
Maintenance Costs: intended to capture routine maintenance and future replacement

Just like the ABC DMT, the ABC BLCC tool automatically calculates individual rating scores in
each of the three major categories and a total ABC BLCC rating score based on the input by the
user. A higher total ABC BLCC rating score represents a more economical choice when
compared to other bridge alternatives (2). Based on the results of the ABC BLCC analysis, the
6
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designer then identifies the applicable ABC or conventional construction technologies that best
benefit the project.
In addition to the Decision Framework for ABC, the Illinois Tollway ABC process defines the
different ABC technologies commonly used in the industry and discusses general guidance
associated with each method. Again, the agency’s goal was to provide the designers with as
much information as possible to make sound decisions. The ABC process includes material for
the following technologies:
•
•
•

ABC Materials
ABC Connections
Installation Methods

Prefabricated Bridge Elements and Systems (PBES)
Accelerated Foundation Construction Methods
ABC Project Delivery Methods

To further encourage designers, a list of key references, publications and websites was also
included to be used as resources for Accelerated Bridge Construction.
Since the ABC Committee made communication its number one priority, a comprehensive
design example was developed to aid designers in the use of the standardized tools as part of
the Decision Framework for ABC. The example shows the step-by-step procedure to evaluate a
structure for ABC and explains logical steps and assumptions used to fill in the variable inputs in
the two tools. A real-life example was used rather than a hypothetical one since the project
already had an answer and could be used as a way to validate the tool and ABC evaluation
process. The real-life example was actually built using ABC technologies.
After the official ABC process release in December, the Illinois Tollway hosted an ABC
workshop to provide an overview of the new ABC process. Again, the agency identified
communication as the key to a successful implementation and brought in leading experts in the
industry to provide a statewide and national outlook on ABC as well as a discussion on ABC
technologies and resources. The workshop provided a thorough review and in-depth look at the
comprehensive design example. The workshop was attended by more than 250 participants
including contractors, designers, owners and pre-casters which showed that the ABC message
was clearly being communicated to the industry. The overall feedback from the workshop was
positive and the Illinois Tollway is well on the way to a successful implementation of Accelerated
Bridge Construction on upcoming projects.

CONCLUSION
After the ABC workshop, phase one of the Illinois Tollway ABC process implementation was
completed. The Illinois Tollway successfully created the first ABC process in the state of Illinois
to evaluate the use of ABC on its projects and clearly communicated the new process to the
industry with the ultimate goal of reducing user impacts by building bridges safer and faster. The
Illinois Tollway took a proactive approach to implement new ABC process by collaborating with
the industry and is anxious to apply the new process to the upcoming Central Tri-State Tollway
project. By collaborating with the industry rather than forcing their hand, the Illinois Tollway
engaged the designers to “think-thru” the evaluation of ABC and determine the most economical
and beneficial solution for its projects. By putting the cart before the horse (or cow in this case),
the agency will be able to take advantage of the best practices in the industry and rely heavily
on the designers to make the best decisions for future projects. The Illinois Tollway will still
7
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review the plan development and guide the designers, but the designers will be the ultimate
decision makers.
The true test of the process will be in the coming years when the $4 billion Central Tri-State
project gets underway. Phase one was only the tip of the iceberg and the next logical step is to
actually put the ABC process to use. The Central Tri-State project will play a major role in
developing the details, standards and special provisions with the ultimate refinement as the
project progresses. Initial planning for the Central Tri-State corridor identified several ABC
technologies as potential benefits such as lane rental, prefabricated bridge elements, SPMT or
lateral slide bridge moves as well as using specialized gantry cranes on structures that have
accessibility issues. The ultimate hope for the Illinois Tollway is to incorporate the most
beneficial ABC technologies seamlessly into the delivery of its projects and provide its
customers the best overall experience when travelling the system. Only time will tell if the
“Paving the Cowpath” approach helped the Illinois Tollway reach these goals and found the
agency the best route home!
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Abstract
The goal of this project is to have the bridge completely prefabricated off-site and replaced in
the spring of 2018. The roadway will be closed for 30 working days for the bridge replacement.
Traditional construction methods would have required partial or complete closure of the road for
several months, resulting in substantial traffic disruption. The bridge work is the critical path of a
seven (7) mile pavement repair and asphalt overlay phased under traffic project.
Project Description
This project is intended to increase the safety and efficiency of Highway 20, as well as help
provide important economic development opportunities for the surrounding communities.
The project to replace the bridge on U.S. 20 over Middle Logan Creek in Cedar County is part of
seven mile of highway pavement repairs and asphalt overlay and is designed to increase the
bridge's structural capacity, increase the water way area and eliminate existing and any future
scour issues, improve roadway conditions, and widen the bridge and approaching roadway to
enhance safety.
The bridge replacement project on Highway 20 over Middle Logan Creek will employ the first
full accelerated construction technique in Nebraska. Instead of taking the typical six months of
detours and road construction, the project will inconvenience travelers for about 30 days by
using approximately a seven mile detour.
Most of the bridge will be pre-cast, meaning, the abutment cap substructure, the deck, approach
slabs with integrated concrete rail and other parts of the installation will be formed off-site, likely
at a location near the bridge site. The precast deck will also have the concrete barrier precast onto
the precast panels, which eliminates the need for cast-in-place and cure times after the precast
panels are installed. The precast deck integrated with concrete rail will be formed and delivered
by a certified precaster/prestress plant which is approximately 140 miles away.
Nebraska Department of Transportation is not new to this technology; in fact, NDOT has used
and built numerous precast elements in bridge construction but has never used a full precast
system. NDOT has collected several accelerated bridge construction details from projects
around the country and will seek to take the best of the ideas and combine them into one project.
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This project takes the approach that for ABC to be successful; ABC Designs should allow
maximum opportunities for the bridge contractor to do its own precasting at a staging area
adjacent to the project site or in the contractor’s yard with its own crews. This is particularly true
for substructure components that have traditionally been constructed by contractor crews.
Substructure components are made of conventional reinforced concrete and can be precast by the
bridge contractor.
Components will be designed to allow the contractor to self-perform the precasting by paying
special consideration to the following:
• Components that are simple enough to fabricate.
• Components that allow some tolerance for erection.
• Maximum repetition of components to reduce formwork cost.
• Component weights to not exceed 50 tons.
• Substructure components that do not need prestressing or posttensioning.
Additional reasons for accelerating the construction of this bridge:
•
•
•
•
•

•

The bridge construction requires a full closure and detour of all traffic
This highway was closed and detoured recently because of a bridge construction
project (fall of 2014) and the Department does not want to cause the local residents
and businesses additional inconvenience and detour delay.
This ABC method will allow the road to be reopened in approximately 30 days
NDOT has used prestressed deck panels on other projects, so this is not new to
Nebraska contractors and fabricators.
NDOT has not used precast elements for substructures but this method has been used
by many other States and is proven to be effective
o The bridge contractor will be allowed to build the precast elements (but not
the prestressed deck panels)
This project will be the first use of precast approach slabs in Nebraska
o NDOT intends to continue using precast approach slabs for accelerated
construction on I-80 in and around Omaha and Lincoln areas where the traffic
is very congested and overnight approach slab replacement is very desirable.
o These Omaha area projects will be let starting in 2018

Project Expectation and Goals
•

Using traditional cast-in-place construction methods would have required a six-month
road closure and detour. Nebraska DOT estimates this ABC method will take
approximately 30 days to remove the old bridge and install the new one with
accelerated methods. As a result, the project performance goal is reducing the time
traffic is impacted. NDOT has been engaging the Nebraska AGC and will hold
another contractor /AGC meeting after the completion of the project seeking feedback
and lessons learned on how to improve /simplify the strategy and details on future
implementations.
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•

•

By closing the bridge for ABC, traffic the risk of incidents or worker injuries will be
minimized, therefore safety improvement is expected during the project. Widening
the bridge and updating the side barriers and beam guards is expected to improve
future safety on the bridge.
Motorists will notice a smoother ride across the bridge than in the past, since asphalt
overlay over waterproof membrane will also be used as part of future and “deck for
life” preservation strategy.

Incremental Innovation
NDOT innovation philosophy is:
• Integrating diverse structural systems Innovation
• Incremental improvement in a number of specific bridge details to fully leverage
previously successful work.
Project Innovations
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Precast NUDECK
Superstructure units create a full integral abutment for rapid construction
SCC precast and CIP mix
SCC joints
UHPC mix
UHPC joints
Durable, moment-resisting joint between deck panels and approach slab panels.
Durable, moment-resisting joint between the 42”concrete rail segments.

•

NUDECK which is a precast deck panel system researched and implemented successfully
last year with FHWA and University of Nebraska partnership.
Use of 48” panel to girder pocket spacing connection instead the traditional 24”
Use of UHPC for panel to panel transverse connection, also, to connect NUDECK,
precast approach slab to integral abutment at the end floor.
SCC will be used to improve consolidation and increase the speed of construction for:
1- Precast Abutment cap to piles connections,
2- Precast/prestrssed NU girder to precast deck panel connections longitudinally
3- Approach slabs connections.

•
•
•

Nebraska ABC Project Information
•
•
•
•
•
•

Existing bridge
US-20
Bridge over Middle Logan creek
Cedar County, NE
3-spans steel girder bridge- 100ft
Built in 1938
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Replacement design by Nebraska DOT
•
•
•
•
•
•

Single simple span 130 ft long
Bridge width 42’-8”out to out
7- Prestressed NU 1100 (43.3”)
22- half NU panels 12 ft x 21’-8” integrated with 42” concrete rail
8- approach slab panels- 10’-8” x 23-‘-3” integrated with 42”concrete rail
8- paving section panels- 10’-8” x 33-‘-6” integrated with 42” buttress rail

ABC Stages
•
•

•

Stage 1 work (Prior to bridge closure)
o Precast the NUDECK panels and NU girders by certified precaster
o Precast abutment cap and wing wall on site or close to the site
Stage 2 work (30-day “ABC” period)
o Close Bridge / Demolish existing bridge
o Drive piles and steel sheet piles
o Assemble precast wings (4 pieces)
o Assemble integral abutments cap (2 pieces)
o Assemble Grade beam cap (2 pieces)
Stage 3 work (30-day “ABC” period)
o Erect NU girders (7 girders)
o Provide NUDECK seat after shim shots (7 girders)
o Assemble NU precast deck (11 x 2 pieces for both sides))
o Assemble precast approach slabs (4 approach slab pieces and 4 paving section
pieces total of 16 pieces for both sides)
o Cast SCC deck panel closure pour over center girder and fill SCC in the 4” hole to
connect the precast deck panels to the girders.
o Cast UHPC closure transverse joints and grind precast deck
o Re-open Bridge to traffic – end ABC period
o Apply asphalt overlay with water proof membrane under roadway work phasing
plans
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ABSTRACT
Accelerated Bridge Construction (ABC) is paradigm change in delivering bridges. ABC,
minimizes significantly the onsite construction, enhances the safety of public and workers by
reducing onsite construction activities and results in longer lasting bridges. The most common
form of Accelerated Bridge Construction (ABC) is the use of pre-fabricated modular bridge
systems. These systems require joints between elements. From the structural standpoint
owners are concerned about the durability and service life of cast-in-place closure joints
(longitudinal and/or transverse) in ABC projects. To address these concerns, an investigation is
in progress at Florida International University’s ABC University Transportation Center, to
develop a guide specification for closure joints in ABC projects. As part of this initiative, a new
detail to join the adjacent prefabricated modular elements using closure joints is proposed. To
develop design criteria for the suggested new detail, an experimental program was carried out,
which is the subject of this paper. The proposed new detail is not proprietary and uses normal
strength concrete and is economical.
The new detail consists of hooking the transverse reinforcement in the closure joint area. One of
the advantages of new detail over the 180° hook is that top and bottom transverse
reinforcement could be different sizes.
Test results have shown that the longitudinal connection detailed with hooked bars can be a
viable alternative for design and construction of closure joints. This paper provides summary of
experimental tests on new closure joint detail and provides tentative design recommendations.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSED ABC CONNECTION
As a part of the research performed by the University of Tennessee, Knoxville (UTK) a survey
was sent to various bridge professionals. This survey was used to determine concerns with
proposed rebar details. The primary concerns obtained from the survey were the overall width of
the closure region, and constructability of each of the details (3). In order to reduce the width
and ease of construction of closure joints, hooked bars are commonly used. The hooked bars
may be obtained from any local steel fabricator, greatly reducing the time and cost of fabrication
and shipment to the work site. The hooked bar also provides greater clearance on face normal
to the hook. Details of the proposed connection are shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Details of the concept of the proposed connection
The main advantages of new details are summarized as below:
•
•
•
•

Reducing the width of closure joint and minimizing the concrete volume to be casted
Minimal deck thickness
Developing the reinforcement over shorter length
Reducing the time and cost of fabrication and shipment to the work site

EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM
Performance of cast-in-place closure is a concern due to cold joint and durability of these joints
for both structural and construction point of view. To address these concerns, the experimental
program was conducted in FIU. A test program was developed to investigate the optimal lap
splice (SL) length and staggering space (GS) on existing ABC bridge closure joints. The
experimental program consists of two phases based on staggering space of hooked bar. Both
phases are investigated for the commonly used bar sizes (BS) in slab design i.e. No.4 and No.6.
During first phase, Group A test specimens (S) were constructed with different lap splices and
2-inch staggered space of closure joints using hooked bar No.4 and 6. In the second phase
specified as Group B twelve specimens were constructed with the identical details except
considering 4-inch staggering space between longitudinal hooked bar in closure joints region.
All twenty four specimens were constructed, each 8 feet long and 8-inch thick.
Construction of Test Specimens
The structural conditions of a closure joint is replicated under a flexure test for a unit width. The
closure joint was casted in two stages. During first stage, the adjoining slabs are casted in a
formwork separated by a closure region. Upon completion of curing for a minimum of 28 days,
the closure joint is casted between the slab regions. The concrete used for both the slab and
closure joint had a compressive strength of 4.5 ksi (31 MPa) (FDOT CL II deck concrete).
Before casting of closure region, no surface preparation was done on already casted slab
portion. This condition represents the most unfavorable condition of a cold joint. In addition to
the test group specimens, control specimens of monolithic construction were made. These
control specimens replicate the cast in place slab of conventional bridges with no closure joints
and contains straight rebars.
Test Setup and Loading Procedure
Four-point monotonic loading test set up was used to find moment capacity of the closure joint
region. The test setup consisted of specimen supported 1.5 ft. (0.45m) from the centerline and
pushed down by two hydraulic jacks supported by spreader beams tied to the strong floor,
shown in Figure 2. Each specimen is loaded until failure. Loads were measured by a load cells
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on each jack; a pressure transducer was used to check the applied pressure with the measured
loads. Deflections were measured at the loading points.

Figure 2: Experimental test setup

CONCLUSIONS
Limited experimental work was carried out to evaluate the merits of using a hooked bar detail in
the closure joint region. The investigation is continuing by testing additional test specimens
using #5 bars and different staggering. Additionally, the future test specimens will include
confining reinforcement, representing longitudinal reinforcement that are usually placed in the
longitudinal closure joints.
Based on the tests carried out to date, following are some of the preliminary conclusions that
could be made.
1.
The lap splice length required for #4 bar, with 2 inches of staggering, is 4 inches. This is
equivalent to having about 8 times the diameter of bar as lap splice length.
2.
The lap splice length required for #6 bar, with 2 inches of staggering, is 10 inches. This
is equivalent to having about 13 times the diameter of bar as lap splice length.
3.
The lap splice length required for #4 bar, with 4 inches of staggering, is 6 inches. This is
equivalent to having about 12 times the diameter of bar as lap splice length.
4.
For #6 bar and 4 inch staggering space none of the specimens fail in flexure mode.
Further testing is required to investigate these details.
5.

ACI predicts about 18 db for all cases.

6.
Further testing is required to come up with general trend lines and validate the
experimental results
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PROJECT BACKGROUND
The South Road Bridge is part of the $620 million Darlington Upgrade design/build project which
provides for the improvement of approximately 2 miles (3.2 kilometers) of one of the most
important transit corridors in Adelaide, Australia. The bridge is 180 meters long and consists of
three-span continuous twin curved steel tub-girders carrying a multi-use path as well as
vehicular traffic over a major expressway. The design of the bridge is innovative in its use of
double composite concrete construction, where the girder section over the piers acts
compositely with the deck as well with the concrete poured in the bottom of the steel tub section
to resist the negative bending moment demands. To minimize closure times on the expressway,
the contractor chose to build the bridge in its entirety at a nearby site and move the bridge into
place using self-propelled modular transporters (SPMTs). Precast deck panels were used to
expedite deck construction.
Bridge Geometry
The bridge is comprised of three-span, continuous, twin composite steel box girders of variable
depth. The span lengths are 71.6 m, 66.8 m, and 40.1 m long; and the depth of the box girders
vary between 2.1 m at the bridge abutments to 3.8 m at the piers. The bridge horizontal
alignment is set on a 75.3 m radius at a superelevation of 3% grade. The bridge width is 8.9 m
between traffic barriers. Due to the project overall traffic staging the bridge will be temporarily
open to two lanes of traffic and in its final condition it will accommodate one lane of traffic and a
pedestrian carriageway. Medium performance traffic barriers are provided along the edges of
the deck. The barriers are a combination of 0.9 m high single slope concrete barrier, and a steel
post and rail system attached at the top of the barrier.
Substructure
The substructure is comprised of two reinforced concrete abutments and two reinforced
concrete piers all supported on pile foundations. All piles are CFA piles (drilled shafts) founded
on sand/clay/gravel type soil layers which sit atop a siltstone substrate. The abutments varied in
height from 10 m at the bridge south end to 6 m at the north end, and consisted of a 1.6 m thick
blade wall up to the underside of the box girder and a 0.3 m thick backwall. The bridge
superstructure is supported by two piers. Pier 1 consists of a single 2.0m diameter column
connected to a 1.5 m deep pile cap that is supported by six 1050 mm diameter CFA piles. Pier 2
comprises of a pair of 1.5 m diameter columns connected to a 1.5 m deep pile cap that is
supported by six 1050 mm diameter CFA piles.
Superstructure
The bridge superstructure design incorporated several requests from the Contractor that
primarily emphasized accelerated bridge construction. The superstructure construction is
1
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carried out off-line in an assembly yard with the intent of reducing the construction time and to
minimize traffic impact to the Southern Expressway.
The tub girders are pre-fabricated in six segments and transported to an assembly yard in close
proximity to the bridge site. The tubs consisted of 350 MPa grade steel and measured 2.1 m
wide with straight vertical webs. The tub top flanges varied from 600 mm wide at the piers to
535 wide at the midspans. The bottom flange thicknesses varied from a minimum of 25 mm to a
maximum of 40 mm plates. The tub segments will be supported on temporary support towers in
the assembly yard. All tub segments contain internal bracing and top flange lateral bracing.
Additionally, full height bearing stiffeners are provided at temporary support locations and at
supports points for the SPMT lift.
The bridge deck utilizes precast deck panels 135 mm thick with pockets for shear stud
placement. The deck concrete strength was 50 MPa for the precast deck panel and 40 MPa for
the deck cast-in-place portion. The outer shell of the traffic barrier is made integral with the
precast deck panel to expedite construction. The precast panels span the entire width of the
bridge and are approximately 3.25 m in length as shown by Figure 1. After the deck panels are
placed on the tub girders, a 135 mm cast in place concrete slab is poured over the panels and
the shear pockets to obtain composite action. The topping slab has a single layer of longitudinal
reinforcing bars acting as tensile reinforcement in the negative bending moment regions and as
general crack control reinforcement for the positive moment regions. The topping slab also
includes transverse bars that lap and connect with the traffic barrier starter bars.

Figure 1: Bridge Cross Section
The superstructure design used a double-composite section over Pier 1 in order to increase the
load carrying capacity of the tub section for negative bending moment demand. Due to the
2
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unbalanced span arrangement the lower negative moment demand at Pier 2 did not necessitate
a double-composite section. The double-composite section was achieved by providing a 250
mm thick stiffening slab at the bottom of the tub section. Transverse stiffeners across the bottom
flange were provided to prevent the bulging out of the tub bottom flange during pouring of the
bottom slab. Shear studs were provided at the bottom flange to obtain composite action and
minimum reinforcing steel was provided to prevent concrete cracking.

ACCELERATED BRIDGE CONSTRUCTION APPROACH
Considerable design effort was devoted for the analysis of the SPMT move. The continuous
span arrangement combined with a reasonably flexible superstructure makes the structure
susceptible to a large combination of undesirable differential displacements during the bridge
move. In addition to the analysis of the overall structural integrity of the bridge structure during
the SPMT move, the analysis of deck stresses is of utmost concern in order to prevent
widespread and undesirable cracking of the deck.
The proposed sequence of the SPMT move added an additional layer of complexity as the
required bridge placement to its final position necessitated a series of translational and
rotational movements as shown in Figure 2. This complex series of movements creates
numerous combinations of potential differential settlements between SPMT supports that may
include horizontal and vertical bending, and twist of the superstructure. The analysis for the
SPMT move included the development of
numerous differential settlements scenarios
that could potentially occur during the bridge
transport. Each scenario was inputted to the
bridge 3D FEM model by means of a
support settlement command and the
superstructure forces and the deck stresses
analyzed. A limiting value of differential
settlement was obtained for each scenario.
The limiting value ensured that the deck
stresses remained below the modulus of
rupture of the concrete in order to prevent
cracking of the deck.
After the controlling cases were obtained
along with the limiting values a monitoring
plan was developed in conjunction with the
contractor responsible for the bridge move.
The monitoring system uses laser beams
aligned along the traffic barriers at one end
of the bridge and reflecting mirrors at the
opposite end. Readings are obtained on a
real-time basis and monitored so not to
exceed the established limiting values.
Figure 2: SPMT Move Sequence
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ABSTRACT
Two innovative steel girder bridges are being constructed in Ecuador using different forms of the
launching method. These projects, which cross the Rio Monjas as part of the Simon Bolivar
Highway extension, represent the first uses of this construction method in Ecuador and shows a
growing confidence in this formerly unused bridge-building technology. The use of complex
steel bridges has only recently begun in Ecuador and these projects represent a significant
advance in bridge construction which is expected to result in additional steel bridges being
utilized. The paper summarizes the two projects and describes how the lessons from the first
launched bridge are being applied to improve the design/construction of subsequent bridges.
The Los Pájaros Bridge is located just north of Quito, Ecuador and consists of three 65 m (213
ft) steel I-girder spans. The bridge incorporates two parallel superstructures, one utilizing four
steel girders and the other five girders to accommodate a bike/ped shared-use path. Due to the
mountainous local geography and congested road network, transportable girder sections were
limited to 12 m (39 ft) in length and assembled on site using field welded splices. The bridge
was originally designed using three simple spans; however, the approved value engineering
proposal uses continuous spans to allow the use of launching for construction and has proven
to be a safer, faster and more economical approach to bridge construction at this location.
The launching of Los Pájaros Bridge was successfully completed in October 2016. Following
that project, the design and construction team have undertaken a much more challenging bridge
for which the lessons learned are being applied to improve design and construction while
literally pushing the limits of launched girder construction.
The Villorita Bridge is located approximately 2 km (1.24 miles) south of the Los Pájaros Bridge.
The bridge is 145 m (476 ft) in length and includes spans of 42 m - 103 m (138 ft – 338 ft). The
four girders lines utilize trapezoidal steel tub girders and, due to the steep and inaccessible
terrain at the site. Construction of the Villorita Bridge is scheduled for completion in November
2017 and final construction details will be presented at the conference.

INTRODUCTION
The incremental launching method (ILM) is a technique in which a bridge structure is assembled
behind an end support and then it is pushed to cross over an obstacle, passing over the
intermediate piers until it reaches the far abutment. This methodology has been used numerous
1
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times in the construction of concrete structures, especially post-tensioned box girder bridges.
Also, its implementation in steel bridges has gained popularity due its versatility. When proper
considerations are taken, the steel erection with ILM can be safer, faster, and more costeffective than other methods. The assembly of the structure on a firm surface is an advantage
that reduces the possibilities of accidents and normally, requires less crane capacities than
other erection schemes. Similarly, the construction time is usually reduced since the launching
operation is almost continuous, from the moment that the structure starts moving longitudinally,
until it reaches the end support.
This paper presents the studies conducted in a typical steel I-girder bridge built in Quito,
Ecuador to highlight structural aspects that may be considered during early design phases.
Contrary to other erection methods, bridges constructed with ILM are subject to a combination
of structural responses that require attention during design.

BRIDGE DESCRIPTION
The Los Pajaros Bridge is a 195.0m (640ft) long structure with three equal spans that
accommodates five lanes: four for motorized traffic and one for bicycles. It is located in Quito,
Ecuador, and it is part of a new highway that connects two densely populated parts of the city.
Figure 1 shows an elevation view, the bridge cross-section, and the geometry of a typical girder.
To facilitate the construction, the bridge is divided in two structures of four and five girders
named Structures 1 and 2, respectively. The composite superstructure consists of I-girders
connected with inverted “V” type cross-frames, topped with a 20cm (8in.) thick reinforced
concrete deck. The superstructure is made of ASTM A588 Gr.50 steel and is supported by
typical reinforced concrete abutments at the ends and two equal intermediate piers with celltype sections of an approximate 35m (115ft) height. The exterior supports are abutments
designed to resist the vertical, transverse, and longitudinal forces that are transferred from the
composite superstructure.
During the design phase, two options were considered to erect the superstructure. In the first
one, provisional erection towers would be placed at approximately the third points of each span.
Then, cranes located at the road level and on the sloped terrain would manipulate the girder
segments to support them on the provisional towers and the substructure. The last step would
be to make the field connections and remove the towers. This method, however, has two major
disadvantages: Firstly, large crane capacities are needed to manipulate heavy girder segments
at more than 30m (98ft) of height. Secondly, this method requires the construction of provisional
structures that would not be used after the bridge is erected.
The other option was to use the ILM by assembling the entire steel structures behind Abutment
“B”, where there is enough space to maneuver and conduct all girder assembly operations. This
method proved to be safer and more cost-effective than the previous. Some of the benefits of
the ILM are that all operations are conducted on firm soil, there is no need to locate any
construction items in the sloped terrain, and it is significantly faster than the other method. For
these reasons, the ILM was selected for the construction of this structure, and specific design
features were implemented in the steel structure geometry to facilitate the launching process.
LaViolette et al (2007) present a thorough discussion of particular aspects that need to be
considered for successfully implementing ILM in steel girder bridges. These recommendations
were considered in the design of the Los Pajaros Bridge.
2
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An elevation view of the bridge is shown in Figure 1 and a typical section view is shown in
Figure 2. A girder elevation is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 1. Elevation view of Puente de los Pajoros

Figure 2. Typical section view of Puente de los Pajaros

Figure 3. Girder elevation of Puente de los Pajaros
3
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ADVANTAGES OF THE INCREMENTAL LAUNCHING METHOD
The launching method will likely never become the most economical procedure for constructing
a particular bridge. Launching a bridge requires a considerable amount of analysis of the
unusual loading and support conditions, design expertise to accommodate these conditions and
specialized construction equipment including rollers, jacks and launching nose. However,
launching may often be the most reasonable way to construct a bridge over an inaccessible or
environmentally protected obstacle.
When used for the appropriate project, the ILM offers a number of significant advantages to
both the owner and the contractor, including the following:
• Minimal disturbance to surroundings including environmentally sensitive areas.
• Smaller, but more concentrated area required for superstructure assembly.
• Smaller cranes required due to reduced boom reach to erect steel.
• Increased worker safety since all erection work is performed much closer to the ground.
The ILM can be used to construct a bridge over a wide range of challenging sites which feature
limited or restricted access, including those with the following characteristics:
• Deep valleys
• Deep water crossings
• Steep slopes or poor soil conditions making equipment access difficult
• Environmentally protected species or cultural resources beneath the bridge

AASHTO DESIGN CHECKS DURING CONSTRUCTION
The AASHTO Bridge Design Specifications (AASHTO 2015) requires the designer to conduct
five different strength checks during construction for steel I-girders subject to flexure and shear.
These are:
• Compression flange yielding

fbu + f l ≤ φ f Rh Fyc
• Compression flange stability

f bu + f l / 3 ≤ φ f Rh Fnc
• Web bend-buckling

f bu ≤ φ f Fcrw
• Tension flange yielding

f bu + f l ≤ φ f Rh Fyt
• Web shear strength

Vu ≤ φvVcr
4
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Also, to limit the levels of flange lateral bending, the specifications require the f stresses not to
exceed 0.6Fyf.
In addition to the limit states shown above, for girder sections subject to concentrated loads
applied to webs without bearing stiffeners, two other limit states are to be considered according
to AASHTO (2015):
• Web local yielding

Ru ≤ φb Rny
• Web crippling

Ru ≤ φb Rnc
In the context of the Los Pajaros Bridge, as launching progresses, the girder panel at the
cantilever support will be subject to a combination of all the limit states described above, i.e.,
bending, shear, and stresses due to point loads. As a result, this panel experiences the largest
stresses in the structure. In fact, the largest strength requirements are observed when the
cantilever approaches 65m, which is the span length. The use of a lighter weight launching nose
can help to reduce these extremely high stress concentrations.
To observe the behavior of a structure erected with ILM, the Los Pajaros Bridge was studied
using finite element analysis (FEA). The characteristics of the FEA are described in Ponton et al
(2016). The launching process is simulated by increasing the cantilever 5m per step. In the finite
element model (FEM), the bridge supports are moved accordingly, so the structural responses
are captured at each increment. Figure 4 depicts the deformed shape of the structure when the
cantilever is equal to 55m, and it is subject to a gravity load equal to a factor times the selfweight. As presented in later sections, the factored load is equal to 2.57DC, and it is the
collapse load for this structural condition. In the figure, the stress contour shows that the largest
Von Mises stresses are located in the region near the cantilever support.

Figure 4. Deformed structure as predicted 5by the FEM (deflections exaggerated by 5x)
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For the calculation of the strength checks described above, AASHTO (2015) requires
consideration of two types of loading: the structures self-weight, DC, and the wind load acting
on the superstructure, WS. The design wind velocity used for the calculation of WS is set to
50km/h, assuming that launching will not take place at wind velocities higher than this value.
These two types of loads are used to calculate the required strength for two load combinations:
Strength IV, 1.5DC, and the specific combination applied to construction, 1.25DC+1.25WS.
These are the load combinations that need to be considered according to AASHTO (2015) for
construction of steel girder bridges.
Figure 3 shows the plots corresponding to the strength checks for flexure and shear for the
construction load combination and Strength IV. The plots include the design strength values for
the corresponding limit states for girder G1 (i.e., an exterior girder) and also, the required
strengths for the two load combinations mentioned before. The design strength calculations are
based on the equations provided in the AASHTO Specifications. The stress values f bu and f l
used to compute the required strength in the load combinations are obtained from elastic
geometric nonlinear analyses conducted with the characteristics discussed in the previous
section.
In the plots, each pair of points represents the required and design strength for a given
cantilever length at the cantilever support. For example, in Figure 3(b), the design strength of
the girder at the cantilever support, for the compression flange stability limit state, when the
cantilever is equal to 55m, is 324.68MPa. Similarly, the required strength of girder G1 for the
same cantilever length, at the cantilever support, when considering the construction load
combination is equal to 134.42MPa.
The plots show that for the Los Pajaros Bridge, the strength checks are fulfilled at the girder
panels near the cantilever support. In all the checks included in the plots, the girder section with
the largest strength demands is at this location. As the cantilever increases from 35m to 65m,
the different limit state checks are satisfied, showing that the structure complies with the
AASHTO (2015) requirements for construction. The results of this study show that in terms of
flexural and shear strength, this structure may be erected using ILM.
In addition to the limit states related to bending and shear, AASHTO (2015) requires the
designer to conduct strength checks at locations with concentrated loads applied to webs
without bearing stiffeners. In particular, the AASHTO specifications require a check of the web
strength for the limit states of web local yielding and web crippling. In the case of bridges
erected with the ILM, as the girders cantilever out from the support (i.e., Abutment “B”), every
point in the bottom flange is subject to a concentrated load. In steel I-girder bridges, bearing
stiffeners are provided only at support locations. In the Los Pajaros Bridge, for example, they
are 65m apart, located at the abutments and piers. Therefore, for bridges in which ILM is
selected as the erection method, girder webs must be checked for these two limit states.

PROJECT CONSTRUCTION SCHEDULE
The Los Pajaros Bridge was planned to be constructed in a one-year period. Figure 5 shows the
construction schedule of the bridge components. The first three months were dedicated to
prepare the site (obtain permits, open an access road, etc.) and conduct the engineering studies
that would lead to a smooth and well planned construction program. Operations started as soon
6
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as these essentials were resolved. The construction of the bridge had the following five
milestones:
1. Abutment and pier construction
2. Supply and manufacture of the steel girders
3. In-situ assembly of the steel superstructure
4. Bridge launching
5. Concrete deck casting and placement of utilities

Figure 5. Construction schedule for Puente de los Pajaros
As shown in the figure, the fabrication of the steel girders started at the same time that the earth
works, at a steel workshop located at 500 km (310 miles) away from the project site. The
concrete piers and abutments were constructed in a six-month period that coincided with the
assembly of the steel structure. As depicted in Figure 5, the workflow to construct the
substructure was independent from the superstructure fabrication and assembly operations.
This is one of the most relevant aspects of implementing the ILM in this project. With
conventional erection methods, the construction time would have been increased substantially.
For instance, if the steel girders had been planned to be erected with cranes from the bottom of
the valley, the superstructure would not have been erected until the substructure is finalized. A
construction scheme of these characteristics would have increased the overall project schedule
by approximately three months.
Another aspect of consideration is the short time required to mobilize the superstructure into its
final position. With the ILM, this entire operation took only two weeks. The preparation
throughout the project to develop a proper launching sequence and coordinate with the
providers of specialized equipment (i.e., support rollers and launching system) resulted in the
successful implementation of the ILM. In general, the use of this methodology benefited the
project in all aspects since it reduced the overall bridge construction time, reduced the risks
7
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associated with working at heights, facilitated the inspection of the bridge components, and
divided the substructure and superstructure construction in two independent operations.

COMPARISON BETWEEN US AND ECUADORIAN CONSTRUCTION PRACTICES
Historically, structural steel bridges are not widely used in Ecuador and therefore the steel
fabrication and construction industries have perhaps not invested in the expensive specialized
equipment with which to apply a number of accepted bridge industry practices from the US. In
addition, the relative cost comparison between labor and materials is substantially different
between the US and Ecuadorian markets, making more labor-intensive construction methods
more economical than similar processes would be in the United States. The following section
describes the observed differences between the Puente de los Pajaros and similar bridges
constructed in the United States.
High-strength bolted connections have been widely used in the US beginning in the 1950s. In
addition, many state DOTs do not commonly construct conventional bridges using field-welded
splices. Specialized bridges, where aesthetics are deemed important by the owner and
designer, may utilize field-welded splices for assembly in the field, but these conditions are quite
unusual. In comparison, the Puente de los Pajaros was fully assembled using field-welded
splices. The visual quality of these welds was excellent and gave no indication that the
construction was not compliant with industry standards.
Typically, composite behavior between steel girders and a cast-in-place deck is accomplished
through the use of headed steel studs welded to the top flange of the girders. The welding is
typically performed by automated stud welding machinery, including the welding gun and
disposable ceramic ferrules. The amperage and timing of the welding machine can be adjusted
to ensure a complete weld of the stud to the base metal. Automated stud welding equipment is
not commonly available in Ecuador. In order to create the composite deck, a human welder and
assistant will manually weld a short length of steel channel section, perhaps 12 inches long at
1’-0” centers along the top flange of each girder. This is a time-consuming process, but does
create the necessary shear transfer mechanism.
The availability of steel plates needed for fabrication of steel girders vary depending on the
rolling mill and on the prevailing demand for steel materials. In the US, plates ranging from 3/8
to 3 inches in thickness are available from the four primary mills and plates up to 4 inches thick
are available on a less common basis. Likewise, plates up to 138 inches in width can be
obtained from at least two of the major suppliers.
The National Steel Bridge Alliance (NSBA) offers a number of design resources to assist bridge
designers in making wise choices for their bridge design and detailing requirements. In general,
US bridge designers have found the most economical girder design uses web plates sufficiently
thick to require stiffeners only at bearing and crossframe connection locations. In contrast, the
available plate choices in Ecuador are drastically limited and the designer must often utilize
thinner plates which are significantly stiffened to satisfy performance requirements. For the
Puente de los Pajaros, the design included longitudinal stiffeners at essentially D/5 from the top
and bottom of the web for spans and a large number of transverse stiffeners at high-shear
locations. In addition, flange plates for bridges in Ecuador are often designed to include
coverplates to increase the moment of inertia of the section, a practice which has been more-or8
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less eliminated for US bridges in recent years due to concerns with an increased fatigue detail
category and reduced stress range, especially for newly designed bridges.
Many state DOTs allow the use of stay-in-place galvanized steel deck forms for new
construction. These deck forms typically have sufficient flexural stiffness to span transversely
between primary girders – a distance of up to 12 ft. However, the available deck forms used for
Ecuadorian bridges are much lighter and are incapable of supporting the weight of deck
concrete on such a span. In this case, the deck system includes lightweight transverse deck
beams, with a depth of 4 in., spaced at 5ft with the deck forms spanning longitudinally between
them. The deck beams are welded to the top flange of the girders and add an additional series
of members to be inspected and maintained over the life of the bridge.
Shipment of steel girders from a fabrication shop to the project site by truck is the most common
form of transportation. Requirements vary from state to state, but as a general guideline,
tangent girder sections are limited to a length of about 120 ft and shipping weight of 90 tons
before permits become overly expensive. Additionally, girder height and local load restrictions
must be considered, but the inclusion of additional bolted splices to reduce the shipping size of
girders quickly becomes uneconomical. In contract, the mountainous environment, sinuous
roadway alignment and congested traffic in Ecuador encumber the bridge designer with much
stricter requirements. Typically, Ecuadorian bridge girders are limited to 12 m (39 ft) segments,
with 15 m (49 ft) as the absolute maximum length for shipping. When combined with the
common use of welded girder splices mentioned above, the designer and contractor are
severely challenged to develop an economical steel bridge.
Bridge design and construction challenges are not limited to structural steel in Ecuador. As
opposed to standard practice in the US, epoxy coated reinforcing steel is not commonly used in
Ecuadorian bridges - even for bridge decks. The use of uncoated reinforcing steel is prevalent.
In addition, reinforcing steel up to moderate sized bars are often bent onsite by local
ironworkers using jigs and bending tables exposed to the elements. This poses challenges with
maintaining tolerances and ensuring that the required cover is maintained, especially in more
congested regions such as bridge decks, pier caps and abutments.
Finally, the use of professional engineering licensure is not required for projects in Ecuador.
Engineers obtain a four year engineering degree from a number of qualified universities and the
diploma becomes the de facto license to practice engineering and solicit contracts with an
owner or contractor. Although this practice is far less rigorous than the engineering licensing
requirements in the US, the professional liability climate is also far less litigious and this
approach appears to work quite well as long as high standards of conduct are followed.
The previous section is not intended to denigrate the materials, design or construction
techniques used to build bridges in Ecuador as being in any way inferior to those used in the
United States. Instead, the authors’ intent is to highlight the differences in common practice
between these areas and to encourage every engineer to recognize the inherent constraints of
each project, regardless of location, and to design their structure to optimize the materials and
structural system for the greatest economy in each situation. In addition, the innovation and
willingness to learn and improve is the hallmark of bridge designers and contractors in Ecuador.
Working with often limited material and industrial resources, these skilled professionals are
anxious to import the knowledge, experience and manufacturing techniques from elsewhere in
the world in order to improve the next generation of Ecuadorian bridges.
9
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CONCLUSIONS
This paper discusses the implementation of the ILM for the construction of the Los Pajaros
Bridge. The launching operations were successful, and there were not significant complications
during this process. To implement the ILM, it is necessary to conduct specialized studies that
confirm that the structure is stable when the girders are in cantilever. Strength checks according
to the AASHTO Specifications must be considered to verify that as a result of the high demands
experienced during launching, the bridge will not be subject to stress levels that may
compromise its performance once it is in operation.
This bridge was the first to be erected in Ecuador using this methodology. The coordination
between all the parts involved in the project was a key factor to successfully complete the
erection of the structure. The ILM is not necessarily the most economical procedure to construct
a bridge; however, given that almost all operations are conducted on firm soil, it is a
methodology that reduces the risk of accidents, facilitates the inspection of the structural
components, and considerably reduces the construction times.
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SARAH MILDRED LONG VERTICAL LIFT BRIDGE
TOWER FOUNDATION CONSTRUCTION
Presenting Author: Joseph Orlando, P.E., Senior Construction Structures Engineer
Cianbro Corporation, 207-553-2704, jorlando@cianbro.com

INTRODUCTION
The new Sarah Mildred Long Bridge spans the Piscataqua River from Portsmouth, NH to
Kittery, ME. Cianbro partnered with the MaineDOT, Figg Engineering and Hardesty and
Hanover through the CMGC process to deliver an accelerated project. The bridge is a combined
rail/highway bridge using a precast segmental approach with a steel box girder lift span (Figure
1). Additionally, the lift span towers are precast segmental, a first in the United States. The
Piscataqua River is one of the fastest flowing navigable tidal rivers in the country. The lift span
tower foundations are founded on drilled shafts located in the deepest part of the river with the
fastest current with little to no overburden. In order to safely construct the foundations, it was
imperative to accelerate the construction to minimize exposure to the difficult environmental
conditions.

Figure 1 Bridge Rendering (Figg Engineering)

FOUNDATION DESCRIPTION
The foundations for the lift span towers are 125 ft long by 65 ft wide by 15 ft thick including an
allowance for formwork. Each foundation is supported by eight-10 ft diameter drilled shafts
socketed 35 ft into competent rock. The top of the foundation is at Elevation 8.00 which was
about 2 feet above the Highest Astronomical Tide expected during construction. The structural
footing contains 3200 yards of concrete and 500,000 pounds of reinforcement along with
fourteen post-tensioning ducts for the segmental towers.

CONSTRUCTION CHALLENGES
There were many challenges to constructing the foundations that included:






5 knots of tidal current
180-ton maximum crane capacity at working radius using a Manitowoc MLC 300 Lattice
Boom Crawler on a 72 ft by 200 ft deck barge
Foundation submerged 13 ft at the Highest Astronomical Tide
Deep water with little overburden
Significant Construction Loads
1
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SOLUTION
A precast segmental post-tensioned tub that functioned as both a cofferdam and formwork
system was chosen to address the challenges. The segmental system could be quickly erected
and secured to the drilled shafts to provide a safe work area that allowed the precast structure
to be grouted and post-tensioned from the top side eliminating difficult dive work. The precast
segments were constructed using sand lightweight concrete that allowed the available crane to
safely erect the precast units.

PRECAST SEGMENTAL TUB DETAILS

Figure 2: Precast Segmental Tub
The precast segmental tub (Figure 2) was comprised of nine total segments. Five of the
segments were temporarily supported by strong-backs and hangers from the tops of the drilled
shafts. The drilled shaft segments could be precisely located in elevation and plan by using
threaded hangers and horizontal alignment fixtures located around the drilled shaft penetrations.
The horizontal alignment fixtures also stabilized the segments from current pressure as the
segments were mostly submerged at high tide during the erection process. Additionally, each
drilled shaft segment was designed with a ledger that would support In-fill segments (Figure 3).

Figure 3: Typical Joint Detail Between Segments
2
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A ¾” space between segments was maintained for erection tolerance and in order to grout and
seal between segments.1″ diameter grade 75 sleeved all-thread bolts were spaced at 18″ along
the entire length of the joints between segments. Each all-thread bolt was post-tensioned to 30
kips after grouting the joints. Four 5″ diameter vents were provided in each segment to allow the
tub to free flood until the finished tub was ready to be dewatered.
DRILLED SHAFT CONNECTION
The success of the system depended on the connection of the units to the drilled shafts. The
connection was required to transfer large uplift forces as well as the loads imposed from
concrete placement. A grouted shear key design (Figure 4) typically used in the offshore oil
industry was selected as the adhesion available from a simple grouted connection was not
sufficient for the design loads. Maximum required shear transfer was 850 kips. The connection
was designed using API Recommended Practice 2A-WSD Grouted Pile to Structure criteria.

Figure 4: Drilled Shaft Connection
This connection used a pre-installed seal on the bottom and was grouted from the top using
structural underwater concrete to prevent washout and that would also cure rapidly in the cold
river water. After reaching strength the hangers were removed and the tub dewatered allowing
foundation construction to commence.

CONCLUSIONS
The precast segmental tub provided a system that could be rapidly constructed to minimize
exposure to harsh environmental conditions using readily available erection equipment.
3
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ABSTRACT
The reuse of foundations in ABC projects during bridge replacement or widening is gaining
popularity to save time and money. However, there are many challenges for the reuse of existing
foundations. One of the major challenges is to characterize the foundations of existing bridges for
durability, structural integrity and load capacity. This paper showcases the use of destructive,
nondestructive, wireline logging, and geophysics at five different bridges where reuse was
considered and/or employed. These bridges are found in rural and urban areas, with high AADT
or low AADT, and include signature bridges, long-span bridges, and common bridges. These
varying examples show that reuse can allow for substantial savings in rehabilitation/replacement
projects on a wide variety of bridges.
This research is supported by the Federal Highway’s Foundation Characterization Program
(FCP). The focus of FCP is to carry out research on novel and innovative approaches to
characterize in service bridge foundation for the determination of unknown geometry, material
properties, integrity, and load-carrying capacity.

DEFINITION OF FOUNDATION REUSE
Replacement options for existing bridge can be generally lumped into four Options (Collin and
Jalinoos 2014), as shown in Figure 1. Of these four, Options 3 and 4 illustrate the options
considered to be foundation reuse. The remaining substructure elements for Options 3 and 4
bridges not illustrated in figure 1 may also be suitable for reuse, with or without rehabilitation in
any foundation reuse project. Summary case studies on the reuse of five bridge foundations using
Options 3 and 4 are presented later in this paper.
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Option 1: Install new foundation avoiding existing
foundation

Option 2: Install new foundation removing any
existing foundation

Option 3: Reuse existing foundation

Option 4: Reuse existing foundation by
strengthening it

Figure 1: Foundation reconstruction options.

MOTIVATIONS
The NCHRP Synthesis (Boeckmann and Loehr 2017) presented a survey of over 62
transportation agencies (50 US DOTs, Puerto Rico, and the District of Columbia, as well as ten
Canadian provinces and territories). Economic considerations, accelerated construction,
constructability, project schedule, environmental / permitting considerations, bridge repurposing,
right of way constraints, historic preservation, emergency repairs, and utility conflicts were
identified as key motivations for foundation reuse, as shown in Figure 2. The responses in Figure
2 indicate that foundation reuse shares many of the same motivators as accelerated bridge
construction: economic considerations, accelerated construction, project schedule, and right-ofway constraints

2
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Figure 2: Survey on motivations for foundation reuse (Boeckmann and Loehr 2017)

SUBSTRUCTURE ISSUES IN ABC
To facilitate rapid construction, ABC projects often reuse portions of the substructure to support
a new superstructure that is prefabricated then lifted, transported, or slid into position. Much of
this construction is performed while the existing bridge is in service, thereby requiring special
loading considerations for superstructure as the replacement bridge is being constructed, as the
original superstructure is removed, and as the new superstructure is being positioned. For slidein bridge construction (SIBC), a temporary substructure is often built to support the superstructure
prior to sliding it onto the existing substructure. Bridges can also be transported into place using
a self-propelled modular transporter (SPMT) that carries the bridge into place.
ABC projects are commonly completed using Options 1, 3, or 4. Option 2 is not conducive to ABC
as it requires demolition of the existing substructure prior to construction. Option 1 bridges can be
constructed on the same alignment as the existing alignment by constructing new foundation
elements underneath or outside the existing foundation footprint and placing the new
superstructure on the new foundation elements after removal from the existing foundation
elements. Option 3 bridges are typically investigated and repaired (if necessary) prior to removal
of the superstructure and closure to traffic. The new superstructure is then placed on the existing
foundations shortly after removal of the old superstructure. Option 4 bridges are typically repaired
prior to removal of the superstructure, to limit mobility impacts of the lane closure. When this is
not possible, the use of prefabricated bridge elements and systems (PBES) allows for large
reductions in the amount of closure time.

CORING AND WIRELINE GEOPHYSICAL LOGGING
Significant information on existing bridges can be obtained from coring with geophysical logging
in the completed holes. These coreholes can be performed from the bridge deck during periods
of low traffic while only impeding traffic on a single lane. Table 1 provides a listing of various
wireline logging technologies, their uses, and notes on the technology.
3
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Table 1: Main corehole logging technologies and their uses.
Logging
Technology

Optical televiewer
(OTV)

Acoustic televiewer
(ATV)

Caliper logs
(mechanical and
acoustic)

Measured Parameters

Notes





Images the inside of the corehole
Records 360° 3D image
Image can be unwrapped and
displayed

Ideal for air filled coreholes. For
water-filled holes, clear water is
required. It can pick the
orientation of micro-cracks in
structural elements or bedrock



Uses acoustic (echo based)
transducer instead of optical
Provides similar imagery as optical
televiewer

Requires fluid filled holes and
works in muddy (unclear) water.

Measure the corehole diameter along
length of corehole
Detect voids or washout zones in soil
or bedrock

Determines the change in the
diameter of the corehole wall and
the depth of voids

Measures tube wave arrivals and
amplitude of:
o compressional (p) waves
o shear (s) waves, and
o Stonley waves

Along with density logs, elastic
(mechanical) properties logs can
be derived to display shear, bulk,
Young’s moduli and Poisson
ratio as a function of depth.



Determine material density.

Compensated density measures
density values as a function of
depth. 4-pi density is mostly used
to detect defects.



Determines electrical resistivity of
material
Allows for different radii of
investigation as well as single point
resistance (SPR) and spontaneous
potential (SP).






Full waveform
sonic (FWS) log

Density log
(compensated and 4pi)

Can identify areas of high
conductivity in concrete /
masonry, and possibly rebar
corrosion in rebars in concrete

Electrical resistivity
logs



Electromagnetic
Induction logs




Measure electromagnetic conductivity
Typically, at 2 radii of investigation

Can measure areas of high
conductivity and steel.



Measures the amount of hydrogen
atoms in a formation.

Its main use is in the
determination of porosity or
presence of moisture.



Measures the amount of gamma
radiation produced mainly by isotopes
of potassium, thorium, and uranium.

Thermal neutron log

Gamma log

4

Can identify differing concrete
mix or concrete deterioration.
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DRIVEN PILE FOUNDATION REUSE CATEGORIES
Four primary categories of driven pile reuse have been identified:
1. Design drawings and test data based on initial installation available
2. Design drawings for the foundation available, but without load test data
3. No static load test data exists, proof load testing is performed on the entire foundation
to confirm capacity
4. No static test data exists, but individual piles can be tested using the pile cap as a
reaction block.
Driven pile foundations with test data will be suitable for reuse with their tested capacity if the
piles have not deteriorated. Due to pile setup, there may be additional capacity available in these
piles, though testing will be required before this capacity can be relied upon. Driven pile
foundations without test data can have their capacity estimated with static analysis or dynamic
analysis using pile driving data. These methods typically have low specified resistance factors,
limiting the capacity available when these methods are used. Proof load testing on the entire
foundation can confirm system capacity, though this needs to be transformed into individual pile
capacity to be consistent with modern design codes (Davis et al. 2017). When excavation around
the existing pile cap is possible, individual piles can be tested to confirm capacity in a manner
similar to traditional load testing.

CASE STUDIES
Milton Madison Bridge
The original Milton Madison Bridge was a historic 4-span through truss that crossed the Ohio
River between Indiana and Kentucky. The bridge had a 20-ft-wide (6-m) deck comprised of two
10-ft-wide (3-m) lanes with no shoulder that did not meet current roadway width standards and
was structurally deficient. The bridge is a major crossing of the Ohio River with high AADT that
would create significant user costs when closed. Additionally, the bridge was adjacent to a historic
district that could have been adversely affected by changes to the bridge alignment or style. The
bridge was replaced in 2014 using slide-in-place construction on many of the original piers,
requiring minimal bridge closures. Prior to reuse, the piers were evaluated to determine their
material properties, current condition, remaining life, and what strengthening measures were
required to achieve the necessary capacity and lifespan. The replacement bridge was widened to
have a pair of 12-ft (3.7-m) wide traffic lanes, two 8-ft (2.4 m) wide shoulders, and a 5-ft (1.5 m)
wide sidewalk on the downstream side of the bridge. A summary of the testing performed on this
bridge is given in Table 2.
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Table 2: Tests performed, issues evaluated, and extent of testing
Test
Performed

Issues Evaluated
with Testing

Extent of Testing

Outcome

GPR

Cover depth, Rebar
layout

135 scans performed
along 3 reused piers and
1 pier not reused

Drilling locations were
chosen to avoid rebar.
GPR survey confirmed
very low reinforcement
ratio.

Impulse
Response

Extent of
delamination, check
for indications of
honeycombing and
subsurface voids

Performed along 3
reused piers and 1 pier
not reused

Area of higher reflectivity
corresponded to
delaminated areas of
concrete.

Down-Hole
Camera in
Core Hole

Integrity of interior
concrete

1 core on each of 4
reused piers

No significant voids
observed, ineffective
below water line

SSL on Core
drilled
through pier

Determine if voids or
defects are present in
pier

1 core on each of 4
reused piers

Anomalies reported just
above caisson/soil
interface, few other
minor anomalies

Petrography

Mix properties;
damage from
freeze/thaw, erosion,
ASR, carbonation
penetration

Performed on 15 core
samples, some extracted
from exterior face, some
from vertical coring
through center of pier

Mix properties verified,
minimal freeze/thaw or
ASR noted, little
carbonation penetration

Compression
Tests

Compressive Strength

58 compression tests, 54
on 2” cores, 4 on 4”

Compressive strength
taken as 1.5 standard
deviations below
average of 2” tests

Modulus
Tests

Modulus of elasticity
for concrete

Performed on 2 4” dia.
cores, also taken from
concrete strength found
from compression testing

Modulus used was from
strength based
calculations

Huey P. Long Bridge
The Huey P. Long Bridge, in Jefferson Parish, Louisiana, is a combined railroad-highway bridge
originally built in 1935. During the planning of superstructure widening, three superstructure
options that utilized the existing foundations were investigated (cantilever widening, cable-stayed
widening, and parallel truss widening). The selected option was parallel truss widening, where
new trusses were installed outside of the original trusses and connected to widened portions of
the piers using a steel transfer frame. The new trusses were connected to the existing trusses
using new transverse elements, and the space in between the new and old trusses was used for
the widened roadway. Significant savings were realized since the widening option remained within
the existing foundation footprint, bridge right-of-way, and traffic corridors. Figure 3 shows a view
of the pier during widening, while figure 3 shows a view of the bridge after widening.
6
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Figure 3: Huey P. Long Bridge with widened superstructure on reused foundation (Modjeski
and Masters, Inc. 2009).
A diving inspection was performed to evaluate the condition of the pier below the water line. Due
to the fast-moving currents and low visibility, the visual component of the diving inspection was of
little use. Acoustic sonar imaging was performed to visualize the condition of the pier as well as
the soil surrounding the pier. Examples of the images obtained through acoustic imaging are
provided in Figure 4.

Figure 4: Photo. Acoustic images of Huey P. Long Bridge pier.
Hurricane Deck Bridge
The Hurricane Deck Bridge in Camden County, MO was investigated for potential foundation
reuse (Axtell et al. 2014). During the design phase, both rehabilitation and replacement
alternatives were considered. The proposed reuse alternative involved building a temporary
foundation adjacent to the existing piers to hold the old deck while the first half of the new deck
was constructed on top of the refurbished piers. Traffic would be moved to the new deck while
the old deck and temporary foundation were removed, and the second half of the new deck was
constructed. The winning bid utilized a new alignment that reduced the span lengths and
increased the number of piers from four to seven.
7
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The replacement alternative for this project was expected to be significantly more expensive than
the retrofit cost. However, during the bidding process, a design-build contractor proposed a
replacement bridge design utilizing the existing right of way of the bridge. The selected bid for a
steel girder bridge replacement was 1% cheaper than the reuse alternative using a prefabricated
delta truss. Notably, the design-build contractor took the significant risk of demolishing the existing
bridge in the proximity of the new bridge. In addition, the replacement bridge was a steel girder
bridge with relatively short spans, while the reuse alternative would have been constructed with
large delta trusses matching the original superstructure. Despite the significant savings in
superstructure costs, the reuse alternative was only 1% more expensive. This case example
demonstrates that existing bridge foundations can still be suitable for reuse after 90 years, even
though that alternative was not selected.
Lake Mary Bridge
The Lake Mary Bridge (Figure 5) was a rural bridge with relatively low AADT, considered by the
FHWA central federal land highway division (CFLHD) for replacement and widening of the existing
superstructure (CFLHD 2015). Important considerations driving alternative selection were
construction cost, construction duration, minimizing environmental impacts, increasing structural
capacity and improving safety. A detailed evaluation of the bridge substructure was carried out to
determine the condition of the masonry substructure system, including nondestructive and
geophysical investigation. Eight coreholes were drilled through the substructures from the deck
(two in each of the abutments and piers) into the underlying rock. The following wireline logging
runs were performed from each corehole: Acoustic Televiewer, Optical Televiewer, Full Waveform
Sonic, Compensated Density, Electric Log with spontaneous potential (SP)/ single point
resistance (SPR), and Caliper log.

Figure 5. Photo. Lake Mary Bridge in Arizona.
Eight coreholes were drilled from the deck, through the substructure elements (two in each of the
abutments and piers) and into the underlying rock. Various wireline logging runs have been
performed in each corehole. Logging probes used included: Acoustic Televiewer, Optical
Televiewer, Full Waveform Sonic, Compensated Density, Electric Log with spontaneous potential
(SP)/ single point resistance (SPR), and caliper logs. A summary of the wireline logging tests
8
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performed on the Lake Mary Bridge, what issue was evaluated, and the outcome of that evaluation
is provided in Table 3.

NDT

Wireline Logging

Table 3: Wireline logging and NDT tests performed.
Test

Evaluated Issue

Acoustic
televiewer

Imaged the inside of the corehole
using acoustic device and
transducer

Optical
televiewer

Imaged the inside of corehole
using images

Obtained Result
Corehole walls were in
relatively good condition with
little cracking observed. Few
voided zones were observed.

Determined shear wave velocity
by measuring P, S, and Stoneley
wave travel time and amplitude

The piers and underlying
bedrock were found to be
competent. Only minor
disturbance was noted at
footing/soil interface

Electric log

Determined electrical resistivity
of material

Plots of subsurface resistivity
did not identify presence of
karst formations near the
foundation

Density log

Log density of material being
cored through

Foundation and bedrock did not
have zones of very low density

Caliper Log

Measure shape and diameter of
corehole

Determined depth of voided
areas previously detected by
optical/acoustic televiewer.

Seismic Echo

Determine bottom of foundation
and located voided zones from
the reflection images

Several reflections from cracks/
inclusions were noted.

Ultraseismic
(US)

Used to determine bottom of
bridge pier using time delay of
echo and wave travel speed

Could not identify foundation
depth

Ground
Penetration
Radar (GPR)

Used to identify voids,
discontinuities or other features
in wall

Multiple weak reflections, no
obvious issues identified

Multichannel
Analysis of
Surface Waves
(MASW)

Determine Shear wave velocity
in elements tested

Not effective on masonry piers
due to wave refraction along
mortar joints

Full Waveform
Acoustic Logs

Since the results of preliminary investigation showed that the masonry existing piers and
abutments and foundations are in good condition, minimum modifications were proposed except
the identified voided zones were grouted in place. The Structure Selection Report, Lake Mary
Road (CFLHD 2015) estimated that at least $500,000 in cost savings and 3 months in construction
time could be realized through foundation reuse.
9
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I-95 Corridor Replacement
The I-95 corridor replacement project replaced 11 aging and deteriorated bridges located near
the junction of I-95 and I-64 (LeGrand 2015). These bridges were subjected to very high traffic
volumes that could not be accommodated through diversion to local roads or other highways.
Bridge closure for any significant period of time was highly undesirable due to high traffic volumes.
ABC using preconstructed bridge units was chosen as it could deliver the project while only
requiring bridge/lane closures on weekday nights between 8pm and 6am. The preconstructed
bridge units were constructed off-site and transported to each of the 11 bridge sites. Upon arrival,
the original bridge superstructure was demolished, and the new deck was placed on the existing
substructure elements, which were reused without any strengthening (Option 3). The substructure
underwent extensive investigation to determine the severity of chloride penetration and the
appropriate remedial actions. 10 of the 11 bridges were reused after installation of cathodic
protection, while 2 required electrochemical chloride extraction (ECE).

SUMMARY
The reuse of bridge foundation presents many potential benefits to Accelerated bridge
construction for bridges with low or high AADT, located in both rural and urban areas. Reuse of
foundation components reduces the amount of construction required, and often allows the
majority of substructure work to be completed while the original bridge is in-service. Together,
these can provide great economic incentives that make reuse an attractive alternative. The case
studies presented represent projects where significant savings were realized or possible through
reuse of existing foundations.
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ABSTRACT
Foundations of existing highway bridges (over land and water) may have significant functional
values after being under service for decades. Hence, reuse of foundations of existing bridges
during reconstruction or major rehabilitation of bridges can result in major savings in costs and
time. The best practice manual on bridge foundation reuse, developed as part of FHWA
Foundation Characterization Program (FCP), addresses critical issues encountered during
decision-making on foundation reuse, assessment of existing bridge foundations for structural
integrity, durability and load carrying capacity, repair and strengthening of bridge foundations; and
design of new bridge foundations for potential future reuse. In order to highlight significant
benefits of foundation reuse from economic, environmental, and social perspectives; the manual
includes numerous case examples on reuse of bridge foundations in U.S.A. and Canada. The
case examples also present detailed process followed in resolving integrity, durability and load
capacity issues encountered during the reuse process and will serve as a knowledgebase for
transportation agencies interested in reusing bridge foundations. Planning for future reuse during
the construction of a new bridge is very important sustainability initiative that has also been
addressed in this manual.

INTRODUCTION
The 2017 National Academy of Engineering (NAE) report on “NAE Grand Challenges to
Engineering in the 21st Century” has identified “Restore and Improve Urban Infrastructure” as
one of the 14 grand challenges (NAE 2017). As per 2016 FHWA National Bridge Inventory data,
9% bridges (56,007 out of 614,387) are structurally deficient, 15% bridges are older than the
average design life of 70 years for bridges and almost 9% bridges are in urgent need of
rehabilitation or replacement (FHWA 2017). Replacement or significant rehabilitation of these
bridges, particularly those in urban areas, is challenging because of mobility and traffic demands.
Management of aging infrastructure is therefore one of the most important challenges for
transportation agencies across the US and other parts of the world. As this infrastructure ages,
existing bridges will need to be rehabilitated or replaced, depending on the level of deficiency. In
many cases, bridges will require superstructure replacement, while the foundation still has
significant functional value. Reuse of these foundations can result in significant time and cost
1
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savings. Foundation reuse is particularly attractive for bridges in densely populated urban areas
or on important routes where a complete or partial closure of a bridge may send ripple effects
through the transportation network leading to severe congestion and mobility problems. Reuse of
a bridge foundation can also be an attractive option for historical preservation of a bridge or
surrounding landscape. Foundation reuse offers numerous unique economic, social, and
environmental incentives that can be leveraged to facilitate rapid superstructure replacement
through accelerated bridge construction (ABC). Another strong justification for reuse may be
made by the proven performance of the foundation during its initial service life and its potential
for more. Tremendous benefits of foundation reuse have already been demonstrated through
numerous bridge superstructure reconstruction projects executed in different parts of United
States during last 10 years. This paper summarizes some of the key elements of the best practice
manual on bridge foundation reuse being developed by FHWA.
Definition of Foundation Reuse
To date, “foundation reuse” has not been defined clearly in technical specifications or design
codes. MaineDOT (2014) in section of 10.7.1 addresses substructure reuse as “when an existing
substructure is to be reused with new loads applied, the existing foundation should be evaluated
to assure adequate capacity”. Based on a detailed literature review and discussion with various
stakeholders, authors defines foundation reuse as using existing foundation or substructure of a
bridge, as whole or in part, when the existing foundation has been evaluated for new loads.
Foundation reuse includes reuse of substructure components both above and below ground,
including rehabilitations of existing substructure and foundation elements when the superstructure
has been replaced. Reuse of the existing foundation when superstructure loading has been
optimized by using innovative solutions such as light weight concrete, fiber reinforced plastic, etc.,
is also considered as foundation reuse. Other situations where foundation reuse may occur
include bridge superstructure replacement, bridge widening and repurposing, and retrofitting for
seismic or other purposes. In-kind bridge deck replacement, where there is no change in the
loading is not considered foundation reuse here, unless a new evaluation of the foundation
loading and/or capacity was undertaken.
Reconstruction Options
Figure 1 illustrates different foundation construction options (Collin and Jalinoos 2014). Option 1
illustrates the construction of a new foundation by avoiding the existing foundation. In this case,
reconstruction is carried out at a new location without affecting the mobility on the bridge during
construction (although there may be mobility impacts while switching to the new alignment). In
Option 2, the existing bridge foundation is demolished prior to construction of a new foundation.
In Option 3, the existing foundation is reused as is, with or without minor repairs such as patching
or chloride removal. Option 4 bridges are similarly reused, albeit with some form of retrofitting or
strengthening. Options 3 and 4 illustrate the options considered to be foundation reuse. The
remaining substructure elements for Options 3 and 4 bridges not illustrated in figure 2 may also
be suitable for reuse, with or without rehabilitation in any foundation reuse project.
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Option 1: Install new foundation avoiding
existing foundation

Option 2: Install new foundation removing any existing
foundation

Option 3: Reuse existing foundation

Option 4: Reuse existing foundation by strengthening it

Figure1: Illustration. Foundation reconstruction options.
Motivations
Reuse of bridge foundations potential offers numerous economic, environmental, and social
benefits that can drive the decision-making process. In many cases, competing
replacement/reuse alternatives will offer various benefits that may be difficult to objectively
compare and quantify. To have a better understanding of the advantages of foundation reuse, the
underlying drivers can be lumped into three categories: economic, environmental, and social (see
figure 2). The benefits derived from foundation reuse can be compared with other alternatives by
considering weighted contributions from these three areas.

Figure 2: Three drivers for foundation reuse (Adapted from FHWA website)

REUSE DECISION PRPCEDURE
A foundation reuse decision model is a systematic process that enables bridge owners and
agencies to make an optimal decision on foundation reuse. Picking the safest, most economical
3
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option requires comprehensive evaluation on various aspects of each alternative. Since the
required information may be either impossible or expensive to collect during the initial and
preliminary stages of decision-making procedure, implementation of a hierarchical process can
save time and money. In the beginning of the decision-making process, a comparison between
proposed alternatives is performed by using minimum level of information or readily available
data. Subsequently, more detailed data is acquired for the remaining options and this procedure
is continued until the optimal option is identified.
The following steps can be followed in order to make a systematic decision on reusability of an
existing foundation:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Geometric compatibility
Existing Foundation Capacity and Performance Evaluation
Scour Vulnerability
Constructability
Environmental Impacts Assessment (EIA)
Risk Management in Foundation Reuse
Life Cycle Cost Analysis (LCCA)

The flowchart in figure 3 shows a step-by-step decision-making procedure for foundation reuse.

INTEGRITY ASSESSMENT
The most obvious difference between a new bridge foundation and a reused bridge foundation is
the age-related deterioration and loss in load capacity. LRFD design is for the most part analysis
at initial construction level, meaning that the design calculations are performed using the
properties of the structure on the day it is opened. Existing substructure elements being
considered for reuse have been exposed to the environmental elements, potentially lack critical
documentation, and were not necessarily constructed with QA/QC practices consistent with
modern code requirements. To produce an LRFD-compliant re-design for existing foundations,
there must be confidence in the material properties and the current condition of the substructure.
The major questions addressed during the integrity evaluation are:
•
•
•
•

What are the material properties of the existing elements?
Has deterioration reduced the current capacity of the foundation?
Has the foundation been damaged in any way?
Are there changes to soil system or stability issues?

The flowchart in figure 4 shows components of integrity assessment that may have to be
considered during reuse investigation. As noted from this figure, integrity assessment consists of
investigation of structural elements and geotechnical issues.

4
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Figure 3: Decision Making Procedure for Reuse of Bridge Foundations
5
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Figure 4: Components of integrity assessment.

DURABILITY AND REMAINING SERVICE LIFE
Two of the questions most at the forefront of foundation reuse are how much remaining service
life does the foundation have and will the advanced age of the reused components increase life
cycle costs. Modern code provisions for new structures provide specifications on material
properties and details to ensure adequate service life and limit life cycle costs. Some issues, like
chloride ingress or carbonation in concrete may have reduced the remaining life without yet
causing noticeable damage. Corrosion on the exterior of steel piling may have reduced the
amount of cross-section available and therefore the capacity. Repairs performed on issues
identified during the integrity evaluation, like spalling or delamination, can have service lives or
expected service life costs different from an intact structure. In many cases, strengthening is
employed to aid with durability and capacity issues simultaneously, by repairing existing damage
or planning for future deterioration that lowers the capacity of the damaged element.
The durability assessment for bridge substructures is roughly grouped into three parts: the
preliminary evaluation, field measurements and testing, and service life prediction (see figure 5).
The purpose of performing the condition assessment in three-parts is to minimize expenditures
related to testing and evaluation. This is achieved by identifying the relevant concerns, performing
testing relevant to those concerns, and assessing the service life and life cycle costs related to
the important concerns.
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Figure 5: Stages of durability assessment.

LOAD CAPACITY ASSESSMENT
The overall goal of capacity assessment is to prove that a desired level of capacity exists within
the context of current LRFD and State DOT guidelines. The capacity assessment covers
scenarios ranging from verifying original design capacity, determining LRFD capacity for a
foundation designed using ASD or LFD, and determining if an increased nominal capacity is
available (if there is reserve capacity). The capacity assessment would then be useful for
determining the extent of strengthening required, if necessary. Important questions that are
considered part of the capacity evaluation include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

What are the new loads on the foundation?
What are the material properties?
How has capacity been affected by age? (from integrity assessment)
How have codes affected capacity assessment?
What is the capacity for an existing deep foundation?
What is the capacity of shallow foundations?
How will capacity be affected by projected changes? (from durability assessment)

Loading on Reused Foundation
One of the first steps in the evaluation of the existing foundation capacity is the determination of
the future loading on the foundation. The future loading may be the same as the design loading
for the original foundation or may change because of newer design provisions. Such design
changes may include increased dead loads and live loads because of widening, new type of
superstructures, loading from extreme hazards, or the use of lightweight materials to reduce the
dead weight of the new superstructure. Loads on the foundation could also increase because of
new guidelines on extreme hazards, such as vehicular impacts.
Structural Capacity Calculation
The structural capacity of pier columns and pier walls, abutments, pier caps, piles and pile bents
need to be calculated by available tools and methods in AASHTO LRFD Bridge Design
Specifications.

7
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Geotechnical Capacity Calculation
To evaluate the current geotechnical capacity of piles, test data is the single most important piece
of available data. Considering the age of the typical reused foundation, it is unlikely that dynamic
testing was performed. Any test data is likely to be static load test data. Ideally, the test data
includes at least one pile loaded to failure. Such test data provides a direct measurement of the
pile capacity at the time of the test. The capacity of an existing foundation may change from the
tested capacity because of factors such as scour, downdrag setup and settlement. When piles or
drilled shafts are reused, the capacity must be assessed in accordance with modern code
requirements. This includes appropriate procedures during evaluation, testing, and load factors.
In-situ capacity of foundations can be verified from “unload test” during some cases where it is
possible to instrument underground foundation elements.
One fundamental issue with the reuse of driven piles and drilled shafts is that current
methodologies employed by engineers do not account for known loading history during the
service of the bridge. Resistance factors prescribed in the LRFD Bridge Design Specifications
(AASHTO 2014) are based on information such as static calculations, test data, end of driving
criteria, etc. Hence, it may be difficult to assess the capacity of deep foundations when piles
driving logs, load test data, or design drawing are missing or are incomplete, even if there is a
history of adequate performance. The assessment of capacities of deep foundations broadly fits
into 4 distinct categories:
1. Design drawings and test data based on initial installation available
2. Design drawings for the foundation available, but no static load test data exists
3. No static load test data exists, proof load testing is performed on the entire foundation to
confirm capacity
4. No static test data exists, but individual piles can be tested using the pile cap as a reaction
block.

INNOVATIVE MATERIALS AND FOUNDATION ENHANCEMENT
The integrity, durability, and capacity assessments provide a list of deficiencies associated with
the substructure being proposed for reuse. Most often there will be overlapping concerns
identified in the three segments of evaluation that need to be addressed prior to reuse. The
selection of foundation strengthening measures considers the issues identified during the three
analyses to produce an acceptable reuse design. In some cases, strengthening/repair options
considered for one issue will also impact other identified issues.
Based on NCHRP Synthesis (Boeckmann and Loehr 2017) and review of case studies, following
options for foundation strengthening are available:
•
•

•

Increased footing size (applicable for shallow foundations for improvements in structural
and geotechnical capacity of footings as well as vulnerability to hazards, such as seismic)
Additional deep foundation elements: Load capacity of existing foundations can be
increased by installing micropiles, drilled shafts, driven piles, ground anchors, stone
columns or other deep foundation elements.
Ground improvement:
o Global ground modification techniques: techniques for improving the strength and
stiffness of the overall soil or rock mass into which the existing foundation is
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•

installed. This will improve the bearing capacity of foundations (both deep and
shallow) and can address issues such as liquefaction during seismic hazards.
o Local ground improvement techniques: techniques that are more narrowly targeted
toward increasing the side and/or tip resistance of the individual deep foundation
elements such as shaft. For example, the RuFUS manual (Butcher et al 2007)
recommends grouting to improve side resistance and jet grouting near the base of
a deep foundation to improve tip resistance.
Strengthening of above ground foundation elements: Increasing the load capacity of
above ground elements through pier stem widening, addition of tiebacks, replacing backfill
with lightweight fill to reduce loading on abutment, soil nails, encasing of pile bents by
concrete or FRP, wall encasing of piers / pile bents.

DESIGN OF NEW FOUNDATIONS FOR REUSE
The design and construction of a new bridge foundation can incorporate several considerations
that reduce the complexity of future reuse or widening. Planning for reuse prior to initial
construction can be advantageous in the following scenarios:
•
•
•
•

Future addition of lanes and public transport options
Future alignment changes, new ramps, overpasses, and adjacent construction
Heavier vehicles and alternative uses
Replacement of the deck without foundation replacement

Future addition of lanes or public transit options will require either that a stronger foundation than
necessary is initially built initially or that the foundation be strengthened mid-life to carry the
additional load. Alignment changes may result from new road connections, underpasses, etc. that
will require construction activities next to the existing element during its service life, potentially
while in use. Future planning for increasing vehicle weight or non-vehicular uses that alter the
loading may require a stronger foundation than initially needed. The foundation can either be
provided this additional strength up front, or designed to accommodate the required
strengthening. Future reuse can also be planned for as part of a long-term cost-reduction
measure, by planning for foundations to have service life beyond the initial design life of the
bridge.

CASE EXAMPLES
Several case examples involving foundation reuse are discussed in best practice manual to
highlight different aspects of foundation reuse. Table 1 below presents different foundation
construction options used in these bridges. For 14 of the 15 bridges, either Options 3 and/or 4
were used. For the Hurricane Deck Bridge in MO, Option 3 was found to be viable, but with higher
financial risks and superstructure costs than total replacement (Option 1). In addition to the case
studies discussed herein, the NCHRP Synthesis (Boeckmann and Loehr 2017) describe
additional case histories, including the Bowker Overpass in Boston, MA and Hunt Road over I495 in Lowell, MA.
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Table 1: Case history examples of foundation reuse
Case History

Owner

Option
No.

Lake Mary Bridge

Arizona DOT

3

Milton Madison Bridge

Kentucky / Indiana

4

North Torrey Pines Bridge

Del Mar City

4

Georgia Street Bridge

City of San Diego

4

Huey P. Long Bridge
Manahawkin Bay Bridges

Louisiana DOT
New Jersey DOT

3
3

Route 2A Bridge

Maine DOT

3

Route 1 Viaduct

Maine DOT

3

Mississagi River Bridge

The Ontario Ministry
of Transportation

4

Henley Street Bridge

Tennessee DOT

4

Jackson Road over Route 2

Massachusetts DOT

4

Cedar Street over Route 9

Massachusetts DOT

3

Bay of Quinte Skyway
Crowchild Trail Bridge
Hurricane Deck Bridge

The Ontario Ministry
of Transportation
The Alberta Ministry
of Transportation
Missouri DOT

3
3/4
1

Purpose
Widening
Superstructure
Replacement
Rehabilitation
Seismic
Retrofit
Widening
Widening
Superstructure
Replacement
Superstructure
Replacement
Superstructure
Replacement
Widening/
Rehabilitation
Superstructure
Replacement
Superstructure
Replacement
Superstructure
Replacement
Superstructure
Replacement
Superstructure
Replacement

Primary Drivers for
reuse
Economic
Economic/ABC
Historical
Historical
Economic
Economic
Economic
Economic/ABC
Economic
Historical
Economic/ABC
Economic/ABC
Economic
Economic/
Environmental
Economic
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PROJECT OVERVIEW
The Pennsylvania Rapid Bridge Replacement Project consists of the replacement of 558 bridges
geographically spread across the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. The project includes the design,
demolition, construction, financing and routine maintenance of the replacement structures. The program
goals included the acceleration of bridge replacements and maximizing efficiencies to deliver more
projects, while minimizing the impacts to the traveling public. These bridges, all in poor condition,
average 70 years in age. The Pennsylvania Department of Transportation has entered into a Public
Private Partnership with Plenary Walsh Keystone Partners, a consortium which includes the Walsh
Granite Joint Venture, whom is responsible for design and construction.
This program represents the first transportation P3 in Pennsylvania. Most replacements consisted of
stream crossings with the average bridge replacement 50’ in length and the average new span 70’ in
length. All new structures were designed with a 100-year lifespan.

Although the Department selected many bridges of similar size and scope for replacement, each site had
its own unique characteristics, which included numerous schedule constraints which needed to be
accommodated. These constraints included stream impact restrictions for stocked trout and native and
endangered species; school detour restrictions, winter shutdowns, and coordination with community
events and other projects.
The Pennsylvania Rapid Bridge Replacement Project consists of the replacement of 558 bridges
geographically spread across the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. The project includes the design,
demolition, construction, financing and routine maintenance of the replacement structures. The program
goals included the acceleration of bridge replacements and maximizing efficiencies to deliver more
projects, while minimizing the impacts to the traveling public. These bridges, all in poor condition,
average 70 years in age. The Pennsylvania Department of Transportation has entered into a Public
Private Partnership with Plenary Walsh Keystone Partners, a consortium which includes the Walsh
Granite Joint Venture, whom is responsible for design and construction.
This program represents the first transportation P3 in Pennsylvania. Most replacements consisted of
stream crossings with the average bridge replacement 50’ in length and the average new span 70’ in
length. All new structures were designed with a 100-year lifespan.
Although the Department selected many bridges of similar size and scope for replacement, each site had
its own unique characteristics, which included numerous schedule constraints which needed to be
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accommodated. These constraints included stream impact restrictions for stocked trout and native and
endangered species; school detour restrictions, winter shutdowns, and coordination with community
events and other projects.

DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTABILITY REVIEW PROCESS
These factors, which were confirmed and sometimes changed during the NEPA and public involvement
process, led to the traffic control parameters for each bridge construction. These parameters required a
bridge to be constructed either by maintaining a minimum number of lanes, or by detour. Do to the rapid
nature of this project, detours were generally the preferred alternative for both the stakeholders as well as
the project team. By contract, detour requirements were generally 75 days maximum for single span
bridges and 110 days maximum for multiple span bridges. However, approximately 10% of the bridges
in the program had detour requirements of two weeks or five weeks maximum. A caveat existed which
allowed staged construction to be used on any structure in lieu of a detour.
At the start of the design of each replacement structure, structure type was first considered. Box culverts
were used for spans 30’ and less. Spread box beam bridges were used for larger spans, with adjacent
box beams used if needed for hydraulic requirements. Precast bulb tees were used for larger spans and
conventional steel superstructures were used as a last resort. Consideration was always given to
structure design to minimize in water work, water control and risks due to high water events. For this
reason, the integral abutment design was the preferred bridge design because the abutment/ pile cap
usually eliminated in stream work.

The constructability for each bridge with respect to its schedule requirements was then considered.
Conventional cast in place construction was used for 75-day integral bridges, 110-day multi-span bridges,
and staged bridges. Accelerated Bridge Construction and Precast Concrete Elements were used for
some 75-day cantilever bridges, all 35 day bridges, and all box culverts. For single span bridges required
to be constructed in two weeks, and multi span bridges required to be constructed in five weeks, it was
determined to be more economical to utilize staged construction.

ACCELERATED BRIDGE CONSTRUCTION METHODS
Precast box culverts were used at 171 sites. Of these, 125 were constructed under a detour, with spans
ranging from 10’ to 30’. Box culverts were usually constructed in about a 30-35-day timeframe without
much acceleration. However, 14 culverts were constructed in a 14-day timeframe. Construction could be
achieved in this timeframe with the aid of some multi shift work and overtime. Of challenge was the larger
spans which required standalone wingwalls in lieu of precast end sections due to environmental
requirements. These wingwalls had footings below stream bed for scour protection purposes and
required additional construction steps.
Precast bridge elements were used to achieve accelerated project schedules. For integral bridges,
precast superstructures were used, with the small abutment pile caps remaining cast in place. For
cantilever bridges, precast superstructures were used. Some cantilever bridges also used precast
superstructures.
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The Folded Steel Plate Girder System was used when feasible. In each application, it was used with
integral abutments. Due to its single unit girder and precast deck, and small closure pour, it was a simple
solution for accelerated construction. However, the system is currently limited to spans under 60’ in
length. Therefore, it was utilized at just 7 sites on the project. The system is lightweight, simple to set up,
and did not require field welding or post tensioning. Project standards were developed, which included
longitudinal closure areas which utilized locally available accelerated concrete in lieu of high-performance
concrete.

Longer spans utilized precast deck panels with precast beams. This system was used at 5 sites. Panels
were sized according to lifting requirements utilizing existing PennDOT standards. These bridges
required transverse post tensioning and grouted haunch areas, all of which added to the complexity of
accelerated construction.

In general, cantilever abutments were not preferred for accelerated construction due to the size, scope
and cost. These abutments required footings which were usually 6’ below stream bed, and when piles
were required, were typically battered and of numerous quantity. The foundations and work with water
control concerns were the greatest risks to the schedule of each bridge. However, in these cases,
because of the labor and time involved with cast in place construction, precast substructures were
beneficial and utilized at five sites. Precast elements were joined with grouted splice couplers. Abutment
backfill could commence the next day, a savings of 6 days over cast in place methods.
Despite the limited amounts of sites using precast or ABC methods in construction, and the logistics
involved in managing construction and deliveries, other acceleration methods were utilized, which
included multiple shifts, overtime, and increased equipment. Most single span bridges in this program
were constructed in 75 days or less, which would typically take 4- 5 months in the typical project delivery
environment.
At peak, over 100 bridges were under construction at one time, which was a logistical challenge. Precast
material fabrication of box culverts and precast box beams proved to be critical components. Although
many of the structures were completed by subcontractors, the joint venture retained control of fabrication
and delivery of major materials to better protect schedules and manage ripple effects of day to day
changes. Intense monitoring of pre-construction items was necessary to minimize schedule variability so
that fabrication schedules could be managed. Other logistical challenges included scheduling of key
resources such as drills and foundation equipment, cranes, and guiderail installations.

CONCLUSIONS
The Pennsylvania Rapid Bridge Replacement Project succeeded to deliver projects to market in a rapid
manner and to accelerate bridge replacements for the Commonwealth while maximizing efficiencies.
The balance of stakeholder and schedule requirements with respect to constructability determined the
most economical solution for ABC methods for each individual bridge replacement.
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ABSTRACT
Following up on our 2015 ABC presentation on the design aspects, this paper now focuses on
the construction phase of the project. The 4,860-foot long, 60-year old Eastbound Bridge
carrying NJ Route 37 is an important evacuation route and major link from the mainland to the
popular beach communities in Seaside Heights, NJ. The deck in the 65 approach spans and
double leaf bascule span were recently replaced. Deck replacement and rehabilitation work
affecting traffic could only be performed in the off-peak season between November and April so
that all lanes are available for the summer peak traffic volumes. Approximately 176,000 SF of
precast Exodermic deck was just completed in two off-seasons, with EB traffic shifted to the
parallel WB structure.

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
The Route 37 eastbound bridge over the Barnegat Bay currently carries three lanes of traffic, 31
feet wide curb to curb (post rehabilitation), improved from the 28 feet curb to curb. The 66-span
viaduct is composed of 63 identical 73-foot long approach spans, two identical anchor spans
and a double leaf bascule span. The bridge was deemed structurally deficient due to the poor
condition of the deck slab which exhibited structural deterioration and the effects of aging in a
harsh marine environment.
The improvements to the Mathis Bridge include a total bridge deck replacement, safety
improvements to the obsolete warning and barrier gates and railings, substructure and structural
steel repairs, bearing replacement, minor painting, and a major mechanical/electrical upgrade to
machinery/controls. Mathis Bridge will be improved to provide 10-foot wide lanes and a one foot
left buffer between the left lane line and traffic railing, thereby increasing the curb to curb width
by three feet. Route 37 is one of the main vehicular routes from several townships east of the
Barnegat Bay to the mainland. It is also the best emergency evacuation route when both the EB
and WB bridges allow uni-directional WB flow. The shore resorts are important summer tourist
destinations for the region and thus vital to the local economy.
The project takes advantage of the parallel westbound Tunney Bridge to accommodate the
traffic staging. The Tunney Bridge allows off-seasonal temporary traffic shifts during deck
construction. The availability of this structure, and the lower off-season traffic volumes allow all
Rt 37 traffic to be diverted to the westbound bridge between November 1st and April 30th of
each year. A movable construction barrier separates EB and WB traffic during the off season
1
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shifts, allowing full contractor access for work on the Mathis Bridge deck. The colder weather
construction season coupled with the access allowed provided an ideal opportunity for precast
construction. Detailed design considerations were presented in an earlier ABC session in 2015
and more information is found in the archives for the paper titled ROUTE 37 MATHIS BRIDGE
EASTBOUND OVER THE BARNEGAT BAY – DECK REPLACEMENT AND REHABILITATION.

Photo 1 – Mathis Bridge (left) and Tunney Bridge (to right)
Navigation is maintained throughout construction, but without openings of the moveable span,
between early-December and late April for three seasons. In Photo 1, Mathis Bridge is the
lower level structure, and the Tunney Bridge is the higher parallel bridge.
Bridge Description
The Route 37 Eastbound Bridge over Barnegat Bay was constructed in 1950. This sixty-six
span (sixty-three approach spans with a double leaf bascule main span and adjacent
anchor/flanking spans) bridge is 4,877-feet long. The Mathis Bridge originally carried both
eastbound and westbound traffic until 1972 when the adjacent high-level fixed bridge (J. Stanley
Tunney Bridge) was built, to the north, to carry westbound traffic. Three lanes on the
westbound bridge are 13’-0” outsides lanes and a 12’-0” middle lane (38’-0” curb-to-curb width).
On the original Mathis Bridge, the outer lanes were 9’-0” with no shoulders and the middle lane
was 10’-0” (28’-0” curb-to-curb width). A 3-foot wide safety walk was located on the south (right)
side and a 2-foot wide safety walk is located on the north (left) side. At four locations on the
bridge, the roadway is wider by 8 feet on the south side for emergency pull-offs and bridge
operator parking areas. In Spans 2E and 2W (the flanking spans), the south sidewalk is wider
to accommodate the original rolling barrier gates. The bridge is posted at an advisory speed of
40 mph, due to the narrow travel lanes.
The flanking spans span over the bascule leaves’ counterweights and measure 82 feet between
centerline of bearings. The flanking span deck is a 6 ¾” thick reinforced concrete noncomposite slab. Each flanking span has two longitudinal riveted plate girders that are spaced at
29’-3” on center with a combination of rolled and riveted plate girder floorbeams supporting the
rolled stringers under the deck. The bascule span is a riveted plate girder floorbeam-stringer
superstructure that supports a steel open grid deck. In the two flanking spans and the bascule
span, the two riveted plate girders are internally redundant but structurally and load-path non2
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redundant, thus fracture critical. The bascule span crosses over the tidal Barnegat Bay, and
provides an 80-foot horizontal clearance between existing fenders. The span provides a
minimum vertical clearance over the navigation channel of 29.40 feet in the closed position.

Figure 1 – Typical Approach Span
Pre-rehabilitation Conditions
The Mathis Bridge was classified as “Structurally Deficient” due to the poor condition of the
deck. As determined during the pre-rehabilitation bridge inspections, the structure had a
Sufficiency Rating of 55.7 out of 100, with the superstructure and substructure rated in “Fair”
condition. The steel stringers were still structurally acceptable with pitting type section losses
and non-functional bearings throughout. Other than the bascule and flanking spans, no other
steel stringer replacement was warranted, hence the primary bridge work item is the deck and
bearing replacement. Recently, in a separate Contract issued by NJDOT, the approach spans’
steel was sand blasted and painted. The current rehabilitation work includes total deck slab
replacement in the main bascule span and all approach spans, substructure and superstructure
repairs, bearing replacement, mechanical and electrical upgrades.

REHABILITATION WORK ITEMS
Deck system: The total decking on the bridge is about 185,000 Square feet (SF), and of that
about 176,000 SF is precast decking. The existing reinforced concrete deck was 7 inches thick
and after a study of various alternatives, a precast Exodermic deck system was chosen. For
more information on seven deck alternatives considered during design see our previous paper
from the 2015 ABC. The selected deck replacement alternative needed to minimize the impact
to the bridge profile/elevations, avoid increasing the dead load of the structure, allow a rapid
construction sequence, primarily in the cold weather, and provide a cost-effective solution. The
bridge Live load capacity in the approach and flanking spans was to be increased to HS-25. As
the construction was to be performed only in the off-season between November and the end of
April each season, the restrictions of cold weather work was a key factor. Since the existing
superstructure was non-composite, the proposed deck was made composite to increase the live
load capacity of the rehabilitated structure.
Nightly closures of the EB Mathis Bridge for deck replacement in small precast sections was
considered briefly but not pursued due to the narrow width of the roadway, profile changes and
matching new to existing deck sections, and also the need to maintain all three eastbound lanes
during the night time in the summer.
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Precast Deck
A 7½” deep precast exodermic deck section was chosen for replacement of the existing deck.
The weight of the exodermic deck is about 80 psf including the CIP fill concrete over the
stringers, and lesser than the existing deck weight. Providing a precast deck minimizes impacts
to public traffic and maximizes the Contractor’s production and quality of workmanship due to
off-site controlled conditions of precasting. The Exodermic deck’s lightweight characteristics
coupled with the provisions for installing shear studs on the steel stringers made the approach
spans composite and, upgraded the original HS-20 design to HS-25 in the approach spans. As
the original bridge was designed for two lanes of HS-20 Live Load, a significant increase in the
Live Load capacity for the bascule span components (controlled by the trunnion bearings) was
not feasible, given that three lanes are currently carried on the structure. See figure 2 for typical
Exodermic deck sections.
Overlay
A ¾” Polyester Polymer Concrete (PPC) overlay was agreed upon by the team after extensive
considerations of various options. PPC cures very rapidly in varying temperatures, as low as 35
degrees Fahrenheit and the surface preparation requirements are favorable. PPC also
develops a strong bond to the concrete substrate using a reactive penetrating primer.
Closure Pour Material
Several options, including Ultra High Performance Concrete, were studied for use in the cast-inplace closure pours. The closure pours for this project include 8” wide splice joints between
panels, 18” wide full depth pours over steel beams to develop composite action, and pours for
18” wide deck joint blockouts.
Ultimately, a general performance specification was used for the closure pours to allow the
contractor to use the material best suited for their means and method that met the design
requirements and maintained the allotted construction schedule. A high early strength concrete
was allowed when temperatures are favorable and an MMA High Performance Grout could be
utilized during the coldest weather since it can be placed in extreme temperatures. Eliminating
the need for temperature control measures could offset the higher base unit cost of the material
in this case. Performance requirements included final strength, intermediate strength needed
prior to loading, material specific allowable temperature ranges for placement, and shrinkage
limits. This was done to ensure a cost-effective solution for both the contractor and the NJDOT.
Repetitious Fabrication
Maintaining the most repetitive details that can be reproduced systematically by the fabricators
and the Contractor was a major goal for this project. The bridge is on a tangent horizontal
alignment and over 90% of the bridge section is identical in span length, stringer spacing and
cross sectional characteristics with the exception of the bascule span and two flanking spans.
There are also four spans along the bridge which are wider to accommodate emergency pull-off
areas and bridge operator parking. The spans immediately adjacent to the parking spans have
minor differences as a result of the transition. The details below demonstrate the repetition of
the panels. All scuppers, railings, junction boxes, and lighting standards were located in the
same spot within an individual precast panel and within a given span wherever feasible.

4
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Figure 2 – Typical Exodermic Deck Details

Figure 3 – Typical Span Layout Plan
The standard type ‘1’ panels shown include minor modifications for embedded elements such
as drainage scuppers (DB, DN, or DS) and lighting standards (LJ) and the type two panels
make up the closure portions near the deck joints (see Figure 3). Between these two basic
precast deck panel types, over 150,000 sf of the precast panels are accounted for, or about
85% of the precast deck area proposed for the project. Prefabricating the steel railing system
and baseplate with anchor bolts set in the precast panels significantly shortened the on-site
construction time for bridge railing work. This railing system, crash rated for TL-4 loading, also
closely replicates the existing open steel railing system, while the standard post and steel
tubular rails lend themselves to a fast, and high quality off-site fabrication.
The existing steel open railing system is replaced with a prefabricated steel open railing system,
TL-4 rated, galvanized and painted blue to match the surroundings, and to maintain the
openness of the existing railings. 10,800 Linear feet of railings were prefabricated and rapidly
5
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installed. The railings were hot dip galvanized and then painted blue for enhanced aesthetics
and additional protection.
There is also a total of 650 bearings being replaced, and 4 pot bearings. The existing rocker
bearings and fixed pinned bearings are being replaced with low profile, seismic-friendly
reinforced elastomeric pads, and with prefabricated steel risers to make up the height
difference. For expedient field work, standardized, and the existing holes in the stringer bottom
flanges are reused to make the sole plate connections. The entire assembly is prefabricated.
Construction Staging
To arrive at the optimum staging plan, traffic studies during peak season and off-peak season
were undertaken along with evacuation studies. In addition to the technical studies, the findings
were relayed to public officials through several meetings which included local officials from
Seaside Heights Borough, Seaside Park, Lavallette, and Toms River. One of the original
concepts for staging included maintaining two lanes of traffic in each direction on the Tunney
Bridge, requiring substantial modifications to it. However, a revised staging plan was devised
based on traffic counts and studies that supported two lanes westbound and one eastbound in
the off-season. Evacuation analysis with several scenarios, also supported this revision. With
this revision, a considerable amount of time and preparatory work on the Tunney Bridge could
be avoided. Figure 4 shows the temporary traffic configuration on Tunney. This revised staging
plan led to an overall reduction in the estimated construction schedule by one to two years.
Access to the existing businesses would also remain open under this revised plan.

Figure 4 –Tunney Bridge during Mathis closure
The summer traffic patterns of three lanes in each direction on the bridges would also be
maintained. This ensured the construction would not impact the peak summer travel which is
vital to the local economy. Strict provisions were included in the documents which require the
Contractor to provide smooth transitions where the deck changed from the existing section to
the new section, and to make sure the bridge was opened up to all three eastbound lanes prior
to the peak season.

CONSTRUCTION PHASE
Prior to start of any construction, several items were put forth by the Contractor to expedite the
construction schedule. Contract documents allowed a total of three shutdowns. Shop
coordination with the steel grid manufacturer for the Exodermic deck began with their request to
modify bid plan details shown in the plan. Opening the bridge to all 3 lanes of eastbound traffic
was required to occur May 1st, per contract stipulations with up to two weeks or so extension
allowed at the Resident Engineers/NJDOT discretion. Any closure of eastbound lanes beyond

6
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Memorial Day was not allowed. The list below summarizes many of the field change
requests/construction problems and the associated resolution.


Several reinforcement revisions in the panels, due to interference with WT flange,
scuppers - easily addressed by adjustments to rebars (see figure 5), rotating the bars, or
replacing 180 degree hooks with 90 degree hooks.

Figure 5 – Minor rebar changes at scuppers – bent bars used in lieu of straight bars for fit-up


In a couple of the earliest panels cast, utilizing stainless steel reinforcement with a bond
breaker to avoid dissimilar metal contact with the WT’s instead of galvanized
reinforcement, due to delays in their galvanizing plant



A request for a significant change from plans came in early in production – the steel grid
shop asked to accept their standard WT with punchouts for distribution bars such that
we would get a 1/4 inch reduced bottom cover (note that the original request was for ½”
reduction in cover, but ¼” was feasible for fabrication and agreeable by NJDOT). The
shop needed time to get new dyes cast for a revised punchout to the WTs to meet the
project details, and since schedule of grid fabrication would fall behind by several weeks,
they reanalyzed the grid with their modification to justify the request. This was
conditionally accepted for a few spans to maintain production schedule. Meanwhile, the
precast plant was coming forth with requests for changes in tolerances, curing, storage,
etc. However, several months into the first season, the Contractor had to switch the
precasting plant for various reasons. While the grid panels were being readied and
stored in a plant in western Pennsylvania, the precaster was changed to a location in
Upstate New York. By this time the bridge closure was well into its third month with
several spans of deck demolished, but precast panels were well behind schedule.



Contract plans mandated a 120-day minimum storage prior to installation and field
closure pours. The design intent was to take out as much shrinkage and creep as most
of the creep and shrinkage strains occurs in the early life. With the above major dent to
the baseline schedule, the new precast plant requested a 30 day reduction to 90 days
for storage of the panels. They submitted test data for their approved High performance
Concrete (HPC), showing very little, practically no change in creep/shrinkage at 90 days
as compared to 120 days, so for the first season only, we accepted the request
conditionally. Season two panels were cast well ahead to avoid this issue.



A significant amount of time was spent on resolution of a special fitting mandated for the
buried conduits in the panels. At the bridge deck joints, the contract plans mandated a
combination expansion/deflection joint, which was theoretically verified to fit the area of
the concrete blockout. However when all the junction box blockouts and the panels
were set, “the fittings would not fit”. Modifications and field adjustments were tried but
7
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ultimately the fittings were revised to expansion fittings at the contractor’s request,
and/or deck joint rails field modified, as the schedule was likely to be affected and it was
verified that end rotations of the span could be tolerated with the change. See photo 2.

Photo 2 – Deck joint rails field modified to receive conduit fittings


Barge usage in the bay was limited to areas outside of the mapped Sub-Aquatic
Vegetation, in the eastern portions under the spans. Additionally, the bay is rather
shallow throughout, with only a few spans near the navigation channel where adequate
draft is available for large barges. The Contractor utilized a large barge for panel
storage and cranes to lift and place the panels (Photo 11). However, work with land
based access continued, taking advantage of access from both ends of the bridge. Brief
5-minute slowdowns on the Tunney Bridge were also used to deliver some panels where
it was beneficial for access, further reducing the schedule.



Contract documents restricted high loads on the bridge, allowing any loads on the deck
for short term and with pre-approval and certified calculations. A 150-tonne crane was
required for part of the construction and the contractor requested that they leave it on the
bridge for an extended period, as moving it away and back each day would take a
considerable amount of time due to the length of the bridge. With restrictions placed for
installing timber matting, lowering the boom at the end of the work shift, moving the
crane off the bridge under winds exceeding 30 mph, and storing it on different spans
over the piers, the crane was allowed to be left on the bridge for up to a week at a time.



A major change request was for the closure pour material. Contract documents allowed
the use of High Performance Grout (HPG), a two-part Methyl Methacrylate resin based
material or a High Early Strength Concrete (HESC) for the closure pours, either of which
could be placed at low temperatures as low as 30 degrees F. The contractor reviewed
his panel placement schedule, and as he was already behind, requested Class A High
Early Strength Concrete approval, based on a mix that was approved previously by
NJDOT on another recent project. The contractor’s concrete supplier provided backup
data and showed that 24 hour cylinder breaks would achieve at least 3000 psi and 3 day
strength would exceed 4000 psi. Class A Concrete requires a minimum of 72 hours wet
cure which the schedule allowed, despite the delays in panel procurement and test
results confirmed the requisite strength for the HESC Class A mix design, so a
significant benefit to the schedule was afforded for season 1 and made up lost time.
8
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Contract plans required that the maximum size of the aggregates in the precast concrete
panels be 3/8” (ASTM C33 size#8). The precasting plant requested a change to
equivalent #7, nominal ½” size, as the quarry that supplied the aggregate had the same
Quartzite stone, was located in NY, and they had also used the aggregate for NYSDOT.
As we would get a consistency in the aggregate for the entire project, and also avoid any
schedule delays, the request was accepted.



Curing time request from precaster – to facilitate panel production, they requested water
saturated burlap cure till concrete achieves 3,750 psi strength for the HPC, and a
minimum of 72 hours curing. Then, they would strip the forms, move the panels to the
yard outside the production building, and cure with moisture retention until 28-day
strength would be achieved. Storage of the panels in the yard, especially large
quantities, and mandated 120 days (exception of 90 days for some panels) was all
sequenced in conjunction with contractors schedule for placement.



Prefabricated railing - misaligned shop drilled holes in splice tubes required a significant
effort to field-correct, but addressed in season 2, using slotted holes/longer tubes.



Anchor bolt installation conflict at end diaphragms in season 1. The contractor chose to
replace the bearings after the new deck slab was in place, and the new end diaphragms
were installed at many of the 20 easterly spans. This created an interference issue with
the edge of the diaphragm steel to anchor bolts and field flame cutting a part of the
flange was required, however the overall schedule was not affected. The plans had
shown a schematic for bearing jacking and replacement with the existing deck removed.
For season 2, the end diaphragms were shop notched to prevent fit-up issues.



Bearing alignment at piers with previously excessive rocked bearings – at five of the 66
piers, previously the rocker bearings were fully tilted. As the deck was replaced prior to
bearing replacement, the position on the girders were already set, so the new bearings
which were to be bolted to the existing girders was problematic at these locations. While
the slotted holes in the masonry plates allowed adjustment, there was not enough play in
the beam flange holes for the required shift of the bearings, so field welding of the sole
plate with a small overhang of the masonry plate was done to achieve proper alignment.



The contractor requested the use of a curing compound for the closure pours in lieu of
the wet cure, to save on the schedule, and allow loading the deck with a 46-meter pump
truck after 48 hours. While the curing compound request was not accepted, we allowed
loading the deck after 48 hours conditionally. It was however required that wet cure
continue for 72 hours, cylinder breaks confirm at least 4000 psi concrete strength and
pump truck be not allowed on spans where closure pour was not yet in place. These
conditions still saved the contractor about 4 days per pour/cure and helped the schedule.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
As of the date of this paper, all the 63 spans of precast panels are installed with overlays for the
entire precast bridge deck in the approach spans. In the first season starting November 2015,
demolition of 20 easterly spans was carried out rapidly to facilitate the installation of the panels.
The demolition included the safe removal of a buried Transite pipe which was used for the
original lighting conduits and tested during design confirming the presence of asbestos.
Existing bearing anchor bolts were cored out of the pier caps and their holes were filled with
9
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temporary anchors in anticipation of the complete bearing replacement. Concrete end
diaphragms were replaced with new steel diaphragms before placing panels. The second offseason work was completed by April 30th, 2017 on schedule. All panels on the westerly 44
spans were installed, with closure pours done by April 7, 2017. (Photos 3 and 4).
Production rate
Demolition of the deck and diaphragms was approximately one span per day (73-foot spans);
Installation of the deck panels and railing elements was also one span per day including
placement of field installed bars at closure pours. 6 to 8 spans of closure pours were poured
per day, cured for 3 days and the next closure pour would begin; Overlay placement was about
20 spans/day/lane. The Contractor placed timber decking sections on top of the steel stringers
to distribute the crane loads (photos 5 and 6) and moved the decking as work progressed.

Photos 3 & 4: Precast panels installed & Closure pours pumped on westerly spans

Photo 5 & 6: Precast panel installation & 150-ton crane on timber matting
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CONSTRUCTION OF THE OHIO RIVER BRIDGES EAST END
CROSSING CABLE-STAYED BRIDGE
Presenting Author: Marcos Loizias, PE, Vice President and National Bridge Principal, Jacobs
marcos.loizias@jacobs.com

ABSTRACT
Procured under a public private partnership contract (P3), the main river spans of the $763 million Ohio River Bridges East End Crossing feature a 2,280-ft long three-span symmetrical steel
composite cable-stayed bridge with a center span of 1,200 feet and side spans of 540 feet
each. The towers supporting the bridge feature convex curved diamond configuration and are
supported on waterline footings founded on 8-ft diameter drilled shafts socketed into competent
limestone. The towers provide anchorage to inclined planes of stay-cables that support the
bridge deck at each end while allowing the bridge to pass through the tower legs in a fly-through
arrangement. The structural scheme for the superstructure is a streamlined steel composite
deck consisting of inclined longitudinal steel I-shaped edge girders at each end and transverse
floor beams made composite with the precast concrete deck. The stay-cables are connected to
the edge girders using in-line shark-fin anchorages welded directly to edge girder web to provide for direct load path of the cable forces into the girder while at the tower head anchorage the
cables are anchored into steel anchor boxes. To fast-track construction, the cable-stayed bridge
was constructed using a combination of several construction methods. The Indiana side span
was incrementally launched while the Kentucky side span was stick-build on falsework, allowing
for simultaneous construction of the superstructure steel grillage of the two side spans while the
diamond towers were being constructed. Upon completion of the towers, the center span was
constructed by balanced cantilever. The bridge opened to traffic on December 18, 2016 and it is
officially named the Lewis and Clark Bridge.
This paper discusses the methods of construction for the substructure, towers, and the superstructure of the cable-stayed bridge.

INTRODUCTION
The Lewis and Clark Bridge (formerly known as the Ohio River Bridges East End Crossing) is a
major new crossing over the Ohio River, located approximately eight miles northeast of downtown Louisville, KY. Along with the Downtown Crossing, the East End Crossing is a key link in
the $2.3 billion Louisville – Southern Indiana Ohio River Bridges Project which has transformed
the transportation dynamics of this growing region. The Lewis and Clark Bridge completes the
linkage of KY 841 to IN 265, creating an efficient bypass to the more congested downtown links.
The project was undertaken under a $763 million Public Private Partnership (P3) contract which
was awarded by the Indiana Finance Authority (IFA), the project owner, to the consortium of
WVB East End Partners – a consortium consisting of Walsh Investors, Vinci Concessions and
Bilfinger Project Investments– with Walsh Construction Co. and Vinci as contractors and Jacobs
as the Lead Designer.
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The bridge is 2,510 feet long and it is comprised of a 2,280-foot long three-span steel composite
cable-stayed bridge over the Ohio River with a center span of 1,200 feet and side spans of 540
feet each, flanked at each end by 115-foot long steel plate girder simple spans (See Figure 1).
On the Kentucky side of the Ohio River, the simple-span flanking the cable-stayed bridge transitions into the adjacent Kentucky Approach Spans. On the Indiana side, the bridge leads to an
abutment and approach roadway.
The 1,200-ft long center span satisfies the following navigation channel clearance requirements:
1) Minimum vertical clearance of 71 feet above normal pool (El 418.8); 2) minimum horizontal
clearance of 900 feet normal to and centered to the sailing line of the river channel which is at a
skew angle of 60 degrees to the longitudinal centerline of the bridge. The bridge crosses the
Ohio River on a tangent alignment and it is on a constant ascending vertical grade of 0.5% towards Indiana.

Figure 1: General Elevation
The bridge carries two 12-foot wide traffic lanes flanked by 12-foot wide shoulders in each
roadway direction. An 11-foot wide clear walkway/bike path is provided on the downstream side
of the bridge. In the future, the bridge can be restriped to carry six traffic lanes with reduced
shoulders.

DETAILS OF THE BRIDGE STRUCTURAL
SYSTEM
Substructure
The substructure for the cable-stayed bridge consists
of Anchor Pier 2, Tower 3, Tower 4, and Anchor Pier 5
in a south to north orientation. Towers 3 and 4 are located within the Ohio River, while the anchor piers are
on land.
Towers 3 and 4 feature convex curved diamond configuration (See Figure 2) and as stipulated in the technical provisions for the project their height is limited to
300 feet above normal pool. The towers provide anchorage to inclined planes of stay-cables that support
the bridge deck at each end while allowing the bridge
to pass through the tower legs in a fly through arrangement.

Figure 2: Diamond Tower
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Below the deck, the tower legs are solid rectangular reinforced concrete tapered sections and
bent inwards to reduce the size of the foundations. At the deck level, the tower legs are tied with
a post-tensioned box section strut that supports with vertical bearings the superstructure passing through the tower. At the base, the legs are stiffened with a center shear wall atop the footing.
The towers rest on 116’ long by 46’ wide by 16’ deep waterline footings supported on twelve 8-ft
diameter drilled shafts socketed into competent limestone. At Tower 3 the drilled shafts extend
to approximate rock tip elevation 312 with 22-ft rock socket and at Tower 4 at tip elevation 318
with 19-ft minimum rock socket length. The drilled shaft capacities were established from Ostterberg Cell (O-Cell) tests at a side resistance of 36 ksf and end bearing at 382 ksf. Precast
concrete cofferdam tubs were used as a template for driving/installing the drilled shafts and to
cast the waterline footings. Although permanent, the precast tubs are used as sacrificial forms
during construction and are not treated as structural members.
Above the deck level, the two inclined pylon legs are composed of a hollow tapered box section
which is constant at 10’ (measured perpendicular to centerline) in the transverse direction and
varies in the longitudinal direction from 16’ at tower top to 23’ at deck level. The wall thickness is
1.5’ in the longitudinal direction while in the transverse direction is 3.5’ from deck level to right
below the 1st steel anchor box where it changes to 2.5’. At the top of the pylon, the legs are
connected by a hollow concrete strut.
In the uppermost one hundred feet of the pylon legs, steel anchor boxes are embedded in the
interior of the section to provide anchorage to twenty-six pairs of cables at each tower. Each
anchor box supports a side span and a center span cable. The steel box sections come in 12
feet tall segments that can be easily lifted into place with a tower crane and are connected to
each other with simple bolted connections. The steel boxes act as a core form for part of tower
leg interior. The steel anchor boxes are fabricated as a unit in the shop and fully incorporate the
geometry requirements for the cables. Once the first anchor box section is set in the field, the
geometry for the full anchorage area is set.
The stay-cables and steel anchor boxes are offset from the centerline of the pylon legs to provide easy access for tower inspection equipment. Access ladders and platforms are installed
from deck level to the tower top to provide easy access for the stressing operations required for
the cables during construction as well for future inspection and maintenance operations. Access
into the towers is via secured access doors at the deck level.
Anchor Piers 2 and 5 consists of three-column bents with 8-ft diameter columns founded on 8-ft
diameter drilled shafts socketed into competent limestone at approximate rock tip elevation 321
at Pier 2 and tip elevation 406 to 444 at Pier 5.
Superstructure
Deck Cross-Section
The structural scheme for the superstructure is a streamlined steel composite deck (see Figure
3) that helps minimize the weight of the bridge and speed-up construction. It consists of longitudinal steel I-shaped edge girders at each end and transverse floorbeams made composite with
full depth precast deck panels using shear studs. The edge girders are 7-ft deep and the girder
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web is inclined at 6.5 degrees to match the average inclination of the stay-cables. Full length
longitudinal stiffeners are provided on the outside face of the web. The edge girder segments
are typically 45 feet long and the tops of edge girder webs are 107 feet apart center to center.
The floor beams are typically 7-ft deep at the centerline of the bridge and are tapered to 5’ at
the bolted splice connection to the edge girders at each end. Full depth floorbeams are provided
along the centerline tower atop the roadway strut, at the end floorbeams, and the three adjacent
floorbeams at each anchor pier to support the concrete ballast. The floorbeams are spaced at
15 feet.
The deck slab consists of 10-inch thick precast deck panels with cast-in-place infills. Longitudinal stringers are provided to support the deck panels and control torsion in the floorbeams during construction. The deck is typically reinforced concrete except it is post-tensioned longitudinally in those areas where the cable thrust forces are not distributed over the whole deck width,
i.e. at deck areas nearest the anchor piers and at the center of center span. A 2- inch thick high
performance concrete overlay is placed atop the precast panels to provide for greater durability
of the bridge deck. The out-to-out width of the deck cross-section is 123’-8”.

Figure 3: Deck Cross-Section
Stay-Cables and Deck Anchorages
The bridge is supported by two planes of 104 parallel strand stay-cables arranged in a modified
fan arrangement. The cables are typically spaced at 45’ along the edge girders where the nonstressing ends are anchored except for the three backstays spaced at 22’-9” and 26’-3”.
The stay-cables are connected to the edge girders using in-line fin-shaped anchorages (see
Figure 4) passing through a slotted hole in the top flange to weld directly to the web providing
for direct load path of the cable forces into the edge girder and for an easy to inspect weld connection detail. The anchorage consists of a gusset plate which passes through a slot in the
edge girder top flange and welded with a CJP weld to the girder web and with fillet welds at the
top and bottom of the girder flange. The other end of the gusset plate is cut into a tuning fork
shape with two prongs, between which a thick-walled pipe is welded. The cable is installed by
inserting its threaded anchor head into the steel pipe. A ring nut is then screwed onto the anchor head to bear against the end of the pipe. Two additional plates are welded to the gusset
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plate and the anchor pipe to stiffen the pipe against squashing and reduce the thickness of the
gusset plate which varies depending on the magnitude of the cable force.

Figure 4: Shark Fin Anchorage
The stay-cables consist of individual 0.62" diameter strands confirming to ASTM A416, Grade
270. The stay-cable strands are “greased and sheathed” strands whereby each individual
strand is coated with HDPE that is extruded around the strand. As part of the extrusion, a wax
or grease filler material is used to seal the interstitial spaces between the seven wires of each
strand. This coating is continuous along the entire length of each strand, with the exception of
the anchorages where it is necessary to remove the sheathing for proper seating. The individual strands are bundled together inside a larger HDPE duct, which is continuous for the length of
the cable. The individual strands are loose within the HDPE duct, and no filler material is required. The HDPE duct is white, and includes double helix fillets along the entire length of the
duct. The helix fillets interrupt water rivulets and are beneficial in mitigating certain types of vibration. The number of strands varies from a minimum of 25 strands for the short cables by the
tower to a maximum of 115 strands for the longest cables at the anchor piers. Each stay-cable
is sized to accommodate 5% additional number of strands for future needs.
Access to the cable anchorage points for installation, inspection and maintenance is easy from
the deck surface without the need of expensive under deck inspection equipment like snooper
trucks, etc. All stressing operations for the cables during construction and for future adjustments will be undertaken at the tower anchorage points.
Bearings and Tie-Downs
The superstructure passes through the towers in a fly-through arrangement instead of an integral girder/tower connection. Longitudinal fixity of the bridge is provided at Tower 4 via steel
brackets placed on the underside of each edge girder. In the transverse direction, the bridge is
restrained against wind, seismic and vessel impact loads with shear keys placed along the centerline of bridge, under the end floorbeams at the anchor piers and under a full depth floorbeam
atop the roadway strut at the towers. Vertical loads at each of the towers are supported on disk
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bearings, one under each edge girder. Uplift at the anchor piers is resisted by the combination
of tie-down links and counterweights (ballast) integrated into the superstructure.
Modular expansion joints are provided at Anchor Piers 2 and 5 to accommodate longitudinal
movements due to temperature, wind, live load, etc.

CONSTRUCTION
WVB East End Partners was named by IFA as the preferred bidder for the East End Crossing
P3 contract on November 16, 2012. The contract committed to opening the new bridge to traffic
by December, 2016, and it covered the financing, design, construction, operation and maintenance for 35 years.
Substructure
Following “commercial close”, construction began in March 2013. Early construction activities
included earthworks and the construction of temporary timber trestles at each tower, towards
providing access for constructing the drilled shaft foundations and for transporting concrete, reinforcing steel and other materials required for the construction of the two towers.
Tower Construction
The drilled shafts and footings at Towers 3 and 4 were constructed using conventional methods.
The 8-ft diameter drilled shafts were socketed into the underlying limestone using 7.5-ft diameter sockets. Permanent steel casings were used to drill through the overburden material to top
of competent rock. Each of the shafts was fitted with 6 full length cross-hole sonic logging tubes
having an inner diameter of 2 inches. The tubes were used in determining the soundness of the
drilled shaft concrete. A sound emitter and a receiver were lowered through the tubes into the
shafts. Relative energy, wave form, and differential time were logged at regular intervals along
the shaft. The data generated confirmed the integrity of the concrete.
The waterline footing was cast inside a precast cofferdam tub (see Figure 5) which was used to
both position the steel pile casings and act as a permanent form for the footing.

Figure 5: Precast Cofferdam Tub
Figure 6: Roadway Strut
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The towers were constructed with conventional cast-in-place concrete using PERI jump forms
for the solid tower legs below the deck, and the combination of PERI self-climbing forms for exterior forms and jump forms for the interior forms for the hollow box tower legs above the deck.
Both towers were constructed using identical means. The roadway struts were cast against
falsework systems supported directly on the footings as shown in Figure 6.
The tower legs were cast in lifts of approximately 13’ long below the deck and 14’ long lifts
above for a total of 23 lifts per tower. In the upper region, the steel anchor boxes comprising
the tower anchorages were installed and positioned prior to placing the PERI forms for a given
lift, with forms partially supported off the anchor boxes and the concrete walls. Following erection of the first anchor box, welded to a permanent steel bracket anchored to concrete at the top
of lift 16 via 1.25” diameter threaded bars (150 ksi) to provide for a fixed connection, the remaining five steel anchor boxes were erected one by one from lift 18 to 22 with each successive box
connected to the box below via a bolted connection. This connection serves no structural purpose after tower construction is complete. Photos of the Tower leg construction appear in Figure 7.

Figure 7: Tower Construction
The inclined tower legs were braced with temporary steel struts (lower, middle, top) at three locations as they were constructed. These temporary struts were jacked to various degrees to
produce the desired shape and force distribution within the tower legs. The temporary struts
were removed after completion of the top permanent concrete strut.
Superstructure Construction
The superstructure construction was accelerated through early staging of the steel grillage in
both backspans, with the steel grillages from either Anchor Pier 2 or Anchor Pier 5 erected
through segment 3M-02 or 4M-02 on falsework prior to the completion of the respective towers.
This pre-assembly included all edge girders, floor beams, cantilever beams, deck panel support
beams, access platforms and drainage pipes on the pre-assembled areas. This was achieved
by using incremental launching for the Indiana backspan and stick-built construction for the
Kentucky backspan.
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Kentucky Backspan
In the Kentucky backspan, the steel grillage was stick-built on a total of five falsework towers
(Figure 8). Each of the falsework towers included a vertical support under both the upstream
and downstream edge girders. Four of the falsework towers were located in the backspan itself,
and one tower was located in the center span under segment 3M-02. The steel was erected
with cranes starting at Pier 2 and progressing to Tower 3.
Indiana Backspan
In the Indiana backspan, there was poor crane access to areas of the alignment, therefore the
backspan grillage was not stick built but was instead incrementally launched into position (Figure 9). The entire steel grillage from segment 4M-01 was sequentially assembled behind the
Indiana abutment and then launched into position. Launching was achieved with launching
noses on both the front and rear ends of the steel grillage, and winches located in the vicinity of
the Indiana Abutment. Segment 4M-02 was stick built in place after the completion of the
launch. The Indiana backspan had a total of three shoring towers, two in the backspan itself
and one beneath segment 4M-02.

Figure 8: KY Backspan

Figure 9: IN Backspan Incrementally Launched

Deck Erection
Following completion of the two side spans and the towers, center span construction proceeded
in cantilever (Figures 10 and 11), proceeding simultaneously at both tower cantilevers. Deck
erection proceeded in a similar manner for both Towers, with some minor differences stemming
from the different backspan falsework arrangements. The deck was built in cantilever from the
tower outwards. For the first two segments (Backspan 01 and 02, Mainspan 01 and 02), the
precast panels were placed on the steel grillage and the stitch pours cast while supported on
falsework. The transverse PT tendons in the deck were stressed on falsework. The staycables were installed and stressed in the following order: 1B, 1M, 2B, 2M.
The next nine cycles at each Tower were erected per the following sequence:
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1. Install backspan precast deck panels
2. Cast backspan stitches
3. Stress backspan stay-cables
4. Erect center span grillage
5. Erect 6 center span precast deck panels, three along each girder
6. Partially install center span stay-cables
7. Install remaining center span precast deck panels
8. Complete center span stay-cable installation
9. Cast center span stitches
10. Adjust stay-cable forces

Figure 10: Main Span Cantilever Erection
The last two cycles were similar, with the exception of the backspan panels and permanent ballast installation. The longitudinal PT tendons were stressed upon completion of the center span
closure segment that occurred on August 30, 2016. The deck construction had proceeded at a
rather fast pace with the 104 stay-cables installed in 137 calendar days. Upon completion of the
cable-stayed bridge deck, the superimposed dead loads (overlay, barriers, utilities) were installed. All the stay-cables were re-stressed as required after the superimposed loads were applied to achieve the correct bridge geometry.
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Figure 11: Ohio River East End Crossing
Following the completion of miscellaneous finishes and installation of railings, the bridge
opened to traffic on December 17, 2016.

CONCLUSIONS
The Lewis and Clark Bridge provides for a state-of-the art, signature cable-stayed bridge with a
minimum of 100-year service life that meets and exceeds all the stated project objectives, while
setting a successful example for P3 procurement and delivery for other major bridge projects in
the USA.
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ABSTRACT
This article describes an accelerated bridge construction project replacing Massachusetts
Avenue over Commonwealth Avenue in Back Bay, Boston Massachusetts. The existing bridge
was built in 1937 and it is structurally deficient. The site is a densely built urban area with
residences and parkland adjacent. ABC techniques reduces traffic closure and disruption on
Massachusetts Avenue and greatly improves overall project durations as compared to
conventional construction.

INTRODUCTION
This article describes a project to replace a bridge carrying Massachusetts Avenue Over
Commonwealth Avenue in Back Bay, Boston Massachusetts. The bridge superstructure is being
replaced by accelerated bridge construction techniques. The bridge is owned by the City of
Boston.
The bridge, also named the Tommy Leonard Bridge, was built in 1937 (Figure 1). The original
framing consists of 16 concrete encased steel girders. The structure was detailed not just as a
bridge, but as a tunnel section, in that the superstructure carries axial load from soil pressure
against the abutment walls.

Figure 1: Tommy Leonard Bridge looking east
1
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Commonwealth Avenue passes below Massachusetts Avenue with concrete framed boat
section approaches to the east and west. Access roads connect Commonwealth Avenue at
grade to signalized intersections at Massachusetts Avenue. The site is densely built up and
largely residential, featuring older brownstone residences that are typical of 19th Century
construction in the Back Bay. The site is adjacent to city park land that comprises the
Commonwealth Mall in the median of Commonwealth Avenue at both approaches.
The existing bridge is badly deteriorated. In 1992, in lieu of posting live load limits at the bridge,
temporary support columns were installed in the median of Commonwealth Avenue to provide
supplemental support the superstructure. In 2011, the City of Boston installed netting below the
superstructure to catch falling pieces of concrete (Figure 2).

Figure 2: Temporary midspan supports and protective netting
The City of Boston determined that the bridge required replacement. The City hired Fay,
Spofford & Thorndike (FST) to design a replacement structure. In 2015, FST was purchased by
Stantec, Inc.
Early versions of the design featured detailing using conventional staging and stick built
construction. It was assumed that the bridge superstructure could be rebuilt in two phases. Later
traffic studies indicated that three phases were required, to support necessary capacity on
Massachusetts Avenue. This phasing required placement of traffic temporarily on sidewalks,
with corresponding reconstruction and strengthening of the bridge section to accommodate full
traffic loading.
Conventional construction was estimated to require up to three years to build the project. The
span is relatively small, approximately 51 feet, but the site is very congested and heavily
travelled with 22,000 ADT. Three years of construction impacts on Massachusetts Avenue,
2
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Commonwealth Avenue and the surrounding community were considered challenging.
Furthermore, the location is the site of several high-profile community events, including the
Boston Marathon, in which runners pass beneath the bridge every April on Patriots Day.
Relatively recently, accelerated bridge construction techniques have been applied in
Massachusetts. The approach was championed by the Massachusetts Department of
Transportation, which has used ABC methods on several high-profile projects, including the
“Fast 14”. In this project in Medford, MA, 14 bridges on Interstate 93 were replaced sequentially
over a series of weekends. The superstructure replacement featured prefabricated bridge units
(PBUs) with high strength concrete deck pours.
With MassDOT’s success using ABC methods, other Massachusetts bridge owners looks at
taking advantage of ABC approaches. The Massachusetts Bay Transit Authority (MBTA) let a
few projects with successful use of ABC techniques. However, the City of Boston had not yet
authorized a project using accelerated bridge construction. Stantec worked with the City and
MassDOT, which is administering construction, to revise the design and staging to use an ABC
approach.
This article provides further discussion of the design approach, innovations, and current
construction schedule.

EARLY UTILITY RELOCATION
The existing bridge structure supports several utility lines over Commonwealth Avenue,
including:
•
•
•
•
•

Natural Gas
Telephone
Fiber Optic
Electrical
Traffic Signal and Street Lighting

The original conventional construction assumed for the project involved a complex utility staging
sequence, with temporary phases and frequent excavation and disruption on Massachusetts
Avenue.
To take advantage of an ABC approach for replacement of the superstructure, it is necessary to
clear the site of utilities. Working with the City and stakeholders, Stantec developed an early
utility contract to relocate utilities away from the bridge. The approach was innovative in that a
separate relocation contract of this type had not been prepared by MassDOT, or FHWA which
was providing some overview for the work.
Utilities were successfully relocated on schedule by February 2017.

ACCELERATED CONSTRUCTION
With utilities relocated, the existing superstructure is ready for demolition and replacement. This
is planned to be performed in a long weekend in May 2018. Prior to superstructure replacement,
rehabilitation work was needed on the existing wingwalls and abutment walls. Work included:
•
•

Removal of architectural panels on walls
Concrete patching and crack repair
3
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•

Construction of a new structural facing wall on both abutments and each wingwall

To stage this work, half of the underpass on Commonwealth Avenue was closed for a period of
several months, and traffic was routed to the existing bypass ramps.
During temporary closure, work also proceeded on rehabilitating existing roadway slabs in the
boat sections.
The superstructure is to be replaced by Prefabricated Bridge Units. Each PBU consists of two
steel W-sections spaces at 5.14 feet. After PBU placement, the deck is completed with a high
strength concrete pours between each PBU and at each end diaphragm.
Before PBU’s can be placed, it is necessary to build up the abutment sections vertically to
receive the units. New walls can only be built so high with the existing structure in place. The
remaining distance is provided by prefabricated, precast concrete units.
Figure 3 show some sections and details of the prefabricated bridge units, wall construction and
precast elements.

Figure 3: Top of abutment reconstruction and prefabricated abutment caps
Bridge superstructure replacement is scheduled for a long weekend in May 2018. During a fourday period, the contractor will:
•
•
•

Close Massachusetts Avenue to traffic
Demolish the existing superstructure
Cut the top of abutment walls and grout surfaces
4
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•
•
•
•

Place precast concrete cap sections and complete grouting
Place prefabricated bridge units
Complete the deck structure
Open to traffic

Figure 4: Visualization of PBU placement

CONSTRUCTION DETAILS
A unique feature of the existing bridge is that the deck carries compression from side walls. In
effect, the underpass functions as a tunnel section. Therefore, during demolition, without
temporary support, existing abutment walls, which by then are strengthened by new CIP facing
walls, would have to act as cantilever walls from their base. Review of the existing structure
indicated that reinforcement was insufficient to provide strength for cantilever behavior. The
design package included loads and details for temporary struts to be placed before demolition.
Plates were embedded in the CIP facing walls to accommodate placement of struts.
The existing bridge had an historic parapet fascia detail that was iconic for the site. The new
bridge design duplicated the historic shape and appearance of the fascia, but updated to include
current reinforcement details as specified by the MassDOT bridge manual.
The new superstructure is more shallow than existing, providing additional vertical clearance for
Commonwealth Avenue at what is a tight location.
In addition to the historic bridge parapet shape, the bridge and approach ramps have a long
extent of architectural fence. The fence was in disrepair, with failed concrete curbing and
bent/missing posts and rails. The baseline design included details for replacement/ repair of the
fence along with requirements for refurbishment.
The net result of the design overall is a replication of the historic look and feel of the underpass
crossing. It is interesting that this is achieved using modern detailing and rapid bridge
construction techniques.
5
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CONCLUSIONS
The City of Boston has developed a project for rapid replacement of an existing bridge in Back
Bay. Using Accelerated Bridge Construction techniques, the bridge superstructure is replaced in
a long weekend. The design was changed from its original configuration of conventional stick
built construction with traffic staging, which was envisioned to require up to three years of
construction with corresponding impacts to city streets and traffic. The project included an
innovate separate construction contract to relocate all utilities off the bridge prior to rapid
demolition and replacement. With increasing use of ABC construction in Massachusetts, the
project represents the City of Boston’s first use of ABC for a City-owned bridge.

6
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ABSTRACT:
This presentation will discuss the ABC (Accelerated Bridge Construction) of a 206 ft. 2-span
continuous integral abutment bridge. Numerous challenges included constructability,
longitudinal and transverse UHPC (Ultra High-Performance Concrete) closure pours, negative
moment reinforcing, deflections during precasting, and crane sizing. The presentation will also
discuss the unique manner of the bridge erection based on the use of a conventional deck
negative moment region rather than a link slab or transverse UHPC joint at the pier.

1. Introduction/Project Background
The project site is located on SR 0136, just west of the intersection with SR 0519 in Eighty Four,
Washington County, PA. The existing 4-span bridge (See Figures 1 and 2) was constructed in
1940 and was made up of concrete encased
steel stringers on stub abutments with
concrete piles and three column pier bents on
spread footings. The existing structure was
simply supported and non-composite. The
bridge carried 2 lanes of traffic and a 5 ft
sidewalk over Little Chartiers Creek and a
Figure 1 - Existing Bridge
single line of B&O Railroad. The 2016 ADT
on the bridge was 4,948 vehicles per day.
While the superstructure was rated in
“Fair” condition, the deck and substructure
were rated in “Poor” condition with
advanced section loss, deterioration
spalling, and scour. The existing vertical
clearance over the railroad was substandard
Figure 2 - Existing Bridge Elevation
at just 22 ft. compared to current criteria
requiring 23 ft.
2. Why ABC?
As with most projects, ABC is used to
minimize the impacts to the travelling
public. For this project, various
alternatives were considered.
Alternatives 1 and 2 considered a full
closure with a detour, either with or
without using ABC, respectively.
However, the detour route (See Figure 3)
was 13 miles long and utilizes the Beau
Street interchange at I-70 in Washington.
This area of I-70 had on-going
construction related to other improvement

Figure 3 – Detour Route
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projects. Additionally, the local businesses and residents had been impacted by previous SR
0136 Projects. Furthermore, the traffic due to development of some newer trucking/shipping
companies along the detour would be routed along a winding, rural road.
Alternative 3 considered using a temporary runaround using 84 Drive, Old Monongahela Pike,
and SR 0519. However, this would have required the improvement of local roads that are
posted at 10 tons, installation of temporary signals and an at-grade railroad crossing, and the
use of an existing 93 year old thru-girder bridge that is in poor condition and posted at 19 tons.
Alternative 4 considered half-width construction, maintaining westbound traffic and detouring
eastbound traffic. But the girder lines would not accommodate the traffic lanes unless the
bridge was over-widened. This would have resulted in increased right-of-way (ROW) and
environmental impacts, additional cranes and mobilizations, and increased cost due to the extra
structure width.
Alternative 5 considered maintaining traffic on the existing bridge while over-widening to each
side, then shifting traffic to the outside to construct the middle in phase 2. However, similar to
Alternative 4, environmental and ROW impacts as well as additional costs were detriments to
this alternative.
After considering the alternatives, the CDR Maguire and The Pennsylvania Department of
Transportation (PennDOT) decided that this project was a candidate for ABC. The additional
costs of ABC would be justified by the offset in the high road user costs related to a long detour
duration.
3. Design:
CDR Maguire Inc. was retained by PennDOT District 12-0 to design the SR 0136-G10 Bridge
Replacement. The project consisted of the replacement of the bridge, the widening and
reconstruction of the approach roadways, and the lengthening of the left turn lane at the
intersection with SR 0519 which extends across the bridge. The limits of work were
approximately 350 ft. on either side of the bridge. Originally, the scope of the project was to
replace the bridge using staged construction and a Design-Build process. However, as
preliminary design progressed, the project scope changed to consider various maintenance and
protection of traffic (MPT) alternatives using a typical Design-Bid-Build process.
4. Key Design Criteria:
The goal of the project was to replace the
existing bridge using ABC to minimize the
detour duration. The new bridge would
provide 23 ft. of vertical clearance over
the railroad, requiring the profile of SR
0136 to be raised approximately 2 ft. The
new bridge (See Figures 4 and 5) was
widened to allow the left turn lane from
the intersection at SR 0519 to be
Figure 4 – Plan View
lengthened across the bridge.
Steepened slopes allowed the road grade to be raised while staying within the legal right-of-way
and existing easements.
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Since many different ABC methods are
available, it was necessary that PennDOT
determine what methods would be
acceptable for the project. PennDOT
recognized that their design criteria and
standards for a conventionally constructed
bridge produce a durable and low
maintenance structure. Therefore,
PennDOT wanted to use ABC methods
Figure 5 – Elevation View
that would allow the finished product to be
as similar to a conventional bridge as possible. This included using integral abutments and a
continuous superstructure that would keep all expansion joints off the bridge deck. In addition,
PennDOT had already successfully used precast integral abutment caps and Prefabricated
Bridge Units (PBUs). Therefore, PennDOT was interested in building on that recent experience
and using the same methods on 136-G10.
The new bridge was designed as a 2-span
continuous steel stringer structure utilizing
PBUs with 7 7/8” composite precast
concrete deck. The A709 grade 50W
steel girders had a 5/8”x39” web, 1
3/8”x12” top flange and 1 ½”x12” bottom
flange. Steel was selected for the girders
over concrete because of weight and
shallower superstructure depth.
Weathering steel minimizes future
maintenance by eliminating the need for
Figure 6 – Typical Section
painting. The spans were 103 ft. each for a
total of 206 ft. and were supported on
integral abutments and a 3-column pier bent. As many elements as possible were prefabricated
using precast concrete. Closure pours used Ultra High Performance Concrete (UHPC). The
UHPC develops a compressive strength of around 21,000 psi and is reinforced with fine steel
fibers that provides extremely high durability with no shrinkage cracking. A high early strength
4000 psi concrete, specified as “Class AAA Cement Concrete, Accelerated” by PennDOT, was
used for the Integral Abutment End Diaphragms. An epoxy overlay was then applied to the
deck.

Figure 7 – Integral Abutment Plan View

The Typical Section (See Figure 6) of the
bridge is made up of 4 PBUs with 2 girders
each spaced at 5.83 ft. totaling 46 ft. outto-out and 43 ft. curb-to-curb. The bridge
carries 3 lanes including the center turn
lane, as well as widened shoulders for
pedestrians. Since there are no sidewalks
leading to or from the bridge, the raised
sidewalk present on the existing bridge
was not maintained. PA Type 10M bridge
barrier was used to minimize weight and
protective fencing was provided in the
area over the railroad.
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Figure 8 – Integral Abutment Elevation View

Figure 9 – Pier Elevation View

Figure 10 – Pier Foundation Details

All precast elements were used for the
integral abutments. One of the
challenges was the pile location. The
existing abutments used circular
concrete piles. Extracting the piles
would take time and leave holes or
uncompacted soil increasing the
unbraced length of the proposed piles.
Also, there would be the risk of the
piles breaking off during extraction,
creating the potential for obstructions
under a tight schedule. The decision
was made to leave the existing
concrete piles in place and locate the
new piles between the existing piles
using non-uniform spacing. (See
Figures 7 and 8) A precast abutment
cap beam with 30” diameter voids
formed using corrugated sleeves was
provided that would then be placed
over the piles and grouted. The
abutment cap beam was set on pile
support angles which supported
construction loads until the grout fully
cured. Precast backwall, wingwall, and
cheekwall elements completed the
abutments. Each of the precast
elements were connected using
grouted splice sleeve couplers.
Precast approach slabs with
longitudinal UHPC closure pours were
also used.
The pier (See Figure 9) was also made
up primarily of precast elements. The
column sections, pier cap, and beam
seats were all precast elements
connected with grouted splice sleeve
couplers. A cast-in-place wall shaft
section on a spread footing was
constructed to 1 ft. above the design
flood elevation. This cast-in-place work
occurred prior to detouring the existing
bridge traffic. The main challenge of
this construction was the close
proximity to the existing bridge pier
located just 14 ft away. A claystone
layer required the new footing to be
approximately 12 ft. below the existing
pier footing. Opening an excavation
this deep and this close to the existing
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pier while under traffic raised stability concerns. Installing shoring would require either tie-backs
through the existing pier and under the railroad right-of-way, or wales to brace the shoring
across the excavation that would ultimately interfere with the proposed construction. The
solution was to drill a series of short 60” diameter caissons with shells (See Figure 10) in stages
so that, rather than opening up a large excavation, only a small excavation at any one time
would utilized. The spread footing was then constructed on top of the drilled caissons. This
minimized the risk to the existing pier while at the same time transferred the loads down to
competent rock.
The superstructure
(See Figure 11) was
designed and
analyzed much like a
typical steel girder
bridge. PennDOT’s
LRFD Steel Girder
Design and Rating
Program (STLRFD)
was used to design
the girders and
LRFD Steel Girder
Splice Design and
Figure 11 – Bridge Deck Framing Plan
Analysis Program
(SPLRFD) was used
for the field splice design. A total of 12 PBUs (See Figure 12) were fabricated for this project,
plus 8 infill deck panels located over the field splices between the positive and negative moment
modules.
The challenges were in the detailing of
the superstructure to support ABC
techniques. Rather than casting the deck
in the field after the girder erection, girder
pairs were fully assembled (including
diaphragms, stiffeners, and field splices)
in the precasting yard and the decks were
precast onto them creating PBUs (See
Figure 13). To account for dead load
deflections and to ensure field splice fitment,
the girder lines were pre-assembled and

Figure 13 – PBU Deck Fabrication

Figure 12 – Deck Module Key Plan
supported at the relative beam seat
elevations prior to pouring the decks. The
PBUs had longitudinal and transverse
hairpin reinforcing bars projecting from the
edges of the concrete that would lap with
rebar from adjacent panels within the UHPC
closure pours. Detailing of these bars was
crucial to avoid interference between
adjacent panels. The hairpins had to be
rotated from the vertical to fit within the deck
rebar mats in the negative moment modules
where the #6 bar longitudinal reinforcing
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required a larger bend radius. (See Figure 14)
Each prefabricated element was also analyzed
for stresses due to shipping, handling and
erection. Each element had to be checked for
each stage from fabrication to erection into the
final position at the site. Lifting devices were
located to minimize the stresses in the
element and additional reinforcement was
added when required.
Fabrication tolerances for the precast concrete
Figure 14 – PBU Fabrication – Field Splice Area elements had to be tightly controlled to ensure
the pieces fit together properly in the field.
For the PBUs, the locations of the various projecting rebar had to be coordinated to avoid
interferences with the adjacent panels in the closure pours. Additionally, all of the substructure
elements connected with grouted splice sleeve couplers were even more critical since the
couplers only allow for about 1/8” of misalignment with the projecting rebar of the mating piece.
Any fit-up issues in the field would have resulted in delays that the construction schedule could
not tolerate. Therefore, many templates were used to locate the cast-in elements precisely. In
addition, the elements were pre-assembled at the precast plant to ensure proper alignment prior
to shipping to the field.
Other challenges that arose in design related
to constructability. Access to the site was
extremely limited (See Figure 15). The creek,
the railroad, an auto mechanic/salvage yard,
and a wetland limited available staging,
laydown, and work areas. To avoid delays in
securing an NPDES permit near a High
Quality Warm Water Fishery, the earth
disturbance was limited to 0.97 acre. The
construction of an access road along the
steep fill slope down from SR 0136 to the
Figure 15 – Project Site
creek area under the bridge accounted for a
large portion of this disturbed area. A
temporary bridge was constructed over the creek for construction of the pier and other grading
and demolition activities.

Figure 16 – 650-Ton Manitowoc Crane

Sizing a crane capable of making the heavy
lifts and long reaches was also a major
challenge. The maximum pick was 108,000
pounds and reaches exceeded 100 ft.
Additionally, several of the heavy picks
occurred over the railroad, requiring a 150%
crane pick capacity. Several options for crane
sizes and placement were considered in
design, and provided with the construction
drawings. The contractor elected to utilize a
single crane below the bridge near the pier for
all picks which ultimately allowed them to
maximize their construction output by
providing access to the entire roadway and
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bridge at any given time. A 650-ton Manitowoc crane with a 243 ft boom was used (See Figure
16). A 350-ton all-terrain crane was also required to assemble the large crane.
5. Bid Phase:
The project was advertised in January, 2016 and let on February 25, 2016. A+Bx bidding was
used where “A” represents the contractor’s construction bid, “B” is the incentive cost per day,
and “x” is the number of construction days not to be exceeded by the contractor. A maximum of
29 days was allowed with a with a $50,000/day incentive-disincentive. The successful bid from
Brayman Construction Corporation of Saxonburg, PA was $7.38M + 28 days at $50k/day
totaling $8.8M. This included $4.3M for the lump-sum bridge item or $5.2M including all bridge
items. This amounts to approximately $550 per square foot for the bridge. The Engineer’s
Estimate was $5.6M + 29 days for a total of $7.1M which was lower than the bids. This is
believed to be a result of competition in materials procurement and fabrication related to
PennDOT’s active Rapid Bridge Replacement project. In addition, bidders likely increased
prices to offset possible losses due to the large potential daily cost of exceeding the number of
days bid. Finally, a premium was required to meet the aggressive overall project schedule. A
letter of Intent was signed on March 15, 2016 to allow Brayman to begin work on Shop
Drawings, shoring and falsework design, and other submittal items. Formal Notice to Proceed
was granted on April 6, 2016.
6. Construction:
With the extremely aggressive schedule,
Brayman and their subcontractors began work
almost immediately. Fabrication of the girders
and other steel was provided by Littell Steel
Company in New Brighton, PA. These girders
were then shipped to PennStress in Roaring
Spring, PA for assembly and casting of the
precast decks forming the PBUs. PennStress
also cast the integral abutment, approach
Figure 17 – Construction Sign
slab, and pier elements. Brayman
concurrently began preparing the site by
constructing the access road and temporary
bridge over the creek. Work then began on
construction of the pier foundation and wall
shaft section under the existing bridge
adjacent to the existing pier. Once the cast-inplace work was complete, the road was
closed on September 7 (See Figure 17) and
demolition of the existing bridge began.
Brayman maximized the amount of work
performed, often working in several areas
simultaneously. Once the existing bridge was
removed, Brayman began erection of the pier
elements (See Figure 18). At the same time,
preparation of the abutment areas and driving
Figure 18 – Pier Construction
of the piles commenced along with approach
roadway excavation and construction of the widened rock benches. Brayman erected two
temporary towers to stabilize the negative moment PBUs as they balanced on the new pier.
Work also began on assembling the integral abutment elements. After setting the negative
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moment PBUs, the Span 2 PBUs were erected, followed by the Span 1 PBUs (See Figure 19).
The approach slab and sleeper slab elements were then set at each approach. Forms were
then installed for the longitudinal and transverse UHPC closure pours (See Figure 20). The
integral abutment concrete end diaphragms
were then poured using Class AAA Cement
Concrete, Accelerated. To complete the
deck, the UHPC closure pours were ground
flush and the entire deck was topped with a
3/8” epoxy overlay. The Type 10M barrier rail
elements and railroad protective fencing were
installed to complete the construction(See
Figure 21).
With aggressive scheduling, effective project
management, and cooperation of all team
Figure 19 – Deck Module Erection
members, Brayman succeeded in finishing
ahead of schedule. The road was closed to
traffic on September 7, 2016 and was re-opened to traffic on September 30, 2016, just 24
construction days later… 4 days early!
7. Lessons Learned:
Several lessons were learned in completing
this project. The following details three of the
most important ones:

Figure 20 – UHPC Closure Pours

First, constructability needs to be studied in
detail during the design phase of ABC
projects. This becomes even more critical as
the structures grow in size. Larger spans
result in larger and heavier picks with longer
reaches. This requires very large cranes that
are expensive and which may not be readily
available within the anticipated window of
construction.

Second, providing as much time as possible
between the project letting and start of construction can help ensure a successful project and
reduce costs. As previously mentioned, the cranes that are required may not be readily
available when needed. Additionally, on this project, the contractor had difficulty in procuring
material for the fabricated steel plate girders.
This then added pressure to the precast plant
to fabricate the PBUs and other precast
elements on time. Consequently, a premium
was paid to obtain the materials within the
given timeframe.

Figure 21 – Completed Bridge

Third, the aggressive schedule required there
to be construction activity occurring
concurrently over all areas of the project site.
It quickly became apparent that safety was a
concern. While there were no reported
incidents on this project, PennDOT has
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suggested that they would assign a dedicated person to monitor and address safety issues on
future ABC projects.
8. Conclusion:
The SR 0136-G10 bridge project is believed to be the first 2-span continuous ABC bridge
replacement in Pennsylvania. Many challenges were overcome to meet the design, letting, and
construction schedules. While the costs of the bridge were higher than conventional
construction, this was offset by the savings in high user costs afforded using ABC. The project
was completed 4 days ahead of an already aggressive schedule and had minimal cost
overruns. Planning, communication, and teamwork were all critical to the success of the
project.
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ABSTRACT
Recently Jiangxi Department of Transportation (J-Dot), Jiangxi Province, China, launched a pilot
program utilizing the accelerated bridge construction (ABC) technologies to deliver a four-bridge
project, which provided a template for increasing ABC implementations nationwide in China. In
this paper, the background and the strategies in developing this program, the criteria of the
structural type selection, and constructability considerations are described and presented.

INTRODUCTION
Jiangxi Province, located in the east center of China, hosts one of the largest and most complex
transportation networks in China. In the current 21st century, with the progress of urbanization,
the population are centering in large metropolitan regions such as Nanchang and Jiujiang,
which has led to heavy congestion, and adversely affected the economic growth and stability.
Over the years, closely working with local governments and academical organizations, the J-Dot
continues to strive for innovative ways to expedite project delivery and grapple with congestion
relief strategies.
Typical project delivery schedules are controlled by construction of bridges, which requires the
most time to complete. The ABC, as a widely recognized viable alternative practice to deliver
the bridge projects in accelerated way, has attracted the great attentions of the transportation
authorities and bridges engineers [1]. J-Dot, partnering with the Research Center of Bridge
Engineering (RCBE) at Wuhan University of Technology, China, has made the significant efforts
to develop the ABC technologies over the last five years. The researches focus on evaluating
the performance of the prefabricated bridge elements to assist the designers in determining
appropriate structural type for their projects, standardizing prefabricated component design, and
developing the connection details to achieve the emulative seismic performance. Most recently,
a pilot program has been launched in order to provide information towards the development of
standard details and guidance, and to improve the management process and coordination of JDOT functional units. It is expected that information obtained from the program, such as the
planning process, cost, analysis/design methods, and procedure of the constructability review,
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will provide an important insight into the overall performance of the ABC projects, and lie a
foundation for future implementations of ABC technologies in China.

BACKGROUND OF THE PROGRAM
In 2016, the J-DOT started a pilot program that implements ABC technologies, in which the
RCBE provides fully technical supports in structural analysis and design. The bridges selected
for the program are from a highway improvement project, in which the following criteria are
considered:
1. Non-skewed bridge with maximum 4 spans
2. Maximum span length not greater than 30 m
3. About 65% to 75% of span length ratio of side span to interior span
The following bridges are selected:
1. Qiaonan Village Overpass, 2-span bridge with equal span configuration, 30.0 m and
30.0 m.
2. Gangdongping Overpass, 4-span bridge with span configuration, 20.0 m, 30.50 m,
30.50m and 20.0 m.
3. Wuchangcun Overpass, 2-span bridge with equal span configuration, 30.0 m and 30.0 m.
4. Sanlindang Overpass, 2-span bridge with equal span configuration, 30.0 m and 30.0 m.
The overall deck width for all four bridges is 12 m that provides a 3.75 m traffic lane and 2.25 m
shoulder on each east and west bound, respectively. The selected bridges represent the most
typical span configurations of the ordinary bridges in Jiangxi province.
It is noted that, in order to examine the structural adaptability and constructability of the
abutment types for different construction site, and to establish the standard component module
for lowering cost, the three bridges with the same span configuration and span length are
selected.

DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION CONSIDERATIONS
One of the ABC approaches, which utilizes the fully prefabricated components, is used to
deliver the projects. To determine the appropriate structural type, the following alternatives are
evaluated based on the constructability, time on the site, cost, material availability [2].
Superstructure
1. PC full depth deck panels (FDDP) system supported by PC/PS bulb Tee girder
2. PC/PS deck Bulb Tee girder
3. PC/PS adjacent box girder with CIP deck
Bent Structure
1. Drop bent with PC columns and cap beam
Seat Type Abutments and Wingwalls
1. PC cap supported by cast-in-drilled-hole (CIDH) piles with PC wingwalls (Type 1)
2. PC retaining panels connected by CIP cap with PC wingwalls (Type 2)
3. PC cap supported by PC columns that connected to pile footing (Type 3)
CIP Connections
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Connection of PC column to bent cap
Connection of PC column to pile shaft/pile footing
Connection between the FDDP
Connection of PC abutment cap to CIDH pile, and
Wingwall connections

PC FDDP Supported by PC/PS Bulb Tee
Over the last decades, the precast FDDP system has been successfully used in existing deck
replacement and new bridge deck constructions. It minimizes the construction time on the site,
and reduces the traffic disruption. A proposed typical section is shown in Figure 1, of which the
five girders at 2.4 m spacing provide 1.2 m overhang on each side of the bridge deck. The total
structural depth is determined as 1.65 m that produces a 0.55 depth/span (D/S) ratio.

Figure 1: Typical Section of PC FDDP Superstructure
The methods of the panel assembly play a significant role in successfully delivering the project
in expedited way. The connection method between the panels, therefore, is a key factor of
affecting the construction pace and structure quality. Usually the FDDP system are connected
by CIP mild steel reinforced joint or posttensioning [3]. In order to evaluate the constructability
of the assembly methods, RCBE conducted the survey and literature reviews in nationwide. The
feedback indicated that no similar superstructure type was constructed in China so far.
Meanwhile the feedback expressed the constructability concerns for posttensioning connection
method. It was found that the installation and grouting for the prestress tendons with curved
profile, smaller duct, and relative longer tendon length will significantly increase construction
time on site. It is suggested that, therefore, the CIP mild steel reinforced joint be more feasible
and efficient than that of posttensioned connection.
The camber control is another constructability concern for this type of the superstructure. To
achieve required camber, the following sequence shall be followed, (i). preset leveling device to
anticipated height, (ii). build the form of haunch, and (iii). place non-shrink flowable grout in all
joints. Since the haunch height is variable, the form setup will be very time consuming that is
undesirable ABC.
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PC/PC Deck Bulb Tee Girder
Based on PCI Northeast’s researches [4] and current construction practices in China, a Chinese
version of the deck bulb Tee is proposed by modifying the Chinese standard bulb Tee. Figure 2
shows the proposed typical section, of which five girders at 2.4 m spacing provide 1.2 m
overhang on each side of the bridge. Similar to preceding discussion, the total structural depth
is determined as 1.65 m that produces a 0.55 depth/span (D/S) ratio.

Figure 2: Typical Section of PC/PS Superstructure
The PC/PS deck bulb Tee eliminates deck construction, and section crown is realized by
adjusting girder elevations and variable thickness of wearing surface. This system provides a
very efficient way to construct bridge superstructure. However, due to its very wide flange and
relative bigger self-weight, the precautions must be taken in girder handling and shipment.
In order to avoid long distance girder shipment, it is suggested that the girders be cast in a
temporary casting yard near the site. Three types of the CIP flange connections, narrow closure
pour, wider closure pour, and narrow closure pour with UHPC, are investigated. It is found that
the conventional CIP connection will be more feasible considering the situation that the
contractors lack of experience in UHPC utilization.
PC/PS Adjacent Box Girder with CIP Deck
Adjacent box girder is one of the most efficient structural type that is widely used in ABC
projects. It eliminates deck form and significantly reduces the construction time. A number of
successful projects have been constructed in California [5]. Figure 3 shows the proposed
structural type of the superstructure, in which the exterior girder is cast with barrier. It can be
seen that the variable girder bearing elevations combined with AC wearing surface are used to
realize the section crown. In developing the structural type, the following cases are considered:
1. Transversely posttensioned adjacent box girder without CIP deck
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2. Transversely posttensioned adjacent box girder with CIP deck
3. Adjacent box girder with CIP deck without transversely posttensioning

Figure 3: Typical Section of Adjacent Box Girder Superstructure
According to the survey conducted by FHWA, for the adjacent box girder superstructures with
minimum 152 mm (6 inches) CIP deck, no longitudinal cracks, and leakage are found in those
bridges constructed in USA over last 30 years. This survey indicated that the CIP deck provide
sufficient transverse connections to prevent girders from separation. However, for the proposed
structural type, the torsion induced by barrier self-weight may cause longitudinal crack between
the girders. To eliminate this unbalance effect, the transverse posttensioning at middle span and
both ends of the girders is recommended.
Recommended Superstructure and Construction Sequence
Based on the preceding discussions, the adjacent box girder with CIP deck is selected for all
four-bridge superstructures. In order to reduce negative moment at the bents, the following
sequences are suggested:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Erect PC/PS girders
Place reinforcements of the deck and bent diaphragm
Pour deck
Place AC wearing surface

PC Abutments
All three types of the proposed abutment are shown Figures 4. For type 1 abutment, the PC cap
beam is supported by CIDH piles. The type 2 abutment consists of PC retaining panels and CIP
cap beam. The bottom of the retaining panels is connected to pile footing by Sleeve Lock Grout
Sleeve, and the transverse connections between the panels are provided by a CIP cap. In type
3 abutment, the PC cap is supported by PC columns, in which the column bottom is connected
to pile footing.
The details of the connections of the abutments are described and discussed in [6].
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Figure 4a: Abutment with PC Cap Supported by CIDH (Type 1)

Figure 4b: Abutment with PC Retaining Panels and a CIP Cap (Type 2)
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Figure 4c: Abutment with PC Cap Supported by PC Columns (Type 3)
The abutment types used in each bridge are listed in Table 1.
Table 1: Abutment Types for Each Bridge
Bridge

Abutment

Qiaonancun Overpass

Abt. 0, Type 1

Abt. 2, Type 2

Gangdongping Sub-field Overpass

Abt. 0, Type 1

Abt. 4, Type 1

Wuchangcun Overpass

Abt. 0, Type 3

Abt. 2, Type 3

Sanlindang Overpass

Abt. 0, Type 1

Abt. 2, Type 1

PC Bent and Connections
The bent consists of PC bent cap beam and columns supported by CIDH shaft. The columns
are connected to pile shaft and bent cap by Sleeve Lock Grout Sleeve, and grouted duct
connections, respectively. Figure 5 shows the typical bent that are used in all four bridges. The
details the bent is described and discussed in [6].
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Figure 5: Bent Column Connections

CONCLUSIONS AND REMARKS
Over the last few years, more and more provincial DOTs in China start embracing the ABC
strategy to deliver the bridge projects. The pilot program launched by J-DOT provides a
template for promoting the ABC implementations in China, and highlights the following:
1. Structure type selection of an ABC project depends on the bridge site, span length, and
material availability
2. For the multi-bridges projects, using precast modules with similar dimensions can lower
the cost and accelerate construction
3. The new proposed precast girder with barrier setup a template developing new structural
type in ABC project. But the constructability should be examined carefully
4. The pilot program laid a foundation for further implementation of ABC technologies in
China
It should be noted that the ABC is at very beginning stage in China. More and more efforts are
being made nationally by the governmental, academical and engineering organizations in
developing viable ABC solutions with associated design and construction specifications. The
widespread implementation of ABC technologies will facilitate the improvement of the national
infrastructure system that benefits the economy and traveling public.
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ABSTRACT
This paper describes the successful practice of a two-span concrete overpass with all main
components precast. The pier columns are connected to CIDH piles directly with steel sleevelock couplers and to bent cap with grouted ducts. The precast abutments are supported on
CIDH piles. Two alternative connection solutions are provided to expedite the abutment
construction. For the short abutment, the wing walls and two pieces of precast abutment stems
are connected using mechanical couplers. For the high cantilever abutment, the precast
abutment stem panels are connected to pile cap with grouted sleeve-lock couplers, and a cap
beam with bearing pads and shear keys provides connection between each panel in the
transverse direction. In addition, steps have been provided deliberately on the cap beam to
account for the cross slope of 2%. The precast post-tensioned girders are assembled on sites
with concreted closure pour above bent cap. A full depth CIP deck system is constructed with
an AC overlay. According to the implementation of ABC in the overpass, it is concluded that few
problems are encountered with bridge decks supported on concrete elements because they
generally demonstrates sufficient stiffness.

INTRODUCTION
The interest in ABC has been steadily increasing over the past 50 years because they offer
several benefits over traditional CIP (cast-in-place) construction. ABC eliminates the need for
cast-in-place formwork and, as such, reduces cost, construction time, and environmental and
economic impact. In addition, precast bridge components are constructed in a controlled
environment which leads to a more durable, high quality product. However, inadequate
performance like leakage and non-integration may be encountered due to poor connection
between precast panels and supporting system, adjacent joint configuration, construction
procedures, and materials used.
In order to improve the structural behavior in an earthquake event, over the last ten years,
Jiangxi Transportation Department (JTD) has sponsored a series of research projects to
develop methods connecting the prefabricated bridge components. In these research projects, a
number of connections, which include the connections of girder to girder, girder to bent cap,
bent cap to column, column to footing, etc., have been developed, and successfully used in JTD
ABC projects. This paper presents and discusses the design of a concrete overpass,
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Qiaonanchun Overpass, by taking the following performance requirements into considerations
[1]:
1. In plastic hinge region, the connection has required ductility to accommodate plastic
deformation with lose of capacity.
2. The capacity of the connection between the superstructure and the column shall be
adequate to transmit the maximum forces produced when column has reached its
overstrength capacity including moment and shear.
3. The connection shall be easy to be constructed.
The successful application of the connections in Qiaonancun overpass has demonstrated that
all objective performance can be achieved by careful detailing of the structural connections.

STRUCTURAL DESCRIPTIONS
The bridge is located in North part of Jiangxi Province, China. This is a new construction that
spans the Nanchang to Jiangjiang Highway (G70) and serves to carry traffics on the ramp
connecting local road system to G70.
As shown in Figure 1, the structure is a two span bridge with a length of 30m for each span. The
width of the bridge is 12m, which carries two 3.75m wide lanes with a 2.25m shoulder on each
side. The superstructure consists of eight 1.35m wide box girders and a 16cm thick CIP deck
slab overlayered by a 7cm thick AC, which is supported on short seat type abutments and one
column bent. The foundations at abutments are footings with 1.6m diameter CIDH concrete
piles. The column bent with double1.4m diameter columns is supported on1.6m diameter pile
shafts. Figure 5 shows the bent layout at Bent 6 (others are similar).

Figure 1: Elevation of Qiaonancun Overpass
Connection Details
Pier Columns
The pier columns are connected to CIDH piles directly with steel sleeve-lock couplers and to
bent cap with grouted ducts. In order to achieve the similar or better performance to/than that of
the CIP structures, the PC cap is connected to each column with grouted duct connections. The
connection details are shown in Figure 2. Twenty 36mm diameter steel bars extended from
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each column were inserted into the ducts pre-set in the bent cap. The connection is constructed
by the following sequences: Erect bent cap on the final position that the column is inserted into
pre-cast holes, and then grout the ducts with non-shrinkage mortar.
Column-pile shaft connections are similar design to column-cap connection except that grouted
ducts are replaced with sleeve locks to splice reinforcements in the precast columns and CIP
pile shafts

	
  
Figure 2: Column Connection Detail
Abutments
The precast abutments are supported on CIDH piles. Two alternative connection solutions are
provided to expedite the abutment construction. For the short abutment, the wing walls and two
pieces of precast abutment stems are connected using mechanical couplers. Pocket connection
are employed to provide tension, shear and moment transfer between pile shafts and the cap
via projecting bars concreted into pocket cast into the adjacent member. The pockets are
formed with corrugated steel pipe and a bedding layer is offered to serve to accommodate
fabrication and placement tolerance. For the high cantilever abutment, the precast abutment
stem panels are connected to pile cap with grouted sleeve-lock couplers, and a cap beam with
bearing pads and shear keys provides connection between each panel in the transverse
direction, as shown in Figure 3. In addition, steps have been provided deliberately on the cap
beam to account for the cross slope of 2%.
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Figure 3: Typical Section of Adjacent Box Girder Superstructure
PC/PS Adjacent Box Girder with CIP Deck
Adjacent box girder is one of the most efficient structural types that are widely used in ABC
projects. It eliminates deck form and significantly reduces the construction time. For Qiaonancun
Overpass, Precast post-tensioned girders are assembled on sites with concreted closure pour
above bent cap. Figure 4 shows the proposed structural type of the superstructure of
Qiaonancun Overpass, in which the exterior girder is cast with barrier. It can be seen that the
variable girder bearing elevations combined with AC wearing surface are used to realize the
section crown.
The exterior girder poses a rotating risk at construction stages due to the eccentricity induced by
PC barrier. To address this issue, the end diaphragms and central diaphragms of the girders are
transversely tied together by transverse posttensioned tendons and insert assemblies (Figure 4).

Figure 4: Typical Section of Adjacent Box Girder Superstructure
At the position above bent cap, CIP concrete closure pour is designed to make the two-span
structural system continuous. Lapped reinforcement bars are used in the cast-in-place segment
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to resist negative moments produced by live and/or dead loads. The design detail is shown in
Figure 5, where traditional posttensioned tendons are canceled to reduce on site construction
period.

Figure 5: Bent Diaphragm Detail

STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
Design Loads and Load Combinations
According to (JTG D60-2004)---China, both design truck load (CHN-Truck) and design lane load
(CHN-Lane) are taken into account for the analysis of Qiaonancun Overpass. A standard 550kN
truck is designated to CHN-Truck while CHN-Lane is represented with the combination of
uniformly distributed load with a intensity of 10 kN/m and a single concentrated force, where the
concentrated force Pk is 320 kN and 384 kN for moment and shear, respectively. The impact
factor is determined according to fundamental frequency. For this bridge its fundamental
frequency is calculated as f1=0.65741 Hz and the corresponding impact factor is 0.05. All
design loads are combined according to the design code, JTG-60, China. Two load
combinations are used in this design, i.e.: for CHN-Lane: 1.2DL+1.4(Land Load)+PS; and for
CHN-Truck: 1.2DL + 1.8 (Truck Load)+PS, where DL means dead loads and PS is the
prestressing.

STRUCTURE SYSTEMS
Two structure systems that consider different construction sequences are investigated in this
project:
Live load continuous bridge (LLCB):
The dead loads are carried by simple supported precast beams (PC box in this case), while the
live loads are carried by the beam slab composite system. In this case, typically the negative
moments due to dead loads (such as self-weight of the girder, CIP deck) are zero, and the
construction sequences are as follows:
•
•

Erect the PC girders on the supports
Place reinforcements of the deck and the bent diaphragm
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•

Pour concrete of the deck and diaphragm

Spliced girder bridge (SGB):
In this case, the precast beams are connected (spliced) before pouring the bridge deck concrete,
in which the deck weight is carried by the continuous two span beams. In this case the negative
moments due to the dead load are not zero. Usually the positive moments in this case are
smaller than those in LLCB. The construction sequences are as follows:
•
•
•

Erect the PC girder on the supports
Place diaphragm reinforcements and pour concrete (Splice the girders)
Place deck reinforcements and pour deck concrete after the diaphragm concrete
hardened

3D STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
3D computer models for both LLB and SGB are setup for this bridge. Figure 6 shows the typical
model captured from the computer screen.

Figure 6: Numerical Model for Qiaonancun Overpass
The analysis results are listed in the following Tables 1 and 2.
Table 1: Live Load Continuous Bridge
Load Com.

Exterior Girder

Interior Girder

+M (KN-m)

-M (KN-m)

+M (KN-m)

-M (KN-m)

Strength I

5955

2785

5432

2380

Strength II

6406

3765

5798

3197

CHN-Truck

5487

1949

5026

1661

CHN-Lane

7409

3300

6334

2652
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Table 2: Spliced Girder Bridge
Load Com.

Exterior Girder

Interior Girder

+M (KN-m)

-M (KN-m)

+M (KN-m)

-M (KN-m)

Strength I

5290

3926

4910

3561

Strength II

5745

4922

5279

4394

CHN-Truck

4866

3025

4526

2769

CHN-Lane

6803

4383

5839

3768

From Tables 1 and 2, it can be seen that for both of exterior and interior girders, (1), the
maximum positive moments in LLCB are greater while maximum negative moments are smaller
than those in SGB. (2). The positive moment design is CHN-Lane load combination, while the
negative moment design is controlled by Strength II.
Figure 7 shows the design results for live load continuous (LLCB) case of Qiaonancun
Overpass based on 3D analysis.

a) CHN-Truck---Exterior Girder

b) CHN-Truck--- Interior Girder

c) CHN-Lane--- Exterior Girder

d) CHN-Lane--- Interior Girder

Figure 7: Flexure Designs of Live Load Continuous Bridge
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For Spliced Girder Bridge (SGB) case, the design results are listed as follows:
Table 3: Exterior Girder Design (SGB, 3D analysis results)
Load Com.

Exterior Girder
+Mu (KN-m)

Mr (KN-m)

C/D

-Mu (KNm)

-Mr (KNM)

C/D

Strength I

5290

9170

1.73

3926

7959

2.03

Strength II

5745

9170

1.59

4922

7959

1.62

CHN-Truck

4866

9170

1.88

3025

7959

2.63

CHN-Lane

6803

9170

1.35

4383

7959

1.82

Table 4: Interior Girder Design (SGB, 3D analysis results)
Load Com.

Interior Girder
+Mu (KN-m)

Mr (KN-m)

C/D

-Mu (KNm)

-Mr (KNM)

C/D

Strength I

4910

9170

1.86

3561

7959

2.23

Strength II

5279

9170

1.74

4394

7959

1.81

CHN-Truck

4526

9170

2.03

2769

7959

2.87

CHN-Lane

5839

9170

1.57

3768

7959

2.11

By comparing the above results, it can be concluded that for positive moment, AASHTO with
California Amendment Strength II provides more conservative design for this bridge. It is noted
that the minimum shear reinforcement provided according to the code can satisfy the shear
demands for this type of the bridge.

CONCLUSIONS AND REMARKS
The ABC has gotten more and more attractions in current bridge construction by the
advancement in the connection detailing and the accumulation of practical experiences. The
presented project using newly developed connections has demonstrated the followings:
1. Carefully design the connection between the PC bridge components can achieve
similar/better performance to/than the conventional CIP connection
2. There is no single solution to connect the precast bridge components in an ABC project.
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3. More creative work and laboratory test are required in developing more constructible
and durable connections.
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ABSTRACT
As a showcase project for Accelerated Bridge Construction (ABC), the replacement of the SR-299 Bridge
over I-24 was selected to provide the Georgia Department of Transportation (GDOT) an opportunity to
optimize the use of this technology for widespread implementation. To implement a full structure
replacement while maintaining all traffic movements in a 56 hour weekend of an interstate overpass
bridge over a 60,000 vehicles per day corridor, required the design team to employ a number of
accelerated bridge construction techniques. This paper will highlight the implementation and lessons
learned from the project including the use of Self Propelled Modular Transporters (SPMT), Precast
Approach Slabs and Substructure construction under an active roadway.
PROJECT DEVELOPMENT
As a showcase project for Accelerated Bridge Construction (ABC), the replacement of the SR-299 Bridge
over I-24 provided the Georgia Department of Transportation (GDOT) an opportunity to optimize the use
of this technology for widespread implementation. The Wright Brothers/WSP team both have a long
history of providing design and construction services for alternative delivery projects. Our design team
brings to GDOT a long history of delivering both key accelerated bridge projects and developing
standardized ABC methodologies for several DOT agencies including the Florida Department of
Transportation and Washington State Department of Transportation.
This ABC bridge replacement project involved the removal and replacement of the current two-lane
crossing over I-24 in Dade County. The three major goals of the project were to:
1. Construct a new SR 299 bridge over I-24 utilizing ABC techniques
2. Maintain a safe and effective maintenance of traffic during construction
3. Reduce the project duration
The existing SR 299 bridge over the I-24 corridor was composed of a 4 span steel stringer structure located
on a curved alignment of approximately 820’. The end spans are were composed of chorded simple span
stringers while the center span of the structure was a two span continuous stringer structure with chorded
beams. Recent bridge inspection reports performed by the GDOT, reported the bridge had widespread
deck deterioration, and is classified as in poor condition, structurally deficient, and exhibiting signs of
advanced deterioration. The structure was had insufficient stopping sight distance with a narrow 28’
roadway for the two travel lanes. Figure 1 shows the project location map and limits of the project and
because of the site constraints, replacement location and timeline the GDOT choose to the replace the
structure on the existing alignment. To accomplish this replacement with minimal traffic disruption Design
Build Delivery methods was selected and some of the highlights of the RFP requirements include:
1. Construct a new SR 299 bridge over I-24 on the existing alignment with all work limited within
the existing right-of-way and ramp terminals utilizing
2. Utilize one of two ABC techniques of Slide In or Self-Propelled Modular Transport (SPMT) for
a maximum 56 hour full closure of SR 299
3. Maintain Existing Traffic Patterns during All Phases including Switchover with limited Lane
Closures allowed during off peak times

Figure 1: Project Location Map
The GDOT released a preliminary concept with the RFP which included a two-span steel structure
replacement constructed within the infield ramp areas shown in Figure 2. The proposed concept had
limitations to addressing the requirements of the contract including maintaining all lanes of I-24 with a twospan continuous structure, abutments were located behind the existing making installation more difficult for
traffic control and the curved steel members are economically restrictive in this area of the country. Building
upon the teams DB expertise a more economical and construable structure was developed and highlighted
in the next section.

Figure 2: View of Existing Structure with Proposed Structure under Construction. Note In field areas in
background originally anticipated for Bridge Construction

BRIDGE OVERVIEW
The final bridge layout is a 201’-7” long two span bridge composed of simple span Type III modified precast
prestressed concrete girders. The two spans are arranged and designed for maximizing the ability to
construct the structure in the Pre-ABC period (Defined as the time prior to the SR 299 56-hour closure
period). The team’s approach to the structure designs for the SR 299 crossing over I-24 focused on the use
of conventional materials and proven construction techniques which will promote long-term maintenance
and accelerated construction. A primary focus of the structural system was to maintain both constructability
and durability of the system which was selected to be constructed on temporary shoring immediately north
of the existing bridge and installed using SPMT. The following major design features are summarized below
which meet this intent. The plan and elevation view of the structure is shown in Figure 2 and some highlights
of the structure are summarized below with more detail in the following:
1. 2 Simple Span Structure: 103’-10” and 97’-9” spans
2. Fixed Abutment/Exp Piers to eliminate closure at the center pier during ABC period
3. All Substructure Units composed of Straddle Bent Pier/Abutment types with Single Mono-Shaft
Foundations
4. Semi-Integral Abutment to allow for backwall to be constructed in Pre-ABC period
5. MSE Walls along I-24 Alignment (Construct Pre-ABC)
6. Modified Type III PC Girders

Figure 3: View of Existing Structure with Proposed Structure under Construction
Prestressed Concrete Type III Girders was selected with a full width cast-in-place (CIP) deck to eliminate
future maintenance concerns with reflective cracking from precast panels or modular units with site cast
closure joints. The structure employed the Department standard semi-integral abutment at each end and
a conventional poured expansion joint at the center pier. This system was chosen to maintain the 56 hour
ABC replacement and mitigate maintenance of expansion joints. The semi-integral abutment back wall
was site cast with the superstructure on temporary shoring and once each span is replaced using the
SPMT units, a poured expansion is installed without the need for a time sensitive site cast closure. Once
the superstructure is erected, a precast approach slab will be connected to the abutments seat and a
flexible asphalt paving will be used on top of each end. The precast approach slabs provide adjustments
for construction tolerance and accelerate construction.

For the substructure drilled shafts and concrete bents were selected for both the abutments and center
pier. The use of drilled shafts provided a proven foundation system to the department while eliminating
vibration concerns next to the existing structure from the hard driving anticipated due to the inter-bedded
limestone and shale rocks. The drilled shaft foundations were constructed outside the limits of the existing
bridge superstructure and the integrity verified using Crosshole Sonic Logging (CSL). The concrete bents
were constructed upon CIP concrete columns placed up to their final elevation prior to the ABC Period.
The pier and end bent caps were cast under the existing structure during the Pre-ABC period and precast
concrete pedestals were utilized to allow for the immediate erection of the superstructure once the
existing bridge is demolished.
The approaches to the bridge were retained along the I-24 corridor with the use of conventional
mechanically stabilized walls (MSE). These walls, which were constructed behind the existing intermediate
bents of the SR 299 Bridge, and provide a low construction and maintenance system for the proposed
structure while allowing for the wall construction to be accomplished without temporary shoring of the
existing embankment.
The rendering shown in Figure 3 shows the structure system and construction techniques described above
and Figure 4 shows the structure under construction.

Figure 4: Rendering of Proposed Structure under Construction

Figure 5: Structure under Construction
PRECAST INITIATIVE AND TEMPORARY BENTS
To allow for a 56-hour switchover the structure maximized the ability to construct a majority of the
elements prior to the ABC period. However, there were several elements that required precasting to meet
the project constraints. These elements included precast approach slabs and cap pedestals.
To construct the bents prior to removal of the existing bridge precast concrete pedestals were utilized to
raise the caps to the final elevation as shown in Figure 5. The existing structure had substandard vertical
clearance and the longer spans were accomplished without any raising of the approach grades to
minimize construction time during the ABC period. The precast pedestals were cast with all anchor rods
for the superstructure in their proper orientation and were connected to the cap with preformed anchor
rods which were grouted once erected.

Figure 5: Precast Pedestals for CIP Straddle Bents
The other precast element on the structure was the approach slabs which employed modified details
taken from traditional decked concrete girders for the longitudinal connections and were limited to 12’ in
width for shipping reasons. Sub-sleeper slabs were employed to ensure proper bearing and No. 57 stone
was used for the embankment fill to limit compaction time during the ABC period.

Figure 5: Precast Approach Slabs for Bridge Approach
To construct the structure temporary bents were erected just north of the existing bridge to limit the SPMT
travel distance and allow for the structure to be constructed in its final alignment. Reused Steel beams in
the contractor’s inventory were placed upon drilled shafts were selected due to the ease in construction,
fabrication and testing. The temporary structure was designed for seismic conditions due to the structure
being supported above live traffic and steel chairs were used for the 7% cross slope on the structure.
To maintain the department standard superstructure fixity conditions, a modified sole plate was utilized and
welded to the embedded bearing plate once the span is moved into placed. This system allowed for both
the use of conventional vulcanized elastomeric bearings and adjustment of bearing contact due to
construction tolerances. Some photos of the temporary structure and details are shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6: Temporary Structure Details
MOVING ANALYSIS
Due to the SPMT replacement method, our team evaluated the proposed structure under both permanent
and transient loading during the move. An evaluation of the service stress levels within the prestressed
girders and crack width levels within the CIP deck ensured the mitigation of deck cracking during
installation. This analysis was also employed to provide allowable twist and deformation limits in the
contract plans.
A full 3D FEM model was developed assuming elastic behavior and all members were modeled including
the transport support structure. Due to the long cantilever lengths of approximately. 0.25L, significant top
tension and negative flexure effects were assessed with this modeling. To mitigate this full pull top strand

were employed within the Precast girders and supplemental mild reinforcing steel was placed within the top
flange and deck to limit crack widths. Figure 7 shows the model under deformation with the controlling twist
case.

Figure 7: Deformation of Bridge under tolerance load controlling case and photo during bridge move
CONCLUSION
The full structure replacement of the SR 299 Bridge over I-24 while maintaining all traffic movements in a
56 hour weekend, required the design team to employ a number of accelerated bridge construction
techniques. To accomplish the project requirements the use of Self Propelled Modular Transporters
(SPMT), Precast Approach Slabs and Substructure construction under an active roadway were
employed. The structure was replaced in a single weekend with no change orders, no reduction in quality
and very minimal traffic disruption. The lessons learned on this project will help GDOT and other state
DOT’s in developing widespread implementation of ABC in the region.
REFERENCES
None
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COORDINATION + EFFICIENCY = ACCELERATED SUCCESS
REPLACING FLORIDIAN WAY SUPERSTRUCTURE IN 72 HOURS

Presenting Author: Kyle W. Ervin, M.S., P.E., Project Engineer,
HNTB Corporation, 407-547-3011, kervin@hntb.com
Co-Author:

Christopher J. Mills, M.S., P.E., Structures Group Director,
HNTB Corporation, 407-547-3064, cmills@hntb.com

PROJECT BACKGROUND
Located in Lake Buena Vista, Florida, the S-407 drainage structure, which carries Floridian
Way, was constructed in 1970. The structure is owned by Reedy Creek Improvement District
and is a vital part of the infrastructure providing connectivity through the Walt Disney World
Resort area. The rehabilitation of the structure became a priority as it was needed to provide
access to a nearby roadway construction project scheduled to begin within months which would
greatly increase the volume of truck traffic on this functionally obsolete bridge. Additional
concerns included the use of substandard guardrail on the superstructure that had been
damaged from previous impacts.
Given the critical importance of the Floridian Way corridor, an accelerated schedule for
project completion was proposed. The accelerated schedule included design, load rating, and
plan production in the month of August 2016; project procurement completed by beginning of
November 2016; off-alignment fabrication in the month of November 2016; and completion in
December 2016 within a 72-hour road closure window.

Accelerated Project Schedule
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Figure 1: Accelerated Project Schedule

ALTERNATIVES CONSIDERED
When considering options for expedited repair of the S-407 drainage structure, the first
option considered was the use of an externally bonded fiber reinforced polymer (FRP) system.
The system of carbon fiber fabric and adhesive resin would be applied to bottom of the
superstructure to increase the structural capacity and extend the useful life. Ultimately the fiber
reinforced polymer option was not selected due to the close working conditions between high
water and bottom of superstructure which would require dewatering of the canal. The
1
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dewatering process would require a significant amount of sheeting and a crane on site in the
area of the structure. Because this is part of a larger canal system that could flood adjacent
properties, if closed the contractor would need to have a crane and operator on site 24-7 in case
a rain event occurred that would require the canal to be opened immediately.
Once it was determined that a complete superstructure replacement would occur, the
selection of superstructure type to maximize ease and speed of construction as well as
structural efficiency was still a remaining obstacle. The existing superstructure consisted of two
20’-9” simple spans, each consisting of ten precast inverted u-shaped reinforced concrete
beams. The existing beams were 16 inches deep, bolted together transversely through
adjacent web members, and the bridge received an asphalt topping. The proposed concept for
replacement was to cast a 30’-0” by 20’-9” reinforced concrete slab, one for each span. The
proposed slabs would be 15 inches deep, cast off-alignment, and the bridge would receive an
asphalt topping. Because of the time constraints, the new superstructure was designed to be
cast in close proximity to the existing bridge and lifted in place during the closure. The existing
substructure would remain to support the new slabs.

Figure 2: Existing (top) and Proposed (bottom) Typical Sections

DESIGN PROCESS
A point of emphasis of this paper and presentation is that accelerated bridge construction
projects do not need to be incredibly arduous. In fact, in the case of the design of this project,
the opposite is true. The project was designed to current AASHTO LRFD specifications using
the approximate methods of analysis in Chapter 4 of AASHTO. Equivalent strips for single lane,
mutli-lane, and longitudinal edge beams were considered. Chapter 2 of AASHTO also
prescribes a suggested minimum thickness for slabs with main reinforcement parallel to traffic
which was used for design.
Along with the design of the bridge in service, construction loads were also calculated. The
slab functions as a simple span bridge in service, seeing only positive moments, however, when
being lifted into place, the slab will also see the force effects of negative moment as well.
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Chapter 5 of the Precast/Prestressed Concrete Institute (PCI) Design Handbook shows pick
point locations for achieving balanced forces in the slab.
This simplified design process was a great contribution to the accelerated nature of this
project. The structure was also load rated for HL-93 and Florida 120 permit loads.

COORDINATION OF DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION
As mentioned previously, part of the original design included an analysis of construction
loads. Also mentioned previously is that the proposed structure consisted of two reinforced
concrete slab spans with the dimensions 30’-0” x 20’-9” x 1’-3” resulting in a total pick weight for
each slab segment of approximately 67 tons which includes barrier rails. The contractor for the
project was Johnson Brothers Construction, LLC, and one of their first requests was to reduce
this pick weight by splitting each slab down the longitudinal center of the bridge. This change
was proposed for ease of construction and to allow the contractor to use their TEREX AC 250
truck crane. Due to the bridge being split longitudinally and having an asphalt topping, a
differential deflection check was performed to assure there would not be a maintenance issue
with the asphalt. The proposed change was submitted to the designers for approval and was
accepted shortly after submittal.
Another concern that was raised by the contractor was the adequacy of the existing
substructure and how the original structure was intended to function. The original plans were
quite worn and it was unclear if the substructure walls were free-standing or if the structure was
functioning as in integral box with the slab acting as a strut to support the earth loads behind the
substructure walls. As designers, we were confident that the walls were free-standing when we
found a detail on the original plans showing the superstructure connected to the substructure
using substructure dowels through holes in the superstructure which were filled with bitumen.
For completeness, the walls were checked as free-standing walls and found to be adequate in
service. During construction, a crane setback was recommended to minimize surcharge on the
existing substructure walls. The contractor also opted to inspect some of the dowel holes on the
existing superstructure to see if the dowels were bearing on the superstructure, indicating
movement of the wall and strut action of the superstructure. Additionally, the contractor decided
to remove the existing superstructure in strips which were saw-cut. This allowed for
approximately half of the existing superstructure to remain in place (and potentially support the
substructure walls) while the new slabs were put into place which also would not have been
possible had the original proposed slab dimensions been used.
Additional minor comments which were not related to the structural function of the bridge
were also addressed in a timely manner. Ultimately, the flexibility and timeliness of the
contractor, designer, and owner played a major role in the successful outcome of this project.

CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, simplicity of design, coordination and cooperation with the contractor, as well
as efficient turn-around times throughout all aspects of this projects proved successful in
delivering this project to the client’s satisfaction. Working together with the contractor through
the construction of this project was a valuable experience for the designers. It is always great
when the designer has foresight into potential construction obstacles and can plan to minimize
them. Additionally, this project is a great example of how accelerated bridge construction
projects can be very effective even when not exceptionally complex.
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EXPANDED ABSTRACT:
UNIVERSITYCITY PROSPERITY PROJECT
SIGNATURE PEDESTRIAN BRIDGE ACHIEVED USING ABC
Presenting Author: Dwight D. Dempsey, P.E., S.E., Regional Director, Southeast Region,
FIGG Bridge Engineers, Inc., 850-224-7400, ddempsey@figgbridge.com

EXPANDED ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
This new signature pedestrian bridge for the UniversityCity Prosperity Project will cross SW 8th
Street and the Tamiami Canal near the intersection of SW 109th Avenue to connect Florida
International University (FIU) with the City of Sweetwater. This bridge will be a gateway into
campus, creating a safe crossing for pedestrians and sparking development in the
UniversityCity area. Funding for this project is provided by a USDOT TIGER grant. Key
stakeholders include FHWA, FDOT Local Agency Program, FIU, and the City of Sweetwater.
The bridge is being designed and constructed by the Design-Build Team of MCM+FIGG and will
utilize the latest technologies in design, materials and Accelerated Bridge Construction (ABC)
techniques. Construction began in the spring of 2017 and it will be completed in the beginning
of2019.

DESIGN
FIGG Bridge Engineers (FIGG) led a team of eight subconsultants to deliver the project design
and provide all professional services including civil, drainage, surveying, geotechnical, lighting
and electrical design. The bridge design was accomplished using LARSA (for 3D beam element
and plate model analysis, including time-dependent effects) and LUSAS (for 3D solids model
analysis) to model the bridge including the superstructure and substructure elements.
Superstructure
The unique cross-section of the bridge is based on the traditional I-beam. The top flange serves
as a canopy, the deck as the bottom flange, and the open truss as the web. The orientation of
the cross-section results in a shallow structure depth that places the bridge walking path much
lower to the ground, reducing the number of stairs and height of the elevators at the plazas. The
major structural elements, including geometry of the five sets of 16” diameter steel stay pipes,
truss, and the pylon section, are all designed such that the natural frequency of the structure
under harmonic pedestrian loads meets the required design criteria. The stay pipe lengths
range from 35’ to 140’.
The 31’-8” wide bridge deck provides a 30’ pedestrian pathway and the 16’ wide canopy
provides coverage for 53% of the walkway. The 274’ long pedestrian bridge consists of two
spans: a 175’ long precast concrete main span over SW 8th Street and 99’ long cast-in-place
concrete back span over the Tamiami Canal. Overlooks with staircases and elevators are
located at both ends of the bridge to provide connectivity to the plazas at FIU and the City of
Sweetwater areas at the end of the bridge.
The deck, canopy, and truss diagonals use a combination of high-strength low-permeability
concrete and post-tensioning to provide the longest life with less maintenance. In addition to
1
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providing openness on the walking path, the diagonal struts will have fixed tables and seating at
select locations.
Substructure
The slender pylon tapers from 6’ at the base to 3.5’ at the top, which is 109’ above the roadway.
The pylon will be supported by fourteen 24” square precast concrete piles. Each of the stay
pipes are connected to the pylon via anchor bolts and base plates.
A series of end bents at each end of the bridge supports the end of the bridge span in addition
to the overlooks. The end bents on the south side have been designed considering an elevated
direct connection to the adjacent parking garage planned for future construction. The end bents
and stairways are all supported on spread foundations.
Aesthetic Features
The pedestrian bridge will feature signature aesthetic lighting that includes dynamic lighting
effects with LED lighting on the pylon, stay pipes, and under canopy. A unique series of lights
located at the top of the pylon will feature an array of lighting options that will serve as a
landmark beacon at night for the City of Sweetwater and FIU. The aesthetic LED lighting is
programmable to feature local university colors, patriotic colors on holidays, and other seasonal
colors throughout the year.
In addition, the above-ground concrete elements will be constructed using a special titanium
dioxide (TiO2) concrete mix, which contains white cement and a titanium dioxide admixture.
When activated by sunlight, a photocatalytic reaction occurs that removes pollutants from the air
and self-cleans the white concrete surface. The bridge will remain clean and white throughout
its service life, greatly reducing the need for maintenance.

CONSTRUCTION
The main span will be precast in the staging area located directly adjacent to the final bridge
location. The main span will be cast on shoring towers at the approximate final grade elevation
to allow for the transporter to lift the span for the bridge movement. Casting the main span in the
staging area allows for the construction of the substructure to be concurrent with the main span
casting and greatly reduces the amount of work over traffic. Span 2 will be cast-in-place on
temporary steel beams that span the Tamiami canal to support the shoring towers and
formwork.
The pylon will be cast-in-place in vertical lifts. The pylon will be first constructed to the elevation
of the bridge deck. Once the precast main span is placed in its final position and the cast-inplace Span 2 is constructed, the remaining height of the pylon will be constructed. Both the
main span and Span 2 are designed to be self-supporting without stay pipes in place. Only the
pylon is constructed, the pre-assembled stay pipes are lifted into place and connected to the
pylon and canopy.
Accelerated Bridge Construction
ABC techniques will be used to erect the main span in one night. The main span unit located in
the adjacent staging area will be moved into place using Self-Propelled Modular Transporters
(SPMT) with the sequence described below.
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Bridge Movement Plan General Information
1. The transport weight of the precast bridge span (Span 1) is 950 tons (1,900 kips).
2. Four trailers will be used to transport the bridge main span, two trailers will comprise the
north trailer assembly, and two trailers will comprise the south trailer assembly. Two
126’ long bents are placed on top of the north and south trailer assemblies.
3. Eight pullup gantries will be used to adjust the height of the bridge main span. These will
be located on the trailers and support the slide beams. Plywood wedges are placed on
the slide beams to directly support the bridge main span.
Bridge Movement Plan Sequence
1. Equipment Set-Up and Configuration – Prior to road closure, assemble and configure
transport equipment in area south of the bridge staging area. The bridge main span will
initially be in an east-west configuration. Site prep to include matting along travel path to
protect SW 8th Street and adjacent curbs and sidewalks. Perform road closure.
2. Initial Lift – Lift bridge main span up off the temporary shoring towers used for casting
until the bridge main span is fully supported by the transport equipment.
3. Bridge Span Transport – Travel bridge from staging area onto SW 8th Street, moving
the bridge main span from an east-west configuration in the staging area to a northsouth configuration just west of the final bridge position.
4. Final Lift – Lift bridge main span up one side at a time (north/south) until bridge ends
are above the PT bars protruding from the pylon base.
5. Final Bridge Span Positioning – Bridge main span travels to the east over the pylon
base and south landing bent.
6. Final Bridge Span Setting – Bearings installed on south landing bent. Bridge main
span lowered alternating one site at a time (north/south) until the span is supported on
the pylon base and south landing bent. Travel transporter back to staging area. Remove
road closure.
Overhead height restrictions near the power lines at the south end of the bridge will be avoided
using the SPMTs and this bridge movement plan. Advantages of ABC over conventional
construction include a shortened construction schedule, minimized impact to vehicular and
pedestrian traffic during construction, and enhanced work zone safety.

CONCLUSIONS
This signature pedestrian bridge for FIU and the City of Sweetwater will be made possible with
the latest advancements in design, materials and ABC technologies. The design for this
pedestrian bridge was centered on utilizing ABC methods to shorten the construction schedule
and significantly reduce work over live traffic and road closures for SW 8th Street. This one-of-akind bridge will be completed in the beginning of 2019 and accomplished for $11.4 million,
which includes the bridge, plazas and open areas along SW 109th Avenue and along the FIU
campus.

REFERENCES
1. Alberto Delgado, Project Manager, Florida International University
2. Rodrigo Isaza, Construction Project Manager, Munilla Construction Management, Inc.
3. W. Denney Pate, P.E., Engineer of Record, FIGG Bridge Engineers, Inc.
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ABC PROTECTING THE FOREST IN CHAPEL HILL
Presenting Author: Patrick Gallagher, P.E., Senior Bridge Engineer, Parsons Corporation,
919-854-1346, Patrick.Gallagher@parsons.com

INTRODUCTION
Famous for good music, college basketball, and a center for academic success, the Research
Triangle and the Town of Chapel Hill have a lot to offer its residents. Throughout the Triangle
there is an intricate series of pedestrian walkways that encourage residents to get outdoors,
enjoy the southern sunshine, gaze upon the natural beauty the area has to offer, and stay
healthy by promoting an active lifestyle. Residents of this community also have a desire to
preserve that natural beauty while they traverse the landscape. That’s why the Meadowmont
Pedestrian Bridge Replacements in Chapel Hill, North Carolina are important.

UNIQUENESS OF PEDESTRIAN STRUCTURES
Pedestrian structures do not demand the same attention as large highway projects, yet offer the
same challenges as more noticeable bridge projects, and they offer a few special challenges of
their own. At their core, a pedestrian bridge is still a bridge and demands the same attention to
detail as their larger counterparts. They are built of the same materials, span the same streams
and roads, and are built in much the same way as other bridges. Yet, they seem to have a
lower status on our natural hierarchy of “exciting” projects. As a result, they often do not get the
same level of innovation and attention to detail as other bridge projects.
Look around and take notice of how unique pedestrian structures can often be. Wander the
urban landscape of a city and notice how an oddly complex pedestrian structure emerges out of
the concrete jungle. You don’t usually see a 150 foot long suspension bridge supporting
highway traffic, or a highway bridge intertwined very intimately with its surroundings. But
wander through the city and you may find such a structure designed for pedestrians. Pedestrian
bridges are often small, narrow, and get very personal with their users and users of the land
adjacent to them. They also provide an excellent place for opportunistic bridge engineers to
take a shot at recreating the marvels of engineering we aspire to create, on a smaller level that
may actually be financially possible.
By the time pedestrian structures are added to a community, the roadway infrastructure is often
established, buildings are constructed, and the path greenways are able to follow are often left
to the forgotten spaces developers couldn’t gain access to. Greenways may be located along
utility easements, across a swamp, tucked between or under bridges in the city, or along creeks
that are otherwise inaccessible for development. As a result, greenways are often placed in
very unique locations and provide people with a rather special view of the cities they serve.
Meadowmont is such a place as I’ve described above, and the bridges being proposed there
provide an opportunity for experimentation; which I describe here.

DESIGN CODES
While there are codes dictating pedestrian bridge designs, consistent application of loads on
these structures has not routinely occurred [1]. Historically loads have varied and jurisdictions
often take exception to these loads. As a result, our existing inventory of pedestrian bridges
have a wide array of design live loads.
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Since pedestrian structures and greenways are not often determined to be essential to the
commercial value of our networks of roads, the usual environmental criteria does not always
apply the same to pedestrian structures as they do roads. When flooding occurs, pedestrian
bridges get damaged first. When a pedestrian bridge gets damaged in a storm, repair of the
structure often comes secondary to the roadway bridges or buildings serving the community.

SITE DESCRIPTION
Trails near the Meadowmont site are currently composed of very narrow gravel paths
meandering through the woods that reside within a wide floodplain. The paths are often
elevated slightly on a soil berm. The ground adjacent to the berm and at various locations along
the path is often wet. And the site is often inundated with water when heavy rains occur,
especially during the summer months. Trees are very tall, vegetation is thick, and the beauty
that makes the trail unique provides an obstacle for conventional means of bridge construction.

A CASE FOR PREFABRICATION
The owner of the bridges specifically did not want wood to be used on the new bridges. They
have a long history of maintaining wood structures and wanted a structure that was as close to
maintenance free as they could obtain to protect their maintenance budgets. That meant
concrete and galvanized steel were the materials of choice. It also increased member sizes
from that of typical wood construction, requiring investigation into heavy equipment usage.
There are two bridges being replaced on the site, and they are on the same path through the
woods, requiring one be replaced right after the other. One of the new bridges spans 34 feet,
the other 45 feet, and both provide a 10 foot wide path. Both existing bridges are considerably
shorter and more narrow than the proposed new ones. Access and construction within the site
is a delicate operation. For a pedestrian, access is as simple as going for a walk. But access
for construction equipment would typically require destroying part of the forest to provide wide
and open access roads. Pouring concrete at a location with high water elevation near the time
of a seasonal storm could pollute the streams the bridges cross. These two factors had to be
resolved in order to make construction of these bridges a possibility.
Prefabrication resolved both of these concerns. In order to allow a concrete structure to be
installed in a location where wet concrete could be washed away during a storm, prefabricated
deck elements were selected. In order to eliminate the need for heavy equipment, prefabricated
pieces were designed to be small enough, thus light enough, not to demand a large piece of
equipment to place.
Since the project included the removal of two bridges, the first bridge along the path was
designed to withstand the loads of the somewhat heavy equipment needed to cross the bridge
to construct it and the second one. Furthermore, the capacity of the existing pedestrian
structures was evaluated and compared to the weight of the equipment needed to cross these
structures. (More on the specific equipment crossing each existing structure is described
below.) Lastly, the new bridges were designed to be 10 feet longer than the original bridges to
ensure that pile driving and bent construction could commence without interrupting the access
to the far shore near the existing bridges.
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PROPRIETARY PRODUCTS
Proprietary products were explored. The weight of a prefabricated truss necessary to cross the
creeks weighed considerably more than the prefabricated pieces designed for this project.
Obtaining proprietary products can be cumbersome, and a government entity often has to go
through a special process to justify using one specific supplier. With an interest in prefabricated
systems, this engineer took advantage of the opportunity and took some time to experiment and
see if ABC elements could be borrowed from highway construction and applied here.

CONSTRUCTION PROCESS
Access to the site is adjacent to an elementary school at the south end of the job site. The
bridges are expected to be built from south to north with the “south bridge” being built first, then
the “north bridge”. After the trail is widened slightly to give the selected construction equipment
access, a 4 ton piece of equipment would install piles for the first end bent. The existing south
bridge would then get a new, temporary deck that would make it wide enough to support the 4
ton piece of equipment. That equipment would cross the south bridge and install piles at the
second bent. It would then move to the north bridge and repeat the process.
After the piles are installed, a 40 ton crane on rubber tires would be used to demolish and
construct both new bridges. It would have a long enough reach to place a 3.5 ton cap beam at
the far shore and each 4 ton deck slab. It would only have to cross the south bridge to access
the entire site. At the time of this report, construction of the bridges had not begun.

DESIGN DETAILS
Both bridges are made of galvanized steel piles, rolled beams, and rails, and concrete bent
caps and deck panels. Except for the piles, each part is prefabricated and brought to the site as
an environmentally stable item that can be easily connected to other members in the field.
Repetition is key to making prefabricated elements a success. The south bridge span is shorter
than the north bridge span, and the south bridge is the one that is required to support the 40 ton
crane. Almost by coincidence, the rolled steel section required to support pedestrian loads on
the north, longer, bridge is almost the same as that required to support the 40 ton crane at the
south bridge. To simplify construction, both bridges were made of the same steel section with
precisely the same connection details. This approach was also applied to the other elements.

SUMMARY
Pedestrian bridges are an excellent place for engineers to experiment and explore new ideas.
There’s a thirst for creativity and ingenuity by owners of these small structures aimed at making
their projects more affordable, easy to construct, and protect the special settings they reside in.
ABC and customized prefabrication are not only for the big bridges. With some initiative,
creativity, and an eye for opportunity, engineers of pedestrian bridges can develop designs that
apply the mindset of highway bridges to the more intimate settings of these bridges and solve
some real challenges pedestrian bridge owners face without turning to specialized products.

REFERENCES
1. AASHTO, 2009 LRFD Guide Specifications for the Design of Pedestrian Bridges.
Washington, DC: AASHTO.
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TDOT Fast-Fix 8 – Details to Reduce Conflicts and Risk
Ted Kniazewycz, P.E., F.ASCE, Civil Engineering Director – Structures Division, TN DOT
(615)741-3351, ted.kniazewycz@tn.gov

ABSTRACT
The Tennessee Department of Transportation embraced the Accelerated Bridge Construction
and alternate project delivery philosophies in the completion of several diverse projects. The
Department successfully utilized the Construction Manager / General Contractor on the highprofile Fast-Fix 8 project in downtown Nashville where four pairs of bridges were replaced with
only 10 weekend closures. The success of the project can be attributed to the collaborative
efforts of the project team consisting of TDOT, Kiewit Infrastructure South Co. and Gresham,
Smith & Partners and the attention to design, detailing, communications, and execution used in
the project.
This paper is intended to highlight many of the design considerations vetted by the Team to
improve the efficiency of fabrication and construction and lower the overall risk on the project
from the perspective of the owner and the contractor. Engineering details related to the various
joint types between prefabricated bridge elements, connections between precast elements and
existing substructure units and details for installation of precast approach slabs will be
presented along with contractor innovations that were utilized in the execution of the project.

INTRODUCTION
The Tennessee Department of Transportation embraced the Accelerated Bridge Construction
and alternate project delivery philosophies in the completion of several diverse projects. The
Department successfully utilized the Construction Manager / General Contractor on the highprofile Fast-Fix 8 project in downtown Nashville where four pairs of bridges were replaced with
only 10 weekend closures. Let’s take a closer look at the attention to design, detailing and
execution used in the project to lower project risk and deliver a successful ABC project.

PROJECT DETAILS
The Fast-Fix 8 (FF8) project involved the major rehabilitation of 3 pairs of bridges and the
replacement of another bridge pair along a ½ mile stretch of I-40 in downtown Nashville. The
traffic within the project limits was approaching 140,000 ADT with no break in traffic volumes
between week-day and week-end counts due to the tremendous number of business,
educational, medical, recreational, and tourist destinations all accessed from this interstate
corridor. The bridges were all experiencing an increased frequency of deck failures which
resulted in three emergency lane closures in the summer of 2013 for one bridge alone. TDOT
selected a unique option at each site that took advantage of the bridge components that were
still serviceable and allowed for new elements to be fabricated to fit the remaining bridge
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components. Additionally, using multiple types of bridge elements offered the opportunity for
accelerated delivery since multiple suppliers were available to fabricate the wide variety of
components needed. Additionally, the prefabricated elements could be procured at an ondemand schedule which resulted in minimal impact to the traveling public and reduced risk to
the contractor because since the bridge elements were new construction and there was total
control on the element dimensions and opportunities to provide improved fit-up tolerances. We
can now look at some of the specific details for each of the bridge pair locations.

JO JOHNSTON BRIDGE SITE
These two bridges were threespan structures comprised of
AASHTO I Beams with continuous
decks. The structure was in a
slight horizontal curve and superelevated. The substructures were
multi-post bents and HP pile
supported abutments. For this
location, it was decided to convert
the existing bents into abutments
and eliminate the end spans. This
would result in less deck area to
maintain in the future and also less
bridge to replace during the
weekend. To accomplish this, a
MSE wall was constructed in front
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of the existing bent which would contain the approach fill and also minimize the load applied to
the bent. The wall system could be installed prior to the full road closure without impacting the
public. Additionally, modifications to the beam seats required for the new box beam
superstructure could be accomplished prior
to the weekend. Precast endwalls were
fabricated that would fit over the existing
bent riser blocks. These blocks supported
the new approach slabs and roadway
backfill. The blocks were pinned and grouted
to the existing bent caps to provide a
positive connection for load transfer.

For the superstructure, prestressed box
beams (36” x 36”) were specified along with
full-depth precast, prestressed deck panels.
Having both new beams and panels reduced
the risk of panel fit-up issues. Additionally, the connection of the panels to the box beam was
designed to be only 12” wide which provided ample support width for the deck panels. The deck
panels were orientated transverse to the beams and spanned two or three beam lines. The
transverse joint between panels was located over a beam line which reduced the need for
formwork. Also, the panels were supported on non-yielding bearing blocks which allowed for a
compressible material to be used between the beam and the bottom of the panel. Materials
used for the filler included foam pipe insulation, spray foam and butyl rubber mastic. The
strength of the joint was enhanced with longitudinal lacing bars which provided a strong
connection between the panels and the projecting beam stirrups. To aid in the placing of the
longitudinal bars, splice locations were staggered to reduce bar congestion. Like the end blocks,
the box beams were pinned to the existing bent caps. Cross-slope elevation changes to
improve deck drainage were accomplished with steel shim plates which had holes to align with
the holes in the box beams for the pins..
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The closure pour material, which was used on all the bridges, was specifically formulated for
this project. Standard high strength, non-shrink grouts were not readily available in the
quantities required. For the entire project, approximately 36,000 bags of this material would
have been required and the production time would not have met the compressed schedule
required by TDOT. The important mix parameters needed for this project include early strength
gain and exceptional bond strength. The final mix design provided 4000 psi in 4 hours (6,000 psi
at 24 hours) with a one hour pot life in the truck which allowed 3-4 yard batches to be used on
the project.

HERMAN STREET BRIDGE SITE
These bridges were 4 span continuous bridges with steel beams spanning over a local road and
a short line railroad. The replacement bridges utilized the existing substructures and beam
spacing. At the time of construction, each bridge used 16 superstructure units – and the units
were the longest, heaviest and most number used in a weekend replacement project.

The prefabricated superstructure units were comprised of two plate girders with a cast-in-place
deck. The units were designed to match the existing beam spacing which minimized the amount
of substructure modifications needed during the weekends. The spans were connected at the
deck level with link-slab details at the interior supports and the units were connected along the
length with a mechanical type connection that was similar to the connection of the full depth
deck panels. The design and detailing of the plans addressed the likelihood of rebar conflict by
providing clear dimensions for the joint reinforcing spacing.
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Additionally, the contractor constructed the bridges as a single structure in a laydown yard in the
median of the interstate. Using this approach, the contractor was able to use conventional
forming techniques and cast the entire deck for the full width of the bridge with a regular screed
machine. He was also able to use metal deck forms for the entire bridge and added block-outs
for the closure pours.
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With the block-outs removed,
he was able to cut the metal
decking in the center of the
closure
pour
from
the
underside of the deck. When
the superstructure units were
then set in place on the
weekend, the forms would align
and serve as the form for the
closure pour.

CLINTON & CSXT BRIDGE SITE
The existing two bridges at this location consisted of six span continuous steel beam girders
with composite slab. There were considerable constraints at this site due to parallel frontage
roads and an active mainline CSX track providing the only east-west access from Nashville.
The typical train volume during the proposed closure period was 26 trains. This raised the risk
level due to constricted work windows. To lower the project risk and save future maintenance
dollars, the decision was made to eliminate four of the six spans and have two single span
bridges – one over the railroad and one over Clinton Street. The project details involved
converting four of the existing bents into abutments.

To accomplish this effort, the bents on either side of the railroad were encased in concrete walls
to help contain the roadway fill. This method was used because the railroad does not permit
MSE walls facing their Right-of-way. In other locations, MSE walls were utilized.
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An additional step used, to lower the load on
the encased bents, was to install a selfsupporting wire-wall between the cast-inplace concrete and the granular backfill.
This secondary wall kept the lateral earth
pressure from adding to the piles supporting
the existing bents.

The contractor employed some unique
techniques to complete as much of the wall
backfill as possible without impacting
interstate traffic. Those steps included using
a conveyor system to place rock within the
confined retaining wall box and using a
remote controlled bulldozer that could place
rock fill between the existing girders which
greatly minimized the amount of fill that
would need to be placed on the weekends.
Also, having the fill in place simplified the
removal of the existing bridge during the
weekend demolition phase as the structure
could be processed in-place and hauled off
in a single step. The construction at each
bridge site was completed by separate work
teams. Although the two bridges were nearly
identical in size and number of elements to be placed, the railroad bridge team required an
additional eight hours due to the delays caused by the stoppages for railroad traffic.

CHARLOTTE AVENUE BRIDGE SITE
The two bridges at the Charlotte Avenue crossing were total replacement structures. The
existing bridge was a three-span continuous “K”-Frame structure supported on thrust blocks.
The total bridge length was approximately 200 feet and the beam depth was 36”.
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The design team came up with a single bridge span option that would allow the substructures to
be constructed around the existing bridge and the new superstructure, consisting of two girder
steel plate girder units with a composite concrete deck, would be lifted into place during the
closure weekend. This option also eliminated the end spans with the use of small block retaining
walls that also enveloped the abutment structure. The abutment structure was actually
comprised of an economical multi-post bent on isolated spread footings.
To facilitate the construction of the end bents, the existing end fills were excavated and soil nail
walls were installed to retain the existing abutment fill. The excavation extended down to solid
rock which was approximately eight
feet below Charlotte Avenue road
elevation. Once excavated, leveling
concrete was placed in the excavation
to bring the working level up to the
roadway. Spread footings and columns
were built and the small block wall was
constructed up to the top of columns.
With the walls and fill in place, the bent
cap was able to be completed from the
top of fill – providing for a much safer
work platform. Careful engineering and
detailing were required to fit this
structure within the existing “K” frame.
Some
of
the
tolerances
and
clearances to the existing bridge
elements were as small as one inch.

With the substructures in place, the
superstructure could be placed during
the weekend work periods. To mitigate
the potential for settlement of the end fill
areas, granular backfill was specified
that would almost be self-consolidating
under the effects of the equipment
placing the material. To control the
transition between the rigid bridge
structure and the flexible approach
pavement, precast approach slabs were
used for the transition. To help mitigate
the concerns of differential settlement, a
two foot zone of geosynthetic reinforced
soil (GRS) was placed under and five
feet beyond the limits of the precast approach slabs. This would help insure that if settlement
did occur, the likely bump between the two materials would be minimized or eliminated. Also,
using the GRS eliminated the need for a sleeper slab or other support for the approach slab.
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CONCLUSION
The Tennessee Department of Transportation embraces the Accelerated Bridge Construction
and alternate project delivery philosophies with the completion of the Fast-Fix 8 project in
downtown Nashville. The CM/GC process allowed the design team to work with the Contractor
and tailor the design and details that would work to the specific strengths of the contractor.
Additionally, this close coordination, along with detailed engineering design and details,
produced an innovative project that lowered overall risk to TDOT and the Contractor.
Additionally, these details have been the basis of all other ABC projects in Tennessee, using
both alternate delivery as well as traditional design-bid-build processes. The ultimate goal of
ABC projects are to minimize impacts to the traveling public and provide structures with an
extended service life. The continued improvements in ABC project delivery in Tennessee
reflects directly on the success of the Fast-Fix 8 project and the strong foundation set by that
project team.

“ABC Methods for Fast Bridge Replacements in Idaho”
Presenting Author: Leonard Ruminski, P.E., Technical Engineer 2, Idaho Transportation Department
(ITD), 208-334-8529, leonard.ruminski@itd.idaho.gov
INTRODUCTION
Idaho Transportation Department (ITD) has been using Prefabricated Bridge Elements and Systems
(PBES) in bridge construction for quite some time. First recorded use of precast abutment pile caps was
in 1974. In 1980 ITD used precast pier pile caps on one bridge and in the 1990’s precast deck panels
have been used on two deck replacement projects. For many years Idaho predominantly uses precast
concrete girders as the preferred method of superstructure construction.
In recent years however, Accelerated Bridge Construction (ABC) methods have been used more often as
the need for rapid bridge construction increases. Several bridges have been constructed with the use of
precast superstructure and substructure elements including girders, abutments, wings, columns and pier
caps. In 2014 ITD rapidly replaced a bridge utilizing lateral slide method, first and only to date in the
state.
This presentation will focus on two ABC bridge replacement projects with fully precast superstructure
and substructure elements, and will highlight several innovative solutions and lessons learned.
SH-200 OVER TRESTLE CREEK

The project is located in Northern Idaho on a scenic byway in a resort area of Lake Pend Oreille. The
heavily deteriorated existing bridge was crossing environmentally sensitive Trestle Creek, a spawning
ground for bull trout, a protected species. The existing bridge was structurally and functionally deficient
and in need of rapid replacement. The creek also had to be realigned as to improve water flows and
prevent excessive buildup of sediments at the existing downstream railroad bridge. Due to traffic
demands requiring two lanes of traffic to be opened at all times and only 7 weeks allowed for work
within the creek, the two-stage bridge replacement had to incorporate ABC methods.
Supported by driven steel shell piles, precast abutment pile caps consisted of four segments each (as to
keep the shipping weight of each segment under 30 Tons) and connected with both horizontal and
vertical joints. The segments were stacked on top of each other in two layers with high strength grout
and reinforcement forming horizontal joints and then connected with closure pours between Stage 1
and Stage 2 construction, creating vertical joints. In order to eliminate time consuming conventional
deck construction, Deck Bulb-T girders with variable flange thickness alleviating effects of camber
deflections were erected and integrally connected with abutments using high early strength concrete
poured within end diaphragms. Approach slabs were constructed with precast prestressed panels and
precast sleeper beams. After connections between Deck Bulb-T girders and precast approach slab panels
were constructed with the use of welded tabs and high strength grout poured within keyways, the
entire bridge deck and approach slab surface was covered with spray-applied waterproofing membrane
before placement of final asphalt riding surface.
Innovations/Accomplishments:
All bridge elements were prefabricated allowing quick erection in the field in order to meet tight project
schedule. Mitigating girder camber deflections with variable top flange thickness eliminated
requirement of field adjustments in order to meet the final deck profile and resulted with uniform
thickness of asphalt pavement along the bridge, simplifying pavement placement operations. In order to
speed up construction, no intermediate diaphragms between girders were installed since girder stability
was assured by integral end diaphragms at abutments. High early strength concrete allowed stripping of
end diaphragms forms the next day after pouring, instead of after conventional 3-day cure required for
conventional concrete. In order to further speed up construction, the abutment wings were constructed
of precast concrete block gravity retaining walls. Precast panels with precast sleeper beams were used
for approach slabs construction.
Conclusions:
This single span 76.5’ long and 57.5’ wide bridge with 30 degree skew was constructed in 2013 at a cost
of approx. $1.2 million and met all objectives set for this challenging project thanks to utilization of ABC
methods.
Lessons learned:
1) Use of pile driving templates is advisable in future projects in order to avoid pile misalignment
and assure better fit within block-outs in precast pile caps.

2) Precast prestressed panels in approach slabs with skewed ends were difficult to install due to
prestress-induced panel deformations and requirement of controlled density fill under the
panels as to assure good contact with underlying base material. As a result, no time savings
were realized in comparison with conventional approach slab installation. In future projects
avoid using prestressed panels in skewed approach slabs and instead use conventional approach
slab installations.
3) Precast block gravity walls may be constructed instead of conventional wing walls,
accelerating construction and simplifying backfill placement behind abutments.

SH-55 OVER N. FORK PAYETTE RIVER, CASCADE (ID)

The project is located in a small resort town of Cascade (ID) on a two-lane scenic highway which also
provides a vital north-south link within the state for both commercial and tourist traffic. Any prolonged
traffic interruptions on this highway would have significant impact as there is no practical detour
available.
The existing 65 year old three-span steel girder bridge crossing 20-ft deep, 190-ft wide river was
classified as structurally and functionally deficient and originally scheduled to be replaced in 2017.
However, latest underwater inspections revealed that the slender steel H-piles, exposed 26’ above the
riverbed and supporting existing pier walls, were excessively corroded (with up to 50% of section loss)
and could no longer support heavy truck loads, causing traffic restrictions along the route and impeding
commercial traffic.

The state DOT (ITD) temporarily addressed the issue by encapsulating 50% of the corroded piles with
epoxy filled jackets, which allowed for a partial lift in traffic restrictions, but in order to assure long-term
safety and full mobility the bridge design and its replacement had to be accelerated and performed as
soon as possible. The new bridge construction completion date was therefore set for October of 2015.
It was also determined that in order to minimize impact on traveling public, commercial traffic and local
businesses, the new structure had to be erected by ABC methods during single construction season. The
only solution in this case was to use precast concrete elements for all bridge components which would
allow their rapid assembly in the field. Construction had to be scheduled as to accommodate increased
traffic during holiday and vacation seasons. Limited night time noise restrictions were also put in place
due to proximity of recreational resorts.
The bridge removal and replacement was to be done in two stages while maintaining two-way traffic
through the construction site at all time, which required a permanent shift of the roadway alignment.
This alignment shift and the right-of-way limitations called for construction of long MSE retaining walls
at each end of the new bridge. The MSE walls with precast panel facing were also used instead of
conventional wings at each abutment. Other challenges included limited access within the river available
only along one side of the existing bridge. Access on the other side was impeded by natural topography,
existence of wet lands and low hanging high voltage electrical power lines. New pier pile installation was
also complicated by large cobles and boulders requiring predrilling and use of temporary casing.
Templates were used during pile driving at piers and abutments in order to achieve tight pile installation
tolerances required for fitting of precast substructure components.
During Stage 1 construction, the access within the river was provided by modular temporary work
platform erected along one side of the existing bridge. The platform allowed partial removal of the
existing bridge and Stage 1 construction of the new bridge. During Stage 2 construction, the remaining
part of the existing bridge was used to support pile installation equipment and to allow erection of the
girders for one span of the new structure. Stage 2 pier piles for the new bridge had to be installed
through the openings cut in the existing deck, so the new pile spacing was designed to fit between the
existing bridge girders. Using weakened existing bridge as a work platform supporting heavy equipment
was questionable, however determined to be possible by careful analysis, equipment placement
restrictions, and prior strengthening of the corroded piles, as mentioned above.
Of particular interest was an innovative method of pier wall installation within the deep river and
without the need of time consuming and expensive cofferdam. Steel shell piles arranged in a single row
were driven through water into the riverbed, cut off just above the water line, leveled and filled with
concrete. The piles had to penetrate deeper into the river bed in order to account for 12-ft of potential
scour. 14” diameter centering pipes cast-in at the top of shell piles were used to align and to secure
lower segments of the pier wall on top of the shell piles. Inverted “U” shaped precast lower pier wall
segments were positioned directly on top of the shell piles such as to completely hide them from view
above the water, enhancing aesthetics. The hollow upper pier wall segments were then erected and
filled with high early strength concrete with fibers. Using hollow pier wall segments kept their shipping
weight below 30 Tons, simplifying transportation and erection and reducing cost. Precast abutment pile

caps with 30” CMP pile block-outs were erected on top of HP piles and block-outs filled with high early
strength concrete with fibers.
Precast Deck Bulb-T girders were fabricated with variable top flange thickness as to alleviate upward
camber deflections. After their erection, the girders were secured with temporary bracing and flanges
connected with 10” wide closure pours. Top flange transverse reinforcement protruded 9” into the
closure pours. Epoxy coated upper bars were used for improved protection against corrosion while head
terminated bottom bars provided adequate development and pullout resistance. Closure pours were
then filled with high strength mortar with fibers resulting in the robust and durable moment resisting
connection. Since girders’ ends were cast-in within the integral abutment and pier diaphragms and no
conventional deck placement was required, the intermediate diaphragms between girders were not
constructed. This approach also simplified and accelerated construction.
High early strength concrete with fibers was cast into the integral pier and abutment end diaphragms
allowing diaphragm forms removal after 24 hours, considerably reducing form curing time otherwise
required for conventional concrete. After approach slab, sidewalk and parapet placement, the entire
riding surface was covered with spray-applied waterproofing membrane and double layer of asphalt.
Finally, asphaltic plug expansion joints were placed at the end of each approach slab.
Due to its location next to the recreational resort and within the natural beautiful surroundings, the new
structure had to be aesthetically pleasing while blending with the environment. This was achieved by
texturizing and staining of the concrete facing used on the precast pier wall segments, MSE wall panels
and concrete parapets.
Innovations/Accomplishments:
All elements of the superstructure and substructure of the new bridge, except sidewalks and parapets,
consisted of prefabricated precast concrete components, which allowed quick assembly in the field,
reduced inconvenience to the public, reduced economic and environmental impact, improved safety
during construction and provided high quality, durable, low maintenance and aesthetically pleasing
bridge structure.
The innovative method of pier construction eliminated the need of deep cofferdams and forms within
the river, significantly reducing cost and construction time and providing the appearance of a solid wall
while hiding potentially unsightly steel shell piles. Using multiple hollow pier wall segments reduced
their shipping weight making their transportation and erection easier and less expensive.
The 10” wide closure pours between Deck Bulb-T girders filled with high strength, fast curing fiberreinforced repair mortar, were less expensive than comparable UHPC filled closure pours, but still
provided strong, effective and durable connection.
Girder continuity over the pier was achieved by extending top flange longitudinal reinforcement into the
pier diaphragm and splicing it with the reinforcement of the girder in adjacent span using mechanical
couplers. Developing bottom flange strands into the pier diaphragm provided positive moment girder

connection. The girders were framed at the pier and abutments by forming integral diaphragms filled
with high early strength concrete with fibers. Integral abutment and pier diaphragms increase structural
redundancy and eliminate exposed bearings and expansion joints, reducing future maintenance
requirements. They also improve seismic performance and bridge resilience against high water velocities
in the river.
Using high early strength concrete with fibers (instead of conventional concrete) significantly reduces
form curing time requirements and formation of shrinkage cracks, which improves long term
performance. Its overall unit cost premium was negligible, considering the benefits and relatively low
volume required for this project.
Variable top flange thickness along deck Bulb-T girders was designed to mitigate upward girder camber
and to eliminate requirement of variable asphalt thickness along the span, simplifying paving operation.
Spray-applied waterproofing membrane on all driving surfaces placed underneath the double layer of
asphalt assures well protected, long lasting deck and approach slabs, reducing future maintenance
requirements. Asphaltic plug joints were placed at the ends of approach slabs to allow for temperature
movements and to reduce future maintenance.
Conclusions:
This 2-span, 250’ long, 53.5’ wide bridge with precast Deck Bulb-T girders supported by integral piers
and integral abutments was constructed at the cost of approximately $4.0 million. The successful and
timely completion of this challenging project was only possible with the use of precast concrete
elements. Using simple and practical details with allowance for tolerance and field adjustments along
with innovative construction procedure enabled the crew to assemble the bridge structure on schedule
and within the budget. The bridge structure was assembled within 4 months, vs. 10-12 months required
for similar structure using conventional construction methods.
The bridge received the following awards:
1) 2016 PCI Design Awards: Winner in 76’-149’ Span Category
2) 2016 PCI Design Awards : Honorable Mention in All-Precast Category
3) Idaho Business Review 2016 Top Projects : Honorable Mention in Transportation Category
Lessons Learned:
1) Allow for ample tolerance and field horizontal and vertical adjustments of precast elements
during the design process.
2) Make sure that construction and inspection crews are aware of the importance of exact
surveying and precise placement of all precast elements.
3) Use of templates during pile driving does not always guarantee the precise pile alignment. Keep
this in mind during designing of precast pile caps.
4) 10” wide closure pours between Deck Bulb-T girders filled with high strength mortar with fibers
provided superior connection to the previously used welded tab connection.

5) High early strength concrete with fibers placed in pile block-outs, pier voids and end diaphragms
can effectively reduce in-form curing time requirements comparing with conventional concrete.
The cost premium of high early strength concrete is negligible while allowing considerable
construction time saving and superior performance.
6) Use of hollow pier segments supported by piles driven through deep water into the river bed
proved to be an effective way of top-down pier construction without the use of cofferdams.
7) Multiple and hollow precast substructure segments may be used to allow rapid construction of
bridge supports, while keeping the weight and size of segments manageable during shipping and
erection. Voids within hollow segments may be filled with high early strength concrete with
fibers, providing fast curing and robust connection between segments while mimicking
performance of a solid, cast-in-place member.
8) MSE walls with precast panel facing may be used instead of conventional abutment wing walls
allowing fast construction and aesthetically pleasing effect.
Final Notes:
ITD is involved with several research projects related to ABC.
1) In 2016, Idaho State University (ISU) finished ITD sponsored research project regarding the use
of grouted couplers in precast column to footing and pier cap connections. The research
concluded that such connections (currently not allowed by AASHTO specifications) may be used
when column drift displacements don’t exceed 2% under seismic loads. This limitation is
generally met by majority of bridges built throughout the state of Idaho and subjected to the
maximum anticipated seismic activities.
2) I currently serve as a TAC member on the ongoing NCHRP 18-18 research project conducted by
Ohio University regarding UHPC connections between Deck Bulb-T girders.
3) I also serve as a TAC member on the ongoing research project conducted by ISU and sponsored
by ITD regarding the effectiveness of high early strength concrete with polypropylene fibers in
connections between Deck Bulb-T girders. If proven acceptable, such connections may provide a
cost effective alternative to the currently very expensive UHPC connections.
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IOWA HIGHWAY 1 OVER CAMP CREEK SLIDE-IN BRIDGE
CONSTRUCTION: IOWA SIBC VERSION 2.0
Presenting Author: James S. Nelson, P.E., Transportation Engineer Manager, Iowa
Department of Transportation, 515-239-1143, James.S.Nelson@iowadot.us

INTRODUCTION
The Iowa Department of Transportation (DOT) first used the Slide-In Bridge Construction (SIBC)
accelerated bridge construction technique in 2013 on a project called the Massena Lateral
Bridge Slide Project. The Massena Lateral Bridge Slide Project was considered a successful
project meeting the objectives for SIBC construction within the specified critical closure window.
The bridge superstructure was built adjacent to the existing bridge. Following existing bridge
demolition and foundation construction the superstructure was moved into position using heavy
duty rollers. Mobility impact to the Iowa DOT’s transportation system users was minimized to a
nine-day critical closure when traffic was routed on a detour and subsequently user costs were
minimized. Following the successful project, the Iowa DOT held post-construction review
meetings with Iowa DOT staff and the Contractor who built the bridge. Various lessons learned
were documented and opportunities for improvement were identified.
The Iowa DOT is underway with project development for the second use of the SIBC
accelerated bridge construction technique at the Iowa Highway 1 Bridge over Camp Creek.
Many of the lessons learned and opportunities for improvement identified in the Massena
project are being incorporated in the new project. The Camp Creek project consists of a bridge
replacement utilizing a single span 120’ x 44’ Pretensioned Prestressed Concrete Beam (PPCB)
bridge. The bridge superstructure will be constructed adjacent to the existing bridge on
falsework and laterally slid into position following the demolition of the existing bridge and
construction of new substructure. Additionally, the project utilizes precast concrete abutment
footings and precast concrete wingwalls.
This extended abstract highlights the lessons learned and opportunities for improvement
previously identified on the Massena project and briefly outlines the development of the new
Camp Creek project.

LESSONS LEARNED
The first lateral slide project was the IA 92 Bridge over a small stream adjacent to the City of
Massena, IA. The project was considered highly successful at replacing a deteriorated and
posted bridge in a 9-day critical closure. While the entire construction period was several
months, the mobility impact when the road was closed and traffic detoured was only 9 days.
The significant lessons learned in the project that have been identified to implement and/or
further develop in the Camp Creek lateral bridge slide project include the following:
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1. Let ABC projects in the fall similar to steel bridges to allow for the submittals to be
worked out over the winter and be ready for spring bridge construction. During the
Massena project the final submittal regarding the bridge lateral slide process was
approved “just-in-time” and came too close to being on the critical path of the project
schedule.
2. Utilize an electronic construction collaboration system to electronically process and track
contractor submittals.
3. Add temporary barrier rail to the project to shield the adjacent bridge superstructure
construction area if the existing bridge guardrail is not long enough.
4. Specify bridge superstructure falsework construction acceptance by the design engineer
rather than the DOT. For the Massena project the contractor submitted a falsework
design that was reviewed and approved by the DOT. The falsework was then
constructed with some minor modifications coordinated between the contractor and their
design engineer unbeknownst to the DOT. This caused some project delay as the DOT
would not accept the falsework that was not in accordance with the approved falsework
plan. Since the falsework is not a permanent structure for the DOT and was not located
over live traffic, this is a situation the DOT would consider leaving construction
acceptance of the falsework up to certification by the design engineer removing DOT
acceptance from the project critical path.
5. Include a plan note to allow prorating the critical closure Incentive/Disincentive to a unit
less than one day. The DOT standard incentive and disincentive unit of measurement is
per day. For the very short ABC projects when each hour of closure is significant it
makes sense to use the unit of measurement to the nearest hour rounded up for
awarding an incentive or disincentive.
6. Include alternate designs for the abutment footing, one a precast option and one a castin-place footing option. Only a precast footing alternate was designed in the Massena
project however the contractor chose to cast-in-place the entire abutment footing. The
contractor’s preference was driven by the larger volume of concrete on the critical path
that raised the heat of hydration temperature effect and sped up the curing when
compared to the smaller pile pocket concrete cast. For the full cast-in-place footing the
reinforcing used was the precast design reinforcing. However, the controlling load case
for the precast was the precast pick and a cast-in-place option could have a lighter and
more economical reinforcing design.
7. Change Iowa DOT pile driving acceptance criteria for ABC projects such as lateral slides
to design bearing using a wave equation analysis rather than installing the full pile and
checking capacity or reaching practical driving refusal. The standard DOT acceptance
criteria for pile driving can add unnecessary construction time onto pile driving in order to
install the full length of the pile or reach practical refusal.
8. Consider a slightly longer critical closure than nine days for this type of project. The
nine-day critical closure was considered by the contractor to carry significant risk of
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being exceeded with little chance of construction being completed ahead of nine days.
The contractor indicated bid prices may be better with a critical closure of approximately
two weeks.
9. Increase the size of the bridge staging area to address more storage of materials and
equipment.
10. Consider a separate bid item for the temporary falsework from the prefabricated bridge
superstructure move bid item. The falsework is constructed early in the project while the
prefabricated bridge superstructure move happens late in the project. There is no
guarantee of partial payment for the single bid item that was used on the Massena
project making this a contractor cash flow issue potentially driving up the cost of the
project.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Evaluation of projects to use ABC techniques has become a routine procedure in developing
project concepts at the Iowa DOT. The lateral slide ABC method is already considered one of
the most effective ABC techniques by the Iowa DOT even though it has only been used once
previously. The first Iowa DOT lateral slide project was considered highly successful however
improvement opportunities have been identified and are being incorporated into the DOT’s
second lateral slide project the Iowa Highway 1 Bridge over Camp Creek.
During the development of the first lateral slide project there was some effort made to develop
an integral abutment connection detail for the project although no successful details were
ultimately developed and incorporated into the project. The Camp Creek project presents a
second opportunity to develop post-slide integral abutment connection details. At the time of
the first slide the use of Ultra-High Performance Concrete (UHPC) was somewhat limited and
considered a very new technology. With the increased use of UHPC and publication of design
guidance it is looking like a promising material technology to use to create an integral abutment
connection following the lateral slide. Ahead of the Camp Creek project letting, research is
being conducted by the Bridge Engineering Center at Iowa State University to verify design
assumptions related to strength and durability of the connection and to investigate
constructability issues for a UHPC connection. The new UHPC connection detail looks very
promising and has the potential to become a standard practice for the Iowa DOT when using the
lateral bridge slide ABC technique.
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I-15 & SR-232 HILL FIELD ROAD INTERCHANGE
IMPROVEMENTS DESIGN & CONSTRUCTION, PART 1 (DESIGN)
Presenting Author: Joshua Sletten, S.E., Supervising Engineer, WSP USA, 801-633-6314,
josh.sletten@wsp.com

ABSTRACT
The Hill Field Road Interchange Modification provides additional lane capacity to I-15 and
accommodates a SPUI configuration for improved traffic flow. I-15 is the only interstate running
north/south through Utah making traffic maintenance a primary goal. UDOT advertised the project
using design-build delivery to promote innovative methods of bridge replacement and optimization
of structure type.
Ames Construction, Inc., with designers WSP|Parsons
Brinkerhoff (k.n.a. WSP USA) and Klophaus and
Associates were awarded the $28M project in March
2015, proposing each three-span bridge be replaced
with a 180' single span steel bridge using the ABC
method of sliding bridges.
Three lanes of I-15 traffic are maintained in each
direction throughout the replacement by using the new
southbound bridge in a temporary location as a shoofly
structure during an intermediate phase. Each bridge
is constructed offline and slid into place using
prestressing strand and climbing jacks.
The
northbound bridge is constructed in the temporary
location 3' high to exceed the clearances of the existing
bridges.
The single span bridges consist of eight girders with
typical sections of 90 feet measured from the outside
edges of parapets. The skew is minimal at just over 3
degrees from square. Lightweight concrete was used
in the decks to keep the bridges lighter for the slide.
Each bridge weighs in at roughly 3.2M pounds.
The abutments are semi-integral to accommodate the
sliding interface of stainless steel and teflon on bearing
pads. Each bridge was slid just over 75 feet to the final
position from temporary abutments. Shear blocks
were placed after sliding to provide for seismic
resistance. The deep foundations are 16" pipe piles
with a level pile cap.
Design began in March of 2015 and construction was completed in April of 2016.
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I-15 & SR-232 HILL FIELD ROAD INTERCHANGE
IMPROVEMENTS DESIGN & CONSTRUCTION, PART 2
(CONSTRUCTION)
Presenting Author: Dan Ferris, Structures Manager, Ames Construction, Inc., 801-910-9698,
danferris@amesco.com

ABSTRACT
The Hill Field Road Interchange Modification provides additional lane capacity to I-15 and
accommodates a SPUI configuration for improved traffic flow. I-15 is the only interstate running
north/south through Utah making traffic maintenance a primary goal. UDOT advertised the project
using design-build delivery to promote innovative methods of bridge replacement and optimization
of structure type.
Ames Construction, Inc., with designers WSP|Parsons
Brinkerhoff (k.n.a. WSP USA) and Klophaus and
Associates were awarded the $28M project in March
2015, proposing each three-span bridge be replaced
with a 180' single span steel bridge using the ABC
method of sliding bridges.
Three lanes of I-15 traffic are maintained in each
direction throughout the replacement by using the new
southbound bridge in a temporary location as a shoofly
structure during an intermediate phase. Each bridge
is constructed offline and slid into place using
prestressing strand and climbing jacks.
The
northbound bridge is constructed in the temporary
location 3' high to exceed the clearances of the existing
bridges.
The single span bridges consist of eight girders with
typical sections of 90 feet measured from the outside
edges of parapets. The skew is minimal at just over 3
degrees from square. Lightweight concrete was used
in the decks to keep the bridges lighter for the slide.
Each bridge weighs in at roughly 3.2M pounds.
The abutments are semi-integral to accommodate the
sliding interface of stainless steel and teflon on bearing
pads. Each bridge was slid just over 75 feet to the final
position from temporary abutments. Shear blocks
were placed after sliding to provide for seismic
resistance. The deep foundations are 16" pipe piles
with a level pile cap.
Design began in March of 2015 and construction was completed in April of 2016.
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SLIDE-IN-BRIDGE CONSTRUCTION OF MONROE STREET RAMP
UNDER 10600 SOUTH
Presenting Author: Daniel T. Fares, S.E., Bridge Engineer, Michael Baker International, 801562-8355, dan.fares@mbakerintl.com
Co-Author 1:

Richard Hansen, S.E., Bridge Engineer, Michael Baker International, 801352-5983, richard.hansen@mbakerintl.com

Co-Author 2:

Sal Mensah, P.E., Structures Project Engineer, Utah Department of
Transportation, 385-228-4427, smensah@utah.gov

ABSTRACT
The Utah Department of transportation has used Slide-in Bridge Construction on many
Accelerated Bridge Construction (ABC) projects. These bridges have demonstrated similar longterm performance as traditionally constructed bridges. A recent Slide-In Bridge Construction
(SIBC) project, 10600 South over Monroe Street Ramp is presented. The bridge consists of a
concrete three-sided structure supporting 10600 South with a clear span of 37’-4” over the
Monroe Street Ramp and approximate length of 183 feet.
Introduction
The 10600 South Interchange Improvement project is the most recent use of ABC by the Utah
Department of Transportation (UDOT). This CMGC project was designed by Michael Baker
International and constructed by Granite Construction Company. The purpose of this project is
to improve one of Utah’s busiest interchanges. Northbound traffic exiting at 10600 South,
wanting to access businesses to the northeast of the interchange, must turn right and cross

10600 South to
Northbound I-15
On-Ramp

Monroe Street

Location of Monroe
Street Underpass

Northbound I15 to 10600
South OffRamp

Relocated NB I-15 to EB
10600 South Off-Ramp

Figure 1: Aerial View of Project Area
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three lanes to enter the dual left turn pockets to enter the South Towne Shops retail center.
UDOT working with FHWA, Sandy City and local business determined one way to improve the
interchange would be a new northbound off-ramp under 10600 South which would tie into the
new Monroe Street extension being constructed by Sandy City.
The existing 10600 South roadway consists of three 12 foot lanes in each of the eastbound and
westbound directions with 6 foot shoulders, two 11 foot westbound to southbound left turn lanes
and a 7 foot median. Curb and gutter with sidewalks are present on each side.
The existing northbound off-ramp consists of two 12 foot lanes with a 4 foot inside shoulder and
an 8 foot outside shoulder. This off-ramp splits into two left turn westbound lanes and two right
turn eastbound lanes as it approaches 10600 South.
The existing westbound 10600 South to I-15 northbound on-ramp consists of a single 14 foot
lane with a 4 foot inside shoulder and a 6 foot outside shoulder.
10600 South provides critical business access to the businesses located on Monroe Street
which frequently causes off-ramp congestion on both north and south off-ramps.
Design Considerations
An existing sanitary sewer line crosses under the proposed Monroe Street Ramp and I-15 and
is in close proximity to the vertical profile of the ramp. Relocating the sewer would substantially
increase the project cost. Due to the presence of this utility and the existing vertical profile of
10600 South, the superstructure depth is limited to provide the required vertical clearance.
Due to the short spans considered for the structure and geotechnical conditions, spread footings
were favored over deep foundations to minimize construction costs.
Dewatering during construction was required due to most alternatives requiring foundation
systems occurring partially below the water table. The anticipated water table elevation did not
exceed the elevation of the road surface and did not require additional consideration beyond
typical drainage requirements.

Figure 2: Foundation Plan illustrating location of sewer line at north end and spread footings
Figure 2: Foundation Plan illustrating location of sewer line at north end and spread footings
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SIBC was selected to reduce impacts to 10600 South when compared to a three-phased
traditional construction approach. Precast substructure elements, precast footings, used in
conjunction with the SIBC were included to reduce project impacts and speed construction.
Pre-Slide Construction
The north end of the new three-sided structure was constructed in its final location. This
minimized the risks associated with impacting the sewer line. It also allowed the 10600 South to
northbound I-15 ramp to be moved to the completed north phase of the structure in preparation
for the slide. The south side of the structure was built to the south and will be slid into its final
location using SIBC. This allowed the south side of the structure to be constructed at the same
time as the north portion of the structure. This reduced the overall construction duration of the
project and minimize impacts to 10600 South. The total duration was scheduled for a two week
closure. The duration was based on the removal of existing concrete pavement, excavation,
setting precast footings, sliding the bridge, constructing walls and backfilling, construction of
approach slabs and concrete paving, striping and other miscellaneous tasks.
Slide-In-Bridge-Construction
Final Slide-In plans and calculations were provided by Pierline Engineering and will be
performed by Omega Morgan.
The box structure will be lifted by a system of eight rolling jacks bolted into the concrete walls
and moved along an approximately 150 foot long track to its final position. A series of four
push/pull jacks will be used to guide the structure to its final position. The horizontal forces
required to move the structure are not anticipated to exceed 6% of the total structure weight.
Initial survey of critical points will be compared to intermediate and final survey in order to
assure deflection and rotation of the structure remains within acceptable limits during the move
and final placement. Additional constant monitoring of jack pressures during the move will be
conducted to assure acceptable vertical support and horizontal application of forces. The
monitoring of these pressures provides a more instantaneous understanding of possible
unanticipated deflections of the structure throughout the process.
Temporary horizontal bracing will be provided at the precast footings which support the slide
rails as well as at the bottom of the structure walls to further assure the minimization of
deflection during the move.
Additional information will be provided after the final move occurs on 12 September 2107.

CONCLUSION
The use of SIBC for the 10600 South Interchange Improvement project has assured a minimal
durations to the installation of an additional access to Monroe Street at one of Utah’s busiest
interchanges. Months of extensive phasing has largely been avoided by the use of strategic
initial construction and a two-week closure with a SIBC application.

REFERENCES
1. ABC Decision Making Process and ABC Rating Procedure, UDOT, 2010.
http://www.udot.utah.gov/main/f?p=100:pg:0:::1:T,V:2508
2. Slide-In Bridge Construction Implementation Guide, Final Report, FHWA, December 2013.
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How Steel Press-Brake Tub-Girder Technology Used in
Tandem with Hot-Dip Galvanizing Can Accelerate Bridge
Construction and Provide Cost Savings
Presenting Author: Kevin Irving, National Marketing Specialist, AZZ Metal Coatings, 815-6934242, KevinIrving@AZZGalv.com

ABSTRACT
More than one-half of America’s bridges are classified as city/county/township and are typically
short-spans, bridges that are 140 feet or less in length. A steel option for new and replacement
bridges allowing construction to be done more quickly than concrete is providing an innovative
approach to building these shorter bridges.
A web-based design tool – eSPAN140 – houses standard designs and details for sport-span
steel bridges and buried soil structures. This allows steel producers, fabricators, engineers,
designs and owners to quickly find information to design a bridge with rolled beam, plate
girders, corrugated steel pipe or structural-plate options
Along with this, shallow steel press-brake tub girder– also referred to as folded plate –
technology is used for accelerated bridge construction (ABC). Steel press-bake tub girders
consist of modular shallow trapezoidal boxes that are composed of galvanized or weathering
steel and then fabricated from a cold-bent structural plate.
After the plate has been formed, shear studs are welded to the top flanges and a reinforced
concrete deck is then cast on the girder in the fabrication shop. It is given time to cure and
becomes a composite modular unit. These modules are then longitudinally joined using UltraHigh Performance Concrete (UHPC), a relatively new class of advanced cementitious
composite materials.
When the decision for technologies and materials to be used on a bridge reconstruction were
evaluated, Buchanan County, Iowa engineer Brian Keierleber decided to use press-brake
formed tub girder technology on the Amish Sawmill Bridge in conjunction with hot-dip
galvanizing (HDG) because of its extremely long life span. The press-brake tub girder
technology was used with HDG to allow the bridge to be constructed more quickly while still
protecting it. The Amish Sawmill Bridge was the first replacement bridge in the United States
designed with this new press-brake tub girder technology.
The Texas Department of Transportation has also adopted steel press-brake tub girder
technology as a method for “Rapid, Economical Bridge Replacement.”
This technology takes advantage of Accelerated Bridge Construction (ABC) techniques and can
be built with local crews using their own equipment. The four-man crew that worked on the Iowa
had no prior experience on this type of bridge, yet found it easy and manageable to construct
using basic equipment.
1
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Since the steel plates stack easily, in most cases they can be shipped to the project site on a
single truck, saving shipping costs and reducing environmental impacts. At the site, individual
plates can be handled with skid steer loaders, forklift trucks, backhoes, and other light
equipment.
This paper provides an introduction to steel press-brake tub girder technology and how the hotdip galvanization process used as part of a duplex system are valuable tools in achieving an
economically feasible solution for accelerated bridge construction.
Introduction to Hot-Dip Galvanizing
Used in myriad applications in some of the harshest environments, hot-dip galvanizing combats
corrosion throughout the world. Though corrosion resistance is inherent any time galvanizing is
used, more specifiers select hot-dip galvanizing now for other reasons including lowest initial
and life-cycle cost, durability, longevity, versatility, sustainability, and aesthetics.
More than 5.2 million metric tons of zinc are consumed annually in the Western World,
according to the American Zinc Association. Extracted from the earth, zinc is refined and used
throughout the world in a variety of products but largely to protect steel against corrosion. Zinc is
also used to cast an array of precision parts for automobiles, airplanes and appliances.
Additionally, brass, an alloy of zinc and copper, has been used for more than 3,000 years. Other
products such as ointments, sun block, rubber tire additives and vitamin supplements show the
variety of zinc’s uses.
Zinc coatings, applied to steel via the hot dip galvanizing process, naturally protect steel against
rust. Zinc’s physical and chemical properties cause it to corrode before the steel. The zinc forms
a cathodic and barrier protection system between the steel and corrosive environment (water,
salt, and air).
Zinc protects structures like bridges, boat docks, utility poles and transmission towers, as well
as road signs, lampposts and guardrail. Inconspicuously, zinc provides corrosion protection on
billions of nails, screws, nuts, bolts and washers, the components holding our world together.
Corrosion costs the U.S. economy 4 percent of the GNP, more than $250 billion annually.
The hot-dip galvanized coating is formed when the iron in the steel reacts with the zinc in the
galvanizing kettle. This metallurgical reaction is a diffusion process, creating a growth of
intermetallic layers perpendicular to the steel surface. Zinc, like all metals, is chemically active
and when exposed to the atmosphere will attract oxygen, water vapor, and carbon dioxide to its
surface to form zinc compounds. The rate of zinc compound formation is determined by a
number of variables, including the amount of time since the part was withdrawn from the kettle,
the temperature of the part, and the humidity in the atmosphere
After-fabrication hot-dip galvanizing is the process of dipping steel pieces into a molten zinc
bath, creating a metallurgical reaction between iron and zinc. Before the steel is immersed in
the zinc bath, it is thoroughly cleaned in both alkaline and acid baths. The galvanized coating is
metallurgically bonded to the steel – i.e. the zinc coating is more than just a barrier coating. It
actually becomes part of the steel and protects the substrate steel cathodically.
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Figure 1: Zinc is more anodic than iron. When zinc and steel are connected in the presence of an electrolyte, the zinc
becomes the anode in the corrosion cell. Barrier protection prevents corrosion by isolating the steel from the
environment and potential electrolytes. The thicker the barrier the coating, the better the protection. Without cathodic
protection, a barrier system will only last as long as the coating stays intact and impenetrable.

Press brake tub girder technology for accelerated bridge construction

A new technology that has provided an economical solution for bridge replacement, when
combined with hot-dip galvanizing (HDG), can help prolong their life cycle and could help with
standardization.
Overloads from agricultural equipment have had a cumulative effect on the Amish Sawmill
Bridge in Fairbank, Iowa, about 65 miles north of Cedar Rapids in rural Buchanan County.
The bridge was constructed by New Vienna, Iowa-based Taylor Construction using modular
shallow trapezoidal boxes that are galvanized and fabricated with full-width steel plates that
have been cold-formed using a press brake and supported by geosynthetic reinforced soil
(GRS). Four, 52-foot-long press-brake tub girders were used. The deck was cast in place.
Prior to the summer of 2015, the Amish Sawmill Bridge was a 24-foot by 30-foot timber structure
with full concrete abutments and pier built in 1966 on the abutments from a prior bridge. It had
been deemed structurally deficient and functionally obsolete by certified bridge inspectors and
was one of several bridges slated for replacement by Buchanan County, Iowa Engineer Brian
Keierleber, P.E. and his team.
Keierleber learned about a new technology being developed for short span bridges — defined
as 140 feet or less — that incorporated press-brake-formed steel tub girders and met the
requirements for the Federal Highway Administration’s (FHWA) Innovative Bridge Research and
Deployment (IBRD) program.
In 2014, Keierleber applied for the $350,000 IBRD grant to replace the Amish Sawmill Bridge
and received it on the basis of using a trapezoidal bent steel girder section – i.e. press-brake tub
girders – supported on geosynthetic reinforced soil (GRS).
When the new bridge was completed in December 2015, the Amish Sawmill Bridge became the
first replacement bridge in the U.S. designed with the new technology.
Buchanan County Engineer Brian Keierleber said his team chose the press brake-formed tub
girder technology because it was economical and helped accelerate construction.
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“The Press Brake Tub Girders were formed in the same process as when constructing steel
utility poles,” Keierleber said. “We press into a box shape, put sheer studs on it and then
galvanized it. Everything on the bridge is galvanized — the beams, rebar and barrier rail. The
bridge should make it now to 100 years.”
Keierleber said the tub girder technology reduces additional details such as stiffeners and cross
frame, and also has the ability to be used for both tangent and skewed configurations on simple
or continuous spans.
Press brake-formed tub girder technology was developed through the research efforts of Dr.
Karl Barth (West Virginia University), Dr. Michael Barker (University of Wyoming), and Dr. Greg
Michaelson (Marshall University).
Barth says that press brake formed tub girders are attractive and economical solutions where
any other conventional bridge type may be being considered. Once the deck is cast onto the
girder and they are a composite, they are a closed shape, he explains. This makes them
significantly torsionally stiff so they work very well.”
In the erection of a bigger, longer span girder section, a great deal of internal bracing and
detailed fabrication from cutting of plates and inspection of the welds is required before it can
become composite.
“However, you can’t take the technology and scale it down to shorter span bridges,” Barth says.
“That technology used in those larger projects is not economical in short spans. You can’t justify
all of the fabrication expense, all of the weld testing and all of the additional bracing to scale it
down. It just wouldn’t make sense.”
Enter press brake tub girder technology. Although Barth says this technology really isn’t the
creation of anything new but really a box girder that is economical for shorter spans.
“It is strongly feIt that the press brake tub girders can be mass produced, have a deck precast
on them and be a very economical method of Accelerated Bridge Construction with a very long
life structure,” Keierleber says. “The bridge also used galvanized rebar [provided by AZZ
Galvanizing] that should outlast epoxy coated rebar.”

Figure 2: Press brake tub girder technology helps accelerate bridge construction with hot-dip galvanizing to protect it.
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Preparing a galvanized surface for paint

Successfully painting hot-dip galvanized steel, also known as a duplex system, does not have to
be difficult or confusing. The secret to a long-lasting paint job is in the preparation. A goodquality paint should not fail after only a few years. If paint is peeling from galvanized metal, it is
from failure to do insufficient surface preparation.
Just like painting over bare steel, proper surface preparation is crucial to ensuring an
effective bond between the paint and the galvanized surface. Additionally, slightly different
methods may be recommended according to the condition of the galvanized surface (newly
galvanized, partially weathered galvanizing, fully weathered galvanizing). The
specification ASTM D6386-99 (https://www.astm.org/Standards/D6386.htm) provides all of the
details to properly prepare the hot-dip galvanized surface to be painted.
Galvanized steel requires slightly different preparation steps according to the surface condition.
This means proper preparation relies on correctly identifying the galvanized surface condition,
and then following the appropriate cleaning and profiling steps to achieve optimum bonding of
the paint to the hot-dip galvanized steel. Hand wire brushing, solvent wiping or cleaning with
vinegar are improper and ineffective methods of preparing galvanized surfaces. (For
detailed instruction on proper surface preparation refer to ASTM D6386: Practice for
Preparation of Zinc (Hot-Dip Galvanized) Coated Iron and Steel Product and Hardware
Surfaces for Painting.)

Using a duplex system

Duplex systems provide corrosion protection as well as many color choices for aesthetics. The
synergistic effect between hot-dip galvanizing and paint/powder coatings mean longer life and
less maintenance Specifying duplex systems is simple, but requires communication and clear
division of responsibility. Properly identifying and preparing the surface are critical to a
successful duplex system
The five steps to creating a successful paint job over galvanized steel
The American Galvanizers Association (AGA) recommends the following five steps to creating a
successful duplex system:
Step One. Communicate with the galvanizer. If hot-dip galvanized steel is going to be
painted, it’s vital to have communication between the fabricator, specifier, painter, and before
galvanizing. The various parties may ask for special handling or require alterations to the design
to facilitate the galvanizing process and/or the application of paint. If the galvanizer is aware the
part will be duplexed, precautions can be taken to avoid post treatments that may interfere with
the adhesion of the paint system.
Additionally, there are two surface imperfections that can inhibit paint adhesion — dross and
skimming inclusions. These imperfections can be acceptable on parts specified for hot-dip
galvanizing, but they cause issues when the part is duplexed. If the galvanizer knows the part is
specified for duplex, dross inclusions can be ground flat and skimmings can be removed prior to
painting.
Step Two. Determine the condition of the surface. As galvanized steel weathers naturally,
byproducts develop on the surface creating the zinc patina. Throughout this weathering
process, there are different elements present on the galvanized surface. Each of the galvanized
surface conditions: newly galvanized, partially weathered, or fully weathered have different
cleaning and/or profiling requirements.
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Galvanized steel requires slightly different preparation steps, depending on the surface
condition. This means proper preparation for painting is based on correctly identifying
the galvanized surface condition and the following the appropriate cleaning and profiling
steps to achieve optimum bonding of the paint to the hot-dip galvanized steel. Hot-dip
galvanized surfaces need to be clean and free of oil and grease before they are painted.


Newly Galvanized Steel. Newly galvanized steel has been exposed to the
atmosphere for no more than 48 hours and has few zinc compounds on the
surface. The coating can be bright and shiny, indicating an all-zinc outer layer, or
dull gray, indicating a zinc-iron intermetallic outer layer, or a combination of
both. Newly galvanized surfaces have few or no zinc compounds on the surface
simplifying the cleaning, but are relatively smooth so profiling is necessary to
ensure adherence.



Partially Weathered Steel. Partially weathered galvanized surfaces have a
build-up of zinc compounds and, possibly, organic contaminants such as dirt,
dust, oil, or grease. The compounds become attached to the zinc coating by
electrostatic forces, and can be expected to release from the surface over time.
The zinc compounds, mostly zinc oxide and zinc hydroxide, must be removed
before painting. Partially weathered galvanized steel is the most common
galvanized surface condition when painting, and also the most difficult to
prepare. The partially weathered surface condition is present from two days to
about one year after galvanizing, depending on temperature variation and
humidity factors.



Fully Weathered Steel. Fully weathered galvanized steel has zinc compounds
covering the entire surface. The main compound in the fully weathered surface is
zinc carbonate. Zinc carbonate is tightly adhered to the surface, is not water
soluble, and does not wash off the surface when water hits the part. Zinc
compounds should not be removed, as the paint performs better when the
compounds are left on the surface. Fully weathered galvanized coatings are the
simplest surface condition to paint, as only mild cleaning is necessary. This
condition is present from one year of exposure to the atmosphere until all the
zinc coating has been consumed by protecting the underlying steel, which will
take decades.

Step 3. Clean the surface. Once the condition of the galvanized surface has been properly
identified, the surface should be cleaned. The three proper steps to cleaning the surface are the
following:


Remove bumps, runs and drips. Any small bumps and runs are concerning if the part
is to be painted. This first step for surface cleaning requires any excess zinc to be
removed that may have been produced when removing the steel from the zinc bath.
Sharp “icicles” created during the galvanizing process need to be filed off. Excess zinc
that freezes along the part, i.e. a run, and excess zinc that freezes as it falls off the edge
of the part, i.e. a drip, can create an icicle-like zinc spike.
Zinc-iron dross particles float in the zinc bath and can be trapped in the outer layer of the
coating. Dross particles are thicker than the coating and can cause bumps or pimples on
6
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the surface. Runs, drips or dross particles can be removed by grinding or filing the
surface smooth and flat. However, since pure zinc is a soft metal, care and caution are
needed when removing excess zinc material to achieve a flat surface but doing so
without removing the underlying zinc coating.
If the painter or galvanizer is conducting any type of grinding and sees sparks, this
means the base metal has been reached. If sparks are seen, grinding should be
immediately stopped. When sparks are created, the coating must first be repaired prior
to painting following zinc coating repair methods including spray metalizing, zinc solder
or repair stick and zinc-rich paints. The specification ASTM A 780 should be referenced
for proper zinc coating repair methods. All grinding, filing and repair to a zinc coating
must be completed before the next step, chemical cleaning of a part.


Removal of organic materials. After the galvanized surface is smooth – i.e.
all bumps, runs and drips have been removed/eliminated – all organic contaminants
need to be removed from the surface. The contaminants can be removed with an
alkaline solution, acidic solutions or solvent cleaning.
A mild alkaline solution, a mixture of 10 parts water and one part alkaline cleaner, can
remove all organics from the surface without damaging the galvanized coating. The
solution can be applied with a brush or may be used with a power washer. Note,
however, that the pressure just be held below 1450 psi if power washing to ensure the
zinc coating is not damaged.
Mild acidic solution. If a mild acidic solution to remove organic contaminants, a mix of 25
parts water to one part acid should be used. The acidic solution will also slightly etch the
zinc coating and leave the surface as a dull gray color. Acidic solutions are typically
applied with a brush. These solutions should be thoroughly rinsed off the part with fresh
water no later than two to three minutes after the application. It is also good practice to
rinse the part twice after using the acidic solutions for cleaning.
Solvent cleaning. As a third method, solvent cleaning by applying solvents to the surface
of the part using a clean cloth may be used to remove organic contaminants. Typical
cleaning solvents, such as mineral spirits or high-flash naphtha, may be used to remove
oil and grease. SSPC Surface Preparation Specification 1 should be referenced for
additional information.
Important: The cloth will pick up the organics, so it must be changed often to avoid
redepositing organics back onto the galvanized surface. Small parts may be dipped or
cleaned in ultrasonic baths of solvents. After cleaning, rinse thoroughly in hot water or
water under pressure and allow to dry completely before proceeding, as indicated in
ASTM Designation D 6386-99 on Standard Practice for Preparation of Zinc (Hot-Dip
Galvanizing) Coated Iron and Steel Product and Hardware Surfaces for Painting.



Rinse and dry. After removing any surface contaminants, use fresh water to rinse the
surface of any cleaning solutions. When using acid cleaning solutions, a second fresh
water rinse is recommended to remove all traces of the acid cleaner. After the fresh
water rinse, the part should be dried before proceeding to the profiling step. The time
after drying until the part is painted should be kept to a minimum (no more than 12
hours) to avoid any further development of zinc compounds on the surface. Worth noting
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is that newly galvanized steel only requires grinding drips and runs flat and a rinse/ dry
prior to painting.
Each of the three different surface conditions requires a different combination of these
steps. The American Galvanizers Association (AGA) recommends the following for
proper rinse and dry:
o

Newly galvanized steel must have all bumps, runs, and drips ground flat, but can
skip step two (removal of organic materials), because there is little or no
accumulation of organics on newly galvanized surfaces. Upon completion of step
one, the surface only requires a rinse and dry.

o

Partially weathered galvanized steel, which is the most common surface
condition to paint, requires all three steps.

o

Fully weathered galvanized steel skips step one because grinding the surface at
this stage would not be beneficial. The zinc patina is fully formed and tightly
adhered to the fully weathered surface, creating a more successful duplex
system. Therefore, fully weathered galvanized steel only requires the removal of
organic materials and a rinse and dry. If condition is not able to be determined, it
must be assumed the surface is partially weathered, and all cleaning steps must
be followed.

Hand or power tool cleaning may be used to clean light deposits of zinc reaction by products,
such as wet-storage stain as is specified in SSPC Surface Preparation Specification 2 or 3 in
ASTM Designation 6386-99.
Step 4: Profile the surface. After cleaning has been completed, the galvanized surface must
be profiled to provide an anchor for the paint. Profiling the surface means to roughen all
surfaces to be painted to promote better paint adhesion. There are four potential methods to
profile the surface for paint: sweep blasting, wash primer, acrylic pretreatment, and surface
grinding.


Sweep Blasting. Sweep blasting is the most common method, but care is required to
not damage the relatively soft zinc coating. Unlike standard blasting, which uses a 90
degree angle, sweep blasting galvanized steel is done at an angle of 30 to 60
degrees. Additionally, the abrasive material must be chosen carefully, as some shot
materials are too abrasive. Materials should have a particle size between 200 to 500
micrometers and a Mohs hardness of five or less. Sweep blasting is the preferred
method of profiling because of the soft nature of the zinc surface.



Wash Primer. Wash Primer is another method used to profile the surface. The process
is based on three primary components: a resin, a pigment, and an acid. These three
components react with the zinc surface to form a thin film no more than 13 microns thick.
The wash primer may be applied successfully using spray, and can also be applied by
using a brush or roller. The drying time for this system before painting depends on the
particular product and the manufacturer’s recommendation.



Acrylic Pretreatment. Acrylic Pretreatment has an acidic element that etches and
roughens the galvanized coating and then deposits an acrylic layer to facilitate paint
8
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adhesion. The application methods for these water-based treatments are: dipping, flow
coating, spraying, or other appropriate means. Following application, the acrylic
passivation coating is dried in an oven or by air before painting.


Grinding. Finally, if necessary, power tools such as grinders or sanders can be used to
roughen the surface of the galvanized steel to produce a surface profile suitable for paint
adhesion. A removal of up to 1 mil is acceptable, but the grinder should not be applied
with enough force to completely strip the zinc coating.

Step 5: Painting the galvanized metal. After the surface of the galvanized part has been
cleaned and roughened to provide a profile, the part is ready for painting. Paint can be applied
by brushing or spraying onto the galvanized surface. Painting should begin as soon as possible
after cleaning and profiling.
There are several paint formulations compatible with hot-dip galvanized coatings. That being
said, it’s important and considered a best practice to consult the paint manufacturer for
compatibility as well as for recommendations regarding air conditions and application methods
because paint formulations change constantly.

Figure 3: The nation’s first hot-dip galvanized (HDG) bridge is more than 50 years old and has
remained corrosion free.

Beyond the specs

There are examples of processes that are also successful outside of the designated
specifications. An example is Joliet, IL.-based AAA Galvanizing Inc. The galvanizer had the
owner paint more than 2 million pounds of product while was in house. The owner successfully
painted over the hot-dip galvanizing steel in about 15.5 hours after HDG without any preparation
what so ever, and didn’t have any adhesion issues or problems. The 2 million+ pounds of
products were taken to a different part of the galvanizing plant where fumes could have been an
issue.
This is significant because ASTM standards indicate a chemical wash or acid bath should be
completed first. This introduces labor, time and additional costs. Although ASTM standards
should be adhered to, this experience of taking product from a galvanizing bath painted with a
two-part epoxy paint without issues and problems is notable and worth mentioning.
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Summary and Conclusions

Hot-dip galvanizing has been specified to combat steel corrosion for more than 100 years;
however, the specification and use of galvanized steel evolves constantly as new markets
emerge. Though corrosion resistance is inherent any time hot-dip galvanizing is utilized, there
are a number of other benefits including low initial and life-cycle costs, durability, longevity,
availability, versatility, sustainability, and aesthetics that lead to the specification of galvanized
steel.
Using HDG as part of successful duplex system begins at the drawing board. By communicating
with the galvanizer upfront, he/she can avoid any treatments that would impede paint adhesion.
In addition to what the galvanizer can control, it is imperative to properly identify the surface
condition, and follow the appropriate cleaning steps for that surface condition.
Finally, profiling the surface and selecting paint formulations compatible with zinc coatings will
provide a successful duplex system. Proper surface preparation is critical to producing a highquality duplex system. Following these five steps will ensure a beautiful, long-lasting, and
successful duplex system of paint over hot-dip galvanizing.
When HDG is used in tandem with press brake tub girder technology, bridge engineers and
transportation agencies now have new tools and technologies to aid in accelerated bridge
construction to create a structure that will remain maintenance free and create a sustainable
future.

Figure 4: The press-brake-formed tub girder system – a.k.a. fold-plate system – is simple to
fabricate and requires very little welding. One girder is able to be produced in about 45 minutes.
The girder itself is available from the steel mill in standard plate thicknesses and widths.
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ABSTRACT
This paper is written to make engineers more familiar with the use lightweight concrete for the
design of bridge elements, and to make them aware that the differences in design between
lightweight concrete and normal weight concrete are now minor and are clearly addressed in the
bridge design specifications. Due to limitations on length of this paper, the discussion will be
brief, and the reader is directed to other sources for additional information. Factors that need to
be considered when designing bridge elements using lightweight concrete will be presented,
including: selection of the concrete density to be used during design; determining the
appropriate concrete density modification factor for lightweight concrete; and recognizing where
that factor must be applied. The effect of using lightweight concrete on flexural and shear design
at the strength limit state, as well as its effect on prestress losses and service load deflections,
will be discussed with numeric examples. Topics that should be addressed in special provisions
for projects that use lightweight concrete will also be discussed. References are provided for
additional information.

INTRODUCTION
Using structural lightweight concrete for the design and construction of bridge components has
the obvious benefit of reducing the weight of the large precast concrete elements often used for
accelerated bridge construction (ABC) projects [1]. Reducing the weight of precast concrete
elements can save project costs by reducing equipment requirements for handling, transporting
and erecting elements in addition to improving the efficiency of bridge designs and reducing
foundation loads. The use of lightweight concrete also provides enhanced durability for concrete
structures, including reduced cracking and reduced permeability [2] which result in a longer
expected service life [3]. Therefore, it appears that lightweight concrete is an ideal material for
components used in ABC and that it would be widely used.
However, the material is not in wide use for bridge construction, including ABC projects. Many
engineers are reluctant to use lightweight concrete because they are not familiar with how to
design using the material, even though it has been used for major bridges in the US since it
began to be manufactured commercially in 1920. One example of an early use of lightweight
concrete in a bridge is the upper deck of the suspension spans of the San Francisco-Oakland
Bay Bridge that was constructed in 1936 [4] and is still in service today.
The use of lightweight concrete for bridges has been addressed in the US bridge design
specifications since the 1960s, and many bridges were designed using lightweight concrete
even before it appeared in the specifications. In 2015, design provisions related to lightweight
concrete in the AASHTO LRFD Bridge Design Specifications [5] were revised to clarify and
simplify design using the material [6]. The resistance factor for lightweight concrete for shear
design at the strength limit state was also revised to recognize that lightweight concrete does
not need to be differentiated from normal weight concrete by using a different resistance factor.
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These and other changes allow the potential benefits of lightweight concrete to be better
realized in bridge designs.
The use of lightweight concrete for bridge design is a broad topic and cannot be covered
completely in this paper. Recognizing this, the reader is referred to other sources for information
on the production of lightweight aggregate, its use in concrete, and its durability properties [1,2].
It should also be noted that any references to the AASHTO LRFD Bridge Design Specifications
[5] are to the 7th Edition, prior to the reorganization of Section 5.

MATERIAL PROPERTIES
There are several properties of lightweight concrete that affect the design of bridge elements.
These are discussed in this section, with references given to sources where additional
information can be obtained.
Concrete Density
The density of lightweight concrete can range from about 0.095 kcf for “all lightweight concrete,”
in which all of the aggregate is lightweight, to normal weight concrete, for which the density is
generally taken as 0.145 kcf, although this value will vary depending on constituent materials
and proportions of the mixture. In most cases, the best balance between cost and density
reduction is achieved by using concrete with a density in the range of 0.110 to 0.125 kcf.
Because lightweight aggregate has a higher absorption, lightweight concrete typically loses
mass with time as water migrates out of the concrete. The mass loss is greater when higher
absorption aggregates are used. Because this mass loss is greater than for normal weight
concrete using conventional aggregates, the “equilibrium density” has been defined as the
density achieved after moisture loss has occurred [7]. Designers may specify the equilibrium
density for lightweight concrete and use it for the design dead load of concrete (along with an
allowance for the weight of reinforcement). However, the fresh density of the concrete must also
be known or specified for use as the criterion for material acceptance at placement. For high
strength lightweight concrete using low absorption aggregate, the reduction in density with
drying is expected to be minor and can be neglected, allowing only the fresh density to be
specified. This is especially useful for precast elements that are handled at early ages when the
fresh density must be used to compute the element weight.
Compressive Strength
The design compressive strength for lightweight concrete can range from typical lower strength
structural concrete of 3.5 to 4.0 ksi to high strength concrete for prestressed concrete elements,
with design compressive strengths as high as 10 ksi. Several projects have used lightweight
concrete for pretensioned bridge girders with design compressive strengths from 8.5 to 10 ksi
[8,9]. Experience with field production of lightweight concrete has shown strength gain with time
is comparable to normal weight concrete.
Tensile Strength
The tensile strength of lightweight concrete is typically measured using the splitting tensile
strength, fct, rather than the modulus of rupture, fr., The AASHTO LRFD Specifications assume
that the splitting tensile strength for normal weight concrete is 0.21 √ f’c (presented in LRFD
Article 5.8.2.2 as (1/4.7)√ f’c), rather than 0.24 √ f’c that is assumed for the modulus of rupture in
LRFD Article 5.4.2.6.
2
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It has been generally assumed that the tensile strength of lightweight concrete is less than
normal weight concrete with the same compressive strength. To account for this, design
properties of lightweight concrete related to tensile strength have been reduced in the LRFD
specifications for quantities such as shear and development length. However, several recent
studies for both deck and prestressed girder concrete have found splitting tensile strengths for
lightweight concrete to be essentially the same as expected for normal weight concrete, using
the above expression.
Test data on lightweight concrete bridge deck mixes reported by Byard and Schindler [10]
illustrate this point. The researchers used three sources of lightweight aggregate for their test
mixes. Test results in Table 1 show that the splitting tensile strength of lightweight concrete
bridge deck mixes for all lightweight aggregate sources and types exceeded the splitting tensile
strength for the normal weight concrete control mix as well as the expected splitting tensile
strength for normal weight concrete of 0.420 ksi computed using the above expression and the
4.0 ksi design compressive strength.
Table 1: Splitting tensile strength for lightweight and normal weight concretes (ksi) [10]
Aggregate
Type

NWC

Sand
LWC

All
LWC

NWA

0.438

--

--

Slate LWA

--

0.490

0.461

Clay LWA

--

0.520

0.493

Shale LWA

--

0.510

0.465

The LRFD specifications [5] give designers the option to compute the design modification factor
for lightweight concrete (see later section) based on a specified splitting tensile strength. If the
splitting tensile strength specified is equal to the expected tensile strength for normal weight
concrete, a lightweight concrete member can be designed with a concrete modification factor, 
(see next section), equal to unity. Therefore, no reduction is made and the design is the same
as if the concrete were normal weight concrete. Based on the data in Table 1, this approach
could be taken for these mixes by specifying a splitting tensile strength of 0.420 ksi which would
eliminate the reduction factor for lightweight concrete by setting it equal to unity. The splitting
tensile strength should be used to qualify mixtures but not for field acceptance.
Modulus of Elasticity
Because of the porous nature of lightweight aggregate, the stiffness of lightweight concrete is
reduced from a similar strength mixture using conventional aggregate. The effect of the density
of lightweight concrete on the modulus of elasticity is accounted for in LRFD Equation 5.4.2.4-1
by including a term for the density (unit weight) of concrete, wc. The equation for modulus of
elasticity in the LRFD specifications was recently revised to better reflect the behavior of
lightweight concrete and high strength concrete [11]. The effect of the density has been
magnified by changing the exponent on the density term from 1.5 to 2. For sand lightweight
concrete with a density of 0.115 kcf, the modulus is predicted to be 63% of the value for normal
weight concrete (0.145 kcf), and for an all lightweight concrete mix with a density of 0.100 kcf,
the modulus is predicted to be 48% of the value for normal weight concrete.
3
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It is also important to recognize that the equation for modulus of elasticity provided in the
specifications is only an estimate, and that the actual modulus values for both lightweight and
normal weight concrete can vary significantly from the computed values. As with normal weight
concrete, if the modulus of elasticity is a critical design parameter, material tests should be
conducted using project materials to determine the expected modulus of elasticity. However,
such precision is rarely required for a project, and the use of the estimated value computed by
the equation can be used with satisfactory results.
Creep and Shrinkage
Since lightweight aggregate is less stiff, It has generally been assumed that creep and
shrinkage of lightweight concrete are greater than for normal weight concrete with the same
compressive strength. However, recent tests have shown that the creep and shrinkage of higher
strength structural lightweight concrete, such as would be used for prestressed concrete
elements, is in the range of values expected for normal weight concrete [12,13,14]. Equations
for prestress loss prediction can be used for lightweight concrete without modification except for
the reduction in density that is included in the equation to estimate the modulus of elasticity.
Coefficient of Thermal Expansion
The coefficient of thermal expansion for lightweight concrete is less than normal weight concrete
with the same compressive strength. This can be beneficial since it means that for a given
change in temperature, lightweight concrete will respond with less strain. Combined with the
reduced modulus of elasticity, this results in significantly lower stresses. Since the tensile
strength is similar to normal weight concrete, it is anticipated that lightweight concrete will have
a reduced cracking tendency due to thermal effects, such as decks cooling at early ages and
mass concrete placements.
Test data for a typical concrete mixture for a bridge deck using lightweight aggregate from three
sources [10] are shown in Table 2. These data indicate that coefficients of thermal expansion for
sand lightweight concrete and all lightweight concrete mixtures were about 80% and 65%,
respectively, of the coefficient for the normal weight concrete control mixture.
Table 2: Coefficient of thermal expansion for lightweight and normal weight concrete (με/°F) [10]
Aggregate
Type

NWC

Sand
LWC

All
LWC

6.2

--

--

Slate LWA

--

5.1

4.3

Clay LWA

--

5.1

4.0

Shale LWA

--

5.2

4.0

NWA

In addition to a reduced coefficient of thermal expansion, lightweight concrete elements will
respond to changes in the ambient temperature more slowly than normal weight concrete. The
combination of these factors would lead to a significant reduction in the thermal expansion and
contraction of long bridges constructed with lightweight concrete.
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Ductility and Seismic Applications
Lightweight concrete has obvious benefits for bridges designed for seismic loadings because its
lower density reduces the mass of a structure and therefore the seismic demand on the substructure and foundations. Material tests often show lightweight concrete to be more brittle than
normal weight concrete with the same compressive strength, especially for lower compressive
strength mixes. Therefore, some designers expect lightweight concrete to have limited use for
structures where ductility is required during a seismic or other extreme loading event.
Tests of seismically loaded lightweight concrete bridge piers demonstrated “that lightweight
concrete, when properly detailed, will perform as well as normal weight concrete …” [15] A
later series of tests reported showed that “the strength of the lightweight concrete shearresisting mechanism appears to be lower than the normal-strength mechanism when subjected
to reversed cyclic loads” and strength reduction factors were proposed for use in design [16].
While the recommended concrete strength reductions were significant, the reduced mass of a
lightweight concrete structure would significantly reduce the seismic lateral forces to which a
structure would be subjected during a seismic event. Therefore, it was concluded that the
“reduction in shear demand will more than compensate for the reduced strength of the concrete
shear-resisting mechanism.”

BRIDGE DESIGN USING LIGHTWEIGHT CONCRETE
A paper presented at the 2015 National ABC Conference by Greene, et al., gives a detailed
description of recent changes to the LRFD specifications [6]. This current paper highlights some
of the changes reported in the earlier paper, and will also discuss the effects of the properties of
lightweight concrete on several key aspects of design. The obvious beneficial effect of
decreased dead load of lightweight concrete structures on reducing stresses or moments is not
addressed in the discussion here.
Definition of Lightweight Concrete
Until recently, lightweight concrete mixtures were defined in terms of the types of aggregate
used to achieve a specified density. Two types of lightweight concrete were defined in the
specifications: “all lightweight” concrete, which had both lightweight coarse and lightweight fine
aggregate and had the lowest density of about 0.100 kcf, and “sand lightweight” concrete, which
had lightweight coarse aggregate combined with normal weight fine aggregate that had an
intermediate density of 0.110 to 0.120 kcf. Other densities could also be achieved by blending
lightweight and normal weight aggregates in what is often called “specified density” concrete,
but this type of concrete was not addressed in the specifications. Lightweight concrete was
defined as having a unit weight of 0.120 kcf or less, while normal weight concrete was defined
as having a unit weight between 0.135 and 0.155 kcf, so there was a range of unit weights
(0.120 to 0.135 kcf) for which the type of concrete was undefined.
The new definition for lightweight concrete, approved in 2015, is:
“Lightweight Concrete – Concrete containing lightweight aggregate conforming to AASHTO M
195 and having an equilibrium density not exceeding 0.135 kcf, as determined by ASTM C567.”
This new definition for lightweight concrete expands the previous definition to include any
concrete with lightweight aggregate that has a density less than normal weight concrete. There
are no longer definitions of types of concrete based on the type of combination of aggregate,
i.e., sand or all lightweight concrete. The definitions are now solely based on density and the
5
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fact that lightweight aggregate is being used in the mix. When reporting data in previous
sections, the old definitions based on aggregate type were used because those definitions were
still being used at the time of those tests.
Concrete Modification Factor, 
In addition to a new definition of lightweight concrete, the definition of the concrete modification
factor, , has been revised similarly, removing its previous dependence on the type of concrete.
Now, the value of  is simply a function of the density, with the value varying linearly between
0.75 at a density of 0.100 kcf or less to a value of 1.00 at a density of about 0.135 kcf. This
relationship is expressed in this equation:
0.75 ≤  = 7.5 wc ≤ 1.0
This relationship is used when the splitting tensile strength of the mix is not specified, which has
been the typical situation. However, if the splitting tensile strength is specified, then the concrete
modification factor can be defined based on the ratio of the specified tensile strength to the
expected splitting tensile strength for normal weight concrete, as expressed in this expression:
 = 4.7 fct ≤ 1.0, where fct = 0.21 √ f’c
As mentioned in a previous section, recent tests indicate that the splitting tensile strength of
lightweight concrete mixtures can often meet this limit. Therefore, in situations where using a
lower value of  may have a detrimental effect on the design, it is recommended that designers
consider specifying the splitting tensile strength of the lightweight concrete so the value of  will
be greater than the value computed based on density, or even use a value of 1.0, which will
lead to no difference between the design for lightweight concrete or normal weight concrete.
Articles where Concrete Modification Factor is Used
Prior to the revisions approved in 2015, the AASHTO LRFD Specifications included the
concrete modification factor but the factor was not inserted into equations. As part of the
revisions, all equations where the factor should be used were identified and were revised to
include the factor. Therefore, designers can now be confident that the strength reduction for
lightweight concrete, if any, will be considered properly when designing using lightweight
concrete.
Provisions in the specification that now use the concrete modification factor include: allowable
tensile stress limits for prestressed concrete, modulus of rupture, shear resistance, and
development of mild reinforcement. See Greene, et al. [6], for a more detailed discussion.
Flexural Design at Service Limit State
Flexural design at the service limit state is only affected by the use of lightweight concrete by
the potential reduction in allowable tensile stresses from the concrete modification factor (see
LRFD Article 5.9.4) and the reduction in modulus of elasticity that will affect composite members
and prestressed concrete members for which strands are transformed. The effect on prestress
losses is discussed below.
Flexural Design at Strength Limit State
At the strength limit state, flexural design is not affected by using lightweight concrete, as the
same concrete stress block factors are used for lightweight and normal weight concrete.
6
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Shear Design at Strength Limit State
When the AASHTO LRFD Specifications were introduced in 1994, a reduced shear resistance
factor, , for lightweight concrete was used because data was not available to justify a factor
equal to the factor for normal weight concrete. Following the collection of material data by the
lightweight aggregate industry and several studies that analyzed that material data and other
structural test data, the shear resistance factor for lightweight concrete is now equal to the value
for normal weight concrete (see LRFD Article 5.5.4.2.1).
The nominal shear resistance of lightweight concrete may be reduced by the concrete
modification factor.
Prestress Losses
Materials and structural tests of lightweight concrete indicate that lightweight concrete can be
used for prestressed concrete elements, and that the existing prestress loss equations can be
used without modification, other than the reduction in modulus of elasticity that can be
computed using the equations in the LRFD specifications [12, 13].
Cambers and Deflections
Because of a reduced modulus of elasticity, cambers and deflections of lightweight concrete
girders and decks will be greater in most cases than for the same elements made with normal
weight concrete [17]. If cambers are too great in a prestressed concrete girder, there are often
adjustment that can be made in the design or in storage to reduce the camber. It should also be
remembered that the girder will deflect more as a deck is placed on the girder, so the larger
camber may disappear once the bridge is completed.

EFFECT OF LIGHTWEIGHT CONCRETE ON BRIDGE DESIGNS
A paper by Castrodale, et al., describes the effects that using lightweight concrete for girders
and deck can have on a prestressed concrete bridge [17]. Another paper by Castrodale
describes the effects that changing a deck from normal weight concrete to lightweight concrete
will have on a prestressed girder bridge design [18]. Both papers provide insight into the
structural benefits that can be obtained from using lightweight concrete in a bridge design.
An example will be taken from the first paper to illustrate the increase in maximum span that can
be achieved when substituting lightweight concrete for the deck or girder. The typical section,
which is comprised of NCDOT modified BT-74 girders with a composite deck, is shown in Figure
1. Other details can be found in Ref. 17.

Figure 1: Typical Section for Maximum Span Design [17]
The results of the comparison of maximum span designs are summarize in Figure 2, where NG
= normal weight girder (wc = 0.1485 kcf); LG = lightweight girder (wc = 0.125 kcf); ND = normal
7
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weight deck (wc = 0.145 kcf); and LD = lightweight deck (wc = 0.120 kcf). For the three girder
spacings shown in Figure 2, the number of girders in the section were 6 for 11.4 ft spacing, 7 for
9.5 ft spacing, and 8 for 8.14 ft spacing.
The greatest benefit from using lightweight concrete in these designs is for the deck, where the
greatest increase in maximum span is achieved when lightweight concrete is used. In fact, with
a lightweight concrete deck, it may be possible in some cases to drop a girder line compared to
the normal weight concrete girder and deck design. This benefit could more than pay for the
difference in cost for the lightweight concrete deck. Using a lightweight concrete girder provides
only a minor increase in maximum span length, but could provide savings in shipping, bearings,
as well as substructure and foundations.

Figure 2: Results for Maximum Span Designs [17]

SPECIFYING LIGHTWEIGHT CONCRETE
Lightweight aggregate is simply a lighter type of rock. Therefore, specifying its use in lightweight
concrete is very similar to conventional concrete specifications. The aggregate must meet the
requirements of AASHTO M 195, which is the Standard Specification for Lightweight
Aggregates for Structural Concrete, and any other physical properties that are usually required
for normal weigh aggregate.
Typically, the only additional property of the concrete that needs to be specified is the density.
Contract documents must clearly state the type of density that is intended for acceptance. If an
equilibrium density (achieved after drying) is specified, the designer should also specify the
fresh density or the concrete supplier must provide documentation indicating that the proposed
mix design will satisfy the equilibrium density. Accepted methods for determining the equilibrium
density for a concrete mixture are given in ASTM C 567 [7], including the preferred method that
is based on the mix proportions. The contract documents should also state the density of
reinforced concrete used for dead load computations, which includes the density allowance to
account for the greater density of reinforcement. Additional information on specifying lightweight
concrete can be found in a paper by Castrodale and Harmon [19].
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CONCLUSIONS
Lightweight concrete has significant benefits for use in ABC projects. Recent revisions to the
AASHTO LRFD Bridge Design Specifications related to lightweight concrete have simplified the
design process for using lightweight concrete, and have also improved the potential for using
lightweight concrete by making designs with the material more similar to designs with normal
weight concrete. Items that need to be considered when designing bridge elements with
lightweight concrete have been presented, along with some benefits and some guidance on
specifying lightweight concrete. Additional references have also been provided.
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ABSTRACT
While prefabricated bridge elements and systems (PBES) have been used for many years in Florida, The Florida
Department of Transportation (FDOT) is currently developing specifications for PBES to address the Federal Highway
Administration (FHWA) Every Day Counts (EDC) initiative. The construction on the first designated PBES project
in Florida started in 2013 on US 90 between Tallahassee and Quincy. Individual pre-fabricated elements were pieced
together and — if needed — grouted to complete the connection. During the pilot project, grout material was wasted
due to the restrictive temperature range and flow rate limitations, specified by FDOT and the grout manufacturer.
This research aimed to evaluate grouted pile pocket connections to assist the standardization process. Information was
gathered through simulating different flow spaces (grout gaps) as well as varying grout consistencies and temperatures,
while documenting the flow, final air voids, temperature development throughout the hardening process, and final
grout strength. For acceptance testing, contractors generally form the structural elements with plywood. Therefore,
the pile head for the mockup specimens was made from plywood as well. However, to allow for grout flow observations,
the pile pocket was constructed from acrylic glass. PVC pipes were installed on top of the pile-pocket model to aid the
filling and ventilation process, simulating ducts used in field construction. Throughout the research, it was determined
that the fresh grout temperature, the viscosity of the material, and the thickness of the gap between the pile head and
the bent cap do not significantly affect the quality of the grout flow and fillability. However, it was found that a tapered
roof (7 %) inside the pile pocket promotes proper ventilation for the displaced air and helps to avoid air entrapment
above the pile head corners. Additionally, it was noted that the current construction tolerances may lead to critical
hydration temperatures for massive (high volume-to-surface ratio) grout volumes under hot weather conditions.

INTRODUCTION
The State Structures Design Office (SSDO) currently develops standard details and specifications1 for different Accelerated Bridge Construction (ABC) elements and construction details. The general concept of Prefabricated Bridge
Elements and Systems (PBES) for a pile-to-bent cap interface may be constructed in various ways, but a grouted pile
pocket inside the bent cap appears to be a promising solution. Figure 1 illustrates such a concept for a pile with a
square cross section. The lower portion of the bent cap encases the pile head via a preformed pile pocket, so that the
bent cap can be placed over the pile head; shims serve as spacers, or fiction collars can be used to properly position the
bent cap. The opening between the pile and the pocket has to be filled with non-shrink grout to guarantee a unified
behavior of the composite structure. For infrastructure projects in Florida, the grout has to meet the Florida Department of Transportation (FDOT) specifications article 934-4.1 for non-shrink grout materials (Florida Department of
Transportation, 2013). In their fresh state, such grouts can be filled into the open gaps through one of the pipes that
protrudes to the top surface of the bent cap, as seen in Figure 1, while the other pipe serves as a ventilation and visual
inspection port.
Recently, during a FDOT pilot ABC project, US 90 over Little River/Hurricane Creek ABC/PBES project (US 90),
it was observed that grouted connections may be challenging for contractors in Florida due to the tight temperature
range limitations set by grout manufacturers. Depending on the actual product, the material temperature must be
between 45 ◦ F and 90 ◦ F (7 ◦C and 32 ◦C) during pumping, placement, and initial curing. Due to stricter “preferred”
temperature ranges, a lot of freshly-mixed grout material was wasted, because the temperatures of the fresh grout
1 to

expand the state-of-practice and design standards at http://www.fdot.gov/roadway/DesignStandards/Standards.shtm
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Figure 1—3D model - connection detail
significantly exceeded 80 ◦ F (27 ◦C) (Nolan, 2015). In consequence, an evaluation of the temperature tolerances in the
upper range (that is not considered ”preferred“ for use in local projects) would be beneficial.
For grouted cast-in-place pile pockets, the structural behavior can only be guaranteed if the grout material can flow
freely to penetrate the entire pile pocket, without significant air voids. This depends on the flowability of the grout,
the available openings between the surfaces of the pile and the surfaces of the pocket (flow-space), and the surface
friction during flow. Flow space is contingent on the precision of the pile installations and/or the accuracy of bent cap
placement — in practical applications, less than ideal conditions may be encountered. Consequently, properly defined
placement tolerances (max/min gaps around and over the pile) are an important consideration for the standardization
process. From a literature review, no published research on the topic was found, and therefore, constructibility of the
proposed connection detail — at the marginal limits of the rheological properties of the grout material — should be
evaluated.
Finally, bridge projects in Florida that employ such grout connections currently require acceptance testing via
mockup procedures. Contractors generally construct the mockups with materials other than concrete; plywood seems
to be the material of choice due to its adaptability and cost efficiency. Although the surface properties of the structural
elements impact the grout flow, it is unknown how critical this issue may be for proper consolidation of grout in pile
pockets for PBES projects. Hence, the commonly-used plywood surfaces should be evaluated for grout flowability
under representative conditions to determine if plywood models are suitable representations during acceptance testing.

RESEARCH SIGNIFICANCE
This research aimed to evaluate grouted pile pocket connections for limiting factors — anticipated throughout the
construction process — to provide valuable information for the standardization of Precast Intermediate Bent Caps
(PIBC). The objective was to identify or establish preliminary limits for the acceptability of grout properties and
geometrical restrictions to ensure adequate consolidation of gravity-fed grout for the proposed connection detail. Such
information was obtained through the simulation of different flow-spaces (gaps between pile and pocket surfaces),
varying grout flow rates, and fresh grout temperatures throughout the placement process. Accordingly, this included
a qualitative study and rating of the residual air voids, construction joints between batches, and suitability of plywood
surfaces for mockup specimens (MU).

RESEARCH SCOPE
Different connection types are currently under development by FDOT for implementation. The proposed Index D20710
series — pile and bent cap with grouted pile pockets — is one of the most common connection types (c.f. Figure 1)
that can be used for bridge construction in Florida. Therefore, this research focused on this particular connection
and did not involve other types of pile-to-bent connection details. Figure 2 illustrates two sections of the FDOT
Index D20710 series, that were obtained from a preliminary design, which has not yet been published by FDOT. The
drawing specifies a gap size opening of 4 in. (100 mm) for the vertical sides (adjacent to the pile), and a 3 in. (75 mm)
diameter for the three ducts, which are needed to gravity feed the grout into the gaps (via one of the ducts) and to
2
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Figure 2—Mockup specimen for connection type Level 1 20710 series
simultaneously provide an escape route for the displaced air (through the other ducts). Additionally, the preliminary
design suggests tolerances for the size of the bent cap pocket, for the pile head, and the pile placement. According to
FDOT Standard Specifications (Section 455), the position of the pile head may vary within ±3 in. (±75 mm) relative
to the planned position. As a result, the gap size of the vertical volume may decrease to 1 in. (25 mm), or it may be
as wide as 7 in. (178 mm). To provide flow space for the dropped-in grout, the drawing shows two shims on top of the
pile head without specified minimal dimensions. Also, the roof of the pile-pocket is proposed to have a level surface.
The connection detail in Figure 2 was evaluated in this research — all specimen dimensions and geometric details were
based on this preliminary design, and the experimental phase was designed to evaluate the limiting cases for various
gap dimensions.

EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM
A high quality grout connection relies on three factors: i) any gap between the connecting pieces must be completely
filled with grout material, ii) the hardened grout material has to have a high density and minimal air voids, and iii) the
compressive strength of the grout has to meet the structural requirements, as well as the minimum requirements set
by the manufacturer and DOTs. Only if all of these conditions are satisfactorily met, can the grout connection serve
its strength and durability purpose. Although field and laboratory conditions may vary slightly, an effort was made
throughout this research to closely simulate the field conditions in the laboratory. For example, specific equipment
was chosen, such that the mixer and pump models were the same as those used for the ABC pilot project.
Due to the small number of specimens, a single grout material product was tested. It was chosen because previous
FDOT mockup bridge deck panel tests and the US 90 PBES demonstration project both employed the same material
for all grouted connections, and it was anticipated that the specific material would be used for similar projects in the
future (Young and Golabek, 2016).

Mockup Specimens
Eleven mockup specimens (MU1 through MU11) for a bent cap-to-pile head connection detail with different boundary
conditions were produced. The mockup specimens were constructed and tested in two phases — Task 1 and Task 2.
First, six pile pocket mockup specimens with varying fresh grout properties were studied. Based on the findings,
five additional mockup specimens were prepared to further evaluate the geometric properties of the grout spaces (gap
width and slope of pile-pocket roof), and to analyze the grout flow, temperature development, and hardened material
properties under extreme conditions (minimum and maximum gap sizes, high grout temperatures, and high viscosity).
A comparison between the on-site bent cap-to-pile head connection and the laboratory formwork for the mockup
specimens is presented in Figure 3. On the left, Figure 3a shows a wire model rendering of the connection, as it would
be in a constructed bridge. On the right is a photo of the formwork for a (non-grouted) mockup specimen (Figure 3b).
On the top of the specimen, three ventilation pipes are visible. The grout was placed into the mockup specimen
3
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(a) Wire model (of actual connection)

(b) Mockup specimen

Figure 3—Comparison between on-site model and laboratory mockup specimen
through one of the outer pipes, and the air vented through the other ones. The formwork for all specimens consisted
of two parts — the inner and the outer formwork. The inner box (plywood surface) simulated the concrete pile head,
and the outer formwork (acrylic glass surface) represented the pile-pocket inside the bent cap. Acrylic glass was chosen
for the outer formwork so that the filling process and the grout flowability could be observed and monitored. The
outer formwork had cross-sectional dimensions of 28 by 28 in. (710 mm) and a minimum height of 23 in. (580 mm). The
height of the inner formwork (pile head) ranged from 20 in. (510 mm) to 21.5 in. (550 mm). The dimensions of the cross
section for the inner formwork were adjusted to produce the specific gap size openings. The roof of the outer formwork
for Task 1 specimens was completely level (according to the proposed model in Figure 2), but mockup specimens for
Task 2 were built with tapered top surfaces to evaluate the effect of a taper on air void formation — especially under
the roof. The pitch of the roof of the specimen shown in Figure 3b measured 1.0 in. (25 mm) over a length of 14 in.
(360 mm) for a slope of 7 %. Other specimens were built either with a 3.5 % slope or flat.

Experimental Concept
All test variables, including the specific material and geometric properties for each mockup specimen, are listed in
Table 1. As explained above, all mockup specimens were made from two different parts, the inner and the outer
formwork. The inner formwork — plywood box — for all specimens, except MU1, which simulated a real concrete
pile surface, was made from plywood so that the mockup specimens would be representative of those that contractors
generally produce. The gap sizes between these plywood boxes (simulated pile head) and the outer acrylic glass
formwork (simulated bent cap) were varied to analyze the grout flow and fillability, as well as the grout temperature
development under different conditions. Comparatively, MU7 and MU8 featured the thickest and thinnest vertical
gaps — 7.5 in. (187.5 mm) at two adjacent sides and 0.5 in. (12.5 mm) at the opposite sides. To evaluate the air
void formation for different top surface slopes, the roof of the bent-cap model (outer box) was tapered for Task 2
specimens, to promote ventilation of the grout material. The top surface was tapered such that the minimum gap size
was guaranteed along two opposing edges (of the square cross section) and sloped upwards towards the ventilation
pipes. Therefore, the minimum gap size only existed at the very edge of the specimen on top of two opposing vertical
gap volumes, and everywhere else the vertical gap was larger than the minimum but smaller than the maximum gap at
the center line, right under the PVC pipes. To analyze the worst-case scenario, the grout for MU5 through MU11 was
prepared to reach a temperature range from 85 ◦ F to 90 ◦ F (29.4 ◦C to 32.2 ◦C). Likewise, Task 2 specimens were filled
with the most viscous grout that targeted an efflux time of max. 48 s, according to ASTM International (2016a). To
evaluate if shims (needed to properly position the bent cap) have a potential impact on the grout flow and fillability,
two 4 by 4 in. (100 by 100 mm) shims were placed on top of the pile-head for each specimen in Task 2. Additionally,
MU8 was produced with color pigments to study the intermixing of layers, because each specimen was made from
three or four individual grout batches. While the first and third layers were not altered for color, the second and fourth
layers were mixed with red color liquid.

4
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Table 1—Test variables

Task 2b

Task 1

Specimen

MU1
MU2
MU3
MU4
MU5
MU6
MU7
MU8c
MU9
MU10
MU11d

Pile Surface

Vertical Side Thickness
minimum
maximum
in.
mm
in.
mm

Taper

Horizontal Top Thickness
minimum
maximum
in.
mm
in.
mm

Concrete
2

50

2

50

50

2

50

0.5

12.5

0.5

12.5

2
0.5
2
0.5
1

50
12.5
50
12.5
25

2.5
1
3
1.5
2

62.5
25
75
37.5
50

No

Plywood

Plywood

2

0.5

12.5

3.5

87.5

0.5

12.5

7.5

190

2

50

2

50

1

25

1

25

Yes

Temp. Range
◦

F

◦

C

Efflux Rangea
s

70-75

21-24

80-85

27-29

85-90

29-32

20-30

85-90

29-32

max. 48

35-45

a Flowability was measured by cone discharge time (of a 0.456 gallon (1.725 L) sample through a 0.5 in. (12.7 mm) tube orifice).
b The outer top surface for all specimens in Task 2 was tapered (towards the center). In addition, shims were placed on top of the pile head.
c Every other layer was produced with color pigments to study the mixing between subsequent batches.
d Each subsequent layer was batched and placed with a 90 minute delay.

Procedure
Each mockup specimen was produced from three or four individual batches, because the capacity of the mixer (that was
based on the US 90 project) was limited. The grout and the mixing water (or ice) were proportioned and preconditioned
(and adjusted if needed) to target the specific fresh grout properties. After each batch was mixed properly, a portion
of the material was passed through the cone funnel per ASTM C 939 (ASTM International, 2016a) to check the target
consistency. If the material passed the temperature and viscosity tests, it was pumped into the mockup formwork.
Simultaneously, a small portion of the checked material was used to cast companion grout cubes with an edge length
of 2 in. (50 mm) for strength testing according to ASTM C 109 (ASTM International, 2016c). Normally, the different
batches were filled into the mockup specimen with a 15 to 20 min time difference, because the fresh material had to
be prepared and checked for each mixture. However, to evaluate the grout material under extreme conditions, the
grouting interval for the last specimen (MU11) was altered to simulate a delay due to, for example, equipment failure.
The individual grout layers for MU11 were filled into the formwork with 90 min interruptions (between the 15 to 20 min
filling period), such that the entire specimen was produced within three (3) hours.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Flow and Fillability
Figure 4 exemplifies the filling sequence and the grout flow and fillability within the vertical side volumes. Here, MU7
is shown from the northwest (Figures 4a and 4b) and the southwest (Figure 4c). The first two figures present the
corner with the two adjacent gaps with 0.5 in. (12.5 mm), which were considered the most difficult to fill, because the
grout was dropped into the formwork through the pipe on the left side (or the right side in Figure 4c), from above one
of the 7.5 in. wide (187.5 mm) gaps. Figure 4a shows that the fresh grout flowed well around the corners, and that the
grout was almost level within the two smaller gaps. Figure 4b is a photo that was taken shortly after pumping for the
second batch began. As seen in the figure, the grout material sloped from the larger gap sizes towards the corner of
the two smaller gaps. Finally, the third picture (Figure 4c) shows the grout state after placement for batch 3 began.
The picture emphasizes that leveling depended on the gap size opening or the flow space, as the material flow was
inhibited by the more narrow gaps.
Generally, the grout filled all vertical gaps of all specimens well, without any entrapped air voids and with nearly
self-leveling abilities. However, time delays for the leveling process were noted, and it was observed that specimens
filled from the wider to the narrower gaps required the longest time to level. Therefore, these filling procedures could
potentially lead to air entrapment above the pile head over the corner with the narrower gaps. Specimens filled from
the pipes above the narrow openings leveled almost instantaneously.

5
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(a) MU7: Batch 1 (Northwest view)

(b) MU7: Batch 2 (Northwest view)

(c) MU7: Batch 3 (Southwest view)

Figure 4—Fillability and flow

Temperature Development
The ambient temperature and the temperature within the center of each grout volume were recorded throughout the
initial 24 h in Task 1 and 48 h in Task 2, to study the effect of gap size opening on the temperature development.
Figure 5 exemplifies the recorded results for four mockup specimens in Task 2. While Figures 5a and 5b illustrate the
behavior of mockup specimens with identical gap size openings on all four vertical sides (but with different gap size
openings between the top of the pile and the roof of the pile pocket), Figure 5c shows the data for a mockup specimen
with the thickest (7.5 in. [187.5 mm]) and the thinnest (0.5 in. [12.5 mm]) gap size openings. Finally, Figure 5d shows
the temperature measurements for each individual grout batch of MU11, the specimen that was cast with 90 min
delays between each grout batch. From the figures, the grout temperatures followed a general trend (in agreement
with the temperature behavior described by Mehta and Monteiro (2005) and others) in which the material showed no
significant temperature increase throughout the initial 4 h, but then rose quickly to reach a maximum value within the
first 12 h. Afterwards, the temperature decreased relatively rapidly until reaching the 24 h mark. Then, the temperature
reduced slowly to gain equilibrium with the ambient temperature at approximately 48 h after casting. A comparison of
Figures 5a through 5c, shows that the grout bodies with identical dimensions lead to similar temperatures within the
curing grout. The specimens with the narrowest gap size opening of 0.5 in. (12.5 mm) reached the lowest temperatures,
while the widest gap size openings of 7.5 in. (187.5 mm) lead to the highest curing temperatures, with values above
the boiling point of water. According to Domone and Jefferis (1994a,b), Neville (2006), Popovics (1998), Wilson and
Kosmatka (2011), such high peak temperatures become problematic for the grout structure, because they promote
cracking throughout the initial (rapid) cooling phase. Finally, the data in Figure 5d shows that subsequent grout
batches reach higher temperatures than the preceding ones. Due to the variation in hydration heat, the individual
grout batches may undergo different curing processes (Domone and Jefferis, 1994b, Mehta and Monteiro, 2005, Torrenti
et al., 2010).

Air Void Formation
For all evaluated grout mixtures, regardless of mixing ratio and fresh temperature, the vertical grout bodies around
the pile showed no significant air voids, neither on the inside surfaces, nor on the outside surfaces. Some grout bodies
were separated and cut open to check for internal voids, but no significant air voids were discovered. It appears that
air void development on vertical surfaces is not a concern within the evaluated boundary conditions (Park, 2009). Only
one mockup specimen in Task 1 showed discoloration between the individual grout batches, and hence, a decision was
made to color code one specimen in Task 2, with pigments according to ASTM C 979 (ASTM International, 2016b),
to further evaluate the intermixing of subsequent grout batches. However, due to inherent density differences within
the Three-Phase System (Domone and Jefferis, 1994b), the top surface of a grouted volume is most susceptible to air
voids, because entrapped air (that cannot vent out during grout placement) tends to rise and float to the top surface,
if the viscosity of the material is low enough. Figure 6 displays the top surfaces of the mockup specimens that were
exemplary for certain grout mixtures or geometric properties of the pile pocket roof.
Task 1 specimens are shown in Figures 6a and 6b; the photos in Figures 6c and 6d represent Task 2 specimens.
The circular imprints along the center line of the top surfaces mark the positions of the filling and venting tubes, and
the squares shown in pictures on the right are the mockup shims. While Figure 6a shows the the final top surface
of a specimen that was produced with a lower water-to-materials ratio (to achieve a higher efflux time), Figure 6b
6
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Figure 5—Temperature development after grout placement
illustrates the top surface of a specimen that was prepared with a more fluid grout or an increased water-to-material
ratio. For the first three (3) specimens — Figure 6a — air was entrapped and pushed from the filling tube towards the
corners. Besides these larger entrapped air bubbles, smaller air voids with a diameter smaller than 0.3 in. (7.5 mm)
were present. The small air voids were irregularly distributed throughout the entire surface, but were generally further
from the filling tube. Because a significant amount of air was entrapped for these specimens, Figure 7 highlights the
severity by showing a closeup of the big voids and a schematic distribution pattern. The larger air voids in the corners
indicate the direction of the grout flow. Generally, these air voids had a maximum length of less than 2 in. (50 mm)
and were no deeper than 0.3 in. (7.5 mm) The remaining three (3) specimens in Task 1 (MU4 through MU6) targeted
a shorter funnel efflux time (between 20 and 30 seconds), and therefore, the fresh grout mixtures were less viscous.
However, the initial grout temperature was also higher (in comparison to MU1 through MU3). As a representative
example, the top surface of specimen MU6 is displayed in Figure 6b. Specimens MU4 through MU6 still showed some
air voids, but not as concentrated at the corners as for the first three (3) specimens. The air voids were randomly
distributed throughout the entire surface with less large voids; most measured a diameter of less than 0.3 in. (7.5 mm).
Based on the fact that the vertical surfaces of the grout seemed unproblematic, and because materials with fine
aggregates (grout) promote the release of integral air (Cementbulletin, 1976), it was assumed that the air void issue
7
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(a) MU3: Made from grout
with high efflux time

(b) MU6: Made from grout
with low efflux time

(c) MU8: Made from grout
with very high efflux time and
3.5 % slope in roof

(d) MU11: Made from grout
with very high efflux time and
7.0 % slope in roof

Figure 6—Top surfaces of mockup specimens

Figure 7—Air void pattern indicate the grout flow (for mockup specimen MU3)

was a result of the geometric properties of the outer formwork. Accordingly, the roof of the pile-pocket model was
sloped for all Task 2 specimens. The photos in Figures 6c and 6d illustrate the top surfaces of specimens that were
produced with different inclines in the pile pocket roof. Figure 6c is representative of the specimens that had a 3.5 %
slope, while Figure 6d represents the specimens with a 7 % incline. The discoloration seen in Figure 6c is a result of
color coding different grout batches, and as the picture shows, the subsequent grout batches blended very well together
(throughout the placement process). Compared to Task 1 specimens, a significant reduction in air voids at the top
surfaces was noted for all specimens in Task 2. Specifically, air entrapment at the corners was eliminated. However,
while all specimens in Task 2 were produced with acceptable top surfaces, specimens MU9 through MU11 featured
top surfaces with the highest quality (c.f. Figure 6d). While the top surfaces entrapped more air voids than the side
volumes, the 7 % sloped tops were very tight with minimized porosity.

Compressive Strength
Accompanying 2 in. (50 mm) grout cubes were produced for each grout batch, to evaluate the strength characteristics
of the material at different maturity levels according to ASTM C109 (ASTM International, 2016c). While the following
graphs display the data for 28-day strength testing, tests were also conducted after 1 d, 3 d, and 7 d. However, because
the material performed generally satisfactorily at the earlier maturity levels, only the 28-day data is presented.
Figure 8 illustrates the 28-day compressive strength results for all mockup specimens in Task 1 (MU1 through
MU6). In total, 49 cube samples were tested, and all specimens met a minimum strength of 6.25 ksi (43.1 MPa) as
required by FDOT. However, one (1) individual cube taken from MU6 — Batch 2 — measured a compressive strength
of 8.0 ksi (55.2 MPa), which fell below the manufacturer specifications. In general, the measured average strengths of
MU1 through MU6 exceeded the more restrictive manufacturer specifications by 1.5 to 2.0 ksi (10.4 to 13.8 MPa). The
28-day compressive strength results for the cast cubes of Task 2 specimens are graphed in Figure 9. The figure shows
that most values were higher than the 6.25 ksi (43.1 MPa) strength required by FDOT and the minimum manufacturer
specified strength of 8.0 ksi (55.2 MPa). Two cubes for MU11 exceeded the FDOT strength requirements, but not the
manufacturer specifications. In total, 190 strength tests were conducted on grout cubes at different maturity levels,
and 97 % of the specimens exceeded the manufacturer specifications and the FDOT strength requirements.
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CONCLUSIONS
The geometric properties of the proposed Index D20710 pile-to-bent cap connection were evaluated. A non-shrink
hydraulic grout at various high temperatures and high viscosity levels was used to fill all vertical and horizontal gaps
around the pile. Eleven mockup specimens were constructed throughout a two phase experimental program, and each
specimen was systematically filled and tested in the laboratory. The results lead to the following conclusions:
• The targeted high fresh-grout temperatures and viscosities were easily realized in the laboratory. While it
was necessary in some cases to incorporate ice into the grout mixture to reach the desired temperatures, the
temperature of the grout powder had a more significant impact on the initial fresh grout properties.
• The generally-used material for mockup specimens — plywood — performed well and did not impede the flow
or fillability properties of the grout material. No significant differences between the control specimen with a
concrete pile head and the other pile head models made from plywood were observed.
• The fresh material should always be pumped into the connection detail through the duct that is located above
the most narrow opening, to avoid delayed and uneven grout flow that otherwise may lead to air entrapment.
• To minimize durability issues, a slope of approximately 7 % — towards the influent pipes along the centerline
of the pile-pocket — should be built into the roof of the pile-pocket, because an inclined top surface reduces air
entrapment at the top grout-to-bent cap interface.
• The fresh grout at the upper level of the manufacturer temperature range and an efflux time of up to 48 s according
to ASTM C939 appears unproblematic. The smaller gaps with 0.5 in. (12.5 mm) openings were satisfactorily filled
without significant air voids.
• Within a 15 min to 20 min delay between individual batches, the layering effect appears to be no concern for the
evaluated grout material, even under high temperatures and increased viscosity levels.
• If practical and/or feasible, the gap thickness of the grout volumes should be limited to a maximum size, for hot
weather grouting, to avoid critical curing temperatures throughout the hydration process. While this research
9
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study suggests a limiting thickness of less than 4 in. (100 mm), due to high curing temperatures, further research
would be necessary to evaluate the durability and long-term issues of thicker grout volumes.
• The compressive strength of the grout material is not a concern within the tested temperature and viscosity
ranges. Within this study, the companion grout cubes consistently met the requirements of FDOT Specification
Section 934-4.1, as well as the manufacturer target values.
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JONES ROAD THROUGH GIRDER BRIDGE REPLACEMENT
Presenting Author: Richard Schaefer, P.E., Associate Vice President and Chief Bridge
Engineer, NJ, HNTB Inc.973-434-3100 rschaefer@hntb.com

Figure 1: New Jones Road Redundant Through Girder Bridge Rendering

EXISTING STRUCTURE TYPE AND PURPOSE
The Jones Road Bridge, located in Englewood, New Jersey carries a two-lane local roadway
over the heavily travelled NJ Route 4 within the approach network to the George Washington
Bridge that is the most heavily trafficked bridge in the world. Jones Road, a major urban
collector (NJDOT classification), channels traffic from local streets in surrounding communities
to the principal arterial system, notably NJ Route 4 providing residents connectivity to facilities
such as schools, places of worship, hospitals, commuter bus stops, and emergency services.
With a limiting number of similar NJ Route 4 access points, the Jones Road Bridge is
considered a vital asset to the area. Extended periods of closure or service disruption of the
bridge and its immediate approaches would likely result in less than desirable levels of service
to the adjoining roadway networks and nearby access points to NJ Route 4.
The Jones Road Bridge is a three-span, continuous, non-redundant concrete encased riveted
steel through-girder and floorbeam structure. The bridge is a unique as it is supported on four
independent pier columns with no bearing support at the abutments. It is surmised that the
bridge designer conceived of this unusual arrangement to avoid excavation of the very hard
Palisades Diabase formation (30,000 psi compressive strength) that would require removal to
build conventional abutments. By design, the bridge is supported solely on four slender steel
columns that effectively act as ‘table legs’ for the bridge superstructure. The flanking cantilever
spans reach-out and meet, but do not bear upon, the approach roadways originally built as
1
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concrete pavement. The underlying rock was faced with concrete to appear as conventional
abutment walls. As part of the original design considerations, it is likely that a shallow depth
superstructure was needed based on the established development and density of the
surrounding communities where raising the roadway along Jones Road would require relocation
of residences. It was not possible to lower the planned profile of NJ Route 4, as it was founded
on the difficult to excavate hard Palisades Diabase. Therefore, the design called for the
shallowest superstructure type available at the time, a through-girder superstructure, to span the
road. The net effect was that while the design was an ingenious solution to the problem of
removing difficult rock, but the resulting bridge was non-redundant with no appreciable parallel
load paths for the either the superstructure or the substructure elements.
The overall length of the Jones Road Bridge is 154-feet set on an approximate 48-degree skew.
The minimum vertical underclearance is substandard at 13’-4” located at the westbound
roadway right acceleration lane adjacent to the bridge support columns. The overall bridge width
is 46’-0” providing a 30’-0” wide two-lane roadway between through-girders that also serve as
roadway curbs. A 5’-9” wide sidewalk is provided to each side of the bridge supported on the
outside of the fascia from through-girder brackets. Two active water lines and an abandoned
gas main are carried under the sidewalk. Aerial facilities run transversely and longitudinally over
the bridge. The bridge is classified as Structurally Deficient due to the poor condition of the deck
and substructure. Based on geometric inadequacies including substandard vertical and lateral
underclearance and substandard deck geometry, the bridge is also classified as Functionally
Obsolete leading the New Jersey Department of Transportation to recommend the Jones Road
Bridge be replaced. Demolition of Existing Structure
As discussed above, the existing through-girder superstructure is supported on four (4) concrete
encased built-up, laced riveted steel columns. The existing abutments are architectural facing
for the existing rock outcroppings and roadway fill/pavement barrier. The abutments do not
physically touch the superstructure elements and do not contribute to its support. Removal or
significant damage to either of the through-girders or any of the four pier columns would
compromise the structural integrity of the bridge and have the potential to initiate its collapse. As
such, a controlled demolition is not practical. Use of a temporary support system and/or
temporary shielding from below is not feasible due to the limiting lateral and vertical clearances
to the NJ Route 4 roadway. Further, there is insufficient clearance to allow for hardware
attachment of a temporary overhead ‘strong back’ support girder.
A single, one-piece total superstructure removal is the preferred option for removing the existing
Jones Road Bridge. Given the scale and weight of the existing structure, there are few locations
on the rocky and sloping approach roadways to place a large format crane to pick out the
superstructure in a single move. Placing a large format crane in the travel lanes of NJ Route 4
would require a complete closure of this principal arterial roadway and was deemed
unacceptable. All traditional and conventional methods for demolition were investigated and
found to be not feasible. The only remaining practical single-pick option for the bridge removal
was the use of Self Propelled Modular Transports (SPMT’s) to quickly and safely lift and remove
the superstructure from its columns in one operation, which was selected as the preferred
demolition option.
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DESIGN OF PREFERRED STRUCTURE
The preferred bridge replacement alternative was determined to be a single span bridge. Given
the high volumes of traffic on NJ Route 4 below and the long-term closure of the left lanes in
both directions that would be needed to construct a center pier at the median, a two-span bridge
replacement was not acceptable. Construction of flanking piers to the outside of the NJ Route 4
travel lanes would limit the ability to provide shoulders and would impact an adjacent
interchange acceleration ramp lane and was not recommended. The resulting recommendation
for the preferred alternative was a single 200’ span bridge.
Available depth for a new superstructure was also tightly constrained. The existing throughgirder bridge only required 36” of effective depth to span over Route 4. As the surrounding
community had not changed in substantially in the past 70 years, the conditions that forced the
original designer to choose a through-girder bridge also had not changed since it was built,
either. The most obvious option for the 21st century designer is to consider was reuse of the
original through-girder arrangement superstructure as the preferred alternative. For any new
through-girder design, there was the valid concern from the Department that the bridge would
be non-redundant. This concern was mitigated by revisiting the original through girder bridge
concept and referencing the latest research available on bridge fracture resistance. Using the
latest research on fracture mechanics and bridge redundancy, a new final design was
generated that allowed the structure to be made fully redundant with the inclusion of an
independent second line of through-girders to form a paired girder assembly along each fascia,
roughly creating parallel boxes. These two-girder assemblies would be bolted rather than
welded together at stiffener/floorbeam locations to prevent possible fracture propagation
through a weldment across the paired system. The bolted stiffeners, in essence, act like a short,
deep shear diaphragm. This arrangement provides four (and therefore redundant) lines of load
path Each individual through-girder would be designed to fully support the weight of the bridge
along each fascia such that if a girder sustained damage and required replacement, it could be
removed without the compromise of structural integrity or risk of collapse. This design theory of
redundancy is derived from the NCHRP Synthesis 354 Report, Inspection and Management of
Bridges with Fracture Critical Details (2005).

CONSTRUCTION OF THE PREFERRED STRUCTURE
Given that the demolition of the existing bridge would require use of an SPMT, it made sense to
use the same piece of equipment to ‘install’ a new bridge of similar type and construction.
Therefore, it was determined that most practical method of construction would be to build the
new bridge superstructure on temporary dunnage adjacent to the existing bridge. The relatively
simple construction of through-girder bridges made it practical to design the new bridge to be
easily field erectable in as few differently detailed components as possible. See Figure 2 before
for the component types used in the construction of this bridge:
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Figure 2: Basic Components of Construction
Extending the ease of construction, the floorbeams, typically rolled or built-up wide flange
sections, were designed as back-to-back built-up C-channels that would sandwich the girder
connection/stiffener plates. This allowed the deck to be pre-cast in easily handled sections with
a pair of C channel floorbeams along their leading and trailing edges. The benefit of this is that it
eliminates the need to cast concrete in the field, and the precast deck panel edges are fully
supported by the floorbeams and the back-to-back connection between them. This eliminates
the costly and difficult to construct structural closure pours between precast deck panels that
are known to crack over time. See Figure 3 below for an exploded view of the superstructure:

Figure 3: Exploded View of Bridge Asseembly
See Figure 4 below for a diagram of the completed superstructure:
4
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Figure 4: Assembled Superstructure
The new bridge will be longer and wider than the original bridge so the foundation locations will
not be coincident. Taking a cue from the original bridge, the new foundations were determined
to be four individual support points, but in the form of squat drilled shafts socketed directly into
the hard rock approaches. As the new structure is a through-girder design, all support forces
would already be focused at the four corners of the bridge, making this arrangement a natural
selection. End floorbeams of the bridge would serve as deck joint supports, and the approach
roadways would be reconstructed of concrete with their own mating deck joint armor to seal the
opening with a standard neoprene gland seal. This method of construction allowed the most
time-consuming aspect of any bridge construction, the abutments, to be completely eliminated
and replaced with small, off-line installed discrete support points, a strong advantage in ABC
construction.

CONCLUSIONS
While not explicitly designed from the outset to be an ABC specific bridge, the Jones Road
Bridge redundant through-girder design solution creates a new type and class of bridge that can
provide rapid replacement for almost any single-span bridge in as little as a day with literally no
field casting of deck concrete and with an almost limitless flexibility to lengthen span without
penalty to superstructure depth. Where current ABC bridge design focuses on forcing
conventional parallel multi-stringer type bridges to being rapidly built, this often results in a
compromise in the design and elevated construction costs. This new redundant through-girder
bridge relies on ABC techniques to simultaneously improve the design of the bridge and lower
its cost though elimination of the costliest aspect of heavy highway construction; field labor. It is
also to the author’s knowledge, the first bridge designed from clean sheet to be installed using
SPMT technology, eliminating the need for on-site heavy cranes.
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INCREMENTAL LAUNCHING THE BELLEAIR CAUSEWAY
BRIDGE APPROACHES
Nelson E. Canjura, P.E., FL Structures Manager, HDR Engineering, Inc.,
813-282-2300, nelson.canjura@hdrinc.com
Antonio Horrnik, P.E., County Structures Engineer, Pinellas County
Transportation Division, Public Works Department, 727-464-3640,
thorrnik@pinellascounty.org

ABSTRACT
The Belleair Causeway Bridge Replacement project includes the replacement of two functionally
obsolete bridges along the 1.6-mile project limits. The project is on the Belleair Beach
Causeway crossing the Intracoastal Waterway in Pinellas County, Florida. The existing
Clearwater Harbor Bridge, an 8-span 324-foot low-level bridge over the Relief Channel was
replaced with a 3-span 324-foot AASHTO beam bridge. The existing 36-span 1,376 feet long
Intracoastal Bridge with a bascule at the navigation channel was replaced with a 3,350 feet long
high-level bridge with a 75 feet vertical clearance at the navigation channel. The bridge consists
of post-tensioned precast spliced girders for the 200 feet main span, 150 feet precast Florida
Bulb-tee approaches and 1,300 feet of incrementally launched post-tensioned flat slab
superstructure approaches. The bridge foundations utilize drilled shaft only.
As an innovative approach, the incremental launching technique was selected during
construction for the erection of the post-tensioned flat slab bridge section. The accelerated
bridge construction technique was chosen since it allowed greater mobility within the existing
right-of-way corridor, less impacts to the environmentally sensitive areas and allowed casting
behind the abutment. It is estimated that over 1,000 bridges worldwide have been constructed
using the incremental launching method. However, in the U.S. only three bridges have been
publicly identified to be constructed using this method. Belleair Causeway Bridge became the
fourth bridge constructed with the incremental launching method in the U.S. and the first one
constructed using this approach for the superstructure of post-tensioned concrete slabs. Project
was submitted to demonstrate a simple application of incremental launching.

INTRODUCTION
The Belleair Beach Causeway provides an important link between the mainland and the beach
communities of Belleair Beach, Belleair Shores, Sand Key and North Indian Rocks Beach in
Pinellas County, FL. The causeway is a significant visual gateway for residents and visitors,
provides recreational amenities and, most importantly, serves as a principal hurricane
evacuation route for the barrier island.
Time and the elements had taken their toll on the causeway’s two existing bridges, which were
completed in 1950. Both the 324-foot low-level bridge crossing the Relief Channel at the west
end and the 1,376-foot-long structure, including a double leaf bascule bridge and approaches,
crossing the navigable Intracoastal Waterway at the east end were determined to have
exceeded their original life expectancy. Maintenance and operating costs had increased
substantially during the past decade due to deterioration of the concrete components and the
bascule’s structural steel components and machinery. In addition, the existing causeway
bridges did not meet current design standards and were classified as “functionally obsolete.”
1
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Figure 1 Belleair Beach Causeway Corridor showing the new Bridge Construction
A preliminary bridge type study led to selection of a low-level bridge crossing Clearwater Harbor
to replace the Relief Channel bridge and a high-level bridge to replace the Intracoastal
Waterway bridge. Final design of the Belleair Causeway replacement bridges was completed in
July 2006. In October 19th, 2006, the contractor bids were opened and the joint venture of
Johnson Bros./Misener Marine provided the winning bid of $72.2 million. Construction of the
new replacement bridges started in March 2007 and the project was completed on December
20th, 2009. See Figure 1.

INCREMENTAL LAUNCHING OF THE APPROACH SPANS
The new high-level bridge over the Intracoastal Waterway is 3,350-foot long and can be
subdivided into the following units:
•
•

High-level spans – These spans consist of a 530-foot three-span continuous structure
over the navigational channel and 750-foot five-span continuous units on each side of
the navigational channel unit.
East and West approach spans – These spans consist of 660 feet of approach
structures on both sides of the navigational channel. Each approach structure is a
continuous unit. The vertical clearance requirements for the approach spans was
governed by the need to provide a parking facility underneath the bridge that will allow
boat trailers.

By far the most sensitive of the wetland resources present within the project limits was the vast
seagrass communities that occur along both sides of the Belleair Causeway. While construction
2
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of the high-level spans along the Intracoastal Waterway was easily accessible by cranes on
barges, the west approach span posed access issues due to the limited causeway width and
seagrass beds along the bridge alignment. See Figure 2.
The east and west high-level approach spans were originally designed using the traditional castin-place approach; however, this approach had the following disadvantages:
•
•
•
•

Safety concerns with cast-in-place operations and post-tensioning (PT) stressing
performed up to 40 feet above ground level
Higher cost of scaffolding erection and removal due to proximity to water and difficulty
with construction access due to location within existing sea grass beds
Settlement concerns due to high loads on scaffolding
False work system judged not cost effective

Figure 2 West Approach showing Launching Pad, Permanent and Temporary Piers and Access
Issues
As an innovative approach, the incremental launching technique was selected since it offered
the following advantages:
•

Improved safety with all operations (casting, PT stressing, etc.) at ground level
3
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•
•
•

No settlement issues during casting since casting bed is supported on piles behind
abutment
Minimized impacts to seagrass and mangrove communities
Lower cost with Value Engineering providing a $250,000 savings (Incrementally
Launched approach spans cost $120/square foot)

LAUNCHING SYSTEM AND LAUNCHING SEQUENCES
The incremental launching system used for the Belleair Causeway project was originally
developed by VSL1. This system uses the strand cables as the pulling elements. The jacking
equipment — developed to have up to 500 tons of pulling capacity — was positioned in front of
the end bents/abutments and pulled the launching post, which was fixed to the far end of the
segment. Figure 3 illustrates the launching sequence of the approach spans.

Figure 3 Illustration of Launching Sequence of the Approach Spans
Prior to incremental launching of the approach spans, a launching pad behind the abutments
was constructed and supported by 24-inch diameter temporary steel pipe piles to eliminate
settlement issues. An inverted T-cap was placed on top of the pipe piles with polished stainless
steel plates to form the launching pad support beams. Two additional concrete beams were
placed between the launching beams that support the steel platform, which functions as the
bottom soffit of the post-tensioned slab segment. See Figure 4. Adjustable wood side forms
were used for casting the wings of the segment.
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Figure 4 Launching Pad before Forms Installed
Two 500-ton launching jacks with a stroke of about 10 inches were used in front of the
abutment. See Figure 5. The jacks had a second set of wedges that held the strands and
allowed the jacks to setup for a re-stroke. Depending on the section being launched, a complete
launch took from three to eight hours.

Figure 5 Launching Jack in Front of Segment
Each launching jack is connected to a launching post, which were fabricated utilizing W24x104
steel beams. See Figure 6.
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Figure 6 Launching Post at End of Segment
The launching nose was used to reduce the cantilever moments. The nose consisted of
W36x230 sections, 50 grade steel, braced and connected by eight 1-3/8-inch diameter PT bars
to the slab. See Figure 7.
The final bridge spans are 75 feet long; however, temporary bents consisting of 2-foot-diameter
steel pipe piles with a concrete cap were used to reduce the launching span to 37.5 feet. The
launching nose is 24 feet long, approximately 60 percent of the launching span length.
Compared to the slab section, the launching nose is approximately 5 percent of the equivalent
slab length.

Figure 7 Launching Nose in Front of Segment
Temporary sliding bearings, consisting of ½-inch thick reinforced neoprene with a Teflon
coating, were used to allow the segments to slide over the stainless steel plates on top of the
pier supports. The launching crews placed the temporary sliding bearings in front of the pier
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during the launching. See Figure 8. Lateral guides on the end bents and pier supports were
installed to keep the segments moving in the desired direction as they were launched.
A ½-inch pedestal tolerance was accounted for in the launch longitudinally, with a 1-inch
transverse tolerance at the pier.

Figure 8 Slab Slides over Pier Supports
The longitudinal PT required for final conditions varied from 22 to 30 tendons. Transverse PT
was also required with a tendon at 4.5 feet spacing.
Due to the requirements for concentric stresses required for incremental launching, temporary
longitudinal PT bars were provided for launching. The temporary PT consisted of 36 to 48 1-3/8inch diameter bars. See Figure 9. These bars were only required during launching, and were not
accounted for in the final capacity of the structure. VSL provided the PT hardware.

Figure 9 View of Casting Bed Ready for Concrete Pour
Finally, segments were cast and launched on a one-week cycle. Segments were formed and the
reinforcement placed on Tuesday through Thursday and concrete poured on Friday. On the
7
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following Monday, transverse PT tendons and longitudinal temporary PT bars were stressed,
the wood side forms were removed, and the new segment was launched.

Figure 10 View of the East Approach Slab from the Boat Ramp Park
Once the launching was completed, the temporary piers were removed and a secondary
concrete pour was made at the piers supports to enhance the appearance of the pedestals.
The remaining bridge features, such as the traffic barriers, pedestrian railing and the bridge
lighting support platforms were added. Incrementally launching the approaches allowed the
aesthetic features of the bridge approaches to remain unchanged. Figure 10 shows the east
approach slab bridge as viewed from the Boat Ramp Park.

DESIGN ASPECTS
The incremental launching construction method has achieved significant applications in Europe
and Asia2. However, only three bridges in the United States have been publicly identified as
being constructed using this method: (1) Kansas City Southern Railroad steel box girder bridge
near Redland, OK, built in 1970; (2) U.S. 20 Iowa River Bridge, Hardin County, IA, a steel plate
girder bridge constructed in 2002; and (3) the Wabash River Bridge, Covington, Ind., a doublecell concrete box girder bridge built in 1977. The Belleair Causeway Bridge is the first U.S.
bridge constructed using the incremental launching approach for the superstructure of posttensioned concrete slabs.
The design of the east and west approaches was controlled by the construction method of
incremental launching. During the launching process, the concrete slabs move over a series of
fixed supports; therefore, every section of the slabs experiences multiple occurrences of both
negative and positive bending moments. To meet the requirements of LRFD Specifications, top
and bottom fiber stresses, shear, ultimate bending moments, and deflections of each section
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along the superstructure have been checked for strength or service limit state in the stages
during construction and after construction.
A longitudinal staged construction analysis was carried out to calculate the longitudinal forces
and stresses in each construction stage. This analysis considered the effects of concrete creep
and shrinkage, post-tensioning, support settlement, and the movement of the post-tensioned
slabs. Post-tensioning bars with a diameter of 1 3/8 inches have been used to control the slab
top and bottom fiber stresses during construction with the presence of temporary supports.
Permanent post-tensioning tendons were stressed after the launching was complete and
launching nose was removed. Temporary supports were removed after stressing the permanent
tendons. The strengths and serviceability of the approach structure after construction were
verified by combining the results from the staged construction analysis and additional loading
analyses for live loads and the loads of temperature and thermal gradients.

CONCLUSIONS
The Pinellas County Public Works Department has a long history of fostering environmental
stewardship with respect to public works projects throughout the County. A prime example of
this high regard towards the environment was the Belleair Beach Causeway Bridge
Replacement project. A primary focus of the design and construction of the project was the
protection of sensitive environmental features and endangered animal species. The decision to
use incremental launching of the approaches by Johnson Bros./Misener Marine was based on
maximizing safety within the limited access corridor and a commitment to minimize
environmental impacts during construction. The method, while unique to the United States,
showed that it can be a cost effective means of construction while embracing improved
construction quality, safety and a desire to protect our environment.
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ABSTRACT
The design of the new Champlain Bridge, currently being constructed in Montreal, is
based on a specified design life of 125 years. In order to minimize the structure’s lifecycle costs during its long service life, highly durable key components and state-of-theart technology are being used in its construction. This is illustrated with respect to the
structure’s expansion joints, and the structural health monitoring (SHM) system that will
optimize bridge inspection and maintenance activities.
1 INTRODUCTION
Canada’s largest current bridge construction project involves the building of a new Champlain
Bridge in Montreal to replace the existing 1962 structure of the same name. The existing bridge
carries over 160,000 vehicles per day across the St. Lawrence River, with traffic projected to
grow significantly in the coming years. When completed in late 2019, the new Champlain Bridge
will have a length of 3,400 m, including a cable-stayed structure with a main span of length 240
m. The bridge’s superstructure is designed as three parallel structures, including two three-lane
corridors for vehicular traffic and a two-lane transit corridor for a planned light rail transit system.
The bridge will also include a path for pedestrians and cyclists.
The cable-stayed structure’s single tower, of height 150 m, consists of twin columns supporting
the superstructure’s separate parts.
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Figure 1. Representation of the New Champlain Bridge
The new bridge is being built as the main element of a $4.2 billion project which also includes
the new Île-des-Soeurs Bridge. A consortium consisting of SNC-Lavalin, ACS and Hochtief is
responsible for design, construction, financing, operations, maintenance and rehabilitation of the
associated infrastructure, under a public-private partnership agreement with the Government of
Canada. Overall design and construction is being undertaken by SNC-Lavalin, Dragados
Canada, Flatiron Constructors Canada and EBC Inc., with design of the new Champlain Bridge
the responsibility of SNC-Lavalin, TY Lin International and International Bridge Technologies.
The bridge’s architectural team is headed by Arup Canada, and Independent Engineer services
are provided by Stantec and Ramboll.
The expansion joints and structural health monitoring (SHM) system selected for use by the
design team are described in the following sections.

2 THE BRIDGE’S EXPANSION JOINTS
Modular joints are required at eight bridge axes, including both the west and east abutments.
The number of gaps and longitudinal movement capacities of the joints are summarized in
Table 1. Partners GoodCo Z-Tech helped supply WA, EA and E07
Table 1. Overview of modular joints required
Axis

No. of gaps

WA

4

Nominal
SLS
movement
*
320 mm

W21

8

640 mm

W15

9

720 mm

W09

10

800 mm
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W02

10

800 mm

E02

9

720 mm

E07

7

560 mm

EA

3

240 mm

* Note: This nominal SLS movement capacity of 80 mm per gap (per seal) exceeds the actual
SLS movement requirement at each axis, as the joints will be installed with a presetting to
enable them to facilitate larger ULS closing movements.
The Tensa-Modular expansion joint (Figure 2) selected for use can facilitate very large
longitudinal movements, and offers great flexibility in also being able to accommodate
transverse and vertical movements, and rotations about all axes. Modular expansion joints
divide the total movement requirement of the superstructure among individual, smaller gaps.
The gaps are separated by centerbeams, which create the driving surface and which are
supported at regular intervals by support bars underneath. The gaps are made watertight by
means of rubber seals. Tensa-Modular is a modular joint of the single support bar type (with
every support bar supporting all centerbeams), with pre-stressed, free-sliding, bolted stirrup
connections between centerbeams and support bars (see Figures 3 to 5). Rubber control
springs, positioned in sets below the centerbeams, coordinate the movements of the
centerbeams. This elastic system avoids constraint forces and reduces the effects of loading on
the joint, extending its service life.

Figure 2. A Tensa-Modular expansion joint, viewed from above, showing the centerbeams and
edgebeams that form its driving surface
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Figure 3. A Tensa-Modular expansion joint (cross section at a support bar), showing stirrup
connections to centerbeams

Figure 4. Installation of a Tensa-Modular expansion joint in a concrete bridge deck
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Figure 5. An installed Tensa-Modular expansion joint, viewed from below
Since the bridge is being constructed with separate superstructures for eastbound and
westbound road traffic, two expansion joints will be installed at each axis, one per carriageway.
The lengths of the individual expansion joints range between 17.5 m and 26.8 m.
Design and manufacture of the expansion joints, for a design life of at least 30 years and to
incorporate a specified seismic performance, is primarily in accordance with CAN/CSA-S6-06
and AASHTO LRFD Bridge Construction Specifications, with welding in accordance with
CAN/CSA-W59-13 and galvanizing per ASTM A123 and A153. The design of the joints, as
illustrated in Figure 6, shall prevent damage by snow clearing vehicles, with vertical steel plates
to the surface of the fully concreted joint anchorages and with the surface of the joint five
millimetres below the connecting surfacing.
Barrier plates shall also be provided for each expansion joint axis, enabling each barrier to
remain continuous and functional as the deck movement gap opens and closes.

Figure 6. Typical cross section of a nine-gap joint
5
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2.1 Laboratory testing
As described by Spuler et al [1] the total life-cycle costs of a bridge’s expansion joints –
including in particular for maintenance and replacement, and impacts such as traffic disruption
during replacement works – are typically many times the original supply and installation costs,
making those original costs “insignificant” in that context. It is thus very important that adequate
attention and expenditure are devoted to the selection of well-designed, high-quality joints. This
can be ensured, to a large extent, by evaluating the laboratory testing to which the expansion
joint type has been successfully subjected.
In North America, standards published and promoted by the American Association of State
Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO) have taken on a leading role in terms of testing
requirements for modular joints in particular, with highly demanding testing defined to determine
an expansion joint’s suitability in a number of key areas. The 2002 report Performance Testing
for Modular Bridge Joint Systems, published by the Transportation Research Board of the
National Research Council, was issued as Report No. 467 of the National Cooperative Highway
Research Program (NCHRP), and was based on research which was sponsored by AASHTO in
cooperation with the Federal Highway Administration, United States Department of
Transportation. NCHRP Report 467 includes specifications for various prequalification tests,
including the Opening Movement and Vibration (OMV) test, the Seal Push-out (SPO) test and
extensive fatigue testing (all described below), which are included in AASHTO’s LRFD Bridge
Construction Specifications, Appendix A19. The Tensa-Modular expansion joint selected for use
on the new Champlain Bridge was successfully subjected to all this testing, providing great
confidence to the engineers who are responsible for the bridge’s long-term performance.
2.1.1 Testing of long-term opening/closing movements and resistance to traffic-induced
vibrations
The Opening Movement and Vibration (OMV) test (Figure 7) is carried out on a full-scale
specimen of the modular joint type which is to be prequalified. It simulates, on the one hand, the
opening (and closing) movements that can be expected to occur during a 75-year lifetime due to
daily thermal cycles (i.e. one opening and closing cycle per day) – and thus features 27,400
cycles. At the same time, the test simulates the vibrations caused by traffic, with a 33 kN force
applied to a centerbeam at high frequency for the entire duration of the opening movement
testing. Inspection of the tested expansion joint after completion of the test allows the ability of
the expansion joint to withstand these principal impacts to be evaluated.
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Figure 7. Opening Movement and Vibration (OMV) Test per NCHRP Report 467

2.1.2 Testing of long-term seal strength and watertightness
Following completion of the OMV test, the Seal Push-out (SPO) test (Figure 8) is carried out.
This test assesses the strength of the connection of the elastomeric seals to the centerbeams
which support them, and thus indirectly tests the ability of the joint to remain watertight. Since
the SPO test is carried out on the same joint which has already been subjected to the rigors of
an OMV test, it simulates the weakened condition with respect to movements that a seal may
exhibit after many years of service, making it a more demanding and a more realistic test of
performance and durability.

Figure 8. Seal Push-Out (SPO) test in accordance with NCHRP Report 467
2.1.3 Fatigue testing
Fatigue testing of modular expansion joints is also specified in AASHTO’s LRFD Bridge
Construction Specifications, Appendix A19, with the testing based on another, similarly
established NCHRP report, No. 402. This presents a practical test procedure for the
7
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determination of the fatigue resistance of critical details in the joint’s construction. The onerous
testing required simulates the fatigue-inducing movements and stresses of a service life on a
full-scale section of a joint which contains all critical members and connections. It involves the
subjecting of expansion joint specimens to an enormous number of load cycles, and its
complexity increases with the complexity of the expansion joint itself. For a highly developed
and particularly flexible type of modular joint such as Tensa-Modular, fatigue testing can be
especially demanding.
Testing was carried out at America’s leading institute in this field, the ATLSS Engineering
Research Center of Lehigh University, Pennsylvania (Figures 9 and 10). After extensive
discussions with ATLSS, considering the specifications of various American states, it was
concluded that testing should consist of six million load cycles for each specimen – twice the
figure of three million which might otherwise be considered based on the relevant S-N curve
(which plots stress [S] against number of cycles to failure [N]). The number of cycles was
doubled in this way in order for the statistical probability of a value falling above the S-N curve,
and thus within the “infinite life regime (where failure will not occur after any number of cycles),
to increase from 50% to 95% - a much higher degree of certainty. In relation to the fatigue
testing of modular expansion joints, this factor of two is specified, for example, by Washington
State Department of Transportation, one of America’s leading authorities in this field.
In accordance with AASHTO requirements, at least ten S-N data points are required to confirm
that values consistently fall above the appropriate S-N curve. In the case of the Tensa-Modular
joint, the test specimens were tested under constant amplitude fatigue loading at a nominal
stress range of 110 MPa (16 ksi), corresponding to the constant amplitude fatigue threshold
(CAFT) for AASHTO Category B (much better than the Category D specified by the standard in
the absence of such testing). The testing was completed successfully, with the fatigue
resistance of all details verified by testing of ten specimens, each subjected to six million load
cycles without any fatigue cracking.

Figure 9. Fatigue testing of Tensa-Modular joint – test rig at ATLSS / Lehigh University
8
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Figure 10. Fatigue testing of Tensa-Modular joint – one test specimen

2.1.4 Seismic testing
It is clearly sensible for owners of bridges in seismically active areas to be satisfied, before
investing in and installing a particular type of modular expansion joint, that the joint can be
expected to survive an earthquake of a specified intensity. But even if the bridge is in a nonseismic area, evidence that a specific type of joint has survived extreme seismic testing can
provide great confidence in the joint’s quality, strength and durability.
The Tensa-Modular expansion joint, for example, has been successfully tested in accordance
with the testing protocols of the California Department of Transportation (Caltrans). A full-scale
modular joint with seven gaps and four support bars was connected to powerful actuators which
would cause large, rapid longitudinal and transverse movements (Fig. 11). A series of 17 tests
was carried out, with varying conditions and requirements. One test, for example, consisted of
ten movement cycles with a velocity of 1000 mm/second, with longitudinal movements or 450
mm and transverse movements of +/- 250 mm arising, and with rotations about every axis.
These factors varied for the other tests, allowing an overall picture of the performance of the
joint during a range of seismic events to be assessed.

9
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Figure 11. View from above of seismic testing as carried out per CALTRANS protocols

3 THE BRIDGE’S SHM SYSTEM
A permanent Robo-Control SHM system is currently being installed, covering both the new
Champlain Bridge and the new Île-des-Soeurs Bridge. This system will provide, on an ongoing
basis, instant data which will enable the bridge’s performance, maintenance and rehabilitation to
be optimized and its service life to the extended. When fully installed, in accordance with a
schedule that is dictated by the bridge’s construction process, it will incorporate over 200
sensors, as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

138 strain gauges (54 embedded and 84 glued)
36 displacement sensors (28 at expansion joints, 8 at bearings)
13 tri-axial accelerometers (on tower columns, piers and superstructures)
6 tilt meters (on tower columns and piers)
18 corrosion sensors
4 Global Positioning System (GPS) units (one at tower base, two at tops of tower
columns, one at base station)
2 weather stations (top of tower and superstructure of main span)
2 pyranometers (tower columns)
18 temperature sensors (8 for pavement, 10 for structure)

A number of sensors – those embedded in the structure’s concrete – have already been
installed in late 2016 (Figures 12 and 13), with the remainder to be installed following concreting
and completion of the structural elements to which they are to be externally connected.
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Figure 12. Installation of first sensors at the main towers

Figure 13. Corrosion sensors (embedded)
A typical bridge computer of such a system is shown in Figure 14, and a schematic
representation of a typical permanent Robo-Control system is shown in Figure 15.

11
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Figure 14. Bridge computer of a permanent SHM system, with connections to all sensors

Figure 15. Schematic representation of a permanent monitoring system

Figure 16 shows a view of the system’s Dashboard - the user interface which provides
authorized users with remote access to system data, requiring only an internet connection and a
password. An example of the data that can be provided by such systems (in this case,
correlating temperature to bridge deck movements, both absolute and accumulated) is shown in
Figure 17. All data can also be exported in tabular form for evaluation and analysis.
12
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Figure 16. A monitoring system’s user interface on the internet

Figure 17. Graphical presentation of typical measured data

Analysis of the recorded data can include, for example, the use of histograms (Figure 18)
showing the distribution of measurements (number of times each value arose during a given
period), and regression models (Figure 19) showing the time evolution of movements or other
data, both before and after the elimination of environmental effects.
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Figure 19. A regression model is used to eliminate environmental effects from recorded data
(above), facilitating easier analysis (e.g. identification of anomalies) of the adapted data (below)
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DOLORES RIVER BRIDGE – BEDROCK, CO:
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EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Structure K-01-L in Bedrock, Colorado carries SH-90 over the Dolores River. The original
structure crossing the river, which was a single-span steel through-truss built in 1952, suffered a
fracture in one of the main vertical members. Because there were other truss members showing
signs of distress, and given the shortest possible detour was approximately 120 miles, an
emergency single lane temporary bridge was installed.
With an Average Daily Traffic (ADT) count of only 530, user impacts associated with the
temporary single lane structure were relatively low. Therefore, relative to limiting disruption to
the traveling public and keeping user costs at a minimum, Accelerated Bridge Construction
1
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(ABC) techniques for a new permanent structure would not have been warranted. However, the
bridge is located in a very remote part of Colorado. The primary challenges associated with the
remoteness include the ability to deliver quality cast-in-place (CIP) concrete, the time and cost
to mobilize construction equipment and staff, and limitations on the length and weight of girders
that can be shipped to the site. In order to address and overcome these challenges, ABC
techniques were incorporated into the design.
The structure type selection process is an evaluation of the functional, project, and site-specific
parameters with respect to the economical and practical constraints for various structure types
and layouts. For the substructure, geosynthetic reinforced soil (GRS) abutments and driven Hpiles were considered. For the superstructure, decked bulb tee girders and bulb tee girders with
precast deck panels were considered.
The substructure selected included a deep foundation with driven H-piles and was selected
because of the constructability and because cast in place concrete was not required.
The superstructure option selected included precast prestressed bulb tee girders with precast
deck panels. The bulb tee girder option with full-depth deck panels was desirable because there
were Colorado based manufacturers and the weight of each element fell within the desirable
hauling weight for the likely delivery route.
The superstructure design also included precast concrete end diaphragms that attached to the
girder ends allowing the superstructure to function as a dozer style abutment. This allowed
freedom for thermal movement, but eliminated the need for expensive bearings and expansion
joints, reducing the anticipated maintenance. The deck panels are designed to connect to the
girders through interface steel projecting from the girders into deck panel grout pockets and the
profile grade is met through a grouted haunch. The deck panels are post-tensioned in the
longitudinal direction to provide compression in the deck. The end diaphragms are designed
and detailed to connect to the girders using high strength threaded rods, with tolerances
incorporated into the design which allow for field adjustment and therefore avoid lengthy
construction delays. The barrier rail consists of a CIP concrete curb with a steel post and beam
rail. This is the only CIP concrete element and was selected for improved aesthetics and
serviceability.
The substructure design consists of steel H-piles, precast concrete abutment caps, and precast
concrete curtain walls. A sheet pile wall system is included in the design to mitigate scour. The
abutment cap is designed with openings to fit over the H-piles, and the cap is connected to the
piles through small volumes of CIP concrete in each opening. The curtain walls are detailed to
connect to the abutment cap using high strength threaded rods like the end diaphragm
connections and provide a transition to the sheet piles used in the wing walls and abutment wall.
Expansion joints and approach slabs were eliminated from the structural design to minimize the
required maintenance in the remote location.
This presentation addresses the unique design challenges of this structure and the solutions
that were developed and implemented to meet the challenges while providing a cost effective
and constructable solution.
The audience will gain an understanding of the following from the presentation:



The application of ABC techniques to facilitate construction in a remote location
The application of ABC for reasons beyond reducing user impacts
2
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Design using all precast components and the connection of the components

The Dolores River Bridge project highlights the unique design challenges of the structure and
the solutions that were developed and implemented to meet the challenges while providing a
cost-effective product.
The bridge design using entirely precast components was an effective application of
Accelerated Bridge Construction techniques to facilitate the construction of a bridge in a remote
location.
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INTRODUCTION
The City of Santa Fe was founded in 1610. The City that is known as the oldest state capital city in the
United States also has some of the oldest transportation routes such as the Santa Fe Trail to the east and
the Old Spanish Trail to the west. Once, a hub of trade, Santa Fe is now a very popular tourist attraction
and one of the most interesting art centers in the world.
On the north end of the City of Santa Fe is a major arterial crossing that is a significant transportation
node for this Capital City and an important component of the local and regional transportation network.
Guadalupe St. crosses over the top of northbound US 84/285, connecting the entire north side of Santa
Fe to the heart of the city, containing major tourist attractions such as the Georgia O’Keeffe Museum,
Palace of the Governs, the state capitol campus and other important governmental buildings.
Northbound US 84/285 is the primary route for traffic leaving Santa Fe and going to the north.
BRIDGE DESCRIPTION
The Guadalupe St. Bridge was originally constructed in 1964. The structure carries a single lane of
Guadalupe St. traffic over two lanes of US 84/285. The bridge description is as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Single span,
Four 50” deep steel plate girders vary in length (100’-4”, 104’-1”, 108’-2” and 112’-5”),
Girder spacing varies between 5’-3” to 7’-3” with a deck overhang varies between 1’-3” to 3’-0 ½”,
Conventionally reinforced concrete slab deck,
20’-0” Roadway deck width with raised curbs and railing,
Horizontal alignment is on a six-degree curve,
Abutments are on a varying skew of approximately 66 degrees,
Deck is super-elevated at a six percent slope,
Full height vertical concrete abutment walls that are founded on spread footings.

BRIDGE CONDITION
The bridge is showing signs of aging and distress. The most significant element of the structure, which
exhibits signs that are concerning, is the deck. See figure 1 for photo of bridge deck. The deck shows the
following:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Asphalt Patches on the top side;
Spalls on the top side;
Moderate abrasion throughout the desk surface;
Moderate delamination
Longitudinal, transverse and diagonal cracking;
Underside of the deck has moderate scaling, abrasion, efflorescence, transverse and diagonal
cracking, water stains, patched areas, spalls and exposed rebar.
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Figure 1: Guadalupe St. Bridge Deck
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
The primary need for a construction project is to rehabilitate the bridge condition and extend the life of the
structure approximately 25 years. One of the objectives in the rehabilitation project is to replace the
bridge deck. With the realization of economic impacts associated with the bridge closure looming, the
feasibility of accelerated bridge construction (ABC) techniques were investigated. The project team
developed a scheme to close US 84/285 and Guadalupe St. for a weekend from Friday at 7pm to Monday
at 5am. The weekend closure would include the demolition of the existing bridge deck and railing and the
placement of precast deck panels post tensioned together. With the feedback of the NMDOT
construction team, it was decided to maintain the Tier 2, 3 day closure for US 84/285 but modify the
closure of Guadalupe St to a Tier 3, two week closure. This decision was based upon the lack of
experience with ABC construction techniques on the part of the local Contracting community.
Design
The concept of replacing the bridge deck in a weekend to minimize construction impacts on traveling
public, directed the design approach toward ABC techniques and specifically the use of Prefabricated
Elements and Systems (PBES). The use of prefabricated deck panels reduces the onsite construction
time.
Due to the horizontal curve of the roadway, the varying abutment skews and the splayed girders, the 16
new deck panels are each unique. See figure 2 for panel layout diagram. The deck panels will be post
tensioned together in the longitudinal direction of the bridge utilizing 6 post tension ducts that chord the
horizontal curve and bisect the splayed girders. Each duct contains (4) four 0.5” diameter strands
tensioned to 30.9 kips. Each panel contains blockouts for shear studs. The shear studs will be welded to
the girders after the placement of the panels. The panels also contain vertical adjustment bolts to
appropriately level the panels to the specified elevation. The stands are tensioned after the grout in the
transverse joint keys has reached strength, and then the post-tensioning ducts are filled with grout. Grout
is then placed in the shear connector pockets and the camber strips. The top surface of the panels are
then ground to a maximum depth of 0.5” to appropriately provide a smooth riding surface.

Figure 2: Panel Layout Diagram
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Construction
The project was awarded on March 27, 2017. During the project’s ramp up time, a deck failure occurred
that required significant maintenance work.
In the fall of 2017, the ramp-up work will be accomplished, the deck will be raised, the bearing will be
replaced, and the abutments will be repaired. All trace of construction activities will be removed through
the winter and early spring. In the late spring of 2018, the project will resume with the weekend closure
occurring in the early summer. It is projected that all construction activities will be complete in 2018.
Implementation
The preplanning and design of the project were accomplished with ease. The implementation has proven
to have many opportunities for improvement. The project was let on February 17, 2017. There was a
single bidder. The bid was greater than 30% above the engineer’s estimate.
The NMDOT team envisioned substantial project completion in 2017 with the potential of coatings
pushing into 2018. Due to bidding delays, over-generous schedule allowances, and the lack of
experience with ABC and workload on the part of the awarded Contractor the majority of the project will
be completed in 2018.
LESSONS LEARNED
Design: The use of ABC elements in design has been embraced by the design community. No
challenges were associated with the design process.
Budget: The project bid in the same timeframe as a number of large, desirable projects in the region.
This dearth of work served to limit Contractor interest in the project and also proved to trigger an
escalation spike. The lack of experience in the construction community with ABC construction practices
likely served to escalate costs.
Schedule: The ramp up time allowed for the project was overgenerous which served to push the majority
of the project into 2018.
Contractor Community: There is a lack of experience with ABC and a resistance to change in the local
contracting community. Holding training courses might have lessened concerns and encouraged greater
interest in the project.
Alternate contracting methods: Alternate contracting methods could also have been considered utilizing
incentives rather than the disincentives that were included in the project. Partnering with a Contractor
using design-build or CM-at risk might also have been helpful. The contracting methods utilized by
NMDOT are not conducive to alternate contracting methods.
CONCLUSIONS
The design aspects of ABC (use of prefabricated elements and systems) have been adopted by NMDOT
and the design community in New Mexico. The implementation of ABC at a Contractor and contracting
level is a challenge that the State seeks to overcome.
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ABSTRACT

In our country, every year, but every rainy season there is always a collapse of a culvert built
to drain rainfalls in some road, urban or rural. It doesn’t matter. It is chronic, there will
always be in the news such a tragedy, the collapse of a communication, the rupture of traffic
stream, and everything that comes with it.
The first question that arises is: Why a bridge was not built in the first place instead of a
culvert? Or, if the culvert was working fine, what were the conditions that caused its malfunction or worse, its collapse? In any case, this is in fact, the permanent dilemma we
encounter in the engineering practices, here at least, in Ecuador. Sometimes, many question
the need of constructing a bridge, even a small bridge, due to cost. Indeed, many engineers
prefer to fill a natural drench or a natural stream to locate a pipe as a culvert rather than to
build a bridge, even a small bridge.
Consequently, this article is written to document an experience – an experience that we call
“The Chalguayacu Experience.”
BACKGROUND
In February 2016, a reinforced concrete culvert built long time ago to drain the water flow
of the CHALGUAYACU river, at the Cumandá – Pallatanga highway in Ecuador, collapsed
due to the increase of the hydraulic pressure since water could not be evacuated properly.
The highway had been turned into a big dike that was accumulating the water of the river in
such a way that its level increased rapidly with little drainage. The energy was possible to
be delivered only by the rupture of the highway and the collapse of the culvert. After the
rupture, the water created a big opening that was 30 meters disrupting vehicle traffic flow.
Looking at the scene (see Figure 1), a local neighbor said
“the river was angry because man had stolen its width; consequently, the river took back
what man had been taken away from it.”
The Minister of Transportation of the time, Mr. Walter Solís, his secretary, Mr. Jorge Peña
y and Director Ricardo Paula, instructed to place a Bailey bridge, upstream to have a
temporary way to avoid the point of collapse in order to restore connection of traffic
highway. Simultaneously, they put us in charge of the study, to elaborate a design that had
to be efficient, rapid in construction and cost-effective.
We had no doubt that what we require a bridge, not as some who claimed that, it would be
enough to rebuild the culvert once the unexpected water stream has passed. Many say,
despite of the collapse, it is cheaper and faster to rebuild the culvert than to build a bridge.
Puente Chalguayacu
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Happily, the authorities decided first, not to repeat the mistakes of the past; second, to choose
a design that enable to apply fast-track construction processes. As a result, we proposed that
the bridge should be designed using full precast concrete elements for all of its components
in order to achieve an efficient and an effective solution in time, quality and cost.

FIGURE 1. A VIEW OF THE COLLAPSE OF THE HIGHWAY AT THE CROSS
OF THE CHALGUAYACU RIVER IN FEBRUARY, 2016

FIGURE 2. LOCATION OF THE POINT OF COLLAPSE.
The Chalguayacu Experience
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE SOLUTION
First, two geometric alternatives were developed. Those were put into consideration to the
authorities. Alternative 1 consisted of a one span bridge with two tall abutments and long
reatining walls of more than 10 meters height for slope stability. Alternative 2 consisted of
a three-span bridge with 2 tall piers and two small abutments In this second case, the slopes
had to be cover by cyclop concrete – a more economical solution than the first case.
The survey was elaborated by the application of the ebee dron with aereal pictures that are
downloaded into a software that creates the topographic contour with highly accurate and
fast measurements. Once we got the aereal pictures, it was unquestionable to see that a
bridge was needed instead of a small culvert. An old engineering commanment says:
“You should not make the river angry, because it knows more than engineers.”
The preliminary budgets were then elaborated, and the authorities selected the second
alternative. Once the decision was made, we proceeded with the geotechnical and hydraulic
studies, the structural designs and the rest of the analysis needed to complete the
requirements for approval. Of course, if we could have called the project “a culvert”, the
requirements for approval, at least in Ecuador, are not as rigurous as if the Project is called
a bridge.
Something peculiar about this bridge was that it should be placed at the collapsed área, in
such a segment that was an horizontal curve, and at the same time, a vertical curve for the
well-marked difference of altitudes between abutments.
In essence, the bridge had to be a three-span bridge that totals about 60 meters long and 14
meters wide with an transverse slope of 8% due to the horizontal curve. Furthermore, it was
established to use precast prestressed concrete elements for the entire structure, from the
footing, columns, girders, beams, and segmental slaps. The things no precast were the
abutments due to the need of final adjustments at the site, as well as the joints and topping
of the slaps, diaphrams, and New-Jersey barriers that were cast-in-place.
Figure 3 shows the cross section of the bridge. Figure 4 shows the longitudinal profile that
was put into consideration of the authorities of MTOP. Figure 5 shows several 3-D views
of the Project.

FIGURE 3. CROSS SECTION OF THE BRIDGE.
The Chalguayacu Experience
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FIGURE 4. LONGITUDINAL PROFILE OF THE BRIDGE
The Chalguayacu Experience
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FIGURE 5. SEVERAL 3D VIEWS OF THE PROJECTED BRIDGE.
The Chalguayacu Experience
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DESIGNS WITH PRECAST CONCRETE ELEMENTS
From the beginning, the structural design was developed considering using precast concrete
elements in order to truly achieve high quality and to reduce construction time by half. It is
worth mentioning that the structural designs using precast concrete elements requires more
details and precisión in joints, heights, dimensions, etc, than traditional designs.
The construction sequence was another issue that needed to be taken care in advance when
the precast method is applied. In this way, several schemes were elaborated to show the
authorities how the Project will be developed, as shown in Figures 6 and 7.

(a) Initial Situation.

(b) Cut and Preparation of the terrain to receive the precast elements.

(c) Schemes of Footings, Columns and Girders of Central Piers.
FIGURE 6. SEQUENCE OF CONSTRUCTION. FASE 1
The Chalguayacu Experience
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(a) Scheme of Placing the Precast Elements

(b) Construction of Abutment 1, and Spans 1 and 2.

c) Construction of Abutment 2 and Span 3
FIGURE 7. SEQUENCE OF CONSTRUCTION. FASE 2
The Chalguayacu Experience
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CONSTRUCTION OF THE BRIDGE
The contract was signed first week of December, 2016, between MTOP and Eduardo Jalil
Construction Company. Based on the studies and designs donated by Consultora Andina
COA Cía. Ltda., and approved by MTOP, the construction starts by the 20th of December,
and in 3 months, we got the bridge constructed. The bridge was indeed openned to traffic
by the 4th of May, 2017, due to a particular decision of the authorities.
The following are views of the construction sequence of this project. For more information,
please visit the site httpps://youtu.be/8jzQDnm6gos, where a 4-minute film synthesizes the
chronology of the construction phases of this bridge made of precast prestressed concrete
elements: The Chalguayacu Experience.

FIGURE 8. VIEW THE INITIAL EXCAVATION, DECEMBER 2016

FIGURE 9. VIEW DURING THE PLACING OF PRECAST COLUMNS AND THE
COVER OF THE SLOPE WITH CYCLOPED CONCRETE, JANUARY 2017.
The Chalguayacu Experience
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FIGURE 10. A VIEW OF THE PROJECT TAKING BY DRON IN JANUARY 2017

FIGURE 11. A CLOSER LOOK AT THE PLACING OF BEAMS AND PRECAST
SLAPS OF THE THIRD SPAN, FEBRUARY 2017.

The Chalguayacu Experience
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FIGURE 12. A VIEW DURING THE PLACING OF BEAMS FOR THE THIRD
SPAN OF THE BRIDGE.
CONCLUSIONS
The Chalguayacu experience, is, with no doubt, a highly positive experience to the
enginering of our country. The applied methodology was indeed the use of precast concrete
elements that proved to be possible, feasible and highly effective in time constraints and to
overcome climate difficulties.
The use of the precast methodology of construction is recommended to be applied in more
and other cases to solve rapidly and effectively different engineering challenges. Obviously,
it requires that it should be planned from the beginning of the Project to obtain the máximum
benefit to shorten construction costs and time.
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Wisconsin DOT has developed and promoted ABC innovations that are appealing and
beneficial to local agency bridge owners. Our innovation combines new technologies
Geosynthetic Reinforced Soil – Integrated Bridge System to define (GRS-IBS) with improved existing
precast superstructure (PBES) to provide a comprehensive ABC Bridge system. Generally,
within Wisconsin as well as nationally, the majority of the bridge inventory is owned by local
agencies. In fact, in Wisconsin local bridges comprise of 2/3 of all bridges. Our bridge solutions
must be beneficial to the local owners that maintain the majority of the bridges.
The innovation is the comprehensive ABC bridge system consisting of GRS-IBS substructure
coupled with prefabricated superstructure (PBES). This system represents a complete ABC
bridge system that local owners can develop and Let to contractors, or potentially construct with
their own forces. Development of these technologies in Wisconsin is a direct result and benefit
of the FHWA’s Every Day Counts (EDC) initiative and Wisconsin Highway Research Program
(WHRP). The benefit of this innovation is a cost effective ABC bridge system that will meet
local owners need to control cost, build bridges with less disruption to the public, improve safety
during construction, and promote long term performance and durability of bridges.
These technologies will lead to significant improvements to the conventional practices of the
Local Bridge Owners. For the most part, current construction practice on the Local Roads
System is based on conventional cast in place construction process for bridges. The
deployment and demonstration of this technology represent the opportunity for local owners to
incorporate a more expedient method of bridge construction in their project development and
delivery process. Given the prefabricated components ease of construction, this will also
provide technologies that a wider range or field of contractors could build. This simplicity and
versatility should lead to more competition and ultimately lower construction costs. Local
Owners may even choose to deploy these technologies with their own forces in place of
conventional bridge contractors.
The presentation at the 2017 National ABC Conference will focus on the technical aspects of
the ABC complete bridge system, Implementation of the ABC technology, lessons learned from
design through construction, the needs of local agency bridge owners for accelerated bridge
construction options, and future plans for deployment.
Development of GRS Technology (IBRD, SHRP2, EDC, WHRP, and Performance
Monitoring) - STH 40 over Hay Creek
Wisconsin’s first interest and opportunity to deploy GRS abutments came in 2012 through the
combine FHWA programs for Innovative Bridge Research and Construction (IBRD), The Every
Day Counts (EDC), and the Strategic Highway Research Program (SHRP2). These programs
provided development information and resources related to GRS-IBS. In addition to
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information, the FHWA Innovative Research and Deployment (IBRD) program provided a
financial grant to offset deployment and monitoring of performance.
We chose a state system road (STH 40 over Hay Creek) in Chippewa County Figure 1, as our
first deployment site. This site was ideal in that conditions were a proposed small single span
bridge over a dry run. The bridge was originally proposed as a cast in place flat slab bridge
supported on cast in place concrete with H-piles. The FHWA IBRD Grant of $30,000 to offset
the cost of revised engineering, monitoring, and geotextile fabrics. We revised the cast in place
abutments to GRS type and retained the cast in place concrete slab super structure with minor
modifications. The project was Let in March of 2012 and constructed that summer.
Construction of the cast in place slab super structure was challenging to incorporate and
support the falsework. We also delivered a showcase for consultants, contractors, and other
State DOT owners with the assistance of the FHWA Colorado resource center (Daniel
Alzamora). We did see a significant time savings on the construction schedule in that the
original engineers estimate was 60 day for construction of the conventional bridge and actual
construction time was 37 days.

Figure 1: STH 40 Chippewa County GRS

The performance of the GRS abutments were monitored for two years after completion of
construction for settlement and condition. Monitoring targets were placed on the facing, below
grade, and on the approach roadway. The overall performance was very good with no
undesirable settlements measured. This was especially good performance since unknown to
WisDOT during construction, this was a high volume transport route for a recently opened frack
sand mine. During the two year monitoring period, the bridge was subjected to frequent heavy
short haul vehicles full of fracking sand.
From our experience with the STH 40 project, there were a number of lessons we learned about
GRS-IBS systems. These lessons included:
•

•

Accompanying superstructure choices should be compatible for ease of constructability. For
STH 40, we were able to use a cast in place slab super structure because we could support
falsework off of pre-existing timber abutment piles at the site. Wisconsin policy is to support
super structure falsework on piles.
Reduced construction time, 37 days vs. typically 60 day with all cast in place construction
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•
•

Less complex construction methods, and not labor intensive (small crew size), and the
abutments were built by a landscape sub-contractor.
GRS-IBS provides for flexible design and the construction was less weather dependent.

GRS Standards and Specifications
Based on the experience from the STH 40 implementation and with a desire for additional GRS
uses, we developed GRS policy, standards and specifications and published them in our bridge
manual Chapter 7 on Accelerated Bridge Construction (Figure 2). Our policy included hydraulic
design parameters. The hydraulic guidelines include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Scour potential at the abutment locations has been evaluated and is within acceptable limits
(Above the top of RFS).
Water velocities are less than 5 fps. (WisDOT comfort level)
Adequate freeboard needs to be provided (See Bridge Manual 8.3.1.5) (Avoid pressure
flow)
Soil conditions permit shallow foundations.
Low-volume roadways (Comfort level)
Single-span structure with a span length less than 90 feet (allows for up to 36” Prestressed
Girder bridges)

Other Manual policy and Standards reflected a number of parameters that included:
•
•
•
•
•

Abutment wall height less than 22 feet (at the maximum wall height, from the top of the RSF
to the top of the wall) (this is the same policy as MSE Walls)
Wing walls are parallel to roadway
Maximum skew angle of 15° (limit complex corner construction)
Short and long term settlements are tolerable
Differential settlement along the length of the abutment is tolerable to avoid twisting of the
superstructure

Figure 2: WisDOT GRS-IBS Standards 7.01 & 7.02 and GRS Special Provision
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It is an advantage to have standards and specifications for GRS abutments to help us move
forward with additional implementation. However, one lesson learned from the STH 40 project
was that the short span cast in place slab superstructure would be a challenge to place on
future GRS abutments because of the need to support falsework on stable supports (piles
required in Wisconsin). For a complete ABC short span bridge, we understood that we would
need a compatible prefabricated super structure system that could be easily placed on the GRS
abutments. Wisconsin, as many states, have relatively few options for prefabricated short span
superstructures.
Improvement to Precast Prestressed Box Girder Standards and Specifications
For the past 10 to 20 years, our Wisconsin Regional bridge maintenance engineers have been
reluctant to support the use of the efficient precast prestressed box girder sections because of a
recurring problems with reflective cracking between the sections. This reflective cracking made
the sections vulnerable to leakage of moisture and chlorides and deterioration. This was an
unfortunate situation since the section is an efficient low profile super structure option that could
help encourage shorter construction timelines. In 2014, our Wisconsin Highway Research
Program (WHRP) started research on improvements to our precast prestressed box girder
sections. The objective was to improve the performance of this type of structure for reflective
cracking at the grouted joints between sections. The research project provided a number of
recommendations that included a revised joint geometry (Figure 3) that we believed would help
reduce the issues with reflective cracking. We updated our standards and specifications to
include a number of the recommendations.

Figure 3: Revised Prestressed Box Girder Joint Geometry

Implementation of a complete Precast Superstructure and GRS Abutments
System - Dodge County Local Roads
In 2015, WisDOT was approached by the Dodge County Highway Department with desire to
use GRS abutments on two of their local bridge replacement projects. Their initial desire was to
build the bridges with their own forces or to local Let the projects. We alerted the County to the
FHWA Accelerated Innovation Deployment (AID) program and the potential to apply and receive
a grant to offset the cost of incorporating and demonstrating the GRS technology. Working with
the county, we submitted an application for funding through the AID program.
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WisDOT and Dodge County Highway Department received an AID Demonstration grant in the
amount of $676,000 to deploy GRS-IBS, which was coupled with precast box girders as a
complete ABC system on two locally owned bridges in Wisconsin. The AID Demonstration fund
award was based on the cost of the innovation in this project, not the total project cost. The
awarded AID demonstration funds were used in place of other Federal program funds and did
not otherwise modify the Federal fund match requirements. The primary objective of this
demonstration project was to promote awareness, acceptance, and desire to incorporate the
EDC initiatives of GRS and PBES technologies to local agency bridge owners and the
associated transportation community.
Both Dodge county bridges were concurrently built in late summer 2016 with the goal of
providing a showcase to benefit local owners, engineering consultants, contractors, and other
agencies. Close to 100 people participated in the August 2016 Dodge County showcase. At
the showcase there were speakers from, FHWA, WisDOT, Dodge County, and the project
contractor to share insights and experience with the design and construction of the GRS and
PBES technologies.

Lessons Leaned (GRS, Precast) – Dodge County
Design
• Embedment depths for the reinforced soil foundations were determined using standard
WisDOT practices for hydraulic and scour considerations. This led to deep footing
embedment’s and sites requiring cofferdams during construction.
• Items requiring embedment into the reinforced soil, such as the guardrail posts and signs,
should include contract installation guidance and/or allowances for construction.
• Provide more guidance for acceptable methods for securing top courses.
Construction
• Wall shop drawings should include corner constructability details addressing at least two full
courses. This should include cutting procedures and properly accommodating wall batter.
Shop drawings should also include details for securing top courses.
• Rounded corners are easier to construct than angled corners (Figure 4).
• Wall batter should be detailed in wall shop drawings, specifically at the corners.
• Final wall elevations should consider fabric connection thickness.
• Overlapping of fabric at the corners is not needed and was problematic.

Figure 4: Rounded corners are more easily constructed
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Demographics, Needs, and Opportunities
Until being approached by Dodge County in 2015, WisDOT’s focus on ABC implementation had
been mostly on State and Interstate highways. The needs of local agency bridges owners for
ABC solutions was really not on our radar. Given that local agencies own 2/3 of the 14,187
bridges in Wisconsin, they have a large stake in maintaining operations, minimizing construction
delays, and benefiting from potential construction cost savings.
Looking at the bridge demographics in Wisconsin, we have approximately 14,187 bridge
structures (20 feet and longer) that carry highway traffic. About 37% (5,293) are owned and
maintained by WisDOT, and 63% (8894) are owned locally by counties, cities, towns, and
private agencies. The average age of state owned bridges is 34 years while the average age of
locally owned bridges is 40 years. Currently, 1246 state and 2,648 local bridges are more than
50 years old. As of 2017, there are 154 state owned and 955 locally owned structurally deficient
bridges in the state. In addition, currently 40, or 0.8%, of state owned bridges in the state are
load posted and there are 808, or 9.1% of local owned bridges are posted. These numbers
clearly relate that fact that the local system bridges are older, in poorer condition, and in need of
repair and replacement.
These numbers are likely similar in many for the States, that is that the local system represents
the majority of the structures and has the most challenges related to condition and operations.
Granted, the state system bridges represent the higher volume more critical routes, however,
the local owners are charges with maintaining their bridges in serviceable condition, repairing,
replacing or closing them. Local road bridges also tend to more frequently be shorter span
configurations. In fact, in the range of span length bridges 20 to 40 feet, local bridges are the
majority (Figure 5) of short span bridges built.

Figure 5: Wisconsin short span bridge construction by year (Local vs. State)
These short span local bridges also seem to overwhelming favor cast in place concrete
construction (Figure 6), a more labor intensive and time demanding choice.
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Figure 6: Local Roads Construction Material choice (2007 -2015)
Granted, that many of these local roads are low ADT bridges, there is still often the lack of short
distance alternative detour routes or that the low ADT road may serve the need for access for
residents or emergency services. Therefore, in the eyes of the local owners, these short span
bridges may be very critical infrastructure that could benefit from shorter construction widows
and lower cost construction.
Given the needs of the local owners to replace aging short span bridges in short timeframes
while controlling cost, it appears many of these ABC tools that we have developed for the onsystem highways can potential provide them with many benefits. With these issues in mind,
WisDOT has reached out to local owners in recent times to promote these ABC technologies as
tools that they may adopt to meet the needs of their short and longer span bridge replacements.
As mentioned earlier, these solutions can also be implemented by some local forces through
local letting, or constructed with local forces. It has been WisDOT’s experience that an
increasing number of local agencies are interested in implementing these bridge projects with
their own staff from an engineering and potential construction role as a method to control costs.

Next Steps (More Research on Precast, other Super Structure Options)
As WisDOT moves forward with developing tools to meet the needs of our bridge programs, we
are very interested in developing more ABC tools to meet our on-system as well as tools to
support the needs of the local system bridge owners. Our future efforts will include further
refinements to our GRS abutments guidance, policy, and standards as well as incorporating
additional improvements to our precast prestressed box girders as a complete ABC brides
system for on-system as well as local roads applications. We are also very interested in other
ABC bridge tools for short span bridges that may include some conventional tools like
prefabricated timber bridge super structures (Figure 7).
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Figure 7: Timber Superstructure on GRS Abutments – Pennsylvania
Our current efforts in our WHRP research also include examination of other prefabricated
structure options that include performance of Aluminum Box Culvert structures that would
provide us with additional tools to address small bridge structure replacement needs. Other
efforts as we move forward will be continued outreach to the design community, contractors,
and local owners on the options and benefits on these ABC tool in meeting the objectives of
bridge construction and overall project delivery.

CONCLUSIONS
WisDOT has benefited from the FHWA’s EDC initiatives and programs to support development
and deployment of ABC technologies. Our approach has been a systematic effort of research,
deployment, documenting lessons learned, development of policy and standards, and outreach
to the transportation structures community. We have developed tools that address a wide range
of ABC bridge construction from small to large bridges. As we have developed individual
components of ABC construction, we saw the benefit in developing a complete ABC system that
comprised of GRS abutments and precast prestressed box girder superstructure. This system
will benefit our on-system small structures needs but also provides ABC options for small local
system bridge projects as well. As we move forward with operations of the bridge inventory in
Wisconsin, we need to be cognizant that the local owner agencies have the majority of bridges
on Wisconsin roads and also need effective cost efficient tools to build and replace structures
and meet the needs of their communities.
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents the design and implementation of Accelerated Bridge Construction (ABC)
techniques for Bridge 1-438 on Blackbird Station Road over Blackbird Creek. The 50’-0” single
span beam bridge acts as Delaware’s first all precast bridge and incorporates the nation’s
second UHPC overlay. It illustrates the pros, cons and lessons learned from using ABC
techniques for the replacement of Bridge 1-438. The paper will also discuss the collaborative
efforts between federal and state agencies in producing specifications and plans.

INTRODUCTION
Bridge 1-438 is a bridge replacement project over Blackbird Creek along Blackbird Station Road
in a rural part of northern Delaware. The project replaced two 7’-0” x 10’-8” corrugated metal
pipe arches with a 50 foot precast concrete structure. The new structure is approximately 40
feet wide and carries two 11 foot travel lanes and two 7 foot shoulders. The existing bridge was
identified for replacement because it experienced severe corrosion and loss of fill around the
pipe culverts that could have led to an eventual failure. The construction of the new bridge
provided what The Delaware Department of Transportation (DelDOT) expects to be a
maintenance-free solution for the next 100 years.
At the project’s inception, several different structure types were evaluated, including, large
reinforced concrete pipes, a precast concrete box culvert, and a precast concrete rigid frame.
However, due to hydraulic conditions and poor soils near the surface, these options were
eliminated in favor of adjacent box beams set on stub abutments resting on piles.
As a part of the Federal Highway Administration’s (FHWA) Every Day Counts Initiative, the
bridge was replaced using Accelerated Bridge Construction (ABC) techniques in lieu of
conventional bridge replacement methods. The Department is committed to implementing new
and innovative bridge replacement techniques that will decrease construction times, increase
commuter and work zone safety, and minimize user costs due to the decreased road closure
duration. Given the rural location and relatively low ADT, this location was specifically chosen in
order to minimize risk and provide valuable experience for future projects. As such, Bridge 1438 serves as the pilot project for several new ABC techniques in Delaware. This project
utilized precast prestressed concrete piles, precast abutments, precast wingwalls, precast
adjacent box beams, and prefabricated steel bridge rails, making it the first bridge in the state of
Delaware to be constructed entirely of precast bridge elements. Bridge 1-438 also uses Ultra
High Performance Concrete (UHPC) transverse connections between adjacent beams and as
an overlay.
1
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Previously, typical construction methods for bridge replacements of similar size to Bridge 1-438
required approximately 90 days to complete. Typical construction of bridges of similar size cost
roughly $700,000 to $750,000. The awarded bid price for the replacement of Bridge 1-438 was
$1,025,801. Construction work on Blackbird Station Road began with a full road closure on
August 8, 2017 and was scheduled to take 33 calendar days, with a large portion of the time
being allotted for raising the roadway profile roughly 1’-6”. The road was opened to traffic on
September 8, 2017, after 31 calendar days, and the bridge construction itself was completed in
just 19 days.

PRECAST PILES
Soil conditions at the project site lent themselves very well to the use of precast prestressed
concrete piles. A single row of six plumb piles were used to support the abutments on each
side of the bridge. The piles were 14”x14”, with the production piles being 45’-0” long. Because
of the precast abutments, tighter tolerances were required on the piles in order to ensure proper
fit-up. DelDOT specifications normally require a 3” tolerance in any direction, but for this
project, the tolerance of the piles was tightened to 2” in any direction. In order to accommodate
the tolerance and achieve proper pile spacing, the contractor erected a robust steel template
that could be disassembled and used on future projects. All twelve piles were driven to a depth
of approximately 37 feet into a dense sand layer and achieved a capacity of around 400 kips per
pile (Figure 1). For this project, DelDOT chose to fabricate the test piles and production piles
simultaneously instead of waiting to establish the driving criteria before casting the production
piles. This choice allowed the contractor to immediately drive production piles after the test
piles were driven and the Department had established the driving criteria. This approach is
common practice on smaller DelDOT bridge projects where there is a high level of confidence in
the subsurface conditions, and results in several weeks of time savings. The pile driving took
roughly six hours per side to complete and was finished in two consecutive days. Once the
precast piles were set, the contractor spent two days preparing the channel under the bridge
and grading the subbase for the placement of the abutments. The proper placement of the
precast prestressed piles was vital to the overall success of the project and allowed for the rapid
erection of the precast abutment sections.

Driving Template

Complete Pile Driving

Figure 1: Pile Driving
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PRECAST ABUTMENTS AND WINGWALLS
Typical practice on previous DelDOT projects has been to cast bridge abutments in place. This
requires a large amount of time to place and tie rebar, build formwork, pour the concrete, and
allow the concrete to cure.
Bridge 1-438’s substructure consists of two 46’-0” long precast concrete variable height stub
abutments. The top surface of the abutments are sloped to accommodate a 4.4% roadway
superelevation, and vary in height from 4’-0” to 6’-0 ¼” at each end. Two separate sections
were cast for each abutment. Each section creates an overlapping joint in the center of the
assembled abutment. The decision to cast the abutment in smaller sections rather than one
large piece was made in an attempt to minimize the weight of the elements. Minimizing the
weight and size of the abutment sections alleviated concerns about transportation and
placement. The two abutment sections weigh 28 tons and 23 tons.
Each of the precast abutment sections were built with three 27” diameter full-depth voids to
allow placement over the corresponding precast piles. The voids were created by casting
corrugated metal pipes into the abutments and were essential for proper connection between
the piles and abutment sections. The 27” diameter voids were designed to be oversized to
account for the event that the piles were improperly located or driven out of plumb. Extra care
was exercised by the contractor to properly place the abutment sections over top of the piles. A
300 ton crane was used to place all four abutment sections in just over an hour (Figure 2).
Once the abutment sections were set, the sections were doweled together and grouted to
create a single composite unit. To connect the precast piles with the abutments, a closure pour
around the piles within the voids was performed. Because of the short duration of the
construction project, it was important for the contractor to be able to load the abutments as
quickly as possible. To facilitate this, Type I 4,500 psi concrete (DelDOT Class ‘A’) with a 2%
high early strength admixture was used. DelDOT specifications for loading concrete
substructures require the concrete to reach a minimum of 50% of the 28-day compressive
strength. By using this mix, the concrete achieved a compressive strength of 2,460 psi in 24
hours, and the contractor was able to place the beams one day after performing the closure
pour (Figure 3).
While the closure pour for the abutment voids was being completed, the contractor also placed
the four precast wingwall sections, which were cantilevered off of the back of the abutments,
and installed pre-constructed formwork for the closure pours. The wingwall sections were 8’-2”
high x 6’-1” long on the west side of the bridge and 6’-2” high x 6’-1” long on the east side of the
bridge. The 1’-11” closure pour for the wingwalls was completed using Type I concrete with a
2% high early strength admixture (the same concrete mixed used for the abutment closure pour)
which allowed the contractor to remove formwork and backfill around the wingwalls in two days.
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Abutment Section Placement

Completed Abutment Placement

Figure 2: Precast Abutment

Figure 3: Abutment Closure Pours

PRECAST ADJACENT BOX BEAMS WITH UHPC CONNECTIONS AND METAL
BRIDGE RAIL
With the closure pour between the abutments and piles completed and the required strength
obtained, the contractor was able place the precast superstructure the very next day. The
superstructure of Bridge 1-438 consists of ten 52’-0” long x 2’-0” deep x 4’-0” wide prestressed
precast adjacent box beams. Placement of the beams, core drilling, doweling, and grouting the
connections between the beams and the abutments were all completed in a single day (Figure
4).
The two exterior box beams utilized a CALTRANS crash tested curb and barrier system which
was precast onto them to help eliminate any cast-in-place elements and expedite construction.
The barrier and curb system consisted of a 5’-0” wide x 1’-8” deep x 2’-8” exposed height barrier
4
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at each end of the beam. Between the two end barrier sections, there is a 42’-0” wide x 1’-8”
deep x 7” exposed height curb. The 7” curbs had anchor bolts cast into them at 9’-3” O.C. so
the metal bridge rail could be attached quickly and easily (Figure 4). The two full-height barrier
sections at each end of the exterior beam allowed for the guardrail to barrier connection to be
made. In speaking with the fabricator of the beams, the exterior beams were significantly more
expensive than the interior beams because the full-height barrier sections could not be cast in
their standard casting bed and required a second pour to complete them after the prestressing
strands were released. The precaster estimated the cost of the two exterior beams to be
approximately equivalent to the total cost of the eight interior beams.
The exterior beams were expected to be stiffer than the interior beams with the addition of the
barrier system. In order to counteract this stiffness and better match the camber of the interior
beams, sixteen prestressing strands were used instead of the fourteen strands used in the
interior beams. Unexpected additional camber in the interior beams coupled with stiffer than
expected exterior beams resulted in differential camber between the interior and exterior units.
The additional stiffness created by the barrier system caused the exterior beams to camber
approximately 1¼” less than the interior beams. The contractor alleviated any potential issues
created by the differential camber by grinding the adjacent edges of the beams during the
grinding of the UHPC material in the longitudinal joint.
Previous DelDOT practice for a bridge of this type was to use grouted keyways, welded shear
connector plates, and post tensioned tie rods to connect the individual beams together in a
single composite unit once they were in place. However, this method of construction has
caused reflective longitudinal cracking in the deck of many of Delaware’s adjacent box beam
bridges, and has led the Department to shift standard practice toward the use of UHPC in a
revised shear key shape developed by FHWA. The newly adopted shear key design was
fabricated out of steel for the purpose of being reused on future DelDOT projects. Bridge 1-438
is the second box beam bridge in Delaware to transversely connect adjacent box beams with
UHPC (Figure 5). This project also uses UHPC for the backwalls, which were poured
simultaneously with the shear key joints. DelDOT specifications for the UHPC joint and
backwall require a minimum compressive strength of 22 ksi. All of the work associated with the
UHPC joint pour took three days: one day to prepare the surface and install formwork, and two
days of pouring. Typically the UHPC pour for the joints is completed in a single day for a bridge
of this size. However, during the first day of pouring, issues arose with the yield of the UHPC
mix, and the provided quantity was approximately 1 cubic yard short, resulting in three
unfinished joints. As per the direction of the UHPC subcontractor, Lafarge, and DelDOT, the
contractor formed a bulkhead within the unfinished joints to create a vertical cold joint. Before
the second pour, the contractor removed the bulkhead and applied a bonding agent to the
vertical cold joint. Through these actions, the contractor was able to minimize the delay to a
single day and avoid potentially costly repairs.
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Superstructure Layout

Exterior Beam w/ Precast Barrier and Curb

Figure 4: Adjacent Box Beam Layout

Longitudinal Shear Key

UHPC Placement

Top-Formed UHPC Joints

Figure 5: UHPC Shear Key & Closure Pour

ULTRA HIGH PERFORMANCE CONCRETE OVERLAY
Instead of a typical cast-in-place concrete deck, which takes time to cure, an overlay that could
be applied to the bridge quickly was chosen. While an overlay is not necessary for a bridge with
6
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UHPC joints from a structural standpoint, the Department chose to utilize an overlay to help
accommodate construction tolerances and provide a uniform appearance. On previous
projects, DelDOT has had issues with the application and durability of certain overlays. To
address the issue of durability while still minimizing construction time, DelDOT opted for a
UHPC overlay. While this application is still very new, the hope is that the UHPC overlay will
provide the durability of a typical cast-in-place concrete deck without the extensive curing time.
Because of the nature of the mix, UHPC has self-arresting crack properties, which make it
impermeable. This trait will aid in protecting the structure from de-icing agents and water
intrusion, and the subsequent issues that arise from them.
The UHPC overlay, which is a slightly modified mix design from the UHPC material used in the
joints and backwalls, has only been used on one other project within the United States, a deck
rehabilitation project in Iowa. The Department worked with members of the FHWA, Iowa
Department of Transportation, Iowa State University, and Lafarge to develop the nation’s first
specification for ultra-high performance concrete overlay. This project was awarded a $257,950
Accelerated Innovation Deployment (AID) Demonstration Grant from the FHWA to implement
the UHPC overlay and monitor its condition over the service life of the structure.
DelDOT’s UHPC overlay specification requires that the material reach a compressive strength
of 14 ksi. Because the UHPC overlay is produced using a different and stiffer mix design than
the typical UHPC joint mix, there were many unknowns going into the product application. On
July 20, 2017 the contractor set up a demonstration pour offsite and weeks prior to the start of
construction, where they applied approximately a 20’ wide x 10’ long x 1½” thick segment of
UHPC overlay using a vibratory screed. The demonstration pour was applied to superelevation
similar to what was on site. The demonstration allowed the contractor, along with members of
DelDOT’s design and construction team, to gain an understanding of the mix properties,
handling practices, and placement techniques for the UHPC overlay. Because this mix design
is different than normal concrete and even the UHPC mix design used in the joints and
backwall, the test pour provided information that was vital to the proper placement of the UHPC
overlay in the field.
Before the UHPC overlay could be applied, the UHPC in the beam joints needed to achieve a
minimum compressive strength of 14 ksi and the surface needed to be appropriately prepared.
To save the time spent manually roughening the application surface, the contractor had the
beam fabricator tine the top surface of the beams to create a surface that would facilitate
mechanical bonding. After the UHPC joints were properly cured, the contractor used a grinding
machine to appropriately roughen them and remove any excess UHPC. The contractor also
had to set up longitudinal and transverse formwork for the overlay and assemble the guide for
the vibratory screed to follow (Figure 6). In setting up the guide for the screed, it was realized
that the additional camber created an issue with the minimum UHPC overlay thickness of 1½”.
To address this issue, the Department allowed the contractor to decrease the minimum overlay
thickness from 1½” to 1” in small localized areas outside of the travel lanes. The 1” overlay
thickness was a minimum depth established by Switzerland for several projects implementing
UHPC as an overlay. Given the successful overlay application by Switzerland, and the use of
UHPC longitudinal joints below the overlay, the Department felt comfortable with the decision to
decrease the minimum UHPC overlay thickness. The final UHPC overlay thickness ranged
from 1” to 3¼”. The UHPC overlay mix provides a much stiffer consistency than the UHPC
used for the joints and backwalls. This allowed the material to accommodate the 4.4%
superelevation of the roadway.
7
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The contractor opted to apply the UHPC overlay in two separate segments over the course of
two days. Each UHPC segment constituted one half of the bridge. By doing the overlay in two
pours, the contractor was able to use a smaller more maneuverable screed, which helped
achieve a quality finish and maintain the proper profile. The first UHPC overlay pour took place
on August 24, 2017. The initial batch of the first pour unexpectedly produced a consistency
much stiffer and less workable than what was experienced in the demonstration. This led to a
very rough finish for the first 8 to 10 feet of the overlay; however, once the mix of the successive
batches was refined to be more workable, the overlay finish was greatly improved (Figure 7). In
hindsight, the first batch of the UHPC should not have been placed until a proper mix was
achieved. As the overlay was being laid down and finished by the vibratory screed, curing
compound and polyethylene was applied almost immediately. The first half of the bridge
overlay was completed in roughly two hours. The second UHPC overlay pour was applied on
August 28, 2017, and was similarly completed in two hours. During the second pour, the
contractor was able to avoid any of the previous issues with the workability of the mix and
achieved the desired finish (Figure 7). During the second pour, the contractor also patched the
poorly finished portion of the first pour with additional UHPC overlay material. The depth of the
UHPC overlay patch varied from ¼” to ½”. Because the patched section was so shallow, many
people had doubts about how it would bond to the UHPC below it and hold up during the
surface grinding. On September 5, 2018, the contractor used a 4’-0” grinder to finish the
overlay to its final riding surface. The grinding required two passes of the entire bridge and took
one day to complete. The contractor used a hand grinder to finish the edges of the bridge and
grind down any imperfections the blanket grind did not reach. It is important to note that the
UHPC overlay patch held up through the grinding and adequately bonded to the rest of the
riding surface (Figure 8). The grinding process also exposed the steel fibers of the UHPC, but it
is the Department’s belief that the finish of the UHPC overlay will improve over time as the
exposed fibers are worn away from the weather and traveling vehicles. While the finish of the
UHPC overlay is not as smooth as what could be achieved with traditional concrete finishing
techniques, the grinding successfully eliminated a majority of the imperfections of the overlay
and created a comfortable and durable riding surface (Figure 9).

Figure 6: Surface Preparation & Wooden Screed Guide
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1st Batch of UHPC Overlay

1st Half of UHPC Overlay Pour

2nd Half of UHPC Overlay Pour

Figure 7: UHPC Overlay Pour

Filling and Screeding the UHPC Patch

Hand Finishing the UHPC Patch
c

UHPC Patch After Curing

UHPC Patch After Being Ground

Figure 8: UHPC Overlay Patch
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Exposed Steel Fibers After Grinding

Overall Riding Surface

Figure 9: Final Riding Surface of UHPC Overlay

CONCLUSIONS
The replacement of Bridge 1-438 in 31 days was deemed a tremendous success and provided
the Department and the contractor with valuable insight and experience (Figure 10). Although
this bridge replacement proved to be somewhat more expensive than conventional construction
methods used in Delaware, the road was opened in a third of the time. On future projects
involving higher volume roadways, these road user cost savings could help to significantly offset
the higher costs of ABC techniques. The Department also anticipates the higher prices
associated with accelerated bridge construction to diminish as better details are developed,
ABC practices become more mainstream, and contractors gain more experience. While further
advancements in accelerated bridge construction techniques can be made in Delaware, the
knowledge gained from this project will allow future DelDOT projects to be completed by much
quicker and safer means. Given the many unknowns associated with implementing new ABC
techniques, the Department closely monitored the progress of this project. Some of the major
lessons learned from the replacement of Bridge 1-438 can be found below:
•

•

Proper detailing of precast elements is essential because when errors in the
construction of bridge elements occur, in-field changes to precast components cannot
be easily accommodated without significant impacts to cost and time. Fit-up and
constructability of the precast components was a major concern initially, but turned out
to be a major success with this project.
Utilizing other agencies and DOTs is vital to the success of an ABC project. During the
design phase, the design team reached out to several DOTs, FHWA, and LaFarge whil
developing details and specifications. It was clear that this allowed for a quicker and
smoother construction process.
10
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•

•

•

•

•

•

Have an open line of communication with the fabricators and contractor. The
fabricators of the precast elements and the contractor for Bridge 1-438 were able to
provide valued input on what did and did not work well, as well as possible changes that
could be incorporated into future projects.
Through this process, DelDOT learned that almost any bridge element can be precast.
There is a higher price associated with complex and unusual precast elements, but the
more these elements are utilized, the lower the price will become. In talking with the
contractor, he actually preferred the use of precast elements because it provided a
higher quality product and saved time and manpower compared to cast-in-place
methods.
Care should be used when sealing the beams and building the formwork for the UHPC
joint pours. The contractor opted to use a mastic instead of the commonly used sprayfoam. On previous projects, issues have arisen when the spray-foam did not properly
seal the joint and led to costly leaks. The mastic created an extremely effective seal,
and no UHPC was lost due to leaking.
The manufacturer recommended approach for pouring the UHPC joints is to top-form
the joint prior to pouring and use buckets to create a pressure head that forces the
UHPC into all of the voids of the joints. The contractor opted to top-form as he poured
and to use a longer trough. This procedure slowed down the placement of the UHPC
significantly and resulted in only one mixer being able to be utilized.
The UHPC overlay provides an impervious and durable riding surface on the bridge.
The high cost of this material may prevent it from being adopted to serve solely as an
overlay on new bridge replacements; however, the Department sees this being a viable
option for rehabilitation projects. The high strength of the UHPC overlay could extend
the life of a failing deck by 20 to 30 years. Also, in the future, if the structural capacity
provided by the UHPC overlay was accounted for, it could potentially allow for shallower
beam members to be used.
The Department, contractors, and even the manufacturer are still learning the best
practices when applying UHPC. The Department erred on the side of caution when it
came to loading the UHPC joints and completing the second half of the UHPC overlay.
This project showed that a time-savings could be experienced by compressing the time
between these tasks without compromising the integrity of the UHPC. Testing more
UHPC samples would help facilitate tighter timeframes for these tasks.

Figure 10: Completed Bridge 1-438
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ABSTRACT
The “Grand Pont” of Thouaré-sur-Loire is a 430 yards long steel through-truss bridge crossing
the Loire river in Nantes area (France) bearing an increasing commuting traffic of 10 500
vehicles a day.
The structure was suffering significant pathologies related mainly to waterproofing failure that
could have led to the collapse of the brick masonry arches supporting the structure or to a steel
floor beam breakage.
The operation of rehabilitation and improvement of the level of service of the “Grand Pont” of
Thouaré-sur-Loire involved among others the complex realization of a new integral UHPC deck.
This very thin deck, made up of prefabricated slabs, connected on site with UHPC joints,
allowed to relieve the bridge of half of the deck dead weight.
The gain in thickness also enabled to reinforce the 135-year-old steel structure, which has been
completely conserved, by superimposing new metallic beams without changing the finished
level of the roadway.
The implementation of this construction technique allowed to drastically reducing the completion
time of the project and traffic interruption.

DESCRIPTION AND PATHOLOGY OF THE BRIDGE
Description
The “Grand Pont” is a structure that enables the RD 37 road to cross the river Loire between
Thouaré-sur-Loire and Saint-Julien-de-Concelles. Erected in 1882, it is a steel through-truss
bridge type, supported either by brick masonry arches or by reinforced concrete slabs.
This structure, located on the northern branch of the Loire, has a total length of 430 yards, and
is divided into seven 49 yards spans with two 42 yards spans on the river banks. The floor
1
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beams, spaced every 2,0 yards, support on the 5,25 yards wide central part, brick masonry
arches built with lime concrete, the upper surface of which are aligned with the upper level of
the deck sole. This bridge provides a roadway of 5,05 yards wide, with two traffic lanes, edged
with sidewalks with a useful width of 0.84 yard.
Car traffic over the “Grand Pont” at Thouaré-sur-Loire has become heavier and has reached
saturation point, with mainly commuter traffic now reaching 10,500 vehicles per day. Circulation
is limited to vehicles of less than 3,8 tons, with an exemption for the vehicles of less than 8,8
tons (2,2 + 6,6) used for agricultural purposes on the island as well as for the service vehicles
(winter maintenance) or emergency vehicles of less than 17,6 tons (6,6 + 11,0).

Figure 1: General view of the bridge before renovation
Pathologies
Although the structure has been properly and regularly maintained, anti-corrosion protection on
the metal framework in particular, it is nonetheless presenting significant pathologies related
mainly to a lack of waterproofing. In fact, rainwater flows along the edges of the sidewalks,
leaking into the body of the embankment and percolates through the lime concrete into the brick
masonry arches.
So over the years, the roughcast mortar is being washed away and the bricks are splitting up,
this phenomenon being accentuated in periods of frost and thaw. Number of bricks can be seen
to be sinking, as well as brick fragments falling off. When the water comes out of the brick
masonry arches, it continues to cause damage by creating damp on the overhead part of the
floor beam.
Major localized corrosion can also be seen along the tympanum of the arch, with a significant
loss of material with frequent and extensive perforations. The organized monitoring of the
structure, by annual and more detailed periodic inspections, has enabled the damages to be
monitored and the structure’s level of service to be guaranteed.
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Figure 2: Corrosion pathologies of the bridge

BRIDGE REHABILITATION PROGRAM
Initial program of renovation
Given the risk of a brick masonry arch collapse or of a floor beam breakage, the structure was
placed under more frequent monitoring and a repair programme was drawn up at the end of
2014, along with the initial budgetary decisions.
The initial rehabilitation program project was including:
-

Removal and repair of the most damaged brick masonry arches.
Reparation and strengthening of the corroded floor beams by bolting on damaged parts
reinforcing metal sheets.
Reparation of the concrete deck, setting up of new waterproofing layer and of a surface
bituminous concrete.
Repainting of the all structure.

The budget allocated to these works was set at €4.8 million excluding taxes, with a completion
deadline of 12 months, and no complete interruption of traffic.
It was also demanded to study the feasibility of the later addition of two overhanging structures,
each with a useful width of 2 meters enabling pedestrians and cyclists to cross on either side of
the bridge.
Structural requirements
The first stage consisted in reviewing the structural requirements with different scenarii of
service loads: two lanes of 3.85 tons vehicles representing a distributed load of 1135 daN per
yard of deck, exceptional crossing of two vehicles of 8,8 and 13,2 Tons and isolated accidental
circulation of a 20,9 tons vehicle.
The operational load for the overhanging structures was fixed at 420 daN per sq yd, in
accordance with the Euroc s odes.
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It quickly became obvious that repairing all the brick masonry arches as initial, or implementing
a new reinforced concrete deck, would not enable a sufficient reserve load-bearing capacity to
allow pedestrians and cyclists to cross the bridge on overhanging structures.
Design of a new thin UHPC integral deck
New technical solutions that met the structural requirements (a significant saving in dead weight
and the possibility of building the overhangs) and geometric requirements (maintaining the
current road level) had to be imagined, whilst keeping to costs and deadline requirements.
The idea of using UHPC for its mechanical qualities conducted to an innovative design solution
consisting in:
-

Removing the existing masonry arches and replacing them with thin UHPC slabs
Benefit of the “new” space between the existing beam and the UHPC deck to install new
girders (existing deteriorated beams are conserved for cost issues but neglected in
calculation).
Connecting the slabs and girders on site with UHPC joints.
Implementing a thin road surface dressing.

Surface dressing
UHPC thin slabs
New metallicgirder
Existing floor beams
Brick masonry arches
Existing reinforced concrete deck
Figure 3: General view of the bridge renovation concept
Structural calculations led to the design of a continuous full-width slab (roof shaped) resting on
the floor beams of a constant thickness of 3,54 inches.
Placed at the current level of the roadway, the UHPC slabs let a space of about 8 inches over
the existing floor beams which enabled new metallic girders to be inserted (bolted to the
undamaged ends of existing floor beams), which can alone withstand all the road service loads.
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UHPC slabs are connected to each other and to the new girders using Nelson studs (working in
a mixed cross-section). A metallic frame is also fitted to each extremity of the girders for the
implementation of the future overhanging structure.

Figure 4: New bridge structure after rehabilitation.
The economical optimization during the construction phase led to the realization of a metallic
profile of constant inertia from an expanded and reinforced standard profile. The UHPC slabs
must then follow the shape of the roadway slope and thus have a thickness varying from 2,75 in
at the edge to 4,60 in on the axis of the structure. This new design also allowed casting the
slabs upside down with rather simple molds.

Figure 5: New bridge structure after economical optimization with overhangs (not realized yet)
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CONSTRUCTION PHASE
Demolition of the masonry arches, repainting of the structure and new girder installation
First stages of the construction consisted in removing all the brick masonry arches representing
more than 2500 tons of waste, or about 75% of the current deck weight.
The structure was then fully repainted and new girders have been progressively installed.

Figure 6: Pictures of brick masonry arches demolition and of new girders installation after
repainting.
Production of the UHPC Slabs
218 slabs were required for the deck construction. Each one weighs 5070 lbs and measures
6.78 yd long and 1,73 yd wide. Thickness is 2,75 in on the edge and 4,60 in at the axis. Slabs
are reinforced by rebars aligned on the axis of the bridge.

Figure 7: UHPC slabs design.
SMARTUP [Structure] Grey 2,5% FM (a product of Vicat group) was chosen for the manufacture
of the slabs as well as for their connection on site to new girders. The use of this product
allowed reaching the following properties (according to UHPC French standards NF P 18-470)
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Characteristic strength in compression (fck)
according to NF EN 12390-3

≥ 21,8 ksi

Characteristic value of the elasticity limit in traction (f ctk,el)
according to NF P 18-470

1,28 ksi

Characteristic value of the post-cracking strength in traction (fctfk)
according to NF P 18-470
Mean value of Young's modulus (Ecm)
according to NF EN 12390-13

1,13 ksi
6400 ksi

Poisson's ratio

0.2

Table 1: UHPC (SMARTUP [Structure] Grey 2,5% FM) mechanical performances
Water porosity at 90 days
(according to NF P 18-459)
Chloride diffusion coefficient at 90 days
(according to NF P 18-462)
Apparent permeability to gases at 90 days
(selon NF P 18-463)
Abrasion index
(CNR protocol)

≤ 6,0 %
(Dp+ : improved porositiy)
≤ 0,1.10-12 sq yd.s-1
(Dc+ : improved resistance to the
diffusion of chloride ions)
≤ 1.10-19 sq yd
(Dg+ : improved resistance to
gaseous transfers)
1,1
(RM1 – material resistant to
"hydraulic" abrasion)

Table 2: UHPC (SMARTUP [Structure] Grey 2,5% FM) durability performances
The slabs have been casted upside down on wooden mould at the pace of 4 slabs a day.
Concreting methodology has been defined to favour a preferential orientation of the metallic
fibers following the length of the slabs (perpendicular to the rebar and bridge axis).

Figure 8: Methodology of concrete casting for slab production
6 types of slabs were produced: standard slabs (2 types for holding the steel in staggered rows),
end slabs (with a much shorter length for the junction with the abutment) and special slabs (2
types, identical to the standard slabs but with 2 reservations for the rainwater downpipes).
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Figure 9: Pictures of slabs being produced / having been produced.
Slabs edges were mechanically sanded (making the surfaces rough and metallic fibers slightly
pulling out of the slabs) to enhance future adhesion with the UHPC joint.
Installation of the UHPC Slabs
The slabs were transported to the site vertically to comply with the local load regulations. The
slabs were then twisted using a special tool for placing them flat, ready to be positioned in their
final place. When several slabs were in place on the metal sections, the UHPC connections
could then be done.

Figure 10: Picture of a slab installation.
UHPC connections
Suitability tests were carried out at the site facilities with the purpose of checking that the UHPC
(SMARTUP [Structure] Grey 2,5% FM) was properly distributed through the very dense
reinforcement and connectors “net” (8 connectors per meter in the central part and twice the
quantity on both extremities, 0,63 in diameter and 1,97 in height).
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Figure 11: UHPC connections design
This also enabled to optimize the necessary UHPC fluidity as well as to define the correct
quantities of materials required for the actual volume of the joints.
UHPC was casted directly on the joints from one side to the other. To achieve the roof shaped
of the joints, counter-molds were installed with 3 “chimney pressure” to ensure the perfect filling
of the joints.

Figure 12: Pictures of a UHPC connection realization
Contractor teams were trained to UHPC preparation and quality protocols by Vicat who also
supplied the adapted mixers to produce about 48 gal of UHPC per joint. UHPC component
(fibers and admixtures) were also supplied in pre-weighed bags to avoid any dosing error issues
as well as to allow a faster concreting of the joints.
Roadway finish and bridge release to service
Once this cycle has been completed, the sidewalks could be erected on the slabs, as well as
the application of a thin road surface dressing.
Whereas the owner had initially scheduled a traffic interruption of the bridge for a period of 12
months, the massive use of prefabricated slabs coupled with fast UHPC connections on site
contributed to reduce the completion time of the project at only 6 months.
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Figure 13: Picture of the finished bridge

CONCLUSIONS
Rebuilding the deck of the “Grand Pont” of Thouaré-sur-Loire in UHPC enabled the inherent
difficulties of the project to be overcome: reducing the weight of the structure, completion of the
project in a very tight schedule, whilst enabling in a close future to improve the daily life of the
users by the creation of overhanging structures for cyclists and pedestrians.
The advantages of this constructive solution permitted to reduce the operations on the existing
structure (thus reducing uncertainties), to handle lightweight elements suitable with the narrow
geometry of the cage, to reduce the completion time of the project and above all to drastically
decrease the dead weight of the structure to restore the serviceability in safe conditions of the
bridge.
This example of bridge renovation project leads the way to many other concrete applications.
There are numerous metallic structures that must be preserved for aesthetical, historical or
operational aspects whose carrying capacity needs to be drastically improved (urban bridge or
why not railway structures).
It is already planned to duplicate this technical solution on the bridges of Mauves sur Loire,
representing 660 yd of deck (identical to the Grand Pont of Thouaré-sur-Loire), located three
miles upstream, starting from 2019. On this occasion, it would probably be appropriate to
optimize the design of the UHPC slab by conceiving for example an embossed structure and to
rework the interface between the prefabricated part and the part casted on site (field cast
connection).
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ABSTRACT
The New NY Bridge project represents the largest ongoing bridge construction project in the
US. The first of two parallel Hudson River crossings in this $3.9 billion dollar project is
scheduled for completion in 2017. This bridge is the first design/build project ever undertaken
by the New York State Thruway Authority (NYSTA).
One of the many challenges facing the design and construction team was erection of the two
approach spans of the bridge which cross the Metro North Railroad (MNRR). The MNRR is
among the most heavily traveled commuter rail line in the US and workday traffic cannot be
impeded by construction. An innovative method of launching and sliding the girders from
behind the abutment was successfully used to reduce risk and maximize safety for workers and
railroad passengers. MNRR adjusted its off-peak train schedule slightly to allow short-term
closure of the rail line on three Friday nights to allow the work to be completed during low
volume periods. This paper will summarize the design considerations and challenges of this
innovative construction approach.
The launched girder unit, which is supported between Piers 42 and East Abutment, includes
span lengths of 262’ and 248’. The cross-section includes a total of nine 8’-4” deep, welded
plate girders. Due to right-of-way restrictions in the launching bay area behind the abutment,
each subassembly was launched longitudinally along the north fascia line of the future
alignment, and then slid laterally to its permanent position. This unique combination of “launch
and slide” is a truly indispensable feature of the New NY Bridge construction.
This paper will discuss the design of the girders for permanent loads, detail modifications in
girders to accommodate launching, temporary works design considering loads during the
erection process and detailed geometry calculations and controlled launching sequence to
accommodate the superelevation in the final condition.

INTRODUCTION
The New NY Bridge consists of a westbound and an east bound bridge. The bridge connects
Rockland County in the west to Westchester County in the east. Both westbound and
eastbound bridges include 44 spans and were constructed north of the existing bridge. Tappan
Zee Constructors (TZC) erected nearly all of the 140,000 tons of large steel girder assemblies
using the massive, barge-mounted I Lift NY super crane which had a capacity of 900 tons.
However, closer to the Westchester shore of the Hudson River, the shallow river bed precluded
using the super crane to install girders. The girder spans closer to the river bank were installed
using cranes mounted on temporary trestles. The last two spans, spans 43 and 44, posed
unique challenges for the erection of the bridge girders. These spans are located on land and a
steep outcrop of bedrock between the river bank and the east abutment created access issues
1
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for construction equipment. Using regular stick-build type erection with cranes under the bridge
would require extensive blasting of bed rock to produce a working platform for cranes.
In addition, five Metro North Rail Road (MNRR) tracks crossed beneath Span 43 and carry the
Hudson Line of the MNRR network. This line is the most heavily used commuter rail line in the
US and extends 74 miles from Grand Central Terminal to Poughkeepsie. Weekdays, peakperiod trains east of the Hudson River run every 20-30 minutes; off-peak trains run every 30-60
minutes; and weekend trains run hourly.
The designers and contractor team developed an innovative erection method which would
minimally impact the operations of MNRR. The MNRR required a factor of safety of 1.5 for the
lifting capacity of cranes used to pick weight over or near railroads thus limiting the type of crane
which could be used for the erection of girders. Launching was selected as the safest, most
economical, fastest and most practical girder erection method for these spans, as well as the
one which would also least impact the MNRR. Due to the limited availability of right-of-way for
the launch bay located between the existing bridge and a residential complex to the North, the
launching operation was done in stages. The nine girder cross-section was launched 3 girders
at a time along the north side of the launch bay and then transversely pushed using a side
launch mechanism to the south. Figure 1 shows the launching of the first three girders.

Figure 1: Aerial view of Span 43 and 44 with first set of 3 girders in final position
Design of Permanent Condition
The two spans that were launched were Span 43 and Span 44 on the Westbound bridge. Span
43 was 262’-0” and Span 44 was 258’-0” respectively. The bridge is 108’-0” wide and is
comprised of 9 welded plate girders for these spans. The girders were 8’-4” deep and were
spaced at 12’-0” with a symmetrical overhang of 6’-0”. Girder design was performed for
permanent loads and support conditions using AASHTO LRFD and then checked for temporary
loads and launching stresses due to the launching operation. Figure 2 depicts the typical
section for Spans 43 and 44.
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Figure 2: Typical Section of Span 43 and 44
Girder section
The top and bottom flange plates consist of 2” or 2.25” thick plates. Typically, the top of the
bottom flange plates would be level such that the web plate remains a constant depth and thus
any flange plate thickness changes would have to be accommodated by shimming at the rollers
used in the launching operation. To avoid the additional details and to ease the launching
operation, the bottom flange plate was fabricated such that the bottom of the bottom flange was
level and the depth of web plate changed when there was a change in flange thickness. Figure
3 shows the level bottom of bottom flange plates at the splice location as described above.
Field splices
The girders include two field splices per span to aid in transportation of the girders to site.
Typically the bottom splice plate would be continuous across the width of the bottom flange. To
facilitate the use of rollers during the launching operations, the bottom splice plate was designed
as two pieces across the width of the bottom flange with a 9” gap between them to allow
passage of the Hillman rollers used to launch these girders. Figure 3 also shows the separated
bottom flange splice plates as described above.
Substructure design
Abutment – The abutment was designed as a cast-in place cantilever abutment on 4’-0” dia.
drilled shafts which were socketed into rock. In addition to the permanent loads, the abutment
was checked for the loading due to the launching bay and loading from cranes required to
construct the girders along with the loading from the temporary support for the rollers in front of
the stem, connected directly to the toe of the abutment footing.
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Figure 3: Temporary works assembly supporting 300T Hilman rollers on abutment footing
Girder Analysis
The superstructure was designed for permanent loads including the catwalk and utilities.
Girders were modeled in LARSA 4D and code checking was performed using other proprietary
tools for all prescribed AASHTO load combinations. After the girders, cross frames and utility
diaphragms were designed for permanent loads; a stage construction analysis was performed in
LARSA to determine stresses and deflection in the girders during launching operation. Five
stages were checked as shown in the Figure 4.
Girders were launched in groups of 3, from the abutment towards pier 42. The maximum
cantilever of the girder group prior to reaching the temporary support was determined, beyond
which the girders would enter the plastic stress range resulting in permanent deformation. At the
position with maximum cantilever from the abutment, a temporary kingpost and stay system was
utilized for additional support of the leading end of the girders. The stay cables were tensioned
to limit bending moment in the free cantilever. The stayed girders were also checked for
maximum cantilevers before the nose reached piers 43 and 44 and forces in the stay cable
were checked against the maximum capacity of the cable. Design shear, moment and axial
loads were obtained from this analysis and AASHTO code check was performed. The two load
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Figure 4: Launching stages analyzed
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combinations of [1.5 x Dead Load] and [1.25 x Dead Load +1.25 x Wind] was used for the
construction loading condition.
The staged construction analysis of the launching sequence revealed that counterweights were
required to be placed at the tail end of girders in order to maintain global overturning stability of
the three girder unit during launching. Lateral bracing was provided near the nose, as well as at
the kingpost and cable anchorage locations to improve global torsional stiffness of the girder
system.
The five launching stages were also modeled in SAP 2000 to further check the global stability
and buckling of plate girders. To model the actual boundary condition, the geometry of Hilman
launching bearings was modeled instead of using a single point support. The lateral bracing was
also modeled to verify global torsional stability. The minimum safety factor during launching was
calculated to be 1.38 and the global torsional stiffness was found to be sufficient after adding
the lateral bracings.

Design of Temporary Condition
Collaboration between the design and construction teams early in the design process was
invaluable to ensure that the girder design effectively accommodated the launch scheme, and
permanent design details were coordinated with the preferred means and methods.
Working in parallel with the design team, the construction engineering team performed a
detailed phased construction analysis of each step of the launch process for the 560’
preassembled girder launch units. Consistent with the design, a LARSA 4D model was used to
analyze the girders as they were pushed through continually changing support conditions.
Capacity and stability was confirmed at each critical launch phase, requirements and demand
on temporary works were established, and a geometry and load control plan was developed.
Wind load was addressed by considering two cases: in-service and out-of-service. In-service
wind speed of 40 mph was evaluated and accommodated at any launch phase. An out-ofservice wind speed established for the project of 63 mph was evaluated at any of the key hold
points during the launch process, and any winds anticipated to exceed 63 mph, a contingency
plan was developed to add supplemental tie downs and bracing to the existing structure.
It was determined that designing the permanent girders with enough capacity to cross the
maximum span of 262’ was impractical. The most effective way to provide the required
capacity, and limit deflections was to lighten the free cantilever by adding a lightweight tapered
launch nose, and support it with a temporary stay system. Two (2) stays were anchored
approximately 50’ from the lead end of the girders, passing over a 40’ tall king post located 200’
from the leading anchorage. Back stays were anchored 200’ rearward from the king post,
making the total length of the stay system approximately 400’. The stay system was designed
to resist 850 kips per stay at maximum effect, and significantly reduced moment in the lead
cantilever. Predicted deflections on the order of 3’ had to be accommodated by the geometry of
the tapered launch nose.
The launch nose was fixed to and extended beyond the girder field splice by 40’. It was tapered
vertically to accommodate the anticipated deflection as it engaged the next pier. The bottom
flange was tapered in plan as well to allow for horizontal tolerance as the nose engaged the
guided roller system fixed to each pier at each girder line.
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Roller supports, as shown in Figure 5, were provided under each of the three girder lines at
each of the permanent pier locations the launch crossed: the abutment, and piers 43 and 42.
At maximum cantilever, vertical support reaction approached 300 tons under each girder, and
lateral load demands due to wind at each roller were 20 tons. A guided roller assembly with
these capacities and able to accommodate the bottom flange width and splice plate
configuration was conceptualized. Hilman designed and supplied the custom roller assemblies.
However, accommodating the high vertical and horizontal loads at the roller supports was only
part of the challenge.

Figure 5: Roller Bearing
The geometry of the bridge unit was not constant as shown in Figure 6. While girder lines in the
frame were straight, the vertical roadway geometry included a significant superelevation
transition through the unit. Essentially, the girder cross section for a three girder assembly
varied constantly along the entire length of the launch. In turn, this required that the relative
position of adjacent rollers at each pier would have to be constantly monitored to prevent
overloading and instability, and adjusted to ensure equal load distribution and proper geometry.
Therefore, each roller was supported on a system of vertical hydraulic jacks. The center girder
in the each 3 girder unit was used as the control and set on isolated hydraulics. The outside
girders were set on manifolded hydraulics, which provided equalization of the load, and allowed
jacks to raise and lower as needed automatically to accommodate the variable relative position
of the girders in the cross section.
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Figure 6: Deck cross slope variation
The launch was staged behind the eastern abutment. Because of the proximity of the existing
roadway at this stage of the job, the available location from which to assemble and launch the
girders was on the alignment of the northernmost three girders. Not only would the nine girders
in the unit need to be launched longitudinally into position, but for the first six would also have to
be side launched up to 72’ into their final location. Fortunately, the project schedule allowed for
the launch to occur prior to construction of the abutment back wall and construction of approach
fill. Girders were therefore launched close to their final elevation, eliminating the need for a
significant vertical jack down after the girders reached their final horizontal position.

Figure 7: Launching Pad
A launch track, consisting of two HP sections, was constructed in the staging area which
extended 340’ behind the abutment. The track provided enough length to allow three field
sections to be assembled. The track was tied to the top of the abutment stem wall and was
supported along its length with timber deadmen. The track served to support a system of roller
carts on which the girders were assembled, as well as providing the reaction point for the
launching jack system. See Figure 7.
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The launch jack system consisted of two 50T capacity jack cylinders with a 5’ stroke. Jacks
were attached at the girder field splices, and to the track through holes in the flange of the HP
rails. The profile grade of this section of bridge was effectively flat, so the capacity of the
jacking system was sized to provide twice the anticipated friction of the rollers, with capability of
launching forward or reverse, in the event reverse launching was required for an unexpected
issue. See Figure 8.

Figure 8: Launch Track
Launching Operation
Initial launch steps included erection of two first field sections for the three girders, including all
cross frames, temporary lateral bracing and the launching nose. The section was then launched
forward to allow for erection of the third field section. Counterweight was installed at the back to
provide stability, and the section was again launched forward to allow for erection of the 4th field
section. This resulted in a cantilever length of approximately 190’ beyond the abutment, and at
this point the kingpost and stay system was installed. See Figure 9.

Figure 9: Maximum Cantilever Launched from Abutment
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The stay system consisted of two 3¾” prefabricated bridge strands, and located centrally on the
three girder launch section. The king post was supported on a distribution beam spanning
across the three girders. Stays were anchored at the front and back to transfer beams, which
in turn were tied to each of the three girders using two 2½” diameter PT bars. The PT bars at
the girder level allowed for initial tensioning of the stays with centerhole jacks, and monitoring of
the stay force as required. PT bars were pinned to the top flange of the girders through 8’ long
lugs bolted to the top flange using 38 - 1” dia bolts. See Figure 10.

Figure 10: King post and Cable installed
Up to this point, launching did not impact adjacent traffic or the rail road, so work could occur at
the contractors’ convenience. After the stay system was tensioned, launching proceeded to the
first pier, in 5’ increments with a push cycle of about 5 minutes. Launch continued to the next
hold point located just prior to reaching the railroad clearance envelope, and leaving
approximately 200’ to complete the launch. At this time, the last field section was installed at
the rear of the girder lines. Operations at this point required permission of MNRR personnel,
who were at the site during all launch operations to monitor and coordinate with passing trains.
Launching over the MNRR occurred late at night during minimal train traffic. Launching was
permitted between trains, but it was required that the operation stop approximate 10 minutes
before an approaching train to ensure the system was stable and restrained. This last 262’
span was the longest to be launched. Although launching across the first span certainly proved
all of the functions of the launch, but the full system capacity had not been tested until this last
critical span. Needless to say, there were some tense moments prior to reaching the pier 42.
The MNRR had the final decision on whether to permit this type of construction scheme over
and adjacent to their railway. MNRR had never before contemplated a launch scheme of this
magnitude; however, they fully understood the challenges and constraints for erecting this
section of the bridge. The cantilevering girders were considered a suspended load over the
tracks; therefore all the provisions and restrictions that went along with this determination were
in play. However, the construction plan was openly received, and a collaborative effort
between the designers, construction team and MNRR was used to finalize planning for the
launching. Scheduling concerns and launch limit parameters were developed and
contingencies were developed including a study of potential problems and corresponding action
plans. Most notably, this included an out-of-service lock down scheme in the event of
unforeseen weather conditions, and plans to deal with catastrophe should a failure or collapse
10
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occurs. Ultimately, launching provided far less risk exposure than a conventional crane-based
scheme, and offered a safe and efficient way to complete the crossing.
At approximately 10pm of Friday, October 23, 2015, the first launch proceeded successfully
over the MNRR tracks and the girders reached the final longitudinal position by the following
morning at 7am. See Figure 11.

Figure 11: First set of launched girders across MNRR
The first launch was the southern-most three girders in the unit (G7-G8-G9), but as previously
noted, these girders were launched along the alignment of the northern-most girders (G1-G2G3). A side launch rail was constructed just east of the permanent bearings at the piers, and
towers at the abutments were actually designed to be integral with the rail. Hilman rollers with
100 ton capacity were installed under each girder at each pier, and the girders were uniformly
pulled sideways across the pier from the three support locations using long threaded bar and
centerhole jacks. Once they arrived at the final location, girders were jacked up on cribbing,
rails and rollers were removed, and girders were jacked down onto the permanent bearings.
The second and third launches successfully followed in mid November and mid December.
Crews quickly followed with the installation of the balance of the permanent bracing, and the
removal of the temporary lateral bracing system which then allowed construction of the deck.
The second launching is shown in Figure 12 and the completed framing of the Unit 10 WB
girders are shown in Figure 13.

Figure 12: Second Launch in Progress
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Figure 13: Completed framing for the Westbound Bridge

CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, launching the girders for spans 43 and 44 solved an otherwise challenging
problem facing the designers, contractors and MNRR and proved to be a safe, fast and
economical solution. Early decision to adopt this method of girder erection seamlessly
integrated the launching operations and other construction activities. Early discussion between
the design team and the construction team helped expedite the final design as well as the
temporary works design to the satisfaction of Tappan Zee Constructors and New York State
Thruway Authority.
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INTRODUCTION
The Crum Creek Viaduct Replacement Project is a unique accelerated bridge design/build (D/B)
project that replaced a bridge on an existing alignment. The design/build approach to replace
the 121-year old rail viaduct bridge on the busy Media-Elwyn Regional Line in Delaware County
over the Crum Creek waterway was accomplished for the Southeastern Pennsylvania
Transportation Authority (SEPTA). The new steel girder bridge has five spans and is 735’ long
with a maximum span length of 157’. A Bridge Monitoring System was installed on the existing
structure to monitor movements of the existing bridge as well as the stability of the steep slopes
during construction. The Design/Build Team provided innovative solutions to designing and
delivering the new bridge on-time with a fast-paced schedule, which only permitted an elevenweek rail shut down to allow completion of existing bridge demolition, superstructure and deck
erection, rail work, catenary, electric transmission, and signal system installation. During the
eleven-week shutdown, work was performed on a 24-hour a day, 7-day a week schedule. The
aggressive project schedule required daily coordination between the owner, contractor and
designer to ensure permitting, design and site access remained on schedule. The new piers,
straddle bents, and abutments were sized to allow for construction below the existing viaduct
superstructure while the existing bridge remained in full operation. The new bridge girders were
assembled on one side of the existing bridge, including the precast deck and were supported by
new straddle bents built under the existing bridge. The lateral slide Accelerated Bridge
Construction technique was used to move the new bridge into place. This paper will detail the
planning and partnering that was used to successfully accomplish this project.

PROJECT NEEDS AND PLANNING
When SEPTA took over ownership of the Regional Rail Lines in 1982, the Crum Creek Viaduct
had to be immediately shut down due to severe deterioration. Emergency repairs and
strengthening were performed over a one-year period that was to provide a 25 year added
service life to the structure and the line then reopened. Over the next 30 years, SEPTA closely
monitored the structure. Over this time SEPTA continued to make repairs to the superstructure
and foundations. By the early 2000’s conditions dictated that speed restrictions be imposed,
freight was restricted from the inbound track, and weight restrictions placed on all freight on the
line. SEPTA performed detailed bridge monitoring and evaluations that included load testing.
The Crum Creek Viaduct became a poster child for the need for investment in infrastructure. By
2013, facing a lack of adequate capital funding and the need to replace the viaduct, SEPTA
started evaluating alternative service plans on the line. In November 2013, after extended
debate, Pennsylvania Act 89 was signed into law provided for transportation funding. SEPTA
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then moved quickly on the replacement of the Crum Creek Viaduct. In order to achieve a fast
replacement of the structure, the Design-Build contracting method was selected.

PROJECT CHALLENGES
After completing a thorough project review and preliminary design study, SEPTA released an
RFP with a preliminary design concept for the short-listed Design/Build (D/B) teams to use as a
basis for their respective bid proposals. The most critical requirements in the RFP pertained to
the construction of the new bridge as follows:
•
•
•
•
•

The new bridge must be designed and constructed to exactly match the existing
alignment.
The new bridge must be designed and constructed to have minimal effects on the
existing viaduct while in service.
The bridge was located within an arboretum that was part of the campus of Swarthmore
College with limited site access. This restricted certain activities as well as site access.
The total allowed track outage is 11 weeks – 9 weeks for the D/B teams and 2 weeks for
SEPTA to tie the bridge into their system in the Summer of 2016.
After the D/B Team’s 9-week outage, there will be a $75,000 per day penalty.

The Walsh/FIGG Team planned the construction of the new bridges to accommodate these
challenges.

PRE-SLIDE BRIDGE CONSTRUCTION
To accommodate the continuous operation of the commuter rail service on the existing viaduct,
the team decided to design and construct straddle bent piers in similar locations as developed in
the concept plans. The straddle bents were sized to fit below the existing viaduct superstructure
and still be of adequate height to support the final configuration of the new superstructure, deck
and track rails. The straddle bents were also designed to project out far enough transversely to
be outside of the limits of the entire existing viaduct. Straddle bents at Piers 1, 3, and 4 were
located in areas with no conflicts from the existing viaduct substructure. This allowed for a beam
cap transverse length of 52’. Pier 2 was located adjacent to Crum Creek to maximize span
efficiency. This placed the new pier in direct alignment with an existing viaduct tower. Therefore,
Pier 2 straddle beam would have to be transversely longer to avoid the tower foundations, but it
would need to be designed and constructed to fit through the inside of the four tower legs. This
resulted in a straddle beam length of 92’ and some slight modification to the existing tower
bracing to accommodate the new beam. The straddle beams required post tensioning to
account for the increased capacity and serviceability demands from the heavy Cooper E80
loadings in accordance with AREMA.
The straddle beams were supported by a concrete column at each beam end to transfer load to
the foundations. The foundations consisted of four 42” diameter drilled shafts (with up to 20’
rock sockets) at each concrete footing below every column.
Once the foundations, columns and straddle beams were constructed, a bracket system was
connected to the south side of Piers 1, 3, 4, and both abutments to support the superstructure
and deck erection. The best way to minimize the risk of incurring Liquidated Damages was to
perform as many of the activities as possible prior to the shutdown. Therefore, the plan was to
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construct the pier foundations, columns and straddle beam; and erect the steel girders and
precast deck off to the side of the new substructure, while being supported by temporary
brackets, all prior to the shutdown.
The bridge superstructure is a straight 5-span continuous welded steel plate girder configuration
with a composite precast deck. The span arrangement is 157’-157’-157’-107’-157’, and all piers
are 90° to the baseline. Supporting the superstructure are fixed disc bearings at piers and
seismic isolation bearings at abutments. The superstructure girders support a precast, posttensioned concrete deck with an out-to-out width of 37’-0”. The bridge deck supports two
ballasted tracks with continuous welded rail and two maintenance walkways with railings. The
structure is designed for two tracks at a spacing of 12’-4” and a future spacing of 14’-0”.
Material utilized for the girders is 50ksi weathering steel. The cross section is comprised of a
constant web depth of 9’-2” at a constant thickness of 7/8”. The top and bottom flange
thicknesses range from a minimum of 2” to a maximum of 3 1/2”, and the width is a constant
38”. Transverse stiffeners are provided throughout each span. Based on the girder proportions,
longitudinal stiffeners are not required.

SLIDE-IN CONSTRUCTION
A temporary bracket system was connected to the substructure. This provided a platform to
erect the superstructure off-line. All four steel girders were erected one at a time and supported
strategically by the brackets of adjacent piers. The diaphragm bolted connections were made as
the adjacent girders were erected. The bolted girder splice connections also helped support the
ends of a length of girder, where appropriate. Once the girders were assembled, the precast
deck panels were installed on top of the girders. The panels were connected together with eight
longitudinal post tensioning bars. A secondary concrete pour was then placed; making the deck
panels integral with the girders after all the panels were in place.
Once the shutdown started, the existing bridge was removed and the entire new superstructure
was slid transversely into place on Teflon plates using hydraulic jacks simultaneously at each
pier. Great care was taken to ensure the entire superstructure slide consistently at each pier
with less than 1” of differential to any adjacent piers.
The final step in the lateral slide process was to lower the new superstructure down onto the
bearings. Once the structure was lowered and the geometry was checked, the bearing anchor
bolts were grouted in and the bridge was in its final configuration

CONCLUSIONS
After the new bridge was in its final configuration, there were a few remaining items to finalize
the structure and prepare it to become part of the SEPTA system. Final abutment and wingwall
construction was completed to allow the fill to be placed at each bridge approach. Ballast was
then brought in along the bridge and placed on the waterproofed precast deck. New ties and
tracks were then installed, and new catenary pole structures to carry the necessary OCS,
transmission and signal cables.
On September 5, 2016, the SEPTA Media-Elwyn Line was re-opened (on schedule) for normal
passenger ridership. As a result of SEPTA employing a Design/Build delivery system to help
accelerate the process, innovative design and construction techniques, and the constant
communication and coordination by all parties throughout the design and construction, the
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project was successfully completed on schedule and under budget! These advantages of
Accelerated Bridge Construction are great examples how to complete a most challenging bridge
in a very strict timeframe.
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ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Sarens has almost 40 years of experience in moving bridges. In the early 80’s was started with
moving bridge structures in and out, using modular trailers and since bridges have been moved
on all continents and multiple world records have been set. There has been quite an evolution
and improvement over that time, the equipment being used today is quite advanced compared
to the equipment from the early days, allowing to perform very complex projects.
The main factors that have an impact on the complexity of a bridge move using SPMT from the
perspective of the specialized Heavy Lift Company are categorized in 3 different main groups.
The first group is ‘time’, today all projects are schedule driven and the available closure times
are key in working out and defining the methods used for the bridge installation. The second
category includes all technical conditions, such as geometry, relative position and weight of the
structure and do have a direct impact on the development of the transport arrangements used.
The third category is the available space. Space is very often a problematic issue, due to
existing roads and structures, especially is urban environments. All these factors have a large
influence on the complexity of a bridge move.

CASES
Case 1, Paris – France

Picture 1: Case 1
This project is a complete superstructure and substructure replacement in the suburbs of Paris,
France and combining a very confined space in an urban environment, with very strict closure
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times and some technical challenges to be solved on the means and methods. A double rail
road spur is crossing over a very busy highway, with both the highway and the rail road being
important means of access to the city center of Paris. This existing structure is 108 years old
and is finally coming to the end of its service live, while at the same time the span length needs
to be increased to allow for additional lanes to be added to the highway. Because of the
increased span on the new structure, the existing and the new abutments are overlapping
partially, thus the only feasible way to make this bridge replacement possible is to demolish the
existing abutments and replace them with complete new abutments. And all the activities need
to happen in a 120 hour closure on a construction site with very limited space.
Case 2, Providence – Rhode Island

Picture 2: Case 2
This project includes two structures that have to be replaced in consecutive weekends. Both
structures are located on the access roads in between the I195 and East Shore Expressway,
approximately 1,000 Feet apart. The existing structures are build out of concrete and will be
demolished in place, the new decks will be steel girder structures with a cast in place concrete
deck on top. The new structures will be build adjacent to the bridges and will have to be moved
in using SPMT. The decks have a very large skew, making the supporting arrangement very
complex, while at the same time the large height differential/incline on the abutments is opposite
from the moving direction and imposes additional jacking means. The constraints faced here,
are the limited space in general, but also the very small staging areas as well as an available
closure window of only 80 hours to get all roads open for traffic again.
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Picture 3: Case 3
The A1 motorway is the busiest highway of the Netherlands and just before entering Amsterdam
there is a major rail road crossing over this motorway. Additional lanes have to be added to the
motorway, and the existing bridge is a bottleneck: it is a multiple span bridge, with multiple piers
in between the lanes and no room left for the additional lanes. So it is decide to replace the
existing structure with a new single span bridge. The constraints to deal with here are the limited
space available, the closure of maximum 8 hours of the motorway, the position of the existing
abutments that interfere with the trailer arrangement and the size of this bridge. This record
breaking structure will be ‘largest single span steel arch rail way bridge’ in the world, with a
length of 870 Feet and a weight of 18,736 Kips!

CONCLUSION
Sarens has built up a global expertise and proven track record in moving bridges in complex
situations. With setting multiple world record moves related to the weight, the length and the
height of structures, virtually any type of structure can be moved. With a stunning over 50 bridge
projects involving SPMT on yearly base globally, Sarens is one of the most experienced
companies in the field of ABC with SPMT.
No bridge too difficult, Nothing too heavy, Nothing too high!
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